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1993 as a four-star general, after a distinguished 35-year 
career. General Davls. 

Mr. S. Lee Kling is chairman of the board of Kling, 
Rector, and Com any, a merchant banking company. Mr. Kl$g. 

Admiral Ifenjamin F. Montoys of New Mexico retrrei 
from the Navy with the rank of rear admiral. He is currently 
resident and chief executive officer of Public Service 

&mpany of New Mexico . Admiral Montoya, 
Mr. Joel Robles, General Joe Robles retired from 

the Army with the rank of ma'or general after 28 years of 
service and is currently chief f lnancial officer, co 
controller of USAA Fmancial Services. General %;,". 

Mrs. Wendi L. S te le  has worked iq the United 
States Senate and served m the Bush Admuustratlon and is a 
former distinguished staff member of the Base Closure 
Commission m prior rounds. Mrs. Steele. 

We thank you-all, not only for your willingness to 
serve on this Comrmssion m a very difficult task, but for 
your understanding o f  the democratic process in this country, 
which leads us to the requirement that you must remain out 
there until such time as you are confirmed by the Senate. 

I would hope that the Senate hears me as a make 
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P R O C E E D I N G S  

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ladies and gentlemen, the initial 
meeting of the 1995 Defense Base C:losure and Realignment 
Comrmssion will now come to order. I feel a little blt like 
the Maytag repairman up here by myself, and apologize to all 
of you in the country at large because of the fact that my 
seven collea ues, the other commissioners, have not yet been 
confirmed % the United States Senate. 

As a Zrmer Senator, I take into account that this 
is a matter of some concern in the Senate and that it will be 
addressed short1 I would like to take this o portunity, 
before we start t t e  hearing, to introduce, in a! habet~cal 
order, my colleagues, who will be shortly conRrmed by the 
Senate, I am confident, and who will serve with me from this 
day forward on the Commission. 

Mr. A1 Cornella is a businessman in Rapid City, 
South Dakota and a Nav veteran with service in Vietnam. Al, 
would you rise? nTbaX you. 

Mrs. Rebecca Cox 1s a vicepresident of Continental 
Airlines, and she served with reat distinction as a base 
closure commissioner I! the 1693 round. Ms. Cox 

General J.B. Dav~s, retired from the Air ~ o r c k  in 
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those remarks this morning and can find, as we used to say, 
Congressman Montgomefy, a window today to c o n f m  these very 
fine potential comrmssioners. 

Today, ladies and gentlemen, we embark on a 
difficult and, for many communities, individuals, and 
businesses, a painful journey that will end on July lst, when 
the Commission presents its final recommendations for base 
closures and realignments to the President of the United 
States. 

Before we hear from Secretary Perry, General 
Shalikashvili, and Deputy Secretary Deutch about the Defense 
Department's recommendations, I want to describe briefly the 
recent history of base closure, and I want to tell you about 
his this Commission will operate in the coming months. 

I cannot emphasize strongly enough that both the 
law under which w e  operate and the personal feelings of every 
person associated wlth this Commission comrmt us to a fair 
and open and an independent process that will result in the 
time1 closure and realignment of military installations in 
the &it& States. 

In 1988, then Secretary Carlucci undertook, with 
the approval of Congress, the first round of domestic base 
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' closures in more than a decade. That round resulted in t e 
closing o f  86 bases and realignment of 13 others. Two of the 
closures were in my own state, when I chaired the Readines 
Subcommittee of the Armed Services Committee, and so I know 
the pain of being on the receiving end of one of these 
dec~sions. 

It was a frustrating time for me and for man other r elected officials. Secretary Carlucci operated we1 within 
the guidelines given him by the Congress. Nonetheless, the 
198 rocess was, to be very candid, a closed one. 

h e n  it was over, Senator Nunn, Senator Warner, an' 
I, and others, set about devisin a way to close bases that 
would be done fairly and ope& and, as a result, in 1990, 
Congress passed the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act 
under whlch we now operate. 

I believe the law we passed has improved 
substantiall on how bases were closed in the pass, and the 
hallmark orthis process is openness. I want to assure 
everyone here today, and every citizen of every community in 
this country that's on the list, that everything this 
Commission does between now and July 1st will be done in the 
open. 

I I I 
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our long-term budget oals demand it. Briefly, we will go 
about our work in the$ollowin way: 

Hearings today and on &ch 6th and 7th in 
Washington at which Defense Department officials will explain 
their recommendations. 

A hearing March 16th, here in Washington, on the 
base re-use actrvities of the federal government. 

As many regional hearings as we need around the 
countrv to allow rnterested ~art ies  to exDress the:mselves 
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All the material that pertains to this job at hand 

3 press. Our many hearings in Washin ton, and all around the 
2 will be in our library and available to the public and the 

-omtry, are, of course, open to a17 The notes we W e  on 
se vrsits will be in the Irbrary and so will every document 
y commumty grves us rn sup ort of thelr own1 base. E# There are no Freedom of?nformation Act Requests 

8 necessa . If we have it, you can have it. In this process, 
9 there. w# be a seat at the table for anyone who wan.& one. 

1 0  We all know that passions will run. hgh  as t h s  
I I rocess unfolds. Believe me, we ap reclate what's at stake 
12 for the communities on this list, an31 give you my word -- 
13 which is about all ou  have in this business of government - 
14 that we will go aLu t  our difficult business sensitively, as 
15 well as falrly. 
16 As all of you know, is the final round of base 
17 closings under the current legislation -- I stress, under the 
18 current legislation. Our Comm~ssion goes out of bu:iiness on 
19 December 31st of this year. 
20 The first three rounds of base closings have 
21 reduced domestic base structure b approximately lfi percent. 
n Overall, the Department of ~ e r e n s e  is now closing 70 major 
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1 bases, reali ning 38 others, and implementing more than 200 
2 other smalfer closures. 
3 But, as you know, what you might call the "easy" 
4 decisions -- and none of them were easy -- have all been 
5 made. We are down to, for. the most art, excelllent bases, 
6 many with a Ion and a d~stm~u~shed&story of support for 
7 our reat armed forces, and our decisions this year will be 
8 all g e  more difficult because of that reason. 
9 I believe that base closing must not be look* at 

10 - must not be looked at - as srmply a budget-cnttmg 
I I pctic. It should be undertaken to reduce our defense 
1-  ~frastructure in a deliberate way that will improve long- 

n milita readiness and ensure we are s nding taxpayers' 
-lam in ;1;8 most efficient way possibE 
IS  We should not make decisions that will elilminate 
16 important military assets based on our near-tern1 bud et 
17 imperatives. This Commission's challenge is to deve!op a 
18 closure list that allows us to maintain readiness, modernize 
19 our military, and preserve the force levels we n e d  to 
20 maintain security. 
21 And that's wh it's so important that this third 
22 round proceed as sc&duled -- both our national security and 

fully. 
Base visits by commissioners and staff; and my 

fellow commissioners have been kind enough to indrcate 
they'll share that responsibility with me, so that a 
commissioner will go to everyone of these bases or 
installations and walk on the ground with the people who are 
concerned about their interests in that base. 

Hearings in Washipgton in June at which Illembers of 
Congress can address t h s  Comrmssion. 

bb l i c  sessions beginning in late June at which the 
comrmssroners will cast their votes, in public, om which 

w.s to close or realim. 
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1 stated criteria, developed b the Defense De artment under g 2 the authority given the ~ e & s e  Department y Congress, 
3 involving milltary value, return on investment, and rmpacts 
4 on the community, as well as on the force structure plans of 
5 the militar branches. 
6 In a d dition to our closure and realignment list, 
7 our final report will also include recommendations to the 
8 Congress regarding how to carry out base closures in the 
9 future, and it will mclude an evaluation of the 

10 effwtiveness of the federal government's programs for 
1 1  providing assistance to communities in re lacrng these bases 
12 in the local economy. It is a large, ?renc!ung, and 
13 necessary undertalung, and your assistance wrll be greatly 
14 appreciated. 
15 I believe this process has worked just about as 
16 well as we could have hoped for when we thought it up. If 
17 the number of calls for base closure t pe comrmssions to be 
18 created to deal with other vexing pub!rc policies is any 
19 in~dication, it has surely been a success. 
20 In the past two rounds, t h s  Coqunission, working 
21 under great trme constraints and lit~cal pressure, has 5" 22 produced, I t M ,  a farr and pm ent reductron of our 
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/ 2'r We will make oGr judgments based on eight clearly 
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domestic military infrastructure. Today, we begin the job of 
completing that task. 

I want to welcome all three of our distinguished 
witnesses to the Commission this mornin I understand that 
each of the three have opening remar&;. Before ou begin, 
let me say that, in 1993, as part of the National Jefense 
Authorization Act for fiscal year 1994, the Base Closure Ac 
was amended to require that all testimony before the 
Commission at a public hearing be presented under oath. 

As a result, all of the witnesses who appear before 
the: Commission this year must be sworn in before testifying. 
Secretary Perry, General Shalikashvili, and Secretary Deutch, 
would you m d  rising and raising your right hands? Thank 

v e ; X i E k s  sworn., 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you. Secretary, Perry, we 

will begin with you, and we thank you for your presence here . . 
this mornin 

SEC&TARY PERRY: Thank you very much, Mr 
Chairman. I 

With the ending of the Cold War, there came about a 
significant reductron rn the mlitary threat to the Umted 
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States and that, in turn, allowed us to make a si 
r~iuctioo in our force structure. ~ndeed, from ~ , " t " % :  
mid-'80s to the mid-'90s -- '86 to '96 -- that force 
structure reduction is about 33 percent. 

With fewer forces, obviously, we need fewer bases. 
In BRAC '88, '91, and '93, we've already effected or have 
un'derway about a 21 percent reduction in infrastructure. 
Now, I would note for you that that 21 percent is not still 
up to the 33 percent whch is the reduction in our forces. 

The Department of Defense and the services are 
motivated to reduce this infrastructure further and the 
w o n  they are is because we want to free up the dollars it 
tak:es to support those bases so we can appl that money to 
our forces, to the readiness, and to the modYrnization of our 
forces. So for those reasons, we have a very stron 
motivation for proceeding forward with this base cfosing 
round. 

The process we're using -- and I may use a chart 
now to illustrate that point -- the first chart simply 
reflects the numbers, which I've already given you and the 
next chart describes the process which is underway. It is a 
bottom-up process. 

-- - 
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be removed from the list clearly had merit. When we make 
available to you the information from the services, we will 
also make available to you the analysis we did where we were 
considering whether or not to keep the recommendations on the 
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That is, we have gone to each of the services and 

to the defense a encles and asked thern to do a very careful 
analysis, using fbeir own best jud ments, the facilities that 
they have, the capacities they n d .  Then, on the basis of 
the published force structure and the published criteria for 
BRAC, they made their recommendations to me as to what they 
recommend in terms of base closing and base realignment. 

This was done on the bottom-up revlew force 
structure, the first time that we have done a base closing 
that was calibrated to that articular force structure. 

It was done, for the Erst time, using joint cmss- 
servicmg. This is a very difficult process, and we have 
made real rogress in that direction, but we have not gone, 
as ou wllrsee, we have not gone the total distance m 
ef&ting cross-servicing. You will see, thou h, in our 
recommendations on depots, a very serious consi eration about 
makin better use of cross-~rvlcing. 

f 
h e  services made thelr remmmendations to me early 

this month - early in February, pardon me -- and both my 
staff and General Shalikashvill's staff have been reviewing 
it since that time. We did not, in this reviewing, attem t 
to second guess their judgments, which was the tradmR 

list. 
I want to summarize on this int by saying again 

that the llst that we are recommengg, recommendations wt 
are submitting to this Commission are the same as the 
recommendat~ons that we got from the service and that our 
analysis, in the last month, sim ly confirmed the services' 
recommendations, rather than &ding exception to them. 

I believe this was because the process we used for 
the review, in which we had a BRAC review group chaired b 
Deputy Secretary J o h  Deutch, that we have ma inh ind  
communications with the service all throu h this process, to 
it's not surprisin that we are able to valigte, at the end 
of lhis process, t%at indeed they followed the laws and the 

licies an? that they had cons~dered the points which we 
E t  11 was important for them to consider. 

Let me tell you about the cnteria which we used. 
They are listed on the next chart. 

Military value was the first criteria, and General 
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between their needs, as they saw them, ant4 the importance of 
those bases meeting the needs. Insteadl, we applied what we 
thought were our particular responsibilities. 

We wanted, first of all, to verify that their 
process had followed the laws and the DOD policies. 
Secondly, we wanted to be confident that tlhe requirements o f  
our war-fighting commanders in chief in the field will be met 
b these, and General Shalikashvili will have more to say 
aLu t  that, but that was a very important part of his review. 

Both he and I looked very carefully at the quest~on 
of  whether these base closings would in any way affect treaty 
obligations. For example, we are recommc:nding the closing o f  
a rmssile base. This missile base come under the terms of 

Pa e 17 
Shalikashvili will be talkin to you more about that in &s 
testimony. We had to be a%le to be s u n  that all of the 

requirements continued to be met, even in the face 
2 E Z a s e  closing. 

A second consideration was cost and savings. I 
will have more to say about that in my testimony. I want to 
emphasize, thou h, that in this review, the principal 
criterion we u s d  was assessing the present value of the 

sed closing. That is, w e  took into account the cost, we 
!;pinto account the savings, and we also took into account 
the cost of money. We used, then, a computation of the net 
present value over a 20-year period as a principal criterion. 

That gave us somewhat different results, perhaps, 
than we'd have gotten if we'd used the critena of two years 
ago, because it tended to put a stronger emphas~s on near- 
term savings and it put an emphasis against heavy front-end 
costs. So some o f  the realignment we might have done, which 
would have involved movin from one base to another and 
entailing very ex nsive milftary ~onstruction costs, tended 
to be less likely, L a u s e  we're usrng this net present value 
method. 

Finally, we considered community impacts, both 
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that this action was not adverse1 affecting its mission. 

Finally, we had asked eacl  of the serv~ces to 
conduct a cumulative economic im act, but we wanted to look 
at the economic impact across t ie  services. In the event 
that one region had an Army, Navy, and Air Force base being 
closed in the region, then we could contider cumulative 
across the services as well as cumulativt: through the last 
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economic and environmental impacts in the course o f  our BRAC 
determination. While ultimately, we will have to pay for 
removing the environmental problems o f  the base, we d$ not 
use them in our calculation as to whether or not -- m our 
net resent value calculation and, indeed, as of this point, 
the gases that we are recommending to you for closu~e, we 
have not yet computed the environmental costs of dolng it. 

We did very much consider the economic impact, 
including the cumulative economic impact from the three 
previous base closings. 

Now with that background, let me give you the 
results on this next chart. This aggregates the results in 
terms of the costs and savings of BRAC. I would like to call 
your attention to the first column, called "BRAC Actions," 
which says, that in BRAC '95, we have 146 BRAC actions, which 
is about 20 percent less than the ones we had in 1993. 

Let me jump, though, over to the next column. 
Notice that the closure costs, even thou h we're only 20 
percent less, the closure costs are about%alf of what they 
were in BRAC '93. This reflected our emphasis on avoiding 
heavy front-end costs. 

Most significantly, I think, is the six-year net 
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the START treaty, so we wanted to be ver?r sure that what was 
ha pening here, what was being recommended here, would not 
a&ersely affect this treat 

We had to look at ti; effects on other departments 
of the government. We are recommending, for example, the 
closure of Kirtland Air Force Base; ancl there is, in 
Kirtland, resident in Kirtland, a very innportant national 
security facility managed by the Department of Energy, so we 
had to coordinate w ~ t h  the Department (of Energy to be sure 
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three BRACs. 
That was the nature of our review that we have been 

makin in the last few weeks. 
fwould like to report to you that ,his review was 

intensive and, during the course of this review, we received 
many, many recommendations from people outside the process, 
asking us not to have their base on the last. We considered 
these carefully; we considered our own analysis carefully 
and, when this process was all done, we concluded that we 
were going to accept all of the recommendations of the 
services. 

The list which we will be recomm~:nding to this 
Commission is the list that was submitted to myself by the 
services. There were three or four cases where it was a very 
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I savings which is shown in the third column, that, whereas in I costs, we see that there's $218 million versus $1 billion for 
: BRAC '93, over a six-year period, we had just barc:ly broken 2 the one-time cost of closmg. Not surprisingly, it costs 
: even, on this BRAC, we will have $4 billion of savings 3 more to close down two depots than it does to scale down all 

-5flacted by the end of the six-year penod. 4 five of them. 
Indeed, once we reach a posit~ve savin s ,  from that 5 In the second column, that reflects the savings 

k t  on, the annual savings w ~ l l  be $1.8 bileon. So, even 6 that are achieved. This, again, is over the six-year period. 
this is a smaller BRAC in terms of number of actions, 7 Thiis shows you that the scaling down, the savings is $627 
we have essenttally the same annual savings resulting 8 million, about twice what we would have saved on closing the 

hvo de ots. 
'&e annual savings are also larger and, most 

significantly, I think, is that the net present value, which 
is our primary cntenon for valuation, shows almost $3 
blilllon net present value w ~ t h  the scaling down, whereas it 
wo111d have been about $700 million net present value from the 

closin&n the basis of this analysis, the Air Force 
dtxided and we concurred that this was a better action to 
take. 

I wanted to also describe to you the effect on 
job!<. This has been a very important factor. It's one that 
has affected all of the communities in which BRAC is affected 
and, on this rather complicated -- we now have a map which 

from it. 
Finally, if I go to the 1-ast column, which is 

called "Total Savin s," this IS the net present value over a 
20-year period, incfuding discounting the savings for the 
cost of  mone . That shows that this BRAC is the largest BRAC 
we've ever h in terms of net resent savings. 

We have referred to this ERAC as bein somewhat 
r d e r  than the previous BRACs in terps oi(ac:tions and in 
tern of job losses but, m terms of savmgs, ~ t ' s  actually 
the lar est BRAC we have ever had. 

f e t  me go from then to listing for you some of the 
major decisions that were made. 

In the Army, the closing of Fort McClellim; 
Fitzsimmons Medical Center; Aviation Troop Command in 
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should show you the effect of the 'ob losses. 

YOU won't be able to read tiat map from that 
position. We will make the charts available, for your 
committee, though, to review. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'd appreciate your doing that as 
soon, as you can, Mr. Secretary, so we could have them at hand 
next week. 

SECRETARY PERRY: We'll do it today. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. 
SECRETARY PERRY: I wi! give you a few highlights 

from thls chart, though. I have l~sted on this the 'ob 
losses from all previous BRACs, is the first numder listed 
anld the second number is the 'ob losses from this BRAC. 

I note, for example, cadfornia, whch had &en a 
vely, ve heavy hit in the revious BRACs. 26,000 jobs were 
lost in ax prevlous BRA&. We did not exempt California 
frclrr~ this t~me, but it is h ~ t  cons~derably less hard this 
time, a total of 3,900 'obs lost in this year's B V C .  

If I o down to Jr exas, we see m all prevlous 
BRA,Cs, tfere was an insignificant loss ofjobs, only 100 
iictui~lly, whereas this year it is rather heavily Pit, with 
6,600 jobs total, with the closlng of the Red Rlver Arsenal 
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I Mi-uri; Le!terkenny Depot in Pennsylvania; imd the %ed 
: River De t m Texas. 

In tE Air Force, the closing of Grand Forks Air 
Force Base -- that was the missile base that I was refemn 

5 to ar l ier  m my testimony; firtland Air Force Rase, whi$ I 
6 also referred to; the Rome Lab in New York; and hvo Air Force - bases in Texas -- Re+e and Brooks. 
t Navy, the closing of the shipyard at Long Beach; 
c Navll Air Station in Mendian, Mississippi; Naval Air Weapons 
10 Cents in Indianapolis; Surface Warfare Center at Lc~uisville, 
I 1 Kentucky; and we're closing some Naval activities in Guam. 

And, finally the Defense Logistics A enc has some 
associated with the previous ones tfat 15e  

' S e d  to you, at Red River, for example, a; well as 
15 closures at Memphis and Ogden. 
16 Now, if I reflect these on the map, the next chart 
1- shows the Army actions spread across the countly. I have 
I R  listed on here what we considered si ificant Army actions, 
10 significant in terms of more than 2&ivilian lotis or more 
l C 1  than 500 military loss. 
2 I Any closin or realignment which qualified for that 
2 o listed on this c%art. You can see they are spread rather 
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I widel geographically. 
1 h e s e  are the Navy actions. You don't have the 
3 same geographic spreading in the Navy. The Navy tends to be 
4 located general1 along the coasts, of course, ant1 we see, 
5 therefore, a difzrent geographic spreading for the Navy. 
6 The next chart l~sts  the DLA actions; and the next - one rhe Air Force actions. 
8 Now, I'd like to discuss one specific conclusion, 
P which refen to my previous comment on cross-servicing. We 

10 have looked and worked on a very difficult problem of how to 
I I make our depots more efficient, and the Navy, irtdeed, has 
I 2 proposed closin some de ts as part of this pro msal. 
15  be ~ i r  A c e ,  on t K  other hand, took a different 
14 approach to it, and that is reflected in the next chart. The 
15 A r  Force elected, instead of closin one of two of the 
16 depots, to make a reduction in all of'them -- a raluction in 

size in all, of them. The reductions were large enough that 
I I 8 tbey u~red BRAC actions to do this. 
I P  %IS chart shows you the comparison betweep the two 

1~al ternat ives.  the one which was scalrne down the SIX of all 
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I: - their depots versus alternatively closing two depots. 
s is very instructive, because if you look at the one-time 

-- 
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ant1 the Brooks and the Reese Air Force Bases. 
If I go up to New York, I see that, in previous 

BRACs there was a loss of 3,000 jobs; in this BRAC, a loss of 
1,400. 

You see similar information across the country. I 
think you will conclude, in looking at this chart, two 
things. 

First of all, there is no geographic bias or 
preference in what we are doing and, secondly, that there was 
a consideration of cumulative economic impact, and so the 
ones which were hit the hardest in the prevlous times are no 
hit the hardest this time. 

We believe that, besides implementing this BRAC -- 
that is, im lementing the closing of bases -- we do have a, 
res ansibi&ty to assist the communities in developing the~r ed r evelopment plans and their reuse plans. 

I have, on $s chart, just one map, a Ian called 
"Base Reuse. Tlus w~ l l  give you a flavor ofhow this is 
going on at one particular base. This is the Lowry Air Force 
Base, which was closed in 1991 and has had a vigorous reuse 
plat1 ~lnderway since then. 

This has resulted in a redevelopment of that Lowry 
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welcome, we truly welcome the role o f  this Commission and we 
pledge to fully cooperate with the Cornmission, including 
makmg available to you all of the data. which we have 
assembled in the course of arriving at our recommendatior~s to 
you. 

With those remarks, I'd like to turn the floor over 
to General Shalikashvili. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, before I go to the 
distinguished chairman of the Jomt Chiefs, I understtn>d 
that, at least you and the general -- I'm not so sure about 
Secretary Deutch - have to leave at some appointed hour. 

SECRETARY PERRY: General Shalikashvili and I have 
to leave at 10:30 for another hearing. Secretary Deutch is 
prepared to stay behind at that time. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ma I inquire o f  all three of' you 
if the distinguished Secretary afso has obligations later in 
the morning. I'd like to go to pretty close to about 1'2: 15 
or so this mornin on uestions, so it mi ht be that you if would want to s e k t  o%er staff people a er you depart to 
answer questions, unless the distinguished Secretary can sta) 
that lon That ma be a burden on you, slr. A. DEUT&: I believe I can stay until shortly 
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recommendations, the Navy proposed the closure o f  the Fleet 
Industrial Supply Center, Guam and the Ship Repair Facility, 
Guam, changing the home port o f  five Combat Lo istics Force 
ships from Guam to Hawaii, and relocating &Val aviation 
units from Anderson Air Force Base to locations in Hawaii and 
on our West Coast. In this connection, two concerns were 
raised. 

The first was that the rsonnel reductions and 
reali ments associated witgehese actions might contribute 
to f i e d  perceptions that we are withdrawing from the 
Paclfic. 

Actually, once this roposal is implemented, we 
will still have a military i r c e  of over 7,000 personnel on 
Guam -- a significant presence and a significant capability 
-- and, as you know, we contrnue to be committed to 
maintaining a force of some 100,000 personnel in the region. 

The second concern was the loss of the Fleet 
Industrial Sup 1 Center? the Ship Re air Facility, and the 
restatlonlng oPtKe lo lstlcs s h ~  s and {ow it would Impair 
logistics support for %eployed tattle groups. 

However, we are preserving the physical facilities 
of the ship repair and supply center in the event that, at 
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I Air Force Base, which includes Defense Fiance and Accounting 
2 Center being located there, new hous~~n a busmess park, an 
3 educational campus, recreation areas. & short, what the 
4 people around Lowry Air Force Base have done, they have taken 
5 the problem posed to them by BRAC and made an opportunit out 
6 of it. We have assisted them in this purpose and we w i i  

8 1995 BRAC. 
7 continue to assist the communities tha~t are affected by this 

9 Let me conclude m statements, Mr. Chairman, b 
1 0  observin that the BRA< for the conmuni.ties and for tie 
1 1  Defense bepartment as well, has been a painful pmess. 
12 Nevertheless, it is a necessary process. 
13 In order to ain the proper balance between our 
1 4  infrastructure an tour  forces, in order to gain the proper 
I5 balance between tooth and tail or our mil~tary forces, it w i ~  
16 necessary to close the bases we closed in the past; it's 
17 necessa to close the ones that we art: proposin in 1995. 
I8 believexat BRAC is not only the nght way of fomg this, 1 1  
19 may be the only way that we could eflfect base closures of 
20 this miiiitude. 
2 1 e have made a serious effort to carefully follow 
22 the process that was prescribed by the BRAC legislation. We 
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1 moments, if I may, to elaborate on the recommendations that 
2 have been forwarded for your consideration. The CINCs and I 
3 reviewed the list of proposed base closures before it was 
4 submitted to this Commission. We examined and analyzed this 
5 list to determine if an base closures would harm 
6 our readiness or our 

8 
7 ability to deploy, joint operations. 

Addit~onally, these recommendations were evaluated 
9 against the requirement to support our future force structure 

10 as described in our force structure plan that has been 
1 I provided to you and the Commission. The infrastructure that 
12 will remain when the list is approved will fully support that 
13 force structure and is ample to carry is into the next 

15 l4  cenhl?h fact, excess capacit will still remain that, at 

l6 somer int, I think, in the Xture, might warrant 
17 consi eration of future base closures. As you can imagine, 
18 when the CINCs and I began to review the recommendations that 
19 lie before you, there were some healthy discussions and some 
20 concerns were raised. 
21 One proposal on the list before you caused 
22 discussion regarding our war-fighting capability. In its 
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some time in the future, these facilities could be needd for 
contingency operation. In add~tion, facilities ip Hawaii and 
Jap? provlde sufficient log~stlcs support capacity, shlp 
repalr, and operational flexibility, to sustain fleet 
operations. 

As a result of these considerations, it is my view 
that these closures on Guam will not impair the operation of 
our forces. 

In addition to the Guam proposal, there were two 
other issues that were not directly affecting our current 
war-fi hting capabili but were of concern. 

h e  recommen&ion to inactivate the Missile wing 
at Grand Forks Air Force Base in North Dakota and to move the 
missiles to Malmstrom Air Force Base in Montana makes good 
military sense. However, as Secretary Perry indicated, there 
are associated issues, particularly arms control issuek, that 
still need to be resolved. 

Finally, the proposed closure of the Naval Surface 
Weapons Center at White Oak in Maryland raised concerns, as 
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before 12:OO. I have to be back and host a luncheon at I 
12:oo. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there anybody else you woild i 
like to select that I could put under oath now so that, after 4 
you leave -- 5 

MR. DEUTCH: Yes. Let me introduce Mr. Bayer. 6 

well. 
In this case, the loss of the hyper-velocity wind 

tunnel at that facility could eliminate a unique national 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, o f  course, Bob will be on 
our list this afternoon, 1 believe. But perhaps we would 
swear him in now, so that, while that nnight be a little out 
of order with the procedure, I'd like to get a lot of work 
done this morning, frankly. So would you mind, Bob, letting 
us do that now? Let me see if I can find the oath here. 

Would you raise your right hand, please? 
(Witness sworn.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Would ou rnind pulling up a chair, 

please, Mr. Ba er? The distingulsied chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs, ~ e n e r a r  Shalikashvili 

GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: Thank you, Mr. Chaxrmar~, 
future members o f  the Commission. I am )leased to havc th~s 
chance to offer my views on this, the &rth round of the 
base realignment and closure rocess. 

This morning, I would h e  to take just a few 
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capability, a capability that serves military restarch an 
daszlopment needs and that is used, as well, b:y other 

3 
: a exxies, such as NASA. While the wind tunnel at White Oak 

' -%odd probably be retained, there arc 90 military objection: 
closing the base that houses the facdlty. , In each of these issues I just raised, the 

qgrtment of Defense will continue to work hard to resolve 
1 the specific concerns, but I am convinced that [:he closure, 
1 realignment, and redirection recommendations that have been 
: submitted to this Commission in no way impair our readiness, 
:. our ability to train our forces, or our ability to carry out 
:: the full scope of military missions and joint operations. -. , - A- You also asked for my views on the issue: of 
;c  corrcolidating common functions across the services. 

1.: 
, .. In add~tion to the significant work of the six 
I joint cross-service groups 'ust described by Secreta3 Pen-2, 1:- th- are other inillatives &ing pursued outside: the RA 
; t process. Over the past decade we have made many strides in 
: I  this directi.on, some lar e and some small. 
3 For mstance, at tor t  Bragg, we established a 
1: composite win adjoining Pope Air Base that has proven very 
rr successful. l%e mnvaslon of Haiti, which our last-minute 
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u~s must remain the ovemding consideration. 

Thank you, Mr. Chaixman, for the opportunity to 
make these comments. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, General. Mr. 
Secretary, we're delighted to have you here, sir. 

SECRETARWERRY: Mr. Chairman, I have no prepared 
statement to permit tlme for quest~ons, sir. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's very considerate of you. 
? b , d  you, Mr. Secretary. 

Secretary Pe , in the course of this whole 
process, there h a v e x n  a good deal of discussions about 
what the size of this closing would be, and I recall on 
different occasions different ideas being ex ressed by some 
over, at the Department of Defense and In t ie  different 
services. 

Can you tell us what caused you to alter your 
original guidance to the services regarding the closure of 15 
percent of the planned replacement value, and how you 
determined the size of the base closure list you are 
presenting to us this morning? 

SECRETARY PERRY: Mr. Chairman, the hope o n  inally 
was that we would be able to close in this last round of the 
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diplomatic success allowed~us to call back at mid-fli ht, w a  
launched from that last job and roved very successkl. We 
also have establ~shed ajoint raBiness tra~ning center that 
has been very successful in cross-service training. 

Other examples are the initiatives that.were 
incMed in General Powell's last role submssions and 
functions report, specifically those that concentrated Army 
and Air Force helicopter t ra$ng at one base, Fort Drucker, 
and several other consolidat~ons of a s ~ m l a r  nature. 

On a smaller side, there are bases all around the 
Umted States and overseas that have been finding ways to 
9mbine certain functions, from sharing bus servlces to 

number of other ways to e l  services to their 

'e!i$i I ;r add that while consolidations and 
:r crrxs-&rvrcing are not the primary functions of either the 
:- Joint Requirements Oversight Council or the 
t co~ssional ly-mandated Commission on Role Subn~issions, I 
:: expect that some of their recommendations will involve 
2: improving future effectiveness and finding future economies 
f: by bringing more jointness into how we manage our I~ases and 
2 facilities. 
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And as Secreta Perry mentioned, while vve ma d e 

: p-s lo this roun&th re ard to cross-serviolng, the 
r ser\1ces and the Joint Staff wifl continue to look for more 
c ways to reduce our infrastructure and ursue efficiencies. 

I believe that this list is the pru&nt step at 
r thls stage. It strikes the right balance between the - investment required to close unneeded bases and still 
r ad uately fund vital near-term readiness and future 

J e m i z a t i o o  of our armed forces . . . . I fully ap reciate the dlfficuli of the task 
: before you. ~i!e all of us  who n d e  the armed forces a, 

I: career, I have spent my life moving between these and l ~ k e  
:I milita commun~ties, and I view each of these communities as 
18 some&ng very special. These are the home towns that havc 
I! welcomed us and cared for us during our assignments, and they 
15 are home to the same citizens who did so much to make our 
I -  senice rewarding, and that took our families into1 their. 
1 r schools and ~ n t o  their churches and cared for our famil~es 
1s when we were away from home. 
1~ They have been cherished neighbors, and we hate to - 

91.2 them. But all of us must balance this a ain:jt our need 
the finest fighting force in the worh, which for 
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c10s:in , last round of BRAC, that we would be able to closf 
enoug% bases to balance out the bases -- the infrastructure 
~11 th  the force structure. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And if I may interrupt - 
SECRETARY PERRY: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: - obviously, we have not done 

that. 
SECRETARY PERRY: We've not done that. And that's 

wliy, as Genera! Shall ind~cated, and I will affirm, that I 
thjnk that it is llkely we will be wanting to come back to 
the Congress requesting another round in perhaps three or 
four vears. - -  -- J 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I interrupt at that point -- 
SECRETARY PERRY: Certainly. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: - to sa , Mr. Secretary, that I 

hsvs indicated at the time of m con&mation, both before 
the: Committee and the United {tates Senate and in other 
places, that we are pre ared to make some recommendations 
along those lines, and f would ask if you and Secretary 
Deutch and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and others would 
be n,lce enough to let us communicate with you about our 
thoughts as we develop these plans. 

-- 
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SECRETARY PERRY: Very good. The roblem, 
basically, has been a m a  ement problem. hy%ody that 
manages any enterprise, wiether it's a government or 
industrial or university, knows that the most difficult 
management task is mana mg a downsinng. 

CHAIRMAN D I X ~ N :  Yes. 
SECRETARY PERRY: And we have had three downsizin s 

going on in parallel. The downsizing of the personnef in the 
after-duty forces, where we're making a 33 percent reduction 
over about six years, seven years; the downsizing of the 
industrial base, the defense Industry; and the downsizin of 
the bases themselves, which is the subject of this  BRA^ 

This is causin an enormous amount of turbulence 
and nude it very difficult to maintain the effectiveness and 
reatluless of the forces in the face of this, not even 
counting the problems of the communities that are caused by 
this downsizing. I'm refemn mostly to the management 
problems in the Department of Defense. 

Our best judgment -- my best judgment was that -- 
and the services' recommendations to me reflected this -- is 
that we were pushin about as hard as we could ush this 
time. We have not Elly digested the prevlous B L c S ,  not 

L I - 1 
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taken place in connection with this list that you are 
submitting to the Commission, the list that you have received 
from the separate services. 

SECRETARY PERRY: The List that I received from the 
services I have evaluated based on the criteria .whch I gave 
you -- wh~ch I testlfied to you abqut. Those critena had to 
do with a political cons~derat~on, In that the treaty 
consideration you might consider a political consideration. 

We had to consider, for example, what the 
geopolitical effects would be on closing down that base 
relative to our treaties. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I respect that. But the criteria 
used -- 
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I only BRAC '93, but we're still working -- have very 
2 significant work to do on the reuse efforts in BRAC '91, but, 
3 in particular, we have a long way to go on BRAC '93 yet. 
4 This was about a bi a lum as we could swallow at 
5 this stage and manage it effectivey and efficiently, in my 
6 judgment. It will not take us all t& way towards a balance, 
7 as both General Shali and I have indic?ted, and, therefore, I 
8 do think it will be appropriate to conader one more base 
P closin round. I do not think it will !take more than one, 

1 0  and I t h  we're talking about fine-tuning rather than 
1 1  another major reduction. 
12 Having said that, let me say this is not a small 
13 BRAC. This is a very significant BRAC, almost, in terms of 
14 number of closures, as large as the last one, and in terms of 
15 economic impact, it is a larger BRAC! than the last one. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, I was pleased to see your 
17 numbers about the savin s involved in this process this time, 
I8 which I think is signifkant, and many of us that have been 
19 around this process a long time understand that there's a lot 
20 of up-front cost to .this thmg that you've obv~ously taken 
21 into considerat~on m this round. 
22 Let me ask you this, because I met with senators on 
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the Senate side and congressmen on the House side antgave 
them an opportunity to tell me their thoughts about this 
whole thing before this hearing took place today, and marly 
have asked me to ask you what you've already answered in your 
statement. 

I understand your testimony to lbe that you did not 
take off the list or add to the list any bases or 
installations independent from those recommended to you by 
the separate serv~ces. Is that your testimony under oath? 

SECRETARY PERRY: That is m:y testimony. We had the 
o rtunity to do that. I had no com unction about doing it. 
1fThad felt that any of the bases $id not ass these tests 
which I laid out for you, I would have &en them off. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: But if there: any su gestion, ever, 
of any political considerations being involvd m the process 
before ~t got to this Commission, ou are testifying under 
oath that you did not in any way a ter the lists given you t ~ y  
the se arate services. 

T 
~ECRETARY PERRY: That is my testimony. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I had asked you further, Mr. 

Secretary -- and I've been asked to ask this -- I hope you 
understand it - been asked to ask you this by the members of 

- - 

. - SECRETARY PERRY: The criteria used were the ones 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank ou for that. Now, 
2 there's always some misunderstanding, I L d ,  as I go  around 
3 the country, and I have found in the years I've been involved 
4 in this process, about the criteria. Let's quickly set that 
5 at rest. 
6 The criteria used this time, the eight criteria, 
7 were, in fact, the same criteria used on the past occasions, 
8 were the not? 
9 SARETARY PERRY: That is correct. Those eight 

l o  criteria were iven to the services, and they were told to 
I I follow all ei&t of them. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And, in fact, under the law,.the 
13 law is that the Department of Defense suggests the cnteria 
14 to the Congress, which has an opportunity to reflect on that 
15 and sug est changes if the Congress cares to do so. 
16 understanding is that that has not been changed 
17 in any way b the Congress, .and that the criteria used this 
18 time are, In i c t ,  the same cnteria as used on past 
19 occasions. 
20 SECRETARY PERRY: We have the same criteria. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And you are stating to us, Mr. 
22 Secretary, that no political considerations of any kind have 
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that I testified to. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you, Mr. Secreta 
General Shalik~hvili, in your vlew, when the !9% 

base closure and realignment vrormsal is combined wlth the 
closures and realignments of preirious rounds, is there an 
a propriate balance, in your opinion, between the general 
J a w  down of forces and base mfrastructure? 

GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: I believe that there is, 
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but, as both I and the Secretary indicated, we are taking 
down force structure faster and more than we are taking down 
infrastructure. And, therefore, although we are retainin 
the correct balance, we still have some over-ca acity, w % icb 
then drew me to conclude that it might be wort\whle to 
consider, once the dust settles from these closures, to 
consider another one. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you. 
Secretary Perry, you were quoted in the press last 

month as saying that even after thls year's closure process 
is finished, the nation will have more bases than it needs to 
support the scaled-down military of tomorrow. And, of 
course, that's your testimony here today, and, as I 
understand it, it's the testimony of the distinguished 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs. 

IF the Commission, the President, and the Congress 
endorsed the list of closures and realignments that you are 
presenting today, would there still be excess capacity in the 
Defense Department's basine structure. based on what vou're 
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the Congress -- did you in an way direct the separate 
services about what they oug& to do or suggest to them in 
advance that some base installation or other unit in the 
country ought not to be on the list? 

SECRETARY PERRY: We had a comprehensive, detailtd, 
day-to-day discussion with the services over a period of V E : ~ Y  
many months. That included not only broad policy guidance, 
but discussing and debating with them the specifics, base by 
base, whether this was a good idea or that was a bad idea. 
So we had very intense guidance from the services all during 
this process, and Deput Secretary Deutch can describe that 
to you in as much detai r as you would like, because he wa:i 
the chairman of the BRAC review group. 

But, in the last analysis, it was t.he 
recommendations -- the services were free to make the 
recommendations they felt it important to make, and, indeed, 
the recommendations they made were not in some cases the ones 
I would have made. I would have preferred to do it a 
different way. But our job was not second- 
guessing them; our job was being sure that they followed the 
process and that it passed these tests. 

previous1 'said? I take it- our answer is yes? 
SE~RETARY PER#Y: yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And in what general areas is there 
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capacit for receivin some of those troops back. JHAIRMAN 61x0~: Yes 
SECRETARY PERRY: In othkr words. we have some 

- -  
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i still excess capacity? In what specific areas that you can 
2 outline for us is there still excess capacity? 
3 SECRETARY PERRY: 1'11 testify to that ancl also ask 

'enera1 Shalikashvili and -- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Fine, and if you would all 

PERRY: -- Deutch to testify. But one 
8 area in articular, I want to point out an excess capacit 
9 which fthink is a desirable excess capacity, is that we k v e  

10 roughly 100,000 troops in Europe and roughly 100,000 in the 
I I Paclfic. But we also have at our bases in the United States 

redundancy in our basing. To a certain extent, that 
redundancy is desirable, not only because there ma be 
changes in the future in overseas basing, but I thud, more 
importantly, because we may have some requ1re:ment to 
reconstitute or increase the size of our forces some time, 
and we don't want -- and that sort of redundancy would be 
desirable from that point of view. 

So we have -- in particular, with respect to our 
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SECRETARY PERRY: No. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I understand your testimony that 

ou did not. You believe that there were no changes in your 
Louse, not just by you or Secretary Deutch, but by others 
under our command. 

~ECRETARY PERRY: I believe not. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I've asked ou before, but 

1'11 ask you in a more specific way now. &xe ta ry  Perry, 
did your office, either you, Secretary Deutch, or anyone 
act~ng m your capacity and under your mstructions, instruct 
the services to exclude certain installations as they 
de:v~eloped their recommendations? 

SECRETARY PERRY: Let me ask Secretary Deutch to 
ansvver that. He was the chairman of the BRAC review group 
and had the interfaces with the services. 

MR. DEUTCH: I don't believe, Mr. Chairman, that 
any service was directed to exclude any particular category 
of facilities or specific facilities. There were extensive 
discussions and numerous occasions between m self and the 
various secretaries of the services about possibiEties, 
endlessly debating very difficult choices. 
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As you mentioned, I think, in your own opening 

state:ment, we are at the position where we are reducin and 
eliminating high performing and valuable facilities. d e r e  
we:rc: hard decisions to be made, and many specific 
possibilities were discussed at length aqd repeatedly from 
very many points of view. But no servrce secretary was 
directed to exclude any facility or any catefory of 
facilities from their consideration, and that s my view on 
the: roatter. 

SECRETARY PERRY: Mr. Chairman, I would add to that 
that believe we have mana ed this process, I believe we'vc 
many$ it effectively with b e  services; we have not 
man~pulated the process. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. And, of course, I hope you 
untlerstand that this Chair appreciates the fact that m your 
exchanges and communications with one another in the process, 
obviously, you discuss an infinite number of different bases 

My point in this, fr+ly, 1s that when I met on 
the Senate s~de, I was surpnsed to fmd about 25 senators 
show up, and when I met on the House side, I was surprised to 
find 65 or 70 show up, all of whom were concerned about these 
questions, frankly, being asked. And the obvious point of 
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1 ground army units, we have some redundancy in basing, in that 
2 we are baslng both in the United States and overseas for the 
3 same unit. 
J Let me ask General Shali to comment further. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ma I interru t at one point 
6 before the general assumes the obfigation. 'here has been a 
7 suggestion that in the depot and lab and other arleas, there 
8 may be some redundant of some things. 
9 SECRETARY P E ~ Y :  I believe there is, and I'll ask 

10 Secretary Deutch to testify on that. 
11 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Then if the two of you, at your 
I -  :sure, please, you first, Mr. Chairman. 

GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: I would say, in addition to 
;-at Secretary Perry said? I believe we can harvr *st excess 
15 ca city through smart jomt basing. I don't think we have 
I 6 egus t ed  that y~ ssibility. And I would very much th~nk 
17 that, in light o how Secretary Perry stated it, that it is 
18 fine-tuning, what we have done now. We need to take a harder 
19 look at joint basing and joint o erations that I th~mnk will 
20 allow us to further shed our inktructure. 
21 CHAlRMAN DIXON: And I think there is vely strong 
22 popular support for that, and I would urge you to do all of 
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that you can. Secretary Deutch, thank you. 

MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, let me comment on this 
from the point of view of cross-servicin , which is of 

rticular importance in a place where t ie  Office of the 
Kreta has especially tned to make an initiativle in this 
round O ~ B R A C  closures. 

The ar? were five de ts, tested evaluation 
facilities, med~cal facilities, f%orat?ries, and p~lot 
trainmg. I would suggest, Mr. Chatnnan, that in all of 
those areas there is a s~gnificant possibility for future 
economy, future reduct~on and consolidatron. 

In order to be effective and not to lose the 
effectiveness of these critical support fitnctions, if: is 
unportant that ~t take place a step at a tlme, m a workable 
way for the services, and while ~mportant first steps were 
made in this round of BRAC, I would sa that there is a 
significant opportunity in the future for Xture 
consolidation in those areas. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very mulch. 
Secretary Perry, to your knowledge, were any of the 

wre or realignment recommendations submitted to vou by 
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the.% questions is to establish in a public forum, to the 
satisfaction of the Congress and through the Con ress, our 
country, that the .udgment call. by virtue of whit% your 
office ultimately imught this list to us was predicated on 
the criteria involved in the process, and not some sort of 

ljtical considerations or a suggestion that one place had kn hit enough, another place not enough, or something of 
that character, that might cause some suspicion in the 
country. 

SECRETARY PERRY: One way of getting a ood feeling 
for that is by our answers to the uestions. Anoker way is 
simply by examining the list itsei. And I think any 
conte~~tion that parttsan politics have layed a role m 
putting this list together is simp1 regted by an 
examination of the list. It hurts bemocrats and Reoublicans 
equal1 and it is not a artisan list.  HAIRM MAN D I ~ O N :  I thank vou. Mr. Secretarv. I 
don"t think I was really implying that b much as regioial 
consitlerations and other thmgs. But, in an event, ~t would 
be your answer that that is not involved, ei&er, I take it. 

SECRETARY PERRY: Regional considerations were 
involl\,ed only to the extent that we instructed the services 
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to take account of cumulative econoxnic impact. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh, yes. 
SECRETARY PERRY: And, therefore, a region that had 

been hit heavily in the last three BWiCs would have some 
claim to not b e i  hit heavily this time. 

C H A I R M ~  DIXON: I understand. Now, some 
communities, 
Mr. Secreta and it might be Secretaxy Deutch would want 
to answer, T z n ' t  know, but whoeve:r feels appropriately 
comfortable in answering - some comml~nities have apparently 
expressed concern to our staff that not all communities are 
receiving the same level of assistance: from local base 
officials as they prepare their rebuttits to closure or 
realignment. 

One community sa s that their base officials have 
received orders to provi e no assistar~ce, and I take that as 
somethin that -- d 

Is tiere a DOD policy that restricts base officials 
from providing assistance to cornmunuties as they prepare 
positions or materials to resent to the Commiss~on? 

MR. DEUTCH: 8 r .  Chain?, ~ t ' s  a very g a d  
question. I apprec~ate the opportun~t:~ to comment on it 
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Those costs are all coming out, in one sense, of 
modernization and readiness. So we have an up-front cost 
associated with doing this. 

That's part of what I'm talking about when I say we 
have so much we can absorb at once. So the readiness and 
modernization issue cuts both wa s. What you're doing, if g you were to close twlce as many ases ri ht now, is, you're 
takin a terrible hit on readiness and moiemizatlon over the 
next L e e  or four years for doing that. 

In order to get savin s on Into the next century, 
we have tried to make a bjance betwee? near-term and 
far-term readiness. So it is not that clos~ng more bases 
buys you more readiness and modernization; it buys you less 
readiness and modernization in the next few years, but gets 
you more on into the next century. And that s the tradeoff 
that we're making here. 

Secreta Deutch? 
MR. D%JTCH: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to make an 

additional point here about the management of this process. 
As Bill Perry stated, there is a very a gressive payback of 
savings here after the initial costs. A t  requires 
scrupulous management attention and an enormous 
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publicly. Our policy is to provide all the data that was 
used in this BRAC process to you ant1 to the ublic so that 
the case can be reexamined afresh by your in f ependent 
Commission, and we would be interested to learn of those 
places which are not gettin the assistance that they require 
to make their case to this dmmissiotl. 

So our view is that we should be treating all 
communities equally, of course, and providing them assistance 
in making thelr case to this Commission. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you, Mr. Secretary, and I 
will su gest to my competent staff tha.t's been here for man!/ 
years &log this in the past, long before 1 got stuck with 
this job thls time, that they communicate perhaps with Mr. 
Bayer or Mr. Gotbaum or others, and rhaps even the names of 
the communities that feel that they L e  not been adequately 
provided information, so that that problen~ can be cleared up. 
And I was sure that would beyour .an., <wer. 

Anything that we have IS avatlable to properly 
inform peo le to present their defense of their -- or to help 
them, aid tRem in the presentation of their case, and I have 
no doubt that this aud~ence has in it many representatives 
that want to hear that said. 
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MR. DEUTCH: Yes, sir. I 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And that's laid at rest. and I ' m  1 2  
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impkmentation effort by the men and women in all the 
servlces throughout the country. Add~ng an add~t~onal 
increment of bases to close at this time would impair, in my 
judgment, the capability of our system to actually implemen 
the schedule that we have here. 

So not only do we have to have a credible system 
for actually beiig able to realize the savings, we can't have 
an appetite larger than our ability to digest the program 
that IS alread on our late. 

SECR~TARY $ERRY: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
Mr. Chairman? 
GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: Mr. Chairman, if l may add, 

we have all been reading about the issue of near-term 
readiness. Increasin that list beyond what we have now 
would, as Secretary ferry said, adversely -- potent~ally 
adversely impact on near-term readiness. And so it is a 
balancing act, and I think the balance is about ri ht. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Cpvld I ask you, as a klloy-u to 
that, to revlew for me the nat~onal military strategy m t ie 
force structure that you used in developing this year's 
recommendations? 

GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: We looked at the force 

delighted to have your answer. 
Mr. Secretary, or any one of the three of you that 

desires to answer, how do you answer critics who say that by 
leavin excess infrastructure in place -- and I thlnk we've 
? g r J t h e r e  is some excess infrastructure in place -- you've 
jeopardjzed the future ability of the setvices to train, 'to 
modemze the~r forces, art~cularl smce there's not P another round of base c osings autlorized under the current 
law? 

I suppose art of the answer, in all candor, is, 
both you and I t&nL then ought to be a review of the 
quest~on of another round later, and I hasten to add, not two 
years from now, because I don't think people are prepared fix 
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structure that we're oin to and, of course, the strategy. 
The strate y is one tiat $rives the force structure and 
becomes t le  sizing requirement for our structure. 

The strategy recognizes that the world has changed, 
and that we are going to re ~onal strategies to deal with 
regional threats and mstabifties, while at the same time 
bang prepared to deal with a resurgence of a threat from the 
former Soviet Union. 

We recognize that to best deal with such threats 
and with such a world, we need to have a combination of 
forward-deployed forces that not only rovide the stability 
In those re pions vital to our interests, & Eum and 
Northeast ksia, but also are an wean closer to &potential 
trouble spots, like the Middle East or the instabilit~es that 
could very well occur in North Africa and elsewhere. 

However, the reponderance of our force is a force 
now .that is s t a t i onJ  w ~ t h ~ n  . the United States. The sizing 
r uirement for that force in a new world has to be our 
a 8 i t y  to successfully engage in simultaneous regional 
contin encies in two widely separated parts of the world, and 
it use&], for the near term, at least, to consider those to 
be Northeast Asia, with the threat posed to us by North 
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it then. 16 
SECRETARY PERRY: No, I think three or four years 17 

from now. I'd also int out, though, that, in terms of 18 
maintainin the rea dP" lness and moderni;ntion of our forces, 19 
that base chsing is not a free lunch, and, indeed, in the 
fiscal '96 bud et, which I submitted to Con ress last month, 
we have $4 biflion of costs associated with &se closing. 

20 
21  
2 
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airfield to support the two headquarters in this particular 
jo~nt communications element. And I ,  in turn, then asked the 
,41r Force to take a look at how best that could be 
accom lished. 

' h e  answer back to me from them was that it can be 
best accom lished, and in the overall scheme most 
economicaRy accomplished, b , in fact, retaining that 
ai!field, MacDill, that earlier iad been put up for 
e:lrmination. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, you've proposed 
inactivating the 321st Missile Grou at Grand Forks unless 
you dete-e prior to December 'db.-- and I quote -- "that 
the: need to retam balljstic missile optlons effectively 
plrtxludes this action. 

What has prevented an earlier decision on the need 
to retain these options that would have enabled the 
Commission to act on a more definitive type of 
nxommendation? 

MR. DEUTCH: Frankly, Mr. Chairman, the. uestjon 
about the treaty implication of closmg that rmsslqe wlng at 
Gralnd Forks is something that w e  focused on here rather late 
in the process, after we received February 3rd or 4th the 

. - 
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I KO-, and in the Middle East, the threat that toda is fray, 
I but in the near future, could become Iran; that sucl  a 
3 requirement, in fact, calls for a force as postulated in a 

kttom-u review. 
An! so when we looked at what force we need to be 

e to bed down, to be able to train, to be able to sup 
'eke able to deploy to overseas theaters for conduct o?*' 

tions, that is the kind of a strategy and force size 
O r w e  considered and compared agamst the infrastructure 

Ir  that we need to do what needs to be done, Mr. Chairman. 
I I CHAIRMAN DIXON: I guess, along those lines, I'd 
I: like to ask, are you satisfied that sufficient capacity has 
13 been retained to su port the potential need for a more robust 
14 f o r e  structure in tRe future? Are ou satisfied with that? 
1.' GENERAL SHALIKASHV&I: I am satisfied that the 
Ir stnrmre we have now is robust enough to handle the force 
I -  that w e  have today and any changes that we now can possibly 
18 fore~ee. 
19 And, secondly, that, .as I testified alreadj,.the 
20 structure that we are r e t a m g  has sufficient a ditlonal 
21 ca ity, either to do what you stulate, but, more likely, 
- -- toea candidate for further r x t i o n s .  
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rexmnmendation from the Air Force. 

In order to come to a proper judgment on it, it's 
not just a Department of Defense matter. We have to get 
interagency views from others about the treaty implications. 
Tlhat's o+g to take some period of time.  ellev eve that the matenal transmitted to the 
Commission includes a view from our General Counsel and our 
Untlersecretary for Policy that we think that it's clean from 
fhe point of vlew of the treaty. But we do need to have 
mteragency confirmation of that, and we will report back to 
you as soon as that's available and will try to do so on a 
prompt basis. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou, Mr. Secretary. Mr. 
Secretary, is it your opinion that t%t can be made available 
to u:s pnor to our responsibility to act in late June? 

SECRETARY PERRY: We're certainly goin to make 
every effort to do so. I can9t promise because t b s  requires 
the performance of an interagenc process, but we're 
c e ~ i n l y  going to make every e d r t  we can to clear this up 
for you as uickly as ssible. 

C H A ~ M A N  DPOXON: I appreciate that. Did the Air 
Foi-cl: or your staff exclude F.E. Warren Air Force Base from 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: , And are ou saying to me that you 

and the Joint war-fighting commandYers-in chef are satisfied 
that the basin .infrastructure that remains provides 

4 sufficient mo%llization and deployment capacities to support 
5 a hw ma'or re ional conflict scenario? 
a G&E& SHALIKASHVILI: Absolutc;ly, yes. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, or, Secretary 
P Deutch, whichever would care to answer this, was any 

consideration given to consolidating and realigning smaller 
13 bases or functions to those larger bases which were 
I I 2ssentiall exempt from closing because of their strategic 7 d o n s .  

MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, I think the answer to 
at question is es, that articular piece of analysis is 

15 m e  which was done by tRe individual services, md I believe 
16 that detail on the question is best directed to the F mdividual services, sir. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Shalikashvili, will the I j: basing infrastructure that is bein proposed toda be T !2( uffic~ent to support any p-obabke restationing o 
fowarddeployed forces m terms of available land, usable 

( facilities, and necessary training facilities and ranges? 
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GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: The answer is yes, in some 

- probably in most cases. Certamly, it is sufficient to 
base an kind of realignment from overseas to the United 
S t a b  tiat we can possibly envision. 

CHAIRMAN DRON: Now, according to the '95 DOD base 
;losure report, General, you have validated the airfield 
requirements for the two unified commands at MacDill and have 
determined that the Air Force should take responsibility for 
>upporting those r uirements. 

Durn the '8 and *93 rounds, the Joint Staff was 
unable to vafidate thpse requirements. 

Can you explaln what has changed to permit 
validation now? 

GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: I cannot speak specifically 
for the 'udgment - what the judgments were based on before. 
When f looked at the issue, it was my determination that the 
two commands in, 
MacDill did requlre access to an airfield. Additionally, 
there 1s a.jomt communications element located at MacDill 
that ~ r e s  the capacity to deploy on very short notice. 

at those three issues drove me to conclud~e that 
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corel~deration because of peacekeeper missile-basing? 

SECRETARY PERRY: Mr. Chairman, 1 cannot explain 
why the Air Force did or did not put a certain base on their 
list, but 
F.E. 'Warren, of course, was not one o f  the bases that came on 
theiir final recommendation t o  us. 

I do have the impression that the Air Force 
examined all possible alternatives for the basing of the 
Minute Man system consistent with the bottom-up force 
structure that IS, I think, between 450 and 500 in our plan. 
So ;all1 possible options, I'm sure, were looked at by the Air 
Force on missile-basing. I can't ex lain why they came up 
with this particular one. I'm sure tiey can. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Can you, Mr. Chairman? 
GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: I can only tell ou that 

the documentation that I reviewed indicated clearry that they 
con!iitler$ all o tions. Certainly, they were driven by 
availsbilrty of s$os into wh~chMmute Man I11 missiles 
could be relocated, and where ~t made most economic and 
war-fightin sense to reduce those silos, and that drove them 
to the concksion to go to Grand Forks. 

But you wlll see when you examine the 
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addressed. You just cannot wave it all away and say do it 
anyway, where you will have a system that operates broken, 
not functioning. 

And, therefore, on many occasions we roposed -- 
earl on in the system, I wrote a letter to the%ecreta of 
the havy and the Secretar of the Air Force, asking gem to 
come back to me with a p!an for a joint aircraft depot. And 
that also did not come to resolution. 

The fact of the matter is, is that we pushed. In 
each one of these cases that come up, there are substantive 
issues that were raised by the services, helicopter training, 
and o on and on. Concrete steps were made. Recommendations 
a n  &fore you that will work, and not impair the proper 
functionin of the military. 

But &ere's more to be done here. And while I am 
100 percent in sympathy with Admiral Owens' suggestion, it 
does not seem to me that we were in a position to direct 
these actions on the various services. 

SECRETARY PERRY: Mr. Chairman, if I ma add to 
that. The underlying hilosophy being erpressedYby the 
deputy is one that we gave tned to manage the Pentagon on, 
which is, we manage not by edict, we  manage by managing. And 
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documentation, they really looked at all c:onceivable options. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank yoit. Secretary Perry, wl-\at 
impact did the work of the joint cross-service groups that 
you set up last year have on the final recommendat~ons that 
ou've glven us here this mornin ? Either you or Secretary 

Leutch, whoever feels comfortabk. 
SECRETARY PERRY: I'll start off by observing that 

was an important step -- that was important to allow us to 
make the step forward we did make in these recommendations, 
but we have not gotten an early enou :h start on that to have: 
gone all the way -- to achieve all of tke potential in this 
area. 

Therefore, we believe that there's still more value 
to be achieved in more cross-servicing, and that's one of tht: 
things we  would hope to do if we had another round of  BRAC. 

In the absence of another round of BRAC, we woultl 
still try to make more progress in crora-servicing. It would 
easier, much easier, though, if we had another round of  BRAC 
to do that. 

John? 
MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, furst of all, Bill Perry 

expresses my vlew. It's a start, it's arl important start. 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I say, il~cidentall , General, 

to you and Secretary Perry, that I'm watching t le  clock, an(: 
in 10 minutes we'll have a break, and you gentlemen wtll b: 
excused. 

Let me follow up on that, Mr. Secretary. In May of 
1994 the Vice-Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral 
Owens, recommended to the Deputy Secrehry of Defense that 
the services be required to incorporate the recommendations 
of the joint cross- 
service grou s Into their base closure recommendations, and 
the Deputy L re t a ry  elected not to require this of the 
services. 

Why wasn't the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommendation 
accepted with respect to that? 

SECRETARY PERRY: Since that was a recommendation 
of the deput , let me ask him that. 

( ~ a u ~ l t e r )  
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, you see? That's what happens 

when ou do these thin s. LR. DEUTCH: %r. Chairman, in each one of these 
cases when ou go for cross-servicing, there are very, very 
complicatdarguments of merit, of habit, which have to be 
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We haven't gone far enough. Let me give you some examples 
that pop into my rmnd where there were some successes, at 
least from the point of view of cross-servicing. 

I believe that the Air Force is pcoposin to 
transfer some of the functions of the Rome la% to Fort 
Monmouth, an Army installation. Thf: Air Force is also 
planning to transfer some of the functions which were at the 
Brooks Air Force Base currently in San Antonio, Texas, to the 
Natick laboratories of the Army in Massachusetts. 

We've always had a very ood system for anal sis to 
allow medical facilities to be jufged on a tri-service &sis, 
and some of the recommendations that are before your 
Commission reflect the.interservice plamin for medical. 

The Defense Qglstics Ag~ncy was ?bye to. t h~s  tlme 
take into use the lo lstlcs fac~lities' ca baclt available In 
the Air Force, 1 beieve, especially at b c ~ T e l ~ a n ,  so that 
they were able to do some downsizing in the Defense Logistics 
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it's harder to do it that way, but we think the results are 
better. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Shali? 
GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: Mr. Chairman, let me full] 

align m self with what Secretary Deutch and Secretary Perry 
snd. {think what you are quoting from is something that I 
believed in also in the beginning of the process, and so Bill 
Owens, with my full knowledge, sent that memorandum to 
Secretary Deutch. 

As we discussed this amon ourselves, as we saw the 
alternatives, I feel very comforta%le when we ended up on 
this issue and see the itfall had we pressed this too hard. 

CHAIRMAN D~XON: Are you satisfied then that the 
services have consolidated some of  their common functions as 
much as they need to, or as much as they can, at least at 
this point in time? 

GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI: I think. taking everhing  
into consideration, that's robably a trpe statement. have 
alread indicated to you tRat I would like to see the pmfess 
@en krther, but not by edict, as Secretary Pe sa~d, we 
ust need to get together and reach a consensus%ut I think f am clear on the notion that there's more room for that in 
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the future. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Secretary Perry, in June of '93 
the Secretary of  Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 
of Staff asked the Commission not to address fixed wing 
aviation depots separately from other interservicing Issues. 
They asked, instead, for the opportunity to come forward with 
comprehensive interservicing recommendations in '95. 

So I ask you, Mr. Secretary, are you satisfied that 
your recommendations in the area of fixed wing aviation 
depots represents a comprehensive approach to the problems of 
interservicing and excess capacity In this area? 

SECRETARY PERRY: My answer there would be the same 
as before. We have made progress since that time. It's an 

rtant progress reflected in these recommendations. We 
t?rhave a wa to o 

MR. D$T&I Mr. Chairman, I just would add two 
things. I believe we tried very hard in looking at all the 
options on aircraft de ts, one of the reall thorny issues r in front of us in our ownsizing efforts. &e looked at all 
options, including, as I mentioned earlier, my askin the 
secretaries of the Air Force and Nav to try and finda joint 
aircraft depot method that they coul~work  with. 

Agenc and make use of.Air Force logistics capacity. 18 
k d  pilot tralorng rs another area where we have 19 

made, and continue to make, progress. 20 
So there are some posltive steps here, but not as 

far as potentially what can go. 
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1 five of them rather than b closing one or two of' them. 1 2 CHAlRMAN D I X ~ N :  You're satisfied with the 
3 correctness of that position. I heard you eloquec~tly address 
4 that earlier. 
5 SECRETARY PERRY: I found the arithmetic compelling 
6 on that argument, that's right. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Any comments either by Secretary 
8 Deutch or General Shali? 
9 No response.) 

10 k ecretary Perry, are you satisfied that your 
1 1  interservicing recommendations to the Commission removed most 
17 311 of the excess capacity in each of the five 

s-service study areas that can be done now? And if there 
where this is not the case, can you explain why 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ c : ' ' ~  
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16 SECRETARY PERRY: The answer is, no, we have not 
17 gone as far as we could go in that area. We could have gone 
18 farther by simply, as I said, making an edict and then making 
19 it ha pen. But I think the process we're taking here will 

take 7 onger, but it will be more effective in the long run. 
21 It's a management judgment. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think I'm getting that message 
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1 I do want to stress that the Air Force has come u 
2 with a different ap rosch to excess ca acity, one whcfhas  
3 higher payback. ,& B~ll  Perry descriged I! m brs 
A -..sentation to you, they elected to go a d~fferent way in 

closing depots by, as Bill Perry described to 
their capacity at each depot and c:onsolidating 
ey elected to go a different route. 

8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Secretary. Peny. the Air Force has 
9 had five major air log~st~cs centers smce the Vietnam era. 

10 In the '93 round, the h r  Force recommended the closure of 
I I one of those five depots, but that depot was removed from the 
12 list by the Secretary of Defense. 
13 This year, wrth the same selection criteria, and a 
14 smaller force structure Ian, there's once agam no Air Force 
15 depot on the list. And f'll ask you, on what basis did you 
16 determine that the Air Force continues to need five air 
17 logistics centers? 
18 SECRETARY PERRY: The basis was summarized in the 
19 chart that I presented in my operung statement. The basis 
20 was arithmetic. That is, they presented a powerful argument 
21 to us that they could save the Defense D artment, they could 
22 save the taxpayers more money by rzucing the size of all 
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1 from all three of you that it's a combined view, Mr. 
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1 u~ntlerstand that Secreta Deutch is willin to stay. 
2 We will probabl % sending you, $. Secretary, and 
3 you, General, some adbitional wntten questions. We have s 
4 cc~nsiderable number at hand from members of the Con~ress  and 
5 other sources, communities and other places, questions we 
6 thirlk ought to be apswered. I'm sure you have no problem 
7 about accommodatm us. 
8 SECRETARY ~"ERRY: We'd be happ to do that. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: And we thank you %th, and you 

lo  both excused at this point in time. We're going to take a 
1 1  10-minute recess. 
12 (A brief recess was taken.) 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Secretary Deutch, I thank you for 
14 stayin It is very accommodatin of you to give us your 
ir time t%is morning, in view of the4act that we want to hit 
16 thc: ground running, as soon as 1 have seven commissioners to 
17 r u m  with me, here; and I presume that the Senate will attend 
18 to that. 
19 I do want to announce that the former chairman of 
20 the Armed Services Committee was over here and indicated to 
21 me, Senator Nunn indicated to me that he is spending a lot of 
22 time on the floor with the leaders of both sides, trying to 

Secretary, of - 

Secreta Deutch, the C h a i ~  of the Joint Chiefs, and 
yoursel? that the way to do it is the way that you've 
d e t e m e d  to do it in order to have the support systems in 
place out there in the services. 

SECRETARY PERRY: Yes. If we can convince ou of 
one thin , and it is that y e  have not taken this probikn 
lightly. %e*ve worked ~t ve hard. And that whde we're 
not satisfied we have the linganswer, we-are satrsfied that 
this is the best step -- the best ~ a t h  to gettme to that - - 
final answer. 

That is certainly my judgment. I believe that's 
the judgment of -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think that comes througlh to the 
Chairman very clearly, and I note that all my future 
commissioners are present, listening very attentiveli;, and 
I'm gratified they would all take from their busy sc: edules 
to be here this m o m  , notwithstanding the confirmation 
nrocess has not one orward in apt time. f tB 

I want to t ank YOU. Secretarv Perrv. and voi~. 

yw ral Shalikashvili, fGr a&ommodat& us ihis mokir~g.  I 
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encourage them to find a window today for the confirmation of 
the commissioners, and I presume that will be done. 

Secretary Deutch, may I have your assurance, sir, 
that the Commission staff will have every bit of the cross- 
service data and options, as well as all other minutes from 
the u~orking group deliberations, so we can see everything 
that was done on cross-servicing? 

MR. DEUTCH: Yes, sir. We make that pledge to you 
and, if there's any trouble whatsoever, I ho that you will 
come to me, but then should be none. ~ulPemo~eration is 
our intent. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: We're very sensitive about thi 
management problems. My friends that are potential 
comm~ssioners, three of them with military backgrounds, have 
assured me that they understand that the problems inherent in 
that are fairly significant, and we respect that and around 
sensitive to it. 

We also are sensitive to the fact that the country 
and many in the Congress feel that more needs to be done in 
that area when we're talking about substantial savings and, 
obv~iously, we want to review that pretty delrberatel and, if 
you could be kind enough to cooperate with my staff -- and 

I'm ,su~re that will be done -- we'd like to have all that page 72 1 
material. 

.MR. DEUTCH: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank YOU. Mr. Secretarv. 
Now, Secretary Perry has been huoted as saying that 

you >w~ould try to avoid having any one state suffer in as a 
result (of the closure process. I'll ask you, was apy 
install;!tion removed from or.added to a. service lrst 
primarily because of economc Impact, mcluding cumulative 
econc~n~ic impact within a state or a community, as far as you 
knouR - 

MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chaim,.cumulative economic 
impact was first considered by the servtces in tenns of the 
cumula~.ive impact of rior BRAC actions and then, when the 
services submitted tpeir recommendations to Secretary Perry 
to us, we reviewed cumulative economic impact out in terms of 
multiple service actions in an single area. 

When we accomplishedour review of cumulative 
econonlic impact at the secretarial level, no instance was 
found where an action had to be reversed or  taken because of 
cumulative economic im act. It was one of the pieces of 
analysis that we did, ~ i l f ~ e r r y ' s  staff did, before the 
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I there's a sharp reduction in the impact on California 
2 compared to prior BRACs although, if yc~u sum up all BRAC 
3 actions, the ple of Cal~fornla have had an amam 
4 fraction of G o t a l  BRAC actions, since we began tie 
5 process. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: For the '93 closure round, Mr. 
7 Secre& , your staff established cumulative economic impact 
8 thresh& that resulted in the removal of at least one 
9 installation from the service recommendations by our staff. 

10 Were any s~rmlar cumulative economic thres K olds set 
r 1 for the '95 round? I understand you've testified that you 
12 didn't remove any from the list or an ,thing. But were there 
13 cumulative economic thresholds set d r  the '95 round then: 
14 were, for instance, available to the service chiefs or 
15 others? 
16 MR. DEUTCH: There was a method of analysis for 
17 that. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I see. 
19 MR. DEUTCH: I might say we also hosted a 
20 conference, more than a year ago, to try and improve our 
21 understanding of what appropriate measuaes would be. From 
22 that consultation with experts, a criterion based on standard 
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Texas being hardest hit this last time, or one of them, but I 
notice that, in all of the cumulative rounds before, only 100 
jobs have been affected m Texas? 

MR. DEUTCH: That's correct, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's very interesting. Let me 

ask you this. In calculating cumulative economic impact, how 
did you differentiate between economic impacts caused b 
previously announced force structure changes and those tiat 
were due to closure or reali ment decisions? 

MR. DEUTCH: I wi rnot  be able to give you a 
thorough answer to that, Mr. Chairman, and I would hope that 
you would ask that later this afternoon, of Bob Bayer or Josh 
Gotbaum. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Was DOD reluctant to close major 
industrial laboratory test and evaluation installations 
because of econormc im~act? 

w 

MR. DEUTCH: No. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Was any decision taken to 

downsize, rather than close. an installation as a result of 
economic impact considerations, as far as you know? 

MR. DEUTCH: Not an economic impact. I would point 
to the very important strategic choice made by the Air Force 
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1 judgment was reached to accept the senrice recommendations. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Very good. Now, I do understand, 
3 then, that the services did take that into consideration to 
4 some extent. 
5 MR. DEUTCH: That's absoll~tely correct, sir. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I notice here - and I quote from : the Department o f  the Navy Analysis and Recommendations. 
8 Volume 4, March 1995, Page 2: 
9 "Because of the large number of job losses 

lo  occurring in California and Guam, the DON decided against 
1 1  recommending several closures that could otherwise have been 
12 made. Other than Long Beach Naval Shipyard, no other closure 
13 is recommended that would result in a negative direct 
14 civilian job loss impact in any economic area in California." 
15 MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, that was the 'udgment of 
I6 the Department of the Nav It is certainly a suiject that I 
17 discussed with them. Thekavy has had -- because it is, of 
18 course, on the coast -- has had sief icant  impact on 
19 California, on different parts of liforma. 
20 There were, of course, other B RAC actions b 
21 different services in California this time but, as ~ i 1 f ~ e n - y  
22 pointed out to you on this map of direct civilian job losses, 
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1 say that our principal mode of analysis was not on a state 
2 level, but on impacted areas. 
3 For example, lf you look at the pro sal on the Red 
4 River Arm De t, it IS at the comer of our states -- 
5 C H A ! R ~  DIXON: I know. 

P" 
6 MR. DEUTCH: -- Oklahoma, Louisiana, of course, 
7 Arkansas -- 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: You managed to get four states mad 
9 there. 

1 0  MR. DEUTCH: That's correct. That's exactly right, 
1 1  Mr. Chairman. So, in that particular case, you don't do a 
12 state a n a l y s i s , ~  do an analysis -- in all cases, you do an 
13 analysis which oes the affected communities and the affected 
14 people. 
15 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Incidentally, none of this is 
16 funny. Fo j v e  me for cracking wise. Because, obviously, to 
17 any state impacted -- you know, there's the old story about 
18 the fact that it's a depression if it's your .ob that was 
19 lost. I certain1 respect the fact that anybody who loses a 
20 base is very dlppy about it. 
21 I wanted to observe further, in looking at th.? 
22 maps you've made available, I've seen some publlclty about 
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statistical metropolitan areas was developed and it was I 
available to everybody. 2 

As ou pomt out, Mr. Chairman, in sum, at the 3 
secretaria7 level, in this round of BRA(., no installation was 4 
removed because of cumulative economic impact. s 
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of downsizing the depots for cost savings as o posed to 
closing particular facilities. As that famous cfart which 
Bill Perry polnted out, that election to downsize and 
consolidate at every depot as opposed to closing one or two 
was principal1 done on the bas~s of the cost savings to the 
Department. h a t  was the central p i n t .  

It, of course, changes the distnbution of economic 
impact on communities to everybod hurting a l~ttle from a 
couple. one or two, hurting a lot. & that is a change m 
economic impact. But the reason for that was the cost 
savings to the Air Force and to the Department of Defense. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is that analysis available for us 
to carefully evaluate? I say, with due respect to ou -- and 
I do respect you and Secretary Perry -- it seems &ce 
something of a reach to say you can downsize all o f  them and 
get a better savings than closing one of them. 

I'm not trylng to,be argumentative. It just is 
sort of a novel suggestion to me, that I think may have 
value, but ~ t ,  at first blush, seems a little hard to accept. 

MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, o f  course that analysis 
is going to be available to you, and I would ask for ou to 
give it your most critical review. Let me say that, ? or me, 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: The old sto IS you can get 
numbers to do about anything here in the ?ongress. I h o w  
that from my political career. It's clear, certa~nly, that 
California has suffered a great number of job losses and, of 
course, obviously, it's also clear it's th~e largest state in 
the Union. 

I don't know whether ou did sorne kind of a i percentage analysis or some ind of analysis of total GNP 
against job loss or something like that to amve at these 
decisions, because I don't guess numbers real1 tell ou 
much. You could look at a little, one state an: see tiat not 
many had been lost, but not many people are there, you know. 

'-1 22 you go into this with Mr. Gotbaum and ~ r y B a ~ e r .  But let me 
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MR. DEUTCH: That's correct. There are many 
different wa s of do~n  the anal sis. CHAILAN D ~ O N :  A 

MR. DEUTCH: And I wouid suaaest that, later on, 

18  
19 
:to 
:!I 
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8 costs. So, to me, the 
9 intuitive, is, to me, 

10 

17 
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I will be considered as a potential limitation on near-term 

community reuse. " 
3 So I would ask you, were any instal1ation.s or bases 
4 not recommended for closure or realignment due to unique 
5 contamination roblems? 
6 MR. DE~TCH:  Mr. Chairman, certady that action 
7 was not taken at the secretarial level. Whether that 
8 happened in each one of the services' processes as they came 
9 forward with their recommendations, I cannot answc:r to you, 

10 but it is a question that should be presented to each 
I I service, so that they can tell you whether they took such 
1- tion in their own recommendations. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: A good int and, of course, as 
I- know, we'll have the servrce c g f s  and the service 
15 secretaries in next Monday and Tuesday, and staff w d l  remind 
16 me to revisit that. 
I i Maybe this will go along the same line and you 
18 might again want to pass it along to them. But, were any 
19 installations eliminated from closure consideration because 
20 of the hieh cost of environmental cleanuv. at lei~st to your 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: How man installations,%r. I 

Secretary, recommended for closure in tLs or prior rounds, 2 
are ex ted to have substantial portions of land laced into :I 
c a r e g  status due to unique contamination proiems, in 4 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10  
I I 
12 
13 
I4 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 . . 

2 I knowled-e? 
22 MW. DEUTCH: NO. 

your jud ment? MR. DEUTCH: I cannot give you an acc~urate answer 
to that. but I will vrovide one for the record. sir. 

2 I 
22 

CHAIRMAN'DIXON: Is there a fairly large number, in 8 
your view? Because, let me say this to you, m all candor. 9 

MR. DEUTCH: Yes. 10 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: In the time that I elerved as 1 I 

chairman of readiness -- and my friend at the table with you 12 
and my friend that is the director here now both know -- we 13 
were jurisdictional on some of this stuff and, obvious1 , 14 
there was never enough money authorized or appropriated J' or 15 
all the environmental cleanup in the country at these bases, 16 
and I presume that's still the case, so I presume we're going 17 
to have some roblems out there. 18 

MR. D~UTCH:  We are certainly pa in 'tttention to 19 
the issue of environmental remediation at afi of our sites. 20 

21 -1her they are scheduled for closure or whether they remain 
ur active facility list, and it is a major concern to 

-- 
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niaJical personnel and an issue of facilities. We have just 
haul a very -- in response to a request by Congress -- a very 
significant and deta~led study of the medical requirements, 
both in wartime and peacetime, and that study could be made 
available to the Commission, as well. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let me follow up alon that line 
on medical issues. Military medrcal facil~ties, of course, 
play an important role in terms of both readiness for war and 
supporting the force during peacetime. 

For families of military members, retirees, and 
their families and survivors, the local military hospital is 
often of particular importance, as ou know. Millta 
medical assets are also important ? rom a Department?kdget 
point of view, uite obviously, in their abil~t to reduce 
the qivllian hea?th and medical program for t le  urnformed . - 

senice costs. 
However, the fate of military hospitals is often 

tied to larger closure and realignment decisions about the 
installations on which they are located. What guidance did 
the Devartment vrovide to the r e m t i v e  servlces and to the 
joint cioss-servite grou s to ensuie that decisions that 
mpact military hospita& and military beneficiaries are made 

-- 
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in consideration of those impacts I've described? 
MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, a very ood uestion. 

The quality of life of the military personnef, of &eir 
farnil~es, of retired military personnel, is very heavil 
influenced by our abilit to provide adequate medicafcare. 
In this ar+,.above all eibe, over time, in my judgment, a 
CK)S:~-%~VICUI~ approach has been the rule rather than the 
exception. 

So the Cross-Servicing Group on Medical Care that 
we establ~shed was very conscious of the ability to use the 
facilities and the ca abilities of various services. to 
prctvide needs for tl!e total military community m an area, 
and itlso very knowledgeable about the strategy and the path 
weqn: following to try and provide affordable medical care to 
all aspects of our community. The were also very heavily 
sensitive to what the results would b of closures of 
particular facilities on associated hospitals or clinics in 
an area. 

I would think that thls is of the strongest aspects 
of this BRAC, and you should have -- you or your staff hert 
-- an entire analysis of the Medical Cross-Servicin Group, 
whrch really was the engine running the medical cksure and 

1 
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billions of dollars, one would think there ought to be a 
compliment or two involved, but I sup se it is the 
continuing burden that one bears in service that all 
we get is the criticism. 

1 say that as I go into this subject matter, but I 
think it's necessary to address this subject matter, because 
those of us on the Commission will have to deal with it Ithis 
time. 

As you know, in October of 1994, Business 
Executives for National Securit comnnonly known as BENS -- 
issued a report, uncovering tieshell ame, which c r i t i c i~~d  
the Department's record in actually cfosing military 
facilities. 

60 Minutes featured the re rt later you year, 
and the essence of the report a n c h e  60 Mmutes 
characterization that, of the 67 bases the President, 
Congress, and the Pentagon have agreed to shut down thus far, 
over one-third never closed or have quietly rwpened under a 
new name or function. 

As you know, Mr. Secretary, we plan on offering 
recommendations to the President concelnin reuse and future 
closure actions. Reports such as and BAS report detract 
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tough it is to shut down a base. 

I would also say that I was pleased with the 
progress of this Administration in being more concerned about 
that transition nod. I see Mr. Bayer here and others that 
have been hangon  on that, and the fact that you have 
transition chiefs in these communities, now, that are working 
with the Department and with the government and so forth is 
very helpful. 

As you know, I have suggested, in my confirmation 
hearin and throu hout the course of my service as chair 
hen,  tiat one of t i e  things I think we need to continue to 
work on is a post-closure rocess. I really see that as a 
significant problem arouni the country, to make sun that -- 
ou know, nobody w ~ t s  this to happen to them but, if it 

lappens to a commuolt we ought to be in place. 
I'm not talking a&ut throwbg money at them. I'm 

talkin about worlung wlth them m the ap ropnate ways to 
help tbese qommunitles get back on their &, and I thmk 
it's just so Important to us to do that well. I thank you 
for your suggestions along those lines. 

Following up on that, the Defense Finance and 
Accounting Service is currently slated to consolidate its 
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I We have prepared, at the time, a very.careful 
2 analysis of their report and our response to it, and some 
3 errors which we think were in their report, and have provided 
4 it to them and we would be happy to make that available to 
5 you. 
6 In sum, communit reuse of closed facilities is 
7 exceedingly important. b e  are working that problem hard. 
8 Our services are working it hard, and we think we're making 
9 mgress on it, and we will make progress greater in the 

1 0  L u r e  
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you for that very 
12 excellent response. I share your view that BENS is an 
13 important and distinguished group of business executives that 
14 does an important.service to our country apd has generally 
15 been very supportive of our national secunty mterests. I 
16 did not mean to imply that there was any question about the 
17 integrity of that group. 
18 I do think, when you say you only shut down a 
19 third, you didn't say we've already shut down, actually - or 
20 you st111 have a third o n. It doesn't say we actual1 shut 
21 down two thirds, whicf i  think, in some ways, is rager 
22 remarkable. I've gone through this process and I know how 

9 
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200-plus offices at the five centers it currently operates - 
Denver, Columbus, Kansas City, Indianapolis, Cleveland. It 
also has plans to add 21 new sites, man of which will be on 
installations slated to close as a result of ~revious base 

- 
page% 

I realignment suggestions that are being resented to you. P 2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you or that answer, .and I 
3 take it from that that you're comfopa.ble that the W i c a l  
4 needs and the health attention required by our servlce people 
5 everywhere has been adequately considered in what you've 
6 done? 
7 MR. DEUTCH: Thi! is a top priority for Bill Peny. 
8 mainta*ing the ualit of life for OUT rmlitay personnel, 
9 our retirees and i e i r  &milles. T h ~ s  s very important, and 

l o  I would say yes, v i a l l y , . I  think tlus 1s one of the 
I I strongest cross-servicmg m t s  that we had. 
12 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I want to get, now, to the subject 
13 that you hear little about in the coun!ry @use of !he 
14 power of our national television to slmpltfy thlngs in the 
15 minds of people in this country. As you know, Mr. Secretary, 
16 60 Minutes and a number of other stories resultin from that 
17 have sort of dispersed around the country, from t%e BENS 
18 report, a view that some of this work ha:; not been adequately 
19 done in the ast. P 20 I wou d want to comment, first, that when you're 
21 talking about a situation where bases weren't closed in 
22 decades, and now you're closed hunclreds of them and saved 
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from general support for the closure process. I'd like to 
have your comments about it. 

MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, let me begin by saying 
that the prompt reuse of facilities is 
priority of t h s  Administration. In ;I'y"% ;$gygisident 
Clinton announced a streamlined inte:ra ency approach to try 
and do better at the pace at which C I C I ~  facilities were 
converted to productive reuse for the communities in wh~clh 
they are located. 

There is.no uestion about the fact that our record 
here at providing t % at process of reuse is im roved. It is 
satisfactory? I would sa that it is not satisictory until 
we have found a way to Kave closed facilities producing jobs 
for communities which have historic;dly been of such s tn~ng 
su port. My main point is we have n high priority on this. d are doing better. We have further to o. 

With respect to the specific report t&t you 
mentioned, the Business Executives lFor.Na!ional Security, 
this is a very valuable and strong or :anlzatlon whost: 
commentary on national securit afkirs is of importance to 
us. In this particular case, we tiink they w e n  a little bit 
fast off the mark. 

closure rounds. 
Our staffs analysis of the Business Executives for 

National Securitv Remrt indicates that, of the 26 bases 

I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I I 
1 2  
I3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

noted in the repdrt being reopened -1 reopen9 -- 14 were 
operating reasonably close to the recommendations of the 
Commission. The other 12 were recipients of DFAS centers. 

Please ex lain why DODplans to place 12 of the 21 
new DFAS o f z e s  on bases which are slated to close, rather 
than on bases remaining open which have existing excess 
capacity . 

MR. DEUTCH: The criteria - which was a published 
criteria - for selection of the DFAS centers included making 
use of existing federal facilities or closed bases. This was 
one of the cnteria of, I believe, as I recall, eight 
different criteria that were used. 

It was felt that, if you were oin to open a new 
center at a new location, you shoufd tafae cost Into account 
-- how cheaply could it be done; you should take into account 

L 
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1 whether there was an adequate supply of personnel to carry 
2 out the function; you should take into accourrt whether there 
3 was a facility whch was available, which was owned by the 

9epartment of Defense, had been slated for closure but could 
.'used to help the community which had berm so severely I 5 pacted. 

Since I was one who was involved in the selection 
these DFAS centers. I recollect how the selection vrocess 

was made. The consequknce was that several of the new ~ F A S  9 
centers will go to bases that were slated for cilosure. 10 

Bill Perry, earlier today, mentioned Loring Air I t  
Force Base, which is a closed base, but where a DFAS site is 12 
being centered. Last week, I was down in Charleston, South 13 
Carolina, where there we opened the first DFAS center in the 14 
United States at Charleston Navy Yard, which was a closed 15 

16 facilitk my judgment, that's exactly right, as long as 17 
the dollars and cents are right. To go and put the DFAS 18 
centers in places which have been previously impacted by job 19 
loss is certainly consistent with our De artment's concern 20 

were made. 
P with community impact. It was one o several criteria that 21 

22 
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Once this round is completed, as you and I know, 

the Department of Defense will go back to operating under the 
section of Title 10, U.S. Code, that required DOD to conduct 
extensive budgetary, strategic, economic, and environments 
spgies of a potentla1 closure affecting more than 300 
crvllians or a realignment affectmg more than 50 percent of 
an installation's civilian work force before proposing such a 
closure or realignment. 

I think you and I can both agree that it's almost 
iinpossible to close or realign a rmlitary base under this 
authority. My experience, when I was here in the Senate, was 
that we just didn't close any until we had the Carlucci 
round. 

This Commission plans to. make recommendations on a 
I ocess for closin or reali g military bases. in the 

k r e  after this 1695 rounrcompleted. 1 thnk that's 
important, because there was all t h s  closure talk about the 
"rnother of all base closin s" and everythin else; "This is 
rhe last one; it's the end of it all forever an8 for all 
time," and I've never thought that was the appropriate and 
responsible and businesslike way to look at this. 

You appealed to me, and my sense of things, when 

Page 9; 
1 At no time did it overwhelm the general, single 
2 most important view of the DFAS consolidation, which was to 
3 save money for the tax ayer but, when that finst prima 
r purpose was served, i8here was a way of locating a D?AS 
5 center at a closed facility in a community whch had been 
6 impacted by a base closure, there was a pss~bil i ty  in this 
7 weighting s stem to allocate points for t at purpose. 
8 C H A I L A N  DIXON: I than* you for that. It occur& 
9 to me -- apd fhis is sort of a sim listic thin , arid none of 

10 t h s  stuff 1s sim le -- that a lot of the BEN!! criticism 
1 I mobably arose L u s e  of the DFAS centers at these bases 

at were su sed to be closed. 
MR. ~GTCH: I'm not aware that that has anything 

-do with the BENS criticism. 1 will say this. In those 
I5 places where a DFAS center - Fort Ord is another example - 
16 IS going, because it's in a location and a commimity whch 
17 has rev~ously been adversely lm acted by the closure of a 
I 8  faciltv and loss of iobs. I thmk tiat's terrific news for 

and I'mHIl for it. 
AIRMAN DIXON: About one-third of the 21 new 

21 Defense Finance and Accounting Service sites have vet to 
22 open. There's a military construct& requirement for nearly 
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you said earlier, you and others, that ou'd made some 
management decrsions here. After al{ that's what this job 
of yours is all about, making smart management decisions. 

I would ask you, will you make whatever 
nxommendations you consider important in your house to us 
about what should be done in the future and work with us, as 
we prepare our sug estions for the Congress, subsequent to 
this round, about w%at ought to be done in the future? 

MR. DEUTCH: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Blll Perry has 
already, I think, iven you the outlines of his thinking on 
i t  We'll be gladgto work with ou to be more detailed in 
what our views are for another ~ R A C  round after t h~s  one. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Given that the list is smaller 
than initiall planned here, how much will DOD have to plus 
u , the bu&et to a~commodate reduced savings in the late 
340>;, in our o imon? ~ g .  D E ~ C H :  Well, Mr. Chairman, this list is not 
smaller compared to any expectation that I think Bill and I 
have had for quite some penod of time. It is smaller 
compared to what would be a calculated number for a 
pro ortional reduction in force space relative to budget 
decline in force level -- 
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$200 million to make improvements to many of these sites. In 
li ht of the ongoing consolidation efforts taking part in 
oger parts of DOD, would it be worthwhile, in your o inion, 
to consider further reductions in the number of D ~ A S  sites' 

MR..DEUTCH: No, sir. The DFAS consolidittion is a 
consolidation where we are underway. 

We are moving from whatever it was, several hundrer 
sites, to two dozen or so sites, and I think that w.hat is 
important here is, by consolidating in smaller increments -- 
that is, to two dozen rather than seven or ei ht or none -- 
what you have is an easier transition from t ie  existing 
structure to the new structure. Paybacks will be csrl~er, so 
that you don't have to wait until you have the full, all up 
megasites. 

I thmk that here is a situation where we are 
headed towards downsizii - economic downsizing, high ayoff 
downsilio -- and the D%AS system is an example ?{how i 
should be 5one right, not one which needs to be revlewed. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Secretary Deutch, on the question 
of future base closures and realignments. vou and I and the 

2' '.ers have talked toda about the fact tha't this is the 

'v 1 round under the 1690 Act. 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: If 1 may interrupt - I apologize 

-- 1 had said "smaller than @tially lanped,." because I 
fell that the suggestion earlier was t at ~t mght be a 
larger list. 

i 
MR. DEUTCH: Certainly there was a reat effort by 

evegbody to get as much reduct~on as poss~bk, but I don't 
t h i ~  that Bill and I have had the view that it was going to 
be larger than '93 when the servlces finally came m w ~ t h  
their recommendations for a considerable period of time. 

Be that as it may, the net savings which are 
prolpc)sed in this round are very, very significant indeed. 
The payback is much more rapid than in prior rounds. So, in 
poult of fact, this is welcome news to our programming of 
resources out over the next SIX years, both because the 
paybacks are larger and because the costs, up front costs 
con~~ected to. the paybacks, are smaller. 

There is an tmportant management challenge here, 
Mr. Chairman, that I want to be very explicit about. We have 
to accomplish these projected savings. Savmgs are not 
savings when they're projected. Savmgs are only savmgs 
when they're finished. 

So there is an enormous management challenge to 

I I - I 
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1 actually execute this rogram. That's why I think ~ t ' s  so 
2 cautious to imagine ma!mg major changes, major additions for 
3 closure on this list, because what the challenge is for us) 
4 from this day forwa~d -- or, actually,-more precisely, from 
5 July 2nd forward -- IS to actually a h e v e  the very 
6 aggressive savin s that have been identified in the proposal 
7 that is in front of you. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Secretary Deutch, the 
9 roposed fiscal year '96 budget you presented to Congress 

l o  fast month represents a reduction of almost $6 bllllon, or 
11 5.3 percent m real terms, from the fiscal '95 level. It 
12 includes $785 million to begin imp1eme:nting the '95 closures 
13 in fiscal '96. 
14 Was the size of the '95 closure.and realignment 
15 list that you are presenting to+y li~nrted by your ability to 
16 budget adequate up front closlng costs to carry out thest: 
1 7  closures? 
1 8  MR. DEUTCH: No. Generally, the answer to that is 
19 no. On the other hand, I will report to you, again going 
20 back to this important case of the Air Force logistics 
21 centers, that the up front costs estlnlated there to close two 
22 centers were sufficiently large that it led the Air Force to 

Pa e 100 
excuse me a moment, Mr. Secreta , while I talk to my s t a b  

(A discussion was held on the  record.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, I have questions 

from certain Members of the Con ress here and, frankly, my 
staff believes that some would& better directed to the 
service, chiefs of the service secretaries, but I want to ask 
you this one because the distin uished Congressman is in the 
room, 1.m told, and we think you perhaps can answer this 
questlon and, if you find that lt's one better handled by 
someone else, we'll pursue lt more later. 

I have represented to Members of the Congress that 
this would be their instrument for asking the tough questions 
and, frankly, the reason I've done that, Mr. Secretary, is 
because I've been pretty vocal in saying that I'm going to 
avoid a huge cosmetic add-on that will cause great expense 
and concern in the country, and so w e  want to be pretty tough 
about how we evaluate everything, frankly, that you've done. 

This question is from Congressman Browder: 
Secretary Deutch, the 1993 Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission removed from the list proposed by the Department 
of Defense and directed the -- let's get this right. Yes. 

Secretary Deutch, the 1993 -- there's been a little 

examine another alternative, and that is the alternative 
which is, indeed, in the proposal before you, to downsize and 
consolidate rather than to close facilities. 

8 

1 1  

antici ated. 
k r s t  of all, is this accurate and, second, if it's 

accurate. what stem have vou directed to ensure that cost 117 
and savings estidtes are iealistic for the '95 round? 18 

MR. DEUTCH: There is an incentive in each senrice 19 
to make thelr costs and savlngs as realistic as gossl 20 
because, if they are wrong, it is their service udget that 21 
is going to have to eat that difference. I want to stress 22 
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scratching on this. I've got to be a little careful how f do 
this, to get it correct. 

Secretary Deutch, the 1993 Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission removed Fort McClellan in Alabama from 
the l~ s t  proposed by the Department of Defense and directed 
the Secretary of Defense to pursue all the required pennits 
and certification for the construction of facilities at a new 
locatlon prior to the 1995 base closure process before the 
DOD could again place that installation on the 1995 BRAC - - 
list. 

Fort McClellan is recommended for closure a ain 
this ear. Have any of the necessary p e m t s  been cfbtained 
by t ie  Arm at the receiving installation? 

MR. ~EUTCH:  No, they have not. Let me make a 
hilosophical remark and then return to this particular case. 

gill Ferry mentioned that, when the list from the different 
servlces came forward, that we carefully evaluated each and 
every list and there were six or seven extremely difficult 
cases that received our personal attention. 

He mentioned the Missile Win at Grand Forks 
because of its treaty implications, an% here is another 
Instance which was discussed extensively as being one of the 
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five or six really tough uestions before us. That is both 
whether we would be abqe to maintain our chemical defense 

reparedness and, secondly, whether in combination 
k c ~ l e l l ~ n ' , s  proximity to the Amiston, Alphama chemical 
d e c o m s s ~ o n ~ n g  work -- it would be posslble it would be 
impaired by this recommendation. 

So this was a very close call and one that we did 
spend a great deal of time on. 

I believe that the proposal before the Commission 
says, the proposals to move the Chemical Warfare School 
element up to Fort Lwnard Wood, Missouri - it would not go 
to Fort Leonard Wood, the proposal says, unless the roper 
permits are received from the State of Missouri. So t!at is 
a process that the Army has ot to go  through before we would 

to close or woula be willing to close Fort 
E2LYLn. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Would you excuse me a moment while 
I talk to staff about that? 

A discussion was held off the record.) & HAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, as I understand 
that, in discussin this with staff - and, in sa ing this, e may I say to the ongressmen in question an d everybody in 
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that there is a very large incentive on the services to 
estimate this as best they can. 

Conversely, if the realize savin s, those savlngs 
can be used to support tielr pro rams %at they need to 
defend the country. I think the #avy is most pronounced on 
this vlew, that these savings are key, they must be had, in 
order to pay for the projected Navy.programs. 

So there's a natural incentive 111 the services to 
be as accurate as possible. 

I do not want to give you -- I'm not in a rsition here to give you -- an accurate and complete, t orough 
assessment of how well we have done at estimating costs O F  
closure for articular bases in past BIUCs. 

I t h d  it's a very important polnt for you to 
examine and I would guess, from such an examination, that the 
resulting 'udgment would be not reat. We're doing better, 
but it.'s afwways hard to estirpte c&ing costs and especially 
hard lf you Include the environmental closing costs 
associated with it. 

But my answer would be, probnbly not great, but I 
don't have a thorough analys~s to present to you. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much. Will you 
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One, nuclear deterrence remains the backbone of the 

U.S. strategic policy of deterrence. Are any facilities 
under consideration involved with or connected to the U.S. 
nuclear deterrent ca ability? Was an analysrs done on the 
mpact on this capa6lity sqd was the Department of Energy 
consulted with regard to t h s  Impact? 

Is that too convoluted? 
MR. DEUTCH: No, no, it's not. We're going down, 

Mr. Chairman, in this set of questions, precisely those cases 
y h c h  we, Bill Perry and I, personally looked ,at most 
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I t h s  room, we do not et determine the I would welcome, Bill Pe would welcome, your 
2 ds i s~on ,  of course. that's part of our scrutiny of that to see that our ja ment was correct. It 
3 be an ongom process for many months. 3 was a very close call and you are &ting the issues which, 

But, as5 understand this now, in the event, in the 4 in our mind, were the most difficult to resolve. 
d, that we would sup rt your decision, it's clear that we CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I pursue it further, because 

e l d  have to have b e g  us clear evidence that all permits 6 their uestion is in three parts. 
were in place. 

R MR. DEUTCH: That's our recommendation to you, Mr. 
9 Chairman. 

.o CHAlRMAN DIXON: And it is our statement to you 
1 that we would not act unless they were in place, I take it. 

.2 MR. DEUTCH: That's our recommendatir~n to you, as 
13 well. 
!4 CHA!RM+ DKON: Thank you, sir. Thank you, sir. 
5 (A dlscusslon was held off the record.) 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, we're going to pick on you a 

.7 hale more because they say, since you came from Energy, you 
l a  may be more conversant with this than many others, an 
19 The New Mexico congressional delegation, g 2 0 r s  
:o Pete Domenici and Jeff Bin aman and Repres1:ntatives Joe 

/:I Sk-, Bill Richardson, antsteve Schiff, asked the Chair to 
2 askthis: 

Pa e 105 / i p ~ i o t ,  I think, was not as extensive as I would have l i e d  it 

7 r w o ,  one of the principal BRAC objectives is to 
8 consolidate DOD activities. Was consideration given to the 
9 ir~terrelationshi of the bases on the list and the tenants 

10 located on facil!ty? )ty:, Were these tenants contacted and asked 
I I tc~ rovide information about the economic effects base 
12 nAgntnent will have on them and the effects on their 
13 overall mission? And can you provide tenant responses to 
14 these questions, along with a list of tenants, for each base 
15 on this list, including the functions shared between the base 
16 arid the tenant? 
17 Again, a very long question. 
18 MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, there were a variety of 
19 tenants at that base, some of which are interrelated and 
20 :some, quite frank1 which are not interrelated. The Air 
21 Force assures me t k t  they have gone thmu h, step b step, 
22 assessing the impact on every tenant at the Ease, and {would 

1 . 1  closel 
ti11 mentioned Grand Forks. We've just.discussed 

Clellan. Next on my list here is Kirtland Alr Force Base 
where the concern was that the Air Force, in 

an action based on Air Force- rceived requirements 
would unintentionally angdverselg impact the 

-7 very critical functions that are performed by the Sandia 
R National Laboratory, which is co-located on the Ki11.1and Air 
9 Force Base. 

:Q I had an opportunity to -- and I must say, Mr. 
:I Chairman. that prior consultation in the process months a o 
2 between the Air Force and the Department of Energy on tk s  

2 io be. 
3 So when this proposal came forward I personally 
4 m t  out of my way, especially because o f  my concern for the 
5 proper functioning of the Department of Energy installations, 
5 to assure that the recommendation made by the Air Force to us 
7 and to the Commission would include allowance for 

rt of the infrastructure at the Kirtland Air irt:x& : ESOarea. 
11 That is, providing for adequate support for 
I r perimeter securit as well as security for some of the 
I? rema- DOD facilities that were there, f i n  support, and 
U other lunss of accident prevention sup rt. 
14 The Air Force confirmed to me G t  we were not 
fi going to take out any activities there that would impair the 
li roper functioning of De artment of Energ activities. I 
17 &4eve the Secretary of &e Air Force, she& Widnall, h, 
I r  wntten the Department of Ener y Under Secretary, Charhe 
I >  Curtis, a letter to that effect an%, therefore, it was Bill's 
3 and my judgment that the action which is mposed to you will - * impair adversely the inte rity of tEe whole facility or 

w operation of the Sandia d t iona l  Lboratory. 
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urge you to talk to the Air Force about that specific point. 
but not all of the tenants of the base are as critically 
interrelated to the nuclear deterrent function. 

I want to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, this was a very 
difficult judgment on the art of Blll Perry and myself and 
it cleserves to be revlewapso that not only the congress~onal 
delegation but the cornmunit are sure that this was 
thoroughly and properly anah&. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: The last thing on their list, the 
third uestion: 

h c h  bases on the proposed list for realignment or 
clo:rure have an inter-governmental relationship with agencies 
or entities outside the base? Were these entities notified 
or asked to provide information about economic effects or 
missions? And will ou provide these responses? 

MR. D E U T C ~  Certainly, we will provide the 
responses. There are certainly several bases where that 
interrelationship exists with other agencies. I can't give 
you, a thorough, and accurate list now, but we will provide 
one for the record. 

I can t h i  of two or three places where that same 
in1te:rrelationship - for example, McDill, which w e  discussed 
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earlier. There, we are reversing back from a mpw[ I 
believe, of the '93 Commission, to have the d)epartment of 
Conl~nerce run that runwa , if I'm not *staken, back to thc 
Department of Defense. 30 there were different situations 
where thls came up. 

I am not sure, nor do I want to give the impression 
that in each case there was full and thorough consultation 
with the affected other government agency. Perhaps there 
should have been. I must say that other ovemment agencies 
always like to have the Department of Defense bear their 
infrastructure costs, so this is a painful process for 
people. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I've noticed that in the past, 
too, Mr. Secreta 

I tell you a t  Ism going to do. With respect to 
the question by the distinguished Congressman and with 
respect to the question by the New Mexico delegation, I think 
I will also, if you don t mind, direct to you and Secretary 
Perry in writing those uestions in an adequate form for your 
written responses an1 maybe to the service secretaries and 
others, as well, so that we can lay the necessary foundation 
for those distinguished members of the Congress to be 

1 I- J 
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Angeles Air Base in the mid-'90s and move the Air Force's 
S ace S stems Division and the Aerospace Corporation to 
d r t l a n d l ~ i r  Force Base in Albuquerque. 

The Air Force, in 1990, even d ~ d  a draft 
environmental impact statement in preparation for that move. 
The Air Force analysis in this round of Air Force lab and 
roduct centers puts L.A. Air Base in Tier 2, along with 

hirt~and Air Force Base. In sir of the eight categories 
Kirtland ranks ahead of L.A., m another IS tied. 

Now, I don't know these things to be factual. I'm 
readin this question. 

&$is Kirtland closed in your proposal and not 
L.A. Air orce Base? Now, that is the question. 

MR. DEUTCH: Mr. Chairman, as I recall, the first 
part of that said 1990. Is that correct? 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Senator Bingaman alleges that, in 
1990 -- or states -- m 1990 he and his colleague, Senator 
Domenici, had a conversation with the then chief of staff, 
General McPeak. 

MR. DEUTCH: The on1 point I want to make is that, 
in 1990, I was happily e~sewiere, not in washington, D.C. 

(Laughter) 
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1 adequately informed of the decision making rocess. 
2 Now, there's only one other here, and! suspect 
3 that my staff thinks it's not appropriate to ask you, but I'm 
4 going to do it anyway, simply because [ wouldn't want one 01' 
5 my colleagues, past colleagues, to tlhink that his was the 
6 only uestron not asked. 
7 %enator David Pryor, distinguished Senator from 
8 Arkansas, has asked me to submit tllis on behalf of the Red 
9 River Arm Depot Cornmunit to tlie Secretary of Defense: 

10 The r)epartment of the ky was requested to 
I I consider the cost of moving the DLA activity at the Red River 
12 Army Depot in its analysis of total closure costs. The 
13 community has estimated the cost tat be in excess of $300 
14 million dollars for such a move. Is this estimate consister~t 
15 with the costs calculated by the Department of Defense? 
16 That's the first question. 
17 MR. DEUTCH: I do not have thle answer to that and 1 
18 suggest that both Admiral Straw, the head of Defense 
19 Log~stics Agency, and the Army, be: asked to answer that 
20 quest~on, slr. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: The next question: It's my 
22 understanding -- Senator Pryor says -- that the Red River 
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Army Depot was recently awarded the 1995 President s 
Prototype Award in support of the Administrations National 
Performance Review Initiatives. Were szuch awards for ualitv 
and efficiency considered by the Department of ~e?ens&in 
this base closure rocess? 

MR. DEU~CH:  Mr. Chairman, !hat's an important 
int and takes us nght back to the t w g m n g  of thrs 

L r i n g .  On this recommended list in front of ou, then: are 
excellent facilities. They are facilities that are 6igh 
performers, that have done enormously valuable work for us, 
and we wish they weren't there. 

I mean, it !s not only the Red ltiver De t that had 
awards given to it, but several of the others t g t  are rn 
front of us also were distin uished performers. We took into 
account excess capacity,%ut we also took into account, in 
the analysis of the vanous services, {he ability of 
individuals and units to perform their 'obs. 

The general answer is that all o/the facilities 
that are being impacted today are made 11p of high-performing 
individuals and very supportive communities. But explicitly, 
awards were not taken into account tlecause it's not one of 
the criteria that are specified by law. 
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1 answer for the Navy, the Arm and the Air Force, in this 
2 depot area, and that is one of tke points that we did look at 
3 in our cross-servicing analysis. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I assure you, we will ask those 
5 services in each of these cases, as well. And I'm gomg to 
6 ask you the last question in a moment here, and announce to 
7 the audience that, first of all, we appreciate very much your 
8 accommodation. Bob Bayer and Josh Gotbaurn, I believe, wdl 
9 be in after lunch and we will be questioning them at 1:30. 

10  I want to tell everyone here rt wrll be promptly 
1 1  1:30, and I think that probably, in a matter of not an 
12 excessive two hours, we'll conclude this afternoon, and we 
13 remain appreciative of the imposition on the time of every 
14 one of you and your forthright answers to our questions. 
15 Senator Jeff Bin aman of New Mexico requests that I 
16 ask DL Deutch the fofiowin questron before he leaves: 
17 In December of L990,%enaton Jeff Bingaman and 
18 Pete Domenici were told -- now, you understand this is 
19 Senator Bin aman's question; I don't know this to be factual 
20 but he's an %onorable man, obviously; it is factual if he 
21 says so -- were told by the chief of staff of the Air Force, 
22 General McPeak, that the Air Force planned to close Los 
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C I ~ I R M A N  DIXON: Okay. 
MR. DEUTCH: But the issue ;about what strategy is 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm persuaded that that IS aL 

sensible answer, and I've said so m l y  times that, by the 
time you get to this fourth round, prt:sumably anyth~ng that 
we should have gotten rid of is pretty well one already; and 
I appreciate the fact that we all have to%e sensitive to the 
fact that this is all pretty good stuff we're looking at. 

The closing quest~on b Senator Pryor: Could you 
detail the reasomng behmd t& Department of the Army's 
recommendation to com letel close one of its primary depots 

another wRen t ie  other military services appear 
zdb:%%sen realignment initiativa; through downsrung in 
place at their maintenance facilities? 

I think that is a farrly valid question in view of 
all the testimon today. 

MR. D E ~ T C H :  There are two parts to that. First of 
all, directly, I think that that's a quest~on you should ask 

best, to close.or to reduce in lace, de nds upon the Gsts %" which are estimated for the cLsure an how much excess 1:: 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are you stating that you're not 

pleased to be here with me this morning? 

MR. '""%Yd E TCH: No, no. I didn't mean to imply that 
at all, Mr. Chairman. I'm just tryin to say that my 
occupation and activit was very dif f erent at that time. 

CHAIRMAN D~XON: All right 
MR. DEUTCH: But I dq belleve that there was a 

proposal at that t~me  for consol~dation, as is sard by 
Senator Bingaman, to Kirtland. I happen to know that, but it 
would take me greater detail to lve you a complete analysis 
there. But I think he's correct a%out the proposal to move 
Aerospace Co oration in the Los Angeles Air Force Statio~ 
and the ~~ace%mmand to Kirtland. 

(A discussion was held off the record.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: In other words - I've asked staff 

here, because I wanted to clarify that -- I don't believe 
that my friend and former colleague is su gestin -- and I 
believe this is comet, is it not -- I don't &lieve%e9s 
sug esting that, on the eight criteria that you use, that 
~ir t fand IS ahead on SIX of the eight and tied on one. I 
think he's talking about some other kind of a category 

I I 
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confidence that the right recommendation and actions will be 
taken. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, I'm indebted to 
you, as are the potential commissioners, hopefully to be 
commissioners shortly. We thank you for the morning you've 

iven us and we'll look forward to seeing Deputy Secretaries 
kotbaum and Bayer this afternoon to pursue this matter 
fi~rther. 

MR. DEUTCH: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou very much for your time. 

We are adjourned until r omp6  1:30. 
(Whereupon, at 1 f:45 a.m., a luncheon recess was 

taken.) 

1 Page 1 15 : . analysis that the Air Force used. 
I : Is your understanding, and is that your 

r- understandin ? Because I think that would be important. 
MR. D~UTCH:  Mr. Chairman, let m e  say there has 

een no roposal here for Los Angeles or IGrtland in either 
1 1 ~ 3  n *A, as well as this year. I m sure you're referring 

other ro sals, other criteria. 
C ~ A N  DIXON: Yes i * 

( MR. DEUTCH: But I also suspect that this is also a 
, : : i o m p r i s ~ n  with the Phillips Lab at Kirtland Air Force Base, 
' : rt is related to the presence of Phillips Lab, which we are 
1 i: not maligning or proposing to be reduced in this BRAC round, 
11: but it's a ve com licated, se arate subject. 
I I L  C H A I & ~ D I X O N :  L. o f  course, one of the 
I:! reasons I asked this, aside from the fact that I'll ask any 
. uestion that a Member of Congress asks me to ask, because I 
- &I& it's appropriate that they do this in the discharge of 
I& their duties as a representative of our people and our 
I* country, but the point being, if we're not going to add on a 
31 huge number and make this thing, you know, kind o f  a circus 
:I again - scratch the "again," but not adding on a great many t - I think it's important to understand that, for major 
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:I-, we'll want to la down next to those closures othe~ 
ilrmlarly rituated .types o rbays  and thmgs and then analyze 
whecher, m our vlew, the services and the Secretary of 
Defense made the right decision. 

Do you follow what I'm saying or is that a little 
convoluted a a h ?  You're pondering. 

MR. DSUTCH: My roblem is that I dun't think that 
Iar Angels Air Base is a ckse substitute for IGrtland. 
That's what's giving me a little bit of trouble, here. It is 
a substitute for a facility at Kirtland, not for Kirtland Air 
F o m  Base. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
I I 
12 
13 
14 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. 
MR. DEUTCH: Kirtland h r  Force Bast: is really -- 

is one of the questions about it -- is really a 
lots of different functions, and that's tt l~ttle 

: I f  bit different in Los Aneeles. That's the ~roblem I'nl havine. 
!:- But this is somethin -we have time t6 assess and weigh. 
: I  CHAIRMAN 6 1 x 0 ~ :  Incidentally, if there's 

: 1~ possibility of a misunderstanding, I want to again 
2: think that my predecessor, as chairman, did an 

:z: ind ndXe only thing this chairman is saying is, after 
::; d lendid job and that every prior BRAC Commission did, 
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A F T E R N O O N  S E S S I O N  

(1:30 .m.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ d a f t e m o o n ,  ladies and 

gentlemen, and welcome. At this afternoon's hearing we're 
pleased to have w~th  us the Honorable Joshua Gotbaum, 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic Security. 
Secretarv Gotbaum services as Chairman of the Defense 
lle?artrn&t1s BRAC '95 Steering Group, and in that capacity 
he s had responsibility for reviewing the Department's base I 
closure process. 

He's accompanied b Mr. Robert E. Bayer, Deputy 
Assistant Secretary of ~ e L n s e  for Installations. 

They will explain for us the methodolo y the 
Department used in developing its closure an % realign me^ 
rcccsmmendations. And I ho they will also address two 
important areas that were u n g r  Mr. Gotbaum's purview, 
naumely, establishing guidelines to measure both the economic 
impact and the cumulative economic im act o f  base closures on 
local communities and the work of tge joint cross-service 
groitps that were established in the Pentagon for the '95 BRAC 
round to examine areas with significant potential for 
cross-service cooperation. 
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reviewing this thing three times in the past, and having in 
rmnd all the consultants' fees and fancy attorney fees and 
Xher things involved in the closing process, that's a great 
deal of prun to communities and areas around the country. 

I certady don't want to add to that pain 
maussari ly .  That does not mean w e  won't add on. We will. 
3ut we're not going to add on, I don't think, in the 
rubstantial numbers that has been done in the past, ur~less my 
:olleagues, who obviously have equal voice with me, disagree 
with what I'm saying. 

The on1 point I wanted to make there was that, if 
people are m&ng  an allegation that, in (beir view, taking 
mto account now not some other categones, but the eight 
-riteria, that some lace was really a stron er candidate than 
&e place closed, t k n  I think that's a valif thing for us to 
k carefully evaluatmg. 

MR. DEUTCH: Absolutely. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. 
MR. DEUTCH: That's our job. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: qes. 
MR. DEUTCH: And w e  think it's important for you to 

w through that assessment, because it giies ever6ody 
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Before you begin, let me say that in 1993, as art 

of the National Defense Authoriration Act for fiscaf794, tht 
Base. Closure Act was amended to require that all testimony 
belbl-e the Commission at a ublic hearing be presented under 
oath. As a result, all of tle witnesses who appear before 
the Commission this year must be sworn in before testifyin 

Now, Mr. Gotbaum, we picked on Mr. Bayer t h s  
morning. He is now properly sworn. So would you please rise 
and raise your right hand, Secretary Gotbaum, and do you 
solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you are about to 
give lo the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission 
shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the 
truth? 

MR. GOTBAUM: I do. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you. And you understand, 

Mr. Ha er, that ou are still under oath. d ~ .  BAYKR: I do, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And, ladies and gentlemen, a a+, 

1 am alone up here because we have not been successhf ln 
findirrg a window to confirm my colleagues, the other seven 
conunussioners, but because of their devotion to our national 
secumty interests and their responsibilities as good 
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And Ms. Wendi L. Steele worked in the United States 

Senate for a period of years and in the Bush administration, 
and is a former distinguished staff of the previous Base 
Closure Commission. Ms. Steele. 

And, of course, everyone in the government and 
everyone concerned about this process thanks all of your for 
your kindness in bearing with us as the Senate tries to find 
the appropriate moment to confirm all of you, and we all 
understand and know that you're high1 qualified, 
well-ex rienced people, and that the L a t e  will shortly do 
its worEbecause we I1 have hearings again next Monday. 
March 6th, and Tuesday, March 7th. andl I rely upon the fact 
that all of my colleagues will be well prepared to ask the 
appro riate questions then. 

gecretary Gotbaum, the administration's fiscal year 
'96 budget -- oh, excuse me, I apologize. Mr. Secretary, 
excuse me. Please make vour statemtmt. 

h / ~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ~ ~  
Base Closure Commission March 1,1995 

(Laughter) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's a rotten thing to do. not 

-, 

120 give a chance to a man to defend himself before hg's b r~ t a l l~  

(Laughter) I 
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I citizens, they have been kind enough to stay here all &yay. 
2 and I want to remtroduce them thls aftemoon. 
3 Mr. A1 Cornella is a b u s ~ n ~ s ~ n a n  In Rapid City, 
4 South Dakota, a Navy veteran with servlce m V~etnam. Mr. 
5 Cornella. 

Ms. Rebecca Cox is a vice pnddent of Continental : Airlines, and she served with reat distinction as a base 8 8 closure commissioner in the ' 3 round. Ms. Cox. 
9 General J.B. Davis retired from the Air Force in 

1 0  1993 as a four-star general after a distinguished 35-year 
1 1  career. General Days. 
12 Mr. S. Lee Khng is chairman of the board at Kling 
13 Rector L Company, an emergent banking wmpany in St  Louis. 
14  Mr. Cling. 
15 Admiral Ben-amin F. Montoya of New Mexico retired 
16 from the Navy wlti  a rank of rear admral. Currently 
17 president and chief executive officer of Public Service 
18 Company of New Mexico. Admiral Montoya. 
19 Gene.& Joe Robles retired from the Army with a 
20 rank of ma or eneral after 28 years of service. Is 
21 current1 c i i e h a n c i a ~  officer and cm rate controller of 
22 USAA $inancia1 Services. General ~O'gPes. 
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MR. GOTBAUM: Mr. Chairman, I will tell you thar 

Secretary Deutch told me that you~ere.active in your 
questionmn, but I didn't realm thls actlve. 
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1 which is, I'm accom anied, as you know, by the Honorable Bob 
2 Bayer, who is my beputy for .Inslpllations. H?, in addition 
3 to a number of other talented lnd~viduals m h s  room, IS 
4 also a former employee of the Chairman of this Commission, 
5 thereby proving we know where talent lies. 
6 And if I may, Mr. Chairman, I'm going to defer and 
7 let him talk about our work in economic Impact. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good. 
9 MR. GOTBAUM: Before I talk about the details of 

10 our process and procedure, I'd really like to make four 
1 1 points about the process itself. One, that it is fair. The 
12 Congress, in designing the BRAC rocess, when it recognized 
I3 that the existing procedures for%= closure were not 
14 working and roposed BRAC as a solution, nonetheless demanded 
I5 that the d t  had unquestionably to be fair, and we in the 
16 Department of Defense go to extraordinary lengths to make 
17 sure that it is. 
18 As the law requires, we consider all installations 
19 equally. We direct the use of a wmmon force stmcture and a 
20 common set of criteria. The services develop their tests for 
21 implementing these citeria and their weightmg factors in 
22 those tests in advance of actually getting the data. So that 

(Laughter) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well. all I know is. the Secretam 

made a statement this morning a'bout h.appier'times, and f 
said, "You mean to tell me you're not happy being with us' 
here?" 

MR. GOTBAUM: I'm sure that we in the Department 
are all enormous1 gratified that the responsibil~ty is now 
shared with this (!?ommission. 

Mr. Chairman, members of the public who may some 
day be commissioners, thank you very much. You've asked this 
afternoon that we review for you what are the processes anld 
the procedures that the Department of Deknse has followed in 
making its recommendation. And so, with the Commission's 

mission, I will submit a statement fix the record, but I'd 
@e to go through the steps in some detail. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please do. 'four statement will be 
reproduced in full in the record, of course. 

MR. GOTBAUM: Thank you, sir. Before I get to the 
details -- actually, let me make one oth~er point, if I may, 
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the guidelines, if you will, are set up in advance of any 
information about any particular base. 

And this whole process is audited by the service 
Ins ectors General, the In tor General of the Department 
of gefense, and the ~ e n e r a ? c c o u n t i n ~  Office. 

I mention this because all of these rquirements 
together form a disclplme. From that discipline we can then 
make what are obviously critical and difficult judgments, and 
then those judgments are themselves reviewed. They're 
reviewed by the Secreta of Defense, they're reviewed by the 
Geneel Accountin 0%ce, by the public,.+d, obviously, % most ~mportantly, y ou and your Comrmss~on. 

First, it's fair. gecond, it is undeniably 
painful. As the Secreta noted this morning, we did not 
arrive at our recommen&ions easily. We are forced in this 
process to choose among installations which are themselves 
excellent. There are facilities on this list, not because 
they aren't excellent, but because they are either more than 
we need or more than we can afford. 

In every one of these cases there will be an 
installation commander who is justifiably proud of his base 
or her base, and in every case there will be a community that 
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has sup rted the nation's armed services in some cases for 
h u n d r x o f  We know it is ainful. 

The thlrd point, which you, Rr. Chaimw, know, 
having been through the process before, and which your future 
CO- 
commissioners will know in gory detail, is, it is an 
extraordinarily complicated process we follow. Because the 
Con ress, in directing us to do the BRAC process, sald that 
ou fave to make a judgment about different kinds of 

Lilit ies that is at the same time effective, accurate, 
consistent, public, and fair, and in order to fulfill that 
mandate we have developed many different methods for 
analysis, many different ways to implement the selection 
cntena. 

And as a result of this complexit , quite frankly, 
there are oin to be people who come be r ore this Commission 
and say, ' d k ,  the result was so close. Isn't the 
Department being arbitrary?" 

And the po~nt I want to make first is that, as 
you'll come to see when we and the services talk about the 
processes, this rocess is not arbitrary at all. 

There wiR be people who will come forward and 

I I 
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cam then talk, sir, about the process. The first point tiat 

I needs to be made about this process is that it is essentially 
! a b~omms-up process under secretarial uidance. Most of the 
I analysis and most of the review w o i  is carried out by the 
i mititary departments and the defense agencies under policy 
:p -retary from of Defense. the Secretary of Defense and the Deputy 
t The De uty Secretary, over a year a o, established 
1 the policy anbthe procedures that we all f%our. By 

11 mamomdurn which has been furnished to this committee, and is 
included in our published report, he said to the services 

y have to make recommendations exclusively based on the 
tion criteria and the force structure; that they needed 

~ n s i d e r  and must consider all ~nstallat~ons wlthm the 
e t e d  States equally; that the can categorize h ~ s  and 
1 should categorize bases; and.dat in i n g  them udgment; - Ihy have to use objective cnteria wherever ssiile, but 
.I -gnize that this is not a process that strictp(:omes out 

ot a computer; this is a process that requires military 

Multi-PageTM 
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argue that some additional factor ought to be taken into 1 but not with the same priorit . 
account to help therr facility survive, and it is, of course, And while the cnteria gave not changed, I think 
thm Commission's job, entirely pro rly, to make judgments 3 it's important to note that the way the Department is 
LoUt those ar uments. But were e that ?u'll do so being 4 implementing them has improved. Mr. Bayer w. talk to you 

rsious o f t  e fact that every ad eoc add;lian to tlus s ~n detail about how we now look at the issues of economic 
makes the results less conststent and the process 

en more complicated. rcl"- 
t And my last point before going into the details of 
1 the process, Mr. Chairman, is that as w e  go through all these 

1 1  d d s ,  it is absolutely essential not to lose sight of the 
m n  we do BRAC in the fust lace and why we have to close 

: bases. And the reason, ve !rankly and very pluntly, is 
:: b u s  we need those fung. Even after the trrst three 
P roumds of BRAC, we have too many bases. Reductions in our 

forces, reductions in our budget have simply r~ot kept pace 
h wofi our basin structure. 
.- And we b i e v e  the process, as I believe the 
:t Sa,xetary testified this morning, will ultimately provide on 
!a the order of 
3 $50 billion for the armed services and the taxpayers of this 

... ' - cOmtr$ those the points I'd like to summarin:. If I 
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The process, if I ma , begins when the service 

categorizes its bases, and [wonder, Mr. Chairman, rf I 
might, as a useful tool for the prospective commissioners and 
for you, if I might just leave a small diagram with you and 
ask Colonel Jacobs to pass it around. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please. We'd be delighted to have 
your charts. 

MR. GOTBAUM: Okay. Colonel, could you provide 
th~at? 

6 impact, but I think it's worth noting for the record, and for 
7 lhe Commission to understand the level o f  depth in which we 
8 work, that the way we have looked at the other criteria also 
9 has been improved over time. 

10 Just to give you some for instances. The +y, in 
1 1  assessin its traming bases, never looked at alr trallllng 
12 spaep; tiey looked at round training ace. As a result, 
13 lacillties lrke Fort  user did not get %e credit that they 
14 properly deserved. The Army now does so. The Army also 
15 prves credit now for ranges that are computenzed versus 
16 those that are not. 
17 The Air Force has made a number of significant 
18 changes. In BRAC 1991, on each base they looked at about 80 
19 dlifferent sources o f  data. In this round o f  BRAC, about 250. 
20 So the criteria stay the same. We believe the way 
21 the criteria are implemented is more articulated than it has 
22 been in the past. 

21 jud-pent. 
-- The Deputy Secretary also at that time established 
Z an organizational process within the Department of Defense to 

Each service starts, first of all, .by cate orizing 
its basff, For the Air Force, small aircraft, farge arrcraft 
and mssrle, depots, labs, et cetera. 

And then they have to define, in advance, what are 
the factors that should be taken into account to apply the 
decision- 
makin criteria to those kinds of facilities. Obviously, 
those kctors differ. What is militarily important to a 
de:pot is gbvlously different from what's military important 

20 
21 
22 

- - 
to an airfield. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. - - - . - -. - - - . - - - - 
MR.-GOTBAUM: Also, in advance, they define wha 

arc: the data requirements. For each kind of facility, if I 
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oversee it, the BRAC Review Group, which has already been 
re ikxd to. That group, chaired by Deputy Secretar,~ Deutch, 
o ted and was composed o f  the service secretarie:i and the 
c r f s  and other semor department officials. That's the 

cy and oversight group for the De artment. There was 
e e t h  them and reportlog to them a ~ R A C  stwring group, 
wtnch, upon confirmation, I chaired beforehand. Mr. Bayer, 
in an unusual combination of both doing the work anti getting 
the group, chaired the group. 

And that is really the group, Mr. Chairman, that 
day to day resolved the questipns of consistency,. the 
questions of policy, the questions of information that we 
had. 

The selection criteria on which we have operated, 
and which have been, I know, provided for the Commission 
before, were unchanged in this process. We've relied on the 
selection criteria that were used in previous rounds of' BRAC. 
Those place a priority, in our vlew entirely properly, on 
milita value. 

&siderations of cost savings are secondary. 
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want to look at those kinds of factors, what kind of data do 
I have. So they define the data that would measure those 
factors. 

And, as I mentioned, the services were directed to 
try as much as possible to work with measures that are 
quantified, uantifiable, and objective. 

The o%er thm that is done in advance is to 
assign a weighting of the factors that enter into judgment. 
An'd if I may refer you, Mr. Chairman, to the second page of 
this handout, what ou see here is the weighting developed by 
the Army -- we d o s e  it as an example -- before the had 
informatron on an of their depots as to how they siould 
weight the articurar factors that they looked into in 
dec:lding w K 'ch depots were better and which depots poorer. 
So that the factors the took into account and the werghtings 
they gave were all de&ed in advance. 

And if I may, Mr. Chairman, that's really one of 
the most important points about this process, is that, as 
much as possible, the rules were laid down before any names 
were attached and any data was provided in order to be as 
objective and as farr as 

The other point w ~ ~ ~ % o u l d  make is that t b s  
%ugh obviously important, and considerations of cimmunity 

ct, which we do take into account, are also considered, 

L I I 
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more formalized, more objectified service rocess. 

And so what they did -- and jf I use t 7, e example, 
say, of de ots -- is that the depots olnt cross-servlce 
group, l J b y  my colleague Jim d u g h ,  the Depa 
Undersecretary for Logistics, developed an estimate o fY excess , 
capacity, developed some measures of functional value, and 
then, using, in part, a linear o timization model and, in I 
part, judgment, su gyted to tRe services several different 
confi urations of 6cil!ties that they ou ht to look first 
for c h r e  and consolrdatton, one, an$ in addition, 
work-sharing arrangements. 

And so General Klugh's group, which included 
representatives of the services, recommended to the services 
that they consider this configuration and this possible 
workload. 

Then the services analyzed these recommendations as 
part of their BRAC process. In some cases, the services came 
forward and concluded that the recommendation made sense and 
adopted it and passed it on to the Secretary of Defense. In 
other cases, the services came back and said, "With some 
modifications, this makes sense. " 

In still other cases, the services came back and 1 

I 
\ 
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i is, by its nature, a bottom-up process; that in order to 
2 assess the information, to form jut1 ments about it, you need 
3 a lot of information, and that's rea y why the services are 
4 the front line. 

a 
5 Once the services have made their judgments about 
6 what factors matter, once they've madle their judgments about 
7 what kind of weightings are appm riate, then, and only then, 
8 do the actually ask for data. k d  the data. as you know 
9 Mr. dairman, comes from the field, is certified from eafh 

1 0  installation as bein to the best of their knowledge, f 1 1  accurate and comp ete. 
12 That information is sent back. to headquarters andl 
13 then ana lye ,  And if you look at the next page, Mr. 
14 Cha~nnan, it IS analyzed m accordrlnce wtth the ground rules 
15 the services have alread set up. Pmd so what you see in the 
16 second pa e IS a set of &pots and the ranlungs they were 
17 given by tie b y  as part of its analysis pmess. 
18 And my polnt here is that the latter -- the 
19 analysis and the rankings were develo~Kdonl after the Army 
20 had decided which factors matter nlost. h a t ' s  an important 
21 part of this process. 
22 From that point on, the services have what is 
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admittedly a difficult job. They nexl to assess what is the 
capacity that they have and how much ca acity do they need. 
They need to evaluate the military varue of particular 
alternatives, and they need to evaluate the other criteria 
that matter. What are the real costs involved? What are the 
economic impacts on the cornmunit:y? What are the 
environmental impacts? 

And also, as the Secretary noted this morning, 
closing bases costs money up front. The services have become 
more sophisticated and more thoughtful and have learned how 
to reduce the u front costs, but there are still very 
substantial up Eont costs in this round, and those need to 
be taken into account because we do operate under a budget. 

At the end of all this deliberation within the 
service, the service secretary makes a ~ecommendation. And 
my last point on the service secretary process, which is 
shown, really, by the first chart in your packet, Mr. 
Chairman, is that ultimately each service makes a judgment 
about rankings of facilities, an independent judgment about 
the capacities it needs, and only thing brings them together. 

And, m the final judgment, tho: recommendation of 
each service secretary is a recommer~dation as well of the 
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I form of consistent data. The same issue that we have within 
2 a service, we had a cross-service, which is, if you're going 
3 to measure something and you're going to make jud ments, you, 
4 first of all, need to get comparable data. And t e  fact IS 
5 that, historically, services keep their records in different 
6 ways. 
7 So the first thing that each of these roups did 
8 is, they tried to develop as best they coul f some form of 
9 objective, relatively consistent measures across the kinds of 

10 facilities by function. 
I I Then they went and developed estimates for the 
12 Department as a whole of how much capacity we have across the , 
13 Department as a whole and an estimate of how much capacity we 
14 need, based on the future years' defense plan and a measure 
15 of safety. 
16 And then the joint cross-service groups essential] 
17 developed measures of functional value, measures of wiich 
18 facility is likely to be more capable than another, and 
19 combined those to develop a set of alternatives, which they 
20 recommended to the Frvlces. 
21 And.my first polnt here is. that the 'oint 
22 cross-servlce groups were an adjunct to thc more detailed, 

I 
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said,, "Absolutely no way. , You're talking about reducin a 
fac~llty which is of such rmlrtary ~mportance that we wo$d 
never consider closing it, notw~thstanding your judgment 
about its functional value. " 

And in still other cases, they made 'udgments for a 
variety of reasons to take other paths, and one of them, 
obviously, is the decision by the h r  Force, which the Deputy 
Secretay, I know, briefed you on this morning, to 
consoli ate and reduce ca acity in their depots in a 
configuration that was dilferent from the one that was 
suggested by the joint cross-service group. 

So that, Mr. Chairman, is how the joint 
cross-service group process went. It fed Into the services 
and was fed back to the services. It was, I will tell you, 
an iterative process. As recently as last week, when there 
was a question before the Secretary of Defense of whether or 
not there was sufficient consolidation in one area, one of 
the joint cross-service roups met for a -- I'm sure for 
them, an extremely dificult 24-hour period to satisfy 
themselves that the service actions in res onse to their 
recommendations were sound and could ge endorsed. 

At the end of this process, the service 
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chief of service. Each service treats this as someth,ing 
which requires the intense coo ratlon of senior mlltary as 
well as senior civilians. It r e g t s  their best both 
military and civilian jud ment, and lou can be assured tire 
are not taken li htly. I fave no douljt that the Secretary o? 
the Army, the Wavy, and the Air Fprce will tell you about 
many nights and fnany hours spent lrl these deliberations. 
They're quite senous. 

In addition to this rocess -- and ou asked about 
it, Mr. Chairman -- for tie first time, t ie  Secretary of 
Defense and Deputy Secretary of Defense directed a process to 
consider where there are possibilities for cross-servicin 
This was a first ever effort. And whit was done is, at $;e 
+ginning of last year, the De uty Secretary established five 
jomt cross-service groups. d e s e  are grou s consistmg of 
personnel, senior personnel, from the Office o ? the Secretary 
of Defense and also from each of the +litary department!;. 

There was a group on depot rnamtenance, there was a 
group on medical treatment, there was a group on labs, there 
was a roup on testin and evaluation, and there was a group 
on unaergraduate pfiot training. And in each case i t  was 
their job, first of all, to develop as best they could some 

1 I I 
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way of looking at that impact so that decision makers could 
take that into account when they are comparing alternatives 
for closure reali ment. 

1 want to &blight what those differences are and 
what those improvements are. And the last point I want to 
make is that our economic impact was focused on local 
economic areas; that is, the standard metropolitan 
statistical areas; or, if there are rural areas m a county 
or multi-counties. In other words, w e  looked at where peo le 
actually lived and spent their money, rather than any rarger 
aggregation, state or regional. 

As you know, the whole foundation of this rocess 
is force structure and criteria, and while the first k u r  
criteria support and emphasize military value and are, by 
definition, the most important, the sixth criteria does speak 
to economic impact. 

Be inning in 1993, after we had had two closure 
rounds afready, there was a great deal of interest in looking 
at not only impact on one closure round, but also lookin at 
cumulative impact as well. That was begun in 1993, a n f 1  
believe we've lmproved upon that metric quite significantly 
in this round. 
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I recommendations come to the Office of the :Secretary of 
z Defense, and there is an additional process o f  review. Those 
3 recommendations were made to the Secretary at  the beginning 

-f February, and there were a ran e of reviews. B For example, the Joint Staf , representatives of. 
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i not one service had in its recommendation ne lected an 
1 mterest of another service or another agency &at was 
3 already providing assistance to us in the national security 
4 mlsS1on. 
j And then, within my office, we performed two 
ri reviews. One, as best we can, to determine that the service 
7 bas, in fact, followed the rules, that they used the force 
3 ~tructure, they followed the cnteria. 
3 And, secondly -- and, agam, I'm goin to defer to 
o my. colleague on t b s  -- to sat~sfy ourselves t fi ac no servlce, 
I axmg independently, had created an economic i.mpact whicl 

d not been taken lnto account by another senme, we had 
all of the services to take into account the economic 
ts of previous BRAC, and to take into account the 
mic impacts of their base closure decisions in t h ~ s  

6 rcund. But they obviously were not privy to the base closure 
decisions of other services, and so that was a judgment that 

I hd to be done in our office, and that I will defer to Bob to 
s, dscnbe for ou. 
':!I That, &r. Chairman, is the process tha! we 
.:: fi.llowed. I guess I would summarize by sayln : that it was 

obviously palnful, extremely detailed, but, we Relieve, fair, 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
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We looked really at two measures when w e  determined 

what the impact was. One, was the potential job change 
within an economic area, military and civilian. And, 
secondly, taking that raw number, we a plied it as a 
percentage of the total military and civifan jobs within an 
area. So we wanted a raw number of how many jobs are going 
to be affected, and then, well, how large an ~mpact is that 
on an area? 

We also used multipliers for both our military and 
civilian employees so that we could see what the spillover 
would be in the community itself. That varied substantially 
The low end were military trainees, where there was only a 
multiplier o f .  1, because they're staying on the base, 
they're not s nding a whole lot of money, they're not 
invested in t ge e community. 

On the other hand, some civilians, in particularly 
technical disci lines, had a very high multiplier, almost 
2.5. So it reaiy varied by the type of individual, the t pe 
of activit , and also the s ~ z e  of the economic arp. itsel& 
We found that, stat~st~caIIy, all three of those dlmenssrons 
made a difference. All those were taken into account in 
coming up with this ultimate impact. 
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a d  we believe, if implemented and supported by this 
Commission, it will ultimately save the a d  forces and th 
taxpayers billions of dollars, and, obviously, that will 
dzpend on whether this Commission supports it. 

And so we welcome the review that the law has 
vided and this Commission has provided, ancl we look 

E a r d  to answerin your questions, notwithstanding what may 
have been said earher this morning, sir. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Mr. 
k r e t a r y  . 

Mr. Bayer, do ou have anything that you can 
bnefly add to this before we o lnto.the questions? 

MR. BAYER: Yes. I&. Cham-, I want to focus 
sp~ifically on the issue of economic impact, howl that 
partlcubr criterion was dealt wtth this year, beca~lse it was 
dealt w~th ln a way that was d~fferent what the Department 
haj done in the past. 

Three major points I'd like to start with. One, is 
thu we understand the difficulty that communities face when 
ur close a military installation, and so economic Impact 

unified commands, came !n to revlew them to satls 
mselves that the war-fighting requirements of the 

R uouM be supported, notwithstanding these recommendations. 8 
9 At the end of the day, as I m sure General 9 
o Sbalikashvili testified this morning, he is cornfortable, and 10  

: l't somethin thit we try to sweep under the rug. 'On the 

V trary, we 8veloped this time a much more sophisticated 

1 k Joint Staff is comfortable, that these recommendations do 
z not h i t  the nation's war-fighting requirements. But that 
3 IS a review which absolutely had to be done Infore the 
4 %ry of Defense could recommend this last. 
j Second1 , withip the Office of the Secretary of 
6 Defense, we d;d a senes of revlews. One, to satrsfy 
7 clurselves that there were not interests beyond the services 

.8 tfrat had been i ored, for exam le, treat obligations, 
9 obligations u n 8  chem demil (ciemical demilitarization) or 
3 c9Aigations under START or ABM, which I know Deputy Secretary 
:I Deutch has discussed with you. That's one st:t of reviews. 
2 Secondly, there were reviews to cons~de:r whether or 
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As far as the economic areas are concerned, agam, 

we said if it's an urban a?, we're going to use the 
standard metropolitan stat~stical area. But we also 
recognized that when OMB develops those areas, and they 
changed them between the last two BRAC rounds, I believe, 
there were some anomalies that wouldn't be very useful to us 
in telling the decision maker what the im act would be. 

A very good example is in the was&. ton area. 
ARvr the census, when the OMB looked at that iate,  they made 
Washington and Baltimore one standard metropolitan 
statistical area. Well, wble.there aregeople who commute 
from Baltimore, the vast majonty o f t  em llve and work in 
this area. 

So what we did was, we looked at eve one of the 
areas where all of our bases were located -- g a t  was a total 
of 35 1 areas -- and we examined specifically where people 
lived and worked, and made adjustments to almost 20 percent 
of those areas, in almost every case making them smaller, and 
as you make them smaller, the effect is to pronounce the 
impact of our reductions. 

If you have a larger area, you dilute it further. 
So we made it more smaller to try to make it more fair and 
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that the services were running literally hundreds and 
hundreds of iterations. So we don't try to advertise this 
model as something that you could do an economic dissertation 
on. It's a user document that I believe provided the 
decision maker with reasonable estimates of prospective 
impacts, rather than budget quality information. It's simply 
not that. 

But it is reasonable, and, just as importantly, 
it's consistent across the board. So the exact same analysis 
was used by all of the services across the board, so that 
when we looked at solutions that had multiple service bases 
as possibilities, when w e  looked at the economic impact, each 
of the service's analysis were identical1 amved at, so 
that you could compare a p1e.s and a p p L  alon the way. 

In conclusion, I bel!eve the Department fid conduct 
a fair, consistent, and auditable assessment of economic 
impacts, and while the tools we developed did not assess 
every conceivable economic impact -- particularly social 
economic impact - we believe rt captured a sufficiently 
broad and timely set of data for our decision makers, who 
could then make the appropriate decisions. 

That concludes my remarks. I'd be happy to answer 
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more accurate. 

Then there was the question of cumulative impact. 
We looked at that two ways, and it"s almost bidirectional. 
We looked at it retrospect~vely, what BRAC actions have 
already occurred in an area in previous rounds. Every one of 
the services had in their database all of the actions of all1 
of the services of all of the areas. So that data was 
alread in there. 

?hey also knew what actions bad already been agreed 
to, but had yet to ha pen. In other words, we call this the 
second shoe falling. A e r e  are many actions approved in BRAC 
'93 that have not yet occurred, so that when you look at the 
economic statistics for an area -- and we went back 10 years 
to see what the vitality o f  a community's econom was - some 
of those adverse actions have yet to occur. h e  database 
alread included all of those. 

go then when the servlce came to look at a 
particular closure or realignment alternative, and they 
determined the direct impacts and the indirect impacts, they 
had a p e y t i v e  that said what ha pened retrospective1 y , 
what wou d happen prospectively if their actjon took place. 

When the servlces all brought their actlons to us, 
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then we looked at cumulative impact acl-oss the board, and we 
asked, where were the services independent1 recommendin 
actions within the same economic area. because the heicjnn't 

It turned out there were 46 areas that were 
2 have that information when they made thelr own ju gments. 

multiply hit. Fortunately, most of them were hit by acti'ons 
that were small, so that cumulatively it didn't real1 make 
any difference. The ones that were the most si ;$cant 11s 
where ou had a service logistics activity, and gen  you 
would Eave a Defense Logistics Agency activity that was a 
follower that would move as well. 

The long and short of that analysis was that we did 
not recommend that an o f  the actions be changed, although we 
gave all of that data t c k  to each of {.he services to 
reconsider their actions in li ht of this expanded economic 
knowledge that they now ha8 available to them. 

Now, the question was asked earl on by Mr. Deutch, 
because this issue was so im rtant, didlwe actually develop 
a process that would stand t g l i  ht of day? After all, 
we're not trained economists. # u s  is not the Department of 
Defense's business. We went to a pame1 of six economic 
experts from government, academic, and the private sector, 
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who looked at our model, and w e  asked Them the question, "Is 
this an adquate depiction of what wt: want," realizing the 
time constraints w e  were under, the vo1u:me o f  work we were 
under. 

The conclusion they drew was that it was, in fact, 
a very adequate model to use. They had a few suggestions, 
most o f  which we included. The one point that they made that 
I would stress to you was that they felt that we were bendin 
over backwards to look at a worst case. We were painting the 
absolute worst economic impact from our actions that one 
could paint. In other words, we were: assuming all the 
actions would occur at one time; that there would be no 
spreading out of the im act over time; and they were also B assuming that there woul be no other economic regeneration 
in the area to mitigate those actions. 

So they felt that we needed to slress to you, in 
particular, when w e  appear before the Commission that these 
estimates are worst case. As professional economists, the:y 
would not have made those hnds of projections. 

In closing, I'd like to point out the limitations 
of the process. We were limited by the ampunt of data that 
we could gather in a reasonable period of t~me  and the fact 
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your uestions. 

%HAIRMAN DIXON: n a o k  you 
MR. BAYER: And my larger state'ment, of course, i 

for the record. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And it will, of course, be 

reproduced in the record. 
I'm going to talk with you mostly in the macro 

sense, and, not a b u t  these weight factors. But I think it 
would be mterestmg as a matter of record early on, becaust 
qulte frankly, as we go into this process, particularly if 
our add-ons are not voluminous, as we've indicated we hope to 
avoid, then I think it will be a comparative anal sis of the 
respective bases, and so we'd see, you know, w y did you 
amve at your decision? 

E 
And it was interestin , I thought, to hear what you 

had to say about that, Mr. $ecretaly, in wh~ch you suggest 
as I understand what you said -- and I regret sort of that wg 
dldn't have the opportunity, as we had this morning, to see 
some larger diagrams over there that the audience could see 
But I believe you have suggested to me in your testimony that 
this chart here represents the factors that you employed in 
your analyzation o f  different bases, even before you received 
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those bases to compare this analysis against the data on each 
separate base. 

MR. GOTBAUM: That the Army did receive, sir, yes, 
that's right. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: So these weight factors, which 
a pear to come to a score of 1,000, were the kind of weight 
Zctors you applied against the respective bases when you 
looked at the sevarate bases. 

MR. GOTBAUM: Let me make sure that I'm clear on 
this. For every kind of base, and in many cases for every 
t pe of function within a base, the Army, the Navy, and the 
i&r Force tried absolutely in advance to essentially develop 
their methods for im lementing the criteria and scores. Anc 

function, okay? 
P this, sir, is an examp e of one such measure for one depot 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. And then you used these 
three depots on the next page to suggest how you em loyed 
those weight factors in comng to your conclusions a&ut 
those se arate de ts. 

I&. G O T ~ ~ U M :  The relative rankiig thereof, sir, 
yes. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: So my question at this point in 

I I 1 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: I realize that. 
I 

4 

Page 152 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: You understand why (1 i pursue this 
s so \-igorousl 

i L MR. EOTBAUM: yes. 
/ i CHAIRMAN DIXON: Because. as a oerson who. in his 

Pa e 155 
MR. GOTBAUM: I want to be clear, because kdon7t 

want to mislead you or the rest of the Commission. But, what 
we have tried to do assiduously, sir, is, in fact, tried to 
make the measures of merit as objective as possible, yes. 

So when a service comes before you and says, We 
decided to close Base X," they should also be able to tell 
you, "We evaluated Base X by comparison with Base Y and 2." 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good. Now, let me ask staff 
before I formulate the thou ht for this next question. 

&A discussion was hefd off the record.) 
HAIRMAN DIXON: Let's go to something that's 

already been done, then. I want to take something that's 
,already been done, because when you deal in the hypotheticals 
.here, everybody is so sensitive that they see something in 
;almost anything ou sa . But there was an exercise that I 
-was famil~ar wlt las  a 6nited States Senator from Illinois 
that went on concerning Naval training bases. We all 
understand that exercise and what the ultimate result was. 

Take that hy thetical ty situation. &e you 
saying to me that i E n e  said, a g u t  that exercrse, 'I don't 
th~nk you picked the right ones to close and I don't think 
:you left the nght one open and enlarged it," that you could 

r own professional career as a united stat& Senator, ' - expcnenced some o f  this and thought, you know, 1 don't think 
r thls was fair to me, and I don't think this was fair to my 

I ' state, we have to all understand, as human beings, we all go 
1 : : through that process, 
I - And every U~llted States Senator and every U.S. 

"ongressman, and, for that matter, every mayor and every 
vidual business person, labor union, leader and other 

rson in any part of the country adversely affected by this, 
"Hey, there was another one you should have picked, not 

!r mme," you know. That, of course, we all accept as part of 
1- this un leasant process. 

I ~f Jut  you are saying to me, under oath, I think, with 
i 1; few exceptions, if any, that as we pursue this assiduously 
5: and finitely, we can come to a reason wh at least you folks, 
1: in your expertise and in your shop or in tie separate service 

,X  shops, came to your decisions by some kind of a hard process 
I 
I 

I 
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that makes some kind of sense, not jug a jud m n t  cafl -- 
we'll get to the judgment calls in a m u t e  --%ut more than 
a judgment call. 

MR. GOTBAUM: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: A judgment call, finally, on the 

numbers, but not just a judgment call, when you say, "Well, 
this one obviously l o o p  more likely to be the base we ought 
to close than that one. There's a reason in this analysis 
that comes to that conclusion. 

MR.GOTBAUM: Yes,Mr.Chairman. AsIsaid-and 
I think it's an extremely important point -- we know how 
difficult a rocess this IS, we know how important a process 
this is, and: therefore, every service and the Department as 
a whole, has been at great pains, as much as is possible, to 
develop objective measures and to rank their bases as much as 
they can on objective measures. 

There is no one who could assert, or should assert, 
that military judgment shouldn't be part of that process. 
But. yes, the whole reason I mentioned the criteria and the 
waitin s is because we try, as much as possible, to in fact 

2ke &e rules before we know the names. 
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say, 'We can show you, in all of these different critena or 
these breakdowns m cate ones" -- I won't call it critena, 
because then there are el Pbt critexia ou apply to all these 
categories -- 'why we d i i  that," andwe could justify that or 
the numbers, why w e  made the ultimate judgment call; would 
that be true of almost everything you've done? 

MR. GOTBAUM: Mr. Chauman, every decision in this 
process is subject to audit, every decision m thisprocess 
1s public and, therefore, yes, sir, eve decision m this 
rocesr must be capable of being just$ed. 1 hope, quge 

f'ra&Iy, that on every one of the mar ma1 calls, that t h s  
Commission will search very careful6 -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: This Commission will, and our 
staff pem le will be over there goin all over ou like, you 
know, w&te on rice. ~ o d  so we'll& around: 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, obviously, judgment is part 

I wanted to make sure that I understand that you 
felt that you had that lund of a defense avvaratus in dace 

22 

over theie to show us the hard core numkrs. 
MR. GOTBAUM: We don't consider it defense 

apparatus, sir. We consider it - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: My apology for a bad choice of 

litnguage there. 

I I I 
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I don't mean to be particularly argumentative. 5 

don't even know that I argue much with; the knowled e or the 
sense of that, in view of what ha pened in caligrnia last 
time, which I'm sure was difficui for those people to 
accept. But wouldn't that go  against what you had indicated? 
I mean, that seems to be a statewide, in the biggest state of 
our union, perception of what ought to be done, to some: 
extent. 

MR. BAYER: I think you bring up a good point. 
Clearly, that statement speaks to a statewide Impact, rather 
than a local im act. I was describing how our model was 
developed and [ow it was applied, and it was applied on a 
local level. 

In making that judgment, the Department of the Navy 
made a licy judgment that was above and beyond what we had 
establisred as a modalit for that particular criterion. 

CHAIRMAN D I ~ O N :  I see. Mr. Secretary, the 
Administration's fiscal year '96 budget reflects net savings 
of $6.6 billion over five years for th,e first three rounds of 
the base closures. This budget also licludes requests for 
$785 million and $824 milllon fiscal years '96 and '97 
dollars, respectively, to cover costs for the 1995 Commission 
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And so we see, between the cup and the li all of those 
processes, sir. What I think would be use& and, with the 
Commission's permission, I would like to submit it for the 
record, is an actual com arison of the estimates when made, 
the budget estimates we%ave now for the prior rounds of 
BRAC, and what the changes have been over time. 

What you will ye, I believe, is that the 
divergences are d e c l h  over time. 

CHAIRMAN D I ~ O N :   GOO^. 
MR. GOTBAUM: We believe that the estimates now are 

better. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'd like to see the hard numbers. 

Very good explanation, but I'd sure like to see the hard 

w 

numbers. 
MR. GOTBAUM: We will provide them. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: But simplisticauy, let me ask you 

once again, in fact, have the costs run a little higher than 
you've anticipated in ast rounds? 

MR. GOTBAURI: The costs have run slightly higher 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Only slightly? 
MR. GOTBAUM: Why don't I submit the formal numbers 

for the record, sir? 
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1 MR. GOTBAUM: But, yes, and we are, of course, 
2 prepared to answer the Commission's questions on any of these 
3 decisions in any detail you want. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I was 
5 interested, Mr. Bayer -- forgive the formality, because 
6 you're Bob and I'm A1 when we're other places, as an old 
7 associate of mine on the Readiness Subcommittee -- but one 
8 thing that was interestin to me is when you said that you -- f 9 the economic im act, I t ought you said, was on a regional 

10 basis. You t r i g t o  make it on a regional basis. You went 
1 1  into the discussions about Washington, D.C. and Baltimore and 
12 that. 
13 But 1 thought this morning - do we have it? I 
14. thought thls m o m g ,  and here it is, the Navy, in their 
15 report, the Department of the Navy Analysis and 
16 Fecommendations, Volume 4, March, 1995 said, on Page 2: 
17 Because of the large number of job losses occumng in 
18 California and Guam, the DON decided against recommending 
19 several closures that could otherwise hane been made. Other 
20 than Long Beach Naval Shipyard, no other closure is 
21 recommended that would result in a negative direct civilian 
22 job loss impact in any economic area in California." 
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closures. 

Will you tell us how actual costs and savings 
compare w~th  what had been anticipated in the previous 
budgets? Can you do that? In other wolds, we've heard that 
they ran higher. 

MR. GOTBAUM: That costs ran higher? I think, Mr. 
Chairman, there are two thmgs that have happened. One is 
that Murphy's Law applies to the proces:s of estimating moving 
and construction costs. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Murphy's Law applies to all things 
governmental, as we can see, as my commissioners s ~ t  here 
unconfirmed. 
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1 of the ones that we don't. And those are of necessity 
2 because there are so  many alternatives, rough. No way around 
3 it, no apologies for it. They are rough estimates. That's 
4 the basls on which we make ~ m m e n d a t i o n s .  
5 Then once recommendations are made to you and once 
6 the Commission d s i d e s  what its slate is, the Department go- 
7 through a formal budget process, a budget scrub, and develops 
8 estimates for the bases in which case they know will be 
9 closed, on a much more detailed basis. 

10 It is frankly not .surprising? Mr. Chairman, that 
11 between the rough estimate that is done for real estate 
12 decision making process and the. budget process that there 
13 are, m some cases, substantial differences. I wlll tell 
14 you, however, that those differences go both ways. 
15 It turns out, over time, that in some cases - and 
16 this is the part that we all know about and we all hear about 
17 -- things cost more. It also turns out over time that, since 
18 we do not include environmental costs in the real estate 
19 decision making process that IS BRAC, that environmental 
20 costs need to be added to the accounts that we submit. 
21 It also turns out, Mr. Chairman, that the services 
22 over time develop ways to acheve the results at less cost. 

(Laughter) 13 
MR. GOTBAUM: Yes. Yes. unhrtunatelv. I think. / 14 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ o o d .  ~ u t  it's run a page-162 little I 

Mr. Chairman, it's important to separate out two ihings. onk 
is, what are the estimates that are made vvhen the Department 
makes a base closure recommendation, which is an estimate, as 
Mr. Bayer would say, not budget ua~lity. It is a rough "f estimate which is made essentially o~r every possible 
configuration. 

We have a model, the COBRA model. We have a set of 
estimates for the base closures we recommend, as well as all 

higher would ou sa ? 
MR. GO?BA&: Yes. If I may, Mr. Chairman, the 

other mint which I should note IS that. notwithstanding 
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increak in costs, if the question is whether or not, on zet, 
the base closure process still saves the taxpayers money, I 
must be very clear and very direct that it absolutely does. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Can you have those for us within 
ten & s, do you think, Mr. Secretary? LR. GOTBAUM: Absolutely. Absolutely 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'd greatly appreciaie it. It's 
usehl to us. 

Now, what are the annual costs and savin s expected 
from your recommendations on the '95 round of closures? 
a preclate the fact that Murphy's Rules apply. What do yc 
t i n k  it's goin to cost? 

MR. GO%BAUM: The estimates that have been 
developed b the services as art of their recommendation 
process total in fiscal '96 doylars -- and I'm going to 
switch, sir, to real dollars, just because that's how we do 
our accounts for comparin this BRAC to revious rounds 
total a little less than $4 hilion -- $3.8 billon as 

I I I 
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MR. GOTBAUM: The various services have said to us 

MR. GOTBAUM: Yes. 

e. 6 provide savin s. 
Each o n h e  actions in this packet is taken because 

ey for the taxpayers and the Department of 

Are ou in a position to say how much the annual 
21 cost is to tze taxpayers of this country for the excess 
22 infrastructure remaining after we do this '95 round? Do you 

C ~ N R M A N  DIXON: Yes. 1- MR. GOTBAUM: As a result, for each facility, in 

Pa e 164 
MR. GOTBAUM: We haven't hit that point, d r .  I I 

IS making the judgment about which ones to include, the service 
16 involved and then the Secretary of Defense have taken account 
17 of up front costs and measured them against cost savings and, 
18 in the report that we've submitted to the Commission for your 
19 coplderation, for eve single base, you will see a number, 
20 wtuch is an estimate oTthe closure costs. 
21 You will see another number, which is an estimate 
22 of the ongoing savings, and I'm sure we're willing t,o provide 

Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is there some kind of a formula 

you'll use? 
MR. GOTBAUM: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Have thresholds been established? 
MR. GOTBAUM: Not quite. What we have done is, in 

applying the criteria - as you know, Criterion No. 4 is cost 
and manpower implications and Criterion No. 5 is return on 
investment. So up front costs are included in that judgment, 
The judgment about when do you get savings and how much you 

.t savings. 
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have a judgment call on that? Do you know? 

MR. GOTBAUM: Mr. Chairman, no. The reason for 
that, let me tell you, is another reason why t h s  is a 
service-led process. 

We use, within the Department of Defense as a 
whole, a set of very rough measures to measure our 
infrastructure. We "use terms like "plant replacement value" 
and "base ops cost, et cetera. But the fact is, when you 
look at the lant replacement value of what we've ot in Rock 
Island, an$ the value to $e Department of ~ e f e n s e  in Rock 
Island, those are qulte different b g s .  

So the reason we have relied on the services for 
this judgment is because we don't see an overall measure that 
we can use as a management tool. We keep track, but we don't 
st% that. 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: 1 respect your answer, if 1 may 
interrupt, Mr. Secreta 

MR. GOTBAUIZ Yes. 
CHAIRMAN MXON:- The point I wanted to make, 

though, was this. If we are to come back at the conclusion 
of our work -- and I think this is supported by the Chainnan 
of the Joint Chiefs and the secretary and deputy secretary 

C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: Yes. 
I 
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the year-by-year breakout, if you would like. But, in every 
case, it has to result in net savings to the taxpayers. 
Otherwise, we wouldn't do it. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Is it finally just a financial 
j u ~ t  decision, would ou say, or is it a real decision 
p icated upon some kindof thresholds and formula? 

For instance, one of the discussions this morning, 

which I rosEyc t very much, that came to us from the 
ci als t 's morning -- Secretary Perry, De rlty Secretary 

K l c g  h, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, 6eneral 
Shalrkashvll~ -- was that, in all candor, some of the closing 
costs were such that it impacted, to some extent, the 
mbrtlous nature of this program this year. 

MR. GOTBAUM: May I separate out two things, Mr. 
Chairman? One is whether or not our budget constrams the 
total size of the package that we recommend to you. The 
answer on that one, as the Secretary of Defense himself has 
said -- not only today, I expect, but certainly in the past 
- is that, because there are up front costs and because we 
~ u s t  pay them up front, the size of the closures are affected 

our budget. 
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who appeared this morning and I sense it's probably supported 
by you and Mr. Bayer - 

MR. GOTBAUM: Absolutely. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: - if we are to come back and say 

wc: should look at this another time -- and again, I say, not 
with a '97 round; I say to my friends in this room and the 
country I'm not oing to come back and suggest that, but 8_1 sometime in the ture look a ain - I think we need to makc 
a case for why it ought to be %one: 

And part of that case is the annual cost to the 
tax ayers of this nation to sustain the excess infrastructure 
stilyremainin after this round by virtue of force level % reductions an reductions in authorizations and 
a propriations, and all the things that are taking lace over 
t&s last few years since we reached our pak in t i e  Reagan 
years. 

MR. GOTBAUM: With the Commission's permission, 
perhaps we can do some work and see what lund of rou h 
measures we might be able to provide for you and for t%e 
record. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. But you would agree, would 
you not -- and that's the point of all ths,  I think -- that 
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the excess infrastructure cost out tht:re is a drain on 
modernization, o rations, and maintenance funds? 

MR. G O T ~ ~ U M :  Absolutely 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's why we enga ed in this 

exercise. We didn't come here to do pain to t i e  county. 
MR. GOTBAUM: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: We came: here out of need. As I go 

around to my service chiefs and the service secretaries and 
to you fine gentlemen, and others who care about this 
country's defense capabilities and ale concerned about our 
national security needs, you say to me in private, "Mr. 
Chairman, we need these dollars for. other things, for 
fighting, for the weapons and the procurement necessities and 

ple and the force levels and other things out there. " 
% E a t ' s  wh we're doing this. 

MR. G ~ T B A U M :  Absolutely, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: So I think it's important that, to 

some extent, you indicate to us for the record, as we cocne 
back to the Congress later with recommendations, what .that 
cost is. 

MR. GOTBAUM: All right. Let us see what we can do 
for you. 
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service recommendations by your staff. Were there any 
similar cumulative economic thresholds set for the '95 round? 

MR. GOTBAUM: There were no thresholds set and 
there were no actions that were removed because of economic 
impact. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That is m understanding, and I 
will ask ou both directly, as I a skd the  two secreta+es 
and the d;stinguished chairman of the Joint Chiefs t h s  
morning, can you state under oath that there were no changes 
made at your level after the services gave you their lists 
and so forth? 

MR. GOTBAUM: There were no changes made to the - 
no installation was either added to or subtracted from the 
list in the process of the review by the Secretary of 
Defense. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I will ask you, as hands-on 
people that were involved at the scrubbing level, were there 
any directions given? That is to say, I know that there was 
communication and discussions that went on on a continuous 
basis, but were there any kinds of discussions where you 
said, "Now this is off limits; don't do this; don't touch 
this," or anything of that kind? 

Page 170 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, a ain, this is a little bit 

sophisticated, I suppose, but can you %efme for the record 
here for us your view of what the cumullative economic impact 
is, either you or Mr. Bayer? In other words, how are losses 
from previous closure rounds captured? Can impacts frc~m 
previous closures be differentiated from other negative 
Impacts on the economic area, such as civilian downsizing, or 
you lump everything together, or how do you do that? 

MR. BAYER: Let me answer thrit. Mr. Chairman. Th'e 
cumulative impact is based on past BRAC actions. We know the 
number of employees - direct and, with multipliers, indirect 
- that we have taken out of an economic: area based u n past 
base closure and realignment actions. We don't g o w  what 
other activities have occurred in that economy over time. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Or how well they responded. 
MR. BAYER: Exactly. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Because different places respond 

better. 
MR. BAYER: Exactly. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I look around the country and st=, 

in my own state and other places, how certain communitiies 
seem to bounce back better and get tlhe business systems 
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flowing better and seem to almost, in effect, do as we f 1 
after the closure. I don't believe that's the case, but I 
think there are many cases around the country where you'd be 
surprised at the result, and you can't measure that, 
obvious1 . MJ. BAYER: No, we can't. So what we did was, a 
we were developin thls model, I said, "Well, a decision 
maker needs not o i y  to know the number of jobs that were 
taken out previously or would be tak'en out b a prospective 
action, but he or she needs to know sort of wiat the vitality 
index of the economy is, how vibrant has it been?" 

And so, before any action was put before one of the 
military secretanes, they had an array of economc data that 
looked back 10 years for that econom , llooking at job growth, 
unemployment statistics, things odha t  nature, so that you 
could see, yes, we might have known that we did these certain 
things to an area. We don't know what other things occurred, 
but we do know what the net results are I.hrough 1993, based 
upon national economic data. So that's how we dealt with it. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: In the '93 closure round, your 
staff established cumulative economic impact thresholds that 
resulted in the removal of at least one installation from the 

MR. GOTBAUM: I think 
Chairman, that there are very few 
of government who did not say to 
Department of Defense at some stage in you process, "Don't do 
it. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh, how surprised I am to hear 
that. 

MR. (Laughte? GO BAUM: But I can assure you that, 
notwithstanding all of that, our process was straight. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Well, you understand 
the reason for this questioning. 

It's important to us to have a record that is 
replete with the responses of those of you who did this job 
before it came to us, that, in your view, this result that 
you have handed to us now is predicated upon a strict . 
compliance with your directives in the law and the eight 
criteria and the things that are at least as objective as one 
can get in an inexact science, because it is an inexact 
science. 

MR. GOTBAUM: I think, Mr. Chairman, ou've 
characterized it very well. The answer is yes, weglieve 

Page 17' 
that all of our recommendations are entirely consistent -- as 
I said, both in the spirit and in the letter -- with the 
force structure and the structure. 

MR. BAYER: I would agree with that testimony, Mr. 
Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Was DOD reluctant to close major 
industrial laboratories or test and evaluations installations 
because of economic impact? 

MR. GOTBAUM: I would say that the Department o 
Defense has to be mindful and does recognize that the 
economic impacts of laboratories, depots, other industrial 
facilities, are substantial. But I think the record shows 
quite clearly that, notwithstanding that fact, the Department 
of Defense is prepared, in fact, to close large industrial 
facilities when it needs to, which it does. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I will ask you both, was any 
decision taken to downsize, rather than close an 
installation, as a result of economic impact considerations? 

MR. GOTBAUM: I do not believe so. 
MR. BAYER: I'm not aware of any, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Going back to the Navy question 

that I had referred to before, that's in the Department s f  

I I 
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I -&c Navy Analysis and Recommendations, Volume 4, Mlarch 1995, 
2 ua Page 2, this mornin the secretary ndicattd that no base 
3 w removed from the fist for economic impact r-ns but, 

W y !  the Navy - I say "clear1 , the Navy" because they 
m print here -- refrained i o m  putting some 

ations on the list for economc Impact r'easons. 
they establish their own economic threshold, as 

8 iar as ou know? 
9 &R. GOTBAUM: As we're already discussed, Mr. 

cimiman, each service has its own proc&s, 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. 
MR. GOTBAUM: Each service implements the criteria 

m its own way, and the Navy, I understand, as a matter of 
policy and rocess, m fact appl~ed an extra economic screen 
m making t \ eir jud ments. 

What I hope &e Secretary of Defense said and 
believe and Secretary of Defense said is that we, at the 
b e l  of the Secretary of Defense, did not either add to or 
lnbtract from the list on the basis of economic: impact, 
motwithstanding the fact that we spent many hmours and much 
effort to assess those effects as part of our decision-making 
process. 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, now, you've readthis 
2 bguage,  as we have. Did you agree w~th  the Nav 's not 

4 

Y 3 dmit t ing  some installations for economic reasons. 
MR. GOTBAUM: We did not direct the Navy to add to 

5 Fbeir list. 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are you aware of which 
7 nrdallations are referenced by the words "several closures"? 
8 MR. GOTBAUM: No. 1 :  
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Can you find out and make that 

10 wadable to us? 
1 I MR. GOTBAUM: 1 would be ha py to do so. 1 would 
1- 'w suggest that this is pmbabl a fi? subject &r 

vrslon with the Navy directry. - IFAIRMAN DIXON: I t@nk a fair question is which, 
15 d an , mstallations were substituted for tho? &hfoma 
16 a d  &am facilities removed from considerat~on. 
17 MR.. GOTBAUM: My undefstanding, Mr. Chairman.- but 
18 I would l ~ k e  to get thls and rov~de lt for the record -- IS 
19 &a~ the issue in California i d  not result in substitutions. 
10 Ir was a judgment about capacity. But I thrnk we should -- 
?1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, of course, but one of two 
I? cbfferent things obtained. Either other installations or 
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One of the goals of the Joint Cross-Service Dewt 

Maintenance ~ r o u p w a s  to eliminate unnecessary du lica6on 
and excess cabacltv. Do the closure recommenc&tions that 
you've submiited ~esult in significant elimination of excess 
depot maintenance ca acit 9 

MR. GOTBAA: pes, sir, they do. Jim Klu h, the 
deputy under secretary for logistics, spokp at the lrst%iRA~ 
review group meetmg and re rted that h s  group, ln the~r 
estimates, worked in t e r n  oi?lepot equivalents. 

The sa~d that they bel~eved that the excess 
capacit tia! they could measure in $e department was 
somewl$re m the range of four to SIX to e~ght  depot 
lquivalents excess, that the list of recommendations that the 
Department has, 1 believe, is in the uivalent, when you run 
through all the numbers of about?-and-a-half to 56 depots 
tquivalent. 

So his view, our view, is that, in fact, there is 
ciubstantial capacity reduction in depots as a result of these 
recommendations. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: In candor, there are some 
r,uggestions to us that more could have been done in the depot 
area. Is it your feeling that it is the limit of what you 

- 
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could have done in this round? I know that's a tou h 
judgment call. 17d.just like to ask your profossionaf 
opinion. 

MR. BAYER: No, no right ahead. - - 
Lau hter 

dR.%A?ER: I think, in a n u m k  of areas, as the 
secreta said, we know we still have excess capacir, but 
the trut? is that the areas that we're loo!& at - an I 
t h e  logistics perhaps, along w~th  medrcaf are the most 
xnsttlve to our war-fightmg capab~lity -- that we needed to 
take into account not only where we wanted to be in the Ion 
term but what we could do in the short term, not just &om s 
budgetary int of view, but also from a functional 
operationa&int of view. 

There s a tremendous amount of turbulence in 
e:recuting the activities that we've already agreed to and 
what we're proposing now, and so, if you want my judgment on 
where we are, I thmk that, if the measurement of overall 
excess capacit was eight and we got close to six at this 
point, given t% fact that all of that turbulence will 
directly impact the readiness of our forces, unless it's done 
very, very carefully, that that IS a good military reason to 
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I hrses were substituted or the list was made smaller. 8ne  of 
2 I+S two results had to obtain and the question is, which 
3 dad? And staff w ~ l l  pursue that. 
4 Are you aware if the Navy determined a r~urnerical 
5 3easure of threshold to conclude that the cumulative: economic 
6 nupact should cause them to decide against further 
7 consideration of installations thev would otherwise close? 
b that a ssibili 9 

M ~ B A Y ~ :  I'm not aware of that, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The on1 reason I ask these 

questions is, again, the obvious one. ke're no, the only 
ones who read these books, and there are obvio~~sly going tc 
he people asking these questions, and I would like to have 
tbe answers. 

Mr. Secretary, several years ago, the Went Study at 
DOD Maintenance Depots, done for the chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs, concluded that there was 25 to 50 percent excess 
capcity in the depots. The General Accounting Office 
rzvlewed the study and concurred that there was significant 
excess ca~acitv. An Avril 1994 studv bv the Defense Science 

L' 3rd concluded that 2'4 depots remahi& after the B8RAC '93 
vres  round w ~ l l  have 20 to 30 percent excess, capacity. 
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1 acknowledge that you might want to go further, but you don't 
2 do it in a way that's gomg to jeopardize the near term. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you for that. 1.presume 
4 that the person that was doing the charts earlrer IS not 
5 here, but I would like to look at the Air Force depot chart. 
6 Director, w e  ought to have someone below your level who could 
7 do that. 

(Laughter) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, we got a colonel. That's 

retty high authorit Thank you, Colonel. I ap ~ i a t e  it. 
Row, let s see. IS ttat the one I want, though? R r  Force 
Depot -- yes. 

- 

Secretary Deutch suggested a thorough scrubbing by 
the Comrmss~on staff of costs and savings reflected on a 
ch.art that he resented this morning titled " A r  Force 
Dc tsm wouk tell us this story, and we have that chart. I 
ungrstand that the Air Force analysis suggests it is more 
cost-effect~ve to downsize all five A r  Force depots than to 
close two. 

I'll ask you, Mr. Secretary, first, do you agree 
with this analysis? 

MR. GOTBAUM: Me, my staff, my colleague, Mr. Bayer 

I 
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and his extremely talented staff - many of whom are sitting 
behind me, so I thmk they ought to get the appropnate 
recognition -- have one through the Air Force anal sis imd 
are, m fact, satisfie$ Mr. Cha~rman, that, rf and wlen 
implemented, that the Air Force is correct that it can, in 
fact, save more money at lower up front cost by the proposal 
that the have made, than by pro sing to close the two 
depots &at they had under consiEration. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: So you will defend the ysition 
that downsizin five saves more than closlng two. That is 
the position ofg our staff? 

MR. GOJBAUM: That is the position. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did your Cro,ss-Service Depot Group 

agree with this analysis? 
MR. GOTBAUM: The Cross-Service Depot Group acceded 

to the fact that the Air Force -- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: No, not if'they acceded. Did they 

agree? 
MR. GOTBAUM: If I may -- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I acceded to a lot of things in my 

life I didn't agree to. 
(Laughter) 

D 
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configurations, sir, and I will admit, since I don't have 
them rmmediately at hand, I cannot recall exactly how many 
depots were on each. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let me say to you that staff says 
that the Joint Cross-Service Maintenance Group, in fact -- 
Depot Group - in fact recommended ei ht depots that should 
be closed and, quite candidly, you & not have eight on the 
list. 

Now, I'm not saying you 
the final analysis or accuslng 
would ou ex lain how we  got information somehow that there 
shouldhaveLn eight depots on the list and it ends up 
being how many? Two? That's a pretty big amount to drop, 
two com lete ones. 

I t& we ought to have an analysis of that. 
MR. GOTBAUM: Let me make two points, Mr. Chairman, 

if I may. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please do. Please do. And this 

is not meant to accuse of anything, but we want to get to the 
facts. 

MR. GOTBAUM: I understand. But it's important to 
get an understanding of what the joint cross-service process 

Pa e 182 
MR. GOTBAUM: What I can say is what Jim Elugh 

said, which is that he was satisfied with the result. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oka I'm not sure that ou're 

not copping a little bifon that, h r .  Secretary, but1 don't 
want to be argumentatwe. 

This chart reflects a savings that's re~resented to 
us of $1.8 billion. Is that right7 

MR. GOTBAUM: Actually, $2.8 billion, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh. Excuse me. $1 billion due to 

decision-makine urocess doesn't mean the taxuavers don't uav 114 

non-BRAC actions, yes. Why are non-BRAC costs and savings 
included in there? 

MR. GOTBAUM: The point that the Air Force wished 
to make is that, just because we don't count them in our BRAC 

10 
1 1  
12 
13 

. . . - 
for it when the ' have excess over tha:t. 

C H A I ~ A N  DIXON: I think that's a valid point. 
Okay. Was an analysis conducted of closing just one Air 
Force fixed win de t? 

MR. ~ 0 h A l ; O h l :  I'm sure thitt the answer to that is 
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and also indicate, if you're not able to -- and I understand 
that one can't anticipate all these questions -- we'd like to 
know how would that analysis change these figures? In other 
words, why is the up front cost to close one of these depots 
so high? 

If I hear you say two, you know, I mean -- but we'd 
like to have a better analysis of that, tecause, quite 
candid1 , there have been questions raised, even by the 
press, &ring the intermissron for lunch, about the analysis 
of that, which I think, simplistically, (doesn't appeal too 
much, the su gestion that you can downsize and save more than 
closing: I t h  grn ple question that a little. 

d like to ave a better. more thoroueh evaluation 

15 
I6 
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19 

es, but I cannot assert that I know it for the record, so 
let me provide it for the record. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I wonder if you could look at that 

- 
of that from ou, if ou don't mind. 

MR. ~ ~ O T B A ~ M :  Absolutelv. Mr. Chairman. 1:: 

20 
21 
22 
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can do and cannot do. 

The p u y s e  of the joint cross-service process -- 
and it was a trst time ever effort. My understandin 
plthough I was not in the De artment of Defense at k e  time 
IS that rt was considered, in f993, in the 1993 round of the 
Department-of Defense, and essentially turned down as being 

CHA~RMM DIXON: Mr. S&retary, the staff 
understands that the Joint Cross-Service Maintenance Depot 
Group recommended that eight depots should be closed by DOD's 
list. Is this accurate? Your list, of course, is fewer than 
that. 

MR. GOTBAUM: The Depot Maintenance Group 
recommended for consideration to the services two separate 

too difficult. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. 
MR. GOTBAUM: This was a first time ever effort. 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
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It was an attempt to develop consistent data, consistent 
alterpatives, and then get some consideration of cross- 

rtunities. 
s e rv rc f .~~f i e l l  ou, sir, that it is my o inion -- and 
this is a opinion -- that, for a grst time ever 
effort on a cross-service basis, it was, I must say, a 
success, because we have had some of the recommendations 
taken as is; we have had other recommendations taken as 
modified, and we have also, frankly, established some 
benchmarks for further work. 

It is certainly the case that the BRAC process, by 
itself, is neither the right forum nor the easiest forum to 
encourage all of the management issues that are mvolved in 
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cross-servicin 

CHAI&AN DIXON: I think I'd conceded that. I 
MR. GOTBAUM: So going through it, where we found 

we were most effective, in fact, is those areas where there 
were already some discussions among the services. One of 
those I will tell you, sir, was, in fact depots, which is why 
the head of the Depot Joint Cross-Service Group pronounced 
himself satisfied with that kind of progress. 

I would not assert, and none of us would assert, 
that every recommendation of  the Joint Cross-Service, of an 
Joint Cross-Service Group was taken by any service. ha t ' s  
not true. But, frankly, that wasn't the purpose. 'I'& 
urpose was to get them to consider that and that, srr, they 

Kave. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. Let me be very candid with 

you again, because thls ~sn ' t  intended to try to trap 
anybody. It's intended to make everybody understand what 
we're lookrng at. 

I heard everything that was said this morning by 
your distinguished at this morning's hearing, where Mr. Bayer 
was kind enough to 'oin us, and I hear what you're saying 
now, and I hear all t h e stuff about the management concerns 

I 
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I md the cross-service roblems and, fpnkly, the potential 
2 commissioners here, t%?t a? distinguished former leaders of 
3 our respective servlces m thls country, confinn the truth of ) * k t .  so I understand the roblem involved. 

But there seems to & an awful lot of feclin , in 
candor, that with the directions we had from tge last 

we mi ht not have done as fully as possible what could 
been $one in tha! area. 

1 Would you be lund enough to review th~orou hly with % 1 lo our staff that question? For instance, assume, for t e 
purpose of our d~scussion, that, m fact, a group at one 
point m time did say that there were el ht maintenance 
depots to be considered and it ends up k i n  only two. 

You know, the question obviously isioow much excesr 
I I -city would be eliminated if the recommendations were 
16 m p t e d  as originally made at some level and how much 
17 additional excess capacity would be eliminated if all eight 

, I 8 maintenance depots were closed? 
19 Now, you're talkin about bi numbers when you get 
20 mto that kind of stuff, an% so I thmf it's relatively 
11 rmportant to have that anal zed. 
22 MR. GOTBAUM: ~bsolutely, and we shall. 
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How much of a reduction in DOD laboratory 

infrastructure is contained in your recommendations? 
MR. GOTBAUM: Mr. Chairman, I must tell you I'm not 

:sure that I know the answer to that and, with our 
permission, I'd like to find out and come bacl! for the 
1record. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you for doing that. Do 
you believe it to be somewhere a roaching the kinds of 
;substantial numbers I have identiped here or do vou think 
that you've fallen short? 

MR. GOTBAUM: Mr. Chairman, since I really, 
genuinely do not know, I think the best approach is for us tc 
come back to you. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: AU right. And, if you would, the 
follow up question: how and when is DOD going to eliminate 
(he excess infrastructure, particularly in view of the 
l'indin s of the DSB that it's an "obsolescent artifact of the 
C O I ~  &arm? 

(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: As you know, test and evaluation 

was one of the joint cross-service areas selected for 
emphasis during the '95 BRAC process. Several stu"Bi2:d 
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key officials have pointed out that the greatest 
o~wrtunities for reduction in test and evaluation 
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I MR. BAYER: Mr. Chairman -- 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, I'm not going to keep you 
3 real long, but -- yes. 
4 MR. BAYER: I was just going to make an observation 4 
5 &out what the joint cross-service groups provided in the wa 5 

, 6 of alternatives and how that relates to what came out 6 
1 ; milita services. 7 % Secretary Gotbaum said, their job was to try to 8 
9 do what has never been done before - compare fu~~ctions and 9 

10 capacity and requirements across the service lines. They did 10 
1 1  cha~ and, through this optimization model, sort of pushed the 1 1  

to as far as one could go and, in fact, in the depot 1 12 
I l' .ve10/7 , t e judgment was that, if you pushed it as  far as you 13 

iifrastructure exist in testing of high-performance aircraft, 
c:lectronic warfare systems, weapons and munitions testing, 
test support aircraft, and selected test and training 
functions. 

Why did DOD's BRAC '95 not recommend significant 
consolidations in those areas? 

MR. GOTBAUM: The Department considered the number 
of consolidation alternatives, and some of them were taken. 
There is, in fact, some shrinking of T&E infrastructure 
general1 within servlce. 

d a t  we found is that each service considered its 
T&E facility to be sufficiently core, sufficient1 central to 
them role that they were not comfortable that tiey could 
e:xecute their Title 10 authorities by giving them up. 

And so, as a result, there is, in these 
recommendations, a reduction in ca acity. There is, in these 
recommendations, enclosures. gut you are not seeing joint 
operation of real estate. Do you want to add to that? 

MR. BAYER: Yes, I do. I think that the last two 
cluestions actually are quite related, as I experience the 

Id o ,  you could probably squeeze eight depot equivalents 
:%!ofthe system. The proposals we had before us actually 
16 ncornmend the closure of five-and-a-half to six, depending on 
1 7 bow you count. 
18 I think where the difference is, is the kind of 
19 -&tors that Secretary Deutch and Perry mentioned - dollars 
30 m d  management -- and I think that's the reasons for the 
31 -%Terence between where you might be able to push and what 
12 you can do in the near term. 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: I hear that and I res , 

m d  I think we would like to take another look at tG! tp 
see there, quite candidly, nobody argues with the fact that 
here's got to be mana ement decisions about what kee s 
things ru-g correctfj and smoothly and so forth, an! I 
respect that. 

You know, we're not going to be nitpick.ers. But, 
~f there's some fairly bi numbers here, then I think that 
we're concerned about k k i n g  at that. 

(A discussion was held off the record.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, in April of 1994, 

the Defense Science Board Report states, "The defense 
laboratory system is an obsolescent artifact of lthe Cold War 
which has not kept pace with the shrinking military force 
sructure and changlng patterns of technology advancement 
meration. " - 

The DSB recommended a 20 rcent cut in the 
laboratories' civil service personneE addition to the 4 
percent per annum cut directed by defense policy guidance, 
1995 through 1999. According to a senior DOD official, these 

'F will result in a 35 Dercent reduction in these Dersonnel 
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process. The general strategy in all of our technical bases 
would be that the land and alr and sea space of our test 
facilities are the irreplaceable assets, that you can build 
vertical facilities virtually anywhere, you can replace them, 
but you can't replace those air and land and water ranges. 

So, in an ldeal world, you would want to migrate 
laboratory functions to large test installations that you 
were oing to need for other purposes. Since we  weren't able 
to m&e a great deal of progress in the test and evaluation 
side for the reasons that Secretary Gotbaum mentioned, it 
became a lot more difficult to consolidate laboratory 
functions. 

What we were able to do, on a service-by-service 
Ixne, is to close out quite a number of small test and 
evaluation activities and mi rate them to larger test and 
evaluation or research and fevelopment activities, but 
amal amating the two just was more than this process could 
hand fie 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Mr. Bayer. 
In the cross-servlce areas of depots, tests and 

evaluations and laboratories, I understand the need to retain 
a core capability within the Department of Defense, but not 
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done the way they are, in some cams, for generations, but it 
IS hap ning, sir. 

r i s  a fact that, before BRAC '95, the Navy and 
the Air Force were having discussions ,about doing a  common^ 
curriculum for pilot training and, as a result, we were able, 
in the BRAC process, to give a real estate result to thosc: 
sets of discussions. 

It is also the case that, in the depot maintenance 
area, there is now substantial cross-servicing and that that 
amount is increasing. 

It is also the case, in the lab area that, in this 
round, for exam le, the Air Force has l~roposed moving soma 
facilities out o f ~ o m e ,  New York -- painhrl to me, as a New 
Yorker, I would say - to Monmouth, to Fort Monmouth, to co- 
locate with the Army's facilities. 

So it is certainly the case that the BRAC process 
is essential, but I think it's important to note that the 
other processes are goin on with* the Department, even as 
we speak, and I ex t tiat the will continue. 

C H A I R M ~ ~ I X O N :  Bour report states that an 
inde ndent review of  the DOD cumulative economic impact 
m a g i s  was performed by six experts from government. 

Fitzslmmons. This package recommends the closu& G f  
F~tzs~mmons. So that was a rationalizat~on of reg~onal I I 
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academia, and the private sector. They concluded that the 
Department "estimates tend to overstate economic impact" and 
that the Department should stress this in its presentations 
to the Commission, the Congress, and the public. Is that 
accurate? 

MR. GOTBAUM: Yes. 
MR. BAYER: Yes, sir, that is, and that was part of 

my statement. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I think you've su gested that 

here today. Do you believe that our analysis o?&nomic 
im act may be unduly exciting area!; of the country that are 
afLted by this? 

MR. BAYER: Well, that's a real judgment call almut 
whether it's unduly exciting. They are clearly worst-case, 
and so I think that needs to be stresred. Perhaps, on the 
one hand, because they're consistenitly applied, they did 
provide us with the abllity to chooa: one alternative versus 
another. 

When, thou h, communities ltmk at the impact, one 
would hope that t b ey would see that as the worst possible 

c \ive case and perhaps be motivated to the kind of very aggre.;, 
community leadersh~p that's needed to diversity an econ'omy 

medical care. 
- 

Another one was here in the Washington area where 
we have ma'or medical facilities of all three of the services 
-- the Air d r c e  at Andrews Air Force Base, the Navy at 
Bethesda, and the Army at Walter Reed. 

Not only were they downgrading some of those 
facilities, they were rationalizing the graduate medical 
education, the residencies, so that only one of these major 
medical centers in the area would provide residency tralning 
for one discipline. That was a tremendous cost savings 
initiative. 

We also -- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's excellent. If ou could 

give all of those that you've done. Mr. Bayer, tiat's very 
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1 within each service. With fewer dollars available for new 
2 weapons systems, how can the Dep;artment just~fy retar~ung 
3 these duplicate core capabilities? 
4 I mean, did the cross-service ;proups calculate the 
s cost of these du lications? Is that a matter of record? 

MR. GO~BAUM: I believe so. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I wonder if we  could have a look 

8 at that. And again, we ~t the problems in connection 
9 with cross-serv~ce capabil~ties. 
10 Mr. Secretary, some of the same inter-servicing 
I 1 areas have been studied and costed for the last 20 years. In 
12 most cases, recommendations were rejected by the services, 
13 and the Depement chose not to direct. Do ou feel that 
14 this Comrmss~on is the o d y  way to get rid excess 
15 infrastructure costs? 
16 MR. GOTBAUM: I believe fhe BRAC process is the 
17 only wa to et rid of the excess infrastructure costs, sir-, 
18 absoluteiy. h e  point I make, which is really quite an 
19 important one, is that there is, within the Department now, 
20 increasing jointness. 
21 Thls IS not a speedy process and it's not an easy 
22 process, because it requires changing things that have btxn 
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MR. BAYER: All right. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. S ~ C ~ & N .  in vour view. what 
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I and chan e what the 've been doin . 
2 CI-~AIRMAN ~ I X O N :  Mr. Becretary, the country is 
3 going through a major realignment in the delivery of health 
4 care. Hospitals across the country are merging within cities 
5 and re ions, as you know. 
6 b a t  do your recommendations do to merge medical 
7 facilities across service lines within areas and regions, and 
8 what are the s ific recommendations by area and region, and 
9 waseachanap;"~? 
10 MR. GOTBAUM: Let me g o  backwards in time. Were 
I 1 they analyzed? The answer is yes, sir. The Medical Joint 
12 Cross-Service Group took into account, b cachement area, if 
13 you will, what the demand was and wiat the ca x i  
14 Were there consolidations? Yes, sir, I WI 1 tel S YWas. 
15 you there were. Can I give you a list of them line by line? 
16 Not now, but 1 would be happy to provide that for the record. 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. But you can provide that 
18 for us? 
19 MR. BAYER: I can give you a few examples, Mr. 
20 Chairman. We have two hospitals in the Colorado Springs area 
21 - Fort Carson at the Air Force Academy; we  also had a major 
22 medical center only, what, 70, 80 mles away at Denver -- 

are the pros and cons of DOD integrating f;iy & Force ahd 
Navy under raduate ilot training programs? 

MR. ~OTBAJM: I'm not sure. Mr. Chairman, that I 
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should claim that I'm even qualified to have an opinion but, 
since it is my understanding that they Air Force and the Navy 
have now agreed on a common curriculum that will be taught at 
all of their facilities, I guess, since both the Air Force 
and the Nav are in favor of it, I should be, too. 

C H A I ~ A N  DIXON: Did the Undergraduate Pilot 
Training Joint Cross-Service Group recommend that any Air 
Force or Navy UPT bases be closed? 

MR. GOTBAUM: They recommended that the services 
consider a number of closure alternatives, some of which 
were, in fact, closed as a result of the service 
recommendations, or would be if confirmed by this Commission. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Does DOD have a policy regarding 
the cross-servicing of UPT? 

MR. GOTBAUM: I'm not sure that I understand the 
question, sir. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do you have a licy in your shop 
about cross-servicing of undergraduate i g  training? In 
other words, are ou working towards tRat goal? 

MR. GOT~AUM: Oh, absolutely. I mean, as I say, 
that's part of the reason that -- that's part of the reason 
that the Joint Cross-Service Group on Undergraduate Pilot 

I I 
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Should already completed, well-developed reuse 

danning efforts be a part of subsequent BRAC decisions? 
h a t ' s  another question 

And then, secondi , at Rome, New York, for 
instance, as a result of t i e  realignment of ~ r i f f i s s  Air 
Force Base, a reuse plan was completed with the assistance of 
the Office of Economic Adjustment in the Air Force. Was the 
impact to the community's reuse lan taken into consideration 
in the decision to close Rome &b? 

MR. GOTBAUM: As I'm sure the Secretary said, the 
Ile artment of Defense is es ially mindful of our obh ation 
in [as been directed, I w i E y ,  by the Pres~dent ofthe 
[Jnited States, that we have to help base closure communities 
idjust, bring in new job training, new development, et 
c:etera, and we are doing so. 

We think it's especially important that those 
e:fforts not be compromised in any way by the BRAC process, 
because we have had communities come to us and say, "Does the 
fact that we're planning for reuse mean that we are likelier 
tc~ be closed?" And the answer - I want to be very clear and 
direct -- is no, it does not. 

So, what we did in the BRAC process is, we said we 
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1 T d g  was able to make the progress it was as part of the 
2 W C  process, because there alfeady was considerable progress 
3 m developing a common curriculum on whch to build. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary and hlr. Ba er, this K jming I read questions from several membeirs o f t  e 

p s s ,  that had sent them to us. You were hen:, Mr. Bayer 
the time. I feel that I should do that again this kcF 

R &moon. We have these two; IS that correct:' 
9 This morning, Congressman Sonny Montgomery spent a 
lo cll-miderable amount of time here - I don't see him now - he 
; I spmt. 1 believe, the entire morning, and he is a man who has 
! 2  long been involved, as you know, in concerns about our 
13 nn&tary in this country, serves with great dist~nction on 
14 h e  House Armed Services Committee. 
: 5  He asked these questions. There are three of them, 
: O  Mr. Secreta , and that always gets a little confusmg. But 
17 l a m e r d & m :  
18 "How d ~ d  DOD handle the obvious benefits of 
19 rcgioaal complexes?" 
20 Second: "I understand that, in the proce.ss, NAS 
21 Meridian received two looks -- one at the service level and 
77 b e  second look at the joint level. If the joint ranking was 
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I hgher, why didn't DOD take action based on the joint 
2 m&in , rather than leave the service-unique lists m place? 
1 31, ?ren9t we trying to save by conso~~ciation and 
4 JOint functions?" 
5 And finally, his last question: "If you did look 
6 sr: re ' nal synergisms, why didn't DOD create a ranking based 
7 cs && syoerglsms and regional complexes and then direct 
8 dosure actions based on these new rankingsf" 
9 Can you answer that? Is that too complicated, the 
:o bm of the question? 
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1 mmmendations, suggested we believe that, based on our 
2 workload and our capacity, that we are going to and we should 
3 cbse  the Meridian, Mississippi facil~ty, and Corpus -- I 
4 man, that was not their only closure m this alea - but 
5 tbat we think it would be, in fact, a good candidate for a 
6 larger oint.facility with the Air Force's Colunabus facility, 
7 h u t  &O mles awa 
8 This seemed h e  a sensible suggestion. The Navy 
9 obviously had not gotten the h r  Force to agree. So we 
o asked, the deput secreta asked, the deput under secretary 
1 readiness, w& chai K the ~ o m t  cross-Jer~ice Group on 
2 Undergraduate P~lo t  Trainin , essentially to look at the 
J cpest~oo again, which he d l b  
4 And, frankly, I convened a meeting with him in my 
5 o& with Mr. Bayer and representatives of the Nav and the 
6 .kr Force, and said, "Let us look and considel t k s  proposal 
7 fix a combined facility." 
8 The grou worked, I will tell you, extremely 
9 mtens~vely, anIcame back a couple of days later and said, 

:O 'It is our considered judgment that, if it makes sense for 
:I =re to be unified base, that the place to do so is probably 

Meridian, Columbus," for reasons that we can get Into for -w 
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I the record, et cetera, that essentially involve likely costs 
2 of expansion of those facilities if they were so designated. 
3 So the Joint Cross-Service Group, after cons~dering 
4 the issue, essentially said, "On the ments, we don't -- not 
5 that it doesn't make sense to have this kind of joipt 
6 facilit but that it does not make sense to have thls kind of 
7 oint &cility here and that, if it makes sense to have that 
8 kind of joint facility, it will be in one of the bases that 
9 we are already keeping open." 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. W i  you excuse me a 
11 moment, lease? 
12  (A f ~scussion was held off the record.) 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary and Mr. Bayer, the 
14 last question I have from any Member of the Congress is from 
15 Con ressman Sherwood Boehlert. He is from the 23rd District 
16 in &ew York, as you h o w .  
17 He says, in this morning's testimony, Secretary 
18 Perry described Lowry Air Force Base's reuse plan as a 
19 successful consequence of the BRAC process. In the BRAC '95 
20 process, did you consider the community's reuse lans as a 
21 result of previous BRAC closure or realignment dkisions? 
22 That's the first quest~on. 
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have to develop economic indicators that can be applied 
consistently across the country, and that's why we developed 
the measures that Mr. Bayer described to you before. Thosc 
relate to the current economic situation, the likely change 
in em loyment, and so forth. 

%e are extremely mindful and ve careful abovt 
kee ing se ante the other art of, d y ,  my orguuzation 
witpin thebepartment of Befense that does reuse. Those 
people have nothing to do with the BRAC decision-making 
process. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Sure. Thank you. Did you have 
anythin to add, Mr. Bayer, to that? Xk. BAYER: NO, I do not. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you both, and I thank all 
of you in the Department of Defense for the many months that 
you've spent on this process. 

You accept, I am sure, the fact that, while this is 
not an entirely adversarial relationship now, it is our 
obligation to ask you the ve hard questions because, in the 
first place, we expect to wox ,  to a great extent, from our 
document, and the appropriate thing to do in view of tiat is 
t'o questlon that document, and we will continue to do that. 

I I 
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I I know, in the sense of your high standards aboct 
2 public service, you will full cooperate with us and we thank 

4 eood deal in the future. 
f' 3 you for that, and our sta f people will be bothering you ai - 

Yes, Mr. Secretary? 
MR. GOTBAUM: Mr. Chairman, if I may say two 

things. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please do. 
MR. GOTBAUM: One is, I unde:rstand an issue came up 

this morning about a study that suggested that incomplete 
closures were not sufficiently attract:ive to the taxpayers, 
and I would like, if I may, to submil. for the record my 
resFnse to the group that made that study, for your 
cons~deration. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thanlr you. Yes, we had a 
considerable discussion on that this morning. 1 appreciate 
your submittin it. Do ou have it with you, for the record? 

MR. G ~ T B A U ~ :  I do not, but I will get it to you 
today. 

CHAlRMAN DIXON: You are welcome to do that. You 
and I have discus+.that on a past occasion. I would very 
much llke to have it ~n the record. 

Page 2% 
MR. GOTBAUM: And, if 1 may say, Mr. Chairman, il. 

is our view that this process does not work without you. We 
are ha for ou to ask every uesfion, tough or easy. 

&AI&AN DIXON: I%&: you. 
MR. GOTBAUM: We're happy to provide any 

information, an time. We're ha py to come back if it makes 
senre or to ta& with your staff any time, any place, any 
information. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: 1 thank you very much. And, to 
the extent that ou can be around as we do this a ain next 
Monday, Marc E 6th and next Tuesday, March 7ti. with the 
service chiefs and the service secretaries, that will be 
helpful. 

Between now and then, I'm sure a great many more 
uestions will be developed by staff and my colleagues on the 

tommission who, by then, I'm sure will be certified 
commissioners. 

Also, I encourage, quite frankly, Members of the 
Congress, the Senators and Members of the House who ,are 
interested, to send their questions, because I don't want 

ple, when the process is finished, to sa I wish we woulc 
E e  had this answer dumg  the prc~zss. h e  should have 

- 
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Thursda , March 16th, 216 Haft Senate Office Building. 

9 : h  a.m., private sector ind~viduals and groups 
pr . sn t  testimony on issues relating to reuse of closlng 
nulie installations; and at 1:30 p.m., government 
o f i c l X  present testimony on reuse rssues. 

I say again, we inv~te, Mr. Secretary and Mr. 
Bayer, you back again. We invite our friends in the 
Congress, both the Senate and House, and people in the 
mumcipalities and regions and states around the country that 
have bestions, to send them to us. 

h e  questions will be answered. The matter will 
thoroughly investi ated to the fmte, ultimate point that it 
can be lnvesti atefand we will send out views to the 
President of t fe  United States before July 1 of this year. 

Thank you very, very much for belng with us today 
and this meeting is adjourned. 

(Whereupon, at 3: 15 p.m, the meeting was 
adjourned.) 
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those answers, and we will ask all tlie questions. 

I thank you both very much for being here today. 
Pardon me a minute. 

(A discussion was held off the record.) 
CHAlRMAN DIXON: Let me have the hearing dates I'or 

next week and where the are if ou don't mind. We have a 
hearin next Monday, h a r f h  Jth. Ma I have that, Wa'de? 

#or the benefit of people here, donday, March 6th, 
Caucus Room 345, Cannon House Office Building. The service 
secretaries present recommendation:; on methodology for 
service selection rocess. 

9:00 a.m., $ecretary of the Nnv John Dalton; 1:30 
p.m., Secretary of the Air Force ~ h e i &  Widnall. 

On Tuesday, March 7th, 106 Dirksen Senate Office 
Building, defense and service secretaries present 
recommendations. methodology for defcnse agency and service -- - - 
selection rocess. 

9 :da .m. ,  Secretary of the A m y  Togo West, Ir.; 
1:30 p.m., defense agencies, including the Defense Logistics 
Agencies. 

Then, Mr. Secretary and Mr. Bayer -- and I know 
this is of interest to you -- March 16th -- let's see, that's 

I I I 
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16 Commission in 1993. 
17 General J.B. Davis retired.from the Air Force ac a 
18 four-star eneral after a distinguished 35-year career. 
19 S. fee Klhg is a distinguished  business^ in 9- 
20 Louis, where he heads I s  own merchant banlung fim, 
21 Benjamin Montoya, retired from the Navy as a r s r  
22 admiral, is now president of Public Service Company of Ne- c 
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mnday, llarct~ 6, 1995 

P R O C E E D I N G S  
Pae 

1 
2 (9:OO a.m.) 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ladies and gentlemen, this 
4 hearing of the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 
5 Commission will please come to order. I'm delighted, ladm 
6 and gentlemen, to welcome my fellow base closure 
7 commissioners, who were confumed, I'm glad to say, by tie 
8 Senate, last Thursday. 
9 I wonder, as I introduce them, if they would plc~ss 

10 rise so you can see who they are. 
1 1  In alphabetical order, Mr. Al Cornella is a 
12 businessman in Ra id City, South Dakota, and a Navy veta; 
13 with service in detnam. 

Copies of t h i s  transcript!  may be ob ta ined  14 Ms. Rebecca Cox is a vice president of Cmtina-d  
15 Airlines and was a distineuished member of the Base Closu: 

kt 
1 New Mexico. Benjamin Montoya. I put you in the wrong - 
2 for a minute there, Admiral. 
3 Joe Robles, General Joe Robles, retired from th; 
4 Army as a two-star general, is now controller of USAA, In: 
5 in San Antonio, Texas. 
6 Mrs. Wendi Steele is a former U.S. Senate staff 
7 member, a former Bush Administration official, and a forme: 
8 distin ished Base Closure Commission staff member 
9 Row would the seven of you please rise and m e  

10 your n ht hands? 
1 1  LE,mmissioners sworn.) 
12 H+RMAN DIXON: Congratulations to you d. 
13 Ladies and gentlemen, t h~s  m o m  we b e p  thf 
14 first of four hearings the Commission wifl hold today od 
15 tomorrow here in our Capital City. At the first three 
16 hearings, we'll hear from and question the secretaries d th 
17 military de aftments and their chiefs of staff about the 
18 recommen&tlons of the secreta of Defense to close cr 
19 realign bases in their branch of e service. 
20 

i! 
At the fourth hearin , tomorrow afternoon, we u-1 

21 hear from the heads of deEse agencies affected by clmhz 
22 and realignment recommendations. 

P t g  
1 This morning we are, of course, pleased to have 
2 with us the Honorable John H. Dalton, Secreta of the Nay: 
3 Admiral Jerem M. Boor&. the Chief of &al mm 
4 General Carl E! Mund Jr., the Commandant of e M a  T 
5 Corps; and the ~onora..le Robert B. Pirie Jr., the AS4.- 
6 Secretary of the Navy for Installations and Envirorunex 
7 First, let me say that, in 1993, as part of the 
8 National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year '94. dx 
9 Base Closure and Reali nment Act was amended to require xc 
10 all testimony before tfe Commission at a public bearq be 
1 1 presented under oath. 
12 As a result, all of the witnesses who appear befox 
13 the Commission this year must be sworn in before testifyin 
14 Mr. Nemfalcos, are you going to testify, as welf my 
15 friend? 
16 MR. NEMFAKOS: That's largely d y n d z n t  OD )OIL 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: But you may participate. SO ~ C U  

18 you be kind enough to rise and raise your r i  ht hand, wng 

itnesses sworn 
.g 19 with the other four distinguished gentlemen. 

20 
21 %AIRMAN Dl&: I thank YOU all. Sazretq 
22 Dalton, would YOU please proceed? 
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1 SE-ARY DALTON: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. I would 
2 like to submit a full statement to the Commission for the 
r record. but would like to   resent a shorter statement at this -. .. 

time. 4 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, our full statement 

will be reproduced in the record and olre&lly analyzed by 
staff, and we thank you for your consi'deration in giving us 
shorter one. Thank vou. 

SECRETARY D ~ T O N :  Chairman Dixon, members of the 
Commission, it is indeed an honor for me to provide an 
overview of the Department of the Navy's recommendations for 
base closure and realignment. These reco~nmendations are the 
result of a rigorous analytical process that builds upon the 
BRAC '93 p m s ,  which was validated in the last round by 
both the General Accounting Office and thi: Base Closure and 

ent Commission after extensive review. R"iy. r Chairman, our primary goal for BRAC '95 was tc: 
reduce the Department of the Navy's share mfrastructure to 
the minimum required to sustain Navy and Marine Corps forces 
through the year 2001. 

Additionally, we are striving to design a more 
streamlined and responsive support structure capable of 

Page 8 
maintaining a forward deployed expeditionary force. This is 
an absolute1 critical requirement. Our visibility 
throughout ;6c world must be reflective of a potent force 
that is able to demonstrate our resolve wherever it is 4 

resources freed up by this rocess are Gila1 to future 
readiness, we are also minzful of our oblieation to meserve I l l  12 

deplo ed. 
Gi'irh our transition and operational focus to a 

from-the-sea fighting force, we must also undertake right- 
sizin of our infrastructure support so it is able to sustain ' 

f Nava forces in the broad s trum of  responses now and into 
the foreseeable future. g l e  we recognize that the 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

w 

readiness.today, as well. 
Mr. Chairman, you highlighted the: fact that, as 

this is the last round of base closure a ~ ~ o n z e d  under the 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act of  1990 ou were 
interested.in a recess for future base closure. &ere are 
two quest~ons Bt need to b~ ask& 

First, how soon should we begin tbis process? 
I beheve, after a suitable period to ~unplement and 

assess rior base closure decision, w e  may once again nbtd to 
streansine the open pr-s allowed by the Base Closure Act 

Page 10 
Four principle themes are evident in our process 

and recommendations: 
First, we must retain the ability to pursue or 

sustain essential technological effort; 
Next, we must provide appropriate maintenance 

support to fleet assets; 
Third, our operational home ports must be 

structured to provide the necessary degree of flexible 
respons!veness; 

Fmally, we must position forces, training, and 
support functions to support the total force concept. 

With BRAC '95, we have eliminated unnecessary 
duplication in our facilities without adversely impacting our 
recent quality of life achievements. The savings we generate 
from this process are absolutely critical to 
reca italization, which is the llnchpin of our future dP rea mess. 

These bases and installations also are the places 
where our men and women live. Therefore, it is important 
that what we retain contribute to overall morale and, thus, 
operational readiness, by providing acceptable housing and 
sufficient social, recreational, religious, and other support 

13 
14 
15 
16 
1, 
18 
19 
20 
:!1 
22 
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1 to re-orient our infrastructure. Without that process, we 
2 have a very limited ability to effect such changes on our 
3 own. 
4 The second question, I believe, is this: is there 
5 a better way to do this work in the future? 
6 From the Department of the Navy's pe 
7 Base Closure Act has worked wen. I t h i i ,  Mr. C ?=Live, airman, you the 
8 and your former colleagues in the Senate and House Armed 
9 Servlccs Committees accomplished a remarkable achievement 
10 with this le 'slation. If it is possible to duplicate it for 
11 future roun % of base closure, it has our endorsement. 
12 However, because this is the last scheduled round 
13 of closures, we have proceeded as if this were our final 
14 chance to bring the sue  of our infrastructure into balance 
15 with our declining force structure. We have faced a very 
16 different challenge in this round of base closure. 
17 Nevertheless, we have amved at a set of 
18 recommendations which, when taken with the decisions made in 
+9 revious base closure rounds, result in a Navy and Marine 

&rps itlfrast~ctUre able to sup rt the kind of fa$- aced. 

22 conducting well mto tgOe next century. 
P & flemble, world%de o rations %Ot Naval forces wil be 

Page 11 
for sailors, Marines, and their families. 

With these objectives in mind, I charged the under 
secretary of the Navy, Mr. Richard Danzig, to assemble a Base 
Structure Evaluation Committee to accomplish the analysis 
reauired to satisfv the mandates of the act. This comrmtte 

- 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

'7 
s 
5) 

lo 
11 
12 
13 
is 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

w& chaired by &e Assistant Secreta of the Navy for 
Installations and Environment. Mr. zobert Pirie. 

The committee was suppbrted by the Base Structure 
Analysis Team whose responsibility was to collect data and 

rform analysis as directed by the Evaluation Committee. 
E e  Naval Audit Service worked in con'unction with the 
analysis team to ensure that the standards of integrif which 
the public has every right to expect were strictly fo owed. 

These auditors reviewed and validated the data 
gathering and evaluation process from top to bottom, 
employing over 250 auditors from coast to coast, and in 
Washmgton. 

To ensure that the process was naive to the 
Na and Marine Co s leadership, the E z a t i o n  Conunittee 
helTa number of d3berative sessions with the fleet 
commanders in chief and other major commanders to apprise 
them of the progress of the process and to discuss potential 

Page 12 
impacts on fleet operations, su port, and readiness. Pnor 
to making my final decisions, !also met with the Chief of 
Naval Operations and the Commandant of the Marine C o p  
several times to seek their advice, as well. 

The efforts of the Department of Defense joint 
cross-service groups complemented our process. We formally 
considered their suggested alternatives, and many of our 
recommendations include these suggestions. The 'oint cross- 
sexvice proms did give us a broader sense o/what was 
possible and confirmed the validity of our evaluation 
process. 

1 am confident that the Compission recognizes the 
enormous task involved in reviewmg over 800 activities in 
five categories and in full considemg all mechanisms to 
reduce exmar capacit . 16e consistent theme, m lmkmg at 
that large universe otactivities, was to ensure that we 
could satisfy our goal of having a shore infrastructure that 
had the full range of capability to support our Navy and 
Manne Co steam. IP Clear y, some excess ca acity remains but, where it 
%-ins, it has k n  identifiexfas peculiar to a particular 
type of installation or is being retained to protect future 

I I I 
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force and changing d loyment patterns enable the closure of 
these activities, wd)e meeting fleet requirements to support 
unified commanders' taskings. 

Additronal excess capacity was eliminated through 
consolidations, divestiture of facilities, and the 
incorporation of technical center industrial workload into 
r e e g  depot activities. These actions, along with 
prevrous closures, equate to a reductiQn of 50 percent of oul 
aviation depots, 64 percent of our sh~pyards and s h  repalr 
facilities, and 64 percent of the depot maintenance &chons 
that were previously located at our technical center 
activities. 

The magnitude of these reductions clearly 
demonstrates the Department's firm commitment to right-size 
to levels commensurate with future requirements. 

We ap lied a great deal of emphasis and ener to 
the review of our array of technical centers. Our sf&* 

Page 13 
I flexibility. 
2 Now, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to discuss each of our 
3 five major categories of activitiw, in li ht of the 
4 philosophic framework I've just descrih.  ' h e  approach 
5 taken in this fmal round was pmfourdly affected b the 1993 
6 base closure round which, as you recall, my Lpartmmt 
7 completely closed two major ship home ports and two major 
8 av~ation base.. 
9 Our decisions this time we= carefully constructed 

10 to ensure that our forces had sufficient capacity r e d l i n g  
1 1  at operational bases to ensure the flexible nse to 
12 changin operational requirements that h a v x m e  so vital 
13 to the d v a l  fox+ abihty to go in harm's way, as well as 
14 to perform emerglng new peacetin~e missions. 
15 Much of the remahung ship home-porting.capacity is 
16 located m our fleet concentrations on the Atlantlc and 
17 Pacific coasts. W l e  our aggressi~e operatin tempo would 
18 allow some addit~onal closures, I did not thud! it prudent to 
19 furfher reduce our stateside infrast~ucture beyond the 
20 actions taken in the round of 1993. 
2 1 The changing shape of our Pi~cific fleet and the 
22 changing nature of Pacific deployment patterns allowed us to 

Pa 14 
1-40 our Western Pacific prcrcnce in Guam while retaining 
necessary wharves, infrastructure, and equipment to allow 
continued access. 

For Naval aviation, the p ~ v i o u s  round of closures 
w e  cost-effective, but had sign~fica~it starty costs at & exlsting bases f o ~  the transfer o f - e t s .  Wi the 
continued reductron of Naval av~ation assets, our analysis 
this time considered realignment of prior BRAC movements in 
order to minimize futyrp expendi* of scarce resources. 

Better use of faclllhes at ex~stmg bases through 
co-location of like air frames and grouping of common 
missions resulted in significant cost savings. Reassigning 
carrier-based anti-submarine warfare i-ts to Naval Air 
Station Jacksonville builds a synergy of anti-submarine 
warfare platforms and allows singlesiting all F-14 and Navy 
Atlantic Fleet strike f i  hter tactical aviation in existing 
capacity at Naval Air $tion Oceans. Pacific Fleet carrier 
support aviation is redirected to North Island. 

The combination of these red1m:ts saves military 
construction for new capacity at Marble Corps Air Station 
Cherry Point and Naval h Station Lemoc~re, equivalent to the 
value of an entire Naval air station. The shft in location 

were focused on rightzsiz+g to the appropriate minimum sel 
of sites that would give sigmficant overhead wst reduchons 
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1 tem associated with contingency operations. Our BRAC '95 
2 ana&is focused 09 eliminat~g ~xeess capacjty while 
3 ensunng that the nght combmation of capabd~ty and 
4 capacit remained to meet fleet operation4 requirements. 
5 '&e Navy Department's depot capabilities are the 
6 most diverse in the Department of Defense and span aviation, 
7 surface ships, submarines, and ground combat weapons systems. 
8 While excess capacity was fragmented across a large number of 
9 diverse categories, significant reductions overall will be 

10  achieved throu h our BRAC '95 recommendations. 
1 1  The s d e r  force structure, with little relief 
12 from operational quirements, dictates a highly responsive, 
13 robust mdustrial management capability at major fleet 
14 concentrations. The De acment must safeguard a level of 
I5 nuclear shp repar caPa~ilitY and .the ab~lity to meet both 
16 scheduled and emer ent de t m t e n a n c e  r uirements to 
17 support fleet assets 8owarBOdeploYed aroundxe world. 
18 Our BRAC '95 d t maintenance recommendations are 
19 a continuation of the 30- gat began in 1991 and include 
20 the closure of shi repau facility at Guam and our last 
21 remaining non-nuckr shipyard at Long Beach. The decreased 
22 ship depot maintenance requirements associated with a smaller 
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while at the same tCme enhrin that we wuld pursue 
essential technologies and deviop war-fighting systems 
capability well into the 21st century. 

Page 18 
We tried to match our infrastructure reductions 

with the changes in numbers and use of our operational 
forces. Our emphasis was to minimize the amount of topline 
money oing into the cost of operating and maintaining a 
large mhtructure and ro focus our l~mited resources on 
the development, acquisition, and operation of war-fightmg 
systems. 

The result is a list of recommendations that we 
feel will significantly improve technical support to the 
fleet while reducing overhead cost and duplicabon. We moved 
depot and industnal functions from the technical centers and 
return these efforts to the Navy industfial activities or 
made the dec~sion to depepd on the pnvate sector. 

An example of h s  mdustrial consolidation is our 
recommended closure of the Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane 
Detachment, Louisville, Kentucky. This action consolidates 
ships' weap0ns.s stems -- primanly guns and associated 

ypment - wid  $e general industnal workload at Norfolk 
aval Shpyard, whch already has many of the required 

facilities. 
This functional workload, distribution also offers 

an opportunity for cross-servicmg large gun barrel plating 

Page lti 
and reduction in maritime patrol operations allows the 
closure of Naval Air Station Adak. 

The vital p t  at Naval Air Station Key West is 
irre laceable t r a k g  alr space, so I've recommended 
r m f g p  it to a Naval air facility to please unne+ed 
excess mfraslnrcture not associated wth the operational 
that raining mission. 

When considering reserve aviation infrastructure, 
we focused on the fleet commanders' da;ire to have the best 

ssible aviation capability in the Northtbast Re ion. The 
&t yay to meet fleet operational n e e ,  total &rce 
requirements, and reduce excess capac~ty was to close Naval 
Air Station South Weymouth and move resewe assets to Naval 
h r  Station Brunswick, Maine. This supports integration of 
regular and reserve forces, preserves demo raphics, and gives 
us the .most capable base north of ~orfo&- to support fleet 
operations. 

Depot maintenance is a cornerstone of fleet 
readiness and of forward presence and pojwer projection 
sustainment. Our ability to rovide the re uired depot P support for our operational orces is critic! to ensuhg 
the nation's ability to continue meeting the high operational 
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: functions to the Army Watervliet Arsenal in New York. 1 

2 

7 

21 
tional educational flexibility was the key to 22 

In the "personnel support - other" category, the 

. - Six actionsire recommended for administrative 17 I I, activities. which reflect a concerted effort to balance the 118 

Page 21 
D z m e n t  evaluated the changes that were n t v  
re t force downsmng and closures. The f a w  m%&rve 
centers was to retain an infrastructure that supports the 
Reserve force that is robust, demographically :sound, and 
supports fleet readmess. 

For Administrative activities, we pursued further 
st to eliminate excess and sup rt the President's 
N Z d o r m a n c e  Review. Reduction o#%tnabernent layers 
continues and further refines the process begun by the 
Department in BRAC '93. 

Our recommendations resize the Reserve 
W r u c t u r e  by closing 11 Reserve centers. l'hese 
closures, in conjunction with BRAC '93 recommendations, 
maintain a presence in each state, maintain a demographically 
sound Reserve establishmeqt, and are supportive of the fleet 
Reserve recruiting and readmess. 
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create a sym between the Navy's Hcadqualters Commands and 
the fleet. %IS redim! consolidates a command activity 
with its technical activlty in an area of fleet 
concentration. It w-locates those providing the requiremen! 
with those having the requirement and elimmates one entire 
mana ement layer. 

$lus action will allow translatiop of fleet 
requirements into a product that functions in the operational 
environment with &ma1 delays. 

With these recommendations, 1 am happy to report 
that our BRAC '95 goals have been achieved. They reflect the 
closure or realignment of 62 Department of the Navy 
activities. Annual savings will exceed $600 million per yea] 
w th  a net present value of savings of $8.5 billion over 20 
years. 

These actions should be viewed in conjunction with 
the si ficant actions undertaken by the Department durin BRAP~~ where our actions result in an annual savings o f  
$1.4 billion and net present value of savings of $9.7 billion 
over 20 ears. 

d l e  this round of base closure evaluation was 
underway, the Department of the Navy continued the process of 

' ?ezd to reduce infrastructure against that of supporting 
rce readiness. 

The redirect of Space .and Naval Warfare Command 
Headquarters to San Dlego IS an example of the effort to 1' 

Page 2 
implementing the prior three rounds of BRAC decisions. For 
fiscal years 1996 and 1997, we have requested over $3 billion 
to execute our base closure ro 

Ninety-ei ht Navy an# PmrPm. anne Corps bases were 
identified for c 6 m n  in the revious three munds. Thirty- 
eight other bases were select% for realignment. Of the 
onginal98 bases, 49 have been closed and 11 others have 
been realigned. 

We would like to be further along on implementing 
these decisions, but we have been hampered b less than 
adequate funding. These m u m  limtations iave restrict, 
our ability to close facilities in a time1 manner and have 
delayed our expected savings. These &lays not only 
jeopardize force rnoderniultion, they also delay return of 
these facilities to productive civilian use. 

With our BRAC '95 recommendations, Mr. Chairman, 
the Department of the Navy also antici ates wnslderable 
savings once the actlons are realized. 6bviously, if the 
implementation process is delayed or full fundin is not 
received, the savings we have projected will not%e realized 

We already expect and we are basin our Department 
budget projections on the realimtion of ~ f . 9  billion per 

19 
20 
21 
22 
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year in savin s from earlier BRAC rounds. It is, therefore, 
absolutely vidthat we stay the murse. We must make these 
sug ested cuts in excess infrastructure. Our future 
reaj%ess depends on it. 

The base r e a l l y t  and closure proass, and you 
and your wlleagues ad the foresight to envision when you 
gave us these tools, have come a long way from those early 
days of 1998, which I know you remember well Mr. Chairman. 
I can fully e r e  you that our process of seiection has been 
as accurate, falr, responsible, and responsive as we could 
p~ssibly make it. 

As in previous rounds, Mr. Chairman, this is a ve 
painful process. We are saying goodbye to trusted frienz 
and dedicated communities. They have nurtured and adopted 
our bases. They have fed and housed our troops. They have 
entertained and counseled our families dumg those long 
absences for which our maritime forces are well known. They 
were alwa s there to welcome us home and to honor those who 
gave all tiey had to give. 

Because of this longstanding relationship, I 
believe the efforts of your c o m t t e e  are critical in 
ensuring the citizens of these communities that the wrrect 

I 1 1 
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Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank: you, sir. 
GENERAL MUNDY: I havc no opening statement and I'm 

w 
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General Carl E. Mund Jr., the Commandant of Be  

Marine Co s. Thank ou for r: eing with us, General Mundy. 
G E ~ R A L  MYNDY: It's a privilege to be here, Mr. 

prepared to respond to our questions. 
CHAIRMAN DIXJN: That's very M of you. Thank I : 

I 
2 
3 

you, General. 9 
We have with us the Honorable: Robet? B. Pirie Jr., 

Assistant Secretary of the Navy for hlstallat~ons and - 
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I decisions have been made. 
2 Throughout the nation, we are seeing the successful 
3 re-utilintion of our Navy and Marine Corps installations. 
4 Local leaders are implementing plans to &versify the use of 
5 land and facilities closed and rcahgned under revious BR4C 
6 actions. We are confident that, with the hcresident's five- 
7 part Community Reinvestment Program, we can work together 
8 with cornmumties to create new jobs. You can be confident 
9 that we will do everything we can to work with those affected 

10 to revitalize our communities. 
1 1  Mr. Chairman, I'll be hap y to respond to your ! 12 questions along with the other mem c:rs of my panel. Thank 
13 you very much. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you, Mr. Secretary. We're 
15 delighted to have with us Admiral Jenemy Boorda, the Chiel' of 
16 Naval Operations. Admiral Boorda, thank you for being wih 
17 us this morning. 
18 ADMIRAL BOORDA: I'm glad to be here this morning. 
19 1 don't have an openmg statement. I'd ldce to reserve the 
20 time to answer your questions. 
2 1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We thank you for that, Admiral. 
22 Thank you very much. 

Environment. 
MR. PIRIE: Thank you, Mr. (hirman. Like my 
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1 Next slide, please. 
2 The Secretary of the Nav established formally an 
3 organirntion which consisted of  the Under Secretary and 
4 overall char e, a Base Structure Evaluation Comt tee ,  or 
5 BSEC, to ma& mammendations to him, and a Base Structure 
ti Analysis Team, or BSAT, to do analyses and to support the 
7 deliberations of the BSEC. 
8 You will note that the Off ie  of General Counsel 
9 and the Navy Au$t Service were mtmately involved m this 
10 process from beginning to end. 
11 Next slide, lease. 
12 This ip our &EC. p e  point of this slide is that 
13 these are fmrly semor ind~viduals who represent long 
14 service in the government and have a good deal of experience 
15 m the matteq which came before it. 
16 Next shde, please. 
17 The BSAT, which numbered up to 50 people in full 
18 cry, was also a ve-ry ?lid rofessional orgezation and 
19 cons~sted of such lodrvidds as the former duktor  of the 
20 Navy Labs, the former commander with oversight of the Na 
21 aviation re air depots, a commandin officer of a ~ a v x a i r  
22 station, an$ a commanding officer 08s Naval aircrafl 

collea ues, I am honored to bk here. I have a long statement- 
regar8ing the process, and an illustrative example to submit 
for the record. With our permission, I will run as rapidly 
as I can through the i&stmtive slides, to giverou some 
flavor of how the Navy went about pfiepanng ~ t s  
recommendations. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Your statement will be 
reproduced in the record in full, and if you would care to 
show your slides now, we would be delighted to have it, Mr. 
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carrier. 

Next slide, lease. 
The p i n t  o r  this is not just to call attention to 

the co lex~ty of the roc- but to underscore the point 
that thzecretary of & Navy made that, throughout the 
process, the commanders in chiefs and their representatives, 
the systems commanders, their representatives, the assistant 
secretaries of the Navy, were involved, and this was a highly 
intricate process. 

+so, you will note a point that I want to make is 
that mlltary value computat~ons occu y a slot somewhere in 
the middle of the process, not the endof the process, simply 
a way of be inning it. 

Next aide, please. 
At the beginning of the process, the BSEC solicited 

and received from the owners and operators, the commanders in 
chief, assistant commanders, pohcy imperatives -- things 
that they thought were essential characteristics to retain in 
the base structure. Those were boiled down into 37 rinciple 
policy imperatives with the-, as you see, as APicted 
there. 

Next slide, please. 
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Secretary. 

Could you talk into the micro hone a little bit 
more directly? I think it would be l!elpful to the audience. 
Thank ou. You're very kind. XR. PIRIE: Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 

The point of this $ide -- and it simply reiterates 
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& the Secretary sajd, we broke down some over 800 

installations into five major categories and 27 sub- 
categories, for the purposes of comparison in deciding which 
should be com ared to which. 

~ e x t  sli&, please. 
Data calls were developed, first, to determine 

whether we had, indeed, excess capacity in the various 
categories and subcategories, and secondly, to determine 
milita value. 

%e recognize that the process of determining a 
single number which captures all of the many complex aspects 
of an installation to rank it in terms of military value is 
an exceedingly difficult intellectual and analytic4 task. 
The m i l i y  value data calls provided the underpmmngs 
which resu ted in the aggregation of literally thousands of 
d~fferent e d s  of uestlons you might ask about the 
charactenstics of t%e installat~on, the purpose of producing 
a single number for a rankmg. 

Next slide, ple+e. 
These are the kmd of thin s we looked at in 

capacity analysis. Each of the h subutegories was 
analyzed to make a determination of excess capacity, for 
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what the Secretary said m his testimony -- IS that there are 
no numerical goals at which we were aiming in this round. We 
were simp1 attempting to develop the structure that with 
support our X I  aval forces and operations for the 21st century. 

Next slide, please. 

7 
8 
9 
10 
I I 

Ths IS, as you saw before on the nxip, a list of 
the major closures and, as you will see, we Itxtned heavily on 
technical centers, research and development activities, and 
the like. 

Next slide, please. 
No denying the budgetary pressures which impel us 

to look for savings in the mfrastructure. The yellow line 
shows you the budget in constant dollars. The blue bar is 
the numbers of installations.. As, you notice, the number of 
installations that we roject IS fatrly closely correlated 
with the personnel wto remain. 
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lumpy&en, one finds that you're, faced With choosing 
either to retain some excess capacity or, if you go the next 

ou run into a deficit of capacity. 
sq' Gext slide, please 

In the case of the ;hi yards, which is the 
illustrative example $at 1%: like to talk about, our 
capacity analysis indtcated that we had substantial excess 
camcity in the categories listed here. 

I- Next slide, prease. 
1 z The findings of excess capacity led us, in the case 
12 of 19 of our 27 sub-categories, toeproceed to analysis of 
x military value. In the case of mlltary value, as I said 
'21 before, it is a very difficult ptocess of $dung a lot of 
2: yes- queshons, assignrng to them welghts and scores, and 

- 
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deciding what questions to ask. There's judgment involved in 
scoring and wei hting the questions. But, to this int we 
have not r e f e d  to any particular installations. l%s i; 
done without sort of king ahead to what the answer might 
be, and we don't in the particular installations until 
this i s  done and &e ~ S E C  is satisfied that these scores are 
not m violation of common sense. 

Next slide, please. 
Finally, the yes-no answers from the articular 

installations are plugged in and scores are Zrived from 
them. As you can see, in this particular example, the 
drydocks and cost and manpower factors and production 
workload yield different scores for the different 
installations. Once again, these are just illustrative. 

Next slide, please. 
Finally, the accumulation of all this leads to a 

single military value score for each installation. You'll 
notice here that the two ma'or shipyards - Norfolk and Puget 
Sound - have scores weh up into the 50s. The shi 
facility in Guam is considerably lower at 24; ~ e a r l % x f ,  
44.7; and Long Beach and Portsmouth are quite close. but 
you'll note that Portsmouth Naval Shipyard is two tenths of a 

1 
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. coming up with a single relative measure of the value of the 
: installation. 

Next slide. 
This 'ust illustrates further the military i ~ l y s i s  f pmass. $uslions were developed which cover all of the 

f areas and ey were uped into subject arecur. You can see 
- some of the kinds oees t ions  and some of the subsect areas 
f for Naval shipyards igustrated there on the left. d e  
t numbers in the columns on the left-hand side mfer to 

d f i c  locations in the data calls for purpo= of 

The Base Structure Evaluation Committep approved 1 %  questions that was , o c o ,  their 
id segmentation into categories and e llke. The. questions 
li were thcn banded and you see on the left there - by the way, 
l f  these are not all the questions, by any means. This is 
1- simp1 illustrative. 
1f Sut  the questions were then banded, as art of a & two-stage process of scoring a question. On e left, you 

ent to bands of relative importance. t: -. "=?- ext slide. -- - Having decided on the questions and the importance 
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point lower than Long Beach in military value. 

Next slide, please. 
Now, military value is not the end of the process, 

by any means, nor do we si ly do a simple cut by military 
value. The criterion for the =Yr ase Structure Evaluation 
Committee is not to plaximize military value. It IS to reduce 
excess capacity conststent with. retainrn average military 
value at least as high as oing m iyd, &erefore, a more 
sophisticated and powerkl analyt~cal tool is required to 
meet that criterion. 

That tool is de icted here in the slide that says 
'Configuration ~n&sls.~ It comes up wth  an optlmum 
solution that minimizes excess capacity while mamtaining 
avera e military value. 

%ext slide, please. 
It sounds, up to this point, as if there are a lot 

of black boxes here. There's the military value matrix; 
there's the configuration analysis linear rogramming model. 
Rut, in fact a considerable amount of rofesional judgment 
is exercised by the Base Structure ~vayuation Committee as 
the r o w s  then develo s, because we're talking about simply 
tttehe&giming of the Beliberative pmcess. 
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bands, the next stage of the process involved assigning 
military value criteria weights. If ou'll notice the 
columns labeled R, F, M, and C, refer to the four 
criteria of military value: 

Criterion 1, readiness and strate ic value; 
Criterion 2, facilities; Criterion 3, mo%ilization potential; 
and Criterion 4, cost and man wer. 

The BSEC decided, wid?kpect to Naval shi yards, 
which of those criteria was more important, and assiKnJthe 
weights that ou see to them there. 

Next sdde, please. 
And, having decided the weights, the questions were 

theo scored within bands. For example, Band 1 ran tkom 10 to 
7. Each one was assigned a particular score indicating its 

rtance and a decision was made whether the question was 
E ~ a n t  to the mili value criterion that you see. 

Having done 3 that work, a simple mathematical 
~lculation assigned a number to each question. For ~cxample, 
-f  a Naval shipyard can answer the question that it drydocks 
CVN or CV. it gets 1.94 mints toward a cumulative: mihtarv , - 
ue score. 

You'll note that there was judgment involved in 
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Next slide, please. 
The configuration analysis gives us the basis on 

which to develop what are called scenarios. That is, if 
thlere's a confi ration analysis that suggests a set of bases 
to be closed, ~ B S E C  hen reviews a number of options fo: 
closure and develops scenarios that specify how the closures 
arc: to be im lemented. P Next s ide, please. 

The scenarios, of course, set the stage for the 
ani~lysis of return on investment by use of the DOD COBRA - 
cost of base realignment action model. 

Next slide, please. 
In the case of the shipyards, the configuration 

model rules were that we would minimize excess capacity and 
maintain average military value. Those were standard rules 
for all -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: May I interrupt you for a minute, 
Mr. Secreta ? 

MR. ~ N E :  Yes 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: My friend, the slide flipper, the 

one that you just took down on the left, I want to return to. 
Please save it. 

I I I 
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.- 
to retain Portsmouth o n. 

In addition. the ~ E C  decided that the docks and 1 :  

Page 37 
1 Proceed, Mr. Secretary. 
2 MR. PIRIE: .As I was going to sfly? tpe standard 
3 rules for configuration models are to rrrrmrmze excess 
4 ca acity and maintain average militairy value. For shi yards, I5 r &itionnlly, the rules are that nuclear work can 
6 accom lished on1 at nuclear arcls and nuclear capacity can 
7 be u s 2  to do b o J  nuclear a n i  non-nuclear work. 
8 The configuration analysis 1,rodueed an optimum 
9 solution set that said close Portsm~outh, Long Beach, and 

10 Guam. You'll note that then reduced us to an excess capacity 
1 I there in the second.column from the right of 1 percent, 
12  fairly close, essent~ally zero. 
13 Havm done the configuration analysis, the BSEC 
14 then pr& to the selection of a closure scenario, and the 
is scenario data calls roduce the cost of closure. 
16 In the case oFthe shipyards, the BSEC decided that 
17 1 percent was not an adequate margin of safet for excess 
I 8 capacity in shi yards. The BSEC was mindful that we had 
19 closed two nus* shipyards in :93 rou44, .that the 
20 Portsmouth facil~ty represented a t uque  facilltlzed 
21 capability to repair, refuel 688s l a s  submarines, and the 
22 decision was made to close Long Beach and the SRF Guam, but 

piers retained in h e  '91 closure of the Philadel hia 
shi yard as mobilization and surge -ts coulcfbe r e 1 4  
polthat there was considerable mdu~tnal depot type work 
bein done at technical centers, particular K e r r t ,  that 
wul% be reassign4 to the shipyard sector, w ch would 
further reduce excess capacity m shipyards. 

Next slide, please. 
Economic impact anal sis is tlhe next criterion 

required by the Secre o z ~ e f e o s .  in the analysis of 
closure actions. We loo 7 ed at each of our closure actions 
with respect to the economic impact. Here, you will see: a 
display relating to Long Beach. 

Genefally, we found that economic impact was nor 
overwhelmmg in any particular mett-opolitan statistical area. 

Next shde, lease. 
Similarly, tge impact on local oommunities, 

palticularly gaining communities, was anal zed to ensure that 
that did not create difficult situations;. here, we have the 
rackup for San Diego, which gained a considerable number of 
activities, both puts and takes and, as you can see, the 
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1 and put on my installations and environment hat for one 
2 moment, when you have made your decisions, it will be my 
3 responsibility to assist commumties to re-utilize the 
4 properties that we will turn over to them. 
5 Sensitivity toward wording the recommendations in 
6 ways that allow us maximum flexibility to deal with the 
7 communities and turn overthe pro rty in forms that best 
8 suit their re-utilintioo nee+ woulrbe very, very helpful. 
9 Thank ou, Mr. Cha~rman. 

10 CHAI&AN DIXON: I certainly thank you for your 
1 1  remarks, Mr. Secretary, and the very useful charts, which are 
12 helpful to us. 
13 Mr. Charles Nemfakos has been around the process a 
14 long time. I'm penonally acquainted with Mr. Nemf.Lor. Is 
15 there anything you'd hke to add, before we go to the line of 
16 questioning? 
17 MR. NEMFAKOS: No, sir. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: We thank ou for being here. 
19 If my friend over there would put i ack on the 
20 screen - let me sa to the witnesses that the Chair had the 
21 obligation to ask a$ the questions last week because the 
22 Senate had not yet confinned my colleagues, so I'm not going 
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to ask very many questions today. My colleagues will do the 
questioning. 

They have asked me to begin with a certain t of 
general question for each of the witneses but, evenTfore I 
get to that, because of the striking obviousness of this, I 
am compelled to ask you, Mr. Secretary, that when one looks 
at this, one sees that, albeit by a very small amount, but at 
least clearly on your chart, Portsmouth, at 37.8, is even 
lower than Lon Beach at 38. 

If one talk, as we do here, about doing this on 
the numbers, how do we justify closing Long Beach and leaving 
open Portsmouth? 

MR. PIRIE:. As I attempted to point out, Mr. 
Chairman, the rml~tary value ranking 1s not the end of the 
process, indeed not even the be i n m g  of the deliberative 
process. It is simply one way 0% assigning measures to these 
things. 

Our objective here is to reduce excess capacity, 
it's not to maximize military value. It is the configuration 
analysis that identifies -- Mdce, put up the configuration 
analysis slide. 

The configuration analysis slide identifies the 
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judgment by the BSEC was made that this was not a significant 
mfrastruchlre impact to the community. 

Next slide, p l v .  
Environment$ mpact analysis was done of each of 

the closure actions m the categories that you see there auld 
no sigpificant environmental lmpacts were identified tbr any 
scenario. 

Next slide, lease. 
We, tbrougfout these actions, eliminated 

substantial excess capacity, and this is just an exemplary 
slide. 

Next slide, please. 
There are the numbers of action!; and the 

antici ated savings. 
%r. Chairman, in conclusion, let me add a plea 

that, in your recommendations as ou find them, we have found 
in the implementati?p process &at flexibility with respect 
to the opt~ons of rmlitary commanders to assign forces to the 
regions that the think best meet the inn ratives that they 
face is very use ~ L I  1, so that specificity o language does not 
always serve that urpose. 

P" 
To step bacf and take off my BSEC base closure hat 
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opportunities for closure, which are then evaluated in 
scenarios which establish the conditions under which they 
would be closed, the receiving installations, and so forth, 
and the are then analyzed for return on investment. 

d u  can see, Long Beach is identified in all of the 
analytical runs in the configuration model. The primary, 
secondary, and tertiary runs are done in the followin way, 
that the o timal solution is derived in the primary. h e n  
the modefis told it can't use that solution, find another 
one, the most optimal after that; and then the tertiary, m a 
simlar way. 

Long Beach was identified in all three of the 
configuration model runs. It is not a nuclear shipyard. It 
is confined to strictly non-nuclear work. So it was chosen 
before Portsmouth on the basis of being non-nuclear, of 
having shown up in the runs of the configuration model in all 
three of the runs, and simply as an asset that, if you're 
weighing it, Long Beach against Portsmouth, Portsmouth was 
more desirable, nuclear capabilit and to be retained. 

MR. NEMFAKOS: Mr. &airman, just to amplify a 
little bit, as Mr. Pirie suggested earlier, because of both 
nature of the types of activities and forces being placed at 
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: military value. The military value for the subcategory I : shipyards is better when we get through with this p m r s r  
: than it was going in. 
4 ADMIRAL BOORDA: Mr. Chairman, if 1 might, may I 
5 just add to Mr. Nemfakos' comments? In a very s:ipleminded, 
i sailor's wa let me simply say these are apples and oranges - O m i s  on &e Easr Coast, one is on the West CoasC ,one 
J surface shps, non-nuclear, the other. d tm pnmiyily 
J =e nuclear work w t h  heavy emphasis on refuelmg. 

- ' These are not the same things. 
the Chair ap reciates the 
thank ouPorjt.   man 

ly put &ese esemgs m 
:4 perspective, and we appreciate that, Admiral. 
- 5  - Now that we are down at the more simpllistic level, 
:6 it will probably amaze everybody to understand that the Chair 
:- did know that one was on the East Coast and one was on the 
:3 west coast. 
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. N a v y  activities, the geo raphical necessity of coast ancf 1 -- arrangements, we%etermined, in the '91 round of base 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary. 
SECRETARY DALTON: That is, Portsmouth Naval 

j Ship ard was considered for closure. It is the ody  yard 
4 whrci currently su rts all our SSN688 class submarines, 
i where we do r e h e r  defuelinp. And we had close+ two 
5 nuelear shipyards in j%; BRAC 93 round of closure m - Charleston and-Mare Island, and those considerations were 
3 part of our declslon-makm as well. 
4 CHAIRMAN DMO~?: I thank you, Mr. Secre!tary. 
: 1 The obvious point of this, .and I 11 not belahr it, 
. i  because we'll return to ~t many times and our staff w11 be 
: visiting with you many times a b u t  it, and I do understand 
:; what you're saying about the distinction between the two 
- 4  laces, because if you laid them down side by sidle, they 
- i b ' t  do exactly the same ldnd of thing for you and we 
:5 understand that. 
- f But, obvious1 , the concern that we would lhave is 

1 that a great many ofus have been sa in right alon we're 
lot gomg to do a lot of add-ons to t ie  fetnment (,?the 

buntry. So, quite obviously, when we lay these down side by 

1 v d e  and we look at the hard numbers and.do the analytical - evaluation that's required doing that, obviously, when you 
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1 look at the numbers there, it's hard to justiq, I would say 
2 ust on the numbers, without an other considentlons, closing 

- 3  PdEh DHON: I was up to that speed. 3 -. -- SECRETARY DALTON: If I might just add one other 
13 thing, if I could, Mr. Chairman? 

- -  - .. 
installations on your list to the Secretary of recommenBi 
closures and reali ents? SECRETAREALTON: NO. sir. 

sure, that a simple racking and stacking mechanism would 3 tong ~ e a e b  and keeping ~ortsmouth open 
do justice to our ability to both evaluate the activities 4 I'm sure that you will be prepared ti visit at 
get rid of excess capacity. 5 length with our Naval team chief and others, and staff 

The technique that we used in the '93 round of base 6 pep le, to satisfy everybody that everyone can be cpmfortable - closure that was reviewed by the GAO and canfinned as 7 wtg  the decision process here. Nobody questions the fact 
a ropriate and that we have used again this time is a 8 that you have to a ply common sense judgment calls aRer you 
tk&uque that looks at the military value, because that is 9 have all the num%ers. We do understand, 

111 the key mgredient, and $en ensures that our average 10 Now, let me simply ask these questions, and then go 
:: military value for all activities of a sub-category remains 11 to my colleagues. My colleagues have asked me to do this of 
: at least as good when we get through closing: activities as it 12 each of ou before we get mto the process, because it is a 
2 was before. 13 mat& &t has been nused syfficimtly often that we need 

So, more directly answering your question on why 14 to do it m the course of ettln to the ultimate facts here. 
3 Loag Beach, why not Portsmouth, the answer is that, while the 15 1'11 start w th  you,%r. &crew, beuuse you 
:.I Long Beach activity has, because of the nature of the kind of 16 were the first witness. 
:- work and that kind of thing, in terms of accumulating scores, 17 Mr. Secretary, did the Office of the Secretary of 
: j  on a one-for-one basis, a .2 differential. 18 Defense remove or add any installahon closures or 

When one looks at our approach across all 19 realignments from our recommendations to the Secretary? 
3 activities, the average mililuy value of 0% Naval shipyards 20 SECRETARB DALTON: No, sir. 

oes up over where it was m the start of h s  process and, 21 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary, did anyone in the 
3 berefore, we have satisfied, we believe, the need to weigh 22 Administration instruct you not to place any specific 

19 
20 
21 
22 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. secretary, did the Office of 
the Secretary of Defepse .htruct.your service to place or 
not to vlace anv mectfic mtallations for closure or I 
realign&ent on 6u; listed recommendations to the Secretary? SECRE~YARY DALTON: NO, sir 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. ~ e c r e k y ,  did you or the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense remove - remove -- any 
installations from the recommendations solelv for reasons of 
environmental or economic i act? 

SECRETARY DALTOY ~ o .  sir. 
~ --- - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, that connection, one is 
compelled to ask further, in connection with the Nav 's 
statement in its book that - where's the book?  had you. 

Mr. Secretary, Department of the Nav Anal sis and 
Rsommendations, Volume 4, March 1995, $a e Staff i; 
concerned about this. B ~ P ?  of the large num8ar of job 
10- occurring in .U i foma  and Guam, and DON decided 
agamst recommending several closures that could othemse 
have been made, and so forth. 
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Does that in any way stand at odds with your answer 

to my question, sir? And please don't think we're picking on 
you. 

SECRETARY DALTON: No. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: We've got to have these things 

analyzed, of course, and we need to ask them for the record 
SECRETARY DALTON: I don't think you're picking on 

me at all. It's a very legitimate question. 
In m mqmnse~ to your uestion, I thought you 

asked did &e Secretary or 02ce  of the Secretary of Defens 
ask me to remove anything from my list; and the answer to 
that is no. 

I decided to make some environmental im act - 
excuse me - economic impact decisions as it re& b the 
State of California and, in m final list, when I looked at 
the ovenll impact of job loss o?BRAC '93 and BRAC *95 - 
and I'll be happy to present that for your consideration -- 
but when you combined what was being recommended for the 
State of California with what had been done in BRAC '93, we 
were lookin at some 30,000 job loss in that state. 

I a skd  our BSEC to go back and ntanalyze, revisit 
the State of California, and they came back to me and showed 

L - I 
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me the some $2 billion in savings over a 20-ymr pen08 tha, 
would be realized from Long Beach. I decided to leave Long 
Beach on the list of recommendatitms, but I decided, in my 
recommendations to the Secretary of I)efensc, to remove some 
other installations from that list, and I'll be happy to tell 
you what the are, if ou'd 1ike.b have those. 

C ~ A N  D~XON: ~ m t ,  may I mtercede and say 
that you are quite correct in suggestin that our answix wa 
perfectly accurate to my question and f & a d  you for 
enlarging it by suggestmg that it was your own individual 
decision, not one brou ht to you either by the ad mini strati or^ 
or someone iq the office of the Secretary of Defense, but 
your own decision. 

Is that what you're telling me, Mr. Secretary? 
And, of course, the Clmr has no problem wth that. Would 
you be kind enough to tell us, for the record, what that 
decision was? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Yes, sir. When I did review the 
other installations involved, I decidled not to recommend to 
the Secretary that we close Naval Wadkre Assessment Division 
in Corona, California; the Su rvisor of Shi building, r Construction, and Repair in an Francisco; %e Western 

pag- 
Division Naval Facilities En ineering Command in San 
Francisco; and the Fleet and%dustrial Supply Center in 
Oakland. 

I made that decision after wmmltin with Mr. 
Pirie, the Under Secretary of the Navy I&. Danzi . I also 
bad discussions with Deputy Secwuy Deutch ancf~ssistanf 
Secretary Dr. Josh Gotbaum, that you visited with last week. 
So I got input from a number of sowces. The decision was 
m e .  

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you very much, Mr. 
Secretary. It's very helpful. And tlie staff people, of 
course, will visit with you and your people about the 
decisions that were made and we thank you for making it a 
matter of record so that that can be evaluated. You're very 
kind to do that. 

Do any of the other four witnesses want to add to 
what the Secretarv has said in this ~ e a r d ?  
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the line. 

We're going to start with Admiral MopFya, because 
we believe that he would be in the beset posltlon of an of 
us in this anel to do a ood job and, in recognition o i' his 
distinguisged career in &e Navy, .Commipioner Mpntoya is 
oing to begm our questlonmg h s  m o m g .  A d d  

f40ntoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thanl: you, Mr. Chairman. 

Secretary Dalton, gentlemen, good morning. I am delighted to 
be among former shipmates and I think, in starting the 
process, good fnends. 

(Laughter.) 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And, A d 6 1  Boorda, I'm 

delighted to personally congratulate you on becoming Chief of 
Naval Operations. Mr. Chairman, this is a man I've known for 
a long hme and he's a strong, strong man. The Navy is in 
strong hands, but ve soft hands - a fine man. 

CHAIRMAN ~ X O N :  A Illinois man. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Oh, is he? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: A Kankakee, Illinois man. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Let me rephrase. 
(Laughter.) 

" 
N o r  I&.) 

L H S A N  DIXON: Then we'll pursue that later at 
the staff level, and we thank you. 

Now, then, if I may with you, Admiral Boorda, I 
would ask you the same questions I've asked the Secretary 
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ADMIRAL BOORDA: And I thought I wasn't going to 

like this hearing. I love it. 
(Laughter.) 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Admiral, I'm going to ask, 

probably, a series of questions as my time permits, around 
the issue of excess capacity. 

The first question I'm oing to ask is really the 
umbrella question. When I j%rolr of the number 600,I 
remember how long it's been since I was in the Navy, when we 
were talking about 600 ships in lots of home ports. In 
reading the reports - and correct me if I'm wrong - I note 
that a couple of ears ago we were thinking about 425 ships 
by the year 2 d a n d  now we're talking about 344 ships, a 
reduction of some 20 percent. 

Yet, in this partlc$ar.BRAC, I see no reduction in 
the Naval stations or actlvihes that deal wlth lers. I'm 
wondering if ou have somethin else in minf; for the hart 
or does h s  BLC brmg you in%alance regardmg that 
particular excess capacity item? 

ADMIRAL BOORDA: It's going to be hard not to call 
you "Ben." Mr. Commissioner, I'm happy with where we are. 
We closed a lot in earlier BRACs and we closed Naval stations 
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and, without going into all of the detail, would your answers 
be the same - in other words, to try to establish here that 
nobody influen* you either at the Secretary of Defense 
level, the Adrmnistration level, or elsewhere, with respect 
to these decisions. 

ADMIRAL BOORDA: Yes, sir. My answers would all be 
no. I had no discussions with anyone in the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense. M ?mme@ations were all-to the 
Secretary of the Navy and, m fact, I didn't dlscuy tlus 
downstam until we made our final recommendations. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you. (3entni Mundy, would 
that be our nse, sir, under oath? 

G % N E ~ M U N D Y :  It would, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you, Commandant. Mr. 

Secreta , would that be yours? 
M%. PINE: Yes. My answer to all those questions 

is no. 
CHATRMAN DIXON: And Mr. Nemfakos? 
MR. NEMFAKOS: Yes, similar answer, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you all. Now, we are 

going to go to the question and answer period with my 
colleagues, who will, in turn ask the questions as we go down 
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in earlier BRACs. Now, I think we have it about right. We 
cannot give up any more waterfront, any more pie space, any 
more installations, and still take care of the Navy today and 
have a reasonable ability to surge should things go 
different1 in the future. 

So 6 m  very satisfied with the Naval station lineup 
that we would end up with here. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: So you see this thing rctty 
much the same for the force structure you see out t ie  next 
five years? 

ADMIRAL BOORDA: 346 is the number that we are 
looking for. That is also the bottom up review number. This 
lineup would satis that number. 

CoMMrssI 8 NER MoNToYA: secretary Pine? 
MR. PIRIE: May I support CNO on that, Admiral 

Montoya? We looked at closure of some Naval station iers at 
LiRle Creek, the sub base New London and the su! base San 
Dlego. In no case did the closure really make ultimate 
sense. 

It would have left us in a position where we would 
have virtually no surge capacity. And you recognize that we 
do not have pier space to park all the ships m the United 
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COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Again, I'm trying to et 

i s i t d o n  here, because we're sharin a microplhone. I 
I welcome all of you this morning anfj 1'm deli hted to be a 

suit y t a h g  to m good friends ancfcolleagues in ; r % v y  andfinding out .Tittle more about their 
: activities. 

Secretary Dalton, we had testimony last week from 
I the Secretary of Defense and other senior Defense officials 
c thar the size of the list of recommendations to this 
: : Commission was limited by the Department of Defense's 
I mana ement abili . .- . - kisically, w 2 at they said was: 'We've bitten off a 
ir lot m the three previous rounds. The amount of closures 
IL that are contained in $is '94 rep: are about all we can 
li handle without breakmg the force. 
l r  To what extent were these considerations extant in 
1- your deternunations of just how much ou coulti handle on 
I! closure, as op sed to trul getting at &e erasti ca acity 

Ibar  exists in Navy anbmaybe going a step h d e r ?  

1 
SECRETARY .DALTON: Mr. Commissioner, we went 

(I)brough an exhaustive. comprehens~ve, but, I thdc, very - professional process that we've described to you tlus 
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. Statn Navy. We count on substantial numbers of them being 

- 0 ~ t l y  deployed. So we're about as tight in piers and 
nt spaces as we think it's prudent to be. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Good. Before I yield my 
you just ~dentify the or four other major 

r excess capacity areas, Secretary Plne? I thdc you - mentioned 19 that you had identified, but I wanted to focus 
on three or four that ou have ln your mind that you mght 
have to deal with in (Ke fitwe, such as depots. 

I : MR. PIFUE: Well, we have substantial excess 
in the trainin air stations. ' I: C a ~ i ~ O M M I S S I O N & R  M O V O Y A :  In the .what? 

1: MR. PWE: Training.a!r.stations, Atimral Montoya. 
; L  I W e v e  that, after these activities outlined in these 
:i reaxmendations are executed, depot capacity is probably no 
~r snore excess - well, we'll have to see how that parses out. 
!- But. because of the fact that we moved depot work out of the 
1, technical centers that were bein closed and into the 
1. shipyards, I yould be surprisxfif we have very substantial 
2: ex- capacity even in shpyiyds. 
T - Charlie, what do you thq&? -- - MR. NEMFAKOS: I thmk there is modest excess 
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ity in both shipyards and aviation depots, ~dmi1-8 

: =to a. rw you will see -- as the staff goes through, 
L Mr. Chrurmao, the record, as you indicated -- you w11 see 
i that there were ~ i f i c  .reasons for retainin that, either 
r reasons d a h g  w t h  bemg able to support f i n t  - coocentration in an area where that particular depot happened 
I to be, the only ma'or industrial activity - Jackmnv~lle is a 
r clamc example o# that - or in the context of, for example, - +he Naval Shpyard, Portsmouth, where capacity turns on as 

a manner as do we perceive the submame threat to be 
that, instead of defuelin and laying up 688class 

es with a lot of life fefi to them, we make, for 
14 national secun reasons, the decision to refuel those 2 !i submarines; aq that, then, drives ca acity. P ~r So there 1s a modest amount o excess capacity 
I -  remaining, but it's there for specific reasons and it 1s 
: r covered m the record, sir. 
1: COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you very much, Mr. 
2: Chairman - C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: Thank you, Admiral. We will now 
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SECRETARY DALTON: No, sir. The submissions that 

we have made are as they were presented to me by the 
Assistant Secretary for Installat~ons and Environment. I 
might ask if he would like to elaborate further on that. Mr. 
Pine? 

MR. PIRIE: No, I think we did as mandated. We 
reduced excess capacity to the extent feasible, consistent 
with the kinds of criteria that you saw relating to what we 
want left for the Navy base structure for the early 21st 
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1 morning. And the recommendations that were made by the BSEC, 
2 we went forward with to our final recommendations, with the 
3 exceptions that I have mention+ previously. 
4 We think that we afe c q m g  out the excess 
5 capacity that we need to m t h s  round and we thdc that it's 
6 important @at tpis be completed and that we have the chance 
7 to combine it w t h  the previous rounds of BRAC, those 
8 closures, and implement those, and feel like that we will 
9 have demonstrated the substantial savings that we've 

lo mention*. 
11 I thrnk that it's a job. I think it's 
12 thorough. Everything t at we came forward with as a result F 
13 of the process, we have put on the list, w t h  the ex-ception 
14 of the economic impact situation that I referred to m 
15 California. 
16 So the process was one that was as outlined, and 
17 that's what we utilized. I think it was thorough and 
18 com rehensive and I'm proud of the work that Department of  
19 the h a  
20 C MMISSIONER ROBLES: So your answer, bottom line, 3 did. 
21 is managerial considerations, biting off ou could chew, was 
22 not an issue with respect to the Navy su r; mission? 
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%OMMISSIONER ROBLES: As a related question 

harking back to my.days as the bud et dimtor, you said, i 
thmk, m your ope* testimony, g a t  a lot of your % recommendations were ased on the fact that you expected full 
Funding or to get the adequate budgetary dollars necessary tc 
do this. 

Where were you expecting this full funding to come 
from - from your budget requests going forward and hoping 
that they would be a proved or from some special account or 
from some externay source? 

SECRETARY DALTON: From the budget requesta that we 
have going forward. As I indicated in my statement, we're hare General Robles question. 
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fsking for some $3 billion in fiscal year '96 and fiscal year 
97 wth  respect to havtng the funds to close these bases. 

It's im rative that tho? f\lsds come forward. 
Kcre  have been situations m ths past yheq this -- 

I think with respect to the earthquake m Callfoxma, these 
filnds, some of these funds were diverted for that purpose, 
and that kind of thin , whereas that certainly was a tragedy 
and needed to be ad&essed, I would hope that these funds 
will not be used for pu ses other than for which they are 
specified in the future, %use the reup~talization of the 
N,avy Department in the future depends on our ability to have 
the savings that would come from this base realignment and 
cllosure roc=. \Qa are coynting on it.. We are depending on nt. We 
ane making decisions expecting that to happen, and ~ t ' s  
lntportant that we realize those savings. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: As a follow-up, I ot $e 
general impression last week that one of the consrtferatrons, 
at the Department of Defense level anyway, was the fact thal 
it takes significant up front costs to execute any base 
closure, and we all know that. I remember the days when the 
OdkM account was usually the bill-payer to find the funds to 
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for closures were wron or the env~ironment has changed 
dramatically since the '53 round or the '91 round? Er r t l y  
what were the overriding wnsiderar:ions? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Mr. Commissioner, there were 
sigqificant changes that had taken place since the BRAC '93 
declslons were made. At the tune of BRAC '93, we were 
looking at a Marine Co s for example:, that was goin to be 
the size of 159,000. R e  bottom up review enddup  with s 
Marine Corps of 174,000. So that was a considerat~on with 
respect to the Marine Corps. 

But the redirects, as far as the Navy is concerned, 
had to do, in large measure with aviation. At the time, the 
A6 was a significant aircrah in the fleet. It is now almost 
phased out, will be phased out by '97. We have about one- 
thud fewer of our maritime patrol curcraft inventory. We 
have about 50 cent  of the F-14s inventory today than we 
had in '93. Ad&onalIy, the number of F-18 squadrons have 
been reduced from that time. 

So our aviation community is smaller and that 
afforded us the opportunity to have some redirects, for 
example, with r t to what o n p i d l y  was planned in 
moving from C e c x d  to other places, and that allowed us 

~ulti-pagem 
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to make the decisions that we made with respect to Oceana and 
single-sitin tpe F-14s at Oceana in one lace. 

I th& it would be a question o1f w h  has happened 
to the Navy De artment since then, economies that we wulc 
d i z e  as a mu% of that, and also, in some cssca, glvmg 
us the opportunity to coordinate trainin activit m one 
location, and also saving significant do ars wi respect to 
avoidin military construction. 

is t i  

I kmlc that our redirects afford IJS the 
opportunity to save approximately a billion dollars in 
avoiding military construction as a result of those 
redirects. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank ou, Mr. Secretary. My 
time is u I ield the floor to the dsurman. 

C&~&AN DIXON: Thank you ve much, Mr. 
S e c r e y .  I'm now delighted to recognize, 7 or the next 
round o questionmg, Mrs. Wendi Stet-le, a former 
distinguished staff member of BRAC, who probably knows more 
about the process than any of us. Mrs. Steele. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank yon, Mr. Chairman. Mr. 
Secretary, oip back to uote the-Chairman read earlier, 8 regarding 8116rma and uam belng excluded, I was 
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constrained in any way, 

answer to our 
6 question is no. 1 feel good about the fact that over 66 
7 percent of the scenarios that we hitye put forward ~p this 
8 year's round of BRAC closure wlll have an early, imnlediate 
9 return, and, in some cases, 35 of those 62 are immediiite, 

10 others w i t h  a four-year-pried. .There are a few outside 
I I that. But we are e hasimg sav~ngs that occur early m the 
12 process in this roun?of BRAC closure and 1 think we will 
13 realize that. 
14 So we did not decide to go 1 1 s  far or not to go as 
15 far because we were constrained b:y that process. 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: The fmal question before 1 
17 it to one of my .mllea es: I notice that the Navy's 
18 Entnta ined  a coanderabf number of redirects, more so 
19 than any other service. I pess I'd be interest*, and all 
20 of us would be rnterested, ln what factors went lnto 
21 determining which redirects you would propose? 
22 Is it a function of maybe some past recommendations 
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downsize all five ALCs might result in an increased per-urul 
cost which would discourage the Navy from fiture inoreases in 
inter-servicing? 

SECRETARY DALTON: We t h i i  the inter-servicing 
makes sense. I think the Navy Department does a fine job 
with inter-servicing and with what we do with respect to 
exporting work. I think Mr. Pirie, I'd like perhaps for him 
to elaborate further on that. 

MR. PINE: The Air Force made its decisions based 
on its own considerations, and I'm not in a position to 
comment on those. 

We, as the Secretary says, in fact lead d 
services in inter-servicin de t maintenance-type work, bul 
we do it on a fairly hard%& basis. That is, we inter- 
service where it is advantageous to us in cost so that if the 
costs of any articular options o up,. then they'll compete 
lass well w i i  out-sowcmg or joing it in our own 
facilities. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Than$ you. Switching to 
ship ards, does your statistic that closmg three shi yards 
woulb leave 1 percent ex- capacity remainin %e into 
consideration private sector capabilities on the k t  Coast 
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1 wondering, one, how the threshold was established and did you 
2 take into account cumulative economic impact or was it based 
3 on your recommendations for this round alone? 
4 SECRETARY DALTPN: It did include a cumulative 
5 economic impact, and we did not use any thresholds. 
6 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Seoondly, were baser added to 
7 this list as substitute for bases that you mentioned that 
8 were not ut on this list? 
9 SE~RETARY DALTON: NO. 

lo  COMMISSIONER STEELE.. Thirdly, how many Navy jobr 
I I would have been lost if those facilities had been closed and 
12 what savings did the Navy sacrifice to keep these open? 
13 SECRETARY DALTON: In the.case of the savings, the 
14 four California activities not closed lnvolved the loss of 
15 approximately 1,720 direc( mlitary and civilian jobs. The 
16 one-time cost asoctated y t h  these four actions totaled 
17 approximately 107 million and the annual savings were 
18 approximately 45 million. 
19 

f 
COMMISSIONER STEEL.E: Thank you. We haven't gotten 

20 into this very indepth yet. I believe some of the other 
21 Commissioners plan to. But regardin de ts and inter- 
22 servicing, are you concerned that the %r !%x's decision to 
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and the West Coast? 

SECRETARY DALTON: We expect some work - where we 
can take advantage of private sector use, we lan to. We 
think that makes sense. with respect to the Ppercent, I 
really don't -- I will ask Mr. Pirie if he will - 

M.R. PIRIE: No. That is strictly inside the Navy 
calculat~on. We do not look at private sector capabilit~es 
when doin the BRAC anal ses. 

CO~MISSIONER SJEELE: L was reported that the 
President told a New Hampshire audience that Portsmouth Naval 
Shi yard would likely not be closed. Did the President's P ~b m commitment in late January remove Portsmouth fron 

rther consideration? 
SECRETARY DALTON: No. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I figured we covered that, 

but I just wanted to double check. 
Mr. Chairman, you had mentioned earlier that if 

Members of Con ress had questions, that we would ask them on 
their behalf. d e  the recerved some questions from 
Con ressman Underwood which I would like to ask on his 
behaf f. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please do. 
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as well. 
Bottom line, yes, Guam was hit ve htird, but we 

belrve that the process was fair and we &A that 10 
percent probably overstates the magnitude of the hit. 

I COMMISSIONER 
I I the Congressman's, 

all, re ardin Guam? 

j ' govanmcnt of Guam 
1 near the airport. Did that 

9 f l ~ .  P~NE: No, the decision was based on the 10 
'xfms that you've seen. 11 
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STEELE: Okay. Mr. Chairman, I yield 12 

AN DMON: I thank the distineuished 1 1: 
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COMMISSIONER T E L E :  Mr. Secretary, 1Sy DOD'r own 

the tential impact for Guam in d~rect job loss is 
'$""&t orall existing jobs on Guam, with the possibility 

-acting 25 rcent of the total jobs in the economy. Ylk. 1s an inc&le price to pay. the Congressmsn says, 
which would be intolerable to any stateside community. How I 
did this economic impact factor lead to your decision or 

I I a f f ~ t  it in an way? 
L MR. P ~ E :  The 'ob loss in Guam is msjor. li' r However, it may very we be overstated by those figures. A 

substantial number of those jobs are from the maritime 
1 :: prepsitioning ships and other kinds of asset's that are not 
; L n#y people located and working in Guam but simply 
I .& there on a translent basis. 

Compared WI$ the savings to be achieved and the 
1 fad that we still retam a ma~or presence on Guam - over 
* 1 ,O<X) people at the NAVCOM stay; we left the hospital open; 

1 :I and in reco tion of the fact that this was a pretty hard P' 1 :I hit, we also ept the public works center open on Guam, which 
1s d y  a follower activity to the other things closed. - However, Public Works Center, Guam also tjoes work for 

/ I  Anderson k r  Force Base, SO we d ~ l d e d  to leave that there, 

1 Commissioner for her uuu*ns. The next person tgquestion 
, .- will be Mr. A1 co rnaa .  Mr. Cornella. 
i - COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
1 : 1 G d  morning, gentlemen. Secretary Dalton, I'll address all 
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1 tha joint cross-service groups 'fnd SO forth. w e  .adopd a 
2 f a~ r  number of joint cross-servlce group suggestions. The 
3 c l o s u ~  of h g  Beach was suggested by the lomt Cross- 
4 Service Group on Depot Maintenance; the closure of Naval Air 
5 Warfare Center Indianapolis and Naval Surface Warfars Center 
6 in Louisville. 
7 In many cases, the joint cross-service groups, in 
8 the opinion of the BSEC, didn't o far enough. The asked us 
9 to move various kinds of worf out of those facirities and 

10 into other DOD facilities and sometimes other Nav 
11 facilities. But in our case, in many cases, we simp y opted 
12 to close them. 

?' 
13 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Secretary Dalton, we.heard 
14 testimony last week h m  Secretary Perry that the sue  of the 
15 list of recommendations to this Commission was limited by the 
16 Department of Defense's management ability to implement BRAC 
17 actrons when they are added to those of previous rounds. 
18 In view of the size of the 1993 list, how, if at 
19 all, did these concerns affect the Navy's 1995 
20 recommendations? 
21 SECRETARY DALTON: Mr. Commissioner, I saw those 
22 comments in the press and actually spoke to Secretary Deutch 

-1 questions to ou and ou ma redirect them as you wish. 
L y  SECF~TARY ~ A L T ~ N :  ~h .n l r  YOU. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: ~ e c r e t a j  Pirie and Dep.uty. !I Secrrt.ty Deutch recently testified before this Comss ron  
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about them, asking him about that comment, because I thought 
the were inconsistent with what the Navy Department did and, 
in fact, I think he said that it real1 d~dn't  ap ly to us. 

In other words, what we d p - n d t o  - my 
recommendations to Secretary Deutch, Secretary Perry were 
outlined this morning in terms of the process that we used, 
and were not influenced by that. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. When a base has 
multiple functions and, as such, could fall under more than 
one installation catego , it is our understanding that the 
base was ranked by ea2 of its b c t i o m .  ~n these cases, 
how did the Navy evaluate the military value of the 
installation? 

SECRETARY DALTON: I'll ask Mr. Pirie to respond to 
that. 

MR. PIRIE: Well, in each case -- for example, if a 
NADEP is on a Naval air station, the Naval air station and 
then the NADEP. got evaluated. And, in the military value 
analyses of each mstallation is a sectton that speaks to is 
tlhis lustallation host to someone else gnd does it do support 
for other kinds of activities. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Secretary Dalton, in the 
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that in the cross-service area, significant excess: capacity 
will exist after BRAC '95 and will provide future op 
fa reduction. B e  message that more needs to GrtcZZ in 
JOmt cross-servlcmg came through loud aqd clear. 

In light of these statements, along with the rather 
small success that the cross-service grou s had iq etting 
the services to ado t their alternatives, & you t& inter- 

5 c4-'ty. 
ge senic-in can ever a successful means to elinhate excess 

S-ARY DALTON: Mr. Commissioner, we I'ooked at 
all of the joint service sug estions that were presented to 
us and incorporated about30 of the joint service 
suggestions. The ones that we adopted were the: ones that 
demonstrated a positive return without impacting readiness or 
the Department's Title 10 responsibilities. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. It is our 
understandine -- 
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analysis of bases affected by several recommendations, COBRA 
is examining effects of the aggregate. In such cases, is 
there a way to determine the impact of each individual 
recommendation? 

SECRETARY DALTON: I think the COBRA anal sis is 
one that I think Mr. Pine could speak to better than 1 
could. 

MR. PIRIE: The answer is, yes, we can have the 
staff back out those numbers for you -- the ones that you 
would like, Ms. Cornella. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. 
MR. NEMFAKOS: Just to expand, though, some of the 

scc:narios, the analysis is interwoven, because there are 
moves that are interdependent. So, while some of the 
aggregations, Commissioner Cornella, can be broken down, 
there are certain ones that may not be able to be broken down 
because there are moves that one depends on the other, and so 
you can't do the analysis of half the move. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Secretary 
Dalton, last week Secretary Gotbaum described the method used 
by the services to create a military value ranking for each 
base and a category which was used to determine closure or 

I ' MR. P ~ E :  Excuse me. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes. 

1 
MR. PINE: Ma I add to that? COMMISSIONEK CORNELLA: yes. @ MR. PIRIE: Because I think it unjustly downgrades 

L I 1 
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that it is i rtant to the future of the readiness of the 
Navy t h a t x  t mone be appropriated and spent. 

Was the $3 bi&on requested by the Administration, 
has that gone all the way through the budget process? Has 
the entlre amount been 

SECRETARY DALT Tested? N: Yes, ma'am. It is part of our 
budget request for this year's budget and fiscal % and even 
though we haven't submitted '97 yet, it's penciled in in 
terms of how we plan to go forward with respect to next year, 
as well. 

COMMlSSlONER COX: Are you expecting - at least 
earlier in the Base Closure Commission process there was some 
thought that there mi ht be dollars coming into the Defense 
D rtment for some o f these moves. Are you counting on any 
doTm from closures? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Ultimatdv. we're counting on 

'w 
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crank and gettin a military value number, it's a matter of 
determining, w i g  respect to the excess capacity tha! you 
want to eliminate, how do ou acheve a configuration that 
retaia. aven e qulitary v d e  across everything that you 
keep most e f f  ectively. 

COhAMISSIONER CORNELLA: nmnk you. Mr. Secrebry. 
Secretary Dalton, the Nav recom~endations include a long 
list of red!*&, and I t h d  that was add& partially 
by C o m ~ i o n e r  Robles. 

What is the value of the military construction 
costs eliminated by the redirects anal are these costs based 
on the 1993 COBRA analysis or the more detailed assessments 
performed durin i lementation lannin 7 SECRETAP~%ALTON: R I &, the overall 
mif tary -- and I will provide the answer precisely for the 
record -- it was ap roximately $1 billion dollars m military 
construction avoi&ce that resulted, savbgs resulted fro~m 
those decisions. 1'11 ask Mr. Pine to elaborate further. 

MR. PIRIE: No, I think that that's right, it's 
about $1 billion, and the numbers are bu.dget numbers. That 
is, those are numbers in the Navy's budget or program as it 
has been published. 

significant dc l1 - 
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1 realignment choices. 
2 Are there any c&um~tance:5~ where the Navy dosed 
3 to reali ed bases whch ranked hugher than those bases not 
4 i n c l u d ~ o n  the Navy list and, if so, please ex lain the 
s reason for not following the military value m&mgs 
6 SECRETARY DALTON: Mr. Commissioner, I &ink the 
7 example that we used earlier w t h  r t to Portsmouth and 
8 Lang Beach was a case where the myw value was some 
9 UlOths of 1 run t  different, and so wedid not adhejre 100 

lo  rcent to wI% those numbers s h e  wth  rerpeet to the 
i I g.1 m i l i ~ 3 ;  value analyms, and I th~& the exuople we 
12 discussed wi respect to Long Beach and Portsmouth refl=ts 
13 that. 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Are there any similar 
15 circumstances? 
16 SECRETARY DALTON: I don't know of any others. Do 
17 you, Mr. Pirie? 
18 MR. PIRIE: There are some, and we will supply a 
19 complete list for the m r d ,  Comnllssioner Cornella. 
20 COMMISSIONER C0RNEI.L.A: Thank you. 
21 MR. PINE: But ?he rationale, I t h e ,  clearly 
22 applies to all. It's not simply a matter ofjust t u m g  the 
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a few things that are different this time, obviously, in many 
cases, because of the force structure or other reasons. But 
I'd just like to walk through them so that I understand where 
those differences came. 

For example, in 1993, the Commission, after a great 
deal of consideration and working with the Nav believed 
that the Navy would require two st&? trsinipg PBS~S to 
accommodate the current and future pilot tramm rate, and 
further found thnt the military construction for tlfe T-45s, 
the Navy's new mtermediate and advanced strike training 
aircraft which w? completed, I believe at KingsviUe and had 
begun at Meridian, required two sites to su port future ilot 
tra~ning and, therefore, we -amended &it ~eridian%e 
maintamed. 

I wonder if you can tell me, is the Navy planning 
-- you've now recommended closing Meridian - are you 
planning to conduct strike training at any other location 
other than Kingmille? 

SECRETARY DALTON: No, ma'am. Thew is on longer a 
n d  for a second strike training air station. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I wonder if you could just 
outline for me what are the changes that lead you to that 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. Before I ield to m I 
2 friend, Commissioner Cox, just to follow up, &ere are &e 
3 military and national secunty value criteria and three I 
4 others. Since. Portsmouth and Long Beach are relatively tied' 
5 on the five mlitary, do any of the other three values come 1 
6 into tkus at all? Is that too convoluted a question? 
7 MR. PIRIE: No, I understand what you mean. The 
8 analysis of environmentalim act, economic impact, community 
9 impact wouldn't have ma&e any difference to either one of 

l o  them. 
i I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. I thank you. I'm delighted 

ze a distinguished Commissioner in past rounds, a f : ~ o ~ ~ l a d y .  One wonders wh one would return. But we're 
14 honored by her return - Mrs. deb Cox. 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you, Mr. W i n  and tank 
16 ou all for @ti ing today. I want to commend the Navy, 
17 L u s e  I am we 1 aware of the aggressive nature of the 1993 f 
18 recommendations as well, an$ any concern that perhaps the 
19 Navy isn't going as far this tune, and your concern over the j 
20 costs to close I'm pamfully aware of. 
2 1 I want to ask you just one more question about the 1 

22 $3 billion, because I thought you made a very persuasive case 1 
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COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank yw.  Mr. Chairman, I 

yield the remainder of my time. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner. 

Before I recognize the next Commissioner, may I do one 
follow-up with you, Mr. Secretary? Getting back to Admiral 
Boorda s earlier statement about keeping it simple, this poor 
01d.Southem Illinois lad sure apprecis~tes it if you can keep 
~t SI le. 

%en you get right down to it, are you simply 
sa ing to us that, notw~thstandin that: small - 
inLtcsimally small - fraction 0% a pxcentage p i n t  
difference between Portsmouth and Lon& Beach, ~t bolls down 
to the fact that it's a nuclear submarine Naval shipyard oul 
there in Portsmouth? Is that what you're sa ing? Or is it 
more than that? We'd like to get it as simpre as we can. 

MR. PIRIE: To keep it'sirnple, it boils down to the 
fact that it is a different kind of slu yard than Long Beach. 
It's a nuclear ship ard, facilitized $r 688-class 
submarines. W e  Llicvc that the work at Long Beach can he 
done in a wide variety of industrial facilities on the West 
Coast, whereas the kind of work that Portsmouth does can be 
done at very few facilities. 

I I 
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woclusion? 

SU3RETARY DALTON: Madam Commissioner, I referred 

Pa e 82  
difference -- as I recall, and I don't remember the a c d  
numbers, it was actually not that expensive to move to White 
Oak in 1993 - are the budget numbers different because now 
you're closer to what the real costs would be, and are you 
seeing that in other areas, a lot of your costs to move 
higher than ou expected? 

MR. ~ R I E :  I'll ask the former deputy director of 
Navy budgets and accts on m left to answer the question. 

MR. NEMFAKOS: d l l ,  as General Robles can tell 
you, budgets do change over time. But no, I think, with 
regard to White Oak, and I think with regard, for example, to 
the movement of the nuclear training programs to Charleston, 
what you see is the reality of how much is it that you need 
to kee and what does ~t cost you versus somethmg else. & the '93 round of base closure, it was our view, 
looking at the techca l  centers as well as to the total 

e that needed to be housed, that we needed to 
keep the O f G P 1  te Oak activities. We're now tyo  years furthe1 
down the pike in the budget cycle. The top lme has gone 
down. The amount of money that we have to mend m the 
technical centers themselves has dro ped a pr&iabl . 

We have a different understan$mg, i f  you wile 
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ap reciation of how much work needs to be done on the 
tec!cal side. The numbers of people in the systems 
commands has continued to o down. So, in terms of how much 
space you need to have to%ouse those people, that's 
adjusted. 

And then, in the context of the redirect, for 
example, from New London, the schools from New London oing 
to Charleston, it's a reflection of what the ~ornrnissiongfelt 
.was appropriate in terms of keeping the submarine berthing 
capacity in New London. We've taken that into consideration 
i i i  our calculations.. And as you do them, you need a 
different configuration of space. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Just again, to k it simple, 
SO 1 understand it, beta- the fopx stru9hlr5yas changed 
and what we're attemptmg to do 1s not dlfferent but perhaps 
now bein handled in a dlfferent manner, 
compare h e  '93 numbers to move to the *J5",EBTsTTt 

MR. NEMFAKOS: Yes, ma'am. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN DDCON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 

Cox, We ap reciate that. I'm pleased now to recognize 
Cieneral J.B. I! avis for a round of questioning. Commissioner 
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S E C m A R Y  DALTON: I'll ask Mr. Ncmfakoa to address ' - that, since he was involved in both rounds and I was not. ' : MR. NEMFAKOS: Commissioner Co.r, as you will 

recall, in the '93 round of b ~ . c l o s u r e ,  we had, for 
e y  le, large elements of mhta  value devoted to quality ; of 4 e issues. YOU w i ~  also -?that we were - cnacized, both by-the Copmussion as well as Members of 

i Congress, for partlculanmg elements of our mlltary value 
1 to the type of estal+lation that we were dealing *+. 

So you wlll, m fact, see, throughout the mllta 
' .due matnces our takmg those cntlcrsms to beart a n y  

the n w s a r y  changes. lr".& ith re ard to the industrial activities, for 
4 example, we fave a much smaller and much ti hter military 
2 value approach to uality of life issues, since %ey are 
i predominantly civgian industrial activities. 

So you will see, in fact, changes as a co~lple of 
I thxngs happy -- one, the refinements attendant to the things 
I that were su ested to us where we could improve the process 
1 but semndg  also, with regard to force structure changes, - wbere actlvltles before had value because the sw ported a / h certain element of that force structure, now &t Zement is 
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Davis. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairmqn. I'd 
like to join m colleagues in welcomin you. Thls is my 
first time on tLs side of the dais and I f i e  it a lot 
better over here. 
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: no longer there and, therefore, they don't get the attenfant 
: values. 

COMMISSIONER COX: To put it in the Chairman's 
4 terms, to keep it simple, -- there are probabl a 
i l a  of chan es but, genen%~%?weighting nuiy be o?the 
: quality of f f e  and, of course, any changes m the force 

/ - structure would be the two ma'or reasons? 
I SECRETARY DALTO~: YS, ma'am. 
1 COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. Sort of along the same 
: : category, looking at some of  your redirects - White Oak, for 
: : example - you all have requested this time that the Navy Sea 

Systems Command move mostly to the Washington ,Navy Yard 
1:- instead of to the Naval Surface Warfare Center in White Oak. 
: I assume that this is a cost issue as much as any thing. 
. , 
.. Is the cost of renovatmg the Navy yards fix the 
:+ Naval Sea Systems Command less than the cost to renovate the 
:- emsting facilities at White Oak? 
:I SECRETARY DALTON: Mr. Pirie, would you respond? . . MR. PIRIE: Yes, it is. There is substantial 

'wings involved in that and there are substantial savings in 
losing the White Oak facility itself. So we win1 both ways. 

COMMISSIONER COX: For that same reason, is there a 

(Laughter.) 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: A ain k ing it simple, for 

a simple fighter pilot from ~ebrasfca, i'%e to ask one I 
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quest& and; ~ r . - s e c r e t a r ~ ,  you can divert it to anybody you 
want -- homfullv not back to me. I 

(Laighter .) 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I know the services were verv 

concerned that, if we didn't have this round of base 
closings, that some of the money in the out ears had already 
been eaten. 1,d like to congratulate the kavy for steppmg 
up to the rocess, because ou surely have. SEPRETARY DAL~YON: n s n k  you. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Given what you've done, will 
you have to ask for additional ap ropriations to accomplish 
your out ear bud ets or do ou 1 ave sufficient? 

SE~RETAR% DALT~N:  It's imperative that the cos 
savings that we have requested in this round of closures, in 

I 
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MR. PIRIE: Yes, sir. 1 COMMISSIONER KLING: Yes. And that's what I was 

SECRJ3'ARY DALTON: Commissioner Kling, we find that 
it's important to have a presence in every state. We use 
Reserves for many things, and Reserves play an active role in 

17 the Navy De artment in a lot of areas. 
One o?those areas, in this past year, for example, 

19 was in the area of recruitin . We asked our Reserviststo 
SECRETARY DALTON: Charlie? 20 assist in m i t i n g .  We ha% a difficult rear in recruitin 

because many ple think, because we re etting smalir,  
that we're not KLg and, indeed, we are. fVe need to 
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proposed closure of the Naval hospital in Charleston, where 
the Commission felt, because of the total numlber of military 
personnel that were being serviced in that particular 
catchment area, the hospital should remain open as opposed to 
closed, even though Navy active duty personnel m:re leaving 
in l e numbers. 

%e .oint cross-service group approach this time 
w exact4 that approach, Comssloner ,  was to look at the 
total number of people in a catchment area that: needed to be 
serviced ar$ then do the analysis of what needtd to stay or 

- 
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recruit 100,000 sailors and Marines this year and next year 
tmd the year after that with respect to our Navy Department, 
and Reserves help us in that area. 

So it is im rtant for us to have representation in 
each are, and I'd E e  to ask the CNO to comment on that, as 
well. 

ADMIRAL BOORDA: Naval Reserves are rimarily prior 
service people, or pa le with very special skifls that we 
need. For example, S&, that Admiral Montoya is familiar 
with, we might hire them right out of the construction, or 
recruit them nght out-of the wnstruction population. 

Because ~ t ' s  basicall a prior service outfit, you d should see, as your staff oes, the analysis, the rationality 
between the demographcs and where we have our Reserve 
centers. So we put our Reserve centers where there are 
Reservists of the right skill levels and quality for us to 
hztve in our force. 

It works out that you want to have those pretty 
much throu hout the count , and having one in every state is 
not a probfem. Our pea% do, in fact, go across state lines 
all the time, and you wiR see, when we move -- there's a 
good example in this BRAC. The South Weyrnouth closure will 

11 
ADMIRAL BOORDA: Excuse me. I might just add, 12 

use Charlie used the Charleston ho ital as an exam le, 13 
ri ht now - and%s is result o P  i r  
davy commanding officereof the 15 

executive officer. The idea that 16 
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:'3 COMMISSIONER KLING: In this round, were there any 
:I hospitals specifically that would be taken down due to the 
I fact that they could merge with, or cross-service with one of 

.a 

theother services? 
MR. NEMFAKOS: In the analytical approach, there 

were Navy facilities that were identified to be downs~zed. 

20 
21 
22 

4 Commissi6ner, not to close completely. When we looked at, &I 
5 our own internal analysis, at those recommendations, the fact 
5 that, for example, we were brin mg additional active duty 
i military rsonnel into Corpus h s t i  did not ncressarily 
I lend itseEto su portin that particular conclusion. 
J The fact &at, in fieaufort, South Carolina, the 

:O ability to provide our active duty members with  necessary 
: 1 support is limited did not allow us to reach that same 
' 7  conclusion. That was the extent of the Navy's invo1vc:ment in 

that particular area. 
SECRETARY DALTON: Commissioner Kling, I know that 

22 hospitals were evaluated and over 100 cllnics were 
evaluated in this rocess, so it ??thing that we evaluated 
closely and, as d. Nemfakos mdlcated, there W~IS some 
downsizing, but there were no closures m this area. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Secretary, wail that across 
m i c e  lines or was that only within the Navy? 

SECRETARY DALTON: That's within t6e Department of 

lllx Nary- 
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move some aircraft into Brunswick, Maine. Sixty-four percent 
of the people live +in less than 150 miles from Brunswick, 
and so we'll be dnllin there. 

COMMISSION~R KLING: Thank you, Admiral. 
SECRETARY DALTON: The Commandant would like to add 

to that, 
GENERAL MUNDY: I would just add emphasis to the 

de~nographics aspect, Commissioner. Indeed, it's nice to be 
represented in a vanety of locations. 

But now, correspondmgl while we have some units 
that would fit that description k t  Admiral Boorda just laid 
out for you, a lot of ours involve younger people and it 
simply is a matter of bein able to have a communjty from 
which you can recruit wi& about a 150-mle radlus, young 

P" lple that are in school or whatnot, that can come in and be 
wtted there. 

So there is some skill association to it, but there 
is also the idea of just the availability of recruits. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you ve much, Commissioner 

Klixng. Now, ladies and entlemn, Xe Chair recognizes the 
hour 1s 11 O'clock. We %aven9t had a break. 

b I 1 
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Now, I recognize how important each of you 

obviously is to his own service units and so forth, and how 
valuable your time is. May we impose for one more quick 

lease? Are you comfortable without having a break? 
fmd that breaks tend to take Ion er than we mundlf 

anticipate and, if no one minds too muc%, and you would 
indulge the chair, I'm going to shorten the question period 
for each of my Commissioners to SIX minutes and we'll have 
one more uick round. 

1 will conclude with p sort of a short series of 
questions that have been glven me by others and we'll have 
you out of here in time for lunch, and I great1 appreciate 
your permitting us to impose upon your valua r, le t~me. If 
that's all right with you, we'll go ahead, and Admiral 
Montoya wlll again question. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I want to ask some questions 
about what I consider to be the wild card in this whole 
process and that's the environmental jssues. 

dthere's one area where that wild card plays 
differently dependin on who's ot the deck at apy point in 
trme, because of theIegal issues%oth at the leavm 'f activity or the receiving activity, the issues aroun permits 

'11 
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installations. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: General Mundy, any 
experience et with this process at El Toro, which I thrnk is 
on the list Xom before? 

GENERAL MUNDY: Well, the costs associated with the 
environmental cleanup are included in the funds that are 
provided to us. There is a cost to cleaning u the 
environment. I don't have any specifics to o fer, beyond 
that fact, I think. 

F 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And it's not costing any 

more or any less? Do you feel that this - when you speed up 
somethin , certainly in construction ou pay a premium. How 
do you & about fast-track inso& as impacting your msts? 
Any ex nence et? &. PIMI!: ~ o t  enough to lp l~ about. We can 
provide you with explicit examples of the fast-track cleanup 
programs that we have already im lemented. I do not have the 
sense that getting on with it m&es it any more expensive. 
On the contrary, when ple have an incentive to et on with 
it order to re-we and get some&ng else 
gomg, they find ways to make cleanu work. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: h e  last question. Your 
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COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And you have none this year, 

so, General, that wouldn't apply to you. 
The issue - the fast track cleanulp program which 

was adopted by DOD some 18 months ago, my note says, that to 
u cleanu , to speed cleanup on closing bases -- dm; Fe ast t~ he1 J e Navy or the Marine Corps clean up faster 

than it woul~otherwise? 
SECRETARY DALTON: Commissioner. Mr. Pirie's title 

is Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Installations and 
Environment. I think he's the appropniate person to answelr 
that question. 

MR. PIRIE: Therefore, I get the question. The 
answer is, fast-track cleanup is a good t h g  and we are 
doing well with it. 

It turns out that, in the re-use business, that 
when communities have an incentive to get their hands on the 
property quickly, that difficulties with c:nvironmental 
assessments and cleanups tend to fade away and the discourse 
becomes much more pragmatic than idwlog:ical, and we come to 
agreements and move on with it. 

In fact, we're learning from BRAC situations things 
about fast track cleanup that are assisting us in our other 
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extensive redirect list, was any of that driven by 
environmental considerations that you've discovered since 
previous BRAC decisions? 

MR. PIRIE: No, sir, none of them were. We had 
some cases - for example, Lemoore is a non-attainment am,n  
we would have needed emission reduction offsets to move the 
F14s into Lemoore. We succeeded in obtaining those from the 
Air Force, from Castle Air Force Base. That was, I think, 
the on1 close call. d, essentially, the w e r  is that w 
environmental considerations affected the redirects. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Admiral Montoya. 

General Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Mr. Secretary, you mentioned 

reviousl that art of the rationale, or one of the 
Lef i t s ,  f wouPd say, of the redirecting rocess between the 
'93 mund and '95 round were substantlag savin s, and 1 
assume those substantial savings im acted heady on your 
overall economics for the '95 r o m p  

Now, the question I.have is, did you take the other 
side of this? Because obviously, when there were some 
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I and impact statements and so forth, and then the cost issue 
2 - as you know, this will come up everywhere we go. 
3 People will use this as a reason not to move or as 
4 a reason not to go someplace else or will even use ~t as a 
5 reason -- use the costs associated with that as a reason not 
6 tomove. 
7 Genera! Mund , where a prop!iate, would you also 
8 -ad to h s ,  so A t  we can!ave it on the record, to 
9 these uestions where applicable? 

10 BOD. policy has a statem~nt that says that unique 
1 1 contaminat~on problems requim emnronmental restoration 
12 will be considered as a potential emitation on near-term 
13 community re-use. Were any installations eliminated from 
14 closure because of unique contamhation problems? 
15 SECRETARY DALTON: Who are you addressing that to, 
16 sir? 
17 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA.: Either one. 
18 Were any bases eliminated from consideration 
19 because of uni ue contarqination problems? 
20 MR. PI&E: NO, slr 
2 1 SECRETARY DALTON: No, sir, that were not. There 
22 were none. 
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recommendations in the '93 round, there were savin s 
attributed to those rsommendations and, as you reverse tfose 
or change those, you have to offset those savings with the 
savings for this new round. How did all that work out? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Yes, sir, Mt. Commissioner. We 
evaluated the previous recommendations and realized that some 
dollars, if not expended, were in the rocess of being 
expended, and recognized that that woulfbe the case, but the 
overflll savings from the redirects outweighed those 
cons~derations. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: .The second question, cross- 
servicmg. We've talked a l~ttle b ~ t  about cross-servicmg, 
and it was interesting. 

I remember, even when I was still back in the 
Pentagon, that we had an extenslve revlew group, cross- 
service study group. They made a lot of recommendations. 
Yet, ~t a pears that not man of the recommendations were 
adopted g t&is particular B ~ C  mund. 

Anc?bemg pragmatrc, and understanding inter- 
service nvalry and a lot of other thmgs, h s  is not along 
that vein. I just have a specific quest~on. 

I know for many years we've been talking about 
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I : helico ter ilots. 
1 :  ~ E & R A L  irnDY: We orobabl y are the closest I : 

Pa e 103 
1 rotary aviation training, and I understand that one of &e - ~ t n m e n d a t i o n s  of the cross-service u was that the Naval 

lr Station Whjt+g Field, ~ i o r i d a E c P o ~ e d  and that all 
wmg t r a m  o to Fort Rucker. Yet, that did not 

out in your A3 rsmmmendations. 
Any rationale for why that wasn't done? 
SECRETARY DALTON: Yes, sir. And w e  did review 

c hat recommendation and found that, in terms of our aviation 
c uaining is for helicopters, it is different than what is 

I c done between wpi-ting afld at Fort Rucker. 
We are tramng aviators to fly over water, to land 

I: on ships. 1 t . d ~  take.different qualifications ;and 
12 different tramng and !t was our judgment that it made ynse 
14 not to do cross-servicmg here and not to do that on a jomt 

But I would defer to either Admiral Boorda or 
1- G e d  Mundy, if they'd like to elaborate further on that. 

ADMIRAL BOORDA: Let me simply say that, for the 
1s Navy part of it -- and we train our helicopter pilots 
2t together - we're training to a different requirement. Were 
21 we to move together, we would have to recreate Whiting Field 
2 at Rucker, and the cost would not make sense. 

L togeffier in the green suit sense. And cerhinly, as you 
5 know, Commissioner, during the Vietnam War, we: trained some 5 
c pilots up at Rucker and that's worked out. They turned out I 6 
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I downsize five de ts instead of closing one or two depots. 
2 if it's SO good, w? didn't your service, the Naval service, 
3 take that on and w i  did you come at it from a different 
4 approach - you an&e Army, by the wa 
5 SECRETARY DALTON: We closed l d  percent of our 
6 ta acity with t to depots in the last round. And, as 
7 ~!miral ~oorda- pointed out, we now have a fixed wing 
8 depot on the East Coast, we have one on the West Coast, and 
9 we have one helico er depot now. That's really down to what 

10 we neal. We d i g ?  have any reason to close another depot. 
1 1  It didn't make sense for us to close another depot. 
12 In terms of our general approach, it ap rs to us 3 13 that we've had better ex rience when we wan to realize a 
14 savings to actually &e a closure as opposed to a 
15 downsizing, but 1 don't really know the background or don't 
16 h o w  the analysis that the Air Force did. I'm sure that, in 
17 their analysis, it made more sense to take the approach that 
18 they took. 
19 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you. 
20 CHAIRMAN DMON: I thank you, General Robles. Mrs. 
21 Steele, please. 
22 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. Mr. Secretary, is 

7 
Fundamentall , the Naval aviator, be he a sailor or 8 

c r Marine or a she, &r that matter, needs the additional, for 9 .' -.xample, instrumentation training. We train about 30 more 10 - -  
,urs in instrumentation training because of the over-water, I I 

weather need for o rating our force. d" 12 \1IJld For the Mame  orps, lookmg ahead, one of the 13 
1~ things that will drive us is the need to continue: to be able 14 
1: to have a ilot that is trained.with.basic fixed \King skills 15 

and then&comesarotarywmgpilot. 16 
The reason for that is, as we transition, beginning 17 I l; m a very few years, into the V-22 aircraft, that amounts to 18 

I C  an auplane that takes off llke a helicopter but then has the 19 
2 characteristics of a fixed win aircraft in flight at about 20 
1: 250 or 275 knots at extendedgranges. So it's fimdamentally 21 
x mportant to us to be able to contlnue to bring them up the 22 
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it the Navy policy to perform carrier refueling overhauls at 
PJewport News, rather than at a public shipyard? If so, did 
this have any effect on the Navy's shipyard recommendations? 

ADMIRAL BOORDA: No. It is the Navy policy to look 
at that work as it comes up and do it in the most cost- 
effective way. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Several Navy rccommendatiohs 
move industrial and technical missions at smaller facilities 
to shipyards in aviation depots. Were any similar missions 
considered for relocation to Long Beach Naval Shipyard, such 
as missions currently being performed at Marine Corps 
I~ogistics Base Barstow? 

GENERAL MUNDY: No, Commissioner Spxle. The 
Marine Corps logistics bases are rather untque m the way 
that the operate. 

d e y  are multi+ommodit logistics centers and they 
do not provide, really, a depot k c t i o n  in the classic sense 
af what a depot does but, rather, they are a direct support 
agency located on each coast to provide, within one day, 
direct support capability or response to rapidly deploying 
fi~rces that are on the go.all the ti-. 

There was no specific function that we do there 
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: h e d  win track and then transition into rotary wing. 

CO~MISSIONER ROBLES: I understand that, and I 
: understand the complexity. Do e~ther one of you see -- 
4 e i k  Admiral Boorda or General Mundy - that mi~ybe down the 
i mad, at least for the very entry level rotary wing part of 
t it, tbere will be some commonality of training at a central - site and then, for the unique aspects of carrier landings and 
I over-water - 
c ADMIRAL BOORDA: General, only jf it makes 

I: financial and people sense -- financial sense, ml the case of 
1 : not havin to go through all the simulator things we have to 

o thou % in the instrument trainin 
1: &at we bon't move &o$ K 1 % n ? z ~ t o  
1L another to do someE$ t .b"Z  E in one place relatively 
l i  quick1 . 
!t l o  I mean, it has to be financially attract~~ve and 
1 -  it also has to treat our people properly, and so far it 
l r  doesn't meet either of those tests nor does it fulfill the 

yuirements that the two of us have talked about. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: One final question. Last 

he briefed the interesting 
makes econonlic sense to 
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that seemed - you know, w e  certainly compete the work that's 
done there, as do the other depots, but we didn't have 
anything to transfer, if that was the nature of your 
question. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, General Mundy. 
Secreta Dalton, based on our staffs prelimina review of 
your in%-mation, it appears that nuclear shipya~capacity 
ir i  approximately 40 percent in excess of needs. Yet, as we 
a:U know toda we're only recommending the closure of one 
shipyard at t k s  point with no nuclear capability. 

Would you like to comment on their Inquiry 
n:garding those numbers? I know we've sort of beaten this to 
death, perhaps. 

SECRETARY DALTON: Commissioner Steele, we'll be 
happy to provide additional information in t e n y  of our 
excess ca acit m each of the arm,  as was preylously 
request2 anJfeel good about where we are with respect to 
the shipyards that we have and feel like we need the ones we 
h.ave kept. 

But if there's specific further questions with 
t to the amount of excess capacity in each area, we'll EXppy to respond to that. 
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capability ri ht now for us to have as; a hedge. 

I wouh like to follow u on something the 
Secretaxy said earlier, and bac! him up and say that, as we 
finish, we're very comfortable with the shipyard ali nment we 
have now. Geography is a part of thus. w e  jo&ed about it 
earlier. 

But you'll see that we end up with two public yards 
on each coast, all capable of doing nuclatr work, and we have 
capabilit to work submarines now and camers on both 
coasts, irwe end up this way. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, Admiral. Thank 
you, Mr. Chairman.. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
Stele. Commissioner Comella. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
In visiting with sepior mili-tary officers over the past 
several years the lnformat~on I have imived is that the 
military would kind of like to put the closures behind them 
and move on with the things that they need to do. 

With that in mind, I d address a question to 
General Mundy and Admiral Boorda, and I understand you can 
only address the Department of the Niwy, but were the 
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center in Oakland was not closed because of concern over 
eliminating additional civilian jobs. Why wasn't a similar 
consideratron given to the supply centel: m Charleston 
considering the larger impact or large clvilian job loss in 
that area? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Mr. Pirie, would you like to 
comment on that? 

MR. PWE: Yes. Looking strictly at this round, 
Charleston is a substantial net ainer of jobs, and I think 
that's probably the fundamend answer to that. The supply 
enters are follower activities to major fleet concentrations 
and the major fleet concentration in Charleston is departing. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: SecrtUlry Dalton, the Navy 
ranked six Reserve air stations and, of the six, Naval Air 
Station Atlanta was ranked the lowest. Naval Air Station 
Atlanta is not, however, recommended for closure because i 
is located in an area that is demographically rich for 
Reserve recruitment. 

As a result, Naval Air Station Weymouth, 
Massachusetts, despite receiving a higher ranking than the 
Atlanta air station, was recommended for closure. Would you 
explain the method used by the Navy to determine the relative 
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1 correctly earlier that the up front costs were not a pro lem 
2 in compiling the Navy's list this round? 

% 
3 SECRETARY DALTON: You did understand me comtly ,  
4 Mr, Commissioner. We are realizing our savings this year, 
5 dt ia l ,  one-trme savings and our closure urn. are about the 
6 same. We end up with slightly additional savings up front in 
7 the first year h s  time around. So that did not affect our 
8 going further. 
9 What we submitted you is what we think should be 
10 closed and reali ed and d ~ d  not have a roblem with that as 
I I far as the ~ a v ~  f?epartment is c o n c e m J  
12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I also thought I heard some 
13 admissions of excess capacity yet remaining. If that is the 
14 case, then I would ask why? Not given the roblem of u 
15 front closing costs, wh weren9t those inskifations closed? 
16 SECRETARY D&N: I think that it is impoanr for 
17 the flexibility considerations, the surge capacity that the 
18 CNO s ke to earlier. We live in an uncertain world and we 
19 don't t % h  it makes sense to get down to zero ex- 
20 capacity in each area. 
21 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Secretary 
22 Dalton, the analysis for supply centers indicated that the 

w 
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value of a Reserve installation's geographic location with 
respect to Reserve recruiting? 

SECRETARY DALTON: I'm going to ask Mr. Nemfakoa or 
Mr. Pirie to address that question, please. 

MR. NEMFAKOS: Commissioner, with regard to the 
Reserve air stations, when we looked at Resene arr stations, 
as the staff will see in the record, the Reserve air station 
that we looked to close was, in fact, Atlanta and only 
Atlanta. 

We determined not to close Atlanta becauy it is a 
demographically rich area that can su port the mr reserves 
there. As a matter of fact, in the finay analysis, we 
heavied up the number of assets that were in Atlanta and also 
jointly based assets at Dobbins, with the Air Force, in order 
to take advantage of that. 

The closure of South Weymouth was not as a r w l t  
- the recommendation to close South Weymouth was not as a 
result of an analysis of the Reserve air stations and taking 
the one that had the lowest military value. Rather, it was 
our intent to be able to support retaimng Brunsw~ck, whch 
is a much more capable active base which can also, then, 
provide the necessary support for the Reserve assets at South 

P 
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1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank ou. Did the 7 2 Department measure private sector capacity. 
3 ADMIRAL BOORDA: NO, we did not. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: The Navy's detailed analysis 
5 states that Portsmouth Naval Shipyard was removed from 
6 consideration due to the possibility that the Navy might need 
7 to refuel more 688 class submarines while awaiting delivery 
8 of a re lacement class of submarine. 
9 8oes this mean the Navy is contemplating the 

10 extension of the lives of some LA-class attach subs? 
1 1  ADMIRAL BOORDA: That could well happen. We arc 
12 looking at -- and to keep the unclassified nature of this 
13 hearing, I won't go into a lot of the detail - we are 
14 looking at the capability of the 43 other nations that are 
15 buildin submames and are buyin submarines. 
16 $e are looking at the capabihy of former 
17 potential opponents and doing that ui a way that does no1 
18 consider intent as the only threat criteria, because intent 
19 can change almost ovenught. Capability remains. 
20 So the potential to want to refuel more 688s is 
21 real. I hope the world stays in such a state that we don't 
22 have to do more of than we plan, bur: I think it's a good 
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services repared to offer up what was; needed to make this; 
the last crosure round? 

ADMIRAL BOORDA: The answer is yea. And, in fact, 
we worked closely with the Secretary imd with the staff, his 
staff, as they did this. As Mr. Pine described, the fleet 
commanders in chief, the owners, operators of the equipment 
and the bases came in, and had a full say. And we need to 
save mone ust like eve one else. G E ~ ~ ~ A L  MUND?: Certainly, Commissioner, as 
Secretary Dalton mentioned to you, the Marine Corps is in a 
relative stabilizing mode r i  ht now. After having been 
headed down, we planed oh. So the basic structure that we 
have right now supports the size Mame  Corps that we have 
and the capabilities, training functions. 

Indeed, we st111 remain short of not only family 
housing across our array of bases but about 14,000 bachelor 
housing sites. So we don't have a tremendous amount of 
excess capacity. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Secretary 
Dalton, last week Secretary Perry told us that one of the 
primary considerations, naturally, was the up front costs of 
closing the installatrons. Now, did I understand you 
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I Page 116 1 Department seriously consider cross-servicing and, in fact a 
: great deal of work a parently was done by the cross-service 

ps, very little oFwhich appears to have ended up in the 
' : kZY m m n d a t i o n s .  

The concern that I have about that not only is are 
m not moving but we're making decisions that we might not 
otbenuise make if cross-servicing were going forward. For 
example, you, yourself, mentioned that it m~ght make sense to 
cross-service with Meridian and Columbus. 

Nonetheless, you all have gone forward arid 
mmmended closing Meridian. It may be that, wene a serious 

1 taken, we wouldn't close Meridian, we wlould cross- 
ce it and we'd be closing something in another services 

1 area, and the Navy ets harmed, m a sense the country gets 
3 harmed in a sense, fy closing the wrong base should we go 
.I  forward. 

We haven't been able to cross-service, even in the 
I i context of the Base Closure Commission. Nonetheless, 

Seaeta Perry has Indicate that they're movlng forward. 
j2l Do You%lieve that there w l l  si$lficaut crot;s-servicing 
: wahout the incentive of sometlung ike the Base Closure 
"-' Commission or some further incentive other than the Defense 
I- 
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service-to-service, we will then look at creatin either one 
or two joint depots betyeen the Na and the R r  Force. 

I think that's the nght way to70 this kind of 
thing. Deciding how ou're going to et your industrial work 
d m  is a mana4eridprocess that siould not be done with 
these great big bang, bang" mechanisms like BRAC. 

COMMISSIONER COX: That's very helpful perspective. 
Thank you. A couple other questions on White Oak. You've 
recommended the complete closure of the Naval base that at 
White Oak. 

Does that mean the Navy no Ion er needs the test 
facilities, includin the wind tunnel, w%ch I know we 
dircussed at some fen h last time? 

MR. PIRIE: & Navy does not need that test 
facility. 

COMMISSIONER COX: The Navy does not? Do ou 
antici ate that DOD or any other federal agency wourd take 
over %ose facilities? 

MR. PIRIE: In accordance with the rules of 
disposal, if they wish to do so, the have first call on the 
facdities and it would be possible &r them to put a fence 
around the part that they want. 
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Wrymouth. 

So the tradeoff was made, essential1 , in our 
, not in the Reserve air station analysis but, rather, 

we completed that anal sis, then, as a mechanism of 
Brunswick which, zom the fleet comnander's 

perspechve, was a more prudent thing to do. 
ADMIRAL BOORDA: Brunswick remains now the only 

i base - operating maritime patrol base - which giveti you the 
window into the North Atlantic in cooperation with ICeflavik, 
I d a n d .  It was the operatin nature of that base that led 

: me to recommend what we &d to the Secretary. -. COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Mr, Chairman, 
3 that completes my questions. 
;I CHAIRMAN DMON: Thank you, Commissioner Cwmlla. 
2 Commissioner Cox. 
:I COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Mr. Slecretary - and 

I :- not meaning to beat a dead horse, because we've mentioned 
:i cross-servicmg mauy times before -- I want to ask you, in a 
21 sense, a personal opmion. 
2~ Coming out of, I think, a sense of frustrat:ion 
r thm, in 1993, there was very little inter-servicing done, = the Commission made a strong mommendation that the Defense 
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/ : Department simply moving forward to do that? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Well, the answer is yes. We arc 
3 e t t e d  to jointnes, to crpss-servicing. As we train, 
1 !t's evident; as we do.operations it's evident* wlhen we've 
r mvolved in war-fight2; q d  I dunk it's evident m what 

='re doing from an mhstrative point of view and with 
w t  to some of the out-servicing that exists. As was 
poxnted out, I think we do more out-service work -- some 2t 
pewnt  that the CNO mention* earlier. 

So we are comrmtted to jomtness. It's evident iq 
our acquisition plannin thin s like the JAST -- the jornt 

: advanced strike techno&y. h o s e  kinds of things I think 
1 '5 are clear that we think jolntness or cross-servicing makes 
If1 sense. 
. - Every alternative that was suggested that we 
:i umsider w th  respect to joint servicmg was, indeed, 
:' ~ i d e r e d  and considered seriously, and many of those -- I 
:3 thmk some 20 of the alternatives -- were, in fact, 
: implemented. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I guess I'm not :so much 
rned about the Navy or even the Air Force or arly of the 

ices' individual commitment to cross-servicu~g. It's 
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I when it gets to a point where that service, you can't dgo it 
2 by yourself. 
3 SECRETARY DALTON: I think we are doing it, though. 
4 I think I could give you some examples, like T i e r  Air Force 
5 Base in Oklahoma, like Co us Christi, and I'm sure the CNO 
6 and the Commandant cozd  give you additional evidence of 
7 that. But 1 think we are seemg it, and apparently it was 
8 not ap arent in our report. 
9 gob, would you like to speak further to that? 

10 MR. PIRIE: I think what I'm hearing from you is a 
1 I view which may reflect a bias of the legislative perspective, 
12 that without the BRAC to force us to do this, that we're not 
13 going to do it. 
14 I would, in fact, take the contra view. BRAC 
I5 makes it harder, rather than easier to 2 inter-servicing. 
16 Doing these things in the context of BRAC, we've got an 
17 inreversible decision that's sudden, one-time, all or 
18 
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COMMISSIONER COX: To do that? 
MR. PIRIE: We hope that they will work carefully 

anti consideratelv with the commumtv's re-use authontv to 
make best use of the ro as a whole. 

COMMISSIO&&gX: fight. Secretarv Dalton. I it 
a mrs the Nav ran a consolidate zost 
&!)BRA on the haval warfare center in 
Naval surface warfare center in Louisville. 
decisions based on the combined COBRA and not on individual 
assessments? 

SJXRETARY DALTON: Yes, ma'am. The final decision8 
we1-e based on COBRA analysis and the authorized information. 
We did, in fact, consider information that was rovided to us 
by the Mayor of Indianapolis and I know %at Mr. Pine and 
Mr. Nemfakos read that recommendation. Our final decision. 
however, had to use the authorized information that w& pal 
of COBRA. 

COMMISSIONER COX: You looked at it on a combined 
basis or did ou look at them each individually? 

MR. ~ R I E :  This is one of these c a F  that Mr 
Ne~nfakos was talking about where the decisions really 
inte:racted with each other so that they are very closely 
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associated. And, since that9s his idea, I'll let him exdab  
it. 

COMMISSIONER COX: good. 
MR. NEMFAKOS: I told m dog and my dog told his 

tail. Commissioner Cox, as welooked at each of the 
activities, we looked at costing of the activit itself and 
so, proceedin further with the sceosrio in t ie  BW 
Structure ~vafwt ion  Committee, looked at individual 
activities as we went through and as the staff will look in 
the deliberative record, they'll see that. 

However, when going to the final recommendation 
that we sent forward, because there's work movin 
interdependently, all the costs have been put toget%er, but 
we can break those a art for ou. 

COMMISSIOI'!ER ~ 0 % :  Would you be willing? 
MR. NEMFAKOS: Yes. ma'am. 
COMMISSIONER COX: 'hat wo$d be helpful. Did you 

consider either the option of privatizaltion m place or some 
sort of rivate-public artnership, I know, was discussed in 
1993. bid  ou all loo! at that issue? 

MR. JIRE: We h d  those propods before us. ~ t ' s  
not because they didn't contain certified data and contained 
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relatively lar e, conglomerate laboratory and test activity. 

As we fooked at some of +e joint working rou 
alternatives that dealt with movm i- of worded in 
some cases, ieces of workload o f  fss than 50 man yean of 
effort, they i id  not, in fact, result in a base closure m 
the context of our being able to close dowq a base, get rid 
of the infrast~cture, stop takin care of thm s 

Those h d s  of moves d i tno t  pay off ~ c i a 1 1 ~ .  
So what you see before ou in our recommendations are those 
joint workin group artematives that fit within our overall 
structure a n t p a d  off, because we were able to actually 
close something down, get rid of the CO, get rid of the 

uards, stop aymg money to take care o f  buildm s that now 
%ad a little &t less work in them but still wouqd have to be 
maintained and taken care of. 

So I think that's hilosophically what ou'll see 
in the Department of tl!e Navy's recommendtion's, sir. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very much. That's 
why I asked for the data, so we can have the staff look at 
It. 

But, on the other side of the win, the Air Force 
decided to close some things out at Eglin Air Force Base and 
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cost estimates of uncertain lineage. The BSEC was not 
authorized to take those into account. Mr. Nemfakos and I 
looked at the possibilities. 

There are attractive possibilities for re-use, 
which is wh I raised the point at the end of my testimony 
that I hope J a t  the C o m s s i o n  will be sensitive to 
recommendations that give us the maximum flexibility to work 
with the community re-use authorities to effectively re-use 
the pro rt for the benefit of the corrununity.  MISSIONER COX: So, even in a ublic-privatc 
type o f  partnership, you would sec that happening 8 rough the 
re-use process and that it could happen through the re-use 

* - - 
pr&? 

MR. PIRIE: It could very definite1 be part of the 
re-use proass. It can't be part of the BS~!C analysis. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Mr. Chairman? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 

Cox. Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Secretary Dalton, in 1993, the 

Commission closed - El Tom was closed and Cecil Field. And 
again, you've covered this very well. But can you sort of 
give us the philosophy of what changed, why you're sort of 

- - - - -- - 
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move them to Nellis. One would ask, and I'm sure your data 
will show, why didn't they consider China Lake? And I'll ask 
them that uestion this afternoon. 

But %e question 1 have, really, for you all is, 
can China Lake handle it if the Air Force was capable of 
moving it there? 

MR. NEMFAKOS: Well, sir, I think the issue is what 
is it that's being moved. And that's always going to be a 
problem when you're looking at moving workload around. So I 
don't think anybody can give you an answer today on what 
needs to be moved. 

I would note that China Lake, I think, is robably 
at less than half of the e loyment levels and &u hput 
that it was years ago wh%, of course, is pretty muc 51 the 
case with most of our industrial activities. If you look at 
our shi yards, w e  have, in fact, over the years, downsized in 
place &rough R F s  and other meehamsms in order to match 
workload. 

So I think the real answer is, more work than is 
currently goin on has been done at places like China Lake. 
The issue is wEat is the work that's to be moved. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, I assure you that that's 
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reopenin El Toro and re-opening Cecil Field? Or is that 6 mcorrect . 

SECRETARY DALTON: We are not reopening El tom nor 
are we reo nin Cecil Field. 

C O ~ M I S ~ I O N E R  DAVIS: All right, sir. If I may, 1 
asked you for the data. If I may ask you a philosophical 
question, why didn't the Navy move some of its hlgh- 
performance aircraft testing -- and you'll see the bias here 
m a minute - to Edwards Air Force Base as recommended by 
the joint cross-service group? Philosophical, sir. I'll get 
the data later. 

SECRETARY DALTON: Well, Geaeral, as 1 indicated 
earlier, we considered every one of the cross-servicing 
recommendations. Some we, in fact, acted on; others, we did 
on. With t to the specifics of that, I'll refer you to 
Mr. Pirie o T .  Nemfakos. 

MR. NEMFAKOS: General, as you know, probably, in 
the 91 round of base closure and then h~rther consolidated in 
the '93 round of base closure, the Navy went to a relatively 
extraordina length in consolidating both laborato and 
test and ev&tion activities in certain locations.  ma 
Lake, therefore, was one of the activities that became a 
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one of the things 1 want to look at very carefully, because 
once ou disestablish ran es and testing facilities, it's 
very iifficult to et themtack in case of emergency. 

A D M I ~ B O O R D A :  I mi ht add that a lot of my 
thought on this was not driven by t%e numbers but by the 
irrevocable loss of air space where you can do things you 
can't do anywhere else m this country; and I know you 
understand that well. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you. Thank you, Mr. 
Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
Davis. Commissioner Kling. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Just 
two questions. Secretary Dalton, did the Navy review any o f  
the lease and sale offers made by building owners in Crystal 
City and, if reviews were made o f  these offers, why were they 
not accepted by the Navy? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Commissioner Kling, yes, sir, we 
did review presentations made to us with respect to C stal 
City and found that they w e n  not in the Department 2 t h e  
Navy's best interests and, therefore, did not chan e the 
decisions that were made as part of the BRAC '9fprocess. 
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Pa e 130 B 1 .into account that you don't have all the statistical ana ysis 
2 at hand, and I 'ust ask you for a eneral response to these 
3 two uestions from the distinguis$ed minoqt whi Senator 
4 ~ e n 8 e l l  Ford of Kentuc?, and then later, ~ ~ y o u * ~ ~ p p l y  
5 other answers, and we wi 1 see to it that the written 
6 questions are sent to you as well. 
7 Senator Ford asks of you, Mr. Secretary: 
8 In regard to Naval surface warfare center in 

lot included 9 Idouisville, Kentucky, would you comment on the data used by 
lieve. What 10 the Base Structure Evaluation Committee to make the decision 
the Navy's 1 1  !o lace that facility on the list? I've heard the data call 

12 ln8rmation forwarded to the Department of the Nav Crane 
13 Ilivision and NAVSEA indicated the wst  of moving the p l alanx 
14 work currently being done at Louisville to C+e Indlana, 

o,  115 would be less than officials originally determtned. 
16 I also understand the discrepancies in those 
17 figures were brou ht to the attention of the inspector 

ed? 18 general, who confucted and audit and venfied that, indeed, 
19 the figures submitted were not correct and the cost of moving 
20 tlhe work to Crane, Indiana, would be hi her than the figures 
21 given to the Navy's Base Structure #valuation Committee. 
22 Please comment on this information and we would 

- - 
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sounds like a loan, but it really wasn't. We just got to 

: spcod faster than the did. 
And, incidentafIy, it gives me the o portunity to i say that we have obligated every penny oPthe money the 

i taxpayers are giving us to do ths job. 
1 COMMISSIONER KLING: So, just to finish it out, you - will not be repaying the Army or the Air Fom: for these 
I limds? 
I MR. PIRIE: No. we will be re~avine them. 

1:: COMMISSIONER'KLING: You a beWwaying them? 
MR. PIRIE: Yes. Yes. - - - - - -- 

COMMISSIONER KLING: And those funds, have they 
a ro riated now to repay? 

:' .: &. %WE: The are on our reqbest, yes. 
-. COMMISSIONE~ KLING: Thank you. 
2 t CHAIRMAN DMON: Thank youevery much, Colmmissioner 
:- Klin . I'm going to summarize w t h  a few questions, 
:I gentkxrten, and again, I express the deep appreciation of 
:I everybody on h s  panel for your forthright answers to all of 
2: our questions and your cooperation in sta ing here all this 
: morning for these lm rtant questions to asked. -- - I'm gomg to aspa question from Senator Wendell 

- 
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nquest that a cop of the inspector general's audit be 
provided to this dmmission. 

And, on behalf of the disth ished whip, I do make 
that request. Could you answer &, Mr. Secretary? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. We'll 
be happy to provide that information to you. We did hear of 
some concern expressed in terms of how the work was done at 
Louisville. We had the Navy Audit Service review it, and are 
satisfied with their review, and will be happy to make that 
available to the Commission. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And if you would, lease suppl 
all of that information. And I hasten to add, f do not side 
with the two distinguished Senators from Kentucky against the 
hvo distinguished Senators from Indiana. I ask the questions 
so that the file will be replete with all the facts so that, 
when these eight Commssioners ultimately make then 
dtxision, we will predicate it upon facts. 

SECRETARY DALTON: Yes, sir. We'll be happy to 
provide that. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the Senator further asks - 
Se:nator Wendell Ford of Kentucky, the distinguished minority 
whip asks: 
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Ford of Kentucky now. In doing that, let me make t h ~ s  
observation. I said the other day, I'm going to ask 

-ions as they wme to me from Members of the Congress, ii embers of the House and Senate. 
I had a letter of criticism from a distinguirrhed 

Seaator because I asked a question the other day on behalf of 
the delegation from New Mexico, the other Senator taking the 
position that I had now favored one side, I guess, over the 
other in respect to this. 

I do not favor an side over the other. W~:'ll make 
these decisions on the gasis of what we think is right. But, 
quite frankly, we want to ve an o portunity to Con;g.ressmen 
and Senators who have f k n  af&ted by a closure to ask a 
tough question here. The whole ob'ect of this thing is not 
to embarrass you folks, but to ask t ie  realIy tough 
questions, because we've ot to find those tou answers. 

Agah, I'm not a vofunteer for this job. 5 m 
drafted. If anybody in the office, the country, or the world 
would prefer to take this job, the 're welcome to it. But, 

ntil such time as I can eet out o r this mischief I'm in. 
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Also, in the case of Naval Surface Warfare Center 

Louisville, how do you evaluate and justify splintering the 
current work bein done by the Louisville work force of 
en ineers and macfunists, those places bein Norfolk, 
'2\8rginia; Po* Hueneme, California. and &me, Indiana? 

Was not ~t the deternation o ian  early BRAC 
Commission to not close the Louisville facility in order to 
keep the Navy's five-inch work and now phalanx work 
conwlidated and centrally E t e d  to ship ports on both 
coasts of the United States? 

SECRETARY DALTON: Senator, I think that there are 
a number of cases in which decisions that we made in the BRAC 
'9fi process were indeed different .than previous BRAC 
dec:isions that were made, but I ttunk the circumstances havc 
chrmged. 

In the case of this ific issue, we have many 
fewer ships than we had%& and there yere other 
co~is~derations that led us to the final dec~sions that we 
made. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
Incidentally, I see a distinguished Congressmfln in 

the room. Perhaps there are others. I see an old fnend of 
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Pa e 134 .B base closure efforts or would you like: time to do that. 
SECRETARY DALTON: Mr. Chairman, I think that the 

base closure process is a good one and I think that the law 
that was established in 1990 and amended at that time was one 
in which we essentially can take the politics out of a 
difficult decision with t to base closure, m that the 
Congress has to vote up o= on the whole package a&r it 
being resented b the President. 

l o  I think d e  rosau makes sense. We support the 
prosau. In terms ofwhen another round of closures should 
take place, if at all, I think that we would like to have a 
few years to assess where we are, to see, indeed, can we pet 
where we expect to be with respect to what has been done m 
BRAC '95 and previous rounds of closure. 

I would think some three or four years from now 
would be an appropriate time to reconsider another round of 
BRAC closures. We will know better where we stand then. The 
closures of '88, '91, and '93 will have hopefull taken place 
b that time and be wnsummated, and we will & close to 
erfectin the closures in the BRAC '9:; process. In many 
cases, t%ey will be wmplete, as well 

I thmk that having the oppo&.ty to assess the 
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Can you excuse me for a minute? 
A discussion was held off the record.) L HAIRMAN DIxoN: I want to say that we've prett: 

well generally discussed where we're oing to have ma or 
hearings around the wuntry within a 8-iy9s drive of adected 
bases. But some people were here - Congressman **Doggett 
and the Mayor of Austin this morning, and others - invitinl 
us to come to Austin. 

I j.ust.wapt to sa everybody, we'! always look 
at their mvrtatlons. O~viously, there's a h i t  to how many 
of these hearings we can hold, simply by virtue of the 
limited ability of the Commissioners to o to all these 
places. And then we'll be back here to k e  Congress to let 
them beat us up in June and then we'll get, in apt time, to 
the President of the United States, the revised bst. 

I'm pleased to announce now that we're m 
adjournment until 1:30 this afternoon, in this room, where we 
wll hear testimony from the distinguished Secretary of the 
Air Force and otherpeople involved in that process. Thank 

much. Ths  morning's hearin is adjourned. 
ve& ereupon, at 1:30 p.m., a lunc eon recess was 

taken.) 
% 
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1 mine, the distinguished senior Senator from Maryland, others 
2 in theroom. 
3 I hasten to advise everybody that in June, after 
4 we've visited all the bases and after we've had all the 
5 hearings around the country, the regional hearings, we'll be 
6 back here in the city for three days with Members of the 
7 Con ress, to ask us all the hard guestions and to develop 
8 finafy this data to their satisfaction, before we make our 
9 decisions. 

10 Now, Mr. S ~ r e t a  , it's important that I ask you 7 1 1  this question. Incidental y, may I ex,press to all of you 
12 again our profound a preciation? You've been very patient, 
13 glven us more time & we're robahly entitled to, but we 
14 appreciate the fact that you're &in8 Ihgand it's helpful 
15 to us in servicing these problems and domg the right job ,as 
16 you want to do it for the ~oun t  
17 Mr. Secretary, given the~~taitnlions on the base 
18 closure process by current Title 10 restrictions and the fact 
19 that excess capacity will more than lilsel remain - excess 
20 capacity will re- - after h s  last tmJfhal round under 
21 the current base closure law, are you prepared now to say 
22 what method you would recommend for tmnsideration in future 
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situation then, and look at the Navy Department at that time 
and see how our situation play have chmged, I think that 
would be the appropnate time to consider that. 

With respect to your position anti our offering tt yourself or anyone else to take the job at you and your 
fellow Commissioners have taken, I just want to tell you how 
important the 'ob is that you do and let you know how much we 
in the Navy bepartment appreciate your public service and 
congratulate you on your recent confirmation this past week 

We pledge the complete sup rt of the Department of 
the Navy to provide you whatever in P" ormation you may need, 
additional staff work, additional criteria or the results of 
our studies, make those available to you to assist you in the 
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1 At the same time, I'm pret sure that most of us 
2 recognize the fact that there will some excess capacity X 
3 there. We haven't been able to deal with all of it in this 
4 round. I don't think we ought to deal with all of it in this 
5 round, and I have said that repeated1 mcludlng when I 
6 presented myself before the Armed &vices Committee for 
7 confinnation and then before the Senate. 
8 So we will thank ou for working with us, Mr. 
9 SecretpX, as you have &en so ~ e ~ ~ c o o ~ r a t i v e , ~  along with 

l o  your co eagues this mornin you all 
11 1 want to sa to you, I%. Secretary, e d  toyour 
12 collea es, we'll Lve  some follow-up questions m writing, 
13 some G i l d  questions, both from the staff here and from 
14 the Commissioners and some Members of Congress. I hope 
15 you'll get the answers back to us as soon as possible for our 
16 review and analysis, because we're going right ahead with our 
17 hearin s this month. 
18 &e9re going ahead, incidentally, this month, 
19 towar+ the end of this month and throughout April, on the 
20 visitahons to all the bases that are affected by h s  round 
21 and then we are going to have our regional hearings. Many of 
22 those have been selected. 

process. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank y au v e r  much, Mr. 

Secretary. I appreciate your remarks. I wou d appreciate it 
very much if your shop would work with us in connechon with 
the work we are doing to recommend t~o the Congress what 
should be done with respect to a review of this at a later 
date. Again, I hasten to add, not with another round in 
1997. Nobody's suggesting that. I'm pretl.y sure everybody's 
had their fill for now. 
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A F T E R N O O N  S E S S I O N  

(1:30 .m.) 
CHAIRMAN DMON: ~ d a f t e r n o o n ,  ladies and 

gentlemen, and welcome. This is the second of four hearings 
today and tomorrow at which the Commission is hearing from 
and questioning the secretaries of the military departments, 
their chiefs of staff and the directors of defense agencies 
regarding proposed base closures and realignments that affect 
their service or agency. 

We are leased to have with us toda the Honorable 
Sheila ~ i d n a 8 ,  

the secreY of the Air d r c e ;  General 
Ronald Fogleman, the Chief o Staff of the Air Force; General 
Thomas Moorman, the Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force; 
Major General J.D. Blume Jr., the Special Assistant to the 
Chef for Base Realignment and Transition. 

Before we beg111 with Secretary Widnall's o ning 
statement, let me say that in 1993, as part of the gtional 
Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal 94, the Base Closure 
and Realignment Act was amended to require that all testimony 
before the Commission at a ublic hearing be presented under 
oath. As a result, all of tge witnesses who appear before 
the Commission this year must be sworn in before testifying. 

I 
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The Air Force Audit A enc continually reviewed the 

pr-s to ensure accuracy. h e  JCEG presented the mitt 
of their analysis to me and to General Fogleman. During a 
series of more than 20 meetings, we thoroughly discussed the 
under1 ing data, base evaluations and o tions. 

'fhroughout this process, the Air Force also worked 
extensivelv with the Jomt Cross-Service Grou~s. collectine 

I Page 139 
Madam Secretary, are there other persons here with 1 ! you in addition to those at the table whom you believe might - required to give answers to the Commission this ahmoon? 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: Yes, Mr. Chairman. We have an 

t i d  six le who will testify. 
j c~*IaDmON: m a &  you. If so, may I ask that 

the four distPguished ple at the front table rmd the 
I X r '  I 3 other six distm lsh people in the audience all rise and 

I r raise your h a n g  
u (Witnesses sworn.) 

1 1  CHAIFWAN DIXON: Secretary Widnall, p11xse begin. 
2 Thank you for being with us. 

I .3 SECRETARY WIDNALL: Thank you very much, Mr. 
1 4 Chairman. I'm pleased to have the opportunity to appear 

5 bdore the Defense Base Closure and Ruhgnment Commission 
6 today to discuss the Air Force base closure and realignment 
7 recommendat~ons. General Fogleman and I look forward to , Y working with the Commission as it considers these 
9 recommendations over the next several months. 

The Air Force recommendations include 12 base or 
FI acrivity closures, 7 realignments and 7 actions requesting 
:2 redirects of prior C o m s s i o n  recommendatiomr. These 
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I recommendations are the fourth installment of a plan to 
I restructure our bases to support United States national 
3 securi interests into the next century. 
1 Taken with the prior three rounds of BRA?, the 
s withdrawal from overseas bases and the other A x  Force 
6 downsizing activities, these 1995 recommendations vvill result 

, 7 in a total reduction of our physical plant infrastxucture by 
8 approximately 25 percent. 
Y We are roud of the fact that 71 percent of all 

mtici ted sles~ savings through FY '99 are as a result of 
ir $m base closure and realignment activities. 

In the first three base closure rounds., the ,4ir 
focused primarily o? closin operational b.wa. w e  

r chsed or realigned 18 r p v e  duty?arge and small aircraft 
:i h. We closed or realigned only one industrial technical 
-6 snpportbase. 
-7 These support bases, falling in the categories of 
.Y labs, product centers and logistic centers were nlxessaril 
:9 b e  focus of a great deal of our efforts in this 1995 row: 

.:o Our efforts to select bases for closure or realignment were 
:I guided by a number of over-arching im ratives. 
.-? - First and most obviously, we h a 8 0  reduce excess 

dala, analyhng and considering alternatives devel* by the 
Joint CrossSe~ice  Group and responding with comments and - I 
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1 Last but certainly not least we absolute1 had to 
2 approach the task of downsizing in a financiaiy responsible 
3 manner. W e  had to design recommendations that we could, in 
4 fact, afford to implement. 
5 Our bud et is limited, and closure dollan come at 
6 the expense 0. B other vital h r  ~ q r c e  r o p m s .   be 
7 recommendat~ons before you nnL9 t!e appropnate balance. 
8 The are recommendations we belleve we caq afford to 
9 imprement wthin our budget. Th? w l l  aclueve real cost 

10 savings, and they will provide soh (r returns on our 
11 investment. 
12 Let me briefly describe the process by which the 
13 Air Force arrived at its recommendations. The selection 
14 rocess was similar to the ones used in prior rounds. Ip 
15 fanuary of last year 1 appointed a Base Closure Execut~ye 
16 Group of general officers and civillan uivalents to revlew 
17 all h r  Force installationsin the LJnitedTtates .that met or 
18 exceeded the le al uirements for wnsiderat~on. 
19 The B C E ~  w z e d  extraordinarily hard. With 
20 assistance from the installations and major commands, they 
21 collected, verified and analyzed data on all of these 
22 installations. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
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12 
I3 
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w:st analysis. 
The recommendation to close Rome Laboratory is a 

=ult of this ioint cross-service ~rocess. The Ihoratorv I 
Joint ~ r o s s ~ e k i c e  Group recomrn6nded the Air Force consiier 
the closure of Rome Labs, and the Air Force adopted this 
pnlposal recommending that the activities at Rome Lab be 
relocated Fort Monmouth and Hanswm Air Force Base. 

The movement to Fort Monmouth will increase 
interservice coo ration and common C-3 research. The Air 
Force r e c o m m e n 6 n  regarding the depot category is woxthy 
of special comment. 

I assume that later we yill have an opportunity to 
discuss this recommendation m greater detall, but I want to 
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in our hysical plant infrastructure. This is never 1 "P"'% yP 

easy. 1 Air orce bases are outstanding installlations that 2 
stand as a credit to our nation and the wmmunit:ies that 3 
surround them. However, w e  had to reduce unneeded capacity 4 
to save taxpayer dollars and to preserve limited future 5 
funds. 6 

In selecting bases for closure or realignme~lt, we 7 
sought to achieve a basing structure that would satisfy 8 
cwen t  and future operat~onal requirements. 9 
recommendations accpm hsh. that vital goal. 10 

n ~ y  also pe rp t  & &r Force retain important I I 
upablllt~es to surge m the tlme of nat~onal crisis and to 12 
absorb units returning from closed or downsized overseas 13 
bases. 14 

The Air Force places critical emphasis on cJr space 15 
needed to train and malntain combat readiness. This resource 16 
is the cornerstone of a realistic training wkch saves lives 17 
in combat and provides the winning mar 18 

Our recommendations reflect this agi lute  19 
yuirement and the need to bed down force structure in a 20 

thatgcrrnie an ogerations tempo sufficient to achieve 
g an mission o jectives. 
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touch briefly on it now. It is, in my view, an innovative 
anti much needed solution to a complex problem. 

The Air Force has excess capacity across the five 
Air Force depots. However, when we started to consider 
closin one or even two d ts, it became apparent that the 
cost of a full closure was =tively prohiblt~ve. 

Includin environmental costs, which must become a 
part of our bUfrt planning, we estimated that it would cost 
m the range of 00 million each to close the depots. Put 
another way, the full cost to close a single de t would 
consume most of the total amount budgeted g t h e  next six 
yea.rs for all of the Air Force 1995 closures and 
realignments. 

In addition, the return in future savings would be 
much smaller than what we could achieve in other types of 
c10:sures. As I suggested earlier, an essential goal in the 
Air Force base closure analysis was to ensure that each base 
we propose for closure would make clear economic sense and 
that future budget savings would exceed budget costs. 

Undertalung large, unbudgeted efforts would clearly 
jeopardize the future recapitalization and modernization of 
Air Force programs. We simply had to find a better way to 
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Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you ve much, Secretary 
Widnall. We appreciate your remarks. 8eneral Fogleman 

GENERAL FOGLEMAN: Mr. Chairman, members of thk 
Commission, it's an honor to repfese~lt the Air Force here 
this afternoon. I look forward to working with the 
Commission as you consider the recomm~miations that have ba:n 
forwarded to you by the Secreta of Defense. 

I'll tell you nght up front &t recommending 
these closures and realignments was not an easy decision. 
These bases are all outstandin installations. 

Having been a commancfer at virtually every level, 
every organizational level within the Deprtment of  Defense, 
I appreciate the close relations that have been formed over 
the years with the communities that support these 
installations. 

I also realize that these actions axe going to 
affect good people who have done an awful lot in the past for 
the Air Force men and women, but this being the case, I will 
also tell you that we must take these actions. 

By reducing our infrastructure, we are better 
positioning the A r  Force to meet the ination's needs in the 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, General. All 

of us probably will have a moment when we'll have to recuse 
ourselves before this process is over. General Moorman, did 
you have a statement? 

GENERAL MOORMAN: No. No, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Blume? 
GENERAL BLUME: No, sir, I don't. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, let me ask you, Secretary 

Widnall, how will we do this with the six other folks back 
*ere that have indicated they're going to testify? Because 
~f they do testify, we'll want them to get a microphone. 

Ma be they could uU their cham up in a more 
mmfortab% position. WOU% the six of them mind doing that? 
Are your chairs portable that you're sitting in there? Can 
you get them up there around the table so that if we need to 
call u n you for some expertise you can grab the mike and do 
ourgttle bit? We'll wait for you all to get comfortable 

here. 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: Just let me indicate that the 

group has elected me quarterback, and the other members, 
Including General Fogleman, General Moorman General Blume 
and everybody else are designated as pinch-htters in 
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1 Second, having said this, I would also tell you 
2 that, in my view, we need to put a hold on any new BRAC 
3 actions for the next five to seven years. This will provide 
4 some much-needed stability for our people and the communities 
5 supporting our installations. 
6 Finally, if force structure reductiops do ~ u r  in 
7 the future, we should reexamme our basm a g q ,  and such 
8 future BRAC actions, in my view, should& mtiated by the 
9 Sec Def coming to the Congress and asking for new 

10 legislation. 
11 We are prepared to discuss these in more detail or 
12 provide you inputs at the a ropriate point in your 
13 deliberations and future BI&C actions. With this as an 
14 overview, I'm now prepared to answer any questions that you 
15 may have. 
16 Before doing that, thou h, Mr. Chairman, I think 
17 it's im rtant that you know bat  based on a ruQg by our 
18 gene~counsel, I recused myself from considemg small 
19 aircraft bases and laboratories: This is a result of 
20 financial interests that I have m a home outside of Kirtland 
21 h r  Force Base in New Mexico and a home that I have in 
22 Tucson, Arizona, outside of Davis Monthan. Thank you. 

w 
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specific areas. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Madam Secretary. I 
would sug est in the course of the proceedings, as questions 
are direete! to ou, if you don't have the complete answer 
and want to re!& it to someone else, identify who you're 
referrin it to, and we'll o ahead in that wa . 

d w  the Chair is p f ~  to recognize kr the first 
questions in our panel a former distinguished four-star 
g e n e  in the United States Air Force with 35 years of 
service. 

We've decided that before we go into the round of 
questioning from the Commissioners, we will ask some general 
uestions. Secretary Widnall, did the Office of Secretary of 

Befense remove or add any installation closures or 
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I get this 'ob done, and we did. 
2 d e  recommendation before you reflects a creative 
3 alternative to full closure, an alternative that will 
4 decrease excess ca acity in a way that makes operational 
5 sense and that wilfacheve savings at a realistic cost. 
6 This recommendation is fiscally sensible and does 
7 not lace at risk Air Fopx dollars need.& for readiness, 
8 mo8emirntion and qualit of life for h r  Force per~nnel.  
9 The Air Force B ~ C  de t recommendat~on is also 

10 part of a broader A r  Force ef P" ort to downsize and achiev'e 
11 savings within our depot structure. Program work reductions, 
12 downsizing through contracting or trimsfer to other servic:e 
13 depots and the m q m e n d e d  BRAC consolidations will achieve a 
14 total real property mfrastructure reduction equal to one and 
15 a half depots and a manpower capacity reduction equivalent to 
16 nearly two depots. 
17 The BRAC recommendations mud be recognized as only 
18 a portion of this overall strategy. The Air Force 
19 recommendations are a total package. Tlley provide for a base 
20 structure that is needed to sup rt the* current and fuhm K 21 Air Force mission. They are lanced and reflect sound 
22 financial policy. They protect the Air Force of the future. 
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lon run, and these recommendations do not harm Air Force 
rd iness  toda or tomorrow. 

We will t v e  sufficient air space;, training routes 
and pnges to train aqd maintain critical combat skills. The 
remallllng bases and ~nfrastructure allc~w us to su 

Chairman ~ h a k a s h v i i  last week. 
TO*" current securit strate y as outlined by Secretary erry ancl 

The remaining CONUS infrastru.cture permits a hedge 
against future requirements if we should need to return 
overseas force structure as a result of host nation 
facilities being returned to host nations. 

So these proposals will position us well for the 
future. As I look ahead to the 21st century, let me share 
with ou some thoughts on how we mght approach the 
possiii2. of future closure and realignment actions as you 
reques m your letter of 'instructions 

First, we need a sunset clause on current force 
structure actions directed by this and previous BRACs. By 
that I mean the services should be alloiued future 
realignments as required for operationril requirements. As a 
service chief, I need the f e o m  to propose prudent moves, 
after proper consultation with Congress. 

realiments from vour rekommendations to the Secretarv? 

1 
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o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ A R y  WIDNALL: No. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did the Office of Secretary of 

Defense instruct your service to place or not to place any 
specific installations for closure or realignment on vour 
listed recommendations to the Secretary? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: No. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did anyone in the Administration I 
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GENERAL BLUME: They would be the same, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Then, it is now my privilege to 

: recognize a gentleman who served a distinguished career of 25 
eps in the U.S. Air Force, retired as a four-stin general, 

I 6 d  J.B. Davis. 
Y COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'd 
* like to welwme the blue miters to the table. Clearly, one 
i of the things +at concerned all of us, and I know it 
1 concerns you m specific, the services are on record saying 

- ' rhar the '95 BRAC, Madam Secretary, was a necessary evil so 
t cpuld meet the out-year ploney requirement both in the 

ey and m the modemzation accounts. 
V d " G  iven the results of '91, '93 and clearly now the 
:a '95 proposal, do you have ad uate monies pro1:rammed fol 
3 those two accounts m your F ~ I P  now? 

I:, SECRETARY WIDNALL: Yes. We have the amount we 
I:- n d  to execute this plan, certainly order of magnitude. 
. i  COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And you won't have to come 
- 1  back and ask for a supplemental because of the -- 
7 .  - SECRETARY WIDNALL: No. No, we will not have to 
r ask for a supplemental. -- - COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Given everything pays out at 
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end, I believe it will save a lot of time. 
CHAIRMAN PIXON: Are you gentlemen going to be 

- 
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~nstruct you not to place any specific installations for 
+ closure or realignment on your listed recommendations to the 

r reta  7 
S ~ ~ R E T A R Y  WIDNALL: NO 

.(CYI CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did you or'the Office of Secretary 
I of Defense remove an installations from the recommendations 
- solely for reasons o~economic or environmenta!l impact? 
i SECRETARY WIDNALL: No. 
I CHAIRMAN DIXON: And you yourself did not do so. 
: Th15 morning the Secretary of the Nav said he hmself 

. umktook, in the e x e r c i ~  of lus own d;scretioo, to make 
1: some chan es, but ou did not? -. - SEC~~ETAR% WIDN ALL: No. I did not do that 

CHALRMAN DIXON: 1 thank ou v s  much. Now, k 1 i: w a e  to ask that question of you, &eral%ogleman, would 
. t then be any change m your answers from that of the 
:- S m t a r y ?  

I - i  GENERAL FOGLEMAN: No, sir. They would be the 
1st same. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Moorman? - - GENERAL MOORMAN: NO, sir. m e  would be the rme.  
8 -- - CHAIRMAN DIXON: General blume? 

using some charts here? 
MR. BEACH: Yes, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now. identifv vounelf fullv for 1 
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I and streamlined way, I think just sound, sort of, management 
2 questions. 
3 And as we be an looking into this possibility, I 
4 believe we emergefwith an extremely attractive package. 
5 Now, we would, at some stage in this process, really be very 
6 pleased to have you go through our anal sis with us and see 
7 the specifics of what we're proposmg. 8 might help to 
8 clear fhe air for some of the future specific questions that 
9 we mght get asked. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think we'll give General Davis 
1 1  the additional time necessary to do that right now, and I 
12 wonder, Madam Secretary, if others need to assist you in this 
13 process, because this is a ma'or wnwrn, one we want to 
I4 thorou hly investigate, and 1 t h k  it's entirely proper that 
15 Genera Davis accommodate the rest of us on the Commission by B 
16 leading that inquiry right now, if you will accommodate him. 
17 SECRETARY WIDNALL: Okay. Well, what I would 
18 suggest is that we have Mr. Beach make a resentation on our 
19 overall eancial analysis and some of t ie  costing issues and 
20 that Mr. Orr speak to the ifics of the depot roposal -- 
21 ppacity d u c t  w o r k l o a z d  some of the rpaEgnrnent 
22 1 s : ~ .  i?we could do that now, I think it would - in the 

, 
the record. 

MR. BEACH: Mr. Chairman, my name is John Beach. 
I'nn the h c i  a1 Deputy Assistant Secretary in the Air Force 
for ~ i n a n c i a f ~ a n a  ement, and I am a member of the BCEG 
Group, which the !? ecretary and the Chief described earlier. 
My responsibilities on the Group pertain principally to 
finance and budget. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are you going to be assisted by 
anyone, sir? 

MR. BEACH: No. I will do about a four- or five- 
minute presentation usin four charts, yhich I ho will 
answer the questlon that (Eeneral Davls just a s k z a n d  also 
pmvideyou with some general background on how we came to 
the decisions that we did. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, you roceed, then, and if you 
need assistance from others, I only as[ that they identify 
thr:mselves for the record fully, and General Davis will do 
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, . the rate ou've com uted? 
, . SJCRETARQWIDNALL: COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, Madam ?bat's Secretary, right. the hot 
; topic around the staff and the Cpmmission and several other 

i people have been the depot subject. It h e  cre.@<d quite a 
I r s t~r  m some of the mathematics that went mto ~ t ,  and you've 
i - alread provided us some of the data. 
I 1  k u l d  I ask you to, sort of, give your 
i philosophy on how you came to tlus decislon other than the 
( :: numbers? I mean, what impacts on it? What was the thought 
: ? Were there economic impacts that guided your 
; : dectsion? Were there environmental Impacts, et cetera? 
, . . 
1 :-- SECRETARY WIDNALL: Well, in terms of l>hilosophy, I 

mean, the fundamental philosophy was that we were trying to 
do what is in the best interests of the Air Force, and we did 
e w e ,  really, a number of alternatives, and we certainly 
d ~ d  the costin for all of those alternatives. 

:1 I &ere were addit~onal tlun s beyond I ecmomcs that drove it, but certainly t ie  economic package 
very attractive, but we really began to ask ounrelves 

er we couldn't reduce excess capacity at each irtdividual 
epot, consolidate workload, do things in a more efficient \- I 

i 
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the questioning for the panel. 

MR. BEACH: Very good. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
If I[ could have the next chart, please. I hope that you can 
see. these nu*? frqm where you are. 

The mt m thls chart is that we would like to o 
back and ignt i  for you what the Air Force has t r iA to 
acc:omplish in a "d four of the Commissions; that is, the '88 
Conmussion, .the '91 Commission and the '93 Commission. 

Our bellef was that by the tlme we got to the '95 
Commission we had pretty much achieved what we wanted to in 
the way of closure and realignment of operational bases, and 
we were now addressing the tough question which deals with 
support. 

What we found when we ot to the '95 Commission was 
that we had the option of loo& at various depot closures 
or de t realignments, and 1 wilf come to that m a moment. 
But C p o i n t  m this chart is .to demonstrate that the Air 
Foi-ce started out very early m the closure process by 
closing and realigning a number of operational bases in the 
early wmmissions. 

When you see in the next chart, up here you'll see 
some of the consequences of gettmg an early start m the 
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1 base c1oyu-e process, which we did hi the earlier 
2 comssions. 
3 This quotation is taken from Secretary of Defense 

pe% 
s Blue Top budget presentation, this ast February. In F 5 that lue Top statement, the Department o Defense states 

6 that in the first three Base Closure commissions; that is, 
I the '88 Commission, the '91 and the '93 Commission, savings 
8 of about $6.6 billion were achieved. 
9 Now, there are more savmgs to come because there 

1 0  are more bases to close, but in those first three rounds at 
I i the int we're at right now, the Air Force represents about 
12 4.7 Ellion of that 6.6 billion savings to date. 
13 And the reason for that is what we talked about in 
14 the previous chart, that in the '88 Comm~lssion and in fie '91 
15 Commission over 50 percent of the c1,osures were m the Air 
16 Force. 
17 Now we're seeing some of the results* of those early closures 
I 8 in t eny  of accumulating savings at thus point. We 
19 recopze, of course, that there is a lot more to come in the 
20 '93 Commission as well as more to come, of course, in the '95 
21 Commission. 
22 But we point out to you that onle of the 
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considerations that we had was that we looked at the base 
closure package in '95 as one of a co~ltinuum of four cloa~re 
packa es. If we could go on to the next chartrtlease. 

b e  of the ke concerns that wc: have m all of 
our base closure deEberations is what the secretary talked 
about in her opening comments. That is, we want to make sure+ 
that what decisions we make in the '95 Commission we can 
execute, that we have appropriate funds available from which 
to make these closures. 

Part of the difficulty that we have seen in the 
past is that when ou look at the traditional COBRA analysis, 
which is art orthe base closure requirements that we go 
through, & costin that you see in the 03BRA models does 
not translate eat& to what's goin to happen in the budget. 

The boltom line for us, for ibe secretary and the 
chief, is that when we complete these closlures, we want to be 
able to deliver on the question that General Davis 'ust 
mentioned; that is, can we afford these closures? &an we 
make them happen for the funds that we're talking about here? 

What we don't want to have hap n is traditionally P" have some sort of a cost overrun three or our years from now 
when we have to go back and seek mare funds in order to 
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shortfall of about 547 million, but as the Secretary m d  a 
few moments ago, we think our savin s from the closures that 
we have right now will be higher $n what we originally 
estimated when we-put the bud et tpgether last year. 

The 868 mllion that we fad m the budget for 
savings from the '95 Commission we think we can achieve a 
billion, two, a little mqre than a billion, two. 

What thls mefms is thaf. we thmk our savings will 
be higher than onglnally anticipated, but we also recognize 
that because of environmental cost, because of the cost of 
inflation over the next six ears that the cost of those 
closures is a little greater dan what we had in the budget 
in net. 

I think, as the Secretary said that from a 
financial standpoint, we can afford the closure package that 
we have before this Commission today. and that recognizes 
that we're going to see some environmental cost, and we're 
going to see some inflation. 

The problem that we face concerning the depot 
uestion, which is, as you said, Mr. Chairman ve much on 

%e minds of qan peo le today is covered in%e next chart. 
In the nuddre of %e chart is what we are currently 
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1 that if we could make all the closwes today and achieve all 
2 the savin s today, then we wouldn't have to worry about the 
3 effects ~Finflation. I 

4 But here we'll dealipg with long-term investments. 
5 +t is, ye're w~llln to lqvest mopey today to c1ose.a 
6 mlitary lllStallatlon,~OW~g that it may be seven, el ht, 
7 nine-of ten years before that closure is handed off to tie 
8 receivm agency. 
9 & want to make sure that we not only budget 

10 appro riately for environmental cost, but we also must make 
I I sure &t we have enough money to cover the effects of 
12 inflation over that riod. 
13 What we've Emvered in this analysis is, to go 
14 directly to answer the question that General Davis asked a 
15 moment a o is we have put a little over $1 billion in the Air 
16 Force bu&et for the next SIX years to cover the cost of 
17 closures in F e  '95 Commission. Our estimate today, if you 
18 mclude environmental cost plus inflation is Gat those 
19 closures will come to about 1.5 billion. identified on that 
20 chart is.1,595,000,0. 
2 1 ht now, as I said, our budget for those six 
22 years is f ,048,000,0.  That suggests that we have a 
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complete those closures. 

In order to translate the numbers; from the COBRA 
model into the budget so that we can see whether we are 
indeed capable of achieving these closures in '95 I think is 

rtant translation, and you can ,see from these charts 
::?En we started with the COBRA analysis we found that 
there were two changes that we had to make in the COBRA 
figures in order to translate them into the budget, 

The first is that the COBRA numbers require that we: 
not address environmental cost, and one of the keys for us is 
that when we close a large base or we clorie a depot, we know 
that the Air Force, any of the military departments, will 
incur expenses for those closures as a  result of the 
environmental requirements of cleaning up that base before it 
can be handed over to whoever the receiver organization is. 

The COBRA model does very well. It's very helpful, 
in terms of our internal analysis, but I think, in addition 
to that, we need to be very sure that we p~lt enough money in 
the budget in the Air Force top line so that we can cover 
environmental costs which are not part of the COBRA cost 
analysis. 

The second consideration that we have to make is 
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bud eted for in the Air Force, as I mentioned, 
$1 ,&8,000,000. That's what we have to pay for these 
closures, and you see the associated savings number inside 
that rectangular script on the chart. 

Now to the de t question. When we were goin 
through this, we eye on what it would cost a ckse 
depots. The question now, as the Secretary also addressed in 
her opening comments, is that we found that a full closure of 
an h r  Force depot is relatively expensive because, number 
one, they're large; number two, they're well organized, and 
you have a lot of work going on in those depots, and it takes 
quite a little time to actually close down one of those, in 
sense of a full closure. 

We also no+, in some of our work, as we mentioned, 
earlier, that the environmental cost from what we could get 1 

in the way of internal estimates suggests that the cleaning i 

up of a depot is a ve expensive process and time consuming. I 
The questionP6eore us was how do we et rid of the he 

ex- capacity in the depots knowin full wefl u front that 
if we go out for a full closure it will %ust our bu&et? In 
other words, we'll incur a wst overrun throu h or four years 
from now when the Air Force is looking for an increase in 
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1 That's the art form that we're inyolved @ now, and 
2 it gets nght back to what General Davis mentloned earl~er - 
3 c;m you afford what you're domg? We have found that an 
4 olption for us, and one that we thmk w11 be very helpful for 
5 the Commission to consider is rather than an outright closure 
6 of a de t is realigning all five depots. 
7 G w ,  this reali nt meam that we can go at it 
8 just as fast. We can =efficiencies and econormes in the 
9 various de ts, and in a minute Mr. Orr will describe that in 

10 some detafior you. 
1 1  But from a financial standpoint, we have found 
12 these two observations about large Air Force depots: Number 
13 one, they're very, very expensive.to close. Number two, the 

ts for 14 economic return, as measured m terms of how much cost are 
15 you willing to invest up front to get TOA savings, real TOA 
16 savings in subsequent years, we have found that depots do not 

lly 17 have a ood econormc return. 
of 18 $e think we understand retty well why that's the 

19 c y .  That, I think, those two hancial.considerations, I 
20 tjiunk have led the Secretary and the a e f  to ask us to 
21 consider, as Mr. Orr will describe to you now, other options 
22 which we think are quite capable of achieving the same 
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: closure of a depot, is that if you look at our closure 
: package in terms of a business investment; that is, are we 
: wining to invest so much money up front in order to save TOA 
1 over a 6-year period or a 20-year period, we hund that the 
! depots do not give us a good economic return. 
i And an economc return is measured in this sense -- - that you say up front I'm going to incur a cost of closing a 
f depot, say $900 million. How much of a return do' I get over 

We found that in the sense of our depots, in the 
ntext of each of our depots, whether you close one or you 

return over a 20-year penod was about 
te of return that we were getting on most 

discovered is if you close two de ts, 
:i for example, you incur an up-front cost of $1,853,&,000. 
I' Over 20 years, we estimated the savings to be $3,:161,000,000. 
: 3 At a compound annual rate of return, that means we get about 
: 1 3 percent per year on our money. 

In other words, our cost of front for every dollar 
I: that we put up we can earn 3 percent per year in s,svings over 
r a 20-year period on that depot. 

8 and 1999 from other modernization progranls in theVAir 
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What we found out in the nondept area in the 4 5  
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results without bankrupting the Air Force modernization 
program in the out ears. 

CHAIRM~DIXON:  If I may intern t, General, I 8 want to ask the timekeeper fo only be in the eneral's time 
now and not charge any of it. Gene4 Davis. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Before ou leave, a couple 
mathematical questions for this simple fighter pdot from 
Nebraska. You say the Air Force has achieved 71 percent of 
the 6.6 billion. That's what's on paper. Have we come closc 
to that on a straight line analysis to achieving that same 

I 

fair share? 
MR. BEACH: Good question. When the savin s are 

reported in the De artment of Defe-, either m a bu&et 
document like the blue Top, which 1 referred to earlier, 
there is no accountme system m the Dmartment of Defense 
where we can go back h b s  t and rn&sure those savin s. 

W e  way that the B R A ~ V ~ ~ ~ S  are identified and 
;~pplied, as far as the bud et is concerned, is that when we 
put a budget together an d we put the cost in, the savings go 
im at that point m the form of reducing our TOA top line. 

But we have no viable method, no accounting 
structure where we can go back and find out whether those 

3 
1 4 

5 
5 question us, in 6 

9 are full costs for environmental 9 
:o that economic return of 3 
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savings actually occurred. We think they did, and we thdc 
the occur pretty much along the lines that we have 
indcated, because we have not had to go back and add a lot 
of money in the previous rounds because either costs were 
understated. or because savings were overstated. 

Emotionally, I have to give you the answer that I 
think we've pretty much achieved the savings, but we have no 
specific scorecard because the yvkgs  were laid in when we 
started each one of these coqm~~ss~ons, and ~ t ' s  not posable 
for us to go back and check it out. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you. Can I now go to 
the cleanup? Is there not an account for the Air Force in 
the Defense Environmental Ratoration Account that would be 
transferred to the Air Force as you demonstrate the 
requirement for cleanup of the depots? 

MR. BEACH: Yes, sir. There is a DERA account, and 
depending on whether our bases are something that's called 
the National Priority List, and I'm not the expert on this 

E int, there are some environmental funding sources that may 
transferred. 

Our 'udgment .however, is-that the ad uacy of 
those fund is very [Irmted for llus purpose. ?ertainly, we 

: i range of 1 to 2 percent a ear. 
., .- This was very muczin the back of our minds, as the 
:2 Secretary mentioned in her o ning statement, when it comes 
:a to making decisions with K r  Force TOA about closing big 
5 depots. 

J 
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: 5 As she mentioned in her statement, we simply had to 
:- find a better way of getting at this roblem. We wanted to 
:1 g d  rid of capacity, on the one han8, which is very critical - -  to our future operations, but on the other hand, we don't 

mt to incur a cost that means we have to trade clff money in 
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mathe-tics of this process that ou decided to go w i g  the 
compelling numbers that the d o l b  and people gave you. 

Are there other @rigs, factors, ithat went into 
this such surge-capacity within depots, possible joint 
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service initiatives'! 
MR. BEACH: Yes. There are other considerations, 

as I mentioned at the start. I'm addm~inrr here only the 

w 

financial considerations, but we have loth& folks heie, 
Mr. Ron Orr and others that can address the other 
considerations. But the answer to our question is yes. 
There are other factors that c e d y  play into this very 
much. 

Our general sense is that, of course, one of the 
primary purposes of going through the base closure process, 
which as General Fogleman described, is rather painful in a 
lot of ways is that we do it for one primary reason anyway, 
and that is to save money; that is, to save the taxpayers' 
money. And we want to test ourselves, when we're doing this 
process, to make sure that that's what we're doing. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Madam Secretary. 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: I just was going to add lit 

might be appropriate at this point to have Mr. Orr present 
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I would want .to t x ~  to catch an of $ose funds to help us 
2 offset anythmg at we were b m g  111 terms of a depot 
3 closure. 
4 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And in the form of your 
5 computations, did you look at all the de ts and the cleanup 
6 process and tmk the worst case, the m i 6 e  case? 
7 MR. BEACH: I looked at each, one .of the depts, 
8 sir. I looked at it from a cost and ecc~nomc standpomt. ,4s 
9 I mentioned, we believe that assuming $300 million for a 

10 depot closure, and in this case 1 was fooking at the two 
1 1  depots that finished in the bottom tier of our rankin 
12 process, ex rts in the envlronmental area have tolcfme that 
13 that 300 mi ion  is an understated nunber. 
14 But I don't think we.ne+ to ov~~rstate the number 
15 or worry that it could be sipficantly understated, because 
16 the analysis that we've done here, when rve look at economic 
17 rate of returns, su ests by such a wide margin that depot 
18 closures are very f%cult to accomplish, in an economc 
19 sense. 
20 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And t l~e  Secreta testified 
21 that you didn't talc? anything off, but it l+ l& that 
22 because of our envlronmental cleanup considerations and the 
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1 older facilities no longer economically feasible that we 
2 current1 occupy. 
3 d looked at downsizing the CORE, and that is as 
4 recommended by the Defense Science Board as well as by the 
5 DEPSECDEF, that we needed to poshre ourselves to produce the 
6 CORE requirements of the Air Force as are driven by the two 
7 MRCs that we need to fight. 
8 We looked at the commodity and process 
9 consolidation. We looked across the Air Force. We reviewed 
10 the commodities and the various processes that we perform at 
1 1  all our de ts. We looked at where we could copoljdate 
12 those at g m i n i m u m  number of locations to mwrmze 
13 efficiency in that process. 
14 We developed a plan eliminating the excess. 
15 equipment and ca ~ t y  as we downslze our locations and to 
16 s t r d i n e  the i n a n a l  layout to come up with the most 
17 effective and cost-efficient structure. 
18 Giving some examples of the commodities - and the 
19 Xs here represent locations that wdl be declining 
20 workload. The zeros recommend those that we will be 
21 consolidating toward - what you see here, for example, in 
22 the composite and plastic area, we currently do that across 

- -- -- 
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five air logistic centers. 

What we're looking at here is minimizing the number 
of sites down to Sacramento, who will be doing the composites 
workload. We will drastically reduce that workload at all 
the other centers to get maximum efficiencies. 

If I use enginerelated, we only have two LCs that 
currently do engme workload, and our intention there is at a 
lower level than here at fuel accessories, et cetera. We'll 
specialize each one of those depots and that type of 
worklo@. 

Arborne electronics is an ex le where we're 
currently doing it at four. We lookyat  in to put it at 
one, but it was not the economically feasze  &ng to do 
So we currently are looking at three depots will be doing 
that workload Instead of four. 

We even looked down at a lower level at processes, 
shows a paint and depaint there, and that as we move 
commodities around, what we intend to do is relay out those 
shops to the workload that remains there and again cut out 
the excess capacity and infrastructure. 

In terms of the feasibility, the COBRA costin , we 
looked at overall downsizing, the consolidations an%i 
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some of the substance of our depot realignment so we can 
answer some of these questions about workload capacity. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Chairnlan, I'm out of time. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, let's have Mr. O n  do his 

thing right now, because it's right on p in t .  And would you 
identified yourself, Mr. Orr? 

MR. ORR: I'm Ron Orr, the Air Force Associate 
Director of Maintenance. I'd like to talk a little bit about 
what we did, in terms of depot mainteilance downsizin . 

The key in downsizing was to divest ourselves o f  
excess capacity of about one to one and a half depot 
equivalents, downsize to CORE and to ensure we were meeting 
the manpower reductions that we needtd to meet into the out 
years also. 

In our downsizing infrastructure, we looked at our 
force structure reali ents, and that is, as force structure 
has gone down, w e E e n ' t  always historically divested 
ourselves of capacity. 

Concurrent with that, we put together looking at 
how we can move our force structure realignment. We can 
squeeze down. Our people have spread intr, more space than 
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realignments that we're talking about. It has about a f 183 
million cost. You see a lar e payoff there in that present 
value of $991 million over 50 y-. 

It pays for itself within two yea.rs, and we et 
approximately $90 million a y~ vvmgs. We A t  this is a 
cost-effective approach to downsnmg our depots. 

In addition, as other force structure goes out and 
other downslvng actions o as part of the overall 
downs@hg, ou can see wig the Pll l  phasing out wc intend 2 to go m, n ourselves of that excess capacity, and then 
also we get savings in that light and other reductions, 
primarily force structure driven, and downsizing to our CORE 
requirement will give us additional savings. 

Total downsizing costs will be about $218 million. 
You see a net present value there of close to 2.9 billion. 
We felt this was a cost-effective and the most cost-effective 
means of ridding ourselves of excess capacity. 

What this means, in terms of infrastructure and in 
terms of capacity, as measured by Department of Defense, in 
terms of infrastructure, you see we'll be divesting ourselves 
of over 6.8 million uare feet of facilities, allowing that 
for reuse where possxle, demolishing the facilities, 
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But then, when you o one step further and consider t%e 
eff'ect on Air Force ' ~ O A  because of even some reasonable 
estimate, conservative estimate of environmental costs, then 
I think you begin to see the wisdom of the decision. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Madam Secretary. I 
reciate our ex lanation, and we will take it as a matter 

~f%cord & suggesting that, in fact, that decision 
was not predicated upon environmental considerations. 
Commissioner Kling. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Chairman, did ou want to I go on beyond the de t questions at this time. 
CHAIRMAN &ON: Commissioner, you can ask any 

question you dam well lease. 
COMMISSIONER L I N G :  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Madam Scareta , then, lct me just ask one last one from my 
standpoint of g e  de t and at least get it down into a 
little simpler terms &t ma be I can understand. 

f+ccordin to the ~e<IlSe Lo stic Agency, 
approx~mately $8,000 clvihan e KYees are presently 
employed at the Air Force's f i vxgs t i c  centers. That's an 
avera e of 5,600 civilians per center. 

h e  k r  Force pro- to retain all five of its 
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: mothballing. 

In reuse, we've looked at areas. For exannple, in 
: recommendation, you'll see us movin~ the l b r  National 

on the McClellan Air Force Base, rnovlng the Defense 
ear Agency onto Kelley Air Force B-, again to use up 

i ex- capacity and use this facility in a wise mtnner. 
In terms of capacity, capacity is m q r e d  in man 

r hours in the Department of Defense, and h s  shows that we 
1 wiU downsize our capacity from a current capacity of over 

.o 39.000 hours per year, man hours per year, to appmxlmately 
1: 30.7 man hours, ridding ourselves again of over one depot 
: e+valent's worth of capacity and therefore having the 

colrrect capacity in place, divesting our of excess capac~ty, 
4 downsizing toward the CORE, giving us a wst-effecltive method 
s of reducing or infrastructure m the depots. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thank you ve much. I believe - we*= going to let General Davis pursue g s  a moment 
Y finther. Commissioner Davis. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I 
hawe a number of follow-up questions, and I promise to keep 
it to a small amount. One of the problems, Madam Slecretay, 
&at the staff and possibly other services might kte havmg is 

3 

5 
6 
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1 SECRETARY WIDNALL: It really is the same chart 
I 1 It's certainly the same bottom line, all actlons. 

3 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Is it the phaseout, the F-111 
I 4 phaseout? 

5 SECRETARY WIDNALL: I think it's the sum of the two 
6 lines in the mddle are Secretary Perry's middle Iline. 
7 MR. ORR: He's broken out those two l h s .  
9 SECRETARY WIDNALL: The 13 and the 22. 
v COMMISSIONER DAVIS: We'll be able to - 

:O SECRETARY WIDNALL: Sort it out. I think they are, 
. I in fact, the same information. 
7 .- COMMISSIONER DAVIS: All right. Well, that's most 

-3 =ful. 
.-I hlr. Chairman, thank ou very much. 
:i CHAIRMAN D ~ O N :  Before I o to the next 
:6 mmmissioner, Mr. Beach, I wonder i f f  wuld have you for 
:7 'ust a moment. The one thin that bothers us a little up 
: 8 $ere at the staff level is the ofd dirty base problem. 

An awful lot of your testimony, Mr. Beach, centers 
the environmental cost and leads us to some concerns about 

decisions are, in fact, being made on 
cost. Can you respond to that? 
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1 SECREI'ARY WIDNALL: Ma be I should respond to that. 
2 CHAIRMAN DIXON: dadam secretary. 
3 SECRETARY WIDNALL: It mi ht be more appropriate 
4 for me to respond to $at. I ess w%at I would say about 
5 Mr. Beach's numbers IS that E s  analysis put in, in fact, a 
6 very conservative number for environmental cost, $300 million 
7 for each of those bases. 
8 Certady, under the BRAC ground rules, we do not 
9 consider environmental costs in our cost to closure. Even 
10 without environmental costs, the numbers for depot closures 
1 1  an: very large. They're driven by mlitary construct~on of - 
12 - you know, facilities that already exist on one depot you 
13 have to replicate on another depot. 
14 Those are very good numbers, and they're certainly 
15 in the submission that we gave to the Comss ion .  All the 
16 numbers that we gave you are without environmental costs. 
17 Mr. Beach's analysis is really the only analysis that 
18 includes those, but they're notational, in the sense that 
19 it's very conservative. 
20 So I would say that the depot realignment decision 
21 was not made because of environmental costs. It was 
22 fiuldamentally made because costs of closure are very large. 

Y ttrirrds of savings under the downsizing alternative came from 
9 the non-BRAC actions. Can you help us with these r~on-BRAC ' 3ions? 

SECRETARY WJDNALL: Yeah. I think we wuld put 
chart back u , the one that was - \p COMMIS&ONER DAVIS: Oh, there it is. 

I :4 SECRETARY WIDNALL: We had a similar chart. Ma be 
: 5  you could ut ours up as well, because I think our chart was 
1.6 the same. ?t might have been a little different titles, but 
I -7 I think it's, basically, the same chart. 
1 .S COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I was trying to follow it, but 
!:9 I w ~ l d n ' t  f hd  it. 
rJ) MR. ORR: I think what we do is we have a different 

riod that we have net present value over, et cetera. 2 k g  same -- 
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air logistic centers but says that it will achieve savings 
that are comparable to closin two air logistic centers by 'f cor~solidating functions and ownsizing m place. 

But the Air Force's plan achieves a net reduction 
of 13nly 1,850 civilian personnel at all five centers compared 
to 11 reduction of a proximately 11,000 civilian p e r s o ~ e l  
that would result :om closing two depots. 

How can the Air Force claim that it's downsizin 
plan is comparable to closing two air logistic centers w gh en 
clolsing two centers would have eliminated six times as man) 
civilian personnel positions? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: I'm going to refer that depot 
numbers question tq Mr. Orr. 

MR. ORR: Slr, the key is that closing a depot does 
not mean that every manpower space at that depot will o 
away, that it's unneeded. The workload, if it's a C O ~  
workload to be done by the Air Force, which we would have 
downsized to CORE, will need to be moved somewhere else. 

If we're going to close an Air Force base that does 
C-5s, that C-5 program depot needs to continue to be done, 
and that uirement needs to move somewhere else. So simply 
closing a e p o t  does not give the level of savings which are 
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move what we need to move at that air logistic center, we 
tend to save primarily the base operating sup rt that 
supports those at that location and some prxc t iv i ty  
savmgs. 

As we do that -- I don't have m numbers in front 
of me, which we can provide to you, g ut as we close an air 
logistics center, we do have a savings:, but they're of much 
less magnitude than that, in approxmiately 1,100, 1,200 
catego 

C?&MMISSIONER KLING: 'l71an.k you. To turn to I 
different subject, 
Mr. Chairman. Madam Secretary, based on the Department of 
Defense data, the Air Force is currently operatmg more tlm 
two times the capacit it needs to meel wartime requirements. 

Now I'm dealing here with hospital issues. I'm 
sorry that I didn't mention that to begin with. And 
according to this info-rmation, if expanded bed capability is 
considered, capacity 1s more than SIX t~mes the requirement. 
Do you agree, basically, with that data? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: We met with the medical g n q  
during our process, apd I'd like to ask Mr. Boatright to 
respond to your spec~fic question. 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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realigning some of those hospitals to clinics. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Well, then let me ask you the 
uestion that the Medical Joint Cross Service Group provided 

%e Air For.ce with alternqtives for reali 
Force ho ~tals  to out-patient clmics - fYSg .S A r  e!ght Force 
Mgical Znters Wgford Hall, Scott Air Force Base and 
Wnght-Patterson h r  Force Base and the A r  Force hospital 
located at Shaw, Reese, Sheppard and Langley Air Force Base 
and the Air Force A.cademy. 

These alternabves would reduce o rating beds by 
over 1,000 and expanded beds by over g 0 0 ,  a@ficantly 
narrowing the gap between requirements and capacity. 

The Department of Defense hst lncludes none of 
these actions. Why did the Air Force re'ect all of the Joint 
Cross Service Group's alternatives? And I'd just ask you 
that. 

MR. BOATRIGHT: Because we felt at the time that 
they were submitted to us they were premature because we had 
not finalized o w  recommendations on closures and 
realignments. 

We still believe that the appropfiale time to 
address realigmng a hospital to a cllluc IS after we clearly 
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1 suggested in that answer. 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: But do you think these fi ures 

, 3 are. basicall . right. that we'd only have a reduction of ry 4 about 1,800. 
5 MR.. ORR: It's approximately 1,800 in our 
6 consolidation, yes, sir. 
7 COMMISSIONER KUNG: And yet one location would 
8 have 1 1,000 rsomel working thereo? 
9 MR. of%: I'm sorry, s ~ r .  I couldn't hear you. 
10 COMMISSIONER KLING: But I say one location would 
1 1  have - I mean, two depots would have 1 1,000 people working 
12 at them -- 
13 MR. ORR: Two depots wuld have approximately 
14 11,000. We need to separate. The air logistic centenwhere 
15 the depot maintenance activities are ltxated are made up of a 
16 number of functions beyond the depot maintenance that we're 
17 discussing here. 
18 The depot maintenance represents about half of the 
19 manpower at those air logistic centers. The remaining is 
20 represented by the inventory control pro m, acquis~tion of 

1 weapon system. 21 weapon systems and sup rt to the o r r e 3  
22 So as we move an& we close a depot and as we 
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understand what base closures and realignments that we are 

oing to have in the Air Force. Once that is done, we can do 
&at outside of +e BRAC process, and we can make the 
appro riate reali 

b e  don't cK?,"&ith all of the recommendations 
that they put forth, K t  we want to address those at the 
proper time when we clearly understand what our hospital 
structure is going to be. 

COMMISSIONER KLING:. But within the Air. Force, I 
guess you wuld say that there is deep consideration and 
understanding that there arc probably major expense items to 
save in this field of mer er, consolidatin across the 
services and w ~ h  the L r  ~ o r c e  as w e d  

MR. BOATRIGHT: Yes, sir. Some realignment to our 
medical facility structure is needed, and it wlll be 
addressed as soon as we know the final realignment and 
closure act~on. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you. Secretan WidnaU 
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1 clinics. 
2 We went back to the Joint Cross Service Group and 
3 indicated that at that time we thought that their 
4 recommendations were premature in regard to how much excess 
5 capacity we should reduce within the Air Force because of the 
6 lon -standing policy that we have within the Department of 
7 ~ e k n s e .  
8 When you close a base or have a major realignment 
9 of a base, you, in fact, close down that medical facili 
10 So what we wanted to see first was the results of our !J LC 
1 1  recommendations in regard to what were we going to close and 
12 realign and then at that point address the excess capacity 
13 that remained after those recommendations and closures. 
14 We feel that there is no requirement for including 
15 realignments of an Air Force hospit4 at a base to a clmic 
16 to be submitted to the BRAC Cormntsslon, that these actions 
17 can be accomplished below threshold, from a BRAC standpoint. 
18 So once the Air Force has a clear understanding of 
19 what bases are going to be closed in the final analysis, then 
20 we can address the additional excess ca acity that we may 
21 have in bed in the ~r ~ o r c e ,  anBwe can make the 
22 necessary rr-ents to the hospital structure by 

- I'll just take one more? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Of course. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: F i e .  To what extent were 

your recommendations influenced by economic impact 

L I 
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: my state or for anyparticular region? 
SECRETAR WIDNALL: No. We did not establish 

Multi-Page TM 
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r thresholds, nor, as I said, did we come out with any decision 
L that was chan ed as a result of that articular parameter. 

CDM~SSIONER KLING: hank  you. 
f C V  DIXON: Thank you very much, Conlmissioner 
- Kling. Comss ioner  Montoya. 
f COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Good afternoon, Madam 
c Sexday, gentlemen. I have some environmental questions 

+at I wsh  to pursue, but before I do that, I have a depot 
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: consaderations, the decisions that were made by yourself! 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Economic impact 1s one of the 
that enters into one of the eight criteria that is 
in the BRAC process, and certainly that was data that 

provided to the BRAC working grou and it was taken into 
r m m t  I. the scoring and tiering of &e bases. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: And was any decision taken to 
s downsize rather than close installation as a nmdt of the 
L exxmomic im act considerations? 

S E C ~ T A R Y  WIDNALL: Not as a resu~lt of that / ji specific measure. 
. - COMMISSIONER KLING: Not that alo~ne? 
7 2 SECRETARY WIDNALL: Not that alone. 1 I; COMMISSIONER KLINC: The Navy, in their repon, 

i :i stated because of the large number of job losses occurring in 
:c California and Guam, the Department of Navy decided against 
:- recommending several closures that could otherwise have been 
If ma&. 
IF Other than the Long Beach Naval Shipyard, no other 
x closure is recommended that would result in a negative direct 
1: civilian job loss impact in any sonomic a? in California. 
I: Did the Air Force establish amla r  economc thresholds for 

I 

on also.- 
t's fair to disclose to you that while I was in 

worked environmental issues for about 11 years. I 
in Sacramento as a civilian for about two and a 

Pa e 190 % 1 environmental cleanup in all of our bases, and if you ave a 
2 personal interest m that, I really welcome the opporhmty 
3 to share that w th  YOU. With respect to the force structure, 
4 G~aneral Fogleman wanted to respond to that question. 
5 GENERAL FOGLEMAN: You made reference to the Navy's 
6 force structure reduction to 346 shi s, 1 believe. 
7 COMMISSIONER MONTO~~A:  hat's w m t .  
8 GENERAL FOGLEMAN: Which was the bonom-up review 
9 force structure, which was issued to them. I believe that 

10 they're in the m e s s  of reaching that number. I don't 
1 1  think they're IE 
12 In the case eret'=t* o the Air Force, w e  were issued a 
13 force structure of 20 tact fighter wm equivalents. We will 
14 be by the end of this year at 20 tact jigbter wing 
15 equivalents, 
16 So thls BRAC was made from the perspective of a 
17 known force structure. We weren't fighting the issue. We're 
I8 nclt trying to stay larger. We don't want more force 
19 st~ucture. We were issued 20 tact fighter wmgs. 
20 There is a .certah amount of risk @I bee able to 
21 perform two mqor re 'onal wntmgencies w$ that, but that 
22 risk has been accept$and it's been talked about. So we 

half years and was there durin the BRAC '93 McClellan issues 
and am rather-familiar w i t h h ~ l e l l a n  and its e~yironmental 
problems, whlch are there and have to be dealt with, the 
groundwater contamination issues and so forth. 

It's also fair to say that what I learned iq the 
private sector, I think what I'.m hearing today is a bit of a 
cash flow problem that the h r  Force would see ~f they were 
to go about closing these bases and not necessan~ly 

-- - -- 
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think that with 20 tact fi hter wings and the downsizing thal 
we9re doing within the &pots that we're right-sizing. 

Part of that non-BRAC associated savmgs from the 
depot that you saw there was a lme called F-1 1 1 Force 
Structure. So that's a tact fighter wing that's coming out 
that's goin to result - that 1s capacity that, in the past, 
we: would % ave tried somehow preserve. 

We would have tried to b m  more work back in from 
thi: civilian sector or something 08that nature. In this 
caw, we're lettin that capacity go, and I thdc we cap show 
you slid? that A 1  show .that, m the aggregate, by h s  
downsizmg, we're matctung that to our force structure as wi 
go out there. 

As I said in my opening statements, unless there is 
a rnajor reduction be ond the 20 tact fighter wing, we think 
that we've right-sizd this. If there is, then it would be 
my recommendation that we o to Sec Def and Sec Def then come 
back and ask for further B ~ C  examination is really where 
we're coming from. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: So your testimony ia you're 
in balance now, as you see it. I ess my question would 
still1 be, and we can get into this E e r ,  is would it be one 
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: investment solutions. 

So I am also going to be one of the skeptics for a 
: whlle as I learn more and more about your analyses and the 
L way you're downsizing as opposed to closing and kecvin some 
i d l  inventory around or, for that matter, esseotiafly, 
r keepin the land and/or facilities unavailable to Ithe private 
- sector %xause of the approach ou've taken 
I I have one question speciically. Has ihe M 
: Force done an sensitivity analysis m trying to look at the 

1 : future as to wlat kind of - what further downsiring that 
I .  might happen in the Air Force? And certainly, the Navy has 
!I gone from thinking the had over 400 ships two yeant ago, and 
i, now the 're ( n h g  h5 ships. 
1~ d a t  further do-img in the Air Force 7would 
15 trig= a closing of one or two de ts? Have you done any 
I: wo& on that as to what might be g-n? 
1- SU3RETARY WIDNALL: Let me make a comment about our 
1 f  environmental program. First of all, we certainly agree that 

-nvironmental issues should not drive the BRAC process and 
at the Air Force 1s com letely committed to environmental 

at both actlve an$closmg bases. 
fact, we have an extremely active program in 
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more tactical wing, and that would create the impact, or 
would it be two or three? 

What is that next level? What is the relationship 
between the two? And we can pursue that at some other time, 
but I wanted to share with you my own skepticism as we go 
through the process. 

GENERAL FOGLEMAN: For instance, we've looked at 
things llke allowing -- each of our air logistic centers 
currently has both an aviation depot and our logistics 
functions there. 

So as we would continue to come down, we would 
probably go to one of those depo9, as we call them today, 
vcl allow the aviation depot portion of that to atrophy and 
uslt not put any more workload into there in the aviation 

kusiness. Those are the kinds of things that we're, kind of, 
looking at that we can talk about. 

MR. ORR: Sir, I think a key also, if you look at 
the size of the depots, our current depots -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Could I please interrupt? I hope 
you'll not think I'm being too technical. Would you identify 
yot~rself? See, the trouble, from the standpoint of the court 
reporter, later we have to look at the record. Do you 
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SECRETARY WIDNALL: Let me: ask Mr. Boatright to 
respond to the technical issues raised by that uestion. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: T h d  you. 
MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim Boatright again. The 4 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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environmental costs - I've lost the wktiog. 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: &st  Track. 
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I how all that relates to the operational needs. 
2 I think I heard Mr. Beach sa that because of a 
3 shortfall in the D E W  account a n i a  shortfall 4 the POD 
4 inflation accounts or ln our own de artment's mflation 3 i 5 account that an flexibi i you may ave at the front, some 
6 up-front costs, ieavy up- ront costs, is gone, not that those 
7 shortfalls would cause you to have to somehow subsidize this 
8 process. Is that correct? 
9 SHXEI'ARY WIDNALL: We'd better get Mr. Beach back 

I o here. 
1 1  MR. BEACH: I don't think -- 
12 CHAIRMAN DMON: This is Mr. Beach SJ+UII~ 
13 MR. BEACH: MY name is ~ o h n  ~ e a c h .  I on t t.~& 
14 that's quite what I had in mind. The question that I was 
15 asked was are there an other sources of funds for whch we 
16 could get money to he& with the environmental costs of a 
17 closure. 
18 h recognizing, first of all, the translation that 
19 I had in the charts, when you stick with the COBRA approach, 
20 which docs not address environmental, we're still seeing that 
21 depots are relatively expensive from an investment standpoint 
22 before you even get into the environmental world. 

w 

maior costs. 1 20 
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I understand? 
2 MR. ORR: Yes. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: So don't think I'm being a 
4 nitpicker. 
5 MR. ORR: Ron Orr, Associate Director of 
6 Maintenance. Also, if you look at it in terms.of sizing, 
7 even after the downsrzm , our avera I: depot m terms of -- 

oing about O percent of our total a inor anically, we'll be d f 
9 worhoad, which is similar to the other services. 

10  We'll have five depots that will average a little 
I I over 5 qillion hours, man hours, per year in those depots. 
12 That is si ficantly larger than the average size of any of 
13 the other %pots: 
14 So we believe we still have -- we af.e right-sized, 
15 and we are still si ficantly above any lme where the 
16 marginal cost of =sizing is appropriate. 
17 COMMlSSlONER MONTOYA: Okay. Let me ask one 
18 environmental question, because I know my time is about up, 
19 and that is the Fast Track cleanu ro;gram that the 
20 Department of Defense institutd Eave you found that to lx 
21 effective both in terms of speeding up cleanup and cost-wise, 
22 or is the speeding up, if it is happening, costing you more'? 

~- -- - ----- 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYAI 'Ibd Fast Track pro ram. 
What has that meant to you both m speed and cost, andhzxs 
speed driven our costs u 9 

MR. B ~ A T R I G ~ . S ~ ~ ~ ~  really hasn't driven the 
costa of environmental restofation. What we have is we have 
an environmental restoration program for each one of our 
installations, and it's programmed ove:r a number of years 
current1 funded under the DERA acc13unt. 

d e n  you move this into BRAC, what you do is you 
squeeze the time, so the costs over a n~uch shorter period of 
time, same costs, essentially. So the Fast Tracking is not 
really adding a lot of cost. There ma . be some mmor costs 
that are added as a result of ~ a s t  T& but they're not 

Another thing that we're finding because of BRAC 
and because of the accelerated cleanup that we're doing is 
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that a lot of new technolog is coming out. So the costs 
that we had anticipated in e DERA account for these over 
the long ran e, many of those costs an: being driven down. 

So we%elieve that the restoration costs of our 
BRAC bases are real1 not going to be hi her but, in all 
l lelihmd, probably Lwer than what we %ad initially 
anticipated, but we will have to budget for them over a much 
shorter period of time. 

COMMWIONER MONTOYA: Yes. And therefore you face 
them much uicker, too. I guess they're right in your face 
throu h t h e ' k ~ ~  rocess. 

%R. BOAT~GHT:  yes, sir. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Cornmissioner Montoya. 

Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Madam Secretary, gentlemen, 

I'm also going to delve into the world of the depot 
downsizing because it is, as you can well imagine, emerged as 
one of the issues that we all need to understand better and I[ 
certainly need to understand a little bit better. 

And I'm oing to delve a little bit into the 
mathematics o h  because, from a previous llfe, I understand 
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The question that I interpreted I was being askd 

was can you find some funds to help you budget-wise 
elsewhere, and it is possible, to some degree, that you migh 
get some money from DERA, but I can't give you a good sense 
of it. 

It was not my intention to sa that because we 
can't t t  funds from another area (r, at we just simp1 
wouldjl t be able to cover those costs without transt&ring it 
from some other art of the Air Force. 

As a g e n e d  rule, what our experience tq date @ 
been is that DERA funds are not generally available m any 
significant amount to be transferred from a DERA account into 
a closure account, if that's what you're after. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I think we're sa ing the samc 
thing. I just want to make sure I understand it, L u s e ,  
obviously, although it wasn't a determining factor in.the 
econoqc an@ysis, it's sort of, as an over-archtng prqciple 
that srud, basically, h s  is golng to cost us more than is 
out there. 

We can't look to DERA for help. We have a 
shortfall already.in inflation, .and it's oing to us O&M 
money to subsidize any additional up-front closure costs. Is 
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that a fair, sort of, shorthand of what you're saying? 

MR. BEACH: That's a fau assessment. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Now, given that as a 

backdro , and I understand that v e  well, I was intrigued by 
the anaf sis that I saw that t a l k 3  about those S 1.1 billion 
worth of up-front costs for the two closure alternative, 
closin the two de ts. k some OR numbers, if you could, xpayb, 
explain some of the numbers. About $249 nullion m 
construction costs, and I ask 
-- I think-that assumes that ou're going to do a lot of 
construction at the  laces wiere vou have to move that 
workload to. 

And I would sa is there not sufficient excess 
capacity already out d e n  where you wouldn't have to do a 
lot of new construction, or are you t ing to re licate, or 4' was that the depot ou closed at anoger depot. Isn't there 
some economies orscale there? Isn't there some duplicatioi 
dread , not necessarily do it all over? 

iecause I will just tell you and not in any kind of 
pejorative manner the first cou ie of BRAC rounds we did try 
to replicate things we close8down at other places often at a 
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feet of stora e capacity for contingency p u r ~ ~ s e s ,  if &at's 
the case; an d second1 , wuld not some of at stora e 

4 loll of warehouse space in the private sector. 
% capacity be done in d e  private sector? Because we o have 

Warehousing capacity doesn't have to be very 
unique, Air Force unique or Army unique or Navy unique. So 
any comments on that? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Sure. Your assertion is not 
correct. The needs of DLA did not factor into our decision 

l o  to reali the depots. It real1 was only after we had made 
I I our reap ent Ian that we iad this ex- ~ p a c i t  then, 

- 12 that w o u E a v e  geen fred up, and at that pomt we eard 
r 13 th;d DLA was lookin for some excess capacity: 

So we said, we%, if we have ex- capac~ty, let's 
15 make it available to them for their possible use. So it's a 

difference in sequence. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Thank you, Madam 

Secretary. That ends my time. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Robles. 

Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

M<adam Secretary, I thought I'd switch gears, because there, 
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construction with moving of a depot. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Well, that would be helpful 
I if you wuld provide those lists of construction projects 
r that went into your analysis and why would you have to 
r rebuild them, why you couldn't use existing facilities. 

The second art, also in that 1.1 billion was 
- uumed about $338mUion for personnel moving costa. lust 
i a little back of the envelope anal sis sa s that that's 
1 -gh wst to move about 19,& civizam if YOU use the 

1 - - -mmd wst factors. 
And since you only have about 27 or 28 UI the whole 

need to have to move two- 
to accommodate the two 

t's a fair question. I've noticed 
i :Y the same thing when we were going through our COlBRA analysis 
? - -  that the rsonnel costs, moving costs within that range. 
1.4 G v e  done some looking at that. You have a good 
1-1 eye. That's the first figure that1 went to, too, in  that 
is particular analysis. We're loolun at that m0.y close1 We 
: think it's in the ballpark. I woulbsay m opmt?n is &at 

once we do - if we were to do a detadcd;nalys., that 
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obviously, are other issues that are of importance to other 
commumties, not that we've exhausted this subject by any 
means. 

Switchin to the lab subject, the Air Force has 
recommended &at Rome Laborato close even though it is 
?%orired in Tier 1, which is. the&hest mp ing  , as 
mdicated by th s  chart, whch is ~ ~ p e n d i x  8, pa e 61,I  
gather, Industrial/Technical Support, Tiering of%-. 

Why was Rome Laboratory recommended for closure 
when it is Tier 1 and there are others in both Tiers 2 and 3? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Okay. Let me go through that. 
The first analysis that we did of Rome Labs was an Air Force 
only analysis, and I guess the wst for doing that would havc 
been the entire, sort of, relocation and refacilitizing of 
Rome Labs at a different location. 

The actual proposal to close Rome Labs came out of 
the Joint Cross Service Group, and in that we obtained 
significant cost reductions because of our Ian that was 
developed under this Joint Crow Service 8roup to w-locate 
and use excess Army facilities at Fort Monmouth. This 
significantly reduced the cost. 

Now, of course, to construct our audit trail of 
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: qumber may come down a bit, but I don't think it's 
: agnificantly overstated. But that has caught our attention, 
I- and we're lookin at it ve carefully. 
A COMMISS~ONER ~ ~ B L E S :  It seemed l k e  a large 
5 number. The other one is, the third w m  nent was the $257 
r -on of uni ue one-time wsts, anfi 'd also be: interested, 
- d you don9t%ave to do it here, kind of tell us what those 
i Imique one-time costs are. 
3 I guess, given what it costs to close other depots 
:: in other services, and I know they're not wmparable between 
:: the services, this is four or five times order of magnitude 
z that it costs the other services to close a depot. ,So it 
3 just seems to us that we need to know more abont the 
:A mathematics that went into that. 
. . - Switching to another subject, one of the other 
:Y issues that came across on the depot issue was, as  we 
:- understand it, one of the rationale for the downsizing of the 
:i d ts versus closin one was that DLA needed about 25 

s o n  cubic feet ~Pspace for storage purposes lfor future 
mtin encies, and ou had to factor that lnto your analysis. 

Wnd I find it i;od of intriguing. I think DLA is 
domsiring, and so why they would need 25 million cubic 
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what process the Air Force went through in reachin its 
mommendations, we did not go back and wrrect &s Air 
Force-only analysis. 

But if you carry through the audit trail, we will 
see: that as we move towards implementin this Joint Cross 
Service recommendation we came out wit% a different set of 
nuimbers cause of the sav-ings, less lpilitary construction. 

So m the final analysis, we obtamed a very 
attractive return on investment, which was one of the major 
determinants that put Rome Labs in the top tier. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Thank you. Continuing 
on that subject, because Senator D'Arnato and others have 
sub~mitted some questions, and we had some staff questions and 
well and comrmssioner questions that overlapped in the - - 
sut,ject. 

In 1993, the Commission requested that the Air 
Force comment on the community concern that in realigning 
Griffss Air Force Base at the time the Air Force appeared to 
be positionin itself to close Rome in the future. 

I'm tole ,t M,. Boatright, W ~ O  , want to come 
toward the microphone here, responded to the Commission in 
'93 saying, "The Air Force has no plans to close or relocate 

1 I 1 
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I Rome Qboratory within the next five years. " 
2 Since then, the Rome commmt.q has made plans to 
3 reuse Griffiss Air Force Base centered on the fact that the 
4 Rome Laborato was to stay in place. Now, obviously, there 

6 
'XI 5 is a recommen tion for closure. 

Could you please comment on why the Air Force ha$ 
7 changed its mlnd on the status of Rome outside of the comment 

of th; Joint Service Grou 
SECRETARY W I D J k L :  Well. of course. Mr. Boatright - 

can speak to himself, for himself, but let me j k t  make a 
coup e of remarks. Flrst of all, the B I U C  process requlres 
us to consider every single base. 

And so, of necess~ty, we did consider Rome in the 
'95 BRAC as well as in the '93 BRAC. A~ld as I mentioned in 
my response to the question about what ticring Rome ended up 
in, this opportunity came out of the C~ross Service analysis. 
In 1993, we did not do a Cross Servicle analysis. So the 
situation is really very, ve different. 

In 1993, we were loo%mg at an Air Fom-only 
solution. In 1995, we're loolung at a cross-service 
o portunity. So it's really very different, and I'll let 
8 r .  Boatnght continue to respond to your question. 
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GENERAL BLUME: I will. This is Major General Jay 

Blume. The analysis that we went through in looking at tha 
particular redirect had several implications. One was it was 
redirected to Orlando. 

The facllity at Orlando had lost the pilot 
ca ability for aviators, which is needed, by that facility. d also did a cost analysis on that parheular arrangement, 
and it was not cost-effective. 

Was that considered? It was not mention* in the 
analysis, but it said that we did - or it was mentioned m 
the group when was brought up that it was not against the 
desires of the cpmmupit 

We mentioned m &e write-up just to show that it 
was not something adverse to what the community had in mind 
for that particular property. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. Different subjec~ 
again. Madam Secretary, we recently received a copy of a 
memorandum dated February 15, '95, from the Deputy Assistant 

sec=9 of the Army for Installations and Housmg to the 
Princi Deputy Assistant Secre of the Air Force for 
lnsta&tions expressing interest in % e U.S. Army Reserve 
Command requiring approximately 57 acres and 13 permitted 
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COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 
MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim Boatright p g .  My 

comments to the '93 Commission were t n ~ e  at at time. We 
had no lans then to close down Rome:. 

d e  question that was posed was; in the eontext of 
is this a plan of the department to go one ste and then cornt 
along later and sweep the rest.of it away, an i  definitely 
that was not our plans at the t~me we rnade our 
recommendations in '93. 

We beheved at that time that a stand-alone 
laboratory was a ood, solid pro sal. I still believe that 
that's a good soiiil proposal, an&e Air Force was content 
with that situation. 

But as the Joint Cross Service Grou began to look 
at this and when they completed their d y s i s ,  they came to 
the Air Force with a proposal to close down the Rome 
Laborato and realign. 

Anras ye began to look at that in more detail, it 
became attractive from a cost and a sayvmgs standpomt, anti 
so we included it. the Secretarv included ~t as one of the 
Air Force recom&endations. - 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, Mr. Boatright. I 
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buildin s at Brooks Air Force Base should it become available 
from t%e Air Force. 

W e  this request discussed and reso1v.d during 
deliberations by either the BRAC '95 Steemg Grou or the 
BRAC '95 Review Group? I have details on that. fthought 
I'd ski the middle. 

gENERAL BLUME: This is General Blume again. No, I 
do not recall that being introduced into our process at any 
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realize that the BRAC statute states that in considering 
military installations for closure or reallignment the 
Secretary may not came mto account for any purpose, dot, 
dot, dot, reuse plans, in essence. Was the reuse plan 
considered or discussed at all re ardin the Rome community? 

SECRETARY W I D N ~ :  ho ,  
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. On that subject with a 

different base, in 1991, the BRAC Commission recommended that 
the Armstrong Laborato Air Crew Trair~in research facility 
at Williams, ~ r imna ,& relocated to ~rfando, Florida. 

In the current round of BRAC bise closures and 
realignments, you've recommended that the laboratory remain 
at its resent location ip %mna as a stand-alone facility. 

h e  Air Force*sjptificat?on states in par? that 
"The activities are consistent with the commu~llty's ilans for 
redevelopment of the Williams Air Force Base property, 
includmg a umversity and research iurt." 

The same question rega~ding %r facility. Was the 
reuse lanning used as a wns~deration factor at all 
regsrLg this recommendation? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: General Blume, would you like 
to respond to that question? 

time. Jim, do you? - 
MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim Boatright. I'm not aware of 
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the particular letter or memorandum you're referring to. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. If we would make ~ 

material available to you, I would a preciate our comments 
as soon as you're able to. It would& h e l p d B  us. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think the Commissioner and staff 
will send to the Secretary of the Air Force all the material 
referenced by Commissioner Steele, and we would greatly 
a preciate it, Madam Secretary, if you could respond 
grthwith. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I'll Dass back the remainder 
of my time. I've ot to be close here. CHAIRMA DIXON: I thank the Commissioner. 
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Commissioner Comella. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chair-. 
Secretary Widnall, gentlemen, good afternoon. I guess I have 
to start with one uestion on the de ts. 

S E C R E T ~ Y  WIDN W :  Ky not? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: If I remember correctly, 

the Air Force submitted a depot for closure in the last 
round, at least to Secretary Aspin. Did the Air Force also 
look at in '93 the downsizing rather than the closure of the 
depot? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: I'll have to ask Mr. Boatright 
to address that uestion, since I was not here. 

MR. B O ~ R I G H T :  Jim Boatright again. No, sir. 
When we did our analysis in 1993, we identified McClellan as 
a closure candidate, and we did -- the Secretary of the Air 
Force at the time d ~ d  recommend that to the Secretary of 
Defense, and it was eliminated fiom our list of 
recommendations based on cumulative economic impact. 

But we did not look at a downsizing alternative. I 
would tell you that the turndown of this recommendation by 
the Secretary of Defense was very late m the process. It 
would have been virtually impossible, from a time standpoint, 
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considerations? 

S m A R Y  WIDNALL: Well, as I mentioned, economic 
im act is one of the parameters that enters into one of the 
eig%t criteria which is used in the BRAC process. And so il 
factors into the measure that comes out in Criterion 7 or 
Cri~terion 8. I don't remember which one: Ip any case, it's 
coxlsidered by the BCEG in thew overall tlervlg of the bases 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: The Navy, in their report, 
stated because of the large number of job losses occurring ix 
California and Guam the Department of Navy decided against 
recommending several closures that could otherwise have been 
made. 

Other than the Lon Beach Naval Shipyard, no other 
closure is recommended &at could result in a ne ative direc 
civilian job loss impact in any -nomic in &ifomis 
DitS the Air Force establish simlar economc thresholds fo; 
an!! state or re 'on? 

SECRE~ARY WIDNALL: No, we did not. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: This morning, Secretary 

Dalton indicated that up-front closing costs were not part of 
the Navy's consideration because the did not create a 
problem for them. Is that the same z r  the Air Force? 
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1 to have looked at an alternative after that proposal had been 
? Gthdrawn from consideration. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Dr. lA5dnall, 
direct my questions to you, and then you redirect as 
desire. On artland Au Force Base, regardl~ng 

6 m l i  ment recommendation for Kirtland Air Force Base, were 
7 all 0% base tenants contacted in a timely manner and 
a a ~ k e d  to provide infopnation about how the realignments and 
9 subsequent economc lmpact would affect them? 

10 SECRETARY WIDNALL: We have contacted the major 
11 non-DOD, non-Air Force tenants and inquired as to their needs 
12 and ceeinly indicated our ernmitrpent to work with them. 
13 With respect to the vatroUS h r  Force tenants that 
14 arc on the base we weed through the MA.JCOOMs in an attempt 
15 to recommend a sensible move for these vanous tenants. 
16 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: The Deputy Set-ry of 
17 Defense has testified that the h r  Force coordmate thls 
18 action with the Department of Energy. What concenls does the 
19 T r t m e n t  of Energy have with the realignment of Kdland, 
10 an how does the Air Force respond to their concerns? 
11 SECRETARY WIDNALL: I have, actually, not received 
L? any formal letter from the Department of Energy laying out a 

Page 212 1 I s c ~  of concerns, but we have certainly informed them that 
2 we're pledged to work with them to ensure that \their needs 
3 are met. 
4 GENERAL MOORMAN: Madam Secretary, maybe I can 
5 elaborate on that a bit. General Tom Moonnan, V~ce  Chief. 
6 We identified what we were olng to do to members of the 
7 J%partment of Energy prior to tfe announcement going down to 
8 Dr. Perry, and we also talked to people at the base. 
9 That was ri ht at the very last m u t e ,  .and the 

r -n for tlyt, of course, is the confidenhallty that is 
ociated with the BRAC process. As soon as the 
o u n m e n t  was made, we  sent a Tiger team down to W a n d  

talk to the people there at Sandia as well as at base 
14 people to identify their concerns. 

i 15 Primarily, the wncems that we're getting in this 
i16 initial contact, and th s  is at the very first, are 
i I 7 associated with how will we get the requisite sup 
1 8  functions that we've become used to, and primari~%at's in 
119 the area of security. It's in the area of fire protect~on. 
120 It's in the area of civil engineering, and those kinds of 
!?I thl~lgs. 
!22 Our intent in our proposal is to civilianize the 

I 
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/ I security and fire protection activities and contract most of 

2 the civil engineem . The details of that and how that 1 3 takes place will be heshed out as we deal with the Kirtlmd 
/ 4 

5 pupso we intend to do that. We've had a team this 
6 last week. We'll send a team down next week to make sure 

1 7 that the dialogue is active and we understand their concerns. 
8 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Dr. 'Widnall, 

/ 9 
the Air Force has recommended realigning Kirtland I4i1 Force 

10 Base. As part. of this recommendation, the 58th Special 
1 "  p. tions Wmg will relocate to. Holloman Air Force Base. 
12 ow 1s this move coordinated w t h  United States Specla1 
13 Operations Command? 
14 GENERAL MOORMAN: Perhaps I'd better take that. 

I 15 Tom Moorman again. The 58th, we did talk to the slmial ops 
116 folks there. Pnmarily, their concerns were to make sure 
'17 that the new receiver.of the activity had the ri ht kind of 
I8 to graphy and the nght luod of weather and &e right kind / G l u s i o n .  

What I'm talking about there, that is a training, 
ial ops training u t ,  and they wanted to malke sure that 
had an activity that had water and mountains and desert 
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I and those kinds of thin s in which to train. 
2 AS you may d, we're planning on putting the 
3 58th at Holloman, and that was a very desirable one, from the 
4 special ops location, from the special ops point of view. 
5 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Secretary Widnall, in 
6 recrommending W a n d  AL. Force Base for realignment, the Air 
7 Force is proposin to move some of the Defense Nuclear Agency 
8 activities to  elk Air Force Base and to Nellis Air Force 
9 Bus. How was A s  action coordinated with the Defense 

10 Nuclear Agency? 
11 GENERAL MOORMAN: Tom Moonnan again. We talked in 
12 the week before the announcement with the Director of Defense 
13 Nuclear Agency to ex lain what our intentions were and to get 
14 h s  Giial reaction, &It that dido e - I do not mean to 
15 state there that that's the end of dialogue. 
16 That's just the beginning, and we want+ to get a 
17 prelimnary assessment of these moves. Agalo, it was a 
18 avorable response. Both of those moves were desirable 
19 locations from the Defense Nuclear Agency's point of view. 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Moving to 
21 economic impact issues, Secretary Widnall, to what extent 
22 were your recommendations influenced by economic impact 
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SECRETARY WIDNALL: Well, I'm not quite sure what's 

meant by "upfront closing costs." Certainly, when we  made 
ou~: judgments, we looked at return on investment. So yes, 
the amount of monev that it takes to close a base balanced 
with the future savhgs is, in fact, an important parameter 
in our analysis. We look at return on investment, number of 
years to payback. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Madam Secretary. 
Mr. Chairman, my time has expired. 

CHAIRMAN DXXON: Thank you, Commissioner Cornella. 
Commissioner Cox. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Madam Secretary, 1 
have a depot question, but I'll leave ~t to last. Large 
aixraft and mssile bases in the meantime. You've 
recommended, the Defense Department has recommended that 
inactivation of the missile grou at Grand Forks, "Unless the 
need to retain ballistic missire defense options effectively 
precludes this action," in which case I guess you're 
recommending that the missile group at Minot be inactivatec 
instead. 

Just a technical question, maybe a legal question. 
Should we consider Minot to be on the Defense Department's 

L I I 
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MR. BOATRIGHT: But with that verv s~ecific 1 
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1 reconynendation.ljst? Is this on the list dread or is this 
2 a contmgen! addition to the list? I'm not surekow we 
3 should consider Minot. 
4 SECRETARY WIDNALL: Thait's a fairly technical 
5 question. Let me refer that to Mr. Bo.atright. 
6 MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim Boatright. I would suggest 
7 that it be considered as a substitute should there be 
8 determined an overridmg reason by t h ~ ~  Secre of Defense 
9 that Grand Forks Missile Field cannot be c l o ~ b e c a u s e  of 

10 treaty implications. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER COX: So woulcl you expect us to add it 
12 at our deliberations, or do you believe it's already on the 
13 list? I ess I'm just confused as to whether we will put it 
14 on or wyether - lf we take your recon~~llendation or whether 
15 you've alread ut it on the list. 
16 MR. B~KTRIGHT: I believe it's my understanding 
17 that it is to be considered if Grand F o l b  cannot be - the 
18 missile field at Grand Forks cannot be closed. 
19 COMMISSIONER COX: I see. 
20 MR. BOATRIGHT: So I would believe that it is on 
21 the list. 
22 COMMISSIONER COX: It is now today. 
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1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, let me clarify this so 
2 everybody understands, and I'm not tryin to upset anybody 
3 when I say it. The problem we had with &IS, Madam 
4 Secretary, and the Commissioner, C ~ m ~ i s s i o n e r  Cox's line of 
5 questions is an excellent line of questions. 
6 We have until May 17th under the dro dead 
7 arrangements here to add t@ s to the list. gee, what she 
8 is pursuing qute proper1 IS As :  If we don't hear a word 
9 on the determination on &rand Forks from the perception of 

10 the treaty problem before May 17th and we  don't do anything 
1 1  on Minot by then, we  wuld be in the position where we can't 
12 act. Do ou.fol10w $at? 
13 SO f t h d c  lt wlll be the sition of this 
14 Commission that the folks at Kinot should understand that 
15 M.inot.is at risk, and the high probabilities are -- we say 
16 h s  wlthout any reflections on what will occur -- they will 
17 be a d d e o n  because there is a technical problem about 
18 whether lt's on, so that those folks understand. 
19 Now, the reason we say that is one of the things we 
20 found in the past, Madam Sec and I say this to General 
21 Fogleman and all m f r i e n d x e  table, is that some of the 
22 people that are at risi say, "We weren't told quickly enough 

. . 
consideration. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I see. Okay. Well, then, 
speaking of that, this is an issue that atme u in 1993 to 
some extent, and at that time we were told, fbelieve, that 

COMMISSIONER COX: I see. Artd if we are unable to 
get a decision from ou all, then ou would expect 
point to move forwardwith Minot? Cou*n: not looking for a 
contingent recommendation to the extent that we would leave 
that oDen until 1996? You would exwct us to make a 

2 
3 
4 
5 

it could take as long as 1996 before we  were sure whether the 
IBM treat would be affected by this but the Air Force would 
look at aibag with others who would have to look at it of 
course. That was now two years a o. 

The Depu Secretary recent& testified that he 2' thou ht we coul have an answer in two to three weeks. I 
wonfer if you agree with that and whether we think we will 
have an answer m that short of a time period. 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: I always agree with the Deputy 
Secretary. 

(Laughter) 
COMMISSIONER COX: Are there certain steps that are 

being taken that would make that more, likely than not to get 
to that point? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Well, without commenting on his 
comment, I guess I feel confident that if he believes we caul 
do that that we can do that. 

decisibn? 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: I guess1 believe +at -- 

obviously, this is an extremely important issue, and if the 
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Deputy ~&retary comes back wiih a prefe~md wording, I wou!d 
ho the Commission would take that into consideration m 

its final recommendations 
CHAIRMAN DI-XON: I thinksthe Clommissioner asks a 

very important questlon here. May we have a moment of 
intermission, Commissioner, just one second, to develop that 
appropriately? 

(A discussion was held off the record.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Give us one more moment here, 

please. 
(A discussion was held off the record.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'd have to ask you to wait just a 

moment while we get the staff to agree here. 
(A discussion was held off the record.) 
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to pre are. " Do ou follow that? % I think k t  that will be our understanding. 
Now, we will make a formal announcement in apt time, but the 
Commissioner has served us and the country I think very well 
by brin ing that to our attention, because I think it is 
essentid that we do act before May 17th. 

Amazin ly, I think I have that right. All right. 
We thank the dbmmissioner, and please do not deduct from her 
questioning time the statement of the Chair. 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: I guess our conclusion is that 
we have given you a recommending which we believe could 
implement whatever eventuality comes to pass. But as you 
sa , it does put Minot at risk, and it's important that we 
alLderstand that. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I'll get back to missile bases, 
but to ask a different question, you've got Grand Forks and 
Minot as isyes, but I wonder why instead of that you didn't 
sug est inactivatin the mssile w g  at Malmstrom whlch 
wo$d have allowe%, don with other recommendations, to 
close a base altogether. d as that not considered? Was that 
considered? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Well, let me ask Mr. Boatright 
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to speak to that. It's an issue of eolog and quality. 

MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim #oatrig&. When we did ou 
analysis of lar e aircraft bases, we also did a subanalysis 
of missile fiel%, and in the mssile field analysis, we 
looked at Mgmstrom, Grand F o r e  and Mipot. 

There is a ve substant~al difference m the 
quality of the missile?ed at Malmstrom in comparison with 
either Grand Forks or Minot. So when you look at the missile 
fields at .Minot and Grand Forks, they're very close @ one 
another m cornpanson, but you g o  up a very substantial s t e ~  
when ou go up to Malmstrom m regard to its missile field T capabi ity. 

Therefore, consistent ,with the comparative analysis 
that we do in the Air Force, it would have been inconsistent 
with our analysis to have selected Malmstrom for closure, and 
clearly the nght c ~ d i + t e  for closure of the missile field, 
based on the analysis, IS Grand Forks, and the second 
candidate is Minot. 

And Malmstrom would be the third candidate, but  yo^ 
would have to get through the other two first, and you'd have 
to have overriding reasons why you could not close down those 
missile fields before you went to Malmstrom. 

I A 1 
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: million to 129 million. I wonder if you might just give us a 
: rule of thumb on wh that chan ed so dramatically. 

MR. BOATRI&HT: The%i cost difference is, of i course, the one at Malmstrom, anfthis takes a little bit of 
i explanation, so if you'll bear with me. 
i The ground rule that we were pla ing by in  '93 in 
- regard to number of missiles, Minute d a n  mssiles, that we 
r would need to meet the requirements was 500. And ;since Grand 
1 Forks and Minot, each of those bases have 150 ~nissile silos 

1 -.hereas, Malmstrom has 200. 
So when you take Malmstrom on a level playing field 

et a comparative wst  analysis, we haul to 
a missile field for 50 misslles when YOU close 

~ulti-pageqM 
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Malmstrom. 
So in the notional closure of Malmstrom. when vou 
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COMMISSIONER COX: Well, I wonder if you might - -tovide that data you just referred to for the record. 
GENERAL MOORMAN: Can I add 'ust a little bit? Tom 

rman a ain. Mr. Boatright r e f e d t o  the criteria, and 
-will be d a d  to provifle *at for the.record. But it was 

- the msslle sllos are - ap issue of geogra hy m that lt is 
t an i s y e  of  g-eology, whlch is the survivability, liow .secure 

I far wrth - and also an lssue of dispersaf 
L It is a very large, dispersed base which also 

1: introduces some survivability elements. So as Mr. Boatright 
1 mts  out, it was significantly higher than the other two, 
I: C i m t  and Grand Forks. 
I: COMMISSIO.?TER COX: Thank you. I asked same 
I L  questiom this mornmg, and 'ust to follow-up on them, there 
1: are a lot of changes smce 19b3, which is neither good nor 
I: bad, but I want to make sure I understand them. 
I - Some of the big chan es betweep 1993 and 1995 are 
I I  the costs to dose some of &e these h r  Force bases. In 
1' 1993. the wst to close Malmstrom was 543. 1 notice that 
zr it's now.$39 million. 
2: from 195 to 59 million, and Grand 
r ForksM!b",":grks Air Force Base, i n c m d  from 118 

cost that out, we had to go back at a former mkiile b& an 
reestabhsh, .a very, v ex nsive proposrtion. So that's 
why that pnce went 0% chart. 

Now, this time around, in '95, our target lwas 450 
to 500. So when we looked at Malmstrom, it would not be a 
regu+ment now, if you closed Malmstrom, to reestablish 50 
m i l e  sites at another location. 
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1 SECRETARY WIDNALL: Do you want to speak to that? 
2 GENERAL FOGLEMAN: Let me speak to that. There are 
3 several reasons that we looked at the action of moving the 
4 tankers from Malmstrom to MacDill. The f i t  had to do with 
5 the. fact that we have ended up in the Air Force bein 

7 So, basically, the E r  Force is operatmg an 
S 6 directed to wntinue to o rate that airfieldat MacD11. 

8 airfield to support the two large unified commands that are 
9 do~wn there and the Department of Commerce activities. We 

10 have no force structure on the base. 
11 We also have -- when we look at the way our tankers 
12 are distributed around the country, t ipg to match the 
13 receivers wlth t@cers, we have a deTclency of tankers in 
14 the Southeast Uruted States. 
15 So as we looked at ways to realign force structure 
16 and get the benefit for the dollars that were being spent it 
17 made sense to us to examine taking those tankers out o i  
18 Malmstmm, closing the flying o ration at Malmstmm and just 
19 continue to operate the *ssiKfield. 
20 We began to look tn the Southeast at various 
21 locations where we mi~ht ut those tankers. For instance, we 
22 widd have put them m %e Charleston Air Force Base, but 
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One step beyond, in '95, this rofOud of c l o ; m ~ ,  we 

decided in a level pla m field analysis, wst an~d sls, not 
to include the wst  of'mfigning missiles because: &at wst 
had dread been programmed. 

So J e  cost that ou see here for Minot, Malmstrom 
and Grand Forks, on &e level playing field anal,ysis, is the 
cost to close those installations and move the force 
structure other than the missile force structure. 

COMMISSIONER COX: In this case as vvelI as all 
others, as I understand it, in this round, actions taken 
because.of force structure reductions don't count as a cost 
or a savmgs, for that matter, here. I mean, because of the 
change, we don't need to engage in expensive reactivation, I - - 

MR. BOATRIGHT: That is correct. 
A .  COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. And then lastly on that. 
1- I understand you're also t r ans fehg  the tanker rtikraft 
1 i fmm Malmstrom to MacDiU Air Force Base in Floricla, which I 

-call in '93 we transferred to the Commerce Department or 
! here else. Is this reactivating a base? I aisume there 

e militarv reason whv this is immrtant to reactivate a 
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that's a base that we're currently flying 141s out of, and 
we're in the process of buildin our C-17 fleet down there. 

We eventual1 cpme to hfac~i l l ,  large ram . We're 
pa!ying to operate t ie  alrfield. Wh not put the Erce 
stnucture in there and get the benef$ of it and take the 
savings in shutting down the Malmstrom flying operation? 

COMMISSIONER COX: I believe there was an issue in 
'93 of whether we actually needed to wntinue the airfield, 
whether you all needed to continue the alrfield. 

GENERAL FOGLEMAN: There was, and there is an audi 
trail of exchan es between the De artment of Commerce, 
Department o h e f m s e ,  and 1 mig%t let Jim - I think he 
knows the record better than I, but in the end, the 
Department of the Air Force was directed to continue to 
optirate that airfield. 

MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim Boatright again. It was our 
belief earlier that we could su u~rements of the 
two unified commands at Msc%?Zfo%e Tampa 
International Airport with some modest requiremints at 
MncDill. 

So the transfer of the airfield to the Department 
of Commerce appeared to make a lot of sense, and so we 

- 
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supported the previous recommendation. 
As the requirements to support the CINCs was 

reviewed within the Joint Staff and it was determined that 
thc~se requirements were considerably reater than what the 
Air Force had believed them to be, it gkrme apparent as we 
began to analyze this that we were goin to have to use 
MacDill substantiall to support the C I ~ C S .  

And in doin &at, our requirements would represent 
somewhere arouncf90 to 95 percent of a11 the air operations 
at MacDill. Therefore, to have the airfield transferred to 
the Department of Commerce with the Department of the Air 
Force a in for 95 percent of the costs of running that 
airtiel8Jdn8t seem to make much sense to us. 

So we have asked for a redirect, asking you to 
direct that the Air Force be allowed to wntmue to operate 
that airfield, and we will serve the Department of Commerce 
as a tenant on that airfield and the Department of Commerce 
will pay the Air Force for that portion of use that they 
have. 

Now, in addition to that, because we have to 
operate it now, and the airfield is goin to be open and 
we've got those sunk costs in the a~rf i Jd ,  it would appear 
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that it is very ~ d e n t  for us to move fame force stkcture 
in there and &e advantage of that and make it more cost- 
effective. 

So the movement of the Malmst:rom KC-135 aircraft 
gave us that opportunity 9 do that, and we klieve that that 
proposal all put together is a very cost-effective and good 
solution under the circumstances. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. I wonder if you 
might provide the audit trail that ou ]mentioned, General 
Fogleman, as you all went throug I, this process. 

GENERAL FOGLEMAN: Certady . 
COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Co~mmissioner Cox. Now, 

Madam Secrdary and Generals and other kind and cooperative 
ple here at the front table, we would like very much to 

E e  another short round. 
We'd like to take a ten-minute b,r& and bring you 

back for a shorter round of questioning with the assurance of 
the Chair that everyone wlll be out of here by 4:30. Is tha~t 
satisfacto 3 

S E ~ T A R Y  WIDNALL: Thnt's fine 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: You're very kind to'indulge us. r4 

5)- --- 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Okay. F i e .  Thank;& very 

much. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And would you please identify 

yourself for the record. 
MR. ORR: I'm Ron Orr. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please forgive me. I have to do 

that so that we don't show General ~ o ~ l c m a n  sa ing something 
that Secretary Widnall said or something ofYthat sort. You 
understand why. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Madam Secretary, if I ma 
switch to under raduate pilot training, I know the Air Jorce 
and clearly the fi avy have been pursumg undergraduate ilo~ 
training for some time, but you really have been diligenfy 
pursuin it in the last cou le years. 

' de  consolidation o! the navi ator training has 
gone very well as I understand, an8it9s clwly a success 
story. In regards to the training of the pilots, in our 
view, what are the advantages and limitations of &dly 
consolidated Air Force and Navy undergraduate pilot training? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Well, let me just echo that we 
are roceedmg wth  the plan that's been worked out for joml % A r  orce-Navy cooperative trammg. I guess I'd hke 
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Genera! Profitt-tq speak to the specifics of how far we ve 
one with thls jomt mplementation and to some of the 

Lnefits 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Having known General Profitt 

for a long time, I'm delighted to be in this position to be 
asking hlm questions. 

GENERAL P R O m  Major General Glenn Profitt. I'm 
the Director of Operations and Training in Air Education and 
Training Command. Sir, we haye, in the past two years, as 
you've stated, one a long way m what we refer to it as 
oint training. $m call it coqsolidated, but we like to 

look at it from a joipt perspectrve 
Pilot training m joint squadions is happening at 

Reese Air Force Base today. Navy students are going through 
Air Force squadrons, and there is an Air Force commander of 
that quadron and a Navy operations officer, and those roles 
the sw~tch after a period of time. 

The same h g  is going on at Whiting Naval Au 
Station. Air Force students are gomg through pllot traming 
in the Navy system today. And as you stated in your 
statement, the joint navigator training consolidated at 
Pensawla behveen the Air Force and the Navy will begin this 
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ten-minute break. 

(A brief recess was taken.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Madam Secretary, I want again tc~ 

express the profound appreciation of the (:ommission for you 
and General Fogleman and all of the cl~stinguished people in 
your group 'ving us your valuable time the entire afternoon. 

And L o w  ou understand thal as we ursue this 
course and ask thelard questions it's largelylb,use it is 
a general feeling of many of us on the Commission, and 
particularly the Chair has expressed many times we don't want 
to cause an undue alarm m the country by adding a lot of' 
additional &ses on the list. 

There will be additions, incidenltally, but we're 
oing to try to keep that llrmted to the. extent that we can. 

go we feel it*s imperative for us to ask d the tough 
questions, and I know you understand that it's not a question 
of picking on ou or anybody else. It's a uestion of trying 
to et the finalfacts in place so we can m a e  the judgment 
-1 f S. 

Thank you for giving us an opportunity for another 
round, and I'm going to recognize Commission Davis to begin 
again for us. 
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that pro&? 
- 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: That sounds like a very 
technical auestion to me. Shall I ask ]Mr. Orr to answer th~al 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. At 

the risk of becoming boring, Secretary Widnall, the staff has 
got one follow-up question. If ou decided to close a depot- 
- God help us -- would the ~ O ~ - $ R A C  savings still count in 

uestion? * ~ e t  me just say we are completely committed b 
!ownsizing Air Fome depot ca city to CORE whether we do it 
b m- of five depots or &r de ts. But let me ask 
d r .  O n  to nd to the t e c h n i s Y .  

MR. 0%: I believe the answer would be that they 
will not be accountable as a BRAC savings. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: What I'm talking about is, if 
you can bring that chart up from the Sec Def s briefing anld 
you had on other charts, the non-BRAC actions there, would 
the still be - j ~ t  for a data point for us, wo@d they 
stilra pl even if you closed one depot, realimg - 5% ORR: A certain rtion oli those, sir, would 
appl even if ou close one gpot. The only portion that 
wourdn't would be, that which is coming out of that 
particular depot. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
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October, and that is on track. So it's a very succcssh? 
program. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Can I ask a folJow-on? What 
was the effect, if any, of DOD staff policy regarding cross- 
servicing of the Air Force pilot trainu~g with the Navy on 
trainin requirements and on basing decisions? 

A d  ~f I could add a follow-on to it, did you lmk 
at, in this joint servicin situation, the combination of 
Meridian, Mississippi, an % Columbus with their contingency 
borders m that rocess? 

G E N E d  PROFI'IT: Yu, sir. I was a member of the. 
Joint Cross Service Group that looked at undergraduate ilol 
training and provided inputs to the services, our roup i d .  
The lomt was kmd of an. unde inning. of the pFf~sophy. 

Howevn, the specrfics o?analyzmg ca acity based 
upon usmg .omt qydrons  was not part of fgc process, but 
that was r d l y  not important, because that's just a function 
of production of what's wming through there, whether they're 
Air Force or Navy. So it doesn't really matter, in terms of 
capacity. And your follow-up question, sir, was? 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The Meridian, Mississippi, 
undergraduate pilot training as is Columbus, and they're only 

L I 1 
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: be so* negative savings from bringing all that congestion 
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i Commission, in$urs;ing the joint UPT, if you will, are there 
i some common requirements behveen the Navy and tlre Air Force, - and then are there some Air Force-specific requirements for 
I pilot training that would impact on your base decision? 
I GENERAL PROFTI': Yes, sir, it did. And that was a - 3mplexion that we  dealt with with the Cross Service Grou . 

re are some things th?t we do jobtly that simirac 
one bemg prrmary trammg, the m t ~ a l  trallllng 
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about 50 to 70 miles apart, is there synergism by keeping the - vo of them operating together? 

GENERAL PROFI'IT: We did look at that. We looked 
t two times ifically. Earlier on, we looked at lt 

wd wuld not, g u  h our analysis, come to any conclusion 
t that it mvided any bnefits in terms of cost savmgs. ,& the end, at the very end before the final 
I submittal was @en to OSD, we  did another a a h ,  'short-term 
1 analysis on h s  to imk at the concept ofw%at we call a 

1: complex. It was what was stated as any benefits from a 
I: complex, and then the specific one we look$ at was whether 
:: or not it made sense to put all qf !.he pnmary t r a w g  m a 
5 complex of Columbus and Mendian. 
:c The short answer to that, there was no benefit that 
1; we muld see that made it make sense in terms of mst savings 
:I and benefits. We are continuin to look at this from a cost 
2 -  b e f i t  analysis, and we can't fkd  any savmgs. 
?f The numbers of arplanes ou buy, the numbers of 
11 classrooms and simulators and dose kinds of lhrngs that you 
2: need is strictly based upon student capacity, student 
2- throughput through there, and it's based on that, not on 
x separating the bases. I would also say, frankly, there could 

.a But there are some thin s that we do that are L' totally different, and that one%emg, the most otwious one 
:i being strike training for the Navy, which involves camer 

tions, landing on camers and that kind of !.raining, i; z h  is verv intense for the Navv but not reuulred for the 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And my last uestion is just 
2 to, sort of, give us a thou ht process. The k r  Force 
3 selected Reese A r  Force Ease, Texas as its specialized 
4 undergraduate ilot training site and introduced the T-1 
5 training aircraf!there and Initiated the cons@ida.tion of 
6 undergraduate pilot training wth  the Navy m a jomt 
7 program. 
8 Based on these decisions, it made the impression 
9 tht: Air Force placed the highest value on Reese Air Force 

10 Base. Why has the Air Force now rated Reese so low in 
11 comparison to other undergraduate ilot training category 
12 bases? And we do have a chart, I &, Tier 1 to Tier 3. 
13 And Madam Secretary, you're always welcome. 
14 SECRJZARY WIDNALL: Well, I could make some eneml 
15 reinarks and then ask General Profitt to amplify. birst of 
16 all, as I think we said in our opening statements, we find 
17 ourselves in the ve unhappy position of looking at 
la excellent facilities recommendations for c1osure.s. This 
19 is indeed a painful r o w s .  
20 In the case o?undergraduate pilot training, we 
21 develoyed a set of criteria. There were dozens and dozens of 
22 vairiab es that went into this. 
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: there that don't really mix very well. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: As we work through this joint 
training business, as you know, UFT is dependent u i E structure and national emergencies and things K 

Z' Air Force. 
7' 
A The flip side of @at would be for the +r 1;orce in 
:: our fighter bomber t r a m g  track. It's specific to our 
r needs and does not suit the Navy. So there is differences 

this. 
By taking the actions that have been proposed .by 

the Department of Defense, is there sufficient capacity to 
ramp up in case we have to go back into another, God forbid, 
Vietnam situation where we're producing 4,000 pi lob^ a year? 

GENERAL PROFIlT: That's an interesting debate. 
Because of the MRC wncept, it's kind of a wmc:-as-you-are 
situation war-wise, but we were very concerned about and 
careful to make sum we had sur e capacity and enough 
capacity to meet immediate nee&. 

Long-term force structure inc- would require, 
obviously, long-term force structure decisions far pilot 

19 
20 
21 
22 

' - trainin , too. / 1 3  
&MMISsIomR DAVIS: ~ o d  you don't bf we're 

ireclosing anything with the closures from a Department of 
-fens.= standpoint, not just an Air Force standpoint? 

GENERAL PROFITT: With the current reconrmendation, 
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I must say what we needed to do this time around 

was to identify, to, I guess I'd sa 
amplify, magmfy thedifferences kde tween a facilities so that 
we, could come out w th  a recommendation. 

It is a painful p-, but we feel that all the 
analytical work that we did has given us a valid 
recorpmendatlon. I'll ask General Profip to, sort of, 
amp11 some of the ifics that went lnto it. 

ZENERAL PRO%: In regards to the SUPI, which was 
part of the T-1 decision and startmg off at Reese, I wasn't 
there for that, and so I can't really e v e  you - I wouldn't 
testify to why that process develo . 

But I would tell you h s :  r' at we're doing T-1 
training at Randolph and at Reese right now and Laughlin, and 
Vance comes on this fall. In terms of cost of movin or 
closing, it didn't really make much of a difference, t%e 
marginal change in that. 

It dldn't make much of a difference in terms of 
what base you close, because as the Secretary stated, all of 
them are very good bases. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That was General Profitt that made 
that statement, and I went to again say we have to keep the 
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record accurate on this so that we know who did make the 
statement. General Profitt. 

GENERAL PROFIlT: Sorry, Mr. Chairman. 
COMMISSI0NER.DAVIS: And one h a 1  question. Could 

yo11 provlde the Comrmssion staff that data that you went 
bough,  the wqutations? Because that's a very important 
DrCCeSS to sUS- UPT. And 
h r .  Chairman m time has ex ired. SECRE~A~;  W I D N ~ :  Could I add one thing? 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Please do. 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: Let me just make a note for the 

record that -- well, first of all, General Profitt was our 
representative on the Cross Service Working Group, and the 
Cross Service Group submitted a recommendation to the Air 
Force and the Navy as to which undergraduate pilot training 
bas'es we should recommend for closure, and both the Air Force 
andl the Navy followed those recommendations. So our 
decisions are consistent with the recommendations of the 
Cross Service Group. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Madam Secretary. 
Coimmissioner Robles. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I I 
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Secretary Widnall, a February 13, 1995, memo to the Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for Economic Stxurity on behalf of the 
Director of Defense Research En ineering states in part, "The 
laboratories retain significant Buplication and excess 
capaci! 

$0 offset capacity and duplication, the joint 
Cross Service Group fecommended the oonsolidation of command 
control communications and mtel m a r c h  in development a1 
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, the consolidation of explosives at 
Picatinny Arsenal New Jersey and the: consolidation of 
research and development propellants at China Lake, 

- - 

California. " 
Would ou care to at least talk n little bit about 

some of the dterminations. some of the deliberation that 
went on? Because none of 'those recommendations were 
incorporated in your particular submi:ssion. 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: No. Well, that's not quite 
true. We did, in fact, follow the recommendation to co- 
locate the C31, C41 activities at Fort Idonmouth. And so wc 
did, in fact, follow those recomtpendations. 

I will probabl at some point turn thls over to 
General Mmrman, &t just let me speak to the issue of the 
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My question is what consideration was given to 

obse.rving workload and eliminating excess ca acity at other 
service - that is, instead of moving it to wigit-patterson, 
could some of the same excess capacity in the other services 
have been moved to Brooks to more fully utilize that capacity 
as another cross-servicing initiative? 

And the second part of my uestion is what other 
alternatives were lmked at other %an Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base? Was Wright-Patterson your only solution, or were 
there several other solutions? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Well, I think we'll ask General 
Moorman to to that, but let me just sa that we have d made - we ma e overtures to both the Army an the Navy to 
collate some of those activities in a cross-service mode with 
them. But let me ask General Moorman to respond to your 
entire question. 

GENERAL MOORMAN: The Secretary is quite right. Wc 
made overtures and looked at both wnsolidating at Brooks and 
wnsolidating at other Army and Navy activities, and those 
were not accepted in the process. 

As to our questlon as to what did we look at 
besides wrigLPattuaon, w e  looked at other product centers 
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explosives. We have at E lin Air F o ~ c e  Base a full-service 
armament development. If goes all the way from the most: 
basic research and development on explosives, chargeshaping, 
sensors and intelli ence through the dlevelopment of specilic 
weapons throu h %e test and evaluation of those weapons- 

It is, in &t, a remarkable activity. We 
certainly took that recommendation under advisement, but in a 
fundamental sense saw no articular bene.3 to be gained from 
pulling out one part of &e basic and applied research 
activity and sort of making Eglin other than a full-service 
activity, and I've asked General Moorman to follow-up. 

GENERAL MOORMAN: The only thin I would add - 
General Mm-. The only thing I woulbadd to Secretary 
Widnall's comment is that when we received, Mr. Commissioner, 
$at recommendation, we did an anal sis, and we came to a 
different wnclusion on the value of &ward and Eglin in the 
area of ropellants and explosives. \Qc briefed that to the DDRNE, ancl our views and our 
analysis are ~ re t t v  well known. and we'd be   leased to 
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within the Air Force, Hanscom, Los Angeles, for example. I 
think we also looked at Kirtland. 

And because of the ca aclty at Wri ht-Patt that we 
wuld eo  into. available buipdines. as wefi as the match 
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pro<ide thatio the Commission. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: 'I'ha.uk you. Secretary 

Widnall, did I hear you, understand you did move all your C31 

between the things that are moiimg up there, the Human 
Svstems Center as well as Armstrone Lab. was such a good 

20 
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iatch with our roduct center, which d&elopi airplanes, th; 
overwhelmingfy looked like the best place to move. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you. As you know, 
there is a statutory prohibition a amst retim B-52Hs, B- 
lBs and F-111 aircraft mn ta inJ in  the FY '85 ??fern 
Authpnvtt~on Act. Toeaccommodate tlus prohbltlon while 
drawmg down your active bomber inventory, you created a 
reconstitution reserve. 

I think just for the edification of the rest of the 
commissioners and myself for sure, how has the reconstitution 
reserve affected the required basing structure of the Air 
Force? And secondly, what is jhe Air Force operational 
concept for main@lllln these alrcraft on the ramp, the 
process for retu-g &em to combat-read status m the 
event of a mobilization and the sourcing of combat-ready 
crews to fly? In other words, what's t h s  all about, this 

- -- - 
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to Fort Monmouth? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Well, vve took the activities al. 
Rome Lab - some of  them are directly C3I. Other of them are 
other kinds. There is a slide available. Ma be we wuld pu 
the Rome Lab slide - there are a n u m l ~ r  ozactivities at 
Rome which are directly related to work going on at Hanscom. 

And it was felt ~t would be better to put those 
activities, in some sense, with their parent organiultion, 
but the more basic  art of the activities at Rome is eoine to " - 
Fort Monmouth, the C31 basic activi 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: ?hank vou. 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: And hare is iome specific 

outlines there, and we, of course, rovided that to ou. 
COMMISSIONER R O B L E ~  Thank you. h e  next 

uestion, in recommending the closure of Brooks Air Force 
iase, the Human Systems Center, including the Schml of 
Medicine and the Armstrong Laborato , the recommendation wax 
to move it to Wright-Patterson Air?oxe Base. 

Part of the justification for your recommendation 
is that the Air Force has more laboratory ca acit than 
necessary to support the current and future R r  A c e  
requirements. 
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concept? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Yea. I'll ask General Foglcrmur 
to respond to that, exce t I guess you're not allowed to say 
anylluo about F-1 1 1s &ep use that's small aircraft. 

G~NERAL FOGLEMAN: E X W ~ ~  b-. I -*t t a ~  
about bases. I think I can talk about force structure, but 
I'll turn and ask my lawyer and see how tense she is at this 
point. 

But relative to the Commissioner's direct question 
on the bomber reserve issue, certainly the fact that the 
total numkr of aircraft to be acc?mmodated within the b?se 
structure mcludes these reserve a~rplanes played a factor m 
overall base requirements. 

There is a misconstruction or a misconstrued view 
of what we're talking about w k n  we talk about these reserve 
airplanes. What we are doing is we are putting these 
aircraft into a flying reserve status. We are not assigning 
flying hours or crews against them. 

What we will do 1s we will take the money that we 
would use to pay for flying hours and for air crews and take 
those savings, and we're investing that in modernization 
programs for the bombers and to buy new precision guidance 
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. munbioru to go onto these bombers out toward the t:nd of the 
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It is one of the bases we looked at, which was 

Cannon, and really points out the complexit in movin force 
structure around in the event of a base closure. A s  
aslrumes a singlebase closure, and the base would be Cannon 
in New Mexlco. General Blume. 

GENERAL BLUME: Ma'or General Jay Blume. If you'd 
notice, on the chart, Cannon / t r  Force Base has 54 F-16s. 
Th~at's hvo squadrons of Block 30 and one squadron of Block 
50. When I say "blocks," these are different avionics. They 
an: somewhat com atible. 

The 24 4-l l !s  and 6 F-111s would be moving, as you 
can see the arrow, over to Nellis A r  Force Base to excess 
capacity at Nellis. There is also a movement of two of the 

uadron of those Block 30s over to Moody Air Force Base. 
%at's where ou get the plus 36 

But to dY o that you have to hove out 36. Now, you 
say why would you want to move in and move out? Well, you 

the commonality, and to do that you have to move 
those Bloc "a 40s, which are Lantern ai lanes to other Bloc1 
409, other Lantern ai lane bases, and%e o d y  ones there is 
out at Hill Air ~orce%ase. 

So you move in 36, which forces you have to move 
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the East Coast Mobilit Wing progressed to your satisfaction? 

: Do you think it is wiere it should be? And final1 , will the 
r wing be able to accomplish its mission out of ~ c A u i r e ?  
L GENERAL FOGLEMAN: Clearly, the Commission's 
i activity in 1993 was not what the Air Force recommended. 
f Hoamer ,  given that the Commission's repod had the authority - of law, the Air Force elected to execute the direction that 
i we have been given. 

So we have taken the necessa actions to place the 
-m structure into McGuire that 3 1  allow us to build -- 
d, in fact, that air mobili wing stood up las! ear. It 

\ w i m c t i o n i n g  well, and at 2 s  pomt we are satis8ed with 
progress that is being made with it. 

1' COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, General Fogleman. 
:i Madam Secretary, thank you. 
I T  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Conunissioner 
: ' Robles. Commissioner Steele. 
1 f COMMISSIONER STEELE: I apologize in advance. My 
I t  questions are a bit all over the ma here. General Fogleman, 
2: wnsiaing that approximately $5 fighter win equivalents d : remain based overseas, how much capacity shoul bt: retained 
2 in the Continental U.S., in terms of land-usable facilities 
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and training facilities and ranges for basing those units, if 
they are to return? 

GENERAL FOGLEMAN: General Fogleman. I must tell 
y w  this is a subject that I'm goin to have to defer to one 
of the other members, because it %as to do with small 
aircraft basin 

COM~SSIONER STEELE: Okay. I apologize 
GENERAL MOORMAN: I will begin to talk that, and 

then I will pass this to - General Moorman -- pass it to 
Gcaeral Blume. The question is of excess capacity. That was 
our overseas force structure and how we mi ht accommodate 
that in the United States. and did we loot at that in our 
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::- considerations. 
:L We went through a ma-or effort in looking thou h 
:i at the small base situation. h e  be an with loolun at h e  
I +  units that should be considered in Bat. Then, wefooked at 

what was our excess capacity. 
a list and compared that against the 

came up with a tierin . From the tiering, we 
bases that are at tfe bottom of the tier 

the Secretary asked us to loolc at in 
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out 36. The other Block 50 squadron is moved from Cannon Air 
Force Base to Shaw to marry up with other Block 50 s uadrons. 

Then you know that -- you see the totals at %e 
bottom. There are five squadrons now at Shaw. That's very 
heavy loading. There have been five squadrons at Shaw 
before. So we thought that that was workable. 

Moody is maxed out with the com 
structure, as ou see in the total there. Fslte d then wing you force move 
o v a  pnd loolat Nellis. Realizing Nellis, it says, well, 
there is only two squadrons, but you also have the fighter 
weapons wm 

And 1 tL you all h o w  hat  a great deal of 
training goes on at Nellis. We bring in our flags, the red 
flag and green flag, which at times will overload and have 
over 1100 Air Force aircraft and Navy and foreign aircraft 
that will come p and artici ate. 

So Nellis.1~ realry loaxed also. Then, you look up 
at Hill. Hill A r  Force Base then winds up -- and this was - 
- Hill, in many of the cases of our trying to bed down this 
force structure, .winds up with extreme1 heavy load. 

You see six squadrons of Block 46 F-16s, 90 F-16s. 
15 :PAA F-16 Block 30 for the Air Force Reserve. That's too 

I I 
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respond to that? 

MR. BOATRIGHT: It was my unclerstanding that we had 
-- Jim Boatright. -Excuse me. It was :my understanding that 
our recommendation would have left the family housing for 
use. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: In that case, I'm sorry if 

~ 1 1 1  t i-page TM 
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I'm mistaken. 
GENERAL BLUME: No. 
MR. BOATRIGHT: Okav. I'll have to defer to 
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I heavy a loading for Hill Air For* Bale. 
2 Those are the types of considerations, 
3 Ms. Commissioner, that we looked at in every case in trying 
4 to maneuver this force structure m u i d  but to keep it where 
5 it made sense, to keep the right e n g i n e  ether so you f 6 don'! have pultiple en ines m an engme s o , that you keep 
7 the nght aviomcs toge%er? sp that is roupJtogether. t 8 And you keep the rmsslons at a ase where they can 
9 do their particular training with the ramges and the alr 

1 0  space that has to be adjacent to it. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER STEELE: That* you. At this late hour 
12 it was a good job. You anticipated my two follow-on 
13 questions and saved some time for the whlole panel. So thank 
14 you very much. 
15 Regarding Brooks, your recomfnendation @close 
16 Broqk,s Air F o r e  Base ipvolved clos~n all activities and 
17 facilities, includmg f-ly housing. understand that 
18 there is a large watmg list for family housing at nearby 
19 Lackland Air Force base. Why did you recommend not 
20 include the retention of family housmg at Brooks to help 
21 satisfy this need? 
22 SECRETARY WIDNALL: Mr. Boatright, do you want I:O 
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I So I think those are the kind of things that we 
2 would need to look at, but - I guess that's the extent of my 
3 answer. 
4 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. And unfortunately, my 
5 time has expired. I savcdmy ood ones for last, which was a 
6 big mistake. 1'11 never do g a t  again. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: If you have another good one, I'd 
8 love to hear it, Commissioner Steele. Ask one more. 
9 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Which one to ick. Okay. 

10 We'll make it one withseveral parts. Madam Eecretary, at 
1 1  one time Hill Air Logistics Center performed maintenance 
12 depot support for the Navy F18. In your view, what were the 
13 stren ths and weaknesses of this interservicing effort, and 
14 why 'f o you feel the Navy may have discontinued their support 
15 of this mterservicing? 
16 And as a follow-up, are you satisfied @t your 
17 recommendations in the area of fixed-wing avlation depots 
18 represent a comprehensive approach to the roblem of 
19 interservicing and the efficiencies that coulB be realized? 
20 SECRETARY WIDNALL: And there he is, Mr. Ron OH. 
2 1 MR. ORR: This is Ron Orr. First, on the F-18, 
22 that was a competitive bid with industry, North Island and 

General Blume, then, because I thkght that we were leaving 
it. 

GENERAL BLUME: No. As a matter of fact - this is 
Major General Jay Blume. Let us check it again as Jim and I 
were -- as we looked at this, but I feel confident there was 
a total closure of Brooks Air Force Base that was 
recommended. We would look at this to be sure that that's 
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the case, thou h. 
COMM~SSIONER ROBLES: 11 is the -. 1t says, 

"All activities and facilities at the base, including family 
housin and the medical facilit will close. " 

~ENERAL BLUME: A. I felt confident that that 
was our -- this is Major General Blume again. That was o.ur 

- 
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Hill Air Force Base, as you stated, which Hill Air Force Base 
won. 

Approximately 15 months into it looked at a slight 
change m that contract and looked at a merit-based system 
between Hill Air Force Base and North Island and detemuned 
that it could be done cheaper at North Island. 

T h s  was a decision made by the Navy. I am not up 
to speed on all of the analysis which the Navy accomplished. 
However, what they looked at is that we were in a cost 
overrun at that time. 

In the first year, we believe about 25 percent of 
that was -use of learning curve and some things that we 
needed to rove upon. 

~bw% percent of that was some things we needed 
to learn on how to work with -- the material system was not 
compatible between the Navy and the Air Force. That is, as 
ou ordered, materials didn't come in in a timely manner 

!kause  of some system problems, and that caused some delays 
in cuing times. 

And about 50 percent of it was due more to the use 
of the Defense Contracting Agency, which we had not used 
before and had not dealt wth from an organic base. 
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recommendation. And our uestion is why did we & that? COMMISSIONEZ S&LE: ~(3-t. 

GENERAL BLUME: It's been polic that as far as the 
Air Porn - once we close n base, we c l k e  all of the base, 
and this was no exce tion. 

COMMISSXOI'!ER STEELE: If it could help the Air 
Force in another base to allow housing of that base to be 
utilized, would it be appropnate in particular case to 
maybe revisit that, or is there something, an overall policy 
that would be breached b doing so? 

MR. BOATRIGIT? I don't think there is any 
ovemding 
policy - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: This is Mr. Jim Boatright. 
MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim Boatri :ht again. We could 

retain housing for that pu thl& a lot of it has to 
do is where is the h o u s m r z d  within the facility? And 
if my recollection is correct, at Brooks it would be very 
difficult to carve that housing out and continue to operate 
it as milita housing and keep a disporal there of property 
that would% viable for reuse by a local community reuse 
authority. 
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That was a good lesson learned on our art because 

we are passipg it on, in terms of how we cangel our 
industnal fnends m terms of how we use the ~ e k n s e  
Contractin Agency, how we flow paperwork and how that does 
drive up &e cost. So that was n good lasson learned. 

Again, I'm not rivy to all the decisions and 
analysis of the ~ a v ~ ,  %ut they did make that analysis and 
determined best, and that was coordinated by OSD and agreed 
to by us. 

In terms of overall aviation demts. I don't 
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remember exactly the question ou &ked again, Ma'am. 
COMMISSIONER STEEL2 Are vou satisfied that vour 

recommendations in the area of the fmed h n g  aviation d&ts 1 
represent a comprehensive approach to th; roblems -of 
interservicing and the efficiencies that coulx be realized? I 

MR. 0-: I believe that we spent a lot of time in 
the Joint Cross Service Group lookin at where we can do 
common aircraft. For example, the 8-130s for the Na 
done at Hill still, and that is work we perform. The 
from the Navy are done - excuse me, for the Air Force are 
done at Cherry Point. 

We have a significant amount of helicopter workload 
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excess facilities that might, then, lead to some 
~~rruc tur ing ,  you have to remember that the three levels of 
mamtenance that we used to have was what we called flight 
line maintenance on equipment mamtenance. 

That has remained, for the most part, unchanged. 
We may do a little bit more of that than we have in the past 
because of reliability and maintainability types of 
improvements. 

The second of maintenance that we used to do 
was what we call % ack shop maintenance or intermediate- 
level maintenance. That is where you would pull a part off 
the airplane on a given base, and ou would take it to a test 
set that was in one of your back slops. YOU would try to 
replair that locall . 

What that. Forced us to do was replicate test sets 
at various locatrons and the manpower that went with that. 
That is the level of maintenance that we have removed. 

The third level of maintenance is de t level 
maintenance, and the depot level - the sEme now is that if 
you cannot troubleshoot it and fix it on equipment, then you 
will take that equipment - on the aircraft, ou will take 
that part, piece, or whatever it is, take it o&, and you 
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I done by the other activities. We feel that while there is - to do some additional interservicing after BRAC that 

a was looked at in the BRAC process very deeply, and we 
answer we can come to at this point in time. 

ISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much, and 

ON: Thank you, Commissioner. 

ss 

. 
t we close a 
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: issaes addressed differentlyfis round than in '9:3? 

SECRETARY WIDNALL: Oh, it was a very different 
r process. Of course, I was not here in '93, but as I 
2 understand, an outcome of the '93 recommendations was 
! direction by the Commission to the Department to put in place 
t an organized process for looking at cross servrcir~g. 

This process was headed by Mr. Deutsche, and we had 
I w a g  groups in-all the different that we've outlined and 

servlce representatrves on that roup. These groups put m 
I: place an analytical framework for evaluating cross service in 
I : these different areas. So it was a much more organized 
1: process, and I say, we implemented a number of their 
1: recommendations. 
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1 other services have unique facilities, and we make common use 
2 of these facilities now, and we would anticipate continuing 
3 to1 do that in the future. 
4 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: General Fogleman, the Air 
5 Force has. recently instituted a two-level maintenance 
6 structure Instead of a three-level m t e n a n c e  rogram. We 
7 understand that this h.s resulted in a $259 mifion savings 
8 through civilian military manpower reductions. Will t h s  
9 move to two-level maintenance create excess capacity at 

10 certain bases, and should it lead to any infrastructure 
1 1 reductions? 
12 GENERAL FOGLEMAN: This is one of those areas 
13 where, first of all, to answer the second art of your 
14 question, the force structure reductions &t have been 
15 identified as a part of the two-level maintenance have 
16 allread been lard into budget. 
17 $ou laid out the manpower savings, et cetera. So 
18 they have already been taken out of the Air Force end stream. 
19 So people must generate these savings. There is simply no 
20 loinger money in there to pay for these peo le. 
2 1 The second part - or the first part O ? ~ O U ~  
22 question relative to does two-level maintenance generate 
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: number of small facilities so that we could conomtrate those 
: capabilities on some of our larger facilities. 

The consolidation of Rome Laboratories at Fort 
; Momnouth was a direct result of the Cross Service Giroup. The 
i padcular recommendations in undergraduate pilot training 
f that were made to both the Navy and the Air Force were now to - come to the Cross Service Group. 
f We certainly looked at the depot alternatives that 
c laid out by the Cross Service Working Group, but in the 

7d we came to a different conclusion. I don't know whether 
oorman wants to-add a n e g  to that list. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Secretary Widnall, in I ; earlier testimonv. Dr. Pem.  General Shalikashvili and 1:: 

\ 

I li Secretary ~eu t&he  express the desirability of cross 116 

say, we were actrve participants in the Cross 
rking Group, and we took the rtcommenclations very 

12 sxiously. I believe the recommendation to implement the 
elecbomc combat from Eglin to Nellis was also such a 

I*  recommendation. 
1- GENERAL MOORMAN: Madam Secretary, the only thing I 
1 f  woald add -- General Moorman - is that the Cross Service 
l r  Grwp, in laboratories, also inted out the sigmificant 
r value and importance of the &llips Lab to us as a thing 
2:  that should be retained. .- - COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Were Joint (:ross Service 

servicing in de ts, laboratories and test eviluation I :; facilities to infxwtructure. Do you believe that 1:: 
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will ship it to the depot for repair. 

So what we have done is we have gathered up some of 
the su port quipment that we had distributed out around the 
world: and we ve concentrated that in depots. 

We have eliminated the mid-level maintenance 
mi wer, as I said. Now, in order for the depots to have 
caP:aEity to do this, we have had some plus-ups within 
certain areas .& the depot. 

The dnvlng force behind two-level maintenance is 
the following: In the World War 11 period, spare parts were 
very inex nsive. Transportation was very expensive and very 
scarce. e the new world that we now live in spare parts are 
very, very expensive, and transportation has become 

1 -  TOSS servicing is in the best interests of the Air Force? 
SECRETARY WIDNALL: Yes, I do, and of course we 

ve quite a bit of it going on, not just throu h ttus BRAC 
'w!kess, but we have a number of unique faceities , and the 

relatively cheap. 
That combined with increased reliabilitv and I 

19 
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22 

maintainability allows us, then, to not have & much 
inventory. So by going to this two-level maintenance, we can 
have: fewer of these very expensive parts moving very rapidly 
through today's transportation network to be repaired in a 
depot. 

The net result, though, of facilities freed up is 
kind of negligible. That is, on most bases where you were 
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Secretary, when you're having fun. We are down to %e last I 
Commissioner's questions, and before we do that, let me 2 
announce this: 3 

Tomorrow morning we'll have the Army. Tomorrow 4 
afternoon we'll have the defense agencies over on the Senate 5 

~ . u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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side in SD 106. That's tomorrow. Now, the minute my 
distineuished colleaeue. Commissione~- Cox. finishes her 1 ! 

'iYI) 

And Bergstrom was the most ex nsive o ration 
because we were the host unit on that rase, and% air space 
was, m some *, not as good as the air space that we had 
for ajr-to-a~r trau~lng and air-to-ground training at other 

- 
Pa e 2155 

I doing this back shop rnain+qance you mi ht have ha% an 
%ad 2 equ~pment m t e n a n c e  facility where you these test 

3 facilities, but that was imbedded m the mr~mtenance complex. 
4 That's the kind of thm yo11 would -- you had 
s an engine shop. You do, less engine work on the 
6 base now, but you still to store engines and 
7 these kinds of things. 
8 So other than the man wer savings and the savings 
9 asyxiated with invenpry, f!%~ties-wise, two-level 

10 mamtenance is not gomg to make a great difference, I'm 
1 1  afraid. 
12 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Does it make it harder to 
13 interservice? 
14 GENERAL WGLEMAN: No. I Jo  not believe it would, 
i s  in the sense of impact on the depots. would have to, 
16 perhaps, t@k about that question. I llaven't thou ht set 
17 ~t from the rnterservlce perspective, but on the surface, it 
18 should not. 
19 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, 1 
20 have no further uestions. 
2 1 c H A I R M ~  DIXON: I thank you, Commissioner 
22 Cornella. Now, I realize that time p&ses swiftly, Madam 

questi&, I'm going &p' this close, but we're ioing to have 
another business meeting up here in front to adopt the ruler; 
that have been the same m ast rounds, but we need to do 
that forxually for the m r b :  

So as you file out, would you all be kind enough to 
kind of - unless you're interested in watching grass grow, 
you can come up here in front and watch us adopt our rules. 
That's okay. We're going to do that in public because of the 
o n meetings laws, and we want our friends to know we're not 
g i n g  anything in secret around here. 

But that s what's going to go on up here in a 

locations. 
So the big change, basically, was since those other 

decisions were made we had six sguadrons of F-16s, and we're 
only allowed to have four at thrs time. So we needed to cut, 
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I COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
2 GENERAL BRADLEY: Commissioner Cox, I'm Brigadie~ 
3 General John Bradle I'm the Depu to the Chief of the Air 
4 Force Reserve. A t  has changJsince the decisions were 
5 made in BRAC '91 and BRAC '93 is that during the summer of 
6 '93, as the BRAC Commission proctss was proceedin through 
7 the Cong-, the bottom-up review was taking pface. 
8 I believe in Se tember of '93, the results were 
9 determined that the Force would have 20 fighter wing 

10 equivalents. After that was completed, the Air Force Reserve 
11 was left with one fighter wing equivalent of aircraft, which 
12 is 72 fi hters. 
13 G e  had previous1 had 2.3 fighter wings in the Air 
14 Force Reserve. So we {ad to come down 67 percent in our 
15 fighter force structure. So to get to today, we have, 
16 basically, six F-16 fighter units and two AJOA-10 units in 
17 the Reserve. We're on1 allowed to have four F-16 umts. 
18 So we looked at d of the bases on whith we're 
19 located,. and the training air space, the recruitm base, d l  
20 of the e~ght criteria that we were uued to loo! at and 
21 had to figure out which bases w e a e  most operationally 
22 effective and also looking at the costing of operating those 
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and Bergstrom was the most expensive. 
COMMISSIONER COX: As far as you know, though, the 

community has continued to live up to 1ts commitment as 
funding the airport? Are you aware of any change there? 

GENERAL BRADLEY: Yes, ma'am. I know that the city 
is proceeding with its airport plans there, is doing building 
and has moved quite well forward on their airport plans there 
at Bergstrom. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Just a comment, anc 
obviously, force structure has changed rather dramatically, 
and that requires that we look at it again. But I do hope - 
I worry about the Rome Labs, too, where we get in a position 
where we, sort of, make commitments, and detrimental reliance 
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questions. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you, and I'll try to be 
very brief. I have some questions about the last round. I 
want to ask just a few more. In 1991, the EIRAC Commission 
closed Bergstrom, agreed to close Bergstrom but to retain the 
r ~ r v e  units if the community were willing to pony up for 
clvilian airport. 

The recommendation was conting~ent upon it, and in 
1993 Air Force recommended thar reserve units be relocated. 
At that same time the commututy, havu~g relied on that 
commitment, had gone forward in what I might call detrimental 
reliance to set up a funding rogram for that. 

'@?t ultima!ely -- dy the Base Closure 
Comrmss~on considered that to be just plain unfair, and we 
did not ap rove moving the reserve umts. I understand no. 
that you aE are asking to relocate those reserve units 
agam. 

Has something changed in those huo years? Is the 
community no longer interested in aiqmrt? What's the 
thinking behind b s ?  

SECRETARY WIDNALL: I'd like Cieneral Bradley to 
respond to that question. 

minute. Sorry we won't be able to visit, express our 
personal appreciation, Madam Secreta , Cieneral Fogleman, all 
of you for your cooperation today,%ut we're gomg to have 
another thing to do here. Commissioner Cox for our closing 
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from the communities on at least what they think is happening 
can be very harmful to community, and, obviously, we have to 
weigh that against the needs of the Defense Department. So I 
hope we look at both of those. 

+other uick question. There are some folks in 
Riversrde, ~a!#oqua, who, I take 1t, have been lnvolved in 
looking at redlrectm the rotary wing assets from El Toro 
and Tucson to  arc% ~ i r  Force Base. 

I realize there hasn't been a lot of work done on 
that, but can you comment on whether you would consider this 
initiative acce table to the Air Force? 

S E C R E ~ Y  WIDNALL: I think we'll let Mr. Boatright 
respond to that. It's a, sort of, technical issue. 

MR. BOATRIGHT: Jim Boatright. The Air Force was 
contacted, oh, a number of months a o. In fact, I was 
contacted by community officials in Soutfem California with 
some interest in relocating some Navy or Marine Corps units 
to March Air Force Base. 

I indicated to them that the *auld not be talking 
to the Air Force about this, but deY should discuss this 
with the Navy and that the Air Force would be receptive to 
such a proposal if the Navy would make such a proposal. 
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If you were to decide to close Hill, you would 

either have to contone that or replicate it somewhere else, 
and virtually every one of our depots has something like that 
on it. So you're ri ht on tar et. ' 

COMMISSI~NER COK: nlbsnlr you. 
CHAIRMAN DMON: Thank you, Commissioner. My dad 

always said, "Son, you'll learn something new every day ," and 
here I am learnin that the Air Force has no history at all 
from the Indian $am, and that's useful, very useful. 

(Laughter) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: My dear friends, I thank those of 

up here in front, Madam Secretary, General Fogleman, all of 
you for giving us your valuable day. We are going to o on 
with our other business. The heanng is adjourned, anfthe 
Defense Base Closure and Realignment Comrn~ssion will come to 
order for a business meeting. 

(Whereupon, at 4:35 p.m., the hearing was 
adjourned.) * * * * * 

I One condition, however, and that was an ovem%ing 
2 vdition, and that would be that if tqe Nav was to put 

ve duty Navy or Marme Corps vluts on h m h  h r  Force 
they would have to host the Air Force base, byause we 

ou d not agree to put our Air Force reserve rn t -- this is Wi 
6 a reserve base now. 
7 March is realigning its reserve base.. We would not 
8 ut the Air Force reserve unit in the position of being a 
9 gost. That is counter to the phmary purpose of the reserve 
10 component. So with that condition, we said we woultl welcome 
I I a proposal. We would certainly work with the Navy c3n such a 
12 proposal. 
13 And the bottom line is that the Navy did not bring 
14 such a proposal to the Air Force. So as a result of that, we 
I5 have not iven an consideration to that. 
16 CO~MISS~-ONER COX: ~ n d  then lastly, really a 
17 layman's question. We've talked about depots a lot. One of 
18 the things the Navy said this mornin IS you really can't 
19 compare Navy facdities on the East 8oast nsessuily with 
zo Navy facilities on the West Coast, that the military value 
21 may be more or less, but the geography is so important that 
22 it has to ovemde that. 
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I On depots, is there a geographical reason wh you 
2 would want to keep some de ts versus another? does that 
3 show u in your milipry v a g ?  Is that separate rhe way it 
4 was wig the Navy h s  mommg? 
5 SECRETARY WIDNALL: I don't know if Ron wants to 
6 make a comment, but I don't sense that we have (he same 
7 geographical constraints because we fly. 
8 GENERAL FOGLEMAN: Could I, though, maybe before 
9 Ron comments, say something about that? Institutionally, all 

~r ' n, S ~ N l C e S  have approacheddepots, I think, differently 
the years. So today I thmk the Navy st111 has 11 
ts, and that's because they need them for, as and you 
geographic reasons, et cetera. 

14 Over the years, the Air Force has tried very hard 
I5 to concentrate on five locations for all of its air 
16 logistics; that is,. its supply sup rt, everything else as 
17 well as its aviomcs or aviation %pots. 
18 So what we have done is we have not beconie tied so 
19 much to geography as we have to functionality. So over time, 
20 we have a large aircraft depot. We, actual1 have, 
21 fundamentally, two of them -- Kelley Air d r c e  Base and 
22 Warner Robins. 
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We have two engine depots, again Kelley Air Force 

base, and T i e r ,  and I guess I would have to include 'Tinker 
as a large aircraft depot also, but we get specialized by 
aircraft type to a large degree. 

So we have less of a geo raphy issue than we do the 
fact that associated with these %epts we build very 
sophisticated facilities to ialize in certain things, and 
that was what Ron was t a E g  about earlier when we were 
trying to not duplicate that and to specialize. So I think 
from my tive, I would approach it that wa r. 

C O ~ ~ I O N E R  COX: And would that de why it is 
different, more difficult, more expensive to close tiepots in 
the Air Force than it would be in, perhaps, some other -- 

GENERAL FOGLEMAN: Yes, and they arc generally much 
larger. I mean, because we only have five and we concentrate 
all of these functions on those five, because we do:n't have 
any history from the Indian Wars, we don't have West 13lephant 
Breath De t and all these things from Fort wherever. 

We E v e  five because we re a ~ o s t  Second World War 
omenon. As a result, you go td a place like Hill Air 

rce Base where we build the worldw~de landing pear I 
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testifying. 

Secretary West, General Sullivan, Mr. Walker and 
General Shane, would you be land enough to please nse and 
raise vour rieht hand? 

- 

I 
*(Wi tn&ses sworn.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou, gentlemen. Please be 

seated. Secretarv West. you may &gm. su. 
S E C R E T ~ Y  mf:  ha& hir. Chairman. Good 

mornin to you and to the members of the Commission. It's an 
honor for all of us to be here. 

I have a statement, an opening statement on behalf 
of all of us, which with your a prova!, Mr. Chairman I will. 
submit for the mord, and fuoll slmply make a few bnef 
points. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
SECRETARY WEST: My points are about four, sir. 

First, w~th respect to thts process that you and we are 
about, I would say that we in the Army understand the stakes. 
We know that it makes no sense for this country to pay for 
installations that are no longer needed b the Army, by any 
of thc services. Indeed, we h o w  that the Jnited States, and 
c e m y  the Army, cannot afford to carry any unneeded 

t.... 
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P R O C E E D I N G S  

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good morning, ladies andl 
gentlemen. and welcome. This is the third of four hearings. - - 
held yesterhay and loday, at which +e commission is hearing 
from and questi0.m .the secretanes of the plilitary 
de artments, the~r c i e f s  of staff, and the directors of 
depeme agencies, re ardmg proposed base closures and 
realignments that afkct their service or agency. 

We are pleased to have wth us The Honorable 
Togo D. West Jr., the Secretary of the Army; General 
Gordon D. Sullivan, the Chief of Staff of the Army; 
The Honorable Robert M. Walker, Assistant Secretary of the 
Army for Installations, Logistics anti Environment; and 
Bri adier General James E. Shane Jr., 1)irector of Management 
of &e Office of the Chief of Staff. 

Before we begin with Secretary West's opening 
statement, let me say that in 1993, as art of the nat~onall 
defense authorization act for fiscal ' ! > h e  Base Closure and 
Realignment Act was amended to require that all testimony 
before the Commission, at a public hearmg, be presented 
under oath. As a result, all of the witnesses who a pear 
before the Commission this year must be sworn in &fore 
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capability. 

We have been about the business of divesting 
ourselves of unneeded ca ability for quite a while, now, 
certainly since the first &mmission convened 1988. We 
have been restructunng our bases and restructunng our 
capability. 

We have reduced our p e r s o ~ e l  by over 450,000, in 
soldiers and civilians. We restructured the Army down from 
18 to 10 divisions. We have restructured the National Guard 
from 10 to 8 divisions, withdrawn 145 battalion or battalion 
equivalents from Eum , and we have closed some 77 
installations in the ~ . p a n d  500 overseas. Indeed, more 
than half of all the bases closed by DOD in that period are 
Army bases. 

I think our ~ n d  int, Mr. chair ma^^, would be 
that, even so, we m the ky must remember that our 
installations are the latforms from which we do our nation's 
defense business. %he fact is that we must take care in this 
process not to jeopardize the ability of the United States 
Army to respond to United States security needs in the 
future. 

In our military judgment, we have made the decision 

Page t 
to close those bases that need to be closed, and we do not 
see any further that need to be done. We understand that 
views on that may differ, and we will work with you as you 
form our own views on that matter, but we regard many of our 
instadations as precious national resources that need to be 
protected, and we have tried tq be careful about that.. 

Indeed, we are now closmg some 7 out of 10 sites 
overseas as evidence of a shift from a forward d loyed force 
to one relying rather on foxward fesence. %e qoade reat 
progress m previous BWC roung: 83 +tallations cfosed 
and numerous others realigned. We reallze that there could 
be considered more to be done, but for us, we believe the job 
of closing installations for now has been attended to. 

A word about our process. We began preparing for 
hiis round of BRAC more than a ear and a half ago. Some 20 
analysts went to some 70 instatations around the country to 
begin that rocess. We then pre ared our stationing 
strategy, wkch is derived from %e national military 
strategy. We followed DOD selection criteria b putting them 
into a format of q-titati.ve m-res by wkch we could 
evaluate both the mstallations, their assets, their value, 
and their importance, and then compared them. 

I 
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twt %eOb%=s-service effort h~ benefitted us. We 
ave largely taken their recommendations m the case of 

Page 7 
grid finally, Mr. Chairman, zy~d members of the 

: '-~mrmss~on, we have aud~ted, aud~ted, aud~red. A staff of 
seven auditors has checked and double checked our 

ulations to make sure that we were gettin the facts, 
ing the situation correct. Out of that we fave come up 

7 with a recommendation of some 44 installations and sites to - be closed or realigned. 
4 They are not easy choices. If there were eas ti choices to make in this rocess, and I'm not :=re ere are, 
1, they were made in the 1&oe previous BRACs. All that's left . now is the reall hard stuff. 

Even so, $ folloumg a strategy of mhlimizh 
costs and maximd. savings, we begin that we wilk-- we 

-4 believe that we will able to spend o d  one third of what 
j was spent in the entire three previous B&C rounds in order 
o to come up with realignments and savings that will be some 17 

percent more than were achieved in those rounds. Obviously, 
u we hope we'll be able to reinvest those savin;gs m 

: 9 modernization, quality of life, training, all upmponents of 
t:o future readiness. 
':I A word, then, about what we've actually 

:4 depots &d% the case of medical facilities. Chce again, 
:5 Mr. Chairman, we're goin to try to cppsolidiate training fc 
: a  en eers, chemical speciaists, and mlita police to 
:7 &ce training and reduce costs. This a 1  be our third 
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1 Mr. Chairman, I know that the Chief of Staff, 
2 General Sullivan, has a few remarks to make, and then we'll 
3 be read for our uestions. Thank you. 
4 & A I & A ~  DIXON: Thank you for those very fine 
5 remarks, Mr. Secretary. We a preciate it. 
6 General Sullivan, we're t!elighted to have you here 
7 this morning, and interested in hearing your remarks. 
8 GENERAL SULLIVAN: Mr. Chairman, honored to be here 
9 the second time before the Commission. It's not easy to 

10 close bases, we all know that, but as the Secretary sa~d,  
11 it's necessary as wc transform America's Army from a cold war 
12 army to a power projection army. I fully support the 
13 Secretary's comments, and I'd like to make three points with 
14 you. 
1s First, these recommendations are a result of a very 
16 careful, thoughtful process, difficult choices requiring 
17 careful 'udgment, and a lot of hard work by a lot of people, 
18 some o# whom are in this room. I would llke ou to know 
19 Mr. Chairman, that the senior military leadersLp, the seni& 
20 uniformed leadershi of the de artment, supports fully the 
21 recommendations w&ch are beyore you. 

:a effort to do this, 
: 9  I recognize, the Army recognizes that this has been 
20 an area of contention. I would only point out. that in the 
11 past it has received support from three succes.sive 
12 secretaries of Defense, two chairmen of the JCS, three 

2 recommended. Our proposals include reducing ir~frastructure 
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the Army trained and ready, today and tomorrow. And our 

Ealenge is to prepare for a world that we fully cannot see 
or red~ct. The recommendations before ou today balance 
t d y 9 s  requirements with the tential orthe 21st century. 
The Army, the United States K y ,  is not retaining extra 
facilities. There is not excess capacity out there. 

The Army, unlike the other services, trains on the 
land, primarily on the land. That's our environment. That's 
where we train. And we are kee ing the trainin land 
necessary to support America's ,&my. That's atittle bit 
over a mlllion men and women, active Guard and Reserve, that 
will be retained into the next century. 

Now, for you, I think, you should know that we feel 
these recommendations are sound business decisions. The 
nation is spending a historically small amount of money on 
the Arm durin this period, and we must make the most of 
those doiars. $0 stay trained and ready, we must tailor the 
infrastructure. 

The list you have before.you this year gives us a 
very si ficant return on our mvestment. For money 
m v e s t r w e  get a high return, and we get an early return 
that we can then put into modernizing and improving America's 

22 We have, in fact, retained the bases which will 
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I secretaries of the Army, spannin two different 
2 administrations of, I might say, %iffering political views. 
3 I ask you to consider t h ~ s  carefully as you cor~sider these 
4 and other recommendations. 
5 Finally, Mr. Chairman, we in the Arm understand 
6 that this is a collaborative rocess. That is, 31at we, B 7 having done our job to provi c these recommendations to you, 
8 you now take on the task of making some sense out of them. 
9 We will work with your staff and with you as you come to your 

10 conclusions. We also realize that base closings have an 
I 1  important, perhaps even a traumatic effect on the c:ommunities 
! I  and the individuals that they affect. 
13 I come from a company town. I have a sense of what 
14 can happen when the mam or major, or one of the major 
15 businesses says, we're closing up. We're going away, either 
[6  because we're not going to exist an more, or because we're 
7 going to do business elsewhere. d will take into account, 

- 
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Army. 
Last1 I would sa in conclusion, I support the 

recornmen&tions. The gases we are retaining are the right 
ones. The ones we are closing are the right ones. I, like 
the Secretary, thou h, realize that there will be other views 
on that subject, anb1.m prepared to participate in that 
dialogue. We need your su rt to k Arnenca's Army ready 
into the 2lst century, a n l r  belleve ' C% s list you have 
before you puts us on the proper path. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, thank you very much, General 
,Sullivan. Secretary Walker, do you have anything you would 
like to add to those remarks? 

SECRETARY WALKER: No, sir. Thank you. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, we  certainly thank you for 

ibeine here this mornine. 
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"General Shane dij ou have an thin to add? 
BRIGADIER ~ E ~ R A L  S ~ E :  %o, sir 

-- CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, ~ e n e r a l  
:Shane. 

Mr. Secretary, my colleagues on the Commission have 
i ~ k e d  me on each occasion to ask some general auestions. 

18 as the President and the Secretary of Defense have directed 
9, the im rtance of working with the communities that are 
lnally a z t e d  by the decisions you make based on the 

mmendations that we  rovide. We pledge to tlo our best to 
=k with them when g a t  time comes. 1:argely questions that were suggested to us gy memb& of the ' I 

18 
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purpo?~AIRMAN DIXON: You understand the nature of 

w 
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1 SECRETARY WEST: No. We took environmental and 
2 economc i act into consideratioin as we worked our %way 
3 through our?ecisions. But no, sir, not solely for that 

that - 
SECRETARY WEST: Not 13ven - for that p u ~ s e :  
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The nature of that uestion is 

largely developed as n consequena: of Secretary 8altonps 
testmony that he in fact did not put on several because of 
economic reasons in the State of California, and it is the 
interest of the Commission to find out whether any oth'er 
branch of the service made such decisions. We don't say that 
we criticize that 'udgmental decision, but it's part of the 
record we'll need to examine very carefully. 

SECRETARY WEST: I understand. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And your answer to all the 

questions is no. 
General Sullivan, if I went thuough the same serifs 

of questions and asked you the samle questions under oath, 
what would be your answer? 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: The rmswer to them would be the 

1 
2 
3 
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correctly when he said it. I think we're.also correct, too. 
Let me sa that incidentally that is an rtant mt for 
us in the Ly: The ability b be p r e a h o u l f i  occur, 
to house those units that mght have to come back from 
overseas -- and i t  woyld be a very close fit right now. 

Ca acity is not ust looking for space it's 
lookin $r the ri ht h d  of . It wodd involve, and I 
think ?would defgr to ~ m s l i v a n  on that as the 
professional, it would involve some shifting of units around 
to make sure we could do it. But at this pomt I think 
that's the kind of capacity that we've been looking at, that 
some mi t have thought was excess capacity. We don't think 
so, and f' don't think so. 

MAJOR GENERAL ROBLES: I understand that the 
contingency for takhg forward deplo ed forces, and 
eventually the potenhalily of co-g gack to the Umted 
States. I got the impression that he was talking about 
industrial, medical and other capaci that was st111 excess 
to the Department of Defense. And % 's exact frame of 
questioning was that we're biting off as much as we can chew. 

This is a tremendous mana ement challenge, which I 
appreelate, and I think all of us 80, and we're going as fast 
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I Cong.ress when .we met yith Senators and House members at 
2 mdlvidual meetm s earller, a coulple of weeks ago. 
3 Secretary A t ,  did the officspf the Secretary of 
4 Defense remove or add any mstalllation closures or 
5 realignments from our recomme~~dations to the Secretary? 
6 SECRETAR~ WST: NO, sir. 
7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Secretit West, did anyone in the '7 8 administration instruct you not to p ace any specrfic 
9 installations on our list to the Secretary of recommended 

lo  closures and rdignments? 
1 1  SECRETARY WEST: These are my rcmmmendatio~ns as 
12 counseled by the Chief of Staff and the Army. No, sir. 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Secretr~ry West, d ~ d  the offica of 
14 the Secretary of Defense .jmtruct.~rour service to place or 
15 not to place any specific mstallahons for closure or 
16 realignment on your listed recommentbtions to the Secretary? 
17 SECRET- WEST: To .my knowled e, no, and 1 think 
la my knowledge is retty extenswe on t h t , h r .  Chairman. 
19 CHAIRMAl?DIXON: Secretary West, did you or the 
20 office of the Secretary of Defense remove any installations 
21 from the recommendations solely for reasons of environmental 
22 or economic impact? 
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I excess ca ity in the Department of Defense, so I guess it 
2 must all t%in the Air Fqrce or defense agencies, because no 
3 one is saying that there is any excess capacity. 
4 Truly, not that we expect the services to et down 
5 to zero ex- capacit what is your thoughts h u t  excess 
6 capacity remaining a&  his, assuming h s  list of closures 
7 was ap roved? 
8 &CRETARY WEST: I think to the extent that the 
9 Secretary of Defense had the Army in mind in an part of his 

10  comments, I think we are in a eement with k m  on the facts 
1 1  that I saw him referring to. g t a l ~ e d ,  for example, about 
12 basmg capacity m the case that we were to return troops 
13 from either Europe or the Pacific. And certainly one of the 
14 concerns we had was to make sure that there was capacity to 
15 do that. 
16 I .think it is possible that in.one mind and one way 
17 of loolung at it that's called retammg extra capaci 
18 that you can Aase those. That is not m view. Z a Z s  a 
19 capacity that we need. 1 don't consider &at capacity 
20 excess, but I'm not going to get into a semantic debate with 
21 those who think it is. 
22 I thdc the Secretary of Defense stated it 
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as we think is prudent, to not have everything come un lued 
here. But there was st111 some capacity that could be &en 
down. And that's the eneral thrust of my questions. 

SECRETARY &ST: As to whether there is further 
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same as the Secre s: no. 

CHAIRMS9IXON: Mr. Secretary Walker? 
SECRETARY WALKER: M answer is the sam'e. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And Jeneral Shane? 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, you get tXle 

same r nse: no. 
c G A N  DIXON: Now, we'll begin our line of 

questioning this morning with Major General Joe Robles, who 
retired from the Arm as ou know, last Jul 1st. &cl I'm 
sure he's eagerly l o o k g  &ward t o  aslung &e questions of 
his former bosses. 

General Robles, now is our turn, sir. 
MAJOR GENERAL ROB&iS: Thank you, Mr. Chairnun. 

And I would say that is not true, in essence. Having salt on 
that side of the stage man times, I understand what the 
issues are behind it. But f would like to start with some 
follow-ups of yesterday's testimonits, Mr. Secretary. 

I note that in your opening relmrks, you and 
General Sullivan, you not+ that tht:re is no excess capacity 
in the Army. The Navy .said they had absolut+y no excess 
capacity, the Army sa s it has no excess capacity, yet the 
Secretary of Defense L t  week said that there was still 

industrial ca acit that we could reduce by? 
MAJO% G~NERAL ROBLES: CO-t 
SECRETARY WEST: I think we in the k v  think we've 
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done the right thin on this, in this round of BRAc.. We did 
not hold back. B e  did not restrain ourselves. This is a 
fairly sizeable BRAC for the Anny. There are lots of facton 
that bear on it, of course. When you make a decision, how 
much of a -- are we going to spend in advance? But I think 
we think we've done exact1 what we needed tq do. 

Is there a possibility &at at some future time, 
two or three years from now, we might look at it, look at. 
where we stand and what we have, and say there is capaclty 
that we can reduce further? That could ha pen. But at this 
point I don't think the Army is looking at gaving excess 
capacity. 

MAJOR GENERAL ROBLES: Yes, Chief. 
GENE* SULLIVAN: 1 would just say mobilize, train 

and equip. I thdc we're taking a risk, here. I think we're 

8 I 
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centu in order to buy back our modernization, quality of 
life. a d  those type of irnperativs are key to our core war 
fighting competencies. So that is lund of, m a nutshell, 
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1 tahng a risk. It's hard to predict what the fi~ture will 

. -Id, and I, like the Secretary, think we have pushed the 
,e of the envelope. There may, in fact -- I['m not going 

like the Secretary, I'm not -- I don't know quite what 
m his mind when he was talking about it, but we do have 

a mobilization requirement and a sustainment requirement - during war. So. 
J CHAIRMAN DMON: May I interru lt for a minute, P 4 Commissioner Robles? I have to step out o the mom to 
u confer with a couple of people. Would Commissioner Cox 
L p b  chair in m absence? I'll be back shol-tly. 
7 - COMMIS~ONER COX: Certainly. 
3 MAJOR GENERAL ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Secretary; 
4 tkank you, General Sullivan. The ever pervasive dollar was 
j aLw an issue yesterday, and certainly last wazk, in that 
o there is some ulation that the size of this BRAC for all 
i the services i n F 0 ~  was constrained by the shortfalls in the 
Y budget. 
;Y In fact, Mr. John Beach from the Air Force made an 
:o ebquent pitch here yesterday that they had slortfalls in 
-1 their inflation account, the had shortfalls in their 
2 euvimnmental costs, and tiat -- did not want to risk near- 
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I term readiness by having to borrow from the o rating 
1 accounts in order to ay the up-front costs of &C 
3 What was the k y 7 s  view on that? Did ou e l  
4 constrained by the fact that you have to pay up -hn t  costs how weap roached that, and the approach the Army took. Does 

that he1 h r .  Chairman? 
&AIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, General. 
MAJOR GENERAL ROBLES: Secretary West. ~mbablv.  or 
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1 need to keep this strai ht so we don't attribute those 
2 remarks in the record fater to the Secretary or somebody 
3 else. 
4 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Yes, sir. 
5 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Brigadier General 
6 Shane. 
7 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Thank you, sir. As I 
8 would like to point out, in the previous BRACs, '88, '91, and 
9 '93, we t $3.3 billion in costs, u . front costs. This 

10 year's B E ,  in :95, we nt one $rd the amount of that, 
I 1 which is $1.1 bilhon. AnE'd  like to call our attention, 
12 if you would, please, to the savings that's &en enerated. 
13 All previous BRACs, we generated just a Bftle bit 
14 over $600 million, and if you look to the chart, on the 
15 right, the top raph, there, the return on that investment 
16 starts - for alfprevious BRACs was 1998. In '95 we get 
17 about 17 percent larger return on our investment for one 
18 third the cost, and we et that return on the investment in a 
19 much shorter period, 1599-2000, that time frame. 
20 And the reason for that and the wa we approached 
21 this in our anal sis, was the fact that we Lit like we 
22 needed to get t ie  Army to a steady state in the early 21st 
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General Sullivan, probably more appropria'tely, can ou, would 
you underpin sort of the strategy you used - a d d e d  to -- 
at aboutrtential return of the six or so brigades that are 
forward eployed, eventually, and how that layed into your 
decision making in this particular ~ ~ ~ P r o u n d ,  sort of the 
over-arching strateg 

GENERAL SU&VAN: Well, what I had to do is, flnt 
of all, station - station the divisions in the United States 
in a place -- in places where we could train, house, 
ad uately house them and their families, and 70 percent of 
thegkmy is married today. And that was - that is always a 
challenge, is to maintain that infrastructure, and to provide 
trainin land for the troops. 

&d then we had the size of the Army to consider, 
which as I pointed out is actually a little bit over a 
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mjllion. That's active Guard and Reserve. And most of us 
will be based m the Umted States. I can house - we can 
house approximately 500,000 troops in adequate billets in the 
continental United States. Now, we don't have 500,000 here 
now, because we'll have 65,000 forward based in Europe, and 
about 30,000 in Korea, and small groups here and there. 

But what we did was, we.station.4 the Arm , and we 
looked ahead with a plan for t h s  lOdivrsion, d i o n  men 
and women Army, and retamed the sts we would need to 
station, train, and provide a reasonaEe quality of life for 

ple. That essentially was the strategy on that side, 
c~,"'&%ifonned side. 

But I do have a keen interest in the dollars, 
'because we have to resource it, and that's what that chart is 
,all about, there, high return on mvestment. And we're not 
 closing places, here, just --just to close them. We're 
1:losing the ones we need to close to get the dollars to keep 
this or anization running,, because, we're in a declining 
dollar Ease. We've been m a d e c l w g  dollar base since 
1985. And that -- that - is that what you wanted? That's 
essentially what my strategy was. 

MAJOR GENERAL ROBLES: Thank you, General Sullivan. 
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5 out of your operating accounts, since there is no other 
6 lnechanism to do that? 
7 SECRETARY WEST: I think we did what we had to do. 
Y I don't think we felt unnecessarily constrained by anything. 
9 We did a BRAC that was a healthy BRAC, that was an ambitious 

TRAC, and was the BRAC that we set out to do in advance. I 
we pretty much ex ted that we would get - have to 
to a -in level. c e  are looking for savin s while 

e same tune being able to retain our ability to 80 our 
!4 job. 
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1 testimony. 
1 But in terms of constrained by, no. Ditl it affect, 
3 from time to time, some decisions? Would we look at an 
4 installation and, among other thin s note that a $300 
5 million u front cost would take a b u t  half of our lanning 
6 ~ d g e ?  V% would be foolish if we didn't look at ,hat. %ut I 
7 don t think we felt constrained. 
8 GENERAL SULLIVAN: Yeah, we dicln't feel 
9 wnstrained. And what we're looking for is a high return on 

10 investment, an earl return on investment. And Jimmy has got 
I I a chart, a graph, bere - he can show you -- that givesw a 
12 renirn on our investment in '99-'00, which puts back ~nto the 
13 program so we can modernize. And that's a very early return, 
14 as, ou know, much earlier than we've had in the past. Talk 
15 uxi6  that, ~immy. 
16 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chainnun, let me make 

I 
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:5 Unlike the other services? Well, let me be careful 
-6 h u t  drawing distinctions. We are particularly pl-oud of the 
:7 fact that in plannin for this BRAC we put a healthy plannin 
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s uadge in our bufgeting. We expected to spend about h00 
.Y million or so to do this BRAC, up front, and so we felt that 
:o that would give us room. So yes, we did loolk at up-front 
-1 costs as we tried to maximize savin s out of this EIRAC. It's 
-7 m e  of the things we're proud o h  I mentioned that in my 
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17 a couple comments about this. One, if you take a look at all 
18 previous BRACs that we've done to date, the costs for domg 

that was $3.3 billion. 
CHATRMAN DIXON: May I interrupt you, General? 

ouldyou be kind enough to sa who is making Uhe remarks? 1 
' m o w  it is Brigadier General &me, but for the record, we 
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1 A final uestion before I yield the: time. 1 
2 V?e had a lively discussion yesterday about depots 2 
3 and the lo 'stic centem in the Air Force. The took a 3 
4 slightly di#erent apppach from the. Army andlthe Navy. r 
5 Their approach was, ~t was economcally better for them to 5 
6 downsize their five logistic centets versus closing the -- 6 
7 like the two you closed, and the Navy had reviously closed. 7 
8 My questions are, number me,  &d you consider the 8 
9 Air Force's approach to life in the way the came up 'with 9 

10 their econormc analysis in lieu of closmg d e  two depots 1 0  
I I that you decided to close? And the second part of this 11 
12 question: one of the determinants; in the~r analysis was the 12 
13 high $1.1 billion up-front cost. lbey  were very high. And 13 
14 do you have the same problems7 As you close a depot, do you 14 
15 have inordinately high up-front costs that would prohibit you IS 
16 from closin and ma be having to take some other alternative? 16 
17 S E C ~ T A R ~  WEST: First of all, we consided all 17 
18 the possibilities. Surely we considered the possibil~ 
19 we could slmply downsize and keep them there. An .in fact 19 

3 that l8  

20 you will find that in some other altegories of installations 20 
21 we have done 'ust that. 21 
22 For us, for example -- in many ways for us it is 22 
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front cost, was a little bit over $100 million, 110 for the 
two depots, if we combined them together. And it ave us r 
return on our investment, in steady state, of - 210 f want 
to say -- $210 million, with @most immediate return on our 
investment. So we thou ht ~t was good business sense to 
approach that in that enfeavor. 

MAJOR GENERAL ROBLES: Just a quick follow-up. I 
understand; I just want to make sure, because what the 
presentation yesterday afternoon focused on was that the 
needed to do extensive military construction if they wourd 
have closed two of their depots to replicate the facdities, 
because there were uruque or - not qute  understand that, 
Yet. 

But in your case, you're sa ing you don't have to 
replicate that. YOU don t have a large outla of military 
construction. You can just transfer the worhoad to the 
other depots and absorb it? 

SECRETARY WEST: Commissioner Robles, let me 'ust 
the round qmintenaqce depots that General &ape 

just mentlone% We, m fact d ~ d  have to be careful of wlucb 
articular one we chose to dose, in terms of how it would 

fall -- the workload would fall into the other two - to make 
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sure that we were not creating a situation in which we would 
have to do so much expensive additional construction as to 
make the process not worthwhile. 

We could not have closed the heavy ground 
maintenance on one of the other depots, so we went the other 
way. So we took it into account. We just were able to work 
it out so that we actuall were able to close the depot. 

MAJOR G E N E d  ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
Chairman? 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
Robles. Commissioner Steele. 

MRS. STEELE: Thank ou, Mr. Chairman. Welcome 
Mr. Secretary, Generals, andl~ecretary Walker. Mike, I 
remember back in '91 we had different roles, and I must say I 
won't miss you reminding me of the Commission's role to be 
attentive to the defense committees. But all the defense 
committees can thank you, because ever since our little 
meeting back in '91, the Commission has been very attentive. 

SECRETARY WALKER: You never know how things may 
turn out. 

MRS. STEELE: Mr. Secretary, I assume you art aware 
that the -- of the Air Force's proposal to extend the runway 
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not a base closure process, Commi.ssioner Robles. It is a 
look-see, to see how we can so consolidate ourselves and our 
infrastructure that we are then able: to do business in a more 
efficient and effective way. And so we art always lookin to 
see if what we'll end up doing is being able to consofidate a 
location so that we either leave a place where we can cllose 
or that will be significantly r e d w l .  

In our case, what came up for us, in terms of the 
studies by General Shane and Ass~stant Secretary Walker, wins 
that we could, in fact, close. Now, we also had some help. 
We had the 'oint cross-service working up advice on this, 
too. So I $nL we ended up conclucf&, as they did in a 
couple of instances, yes, we could afford to close. 

In terms of up-front costs ant1 whether m these 
particular cases we ex rienccd them as being so high that we 
couldn't do it, c learg  we didn't. I mean, we were able to 
fit the cost within our l e g  wed e. I think part of that 
may be that we were aEle to do a l i d e  bit of careful 
planning with the wedge in advance, so we knew what we could 
accommodate and were able to make it work. 

The fact is, it will always be, I think, a question 
of, in a given BRAC, say, if you were to elect to have 
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at Fort Drum while closing Griffss Air Force Bast. Wd the 
proposed runway extension be sufficient to accommodate all of 
Fort Drum's air mobility and support needs? And is the Army 
willin to assume the cost of operation of that runway and 
air fiefd facility? 

SXRGTARY WEST: I am aware. We are. We have mme 
concerns that we're watchin very closely to make sure that 
we and the Air Force bear &t burden m tho nght way. Bu 
yes, we're prepared to do that. 

I'm oing to ask either General Sullivan or 
Secretary balker if they want to add to it. I'm actually 
quite familiar with what's oing on there. I actuall went 
up and took a look at it bekre we made the final cafi on 
that, so we're comfortable with what we're going to be doing. 
We're comfortable with the circumstance in which the Air 
Force will be leavin us. 

SECRETARY%ALKER: We have had a team that -- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Would you identify yourself, 

Mr. Secreta ? 
S E C ~ T A R Y  WALKER: Secretary Walker. 
CHAIRM-AN DIXON: Pardon me for continuing to be a 

little bit of a nltpicker about that, but it's necessary, 
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another one, there will always be the question of how $,at 
can - how that fit, how much it's going to cost us in order 
to et the savings. It's not just up-hnt  costs that we 
106% at, though. It is the savings wo'll get and how uickly 
we'll et it. All those.things came into play for us. %ut. I 
don't f b k  we had lute the same experience. 9 General Shane. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANIE: Mr. Chairman, Geineral 
Shane. A couple comments about the depots. We recognized 
early on in the process that we did have about 40 percent 
excess capacity, and that percentage equates to about one: or 
two depot equivalents. .And that was pnetty much supported b:y 
the jomt cross-servlcm roups as they did their 
independent analysis oft%at 

So as we looked at tha't, we recognized that we had 
approximately three different places that we were doing 

round depot maintenance. So it was a 'tou h decision, but we 
iecided to look at that and how we coufd either close or 

the depots that we have, and to produce more synergy 
industrial base here with regards to depot 

maintenance. 
What that resulted in for us was really the up- 
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like to be heard on that. 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: Posts are multi-faceted. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: This is General Sullivan. 
GENERAL SULLIVAN: General Sullivan. Madam 

Commissioner, land, infrastructufe, Fining facilities, 
ina&tenan~ facilities powerprojection latforms and 
quality of life, that alj enters mto it, of life for 
our people. We have to have barracks an so forth. And a1 
of that entered into our decision making. 

a 
And also I have a -- we have a real burden in the 

Army, because we have in fact mobilized about four times this 
fairly significant moblliz+tions, and we need the 

capabi cenN? ity to expand the organization wthout overdrawmg 
that. Okay? Because we are in fact eliminating a lot of 
World War I1 wood which was used for mobilization. We're 
etting rid of that infrastructure on the bases, and we have 

8ropped some maneuver bases 
I think what you have ndw is what we'll need for a 

10division force, a million men and women, with some 
capacity to increase. And I wouldn't want to predict what 
the future would hold. 

MRS. STEELE: Thank you. Switching to Fort 

Page 3 1 
because as a matter of record we need to know who said what 

- 7s said. 
SECRETARY WALKER: Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman. 

rttary Walker. Commissioner Steele, we havo had a team = has worked with the Air F o v ,  has gone .to Griffiss.and 
r has gone to Fort Drum, and that is ro m d  and will 8 F l y  - take care of what our needs are at ort rum. 
! MRS. STEELE: Thank YOU. Did the .Anmy consider 
1 closing Fort Drum, in those discussions, relocating the loth 
: : Mountain Division to excess ca acit on other maneuver 
: d l a t i o n s ,  and saving the $5Pmil%on of extending Fort 
:: Drum's m w a  and the annual 0 and M costs? - z 
A- SECRE~ARY WEST: I have two answers. First, a 
:L general answer, then the specific one. The first, a general 
rr answer that I'm sort of required to give, Comlmissioner 
. r Stele.  We considered eve single installation that the 
:- Uruted States Army has. g a t * s  the way we r:tarted. We 
I: i refined it, and refined it, and refined it, but more 
:I spe+fically, as we neared sort of final decision status, did 

'3: we m some way focus on Drum. , - We focused on a number, and yes, we :ave great 
1: consideration to whether or not Drum and otfer maneuver 

- - 
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installations ought to be taken out of the arsenal of 

: democracy. And then specifically in the case of Drum, we 
: decided not. It is an installation at which we lhouse our 

I a division better than we do at any other installartion in the 
i United States. 
1 It does its job better than any other. It is - important to us m terms of being able to how: all of our 
i forces, and so for that reason and man others we kept in the 
1 force. ~ u t  yes, we certainly considered it. 

MRS. STEELE: Okay. Ope last question in this 
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1 using every one of them, and every one of them has been and 
2 is important to us. 
3 So again, for us the cost of training is also 
4 trainin opportunities. Now, you specifically wanted to know 
5 about %ow these iven factors mght increase or reduce the 
6 cost of t r a m g .  f 7 m  going to let Secretary Walker talk to 
7 that. 
8 SW-'RRARY WALKER: Secretary Walker, Commissioner 
9 Steele. I would sa that the most significant cost to train 

10 in the future woul%be the loss of our maneuver training 
I I space, our maneuver space on our division st One of the 
12 hats that I wear is, I'm the -- I oversee the k i s s  
I3 environmental pro m. And what we are sexzing are r - g  
14 constraints on alKf our maneuver space, on our ivision 
15 posts. 
16 So we're finding that we can train less days, we 
17 can train on fewer space, so that puts a premium on our 
18 training space. So m terms of cost, the cost is really a 
19 future cost, that if we don't have it, we can't train and 
20 keep a ready arm for the nation. 
21 MRS. STE~LE: Thank you, Mr. Secreta 
22 SECRETARY WEST: I thmk the Chief of Slarfwould 
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McClellan, reading f i o m ~  repofi, the.= is a lipe that 
says the governor of the tate of issoun has mdicated an 
e:rpeditious review of the permit application can be 
ac:complished. I read that only because it says that, but it 
does not mention whether there is any uarantee or percentage 
of a guarantee that it yill be grantd 

So my question is, Mr. secret&, the Army has 
apain recommended relocatin the chemical school from Fort 
dcc1e11m to ~ o r t  ~ e o n a r b ~ o o d .  ~ s p o n d i n g  to a similar 
request, the '93 commission recommended that the Arm , quote, 
pursue all of the required rmits and certification for the 
new site prior to the '95 &C prowss 

Has the Army received these pern;its? Is the Army 
ursuing these ? And ip $e absence of such permits 

[ow do you b e g E $ e  C o m s s i o n  should respond to your 
request? 

SECRETARY WEST: I think that the Commission - I 
recommend that the Commission respond in the way that we 
presented it to you. Let me say, Commissioner Steele, that 
you've hit, with respect to Fort Drum and Fort McClellan, on 
two decisions that in the final analysis ended u .ri ht on my 
desk as they sort of came up, advised by the &ekof staff. 
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at various installations? I know you caq't run lthrough all 

: of them m detiul, but there are great variances m t r a m g  
I costs. 

SECRETARY WEST: Well, let me start, I uess, in a. 
I more general basis. Every cost of operating t 8 c  base wlll 
, : have a wst on our training. And I sup se that if you 

* identify a particular base as being a 1ittKbi.t pore 
I expensive, eah, it increases the cost of t r a u i g ,  plus 
1 there are o&er factors to consider as well. . . - d Maneuver installations are hard to come by. Once 
: they're gone, there is a pretty good- chapce, ancl I will allow 
:: Secretary Walker, who specializes m thls, to t r ~  to convmce 
:: me otherwise, we'll never et that or ual acreage back 
: a  again. /\lid so we want to %e very c a a l  when we d e  a 
:i declsion that maneuver base has to go away. And the absence 
:: of a maneuver base also inc- our cost of tcaining. It 
:- constricts our training opportu~llties. 

I : I  So first and foremost, we have to be very -- we 
thought we had to be very careful about easily sending one of 

e maneuver bases out of-the force. I tiunk, second1 , we 
m ' t  have any maneuver mstallat~ons that are III the Lrce 

now that are idle, that are not being utilized. We're 

L I 1 
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1 So I'm pleased to ive the direct explanation. 
2 I would say %at there are no rantees in the 
3 permittin process. The one thin I, as a lawyer, over % 4 the y e a n b e  learned, is that we ave no real indication as 
5 to how the process could turn out when a community and a 
6 permitting authority begin to come to ri s with the raility. 
7 For that r-n -- and incidental&, yet me answer 
8 a second question that is implicit that -- and we did not 
9 start the permitting process until after the base closure 

10 announcement was made by this - the list was announced by 
I I the Secretary of Defense. That waj at my express direction, 
12 again, I w, advised by those who have -- with whom I've 
I3 k n  working here at the table. 
14 That was because that would have, in our view, been 
15 premature. It would have been before the decision. It woulcl 
16 have been predecisional. So first we had to decide what our 
17 recommendation would be this year, and then we would be free, 
18 perhaps, to rowed with the initial public ste s to get tlhe 
19 p e m t .  A n i  so our recommendation to the &retary of 
20 Defense, which he has approved and forwarded to you, is that 
21 if we don't get the rmits, then wt: don't close the bas:. 
22 MRS. STEEE: Thank you. My time has expired. 
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CHAIR- DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 

Steele. Comrmssioner Cornella. 
COMWIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Good morning, gentlemen. Just a follow-up on the Fort 
McClellan question. For General Sullivan: why does the Army 
need to continue operation of the ci1emic.1 defense training 
facility, and can that training be simulated without using 
live agents? 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: L y s  than - probably less than 
2 percent of the people in the Umted States Army have gone 
through the facility, as you probably kr~ow. There's probabl r 
other ways of doing - there's probably other wa s of doing 
that training. This is a luralistic socrety, though: There 
are stron o inions on &e other side of that issue, which 
I'm suref*l?hear about before the dhy is over. 

But at any rate, it's a good uestion. I have a 
view on it. We could, m fact - &re's a couple of ways of 
handling it, which we tried to do in the past. It's a matter 
of officral record. It's a matter of Dstimony last year - 
not last year, two years ago. There are other alternatives. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: G~:neral, in recommending 
the closure of Fort McClellan, what weight did the Army givc: 
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required, as those tests are required. 

SECRETARY WEST: Commissioner, Secretary West. 
What we decided at Dugway, frankly, was that we  had an excess 
in Arm testing capability. And so what we've tried to do is 
to h d a  way to retain the unique t of ~ u g u r y  while r 
the same time being able to eonsol= those aspects that 
could be consolidated at other locations. That's wh Dugway 
is not a complete closure. ~ h n e  will be a midual open-air 
testing activity, I believe it is, that will be there. 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: Ri ht. Right. That will remain 
open-air, and simulant testing wfil remain at Dugwa 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That last remark was ekneral 
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1 Ground, Maryland. But what has occurred to offset the unique 
2 capabilities that Dugway possessed in 1993? 
3 GENERAL SULLIVAN: I think - what has occurred? I 
4 think we*re smarter today than we were then, and I thhlc 
5 we're, frankly, more into the process. And we need to get - 
6 we need to get rid of some of the infrastructure we  have, and 
7 1 think we can do the mission as effectively as we need to do 
8 ~ t .  
9 SECRETARY WALKER: Commissioner, Secretary Walker. 

10 We will continue to maintain some uni ue facil~ties at 
1 1  Dugwa . It is not a complete closure. 'rests will still 
12 occur dere. 
13 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Is this recommendation in 
14 line with your primary stationing requirement, which is to 
15 maintain adequate acreage, range capacity and facilities to 
16 support the Arm testin ro ram? 
17 
18 

GENE& s~L~BA:  ~ k s .  
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: How will the Army nrppolt 

19 Dugway's open-air testing program following this realignment? 
20 SECRETARY WALKER: We will safari-in - number one, 
21 we'll have a small contin ent which will remain there, and 
22 then we will safari-in aditional test personnel as they are 
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to the effects of the move on the prospective chemical 
demilitarization facility at the Amiston Army Depot, antd 
what do you consider those effects to be? 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: We gave a lot of - we gave a 
lot of consideration to that. General Shane and Mr. Walker 
can speak to the details of it, but tht: Secretary and I 
thought a lot about it. And I believ~e that we re able to 
meet our commitments to the chemical ~ j e m i l  rogram over at 
Anniston very well from the capabilities t L t  we have there 
at the depot. And we've spent an enorrnous amount of dollar 
resources there improving the infrastructure to accommc~te  
that effort. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: We'll chan e the sutject 
here for a moment, General Sullivan. In the 1953 Army 
recommendation, the Army considered closure or realignment at 
Dugway Proving Ground, Utah. Ultirnritely it was extended -- 
pardon me, ultimately rt was excluded. 

Due to its w q u e  ca ability to conduct chemical or 
biological testing, the 199g recommendation calls for 
realignment of Dugway by relocating the smoke and obscurant 
emission to Yuma Proving Ground, Arizona, and some eleme~~ts  
of the chemical-biological research to Aberdeen Proving 

Sullivan. 
GENERAL SULLIVAN: Sullivan. So 
SECRETARY WST: Secretary west. %e tan and 
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evaluation joint cross-service grou questioned the Army's 
proposal to realign Dugway Provlng 8 round and recommended 
that the Army withdraw this proposal. How did the Army 
address the specific concerns raised by the test and 
evaluation joint cross-service group regarding the uniqueness 
of Dugway, the risks of moving research effort, and costs tc 
duplicate existing capabilities at Dugway? 
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SECRETARY WEST: If my recollection is correct, 

Commissioner, I think, frankly, we just went back and talked 
to them about it, and showed them a better idea. My - if 
I'm not mistaken, I think that the group ended up agreeing 
with our ro sal and have now endorsed what we're doin 

G E ~ E ~  SULLIVAN: kght .  I think what we tof" 
them was that we're going to continue the testing there, the 
open-air and the simulant testing. We're going to contmue 
that, but we can et some of the other achvities out of 
there. And I thu% they agreed with that. I think we .ust 
made a presentation back to them. Isn't that right? denera1 
Sullivan. That's Sullivan. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, General. 
Mr. Chairman, I ield the remainder of my time. 

CHAIRMA DIXON: I thank you very much, 
Commissioner Cornella. Commissioner Cox. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. You mentioned some 
of the '93 discussions, and I wanted to follow up on some 
other discussions in 1993, just to find out where thin s are. 
For exlmple in 1993, the Commission had u e s t J a  full 
evaluatron of the unexploded ordnance at d ox on roe, 
Virginia. Was that study ever done? 

I 
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BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Genen~l Shane. Yes, 

: ?'am, it was. 
COMMISSIONER COX: And was a clean-up cost 

eloped for Fort Monroe? 
(rJ BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Genen~l Shane, again. 

Yes. That approximate cost was $22 million. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Twenty-two million. And did 

I your consideration of Fort Monroe take mto ,account that 
1 clean-u cost? 1 : : B ~ G A D I E R  GENE= SHANE: fisolutely. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Okav. Now at the end. state :: fore-structure has been decided thit the Army is nearing the 12 
;: end of its drawdown. Did you consider closing Fort Monroe 13 
: r  and moving the training and doctoring command elsewhere? 14 
: -. SECRETARY WEST: I think that's a question for me, 15 
: 1 Commissioner Cox. 16 . - COMMISSIONER COX: Secretary West. 17 

1 4  SECRETARY WEST: And the answer is, we did, just as 18 
I* we considered our other facilities. But yes, we did consider 19 
21 that. We noted that we had been urged to do it the last 20 

time, and we do not take those u r e g s  1ightl:y. 2 I -. ... CHAIRMAN DIXON: That IS an answer of Secretary 22 
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SECRETARY WALKER: Commissioner Cox, Secretary 

Walker. It would be -- number one, it would be very 
expensive. 

COMMISSIONER. COX: To move? 
SECRETARY WALKER: To move. But number two, you 

don't have the room at Fort McPherson, as well. 
COMMISSIONER. COX: Is that right? They're just 

out of ace? Thank ou. STCRETARY &ALKER: That's correct. 
COMMISSIONER. COX: In 1993 we also, at Secretary 

Powell and - Chairman Powell, on Secreta Aspen's uest 
looked very closely at joint depot mnsoxdatlons. %ey had 
done a fair amount of work previous to the Commission. And 
we looked at wheeled vehcle maintenance, rotary and fixed 
wing maintenance, ground vehicle and tactical mssile 
maintenance at that time. 

Having looked at all of that data, there was only 
one, frankly, that we thought we could consolidate, based on 
all of the Department of Defense data and everything that we 
had at that time. There was one place that could be 
consolidated, and that was the mssile -- tactical missile 
maintenance at Letterkenny. 

Paee 44 - 
West. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
SECRETARY WEST: Sorry. Secretary West. 

I COMMISSIONER. COX: 1 wonder if you wuld give me a 
i little bit more about your thdcmg on that so that we have 
j just - you looked at the costs were too high, you thought 

ywneedthe-  
3 SECRETARY WEST: Well. no. First of all. at the - 
J I want to be careful. It's a small closure. .. COMMISSIONER. COX: Right. 

SECRETARY WEST: With sma5 payback. And so it is 
high on our list of things, in terms of trying to get the 
out of this round. Secondly, it does an important job 

:A for us. That is the headquarters of TRADOC!, and there is 
.i somethine to be said for the lack of institutional turmoil if 
:s you don'rmove a headquarters of that importance to us. 

Thirdly, it has a joint function that we consider 
. I  very important there. And so when we started miiking our list 
. >  of places that we thou ht for the benefit of the Army, in 
:!I terms of savings, and f or the continued opemtional efficacy 
f! of the Arm in terms of doin our mission, it simply did not 
3 g d  up hgtenough on our fist to warrant a proposal to 
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either close or realign. 

COMMISSIONER. COX: I see. Okay, thank you. Also 
during BRAC '93, the Army basing study recommended that the 
forces command develo alternatives for relocating units on 
Fort Gillem to Fort ~cheherson or other localions. Did you 
look at that recommendation, and could you give us some - - 
thoughts on that? 

SECRETARY WEST: General Shane? 
COMMISSIONER. COX: General Shme? 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: General Shane. lo  

Commissioner Cox, we did. We looked at that, and the 1 I 1 
determination was - was the fact that it was umque and that 12 
it supported the operational yission of forces; command in 13 
Second Ann So we felt,.llke, that the support that it 14 
rendered to k t  art~cular mstalls~on was substantla1 15 
enough. and in t ie  Armv's best mterest to retain it. A 16 

COX: You mean facilities, or the 1 : 3mbination was -- 19 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: The facilities, rimarily 20 

S a n d  Army motor p l ,  the support that they p m v i g  to 21 
McPherson and Second Army. 22 
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And eve here else, frankly, we couldn't actuaty 

consolidate it.%s year you are suggesting overturning 
that 1993 BRAC decision. I assume, however, that since that 
was the statute, that you all have transferred some of the 
systems already there. I wonder if you could give me an 
update on where that is. 

SECRETARY WEST: All right. The update - General 
Shane? 

COMMISSIONER. COX: Mm-hmm. General Shane? 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Gencnl Shane. First of 

all, we did retain the tactical missile maintenance at 
Letterkemy. And recall it's not a closure, it's a 
realignment. 

COMMISSIONER. COX: Right. 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: And what we do with that 

is the fact that we disassemble the missiles, and we send 
that workload, the command electronics, to Tobyhanna. 

COMMISSIONER. COX: Yes, I know that's your 
recommendation, which I want to ask you about in a minute. 
But what I was asking is, have you started consolidating the 
missile, the tactical missile mission at Le t t e rke~y  today? 
Have you moved missiles there? Have you moved equipment 
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there? Have ou moved people there? What is the status of 
the BRAC -- '93 BRAC statuto direction? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL S?!E: We have started that. 
Yes, ma'am. 

COMMISSIONER. COX: You have. And can you - ma be 
you could provide for the record what workload has &en 
transferred. what euui~ment has been transferred. and what is . . 
the cost so far? 

SECRETARY WEST: Secretarv West. We will do that. 
COMMISSIONER. COX: ~reai. Thank you very much. 

You also -- I think you started to say we're not actually 
closing Letterkemy. In fact, we're keeping the -- it looks 
like we're keeping not only conventional ammunition but the 
@mile d+ssembly and storage, and also that Letterkemy 
will recelve msslle and storage surveillance workload from 
Red River. I ess this concerns me. 

One of t g  reasons we picked Lnterkemy is because 
we could actual1 consolidate all of the missile work at 
Letterkemy, an d' in fact we couldn't consolidate it at 
Tobyhanna which I assume is the reason for your 
recommendation for not consolidat+ it at Tobyhanna, 
although it's -- it's listed as a consolidation. As I 

I L L  I 
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then what I was asking you: if we - if ou do not have the 
p e m t s  by June whatever that is, would t  be our 
recommendation that we simply not close Mc 6 lellan? 

SECRETARY Y T :  That was not my recommendation. 
My recommendation IS that McClellan be authorized to be 
closed, except it cannot close until the permits are 
obtained. And if they are never obtained, it can never 
close. 
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1 recall, the problem at Tobyhanna is that they didn't have the 
2 missile stora e capability. Is that correct? 
3 BRIGdblER GENERAL SHANE: I'm not sure. I'm not 
4 sure that was correct or not. 
5 COMMISSIONER. COX: It cc~uldn't consolidate? VVeU, 
6 maybe -- 
7 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: But it war not a deciding 
8 factor with regards to how we approached Letterkenny in '95. 
9 COMMISSIONER. COX: Rigiht. I guess what we were 

10 looking for was consolidating, and maybe Letterkenny was the 
1 1  wrong lace to consolidate, but the reason we consolidated at 
I2 LetterPenny is because d l  of the bemission could be moved to 
13 ktterkemy. I believe, and our lecopnendation seefns to 
14 back that u , that it can't alllbe coasol~dated at Tobyhama P 15 because of  e missile storage roblen~, and that's why you'le 
16 leavin the missile dissssem%ly and storage at Letterke,my. 
17 fH"+ 1.m a s w g  that question. IS that why 
18 ou're eavmg the msslle storage rind d im.mbly  at 
19 i he rkemy?  Is that a fair assumpltion? I'mjust guessing 
20 from - 
2 1 BRIGADIER GENEW- SHANB: That*. a fair assumption. 
22 COMMISSIONER. COX: Okay. Thank you. Also at 
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ktterkemy, as I recall, there was 1% sort ofjoint public- 
private partnership - I'm not probtrbly puttmg it 
correct1 -- on the Palladin? 

B ~ G A D I E R  GENERAL SHANE: That's co-,t 
COMMISSIONER. COX: Right. And that hadn't sta~ted 

in 1993. Has that pro'ect started, and has it been 
successful? It's one o# your bi gest contracts, I think. 

SECRETARY WALKEI! yes, Comssioner COX. 
Secretary Walker. Yes, it's been very successful, and 
those -- the Palladin operations will continue untll FY "97. 

COMMISSIONER. COX: And )that is being handled at 
Letterkem ? 

S E C ~ T A R Y  WALKER: That is correct. 
COMMISSIONER. COX: Okay. Thank you very much. 

One - do I have more time? One last cluestion. Going back, 
then, to another issue from 1993. h d  I'm sorry, I want to 
ask one last question on McClellan, because I want to make 
sure I understand you. 

If you all do not have the permits, and I 
understand you dldn't start for good reason till now, do you 
think we should close it, close Fort Mc(2lellan without having 
permits in hand? 

COMMISSIONER. COX: I see. 
SECRETARY WEST: That's our recommendation. 
COMMISSIONER. COX: Okav. 
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1 COMMISSIONER. COX: All right. So we wouldn't get 
2 to the question of conditionally closmg it, because your 
3 recommendations ma not act unlqs the permits are approved. 
4 SECRETAR* WEST: h g h t  
5 COMMISSIONER. COX: 1n' time for us to act. All 
6 right. Thank ou ve much. 
7 C H ~ ~ A N  3 x 0 ~ :  Thank YOU, Commissioner. 
8 Cornmissloner Davis. 
9 SECRETARY WEST: Mr. Chairman. 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary. 
1 1  SECRETARY WEST: I'm sorry, there was just one last 
12 comment that Commissioner Cox added at the end that I'm not 
13 quite read to o alon with. 
14 C H ~ ~ A N  DFXON: please - please answer. 
15 COMMISSIONER. COX: Okay. 
16 SECRETARY WEST: Unless they're approved in time 
17 for you to act. 
18 COMMISSIONER. COX: Ri t. We will have to act - 
19 well, we have to get a report to e President by July 1st. &' 
20 and we will obvious1 be acting before that, you know, 
11 sometime in the weekY0r so, I assume, before that. And I 
22 guess -- what I understood the Deputy Secretary to say, and 
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SECFTARY WEST: So that ou'd want to give us more 
time than ust June. 1 don't h o w  Low long that permitting 
process takes, c o m s s ~ o n e r .  

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, if I may intervene, again. 
Commissioner Cox, we have a proved, sub'ect to final ap roval 
of all of ou, our schedule L o u  hout d e  balance ofthe 
time untdwe gi"e the list to the $resident of the ~ n r t e d  
States, and lt will become publ~c shortly. 

And so with respect to t+is questlon on permits, 
with respect to the treaty quest~on that was rarsed 
yesterday, and other things, if those things aren't resolved 

SECRETARY WEST: Our recornmendation is cond~tio'ned page 51 I 1 
on gettin the rmits. CO~~MEIONER. COX: I guess nuvbe it's a legal I : 
uestion, then. Can we conditionany close?. A procedGe -- 

?mean, IS that your vlew, that we could -- I know that the 
Congress can't statutorilv  ass conditional legislation. .+ 
That's wh I'm concem~abou t  it. 

SE&TARY WEST: Well, I think it's quite -- I 
think it's quite ~ossible to say that we've decided to closc: 

by Thursday, June 22nd, it would be difficult for us page to 54 1 

it, unless we ddn't get the pe-rmits, and to make sure that 
the timing of the pr- -- we ce.rtajnly wouldn't start 
unless we had the pemts .  The tlrrmlg of the process awaits 
that. 

COMMISSIONER. COX: Right. 
SECRETARY WEST: I don't thl~lk there is a problem 

with that, Commissioner, although - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: If I ma intervene, Commissioner 

and Secretary West, I'm remind& staff that Secretary 
Deutch's testimony was that we would not close unless all 
permits were in place and approved for the transfer. 

SECRETARY WEST: And that was our recommendation, 
too. 

accommodate the services and their recommendations. because I 
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beginnin on that da we start voting. 
SEERETARY  ST: Understand. 
COMMISSIONER. COX: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner. 

Comssioner Davis. 
GENERAL DAVIS: Secretary West. Secretary Walker, 

General Sullivan, and General Shane, as I said yesterday, 
it's a leasure to sit on this side of the dais. I've sat 
over &ere often enough. 

Mr. Secretary, clear1 this Commission is oing to 
have to make a recornmen & tion as to future B ~ C  actions. 
Clearly your counsel would be most appreciated, as to what 
ou thou ht it ought to be the future, when it ought to L, what fund of substance it ought to take, et cetera. 

SECRETARY WEST: Commissioner, we have found that 
this procedure has worked well for the Arm . Just look at 
the success in closing Army bases before '8i and now, and 
certain1 I think that has been the report that ou have 
receivd from the Secretary of Defense as wefi. We also 
believe that we have done the job that needs to be done. The 
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- / : about 2001, Mr. Chairman. 
SECRETARY WEST: Can I -- I think the Chief of 

~ulti-PageTM 
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r Staff has something. 
L GENERAL SULLIVAN: General Sullivan, Commissioner 
i Davis. I concur on that. I ess I would say the time frame 
t w a l d  be probably turn of century. We n: gomg to be 
- irnphnenturg all four BRACs simultaneous1 and I think we 
f need to reinforce the Secretary's point. b e  cllean all of 
: that u 

/. be ' re  doing a lot of - as you. probably b o w ,  
sybody's doing it - automat~on lnfonnation processing. 
coming on quickly. That may well turn of the century, 
us a look at some of the - some of these efforts. 
GENERAL DAVIS: It would probably givc: ou a chance 

:i to rort of admire what you've done already andsee some 
I :f unnoticed impacts that you didn't expect. 
1:- GENERAL SULLIVAN: Yeah. Hopefully not regret it. 

1 Page 55 
I : ~ r m y  has completed its back requirements. [t didn't hold 
1 - "ack. 

Even so, thin s can chan e, and so we would be of 
opinion, certaldiy I would k, that some lurid of 

l=hulim that would permit a fuxther BRAC round at some 
I r future time would make a lot of sense, and we would be - inclined to join with the Secretary of  defense.'^ endorsement 
1 K of it. We too have found that trymg to digest it all w t h  
1 - two years is a bit demanding on us. 

We'll do the job because we're the Amiy, and that's / i i whm we do. We take orders, and we et on with it. But 
:: M y  the Secretary's idea that m a Y f  some space byond 
:r two years resonates with me as well. 

GENERAL DAVIS: But the time frame you would, 
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1 capitalize on the base at Fort Polk. So we looked at both 
2 the national center and the JRTC, but we were comfortable 
3 with where they were and what they were providmg. 
4 SECRETARY WALKER: Commissioner Davis, S e c e r y  
5 Walker. We looked at 13 d~fferent installation categones, 
6 and my recollection, there was only one category where there 
7 was -- or a couple of categories where there were no study 
8 candidates. The primary category was the ammunition 
9 production catego where the Army has already laid away and 

10 closed substantia?6mmunition production. 
I I GENERAL DAVIS: Okay. And I a preciate it because 
12 clear1 as you stated, tho trainin capaLlity and 
13 mobikation capability is infly essential to the Army 
14 because of their mission a x e  way they go about things. 
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: installations or specific installations that, when you 
: started the process with your - one and a half years ago -- 
I that you excluded summarily, after looking at them, s~mply 
L because of their uni ue nature or char act ens tic:^? 
i SECRETARQWEST: It*s hard to say that there were 
f. categories that we excluded summarily. I think we took a 
- look at everything. For example, one catego we sim 1 have 
r not - that you see no candidates from: s%ools. % didn't 
5 just summarily mclude them. We took a look at them, 

1 C considered thew u q u e  nature, but yes, that was an easier 
I : decision than some others. 
7 - 
I -  GENERAL DAVIS: But for instance, some of our 
11 training ranges, because that's such a national asset, d d  
I r  you- 
15 SECRETARY WEST: Didn't summarily include them. We 
I t  looked at them. Didn't summarily exclude them - looked at 

them, and then came to our conclusions. General Sullivan? 
GENERAL SULLIVAN: Yeah, General Sullivan, 

1 ' 'ommissioner Davis. We did look at the training centers. As , bably know, in an earlier BRAC we moved out of Fort 
to Fort Polk. We moved the joint readiness training 

r because that seemed the appropriate thing to do to 

I:! Yes. sir. . . GENERAL DAVIS: Mr. Secretary, dicl the -- and it's 
'2: really - this is for the Comss ion ' s  process rmd 
!: : deliberation. They're ing to crawl inside the Army's mind 

on bow you did ths.%ere there any categories of I- 
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for additional monies for readiness and modernization m the 
out years because ou didn't close enough? 

SECRETAR! WEST: Well, I'm not sure it will be 
because we didn't close enough, but we're certainl going tc 
need modernization help m the out years, and the lecretary 
of Defense has promised ~ t .  In terms of our base closures on 
those considerations, I think we're doing the -- frankly, the 
'best we can. I'm not sure I've gotten to the heart of your 
 question. 

GENERAL DAVIS: Let me eah. Well, originall) 
!here was some talk about not havin a&C '95, and I thlnlr 
the services ste ped up and said &at we've ahead eaten 
some of our seefmrn in the out years, based on the pLning 
for BRAC '95. And so we need a BRAC just so we can sustain 
our readiness and modernization accounts in the out years. 

SECRETARY WEST: Well, you're absolutely right, 
that we are countin on the savings from our B-UC. And in 
fact, the Sec ~ e f  %as committed to us that it will go to -- 
that those savings will go - will be available to us to o 
lo modernizations, and that's especially important to e 
, h y .  

SECRETARY WALKER: Commissioner Davis, Secretary 

I:.; S- West, ma be three, four - 
* ' ,.- s%RETAR?wEsT: bgh t ,  and somewhere in that 

, :- neighborhood. 
11s GENERAL DAVIS: Turn of the century. 
I = SECRETARY WEST: Sometime - ye;. Yes, sir. 
x CHAIRMAN DIXON: Maybe right afiter an election, 
I; rather than right before, Commissioner. 
-,- - GENERAL DAVIS: And my calendar wou~ld say that is 
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Walker. If I might add -- over the next six years the Army 
will save a billion dollars from the budget as a result of 
this base closure alone. And by the time we reach a steady 
s,tate, in the ear 2001, the Army will be saving the 
equivalent or$700 million a year. That's over 1 percent of 
the Army's budget, a substantial savings which can be 
reinvested in modernization and readiness. 

SECRETARY )VEST: Secfetary West, Commissionel 
Davis. At the same tlme, every time we add an installation 
t~o that we affect the savings in some way. We drive up that 
front cost, say -- I don't know. Take an example of your 
typical maneuver base that will run a $300-or-so mlllion add- 
on to the costs up front, that will affect the savings that 
vve were countin on. Six hundred? SECRETAY WALKER: SIX hundred. 

SECRETARY WEST: Six hundred. Sorry. That's about 
half the im act. SIX hundred or so costs to your average. 
maneuver &se. Well, that affecg the savmgs, and then it 
does affect what we can count on m the out ears. 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: Commissioner & avis, General 
Sullivan. I think you ask a very interesting question. 
That's very, as you know, complex - the answer to which is 

15 Mr. Secretary, now '91 and '93 become very clear, and '95 is 
16 now becoming reasonably clear with the Department of Defense. 
17 Is there adequate m0nies.h the out year for your 
18 readiness and your modernization accounts, takin mto 
19 account these closures? In other words, you've cfosed 
20 ad uate facilities $at got you paybacks, that allows ou to 
21 do%ose lund of h g s  that the Army needs to do in &e out 
22 years? Or will you have to come back to the Congress and ask 

! 

I I J 
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I have just a couple other snlall questions. Did 1 

you consider, Mr. Secretary, comp1d.e closure of Dugway, or 2 
did the u -front costs deter you from that process? 3 

SE~RETMY WEST: We considered it, but 1 think it 4 
was that we needed to retain one of - we needed to re~tain a 5 
kernel of unique capability there tihat we can't do elseyhere, 6 
at least essentially. That more than up-front cost, I th~mk. 7 

GENERAL DAVIS: Would you - can you, just for (.he 8 
record, identify or submit that portion that you wanted1 to 9 

~ulti-pageTM 
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10 keep o n, and wh 9 
1 1  ECRETAIZ+.WEST: w e  will submit it. 
12 GENERAL DAVIS: And another very short question. 
I3 Did the mximity of air combat comnund to Fort Monme play 
14 in that iecision of keeping Fort Monroe open as it has in the 
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I'age 6 1 
1 very complex. 
2 If we presumed a steady fundin stream that was 
3 inflated for -- for inflation, annun1 infiation, and then you 
4 make the assumption that we could take this 1.3 billlon and 
5 reinvest it, and the base number was; an adequate number, then 
6 you could make the kind of assum tion I think ou're making, 
7 that yeah, we could in fact mJe;mize and bp the Army 
8 trained and ready. ?pe challenge: we're faced is, we're on 
9 a -- with that undeclming dollar base and getting out in 
lo front of these numbers sometimes is challengin for us. 
1 1  SO I think I would 'ust say in summary, ?W 
12 you're on to somethmg tieset but you'd haveto make some 
13 presumptions about the steadmess of the fundmg stream, the 
14 stability in the funding stream. 
15 GENERAL DAVIS: Yes, sir. You're exactly correct. 
16 I'm obviously womed about the :avings that have been 
17 predicted, that we achieve those savings, because frankly, 

19 of those m the rocess, or uired to take cre$tt by hlgher 
18 your budgeteers have probably already taken credit for a lot 

B '7 20 a u t h o n ~ .  +I .you end up s o n  in your readmess, clearly, 
21 and m emzatlon, whlch 1s the one that probably scares me 
22 the most. Thank you, sir. 
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11 
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15 past? 
16 SECRETARY WEST: I see the Chief of Staff shaking 
17 his head, here. I'll let him answer that, Commissioner. 
18 GENERAL SULLIVAN: Commissioner Davis, Gene:ral 
19 Sullivan. Yes, it did, and the Nav 's dpctrine command. 
20 It's the s er y of d l  three of the ilbctnnal commands, to 
21 include hf-e Corps, bas, as you know, their effort 
22 there at Quantlco. So yes, lt dld. 

trouble over here. Ma be m s aren't working 
COMMISSION~R d~??There you go. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now vou've done it. mv friend. 
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1 Army. 
2 COMMISSIONER KLING: Are you expecting that those 
3 funds be returned to you, to be used for h s  round of 
4 closures? 
5 SECRETARY WALKER: Well, those funds are for a 

revious round of closures, and they are being returned. 67 ees,  sir. 
8 COMMISSIONER KLING: You are expecting those to be 
9 returned? 

10 SECRETARY WALKER: Yes, sir. 
1 1  COMMISSIONER KLING: Okay. Thank you very much. 
12 Maybe we could turn to some of the major training areas. 
13 We have a chart up there,. and this chart shows-tpe 
14 '93 and '95 military value ranlungs for the .major t m g  
15 areas. And Secretary West or General Sulhvan, would you 
16 please ex lain why the Army now ranks Fort Chaffec as 10th 
17 out of 16' among our m e o r  trahing area installations, when 

19 
4 I8 it was 5th of 10 in 1993. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: If I may in$rrupt,. is it 
20 possible, sir, to make that a little clearer m the nght 
21 column? B e c a v  I think peo le trying to read that might 
22 have trouble wlth the right co~umn. I m having a little 
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Thank you. Now the next probl6m may be -- 'and I hate to 
interrupt you, sir - you might be in the way of the camera 
that's trym to show that to the public at large. Thank 
you, sir. 8 o ahead, now, Commissioner. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Commissioner.Kling, 
General Shane. Let me take that question on. This IS a 
question that deals with the various changing in the 
attributes from '95 to - from '93. And ificall what wt 
tak about there is, there were some changes%causedthem 
to move, such as, the age of the facilities we looked at real 
hard, because that was a quality of life issue. 

We looked at the barracks - mterested in the 
barracks. And we looked real hard at the permanent 
facilities associated with these installations. And then we 
took a good hard look at the ranges, with regards to the 
major training areas. 

So what that did, it basically show* - it 
reshuffled the order, based on the installation assessment, 
which was the program we ran on that, which really showed 
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Chaffee did not do well. And they moved Dix up in those 
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GENERAL DAVIS: Mr. Chairman, I have - am enthlused 

with more in questions, but my time has explred. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 

Davis. Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Thrink you, Mr. Chairman, 

Secretary Walker, and General Sullivan and General Shane. 
Thank you for bein with us. We lip reciate it, of course. 
Just to follow up a bttle bit on one o h  quesl~ons back 
there. It's to our understanding that, during the base 
closures in the past, that the Navy ran short of the h d s  
available for that, and in essence bclrrowed funds from the 
Army for their closin facilities. Is that correct? 

SECRETARY &EST: lo ssencc, yes. There was an 
effort in which basically the Office of the Secreta of 
Defense sort of looked at what we hiad and said, $ay, let's 
try to fund what's necessary. 

SECRETARY WALKER: Comrnis~~~oner, Secretary Walker. 
From my past life on the Hill, I must tell you that that was 
initiated because the Congress took a reision to the base 
closure program, wbch most of that reclslon came from the 
Navy. And that's what necessitated the Department of Defense 
to reconfigure the funding for both Ibe Air Force and the 

categories. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: And A.P. Hill yw moved up the 

same - 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: That's correct, same 

reason. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Yeah. Right. Do your 

recommendations leave both active and reserve components 
forces adequate remaining major training areas? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: We studied that in 
detail, and the answer to that 1s yes. And I rpight add to 
that 1s the fact that we did an mdepth analys~s usmg what 
the Army calls train load, which looks at both the active 
com nent and the reserve component training requirements. 
An&e used that as a major analyt.ica1 tool to do our 
studies, and we coordinated that w~th  the Reserves. So we 
feel comfortable with that. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you. Secretary West, in 
the Army's recommendation on Fort Chaffw it states that, 
uote, it intends to license required land and facilities to 

%c Army National Guard. Could you ma be elaborate what that 
m-? And does that include all of t ie  72,000 acres? And 
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unusual decision by us. In alinost ecery cast: we're looking 
to reserve, needed reserve com nent lands for use by the E reserve w m  nent. And just a ut aU of our closures, not 
all of them, %Ot just about, we've teed to be very attentive 
to that. Now, to the ific questlon of what IS going to 
be licensed, General sE~ has the details. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL S H F E :  Comn~issioner Kling, 
General Shane. What that means IS the fact that we 

SECRETARY WEST: I think you'll need some detail 
-",'=I Shane. Let me iust say that that's not an 

understand the requirement to insure that the reserve 
commnents. National Guard. have adeauate facilities to 

3 stop doin it there. 
4 ~ u t t  think the fact of the matter is, the Army 
5 makes a good case in its study that we don't need to do it 

conduct the& annual training: And whin we looked at that, 
u-hcn wc say license to thcm, we mean turn over a memorandum 
of agreement, which they would have those facilities. 

SECRETARY WEST: I think your question - Secretary 
West, Commissioner Kling. I think your question was which 
particular acreage and which particular buildings. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Well, I don't -- it's kind of 

there; weneed to consolidate; and we can do it in other 
locations better. We will -- you've asked for the details of 
the savings and the offsets, and we'll provide those. But 
that was not an easy decision. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Well, that's the important 
aspect, of course. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
Kling. Now, gentlemen, you've been very kind, very 
cooperative, and we appreciate your forthright answers to our 
questions. I'd like to make a couple remarks, ask a couple 
questions right now. But I'd like to ask your leave to have 
a second round. Mr. Secretary, 1 assure you, we'll have you 
out of here well in advance of lunch -- hopefully by 11:30. 

Is there anybody that can't accommodate that 
additional time with us? Well, then, we're greatly 
a preciative that you would stay, and we thank you. bLnd for tie information of the people in the audience, there will be 
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1 difficult, I believe, to et into the -- if you have that 
t available, we would life that. 
3 SECRETARY WEST: We can et that to you if we have 
4 it available. I don't know.  ene era. Shane? 

1 5  BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Well, my colnrnent with 
I 6 regards to that is, when we look at that in the 
1 7 implementation phase, then we would go that - but we do have 

s an idea, and we can provide that for the record, you know, 
9 for our general planning urposes. 

10 coMMIssIoNeR & n w :  ma* you. Fort c h a t ~ m  also 
ved as a major refugee center during the cn~sis 
arding - requiring rapid relief, when thousands of East- 
theast Asian and Cuban people fled to our shores. Should 

14 a future-contingency occur on such a scale, *at other Arm> 
15 ~nstallat~ons could replace Fort Chaffee lf tt IS closed? 
16 SECRETARY WEST: Commissioner Kline. Sccntarv 
:7 West. I wonder if I mi ht answer that questi;;h. 
18 COMMISSIONE~~ KLING: PI-. 
: 9 SECRETARY WEST: I have two points on it. One, 19 
20 unha pily I must admit to having been the eneral counsel a 20 
:I tba 8ePartment of Defense at fhe time that %appeoed. I had 21 
12 to have had a hand m that decision. I thmk there is a good 22 r 
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a hearing at 1:30 when we do adjourn -- recess for the 
mornin a 1:30 hearing with the defense agencies, including 
the ~ e f ~ n s e  Logistics Agencies. 

Now let me say as a member - former member of the 
Senate, I felt it was ~mportant to have meetin s on the 
Senate and the House srde with, oh, about 258or 30 senators 
showed up on the Senate side; 65 or 70 House members. Told 
them I'd ask questions for them, and we're going to do that. 
'The problem IS -- and the questions are very ood ones, but 
some are getting very len hy. And I see some o my friends 
from the Congress out $ere. 

B 
Here's what I'm goin to do, and you can blame me 

if it doesn't please you, but%m going to give these to 
Ikladelyn Creedon, our top attorney here now and tell her to 
pick -- for instance, there are some that have 15 or 16 
questions on their list. I'm oing to ask her to pick the 
test two out of that. We wit give you all of them in 
bvritin . 

fremember I was trying a lawsuit one time -- I 
won't take much of your time - but the defense counsel gave 
5:6 instructions to the 'udge, one of the old corntry udges 
in Southern Illinois wkere I used to try cases. And -h e 
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1 lkelihood that in the future we will be very hesitant before 
2 w e  turn over a domestic installation for that purpose. 
3 I think the second point that I would make is that 
4 we have given some thought, in another context, not in the 
5 BRAC context, to installations that might serve: that 
6 capacity, and we have kept that list heavily restricted and 
7 heavil classified. If we need to make a way to make that 
Y availahe to you in some other scenario, we 11 'lo so. 
9 COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. And 

10 I guess my last question, before I turn this -- at Fort 
I 1 Indian Town Gap -- is centrally located to the largest 
12 concentration, we  understand, of reserve componenl. forces in 
13 the northeastern United States. And supporters contend this 
14 proximity has significantly contributed to saving taxpayers' 

c 15 dollars due to less travel time to and from the training 
I6 facilities. 
17 Mr. Secretary, did your staff adequately study 
18 these wst savings and how they might offset any savings from 

j 10 -losing the post? 
SECRETARY WEST: Commissioner Klin the bottom ,= answer is, yes, 1 think so. And we'll make the details 

i ailable. Let me say something about Fort Indiantown Gap. 

~ ~- -- 
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lcwked at him and instead of lookin at them and reading 
them, he said, pick the best five. &ughter.) Which was 
olkay when I was a kid in Southern Illinois; I don't know how 
it would work now. (Laughter.) But if Madelyn will do that 
for us. 

She's going to pick the best two questions from 
each con ressperson, e~ther a member of the House or Senate, 
and we*R ask those orally at the conclusion of the morning 
htaring. And of course, we understand you might not have all 
of the statistical information for responses, m which case 
you can say, we'll supply it for the record later; but so 
that each member of the Congress will have that opportunit . 
Then we will give you in writing all the qu&ions. d u  a s k  
15 questions, you're going to get 15 questions. 

Mr. Secretary, we appreciate the fact that your 
staff will take the tlme to carefully analyze and answer, 
because these people in the Congress are the final 'udgment 
call on what hap as, of course, in this round in '$5. 
That's very kindTf you all. 

Now, the second thing, before we go to the second 
round, who at the table there - and I sus 
Secretary Walker, but it wuld be Genera Ft Shane it might -- d ~ d  be most 
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was the fact that they wanted to get at the issue of excess 
capacit oka ? So as we approached our anal sis, we tried 
to do d i t .  de tried to idmtlfy what the wordoad was, the 
core workload, and we tned to sm: accordln ly. 

We.- and npr am I familiar with how h e  Air Force 
kind of dld that wth re ards to d o ~ m l m g .  We did not use 
that approach. We u t d  the a prwtch to try to cut as much 
overhead as we ~ossiblv could: 

Multi-pageTM 
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C H A I R M ~  D I X ~ N :  Did you consider that approach? 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: No. we didn't. I I: 
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1 of the work with the Joint Service Workjng Group? 
2 SECRETARY WEST: Ac~tually, lt was our 
3 undersecre who's not at the table. 
4 CHA%I AN DIXON: 0l.a . 
5 SECRETARY WEST: But b o d  General Shane and Mr. 
6 Walker would have been responsible for providing su~pport. 
7 So, probably General Shane. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Shane, one of the things 
9 we've talked about a lot durn the course of the last 

l o  several days, and even since tfe he innin when we had the 
i I Secretary and the Charman of thl: &t Phefs and Deputy 
12 Secretary Deutch @ here, is this question of downsiziog 
13 depots instead of ellmating a depot and so forth. 
14 And our staff feels that there may be a difference 
15 of opinion behveen the Joint Service Working Group and some 
16 others about whether downslnng IS, m fact,-an economy as 
17 scale as compared to closure. And we take mto account 
18 different sized depots and all that @d of stuff, but do you 
19 have an understanding of what the vlew of the Joint Service 
20 Working Gmu was about depots'? 
2 1 BRIGAD8kR GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, General 
22 Shane. My understanding of the Joint Cross Servicing G r o ~ ~ p  
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1 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, General! 
2 Shane. Let me take that on and try to answer for the I 
3 Commission, please. Do you have a slide there? Okay, how ' 
4 about uttin up the one on the Army process and let me kind 
5 of tad? to &at. 
6 CHAIRJb4AN DIXON: I hate to keep asking somebody to 

9 How are we domg there? That looks a little bit 

7 move. I'm sorry to do that to you, but I think the cameras , 
8 have trouble seemg that. 

10 better; now you're gettmg it. Okay. Can nll the 
I 1  Commissioners see ~t oka 9 Oh, here we go. Well, at least 
12 for us we'll be able to - k t  I think that's rett clear. 
13 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: f ir .  &airman. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes, General Shane. 
IS BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: If you -Up S r c m r y  j 
16 Gotbaum used the Army as an example. He provided you with 
17 some slides and a briefin in regards to military value and 
18 how we ap roach that. r&d I won't belabor that point here, 
19 because - gut what I wnqt to talk to is the Arm s process 
20 and how it's probably a httle bit d~fferent than g e  other 
21 services. 
22 Ftrst, we talked about the installation 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are ou peebad@ h a t  you &n 
downsrrs the equrvalency of a c L r r e  m savmgs? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHAhfE: I would answer that by 
sayin without looking at it in great depth, Mr. Chairman, I 
coulk't really prov~de a m r d  parwq today. But I wwld 
tell you that my experience has been, m loolung at the 
downsizing across the Arm lookin at some other areas, that 
in the ast has not prove4!;ost-efka:tive. 

8HAIRMAN DIXON: And l lU  u k  one more question. 1 
ask this out of ignorance -- it's your business, not mine, 
you understand. Would size make that much difference'? In 
other words, I understand size can be a factor. But when you 
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assessments. And I think most of us understand that that 
most important is the military value assessment. That comes 
from a series of attributes -- benchmarks, you can call it 
what you like. But it's a series of attributes that the Army , 
thou ht was very important to accomplishing our mission. And I 
our hear pro ram was ran on that, and what you ended up 
with was a ra&ng of the installations. 

Now, that is a statistical rankin based on 
attributes. And what that basically tefis us in the Army is 
what we have. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Can I interrupt you at that point 
in time? 

BRlGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Yes, Mr. C h a i i .  
CHAIRMAN DIXON: You're saying, at that point in 

time, when you're doin step one on military value, you use a 
statistical analy.sis ant  you rank them on military value -- 
that's our testimony? JRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: n a t ' s  coneft. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And my question on that is, when 
you say you use a statistical analysis, do you give numbers 
to them or something? I mean, some - 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Absolutely. They're 
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get to the numbers, would size make that much difference -- 
just the fact that it's much blgger -- make that much 
difference? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHPLNE: I would say not. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I thanlc you. There was early 

testimony b a variet of people about point systems being 
used. &d fll ask wgoever is ap mpnate, and would you 
please identify ourself, just for %e record. 

And wourd you by any chance have a slide there that 
would show the kind of point system yo11 use, because one of 
the things we seek as Commissioners when we look once a ain~ 
at what the various services did, Mr. Secretary, and &en 
what the Secretary of Defense did, is how objective were you? 
And one of the things that arose in our hearing yesterday., 
for instance, was a comparison of twc3 naval bases where the 
point system wfls ve very close. 

It makes it lunybf an interesting question when 
you close one and you leave one open and it's close. And 
those are the things we're oing to have to look at. Some. o 
those thin s we can show & pea le in the count and the 
Congress $1 we're very ogective about w?at we did. 
Do you have s o m e b g  tiere that shows that for us? 
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weighted; there's 1,000 points that are associated with these 
four major criteria. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And in your shop you have that 
stuff! 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Absolutely. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And that stuff can come to our 

team chief for Army? 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Absolutely. You should 

have that -- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: So you put the hard numbers on 

that -- 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: You bet. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: - and you get the military value, 

and ou rank them according to the hard numbers that you got. 
Andlif I understand the way you do it, y ~ d  I'd like to o 
through this with ou, .too, because I thmk the others fave 
done similarly. d u  ddr that numbers analysls before you 
looked at the different installations and bases. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: That's correct. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And then you relate it to those 

when you look at them. 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Then we apply it to our 
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leadership and we  gave them some recommendations. And they, 
with thelr experience and their judgqent, they looked at 
that. And I can tell you from sitting m this seat, that was 

rage IY 
: 13 categories of installations that were under study; that's 

qrrect. And what -- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I want to apologize to you. I'm 

b staff that we have the Army's data now, and I 
L r  that. 

GADIER GENERAL SHANE: Okay. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Go ahead with your discussion. 

I BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: That gives us a start 
: point, much like the Navy and the Air Force. Thle key to the 
:: Army's process is that called the Arm Stationin Study, and 
: : I think the Secretary and the ~ h i e r h a s  talked[ to that a 
:: little bit. But let me tell you what* that 1s. 
I: Fmt  let me tell you what it IS not. It is not a 
IL document that makes stationing decisions. It is not a 
:i document that provides you w t h  any ty of decisions 
:i regarding base closure or realignment. E e  !Stationing 
:- Strategy provides you an operational context with regards to 
I I conduct the BRAC analysis in formulating our ra:omrnendations. 
1' That Stationing Strategy. is .very important to the 
3: Army because what it does - ~t links the national military 
: st-g , the requirements for it, to the Arm Ar~d when we 
I lookedlat that, we looked at some 13 digerent categories 

a very ri orous process. 
C~~AIRMAN DIXON: I believe that. 
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BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: And we went back and we 
studied. And I think the Secretaries testified with regards 
to maneuver bases - we looked at those real hard. We looked 
at our depots. We were concerned about our industrial base. 
There was a series of things we looked at. 

But the bottom line, when it all came out, was the 
recommendations ou ot today, which was the 44. Now, what 
was not hc ludd in  &is process, 111 +ght steps, was the 
issue of leases. We went from cntena five to eight, we 
looked at the leases and we made -- took a look at those 
leases that paid us back. The fact is, there are some leases 
we've got out here that are good investments for the Army; 
they make good financial sense. 

The next thing we looked at was minor sites. We 
thought it was a good o portuni to divest ourselves of this 
infrastructure, just for &e recorz And we approached that 
in the same vem. 
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a c e  the ba rd ,  the spectrum, and tried to com are the 
ma or funct!ons to the mstallatlqns. And that, lgewise, is 
&ed out m our r eco~enda t lons  +at we'veprovided the 
~mrnission. So that's m much detatl, but that s a very 
suxple lot. 

A t  it tries to tell us, Mr. Chairman, is exactly 
what we need for the future of the Army, and I want to say 
what we need for the future. From that rows a list of stud) 
candidates. And if ou recall, we s t a d w i t h  97 and y e  
ldal to that some r- and we added to that some m o r  
s. But it started with 97 maior installations for the 

12 
p Y h d  we went throueh a vcrv rieorous orocess and in- 113 

: - the cuV&nt Commission to retain a tkined andl read force. 
: f So the bottom line -- we also had input from the 
:: Joint Cross Servicing Group here. So there was dialogue with 
2: my analyst with the Joint Cross Servicing Grou And when ou 
:: look at our recommendations there, you WPi fiad that dere 
2 are &some alternatives that were worked by the Pumy from 
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: the Joint Cross Servicing Group. And what that equated to 
: was about $235 plillion of savings -- annual savin s - and 
r about $3 billion m the over 20 year net resent: vafue. 

So the Army pla ed quite a bit wiPh regards to ; Joint Cross Servicmg group, and took the recc,mmendationr 
r where it made good sense for us, where we thought there was a 
- cost-savings associated with it. 
f And then what we did we ran it through some fiscal 
: m y s i s  by which we looked at what the return on the 
: : Investment was -- not a sole decidmg factor, but it was one 

I: 
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So that's kind of a summary of our process and how 

it kind of differs from the other services. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, that's ve good. 1 thank 

you for that very excellent presentation orhow you arrived 
at your decisions. And we appreciate also having all your 
data. 

I'm going to declare a 10-minute recess, and we'll 
come back precisely at 20 minutes to 11 :00 and complete a 
:second round. 

(A bnef recess was taken.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: We're back to you, Joe. Now, once 

again, we thank you -- all four of you - for being so 
accommodating. I promise you we'll have you out of here 
before lunch. And we'll move as.expeditious1 as we can in 
llus ssond round. And Counsel is even now 6xAur1~ at the 
congressional questions. 

We'll have a round up until me, and then as Chair, 
1'11 ask the congressional questions, but the '11 be limited 
!o a couple of uestions each. That may t d e  a little time. 
fou don't n A  to feel you have to be extremely detail*. in 

)'our answers. And then we'll send the questions m wntmg 
to you for the congressmen and the senators mvolved. And we 
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tl~ank ou for doing that, as well. We'll begin the 
ssondround again with Commissioner Robles. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. 
Secretary, as the Chairman alluded to .earlier, one of the 
issues we've been hearing a lot of testimony about is the 
Joint Cross Servicing Working Groups. 

Aqd as you know, it was an Issue in the '93 r o w  
and it will be an issue m the '95 round. And the issue IS, 
there are a lot of recommendations made, and as a matter of 
f ~ c t ,  the '93 Commission recommended the De~artment of 
Defense take a good hard look at this area. And 1 &ow there 
were a series of recommendations, and we have access to many 
of those recommendations. 

The question is two-part. First, how many of those 
recommendations did the Army implement? And secondly, for 
those that they did not implement, what was the underlying 
rationale for nomm lementation? 

SECRETARY b T :  Yes. Commissioner, I don't know 
the exact number. I know of the most prominent exam les, 
which are the ones in the depots area and in the medic$ 
facilities area. 

Let me say that the understanding we were given 

L I I 
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when we started this process and we met with the Deputy 
Secretary of Defense and he set up1 those cross service 
working groups, was that the purpose would be to try to get 
the Services and OSD and agencies together to come up witl 
the best possible recommendahons and then feed them back to 
the Services, leaving it to the Services and the Service 
Secretaries to make their best 'ud ment. 

So one thing that I wodd &e to emphasize is that 
all along, it was not contemplated that every single thin 
these working groups came up wilh the Services would $0. 
That would have made a mockery of the process. We, the Chief 
and I and Secretary Walker and General Shane, were expected 
to exercise some judgment as resumably our roles m the 
Department of the Army wouh hrve required, 

We did that, but we did that in a cooperative, not 
a confrontational, wa . And I think that we find that we 
have worked ve we& with this process. 

As I say, g e  most notable example are what ye've 
done with de ts and what we've dlone Hnth the medical 
facilities. I t&c it's worked well. Maybe in some future 
round, our views may be even closer together. But we can 
certainly provide you precisely whrit we did and what we 
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didn't. 

And in those cases where we didn't accept a 
recommendation, obviously, our ju,dgment based on all the 
facts that you saw and our process would have applied. 
Because the one thing is for certain, tht: working. groups were: 
not intended tp short-circuit our own anal sis in each case. 
I don't know lf General Shane wants to ad)d to that or - 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: lust a couple of pc~ints 
in the five categories that were looked at, testing 
evaluation, we worked with the Joint Cross Service Group to 
do those type things, and we took on some initiatives of our 
own with regards to Dugway, which we've talked about; Hunter- 
Liggett bein another. So we tqok n look at that in detail. 

The o%er issue is under pllot training, which the 
Joint Cross Servicing Group looked at. The Army's postured 
to -- was ready to accept the recommendation that came, but 
rimarily the Army was a reci ient of those recommendations. berts, the Secreta has spready h k e d  to -- 17 work 

pac ages which we7mked at; refined; worked with them; 
adopted two ma'or ones, whch was consistent. 

Medical, is 's talked to - they gave us sin 
recommendations and we took on three, and you heard those. 
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it's, in many ways, the wave of the future. 

We've got to do more of that to get, to squeeze the 
most in terms of savings and efficiency out of what we're 
doing. And I think it worked well for us this time. It can 
perhaps work even more extensively the next time. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 1 
didn't mean to imply that management and leadership judgment 
should be preeminent. And I understand the complex and tough 
issues you're handling. I was Oust trying to get a feel for 

3' did you im lement 10 percent, 1 percent, what were some of 
the recommendations; just trying to get a feel for 
how far down that - how far you bit into that tough issue. 
And we'll try to do a little cross-service comparison, and 
see how much the Navy bit into it, how much the Air Force bit 
into it and see where we're at. Thank you very much. 

The second yestion -- early on, we talked about 
economic im act. f m mterested in cumulative economic 
impact, whic! was a specific criterion set up by the 
Secretary of Defense. And as the Chai ian alluded, the Navy 
used cumulative economic impact on some decisions on Guam and 
California. I'm just interested how the Army came at 
cumulative economic impact; was it a factor; were there any 
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Labs is an issue which you may hear about excess capacity f or. 
the, you know, across DOD. But the fact, with regards [to 
labs, if you look back at the record, m BRAC '91 we closed 
17, or reali ed 17, excuse me. 

And g r e y s  been other actions going on in the 
Army, such as Lab 21, which imple~nented the '91 
recommendations. There's been sonre RDs that's been out 
there. There's been some other recommendations and studies 
by the Arm Science Board which we've implemented. So we've 
really tacded the issue oE labs as best we could, iven the 
infrastructure we had to work with, nod pade su%stantial. 

And we can provide that type of hsto 
overview of what the Army has done i n d e p e n d e n ~ ~ ~ w e l l  as 
what we've done to support the Joint CKISS Servicing Groups. 
But we supported them in almost every endeavor that they 
a skg  us to. But a lot of is was just minor work around, so 
it dld not make sense from a costing :standpoint in saving us 
bucks. 

SECRETARY WEST: Commissic~ner Robles, Secretary 
West. I would like to say that I ap laud both the concept 
and the work. I think it was a goo8 thing to do. Should we 
have future rounds, I think we should do it again. I think 
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restrictions; were there any things that were put outside, so 
to speak, the box because of it? 

SECRETARY WEST: I think I better answer that, 
Commissioner Robles. We are very sensitive to it. As you 
saw in the chart - well, it's actually not specifically set 
u by itself, but it's one of the things that s contained in 
e information we forwarded , you and to , s~~ of 
Defense as well. We look at the cumulative impact in the 
case of each one of those that's on that list. 

It did not act as a final determinant in either our 
decisions to include or not to include an installation. It 
was something that we paid attention to. It was something we 
took into account, but it was not a final determination in 
any - to m knowledge, in any of our decisions to include or 
not to incrude. 

It certain1 made some of the choices hard - both 
cumulative on t z  e one hand, and even sometimes the one 
time - the one-time impact - of our Fort McClellan 
decision. But again, ou asked about cumulative impact. It 
made choices harder, i u t  it did not, in the final analysis, 
add up to a determining factor in any one of ours, that's 
correct. 
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COMMISSIONER ROBLF: .Thank you very rnuch,.Mr. 

Secretary. Next question, whch is a - it's about hospital 
capacit and medlcal ca acity. And we understand that you 
ste&forward and difsome ho ital realignments -- the 
m lcal center at Fitzsimmons loa)a couple other hospital 
closures and realignments. But in the bigger context, did 
you look at excess civilian capacity? 

It seems to me that as you look at the civilian 
sector, and having come from an area where there's lots of 
medical facilities and lots of excess capacity, there is 
significant excess medical capacity in civilian sector. And 
with the new em hasis on tn-care and some of the other 8 programs that D D is loolung at, how did you put 41 that 
together to ensure that you aren't keeping excess station 
hospital capacity? 

I'm not into the force structure piece of this, but 
into the capacity, bed capacity and medical capacity so that 
we didn't keep more hospitals than we needed because, as you 
know, they're very expensive. 

SECRETARY WEST: Yes. I guess from my analysis, 
from my perspective, I'm not sure that so-called "excess 
civilian capacity" was as big a player in our decision as 
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COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Thank au very much. 

I : F a  question -- as I understand it, ma'or f01w structure 
I : actions that occur are outside the BRA& pmess  to some 

degree. 
In other words, if you do a 1-4 force structure ; rsdostion, it is not n d y  k i ce4  into the BRAC role. - But let's just sa . in Alaska, whereyou downsize the brigade 

f up &ere - the Jvision up there, did you take a good hard 
( look st you need both Forts Richardson and Wainwright, which I :, has bee. an issue that has been around for just a few days? 

And does it make sense to keep both those open, 
Lidate to one, or what was the thought process behind 

them both o 
: L  &CRETARY%ST: I'm going to let General Shane 
:i speak to that in a minute. Let me just say that from my 
: r perspective in looking at those installations in1 Alaska, 
:- Commissioner Robles, the extent to which we went down there 

, : r was not quite as large as ou mght expect. 
'C , - There is still a siza&e brigade-sire force there. 

' 2 .  And so I think our needs are gomg to be, in tc:m of those 
m c u l a r  locations, fair1 significant. We did some other 

'2 h q s  there. Let me let henera1 Shane talk to you about the 

~ u l t i - ~ : a g e ~ ~  
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: perhaps our question suggests. Civilian capacity was a !: d a v .  ~twasoneofthewaYsinwhichwewereableto " ththst we could dis nse with a center here o r  downgrade 

aspifal to a clinic E r e .  
The one figure I can give you from your earlier 

is, we took 50 percent of the Cross Service Working 
's recommendations in the medical anma, which is a 

percent, mdeed. And so, at least at the level at 
reviewed it, excess civilian capacity did not 

, : : mflwrtce me so much as the certainty that with civilian 
ca L Z ,  we could be sure that that where we were makin an 
$mment there were still going to be prop:r m e d i d  care 
and treatment for those who depend on the Army. 

Gmenl Shane, is there anything that you might say 
: i about excess civilian capacity? 

I:? GENERAL SULLIVAN: Commissioner, General Sullivan. 
a - That was considered m the oint rocess -- your question. 

COMMISSIONER R ~ B L ~ S :  Great. 
GENERAL SULLIVAN: What we focused our energy on 

health care for the large activr: duty 
in some cases, the mobilized, - bedding on 

I 
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suggested that the Navy transfer its Undergraduate Pilot 
Traming to Fort Rucker. Did the Army concur with this 
recommendation, and do you believe that Navy helicopter 
pilots can be trained at Fort Rucker? 

SECRETARY WEST: The Army did concur. And that's 
the question we choose to answer w t h  respect to - we 
believe we can do the training. We understand that others 
will have their own views. There was a time, when I was Navy 
General Co-1, when the Navy believed that, as well. 

Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: The Navy expressed a very 

different o p h o n  before yesterday. In your oplmon, Mr. 
Secreta why do you feel they chose not to adopt that 
proposa% 

SECRETARY WEST: I don't know, but I will say this. 
I suspect that they are the best judge of what kind of 
t r a h g  they need for their pilots. And we're inclined to 
respect that. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I don't know what else 1 
expected you to say to that uestion, actually. (Lau hter.) 

All right, movin to t%e medical issue again. h e  
Army's recommending cfosure of Fitzsimmons. What wiU h a p p  
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1 t .pe of thin s that generated that. And on top of that, we 
2 d;dJookat8reely,wedidlookatAlaska,andwedidclose 
3 realign Fort Greely. 
4 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: So I guess the bottom line is 
5 that you're convmced that the installat~ons that are 
6 remaining in Alaska that are going to remain are adequate and 
7 are necessary to meet our uirements up there. 
8 BRIGADIER G ~ N E ~  SHANE: yes 
9 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank ou. 

l o  SECRETARY WEST: Commissioner Ro&es, Secretary 
1 1  West. My bottom line would be that not enough change, with 
12 respect to that force structure, to cause us to want to take 
13 on the additional expense -- up front ex associated wit1 
14 those kinds of further adjustments and E b - .  
15 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Very fine. Thank you, Mr. 
16 Secretary. Mr. Chairman, I yield my time. 
1 7 CHFRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Robles. 
I8 Comrmssioner Steele. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
20 actually have some follow-ups on General Robles' questions. 
21 Back to UFT subject - the Ann 's report to the Commission 
n states that UPT, excuse me, joint Cross Service Groups 

I 

/ specifics. 
BRIGADW GENERAL SHANE: General Shar~e. That's a I . p- tough question, but I think we've got a real good / : answer for that. Let's talk about the force stnlcture change 

I first. What we really saw was really not as  large of a draw 
1 I down as you might think. 

to about 6,000, 2,000 a 
I And then when you loqk at it, 
c all the training that we have is the 

I : Wunwright -- I think you 
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1.0 Fitzsimmons Army Medical Center's role as a lead agent in 
referral center for a 13-state region? 

SECRETARY WEST: A lead - no, I just wanted to - 
is a lead agent in what role? In providing help? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Yes, sir. Is that adequately 
being absorbed in the area? I know there's some moves to 
(Jarson and the Academ , but if I'm not mistaken, it was a 'I lead in a lot of areas an there will have to be significant 
travel for retirees and remaining active duty. 

SECRETARY WEST: Well, I think - well, in terms of 
simply providm health care, one of the reasons that we feel 
c.omfortable potthat the Joint Service Working Group 
recommended the closure of Fitzsimmons as a center, was the 
fact that there is ad uate medical care nearby in the 
surrounding area. %mlc that's correct, is it not, General 
Slhane? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: General Shane. There:s 
two arts -- it goes back to the question that Comrmssioner 
~ o b &  asked in regards to excess capacity - civilian 
capacity that exists. It was my understanding that the Joint 
Clross Servicing Group looked at that real hard and supported 
this recommendation from the Army, and determined that there 

: part of the commanding control and infrastruciture being at  
:I Richardson. So when we crunched the numbers, so to speak, 
1: what happened, we found that almost $400 million to move that 
1 L  mfrrstructure from Richardson up to Wainwright. So that was 
i i  the first thing that cau ht our attention was the 
1: erhaordina cost of going that. 
1 - The oxer  thing we n e e d  to consider was, ok?y, 
f what was really the strategic importance of Alaska with 

regards to our national strateg m the Pacific. So we felt 
ke. from an operational stan int, that we needed to kind 

look at that m the context o f flexibility it gave us to 
' m r a t e  forces in case anything happened. So those were the 

I I I 
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SECRETARY WEST: The joint DOD process? I don't 

know. General Shane. 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Let me confer with staff 

just a minute, please. 
SECRETARY WEST: Yes. I think we'll have to give 

you -- I don't think any one of the force here can give you 
that answer right now. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: I thought I knew the 
answer, and I do. Those were requests for enclaves for the 
Army to perform their immediate mlission there in both of 
those locations, as a matter of fact. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: In the area of industrial 
facilities, the Army recommendation is to close Detroit Army 
Tank Plant and Stratford Army Engine Plant. Did the closure 
of these facilities -- excuse me, eliminate the ability to 
design production of critical items? 

SECRETARY WEST: No. No, it won't. I mean - it 
won't do that. 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: Comm.issioner, General Sullivan 
No, it does not. We have other facilities. And I'm not 
producing enough tanks anyway. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: This may be too detailed, bul 
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how many fontract~r pmomel at each site are affeetecfhy 
those recommendat~ons. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANI!: I can give that to you. 
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1 was capacity and that there would not be a major roblem w ~ t h  
2 divers~on-of that tri-care service throughout fge area. 
3 So it's a matter of them looking at that in the 
4 implementation phase of this recornmendation. 
5 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Were there different weights 
6 given to the effective closures on active duty versus n x m e  
7 and retirees and others in the community, or was it - 
8 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: With regards to health 
9 care? 

10 COMMISSIONER STEELE:: Yes, sir. 
11 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHAIIE: I'll have to provide that 
12 for the record. I really don't know. 
13 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Different subject. Secn&ry 
14 West, we've received copies of two letters from the Army to 
15 the other Services, requesting retention of facilities on 
16 bases recommended for closure by the Secretary of Defense 
17 recommendation to the Commission. h one, the Army requests 
18 portions of the Naval Air Reserve Center in Kansas, and in 
19 others, the Army requests portions of Brooks Air F o r n  Base 
20 in Texas. 
2 1 Were these two issues discusred during the DOD 
22 joint review process? And if not, why not? 

Are you talkin two locations, or 'w;t Detrog? 
COMMI~SIONER STEELEI: ~ 0 t h  locations. I: 
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1 about inconsistent levels of cooperation from base commanders 
2 in preparing their rebuttals to the DOD proposals. What 
3 guldance dld the Army give its base commanders regarding 
4 cooperation with local communities during the BRAC process? 
5 SECRETARY WEST: Well, we've met with them quite 
6 recent1 , and our idance is to be as cooperative as 
7 possibli. w e  ungtand the impact of h s  kind of event on 
8 a community. And we understand that communities will be 
9 inclined to respond in two ways. The first way is to try to 

10 pre are their case. And the second way, perha s, if they're 
11 we8-advised, is a track that begins to prepare E r  what 
12 could happen. 
13 We want to be helpful in either case. I think 
14 that's our obligation, and that's our guidance. I don't know 
15 if you're asking the uestion whether they are able to get 
16 assess to sort of all t%e information behind our decisions, 
17 because if that's your question, they're certainly going to 
18 access to the mfonnat~on we rov~de to the Comrmss~on. 
19 f:: a public document, 1 would %ok 
20 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: 'Well, I think the question 
21 I'm asking is, would there be some consistency across the 
22 commanders? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE!: Okay. Detroit, there's 
about 200, plus or minus a few. Antd in Stratford, I think 
the number was around 2.000 or so. 

COMMISSIONER S~%ELE: Thr~nk you. I yield back - 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE!: But we have ~rovided I 10 

those in our recommendations. I thi~dc those are right on. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, 

yield back my time. 
CHAIFM+N DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 

Steele. Comrmssioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Secretary West, if I told you that we've heard from 
communities affected by the process, you probably woulcln' 
find that hard to believe. 

SECRETARY WEST: No, I w~ouldn't. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: We place an imporulnt value 

on their input, and some communities have expressed concern 
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SECRETARY WEST: I would expect so, but I also 

know, Commissioner, that even commanders -- even Army 
commanders, who routinely turn out to be good and 
extraordinarily competent, are individuals and their reaction 
ma vary from lace to lace. We will try to counsel them 
aoBmake sure L t  the& a relatively consistent 
cooperation. And if you find instances where we're 
inconsistent, then we 11 try to correct it. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 

Secre% 
, the Army owns and operates three military 

ports in the nited States. Do we have a chart on that? As 
this chart shows, Sunny Point, North Carolina, was ranked the 
highest in military value; Ba onne, New Jersey, second; am 
Oakland, California, third. Lease explain why you decided 
to recommend the closure of Mih Ocean Terminal Bayonne, 
but disapprove the closure of & and Army Base. 

SECRETARY WEST: I think it's very straightforward 
judgment, Commissioner. If you look at what we use those 
for, their im rtance to us has to do with times of surge 
when we wiR",eedeed to get material out. In the case of, what 
1s it, Bayome, whch 1s an East Coast port, Oakland 1s an 
West Coast port; Sunny Point, also on the East Coast. It 
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seems to me that the amble we make is fairly clear. f f  we 
close Ba onne, we st81 have another rt we can use. If we 
close  and, we have nolhin but E fo-cia1 ports. 

Now let me say a word a%out commercifl, +use in 
fact, we in the Army are falrly comfortable w t h  usmg 
commercial ports in most cases. There are greater assurances 
of commercial port availability on the East Coast than the 
West. So just as a matter of prudent planning, we elected to 
kee Oakland open, while we felt very comfortable that we 
cou !' d close Bayonne and realize the savings from that action. 

Right now we can't -- and it would cost about $24 
million to do it. We can't use railroads in Bayome. We 
have an ammunition port on the East Coast, Sunny Point. We 
can't outload ammunition in Bayonne because of the proximity 
to the city. 

And that's why we -- one of the reasons in my 
dialogue with the Secretary, we looked at doing business. 
And only 14 rcent of the cargo, of the general car o that 

P P went to the &f war - we ship over 40,000 40- oot 
containers to the Gulf War - o y 14 percent of the general 
cargo that went to the Gulf War went through Ba onne. 

So it's actually -- we use it very little. An d in 

I I I 
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General Shane. The Joint Cross Servicin Group did not 8 address Hunter-Liggett specifically, okay. The Issue comes 
from an inquiry which was made by OSD w t h  regards to what 
training and testing were we golng to divest ourselves of. 
And the answer to that is none. 

We kee all the testin facilities, all the land, 
imd we turn tiat over to the"Nationa1 Guard. And what we 
divest ourselves of was about 300 people that was the test. 
battalion that we had thee, and we move them to Fort Bhss. 

COMMISSIONER COX: So ou're k in the base openi 
BRIGADIER GENERAL & A ~ ~ : % e f l ,  that's nght .  

Already it's a National Guard-owned installation, So the 
Nattonal Guard will assume that. And we just d~vest 
ourselves of the overhead. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I see. 
GENERAL SULLIVAN: Commissioner. there are some 
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I my view, and in dialogue with the Secreta~y and with my 
I - ~ l e ,  I thou ht we could close it. 

~ene ra l  Shane. 
BRlGADIER GENERAL SHANE: General Shane. Let me ( C d k s  'us( another comment to that. As indicated, we did 

: study L t h  ports in detail, and everything's been said. The - other is, looking at the Army projection, CONUS-based 
1 capability, what we lose on the West Coast with Oakland if it 
: goes away is a deployment time of 3 to 17 days, depending on 

. ' the unit that goes thou  h there. 
: when you look at t%e operational capability it 
:: adds with the minor - with the small number of ports you got 

'1: on tbe West Coast, it, from our standpoint made good 1 IL operational sense to retain Oakland and stdl divest 
I : oyrselves of Ba onne. So there was an operstional cost and 
. nsk that we didYnot want to accept. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: General Sulllrvan, given the 
I r emphasis on and synergy from inneraervice operations, what 
: I  IS tbe Army's requirement for continuing to own and operate 
'' dtary parts? I ,' 

I - GENERAL SULLNAN: Oh, I think we r~eed to operate 
if: cemmly the ammunition ports. And from my perspective, as 
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Jimmy said, as General Shane said, we need the capability to 

: assemble our equi ment and to move that equipment. Oakland 
provldes us on & West Coast with that ca ahility. And it 

1 - is - frankly, it was helpful during the G ~ ~ P w U  to have 
i plaas  like Sunn Point and Oakland. 

COMMIS&ONER CORNELLA: General Sullivan, I - understand that Sunny Point was retained beu~use it is the 
r sole ammunition terminal in the Arm invento 

, pat facilities accommodate the d v y  and % a k z ' t % ?  
" -muni t ion  requirements. Please explain why a single Service 

uld not accommodate Army, Navy and Marine Corps bulk 
unition shipping requirements. Would that be possible? 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: 1 haven:t thought about it much. 
:& I guess it could. But I thought we shlpped -- I need to give 

' ' -  you an answer back on that, okay, because I'm the Executive 
1 :  .: Agent - the Arm 's the Executtve Agent for lots of t; :- ammunition. An I thmk I need to gtve you a more precise 

: I  answer. 
. , I think what I'm shippink- not me persc~nally -- 

I 2: but I thmk what the Army IS s 'pping in man cases is 
I: ammunition belongin to the other services. fprovide the 
1-1 Muines conventionafmunitions and so forth. 

topographical aspects of that test range that'are important 
tn tic I 
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I highli hted at least their concern that bases weren't 
i! actualf closing. 
3 A d  I wondered sort of in context with that, do you 
4 think that the Commission should change the Brooks Air Force 
5 Base and Naval Reserve Training Center recommendations to 
6 reflect establishment of reserve component enclaves so we 
7 don't have this sort of confusion? Is that your 
8 recommendatton. 
9 SECRETARY WEST: Why don't we  get back to you on 

10 the answer on that. I'm not sure how much that requires. 
11 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Right. Thanks. 
12 General Sullivan, the test and evaluation Joint Cross Servlce 
13 Group recommended that the Army withdraw its proposal to move 
14 the test battalion from Fort Hunter-Li gett to Fort Bliss. 
15 The were concerned about the loss of uni ue test capability 
16 at drt Hunter-Llggett and the lack of an %equate test 
17 environment at Fort Bliss. How did the Army address these 
18 concerns raised by the Joint Cross Service Group? 
19 GENERAL SULLIVAN: Can I ask General Shane to 
20 answer that? 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: Of course. 
22 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: First of all, this is 

1 
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COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
GENERAL SULLNAN: We're trying to eliminate some 

of the costs associated with them, though. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Secretary West or 
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wt~:ever, you recommended that Fort Pickett be  closed because 
it, focused rimaril on reserve component trainin 
su port.. 6 t  you A i d e d  to leave o n Fort  ill, 
w i c h  is not far from P~ckett, due to %ec annual trammg 
requirements of the reserve component. What was the 

-- wh was the opposite logic used on two similar gE$ close& located bases? 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Commissioner Cox, General 

Shane, let me answer that. When we ran our analysis on that, 
what we found was the fact that in A.P. Hill there was a 
large densit of RC battalions, about 20 or so we looked at. 
And many orthose that could not be d i v e d  within what we 
set as an established standard 250 miles, one way or the 
other. 

At Pickett, what w e  found was that there was a 
trainin requirement there, but it was not to the degree of 
A.P. d l l .  And we felt -- and we coord ina t~  this with the 
reserve personnel and we felt like we could dlvert that 
trainin load to other installations throughout the general 
area --bod Bpgg, A.P: Hill, so forth and so OF. So that 
drove our declslon to divest ourselves of Fort Plckett. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. And then lastly, 
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I So I'd like to et back with ou, Commissioner, on 
I : that. Because I t d  what we'll A d  when we shred the 1 . numbers that it is Marine Co s, Navy and Air Forcc:, in some 
I ; ,, ammunition, other g a n  for the Navy, the munitions / I wbch are on the shi s. I may be wron . 

CHMRMAN Df'xoN: 1 assume s t a i  is keeping track of 
these answers when we're being told that answers will be 
su lied so ou can follow up. And we will do that, General 
~ a v a n ,  dank you. Thank you, Commissioner . . . . GENE- S U L L N W :  Gentlemen, I'd 'ust h e  to back 

: off. Mr. Chat-, I'd ldce to back off of tiat, because I 
: : W it's more sophisticated than what I said. . -. -. COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Mr. Chairman. 
: L . . CKAIRMAN DIXON: Have ou concluded, Commissioner? 

. - COMMISSIONER CORXIELLA: yes, I h,ave. 
A .  CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner C~xnella. 
: - Commissioner Cox. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Just a follow-up on 
:: Tommissioner Stele's questions mentioned the two letters I :' prding the Naval Reserve Training Center, B m k s  Air Force 

know you all have looked at the BENS study -- 
Executtves National Security -- which 

I I 1 
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training so that they can use Pickett. And one of the 
questions that we're asked about - what do you do wit11 the 
petroleum facility that's there? And we opted to send that 
to Fort Dix, and that was in coordination with the reserve 
component people, too. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. And then lastly, how 
does the - Secretary West, or whoc:ver you'd like to direct 
it to - how does the recommendation to close Fort Ritchie 
affect the Army's support to area requirements of the 
national command? And given the importance of Fort Ritchic's 
support to that national command authority, what alternatives 
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to-dosin Fort Ritchie did you examine: a6d why did you pick: 
closin Bart Ritchie? 

~ECRETARY WEST: We did fa*e that into account. 
I'll let General Shane ive ou the tletalls. COMMISSIONER Ax: okay. 
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Secreta West or - 

S~CRETARY WEST: Essentially, I might add, 
Commissioner, in a number of these instances where we do 
this, where the principal utilizatisn, or a heavy 
utihzation, is the reserve, we are in essence switching -- 
and I don't know that that's necessarily happening here -- 
we're switchin out our active dut arnson. 

B R I G A D ~ R  GENERAL s$&E: That's cons t .  
SECRETARY WEST: And leavin , by and large,. by 

working it out with the reserve commsllcf a reserve gamson 
to take care of that. That saves us; overhead. Now, what 
we're tryin to do here with these adjustments is to save 
overhead. ghese are dollar decisions we've made, in the 
context of those two situations. 

COMMISSIONER COX: So to make sure I understand on 
this and the last questlon - essentially what you're saylng 
is that we still have the ability to use these training 
grounds. 

SECRETARY WEST: Oh, yes, for the reserve 
components. Yes, oh, yes. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Commissioner Cox, G c ~ r a l  
Shane again. There will be a reserve enclave there on 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: ~~~mmissioner Cox, Gene:ral 
Shane. We did look at that. We can support site C & R from 
Fort Detrick, which is right down the mad. And we did look 
at the alternative, which looked at c.losin and realigned 
Detrick. But the fact is that Detrick is akos t  twice the 
size of Fort Ritchie. So as we lookcxi at the pay-off and the 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I 
2 a ain would like to do more of an education for J.B. Davis 
3 J a n  an thin else. But in almost every fort that ou 
4 decided;o c k , ,  Mr. Secretary, you very careful r y reserve 
5 and area for the reserve component. Are you doing that 
6 because you're rearran ing your reserve structure, or was 
7 that reserve structure tfere all along? Can you help me with 
8 that one? I've read the book, but I didn't get the answer. 
9 SECRETARY WEST: Well, there are some reserve 

10 structure adjustments being made, but I think what we're 
1 1  doing here is trying to accommodate a rule of thumb that 
12 General Shane mentioned, which is that in so man of our 
13 installations, r e m e  components are using them or fY 
14 important and needed training. And in thls era, when we're 
15 golug to rely on the reserves even more, the last thing that 
16 we in the Army want to do as we do this realignment and 
17 closure process is to effect things that can contribute to 
18 reserve readiness. 
19 So we've tried to make sure that wherever weeact 
20 with respect to posts where reserves have been trammg, that 
21 either they are able to do their training at another post 
22 within a sufficient number of miles, or that we reserve an 
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enclave so that they can do it there. And that's what's been 
driving it -- and attentiveness to reserve component 
readiness. 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: Can I - 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: General Sullivan, sir? 
GENERAL SULLIVAN: We need to reserve either an 

armory or some kind of facility where the goal is to put them 
within 50 miles - to ut the soldiers wlthin 50 miles of a 
facility; and then wi& 250 miles ofpome kind of a 
training ground. The reason for that 1s we only get them for 
14 days in the summer and they have to move their equipment. 
And what we like to get is 10 out of that in the training 
area. And as you know, when you get the Guard and Reserve, I 
mean, we just have to -- we cover the country with 
facilities. And that's why you'll see us maintain these 
enclaves. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, sir. And again, 
not being able to fully shut down a fort, though, was another 
consideration in that rocess. 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: ~ i g h t  
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: If I wi ld ,  then, and you'll 

see what my bias 1s. Of course, I worry about our Armed 

I 
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costs and the savings associated with divestiture, it made 
good sense. And we did have excess capacity at Detrick to 
accommodate this move. 

COMMISSIONER COX: And - I'm sony, you looked at 
Detrick but ~t was larger than Fort Rltchle? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE!: WeU. when I say larger 
-- it had the capacity to accommodate; Ritchie moving there, 
vice Detrick moving to Ritchie. 

COMMISSIONER COX: And thsre are other things at 
Fort Detrick that would dictate moving it to Detrick rather 
than Ritchie. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Well, 'ust a larger and 
more modem facilities, more rmanmt facilities. 

SECRETARY WEST: Ks just a more cost-effective 
move.from Ritchie to Detrick than from, say, Detrick to 
h t c h e .  

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And that was Secretary West on 
that last r 

SEC%+%Y WEST: ~ ' m  son 
COMMISSIONER COX: T ~ ~ . ~ o u  very much. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank .you, Commissioner. 

Commissioner Davis. 
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I Forces beii able to cpnduct $eir missions in the out years. 
1 And I askeifthe uest~on prev~ousl and I think you've 
3 answered it, but Tet me just .make a&olutel sure. 
4 Mr. Secretary, that wrth the BRAC '$5 closings and 
5 assumin some level of confidence in your numbers, the 
6 savings %at ou get, at what level does it start a 
7 constrain? lrthey don't pan out to 50 rcent requirement? 
8 In other words, you don't get 50 percent o F" your savings, are 
9 ou really starting to hurt? Is there a threshold there or 

10 lave you really taken a very conservative approach and you'll 
1 1  probably get more savings than what you've dicted and so 

13 SECRETARY d ~ :  I rn - 
f 12 the news would onl be ood, nof wotse. 

14 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: That's a long and complex 
15 question, but -- 
16 SECRETARY WEST: My answer was clear to the first 
17 part of your question, but now that you have your second 
18 part, the answer is es to both. 
19 COMM~SSI~NER DAVIS: olra 
20 SECRETARY WEST: I mean, di m o o d  one first -- 
21 yes, we have taken a conservative approach. The one thing 
22 we've learned, I think, over the years is that you can't be 
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1 effort on those kind of assumptions. 
.t And I think, to the Secretary's point, now we have 
; what appears to us to be a ood busmess decision here 
4 without assumptions, which, f rankly, have never come true - 
j never come true. And it's taken us a while to dig our way 
6 out from that burden. 
7 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: You have my rympathy for being 
s in the building that Ion u hter.) 
3 GENERAL SULLgA!? 3-h, I had a full head of hair 

:O here in 1989. 
COMMI&b%ibAVIS: Mr. Secretary, I'd like to 

General Sullivan. Again, it's my worry about 
to -- and the Arm is robably required to do 
more than an o b  R i c e  - is surge to meet 
es or nationa?emergencies. h d  in your depot 

:6 process, you've taken some very significant actions to 
. 7  downsize our depot capability. 
. Y And1 h o w  you've answered before that ou didn't 
r have any surge capabili , but have you sort of Kip- 

:O n little bit of surge capa%lity in your depot so that i Fke" you 
:I are required to surge to meet some national emergency that 
2 you have capability to surge that depot, or will you have to 
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; certain how our estimates and pro'ections are going to turn 
: out, so you lave to be very carefull indeed. So weeve bacn 

wrvative in what we have listed as expected savm s 
But at the same time, frankly, when yqu think a h  

t the Chef of Staff said about the d ~ l m n  dollars, 
%re tightly constrained in every direction. ?don't think - I could sa to you that we could afford to lose a single 
I dollar of e savmgs we anticipate here. It will get tight 
J right after that first dollar. 
11 GENERAL SULLIVAN: Mr..Com.missioner, I - I've been 
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it's sort of a request. We'd like to make sure we worf with 
the Department of the Army and of course the Air Force on 
this permitting and, for instance, to move the Dugway 
o ration, there's some indication that it's going to take 
agos t  two ears to get d l  the approvals and everything 
dlone. But &at's very key to the pmcess, and we'd like to 
work with your General Counsel along with ours to make sure 
that we get it all right in $e final recommendation. 

Mr. Chairman, my time has run out. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 

Davis. Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Smxetary West, you've been very forthcoming in your answers 
concernin cross-servicing, and I appreciate and thank you 
for that. k d  like to ask your o inion, in a practical 
sene, can cross-semicin worl! going forward? And will it 
mnttnue without the B ~ C  process 

SECRETARY WEST: I think it will work, 
Commissioner. I think we're still learning a lot of things 
about it; learning the best ways in which we can cooperate. 
There are still functions that each of the Services considers 
uclique and that each of the Services believe we have unique 
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1 surge on food. We can, in fact, produce food in America and 
2 process it and get it to the troops. Then are other 
3 commodities whlch soldiers and a m e n  and marines and sailors 
I use which are difficult to surge to. But we can, lo fact, 
5 produce a lot of food in Amenca. 
6 One of the capabilities we mflintained in the 
7 to get to our point, is Watervliet m Rock Island. ~ u ~ & i n ~  
8 hard-walrcannoo barrels is.an art, and there's only one 
9 place in America that does !t -- probably the best m the 

10 world. - and that's Wate~liet .  And we maintain that 
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1 pump it out in the commercial sector? 
1 GENERAL SULLIVAN: I have some thoughts on it. 
3 1'11 let General - if it's all right with you, I'll 1e:t 
4 General Shane answer it and then I have some e:rperience on 
5 the subject and some thoughts, 
6 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHWE: Commissioner Davis, 
7 General Shane. The short answer is yes, we did take into 
8 consideration the surge capability. A couple key things here 
9 is the fact that when you look at the core workload that we 

10 have, you find that we do that with one shift and we do it 
I I and our recommendations show that we are now at about 80 
:? p e n t  capacity. So we have a 20 r r cen t  capacity in each 
13 one of our three depots remaumg t at allows us to meet the 
14 wartime surge ryulrements. 
IS Now, there s been some debate with re arak to 
16 wartime uirements versus reconstitution of the force 
17 fo l lowing~e  two-MRC scenario. So I feel like that the 
1s three depots, based on our Stationing Strategy laid out for 
19 us, provide us the adequate depot maintenance requ~rement 
I r  .t we need to take care of the force. 

GENERAL SULLIVAN: Mr. Commissioner, in the United mt, of America, we have the capability to surge, really 
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m;ponsibilities for. But I think it can work, and I think 
we: re seeing that it can work. 

Much more intriguing is your question of whether it 
will go forward without BRAC. That, I don't have an answer 
for you. I'd like to hope it would. But the underlying 
principle that you enunciate, that the BRAC process has given 
a great motivation to it, I think, is an accurate one. It 
certainly has given it life. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Maybe I could ask another 
ucation of you from along that line, and that is, yesterday 

$e Air Force -- their statement, they said that they did not 
really include any closures as respects medical institutions 
because they just hadn't gotten to that yet. And I guess 
what 1 don't understand -- were there not some 
recommendations that went to the Air Force as well as 
medical, out of the Cross Servicing Group? Were you I 
beliczve said that 50 percent of those recommended to you, you 
adhcered to? 

SECRETARY.WEST: Oh, Commissioner. (Laughter.) 
I'm certainly familiar with the ones that came to the Army, 
Connmissioner. And that's about as far as I'm able to go. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Okay, thank you. Well, maybe 
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1 around now since '89 in the bulldmg, m the Pentagon. And 
.? one of the assumptions that was made on previous: BRACs has 
j reall been a burden to us. h d  that assumption was that we 

-4 woufd, in fact, sell some of this property to investors. And 
s so the bud ets in our programs were wedged in that vein. 
5 We k e  a very poor track record because, as you - know, there is a congressional process that cckmes in and the 

. r  ovemment compem for the facilities itself; and then we 
:3 &ve the presidential initiatives. SO we're not. doing any of 
.:o that. We re not betting on anyone buying any of ths, 
:I because there are programs that require us to ;give it to the 
2 communities and so on and so forth. So we haven't built this 

11 capability for tank guns and Howitzers and naval weapons. 
12 And Rock Island is now where we assemble the Howitzer - one 
13 of the Howitzers, the light Howitzer is assembled there, 
i n  because we're roducing such a tiny quantity of it that 
IS commercial in ustry won't do it. 
16 

B 
They don't think it's commercially effective for 

17 them. So we do have those kind of s ial capabilities. And 
18 I'm glad you asked the question, E w e  there are some 
19 capabilities that we do maintain in house, because commercial 
20 industry -- unless you get into a real big confrontation -- 
21 they're not going to do ~ t .  
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And my last, not question, but 
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certified data calls. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Congressman Jim 
Chapman, First District of Texas says, or asks -- 1'11 ask 
you, Mr. Secrttary, and you may refer to whoever is 
appropnate -- Was the combined milltary value and cost of 
closure of the co-located facilities of Red River Army Depot, 
Lone Star Army Ammunition Plant, Defense Logistics Agency 
Distribution Depot - DDRT - and their tenants considered in 
the overall evaluation as requested of the Army Defense 
Logistics A enc and D artment of Defense by the community? SECWRYARY &ST: I think &e answer is yes, but I 
-- by the community? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, let me take 
that on. General Shane. The answer to that is, yes, it was. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, there are a series of other 
questions here. And all of those questions, on behalf of 
Congressman Jim Chapman of the First District of Texas, will 
be sent to you in wntin . 

Here is a series ofquestions submitted for the 
record by the senators from Maryland - Senators Sarbanes and 
Mikulski, and by Re resentatlves Bartlett and Ehrlich; and 
it's in connection w i g  Fort Ritchie, Maryland. Mr. 

Qmlu'f 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: --  pio it down to A t :  set 

laces and say, that's the end of it. So that's really good. 
fust a couple other quick situations. Turning to some of the 
leases here, the BRAC '93 Commission. recommended that the 
Services review current leases to determine whether or not 
excess overnment-owned administrative space could be used 
insteacfof leased office ace. Did the Army review all of 
its lease facilities in an %fort to get them into 
government-owned facilities? 

SECRETARY WEST: I believe those above $200,000, 
Commissioner. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Above $200,000. Thank you. 
And last uestion, because I believe we're probably running 
in time a?ittle bit. In '91 the Commission approved the 
merger of Aviation Systems Command and Troop Suppott Command. 
Would you mind explaining why the Anny is disestablishing a 
command which we just created a few years a o? 

SECRETARY WEST: Well, it's relate8 to your first 
uestion. In our effort to try.to find savmgs in leases, 

%e way that we could deal wlth getting savlogs out of that 
lease, was not to try to look for where we could transfer the 
entire thing, but to look at it going back into its 
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Secretary, how were the cross-service capabilities of t% e 
Defense Information Systems Agency's command assessed as pad 
of the Anny's evaluation and final decision to recommend Fort 
Ritchie for closure? 

SECRETARY WEST: General Shane. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Geneml Shane. 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, those were 

considered especially with regard to DlSA OSD. Our database 
concluded that they would not be included in our figures. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Their next question is, did the 
Army coordinate direct1 with DISA to determine the cost of 
moving the Network hanagement Center? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: And the answer to that, 
Mr. Chairman, is no, because what happened in that particular 
case -- we showed them as a loss in 1996. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right. Did the DOD take into 
account Fort Huachuca, its critical water shortage as part of 
its recommendation to send a significant number of additional 
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1 I could just follow .that up one -0nd and say that 50 
2 percent of the medlcal cross-servlcmg that was presented to 
3 you, you accepted and you went forward with. The other 510 

- did those deal only with the Army, or would those 
ave Included some of the other Services? : rt 

6 SECRETARY WEST: No, sir. We were spealcimg of 50 
7 percent of those that dealt with the Army. There were 50 
8 percent that we did not a ree on after our analysis. 
9 COMMISSIONER%LING: Thank you very much. 

1 0  GENERAL SULLIVAN: Commissioner, can I make a 
1 1  comment? There are some activities going on in the tmining 
12 area which are really not related to BRAC at all where 1 have 
13 some capacity at Fort Leonard Wood where we're doing some 
14 training in our training centers -- Fort Leonard Wood and 
1s elsewhere. -- other services, Forth Knox, Fort Sill, tht: 
16 Marines train with us, and I send peo le to other Services. 
17 SO there's a lot of that going on. h i w e ' r e  actually 
18 picking up more and more -- cooks, for instance. And it's 
19 not - it's irrespective of BRAC. 11's a joint - 
20 COMMISSIONER KLING: And 1 think that that is just 
2 I a cross-servicin t as well, you just -- GENE~TLLIVAN: C O N ~ ~ .  22 
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com nents. And so we've come up with a good way, and we 
&a very effective w x ,  of discharging -- carryin out  
that business of each of ose - avlst~~on on the one kind, 
the soldier command on the other - by st:nding them to those 
kinds of co 

w e  r r %  to get out of (hat h s e .  We want 
to get out of d the leases we can. It's not just that we 
take the last BRAC Commission seriously, ~ t ' s  that it's g c d  
business for the Army. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank: you very much, Mr. 
secretary. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, that c;oncludes the second 
round. And Mr. Secretary, if you'll indulge me now, counsel, 
Madelyn Creedon has selected what she thought to be the 
appropriate question from each of these groupings by senators 
and members of the Congress. And I'm going to ask you those, 
and then we will send all the written questions to you. 

And we are goin to do that imnnediately after this 
morning's hearing, anfwould appreciate it if your folks in 
your shop could answer these uestions in some detail. 

First, from Senator ~ohn%arner of Virginia, he 
asks, Secretary West -- now, he asks a number of  question.^, 

personnel there? 
- 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, we're 
talking about 100 people, I believe, gom to Fort -- we did 
not consider that, nor were we aware o f t  % at at the time that 
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1 I'm selecting one that counsel thought was the appropriate 
2 one -- Secretary West, in making the decision to close Fort 
3 Pickett, Vir h a ,  did the Army consult with the leadership 
4 of the other%ervlces and federal agencies who current1 
5 train at Fort Pickett for input concerning the value to deem 
6 of the installation? 
7 SECRETARY WEST: Let me just see if I can get some 
8 staff u here. 
9 (?HAIRMAN DIXON: And I think Bri adier General 

10 Shane is going to answer with the help of a cofonel there 
I I that he works pretty closely with. 
12 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Chairman, General Shane. 
13 The answer is, es. And recall that we had certified data 
14 calls and Fort 3 ickett did provide us with that information. 
I S  It was considered in the process. 
16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: In other words, you talked to all 
17 the other people involved at Fort Pickett m making this 
18 decision. The balance of those questions will be glven you 
19 in writing. 
20 SECRETARY WEST: Commissioner, Mr. Chairman, may I 
21 not sa that.Genera1 Shane said something in addition to 
22 that. h e  s ~ l d  rt was our practice to do so in every case -- 
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we made the recommendation - that there was a !water shortage - at Fort Huachuca. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: All right, we'll pursue that 

Page 128 
. and we don't do that right now for United States use nght 
1 now. The only tank production w e  have goin on, I t h i i ,  is 
i in Lima and it's for FMS. We simply - &at ,plant is simply 
z excess to the Army's use. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, anybody want to add? Thank 
I you. Now, they ask one other there +at I think I better - ask, since it i acts m state and I thmk would oqly be fair 
3 to do so. I aer undrstand Rock Island Depot m 
J Illinois - General Sullivan, you just alluded to that in 

*' .lour remarks -- is the only other manufacturer of M-1 tank 

- 
Page 131 

the Detroit Army Tank Plant, the Army did not have answers to 
these questions re arding how and where the Detroit Arm Tank 
Plant's current &ctions would be conducted after c&sure 
:md the cost of those alternatives. Instead, the Army said 
it will study those issues this summer. 

Why didn't the Army study the cost of alternatives 
to the Detroit Tank Plant as part of the BRAC process? 

SECRETARY V T :  I believe .we have now made some 
choices about alternatives, Mr. Charrman. Am I wrong, 
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I CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the second part of that -- 
2 Congressman Dick Gephardt says a 1991 Defense Management 
3 report found that merging the Aviation Command and the Troop 
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lo  
1 1  

3 Chairman, it is true we  produce about 10 un mourits a month 
J - half at the Detroit plant and half at kock Islimd. But 

':!, that. is no! the driver m this decision. The driver in this 
':: decision is the use of that plant for the production contract 
,=1 that's expiring in 1996, essentially. The gun rnount is an 

General Shane? 
- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Shane, is this more in 

. There's a whole series of questions here, quite a 4 Support Command into Adcom would result in management and 
tial number, given me by these two distmguished 5 cost efficiencies. What changes led to the conclusion that 

tors and these two distinguished membens of the House. 6 rather than consolidation, breaking Adcom into four new - Fairly lengthy, and we are going to send it all to you. 7 entities is more efficient? 
Senator Abraham asks t h ~ s  of you, Secreta 7 west- 

8 SECRETARY WEST: Yes, let me say this. For one 
1 Mr. Secretary, your report states there is no job oss 9 thing, we will be able to get out e m  .that relatively 
!: associated w t h  closing the Detroit Army Tank Plant. lo  oppressive lease. I mean, op ressive IS probably too strong; 
: However, General Dynamics cumncly manufactures M- 1 tank gun 1 1  but high-~ost I-. ~ n d  in RCt, I we're also oing 
II mounts in the tank lant. & 12 to result in a savings in number of personnel, as wefi. So 

I understapd e Army's ~ n $  was, since the 13 the fact is, we've just found a way to do it that saves us 
: General Dynamcs contract expires m 87, and the Army has 14 money and that still allows us to do the Army's job very 
2 six years to complete the facility disposal, the. job loss 15 well. It's a smart move. 
,T would w m e  from an end to the contract, not from the closing 16 CHAIRMAN DIXON: There are other written questions 
1- of the tank plant. Is this the baseline reason to close the 17 by the distin ished Minority Leader in the House that I'll 
:I tank plant - to cease gun mount production by General 18 send along, g r e t a r y  West. 'Q* you. 
11 Dynamics? And that is the question. 19 Now the Senator from Michgan, Carl Levin asks 

SECRETARY WEST: Yes. The answc:r to the last 20 this. I think we're back to the Detroit Army Tank Plant 
x question is, no, that's not the bayline reason. The 21 here. Senator Levin asks, Mr. Secretary, at the time the = baseline reason is that the plant is there to produce tanks, 22 Secretary of Defense announced the recommendation to close 

Why are you ending a contract with a civilian 
d t ~ ~ . h e n  the only other source of production is a 
I 1 government arsenal? Given that this does not fall in the 
1.3 traditional arsenal ~roduction area of barrels. whv are you 

18 
19 
20 
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your area? 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, yes it is. 

We looked at that. The bottom line there was the fact that 
it was trulv excess ca~acihr. the wav we looked at it. and . ., 
from our inalysis. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. He has a ereat many other 
qluestions here. I'm goin to s&d you a seiies that develop2 
his line of questionin k d  we'll want those for the m r d  
so that this distinguisgbd senator's questions are carefully 
analyzed. 

Representative James V. Hansen of the First 
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I incident of the decision, and we will have to resolve where 1 
2 to pick up that extra five a month production. But that is 2 
3 not the driver here. 3 

So we're doin it -- if it turns out to be that we 4 
will do all 10 st ROC!! Island -- we*= doing it. as an. 5 
incidence of this decdon. It did not dnve t h s  decision. 6 

8 

12 
:3 

15 
" Has there been a 16 

tha.t makes 17 
18 

SECRETARY WEST: What's changed is that we're 19 
\arter for one thing. We are not going to try to relocate 20 
com out of that lease as Adcom. It will be ndocated in 21 

trtuent parts. 22 
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District in Utah. This distinguished congressman says, the 
Arm is p osing to move Du ay Smoke and Obscurant Mission 
to &mamkrovmg ~ r o u n r l  think the distinguished 
Commissioner Cox asked this. Are you aware that Yuma does 
not possess the environmental permits from the state of 
AJizona, required to permit open-air testing of this 
nlagnitude? 

SECRETARY WEST: We are, Mr. Chairman, and we think 
it  will -- we've actually included in our plan that it will 
be about a ear to two: ear delay, we will continue to 
do that at dugway untlrthe perrmttmg 1s available. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's Secretary West answering. 
I lknow that that question has been asked by someone - it was 
by Commissioner Davis. But I wanted to ive an opportunity 
for the con rqsman to ask it as well. f f  
cannot be o%tamed, what are your plans for t h s  Important 
testin 7 SECRETARY WEST: ~f we -ot obtain permits to 
move the open-air testing away from Dugway, it will remain at 
Dugway. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. And are you also aware that 
Dugway already possesses these permits, as well as all 
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~ r m i t s  required for the open-air release of live chemcal 
igents, as - uired in other realigmqent proposals? 

S E C ~ A R Y  WEST: Yes. slr. we are aware. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And &a~?s.si~nificant, I take it. 
SECRETARY WEST: Yes. it is. 1 :  
C H A I - ~ A N  DIXON: The d&tingu*hed co?gressman has 

other uestlons that w l l  be sent to you m wntm he Senator from Arkansas, !,enator Dale bu  
asks a question that is a - he a s h  a whole se+es,. an"%"'TS' 
closes with one that's a duplication But I thmk it's 

rtant that I ask it a g m .  You had showed a chart 
be ' T O  ore, Mr. Secretary, and in BRAC '93, Fort Chaffee ranked 
number five amon 10 ma'or trainit1 areas. 

~n BRAC 998, chdee was IG among those 
same 10 major training areas. And I ap rec~ate you all got 
smarter, but the question here is, what &tors cause that 
ranking to dro so much in just two years? Now, what's thf J' answer to that. Specifically, what factors caused that 
particular installation to drop from fifth to tenth in two 
years? He's suspicious of that, of course. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, General 
Shane. I hope I'm insistent with hi!; answer, because I think 
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more of the thinking. Automated ranges were more important 
now than they were before, because - instead of just listing 
them, maybe just give us a thought o r  two about why. Why did 
that change this time? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: I think when we looked at 
those attributes overall, what we determined was that these 
were the enduring attributes that we needed to train and 
sustain the Army. So the whole series of those - for the 
record, I could arovide those to you. 

COMMI&IONER COX: Great, that would be fine. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Good. We'll Dursue that at some 

length by the written questions. Is the Commissioner 
satisfied that she's ursued it sufficiently? 

COMMISSI~NER COX: yes, w you 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The next question is &m my own 

congressman, Congressman Jerry Costello. And he asks about 
the Charles Melvln Price Support Center, named after the 
congressman that was congressman when I started out in 
politics, well over 40 years ago. Served many years - over 
40 years in the House and was C h a i i a n  of the Armed Services 
Committee for many years, as so many of you know. 

And Congressman Costello asks a question here that 

being one of those. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And again. I see. Commissioner 
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I've answered once before. It's the issue with regards to 
permanent facilities, ranges, other attributes that went into 
the refinement of the '95 attributes, which was recommended 
by the GAO from the '93 proceedings. So as we reordered 
those - what happened, you get an ordr:r of merit that comes 
out which ranks some installations lower than others; Chaffee 

Cox, did you want to ask someth;;lg there?' I can see you -- 
COMMISSIONER COX: You sr~id that before, and I just 

thought maybe we could et a little more detail. You said 
it's ranges, it*. training. h a t  do you mean? This time 
around we  didn't need something as much as we needed it last 
time? If you could just - 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANB: Not necessarily that we 
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need it, but - 
COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANI!: - let me give you a.n 

example. 
COMMISSIONER COX: G a d .  
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANI!: Let's sav ranees. That 

we have more modem ranges or automated ranges h a t  \;e ma,y 
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occurs to me as beiig timely, because if you've r e d  &e 
Washington Post today, a lot of it was devoted - as you were 
testifying today, General Sullivan - to the question of 
adequate housmg. Here's what - the congressman asks a 
number of questions, but here he says, the Army has said they 
must close the military family housing at Price because of 
the Adcom move, 

So the relation of those two things - Adcom's .in 
St. Louis; Price is right across the river in Granite Ci 
Yet Con ressman Costello says, yet only 17 percent o ? h e  
housing tfere is occupied by Adcom personnel, and there's a 
waiting list of over one year. Why do the soldiers in the 
conpan+ at St. Louis not deserve equal housing 
consideration? 

I guess that's kind of a sharp question, but the 
point he makes here is I think he's arguing that housin 
$ere could be usefully used for milifnry personnel. ufle've 
just seen the front page of the Waslungton Post toda about 
what a temble housing roblem we have for our mi ltary 
personnel. I wonder wfat our response is. 

rY 
SECRETARY W E S ~  Do you want to answer that? 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm not picking on anybody. 

- 
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a ply a different value to it. It may be 100 ints, versus & points in '93. So when you go through g s e  attributes 
and you reweigh them, what happens when you get you linear 
program will spit out the answers to you with regards to what 
the order of merit is, based on those attributes. And that's 
what happened in the case of Chaffee and some others. 

For the record, Mr. Chairman, let me say that with 
regards to major training areas, we studied every ma'or 
traming area m the &my. We lopLed at each one o# those 
and made a substantial reduction m those, whch we've 
testified here today. So even though it went from first to 
last, it didn't matter. It had the same type of rigorous 
analysis that number one was, because we studled them all. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, obv~ously mattered from the 
stand int of getting on the list and staying off the list, 
and t&t9s why the re concerned. Co-ssioner Con had 
another question. % t might not mattel- to you, it matters a 
lot to them. 

BRIGADIER GENE- SHANE: Absolutely. I I ;; 
understand. 20 

COMMISSIONER COX: I g u t s  I'm still tryin to 21 
understand the categories that were dl~fferent -- a litt;e%it 2 2  
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Whoever wants it can have it. 

SECRETARY WEST: Let me say one thing - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Secretary. 
SECRETARY WEST: Yes, and then I'll let others 

chime in -- either General Sullivan or Secretary Walker. 
With m i p t  to the Secretary's article -- Secretary of 
Defense s article this mophg ,  you're right, Mr. Chairman, 
it's timely. I would remmd us all that one of the ttungs he 
points out is the ualit of the housing we do have. 

CHAIRM& D&ON: yes. 
SECRETARY WEST: And he  talks about that to some 

extent. The choice to us whenever we  have had to take out a 
support facility -- and that's not the only one that's on 
this BRAC list; I was just at Suffrage on Friday ni ht, and 
that's also on the list, and that's also a housin anb 
support, administrative support area -- is wheger in the 

rocess, we are somehow improving the lot of those who would 
&ve to stay. Is commercial housing better available? Is 
it - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did vou ask that auestion. 
incidentally? 

SECRETARY WEST: Well, we  did a lot of analysis and 
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I Lakes wanted that housing and used it. 

So I only - and this was, of course oElviously, 
m e t t ~  new stuff because ~ t ' s  stuff I did whle I was there, 

i r b it 's brand new stuff and I appreciate the a l ~ p l  of that. 
5 But, you know, I would just llke to have you - there's a 

1 i series of questions there and I would appreciate you giving 
I 7 tfiose ve careful consideration, +use if that s good 

I housing? think that's a valuable pomt being made. 

: Ic GENERAL SULLIVAN: These are not easy decisions. 
: ?c CHAIRMAN DIXON: I know that. 
2 1  GENERAL SULLIVAN: None of them are, and you've ot 
Itl S u h g e ,  as the Secretary pointed out. By the way, f'm the 

~ u l t i - ~ ' a g e ~ ~  
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other trainin sites? 

S E C ~ T A R Y  WEST: That's the kind of review we 
undertake when we make a determination like this, and the 
answer is, yes, we've looked into just about all those 

Page 139 
1 ;'m p i n g  to let them get to that now, Mr. Chaiirman. Did you 
2 uant to go first? 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, General 
hane- There are 164 section quarters there. VVe did look at 

v y r k o s e -  We looked at the cost alternatives that we pa with 
r i g d  to base ops to those things. This was a tougL - fecision. 
I CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes. 
'2 BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: But we felt like that we 

I 1 0  :ould at least sustain, if not improve the quality of life of 
! 1 I he &ier by VHA and COLA living on the ecclnomy. And our 
I I: malysis showed that there was housing available on the 
I 13 xonomy to do this. 
114 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay, that's your answer, then, 
I 1 General Shane. Because let me tell you my own personal 
116 2x-ce. A man learns by what he does. 
!I- I remember when I was Chairman of Readiness, I used 
I I 8 in aw*l lot of my mfluence and used u a lot of my chits 
119 zetting housing for my state. And I bu8t a lot of housing 
:20 h Uliaois, I'm proud to say. And I remember that, I 
121 ~ e l i e r e ,  Fort Sheraton's housm was taken b the Navy, they 
13 ranted it, and the closing o t~ l env iew,  &e Ibb at Great 

things. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Can you add to that, General 

Shane? I 
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romised their support and their belief that the permits will : & obtained in reasonable time. 

3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. And there again, a series 
4 of questions, Mr. Secretary, that will be sent to you on this 
5 whole issue, again. And by now, there are several of these 
6 things running through here where, unless w e  can get the job 
7 done, we can't do the - we can't support the 
8 recommendations, quite obviously. 
9 Congressman George Gekas asks the Secretary, Mr. 
10 Secretary, regarding Fort Indiantown Gap, Pennsylvania. And 
1 1  he asks, the Army states that annual training for a reserve 
12 corn nent units, which now use Fort Indiantown Gap, can be 
13 con&ted at other installations in the region, including 
14 Fort Dix, Fort A.P. Hill, and Fort Drum. 
15 Has any study been done to make sure that these 
16 other facilities actually have the training facilities equal 
17 to the facilities at Fort Indiantown Gap are sufficient for 
18 the needs of these units, such as Tank Table 8 qualification 
19 ranges? And do these other facilities have t&g time 
20 ava~lable in their schedules to accommodate the needs of oul 
21 training units? And additionally, has the DOD investigated 
22 the cost of transport and equipment associated with using 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, the answer I 
to that is, es, we took those considerations. 

C H ~ A N  DIXON: Those were all evaluated. 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Absolutelv. I -. ~- ~ - - ~  

CHAIRMAN DIXON: There's a series of questibzi by 
the distinguished congressman. We'll send them all to you. 

The final one, and *en again, there's a pretty 
good list over there of wntten questions we're oing to send 
you. We've tried to honor the commitment. to k 
;;ongresspeople from House and Senate to g v e  them their 
13 portun~t to have a shot at you and make their records, 
w%ch is aX part of the process. I'm sure you 

And here's the two distinguished SenatorsTA 
Connecticut, Senators Dodd and Lleberman. And they ask you 
about your decision to close the Stratford Army Engine Plant 
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i Stratford, Connecticut. On February 14th, 1995, Secretary 
Ilecker, in a response to Senators Dodd and Lieberman stated 
that the Army planned on spending $47.5 million as part of a 
t b - y e a r  tank, engine, mdustrial-based rogram. And they 
have a letter attached on this, 1 - y e s ,  I Gn ' t  know. 

This program would retam engmeenng expertise, 
essential recuperator arts production in a &ma1 ca acity 
for new engine assernb /' y and testing at SAEP. Why, less J a n  
hvo weeks after this letter was written, did the Arm 
recommend closing this facilit ? They say two weeL after 
the letter, you recommended d em closing. 

BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Mr. Chairman, General 
Shane. Let me take that on. Number one, I was probably 
unaware of that letter that Secretary Decker sent in the 
analysis. What we kind of looked at was looking at the tank 
engine industrial base with regards to Stratford. The bottom 
line answer, I ess, is, no, we were not aware of that 
letter. The a n g s i s  a, le. 

CHAIRMAN 81280~: But notwithstanding the letter, 
are you comfortable with our decision there? 

GENERAL SULLIJAN: Yes. 
BRIGADIER GENERAL SHANE: Yes, I'm very comfo~table 
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i Chief of Staff of the Army - Sullivan is my name. These are 
2 tough calls. But we've ot to make them. 

1 2 
CHAIRMAN D ~ O N :  I appreciate that, General 

4 Sullrvan. My wife was watching me on televicrion the other 
1 5 day, m d  she said, "Don't be so mean with those peo le, 

6 theyc= just doing their job.' I hope ou understand? 
that, and I hope you understand $at 1.m no1 any more 

with this job than ou are. 
I'm a draftee, not a volunteer. And tbij is 

10 for all of us, and the worst part of it is, it's the 
I I tour& round and everybody's been through this four times and 
12 by now, we're down to the real good stuff. And, you know, it 
13 am't no fun. But an ay, we have to ask the cluestions. I 
r r hope ou understangat. 
12 Kepresentative Glen Browder -- and this 1s somewhat 
16 repetitive, but we want to get these things in the record. 
17 W@ contacts has the Army or OSD had with the Goyernor of 
18 M l v n ' s  staff, concerning environmental pennlts for this 
19 fachty? In other words, we know that the perrnits have to 1 0bt.m~; we respct that. 

SECRETARY WEST: We have had staff-lev~elcontacts 
the Governor and leadership in Misso~in have 

I 1 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Sullivan? 
GENERAL SULLIVAN:. General Sullivan. We have the 

4 capability to repair these engmes at: Amuston and Corpus 
5 Christi Army Depot. We really have the capability to do thhi 
6 elsewhere. 
7 CHAIRMAN DMON: Okay. 
8 SECRETARY WEST: Achdly, I guess just as 
9 significantiy, Mr.. Chairman, is $at as the Secretary, I 

lo  thmk I'm reqons~ble for reconcllu~g whatever it is that is 
1 1  interpreted from Secretary Decker's letter on the one hand 
12 and our action on the other. I belitwe I had the benefit of 
13 his advice, as well, on this decision. He was c e m y  with 
14 us when we made - when we revlewed h s .  So ~f there are 

1 We are in recess until 1:30 promptly. 
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10 
1 1  
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15 further inconsistencies there to explain, we'll be hap to 
16 explain them. ~ u t  we (hiolr we've made the right enP?",o 
17 Stratford. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yes, well we'll ive ou the 
19 written uestions.  his is part ofthe recorf. d u ' r s  
20 cornforkbe with your decision, notwithstanding what other 
21 predecessors may have said, and that's. an ap ropriate answer. 
22 Unless there's anything to come before us this 
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which govenunent functions, almost momentarily I know a sign 
will avDear. 

15 
la 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

&tughter) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm s o m  we didn't know vou were 

comin Margie but we're deli h& to'have you. 
Etis. MCM'ANAMAY: &YOU. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, before we go ahead with the 

testimony and before we begin with the openin statements, 
let me say that in 1993, as part of the ~a t lonal  Sefense 
Authorization Act for Fiscal '94, the Base Closure and 
Realignment Act was amended to require that all testimony 
before the Commission at a public hearing be presented under 
oath. 

As a result, all of the witnesses who appear before 
the Commission this year must be sworn in before testifying. 
So General FarreU, Mr. Donnelly, Mrs. McManamay, would you 
please rise and raise your right hands. 

(Witnesses sworn.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you yery much. &d if 

you'll be seated, please, before we begm your teshony anc 
the uestion rounds, we have a little plece of housekeeping 
to $e care of here. 
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We have said right don to the public-at-large 

that we*= not going to do a lot of addans. We're not oing 
!o +d on 70 or more like they did last time, but o%viously, 
~t wl l  be necessary to make some add-ons to the extent that 
we either disagree with what the services have done or feel 
like that there are matters that require additional attention 
that aren't on the list given us. 

It seems clear to us that one is not on the list 
that must be ut on the list, and Commissioner Cox has a 
motion to &e in that re ard. Commissioner Cox. M O T I B N  

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and as 
you mentioned, in light of the discussions yesterday and the 
uncertainty of whether or not Minot Air Force Base in North 
Dakota was on the list and therefore could be considered by 
the Commission, we felt it was important to go ahead and 
official1 place it on the list, allowm us to look at 
it. herefore, I move to place &ot Air Force Base on 
the list of Air Force bases that the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission considers for realignment. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'd be pleased to second that 
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A F T E R N O O N  S E 5 : S I O N  

(1:30 p.m.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: ~ o o d  afternoon, ladies and 

entlemen, and welcome. This is the last of four hearings 
%eld yesterda and today by th.e Cornmission 

~ e s t e r d ; ~  and tius mormng we've heard from and 
have questioned the Secretaries of the military departments 
and their chiefs of staff regarding I-oposed base closures 
and realignments that affect their {ranch of service. 

Thls afternoon we are pleased to have with us 
officials of two defense agencies which have installations 
included on the Secretary s list of closures and 
realignments. They are An Force Major General Lawrence 1'. 
Farrell Jr., Principal Deputy Director of the Defense 
Logistics Agency; and Mr. John F. Do~melly, Director of the 
Defense Investigative Service; and Mrs. Margie McManamay, 
who, as I understand it, is in charge of BRAC at the DLA. Is 
that correct? 

MS. McMANAMAY: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DDCON: Mn.  McMarlama , I want you to know 

that we apologize for the fact (hat ou dbn't have a s i p .  
but we are preparing one, and m d e: efficient manner m 

I:: 
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so that the folks at Minot can get prepared properly so we 
can go visit. 

CHAlRMAN DIXON: It has been moved by Commisuoncr 
Cox, seconded by Commissioner Davis that Minot be put on the 
list. Is there comment? 1 think Commissioner Comella wants 
to say something. Mr. Cornella. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairpan. I 
just would like to abstain from deliberations and votlng on 
th s  matter. Thank ou. 

CHAIRMAN ~ I X O N :  The record will show that 
Commissioner A1 Cornella will abstain from the discussion and 
from the vote relating to this particular installation. Is 
there further comment by anyone on the Commission? 

No nse.) 
L H A I T A N  DMON: Then our counsel will call the 

roll. On the motion to include Minot on the list made by 
Commissioner Cox. seconded bv Commissioner Davis. the roll 
will now be called. 

MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cornella. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Abstains for the record. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Aye. 
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MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Davis. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Chairman Dlxon. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Kling. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Aye. 
MS. CREEDON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Aye. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And the roll call SLOWS seven ayes 

i: and one abstention on the motion b Commissioner Cox seconded 
1: by Commissioner Davis. I apo&ze. I can't even count 
1~ nght toda , six ayes, one abstent~on, and the motion to 
l i  inchde d b o t  on the list is declared passed. 

General Farrell is it - do you have an order of 
: - preference entlemen? 
I$  G E N ~  FARRELL: NO, sir 
IS CHAIRMAN DIXON: General ~arrelll, if you would 
x pn>ceed, lease. - -. 
+- 

GERERAL FARRELL: Can YOU hear me, sir? - CHAIRMAN DIXON: I think, for the reco'rd, General, 
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if you'd be kind enough to talk into the mike for the 

rter and for the ublic-at-large who is viewing this via 
te%sion. Do ou gave a lapel mike there somewhere? 

GENE& FARRELL: 1 have one right here, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Perfect. 

f GENERAL FARRELL: Chairman Dixon, Commissioners, - it's an honor for us to be here today. I'm General La 
f Farrell. I'm the Deputy Director at DLA. I wersawxe 
: executive process for the BRAC '93 round at DLA, and I also 
' wmaw the '95 anal sis. Admiral Straw asked me to present 

c results of the DLA analysis to ou today. 
I'll be covering something a&ut our mission, how 
m r b  BRAC '95, bow we developed other rrsnnmndations 

I A and%allY our summary. 
15 The DLA business -- I think we need a little bit of 
I$ focus there. 
1 - COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I'm not sure you can, Larry. 
1 I GENERAL FARRELL: Yes, sir. I've handled out copies 
I C  SO that you can follow along in the briefing, but, basically, 
2: sincz the '93 round, we've produced a strategic plan. We've 
: come up with a lot of initiatives, and we tried to focus how 
2 we want to do our business. 
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across the right here. 

Last time around we were criticized b the General 
.4ccounting Office for focusing or ap ring to ?' ocus more on 
COBRA outputs as a d e c i s i o n - x r  rather than military 
judgment. 

We reoriented our process this time, added a couple 
of evaluation tools and declared that the nmary decis~on- 
mnaJcer is olng to be military judgment &s time. The 
outputs 0fa4 Ce  analysis you see on this plide here for 
the mterservlcmg that s engaged are only mputs for the 
final military jud ent, and that's the way we approached it. 

We c o o x a t e d  cl?sely with the serv~ces to follow 
tlleir decisions because, m some cases, we're tenaq? on 
their installations, and when they close and the actlvlty 
which we're supporting closes, we go, too. 

We performed, of course, excess capacity analysis. 
PJe took a hard look at the force structure plan and, m some 
ases, used the force structure plan directly to see if we're 
coming down commensurate w t h  the reductions m the force 
structure Ian. 

~ e % a v e  concepts of ops, which we developed in each 
business area following out of our strategic plan and therein 
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1 put the data callaout. m l e  the data call was oing out, we 
2 started formulating decislon rules that we woufd use in our 
3 deliberations. 
4 And when we got the data back, then we went through 
5 some excess capacity calculations. We engaged in some 
6 interservicing with the Navy and the Air Force, and it wasn't 
7 until we did our first COBRA run, which is in the last stages 
8 of our.process, that we actually took the names off of the 
9 activltles. 

10 Ms. McManamay headed up the working roup which 
1 1  performed the calculat~ons, did the data call, an8 I headed 
12 up the executive group. We didn't know which activities were 
13 receiving which points until we did the first COBRA run, 
14 which was about a month and a half before the process was 
15 over. Next slide. 
16 This is a hard one to read, and this is really 
17 about an hour briefin all by itself, but, basicall , it says 
18 we recognize that t h e S 0 ~  selection criteria h d t o  be 
19 adapted to DLA's business methods and rocedures and 
20 processes, since we don't have military orce structure. 
2 1 

P 
We did that crosswalk and accounted for each one of 

22 these top four military value m our four measures of merit 
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Basically, what we say is we want to be tlie 

: provider of choice for the military services as a combat 
I support a ency anywhere in the world any time of the. day. 
L A K I ~  the way we want to approach our business IS to 
i rovide requisite readiness at a reduced cost not only in the 

L i n e s  areas but in the support for the acquisition area, - where we manage the contracts. 
f We want to levera e our corporate resources against 
i l a r p  logistics tar ets d provide price savings to. our 

I -  customexs. The t%ree metrics that we're tra=lun J m our 
I : Executive Information System in our strateg~c pfan refer to 
1: q d t y ,  which is better, refer to reducing c cle lime, which 
1: IS faster, and ndwing costs, which is our c!xa x part. 
1~ These are the three activities which are agxted 
l i  in our recommendations -- contract management,, right here, 
l r  supply management and distribution mana ement. 
1 -  Thrs is the way we a proached our &liberations. 
I ?  We started at a fairly seriarway thmu h this, starting 
lr first with gathering data, putting out data calls while at 

'. same tlme we were startin to develop criteriir. 
It was not until we had kl ly developed our 

=tary criteria and our measures of ment that we actually 
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our report. We did two types of mil value analysis t h~s  
tirne, one for activities, one for installations. 

Last time around we didn't do installations. We 
noted that the services used it effectively, so we added that 
pitxe of analysis. We had our set of dectsion rules. We 

irformed risk assessments, and we added a commercial model KI- distribution this time called the SAILS Model, Strategic 
Aualysis of Integrated Logistics S stems. 

It's a model used by Case, p p l e  lilce.tbat, 
Prtxter and Gamble. They use it for optimz~n thew 
distribution system. It's .an optimizh model t%at solves 
lin~mr equations, and it glves you the fowest cost for a 
given depot configuration. So we added that piece of 
anadysis this time. 

The way we conducted our process earl on, the 
General Accountin Office came to me -- a n h e i r  
representatives are%ere as well as the DODlG -- and they 
sad, "We want to be a part of your process because we're 
going to have to audit it." 

I struck an agreement with them which said that the 
GAO would sit back and observe and be present in our 
meetings, have access to all of our ongoing analysis from the 
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became ap arent to the communities that these facilities were 
going to &11 into their laps without having to put anything 
out. 

So we had thought before that we would be able to 
trade some closing Navy activities in the Long Beach area for 
a commercial building somewhere in Long Beach. That deal 
fell throu h. So we've ot to change the lan 

In &pots, we had58 de ts prior to '9%%~. We 
took 5 out. we're down to 2POoow. We're gomg to a e  J 
more out and go down to 18. The ones ou see highlighted are 
what we call stand-done or general d;stribution depots, two 
on the East and West Coast, San Joaquin and Susquehanna, 
desi ned for support of the hvo major regional contin encies 
in $ war plans, large depots, with large througEput 
capacit . 

h e  rest of these are general distribution depots 
here, and the small dots are located either with a major 
fleet activity.0~ with a maintenance activity. 

I'm omg to dnve through how we made our 
decision. Hirst of all, we recognize that our mncept ofops 
requires us to suppolt two MRCs from the east and the west, 
and we recognize that San Joaquin and Susquehanna have large 

w 
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of all, we want to support the servitxs and customers where 
they are and where they need us to be a:upported, and we want 
to close things as a to priorit and to maximize use of 
overhead, shared ove$ead, wgere we exist and optimize the 
use of installations that we have and all the space on them 
as near1 as we can. Next slide. 

OLy.. 1:Il get into our.analysis now. These are 
the three a c t ~ v ~ t m  that were ~mpactcd. Next line. First, 
wntract management. Our concept of clps says that we oversee 
$840 billion worth of contracts, and we have three 
headquarters that perform the oversight functions, and we 
have one headquarters that performs the international 
oversight. These guys romote uniform application of 
contract management m ! .  Next slide. 

This is our workload chart. You can see that in 
the contract management business procurement dollars are 
coming down, and this is in the DOD PALMS of the services. 

As a result, our contract administration offices, 
which are overseen by these wntract management districts, 
are coming down about 50 percent, and personnel is coming 
down through the year 2001 by 42 percent from where we are 
today. 
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capacities, large throughput capacities and large storage 
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1 first day, .which they did, and that the IG would assume 
2 responsib~l~ty for validatmg my data. 
3 So I took all my internal review resources, handed 
4 them over to the DODIG, struck a deal with Mr. Vander Schaaf 
s and his folks that Wayne Milyon would report to me for 
6 purposes of the validation of the data, and that's what we 
7 did. 
8 We wanted to get a handle on our facilities, SO we 
9 let a contract with the Navy Public Works Center in Norfolk 

1 0  to go out and baseline all of our facilities, tell us what 
1 1  kind of condition they're in so that we could enter that data 
12 into the military value analysis. 
13 So we know now, we can project out over an ei ht- 
14 year period what we'll have to spend at each facility 4.t we 
15 own to bring it up to a certain @vein comparable basellme. 
16 We added inputs from the field. We brought the field people: 
17 in when we developed our military criteria. They also 
18 rovided th.e data we use$ I chrund the executive group. 
19 &u@e c h d  the w o r h g  group, and that's how we 
20 proceeded. 
21 These are our decision rules. I won't read them to 
22 you, but I just want to emphasize a couple of things. First 
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Our decision was b d  upon the fact that w o r d a d  

was dro ing, expanded control was becoming more and more 
reasona\!e. We did a mil value analysis, and we noted thi3t 
the Boston area, the Northeast Contract Management District, 
has a big concentration of contracts u ) here. 

You note the western region, which is headquartered 
in L.A., has a large concentration of contl-act management in 
the L.A. Basin, and the South is a little bit more scattered. 

We made the decision that we could manage the 
workload and the oversight with two districts, and then the 

capacities. 
We elected to consider stron ly keeping those in 

our system. We recognized also tiat. in our w n c e ~ t  of oos. 
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I number of reasons. Number one, they had a higher mil value 
2 here, but we didn't want to manage all of these contracts, 
3 large dollar value contracts, space programs, B-2, C-17 three 
4 time zones away. 
5 So we elected to split it down the middle and 
6 remain with Boston and remain with Los Angels, and we 
7 elected to move the international contract district over to 
8 Fort Belvoir and realign them with the headquarters function. 
9 These are the results, a net present value of 165 

10 million and steady-state savings of 13. We had one other 
1 1  action we had to clean up remaining from the '93 round. We 
12 were going to realign our western district headquarters from 
13 El Se undo to Long Beach, and the language of the '93 BRAC 
14 said %at we had to effect a trade of a building w~th  the 
1s City of Long Beach to do that. 
16 We found out we couldn't do it, that we have to buy 
17 one. So we're recommending a redirect, but we changed the 
18 language to bein able to bu a bwldmg rather than the 
19 p ~ v i o ?  plan. \&esre, achdly, going to save more money 
20 w ~ t h  h s  one. 
21 I see Commissioner Cox is frowning. What happened, 
22 when the President announced his five-point program, it 
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we want to co-locate wcere we have a major customer, ;ither a' 
maintenance customer or a fleet customer, and then we wanted 
to accommodate contin ency and specialized storage, slow 
moving, hazardous an(Bthings like that, and then to optimin 
the remaining storage and the system cost. 

This is our workload, as you can see. Coess ione r .  
Davis asked me about this, but our cubic foot requirement 1: 
going from 788 million attainable cubic feet in 1992 down to 
where we project we'll need about 450 million, round numbers, 
inthe qr2001 .  

a s  IS commensurate with our workload falloff. 
When you see the workload lines, in 1992, we were doing 44 
million lines a year, and we roject that we'll be down about 
50 percent by the. year 2081. And our personnel in our 
program are c o w  down 55 percent. So we've got a lot 01 
excess capacity in t% e infrastructure. 

Commissioner Davis asked me about that, and here 
are the results. T h s  bar here represents capac~ty m the 
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then we ask ourselves, "Since West and South were so close, 
which one would it be? 

Should we manage the southern half of the country 
from Atlanta and the northern half from Boston, or should we 

lit it about down the Mississippi Rivl~r and let Boston take 
8 e  East and then move the contract management out to the 
West for the rest of the count " 

And we elected to do i t x i r t h  and South for a 
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Page 165 I distinction in military value for the primary distribution 

1 zns on the Fmst and West Coast, so we're going to keep 

Page 163 
c u k  area, and these representations down he:= are capacity 

1 - lo tbe throughput area. So in depots, we measure it two 
%rent ways. 

You can see that our capacity right novv, as we 
m k ,  we've been reducing some thin s l a s e  space and stuff 
I ; like that. We're at 618 million. &r requirement is at 519 

- today. 
I In the future, we project that by reducin some 
more thin s and some more 1- space, we911%epble to get 

:: down to k45, but sttll our requrement ts only golng to be 
: 452. So cube is the limiter here. 
7 -. If you go d0.w to throughput we've got three types - of throughput - bmables, whlch rs iess than 1:hree cubtc 
;A fat. averages about nine and a half pounds; open storage and 
s covered bulk storage. 

I : I You can see toda we're at 45 percent, 23 and 20 
,I- percent of capacity, an d even after I im lement these \ : j  reoomrnendations that I've got on the ta le, we'll be at 78, 
~1 54 and 28, still a lot of excess capaclty in the throughput 

1 Pa e 164 
they close the maintenance facility, our concept calls for us ' : to get out. 
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1 the decision there was to keep Richend.  
2 The reason we ke t hchmond IS because it's ranked 
3 third on installation mifvalue. The public works center 
4 analysis of those facilities say they're the best facilities 
5 you've got in DLA, and they're going to cost you less to keep 
6 them in the future and to maintain them. 
7 It's also a major backup for fleet su 
8 Norfolk. It supports the Norfolk depot. R t c k e  Norfolk 
9 depot gets overloaded with returns from the fleet, we process 

10 it at hchmond. 
11 If I close Richmond, it wouldn't result in a 
12 closure, because I've also ot a major inventory control 
13 pomt operation there. So f looked at one more ptece of 
14 analysis, and that was the SAILS model.. 
15 The SAILS model optimizes distnbution cost. +d 
16 you can take the SAILS model and you can say close this 
17 depot. Keep the rest open. What does the system cost? And 
18 it measures transportation cost, and it measures 
19 infrastructure cost. 

4 Susquehanna activity military value are far and away ahead of 
1 r the other stand-alone depts.  1 :  In terms of lnstallatton mili value, the value 73 1 - of that particular installat~on to the e artment of Defense 

r and DLA, the Columbus facility in ~ofumbus, Ohio, is the 
winner with New Cumbcrland second, Richmond third and the 

x Trac ISharpe, which is San Joaquin out in California, in 
r - foal-& 
- bnce we do that, we said there is a clear 

Pa e 162 
distribute from, given transportation costs and given & 
location of your suppliers and vendors, which are a matter of 
record. 

And when you do that and you get down - once you 
decide to realign Columbus and you take ~t out of processing, 
lthe model says our cheapest solution is to close Memphis, 
close 0 den. &atst's 251 million system cost. That's a 3   nod el nven cost. 

So our conclusion was we could close two 
installations - Ogden and Richmond -- nice installations, 
but the decision process says not what you close but what you 
decide to keep to meet your uirements. 

So here is our --%tion. As I've said, 
1-etterkenny, Ogden; Red River in Memphis; realign Columbus. 
The net present value is 874 million, and the steady state 
savin s is 88 million a year. 

%loving on to su ply centers, we've got five. One 
of them is qxxialized fbr fuels only. We, sort of, set that 
off to the side because it does a umque mtssion. Another is 

""F" ialist in troop and general support. That's the 
De ense Personnel Su rt Center in Columbus, and they do 
general and troop. f%eyy're the only ones that do troop 
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- - 
r But they've already been facilitized for large 
i through ut to su port the war, and those are the only places 
: today wIere we % airline communications and container 
- wnsolidation operations. 
I So once we removed Sus uehanna and San Joaquin from 
3 consideration, that left four Jepots - Ogden, Columbus, 
:: M-phis and Richmond. We took a look at all of the mil value 
:: a m ,  and we said that even though Columbus is the lowest - ranked of our stand-alone depots, we have a n a d  for 
2 -:tin ency and specialized storage. 
: r f losm the Columbus depot would not get us an 
:: installation cfoser, so we elected -- we had an .lea. We 
:I elected to take Columbus and realign it to a slow-movin 
: depot, andjt will take about 5clC) people downto about !o. 

' : j  So we'll st111 store things there, but we won't b: processing 
;d workload. I Once we did that, we still have this 66 million 

ic feet that we've got to get rid of, and we've got three 

$- ts left to consider - Memphis, Richmond and Ogden. And 

- 
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3 area, and we'll be sized to cube. 1: So how do we make the decision? First, our conce t 
11: caLls for us to be where the services need us to be, and wgen 

! 
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s1upport. 
And then we have three other hardware ICPs who do r 

mixture of weapon system and general workload. We realize, 
in our strategic plan, that our management of NSNs fall into 
hvo categories -- one troop and general and one weapons 
system. 

And we've decided that there is different 
management methods assoctated with those. So, in our 
strategic plan, we're pointing toward consolidatmg those 
types of workload. So that the basis for our recommendation. 

Here is what a supply center does. A supply center 
takes demand from customers and determines requirements. It 
puts out bu s and procurement activities. It ensures the 
uality, anBit determines where that's going to be stored or % it's going to be stored or whether it will be shipped 

direct1 to the customer from the vendor. b if it gets a requisition from a customer, there 
is three things that can happen. One, he can go to a DLA 
depot, where we've got it stored, and have it shipped to a 
cu.stomer. 

He can tell a vendor to ship it to a de t, then we 
can ship it to a customer, and we've been g i n g  a lot of that 

20 Most important in that calculation are where are 
21 your suppliers, and where are your vendors. So the solution 
22 you get IS a solution that says this is the best place to 
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So it takes an ICP, which is fair1 lar e, and 

turns it into a much lar er ICP in the I k l d e l  his area. At 
the same time, we decisod, based u n mil v$ue, to 
disestablish the industrial center in k%ladelphia and 
transfer all of its workload down to1 Richmond. 

And as a result of that, Richniond ains a little 
bit, Philadelphia loses a little bit, and ~ 8 u m b u s  l o s s  s 
little bit. But we end up closing one of our ICPs, and vve 
end up with one ICP for troop and ;general and two ICPs for 
weapons systems support. 

This is the impact of our decision - 236 million, 
s@y state savings 18 million, aqd the return on investment 
is ~mmediate here. These are the inlpacts. I've alluded to 
these before. 

All of ~ur~decisions - the ICF' decision in 
Philadelpha, mmus 385. Richmon(1 luses up a little bit 
because they get more workload traxlsfemd in Lbao they're 
transferring out. 

Columbus loses 365 people due to our depot decision 
to realign the Columbus de t and 358 do to the fact thalt 
they're transfemng enezworkload into the Philadelphia 
area. That's about h 8  people. 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ~ ~  
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It is organized as a personnel investigation center 

and a national computer center with an administrative support 
service. This facility is the heart and the nerve center of 
the Defense Investigative Service for controlling and 
directing all DIS personnel security investigations 
worldw~de. 

It also provides automation support to our entire 
a ency and certain other DOD a encles. It has a repository 
of 3 million investigative files. & also maintains an 
investi ative index of all types of investigations conducted 
by thebe  arbent  of Defense with 38 rmllion entries. 

We gave a work force there of 458 civilian 
employees. The)! receive and process approximately 775,000 
personnel secunty requests, investigative 

ear, and they m p n d  to 206,000 requesz,"?tv%i",ative 
g1.s ,a year and provide automated service in support of this 
rmssion. 

They're presently housed in a Korean War era 
building located on a seven-acre site owned b the Arm 
That parcel of land was left over from Fort dlabird. wkch 

(V 

was ahost  com leted converted to a commercial business-park 
in the mid-19As. 

Page 1'71 
The disestablishment of the Contract Management 

District io Atlanta is 169 y p l e  in the year 2001, and the 
really big i acts on the ec~sions that we made, that we 
made, we=%emphis 1,300 and Ogden 1,100. 

T e x a r b a  is a large decision, but as I told you, 
we're followmg the Arm there. U at Letterkemy in 
Chambersbur , that's o d  378 for &at de t decisron up 
there. &end, we take a k u t  2,300 l m p ~ o u t  of the 
system. 

And tbis is the summary of our decisions -- 23 
depots to 18. We're dropping another 22 percent on depots. 
We're reducin the number of sites. Supply, we're going from 
five ICPs to four. Contract management we're going to two 
districts, and we're taking this command and moving it into 
the headquarters. 

The bottom line is reducing of the inventory -- of 
the plant replacement value that.we looked at, we're taking 
22 percent of that out, and this is the-roll-up of our 
dec~sions, $1.3 blllion and $120 r m l l ~ n  a year steady state. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: >ank you, General. I thank you 
for a very excellent presentation that I'm sure the 
Commissioners found very helpful. Mr. Dlonnelly, do you have 
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1 over the ears in DLA, or one of the new thin s that we're 
2 doing rigit now is shipping direetly from venlors to 
3 customers, which is further reducing our storage 
4 requirements. Better, faster, cheaper. That's what we're 
5 after. Next slide. 
6 This is our workload in the ICP. Our sales dollars 
7 are oing down 14 rrcent .  The inventory value that we're 
8 d d m g  with at the CPs that they own is going down 43 
9 percent, and the people are programmed down 32 percent. So 

10 the workload is dropping in the ICP area as well. 
11 So our decision, we took a look at mil values, 
12 installation mil values, Columbus far and away the winner. 
13 The ICP at Columbus is far and away the winner. So that says 
14 that you're not going to close down the Columbus operation. 
15 So if you're going to consolidate workload, you've 
16 got to choose somewhere else to do it, and we're really left 
17 with the decision of where you put all the troo and cmeral. 
I8 And we decided to take all of the general wordhad k t  is 
19 present1 managed at Columbus. Richmond and DSC and move it 
30 to the defense Personnel Support Center in Philadelphia, 
21 makin that exclusively responsible for all the troop ar~d 
22 genera f support. 
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In 1988, the only other DOD activity that remalned 

at Fort Holabird was the Arm Crime Records Center, which has 
been realigned recently. A s  is the only remammg 
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1 somethin to add to that? 
2  MI^ DONNELLY: Not to that. I have my own - 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, of course. Mr. Donnelly. 
4 MR. DONNELLY: Mr. Chairman, members of the 
5 Commission, I'm Jack Donnelly, the Director of the Defense 
6 Investigative Service. The principal mission of the Defense 
7 Investigative Service is to conduct 
8 investigations for people who are a F ; i ; ~ ~ & ~ i ~ Y  
9 Department of Defense, Defense agencies and Defense industry. 

10 Our second mission is to oversee the handling of 
1 1  classified information in Defense industries to ensure that 
12 it's protected in accordance with the security re 
13 The reason for my testimony today is to ISCUSS a Fns. 
14 single issue concerning the BRAC and the recommendation that 
15 it made and agreed to in 1988. The decision was to keep a 
16 major DIS component at Fort Holabird, Maryland, and it was a 
17 decision with which we agreed at the time. 
18 However, since that time, the deterioration of the 
19 building. has accelerated and is making relocation essential. 
20 T b s  actwit at Fort Holabird, which a located in Dundalk, 
21 a suburb o Maryland, is the Investigative Control and ? 
22 Automation Directorate. 

activit . - - 
&e are recommending that this facili be realigned 

under BRAC '95 to a smaller, modern buil!$ing to be 
constructed at Fort Meade on an existing Army installation. 
Our recommendation is based on the rap~dly deteriorating 
condition of the building. 

In the last three years, for example, we have spent 
over $3 19,000 for major re airs at h s  facility. These 
costs were in addition to $ 8 ~ . 0 0 0  a year, whch we paid to 
the Arpl for an interservice support agreement to maintain 
the bullciin 

We a f k  employ a full-time maintenance staff at 
this location. We've experienced many serious problems with 
the building. For example, frequent air conditioning outages 
during hot summer weather has caused us to dismiss employees 
on several occasions. We expect these outages to continue 
because of the age and condit~on of the air conditioning 
system. 

We also have to call the fire department regularly 
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I MR. DONNELLY: Certainly. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Donnellv. I'm told by staff I 2 

~ulti-PageTM 
3 "/95 BRAC hearing 

: tbat everybody has looked at this and t=t 
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because of hazardous conditions caused by the vririn . It has 1 - - leaky roof, rusted water pipes that break and 6 u l  

issions from a nearby yeast plant which is adjacent to the 

j ~ ~ t  year, the Arm Corps of Engineers completed an ' ; enaeering s e d  of the guildmg. That study revealed that 
1 - the existing building fails to meet many code requirements 
I r and contains tential health hazards such as asbestos, led 

1 paint and PCE. 
. . . , That engineer study concluded that it would cost 
: approximately $9.1 million to renovate t h s  building. If we 
:: renovatc, we will stir u the environmental problems, and we 
1: would still have an ofd buildin with the same limitations it f : a  has now, and we would also be le with excess base we do not 

: L i  need. 
' .  . Renovation would also cause a major disruption of 

our operation because we would have to move to a temporary 
facility to allow completion of the renovation.. We would 
then have to move back. If we reali insteatd of renovate, 

z. the Army would be free to dispose o%s pnbperty. 
, - CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. D ~ ~ e l l y ,  ou're making a very 4 i z persuasive case. May I interrupt you. 

hat vou're a 1 3 
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1 that correct? 
2 MR. DONNELLY: Yes, it is. 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Do an Commissioners have any 
4 questions at all of Mr. Donnelly b r e  we let him go 
5 because we'll probably pick a lot on r old ~ e n e r a f  
6 Famll. An bod want to pick on hPPOonnelly? 
7 COMHISSIONER DAVIS: 1 do, sir, having been 
8 harassed by his agents over the years. 
9 (Laughter) 

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, Mr. Donnelly, I almost got 
1 1  you out of here scott free. Commissioner Davis, what do you 
12 want to ask Mr. Domelly? 
13 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I have two questions. Is the 
14 location im rtant, Mr. Donqelly, where ou move to? 
15 MR. ~ONNELLY: It is important for a number of 
16 reasons. Number one, it's common sense. We have a highly 
17 trained staff in the Bacimore area. Major customers are in 
18 this area, both the mlitary departments defense agencies. 
19 The major reci ients of our product, the clearance 
20 facilities, a n  a( here, apd it just y k e s  sense to stay 
21 where the pmcipal busmess associates are. 
22 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: The second question is did you 

, - ood hoiorabfe man with a just urpose and that you've come 
%ere k ood faith with a lot of support, and il you will 

1 stop tadLg, I might accomm~dnte you. 
CLaughter) 

1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: When I was a kid in the Illinois 
1 House, I was 23 ears old, and I got up to malke my first 

I.. - n s h  passing a &I], and Le board lit up, and I had all 
An old fellow slttmg next to me scud, "Son, shut 

now, you've won." 

1 f ~%~&NELLY:Thankyou,Mr.Cbairman.  (Laughter) 

I' CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Donnelly, here'a what I'm 
/ - told. The DOD recommendation is to relocate the Defense 

j 1 Investigative Service Investigations Control and Automation 
Directorate from Fort Holablrd, Maryland, to $1 new facility 

Z to be built on Fort Meade, Maryland, which is only 18 miles 
: away. Is that correct? - - MR. DONNELLY: That is correct. 
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look at other alternatives other than building a building? 

MR. DONNELLY: Yes, we did, Mr. Davis. And in the 
ackage that you have, I believe at Tab 3 we have those 

facilities delineated. 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: I think that's sufficient 

harassment, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yeah. You djdn't treat him too 

''adl% 
Commissioner Kllng has a question, I believe, 

Mr. onnelly. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Donnelly, one very simple 

one. I understand there is some trend toward using more 
private firms, outside sources to do some of the 
unvesti ative work; is that correct? Are you out-sourcing 
more of that, and if so, how would @at affect :- 

MR. DONNELLY: We are uslng what is called 
p o n p e ~ n a l  service contractors, and t h v  are individuals -- 
it's ap mterestrng term - that these are mdlviduals that 
we lure on a contract basis. 

They're. retired federal investigators, and when we 
hiave a heavy rnflux of mvestigations that 1s more than we 
a m  handle with our regular force, we go out and we hire a 
nllmber of these. They work on a case-by-base basis at a 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: This proceed is a redirect from 

: the recommendations of the '88 Base Closure Corna~ission. Once 
: the Defense Investigative Service vacates the building, the 

base will be vacant; is that ri ht? 
MR. DONNELLY: d a t  is correct. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: This recommendation will not - result in a change in emplo ment in the Baltimore area / I because all affected 'obs d l  remain in that area. 425 1' I : personnel will simp y relocate, if the recornmenciation is 

: approved; is that correct? 
1 - MR. DONNELLY: That is correct. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: The justification is thal Defense 1 < Investigative Service is located m a Korean War era 
building, Buildin s in disre a i ~  has cost over $319,000 in 1 - 5  repain smce ~ i s ~ n f  '91 m uPd~tion to the annual costs of 

: approximately 400,000. I - A recent Corps of Engineers' building anal.ysis 
3 md~cated that the cost to b m  the buildmg u to code and 1 *CI correct the environmental feficiencies wouyd cost the DIS 

proximately 9.1 million. 
A military construction project on Fort Matde is 
ted by the Corps to cost only 9.4 million. Is all of 
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given rate. 

There is a move to prioritize a lot more of the 
investigations other than these ~rso ,npe l  ~ u $ t y  
investigations with the OPM e forts ~t bemg m the paper 
recently. That's still up m the air. It's not very easy to 
do that. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: So none of that really 
reilly have any major beamg in your new construction. 
You re still going to need that no matter what you would do 
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as far as out-sourcin ? 
MR. DONNE~LY: Precisel 
COMMISSIONER KLING: h a n k  vou. 
CH+-AN DIXON: Are there any-drther questions by 

any Commssioners of Mr. Donnelly? 
(No response.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. Donnelly, we thank ou for 

your kindness in appearing today. We thank you &r your 
pre!rentation, which was an excellent one, and you may leave 
at any time you choose. If ou want to go right now, you 
may. ~ o b o d  will take ofznse. 

MR. D~NNELLY: Thank you, Mr. Chairman 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mrs. McManamay, I'm delighted t 

I I 
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So we went back and looked at what our issues were, 

and our issues are running about 11,500 a day. So we said 
that's ball ark for what we might htve to throughput. You 
u n d e n d  in wartime it's not a matter of storage, but it's 
throughput. You're not storing things. You're pushing it 
out to the combat theater. 

So we were pushing out about 11,500 a da in our 
system. Our normal time load is about 9 7 , h  issues, 
and if ou added a n o E o n f l i c t ,  lhat would be another 
l l ,5d So that all adds up to about. 120,000 a day. That's 
for everything. 

And if you look at our capacipr in sur e our 
n o d  operation at one shift a day Cia 112,&, and surging 
we go to 309. So the total requirement is 120. So even 
after I make my recomrnendat~ons, I still ot three times as 
much throughput in the system to haodle bat. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. I'm sorry. Excuse me. 
That be s another uestion. Is there too much remaining? 

G ~ N E R A L  ~ARRELL: Well, as I bnefed in my 
briefing, we have more throughput capacity than we need, but 
we don't have -- we had to size to cube, because we have 
responsibilities to store things for contingency and war 

~ u l t i - P a g e ~ ~  
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but that SAILS model really teh you where you need to be to 

rt the vendor and the supplier locations which you deal 
E f t o n  a day-lo-dsy basis. 

So it's, essentially, a peacetime optimizing cost 
model, and it allows ou to do a number of interesting 
things. You can holdlone thin constant and let other things 
vary, or you can allow the w h i e  system to vary. 

When you allow the whole system to vary, it tells 
ou that you need tq reposition.some of the stock that you 

gave today and put it at spme different places. And if you 
just let the model run by itself and tell you where to place 
all the stuff that you do business with, it tells you to put 
most of it at Susquehanna and places like Richmond. 

So it shows a preference for the location of 
Susquehanna and Richmond. As a matter of fact ou can do 
things like close one depot and see how it lo& up other 
depots. 

In every case we looked at, it wants to load u the 
Susquehanna depot. In fact, if you compute a basehe cost 
for the system on how you're operating today, if you were to 
operate most officially and you closed the Susquehanna depot 
and redistributed the workload, your system costs would rise 
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1 see that they found you a good sign. Is there anything you'd 
2 like to sa before we start the round of questioning? 
3 M!? MCMANAMAY: NO, sir. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much for your 
5 attendance toda , and we will begin with Commissioner Slccle, 
6 Major ~ e n e s d ~ a r r e l l .  
7 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Good afternoon, Gene~al. 
8 Thank ou for your very thorough prtlentation. It wiped out 
9 a lot o r  my questions, so it will save some time here. 

10 If your recommendations are approved, will them be 
1 1  enough capacity remaining in the distribution depot system t a  
12 accommodate the inventories that x~eed to be moved from the 
13 proposed clo* depots during the transition period? You're 
14 comfortable w t h  that? 
15 GENERAL FARRELL: Yes. 
16 COMMISSIONER STEELE: And if there are any 
17 unforeseen future o rational needs, you would be able to 
18 absorb those as w e l r  
19 GENERAL FARRELL: Yes. I've ot some statistics 
20 you might be interested in. We toclk a looe at what wq 
21 thought our wartime requirements r;hould be, and we si.zed it 
22 about like Desert Storm. 
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1 we roject for the year 2001, and that's how we did our 

3 
P 2 ana ys~s. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Oka . Moving on to Memphis 
4 and 0 den specifically, you talkd about your other options, 
5 and I h like you've explained that quite well. But I 
6 wanted to jump down to just a few concerns that the community 
7 had. 
8 In your decision to close Memphis Defense 
9 Distribution Depot, how much weight was given to its central 

10 location and excellent access to all types o f t  rtation? 
1 1  GENERAL F-LL: They were g i v e n z f o r  their 
12 access to transportation. All depots were. And that was 
13 based upon the data calls. We asked them, and the 
14 installat~on itself or the activity actually prepared the 
15 data call. 
16 They sent it up to us, and we awarded the points 
17 based upon what they submitted. The thing, when you look at 
I8 our requirements, is what do you need m the system to 
19 pe~f0.m your wartime mission and your day-to-day p e a h e  
20 rmsslon. So we approached it that way. 
21 One of the models that we looked at was the SAILS 
22 model, and I spent a little bit of time talking about that, 
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reserve. 

So we sized down to cube, but what we're left with 
is more throughput capacity than we need for war. That's; 
true. And what that says is that we can do it from a fewer 
number of locatiov be*-, if you look at the throughput 
for just San Joaqum by ifself, it s 135,Q00. 

For Susquehanna, it's 124. So 4:lther one of those, 
their rnax throughput compares very nlcely wlth the total 
system requirement. You wouldn't do it that way, but it just 
gives you some feeling for how much capacity for throughput 
we've got. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: And forgive me for repeating 
this, but in storage capacity excess, what lund of percentage 
of excess capacity exists? 

GENERAL FARRELL: Well, we're at 619 now, and we've 
got about 519 on the boob. So that's 100 million excess, 17 
percent. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. I know there am some 
other Commissioners that are going to follow-up on that area, 
so why don't we move to another subject. 

GENERAL FARRELL: If I can make a point, the point 
is not how much excess capacity weke got today but how much 
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1 significantly. 
2 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, General. I just 
3 have one final question regarding military value. Your 
4 Richmond and Columbus depots I see from your charts ou rated 
5 lowest in the category of activity mili%alue, I Llieve. 
6 And installation military value.Ric nd is third, 
7 and Columbus is first. Just what weqht did you give, m 
8 general, to the two categones of mlitary value, or dld you 
9 just look at the numbers you came up with and then exercised 
10 your jud ment acwrdin to the overall recommendation? 
1 1  G&ERAL P ~ L L :  If you're talking about the 
12 irtstallation value .and what drives the difference, how that 
13 d~ffers from activity military value and installation 
14 military value, you look at the numkr  of other major 
I5 activities which are serviced on that mstallatlon, and you 
16 glve them points based upon that. 
17 So as an exa le, when we went out for the data 
18 call, Columbus iosxlation h central Ohio, their data call 
19 said they had five major activities which they su port there, 
20 two of which are DLA activities, the depot and %e ICP. 
21 But @e $so support the DSA megacenter and the 
22 DFAS, whcbls  a mqor financial center, and they have a 



Pa e 188 ' South in Marietta, Georgia, states that the Northeast joston I : District supports its area operations office and lant 
: representative offices with a lower ratio of heaBquarters to 

1 ; field personnel in the southern district located in Marietta. 
On the surface, it would appear that this measure 

of efficiency is a reasonable test. In 1993, the Defense 
Logistics Agenc closed two contract .management districts, 
one rn ~ ~ a c ~ e l ~ i i a  md mother la m u g o ,  m d  I think you / 1 did mention that. 

Subsequent to these closures, I believe the 
ining districts were redistricted. I assume that 
stricted" means that the workload was redistributed. 
So my question is what was the ratio of 

j :A headquarters to field personnel in the Marietta office as 
I 3 compared to the Boston office prior to that redistricting, 
1 :Y and were the two districts more comparable at ha t  point? 
8 . -  GENERAL FARRELL: Yes, sir. Prior to BRAC '93 in 
1 : Seprnber of '92, when we looked at that, the Northeast had a 
1 - a  rabo of 1 rson in headquarters to 11 in the field. The 

district in Earietta had 1 to 10, and out in the West they 
-. had 1 to 15. 

/ =: In other words, you could look at it either they 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ~  
3 7/95 BRAC hearing 
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previous1 had affected whish of those that you wouldclose 
this round: and evidently it has. 

GENERAL FARRELL: I think if the South - to answer 
your uestion further, I guess if the South survived, their 
ex an& control, in terms of individuals, would wden a 
litfPe bit. They would go probably, to something like 1 to 
22, if they were the one that surv~ved. 
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ma'or Army Guard center there. So it's, esse:ntially, a huge - ~4deral installation. 

So in that mission sco , the milita v-slue ?' ed 150 points, and ~ o E m b u s  got a1 of it. If you look 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you very much. 
GENERAL FARRELL: Yes. sir. 
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1 contract activities. 
2 So my ratio of districts to activities has dropped 
3 to 1 to 30. After I do my COBRA '95, my ratio m tpe 
4 Northeast is going to go to 1 to 22, +d m the West it's 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: That's all I have, 
Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 
Cornella. Commissioner Cox. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. I understand that 
the Defeny Lo istic A enc is testing service delivery 
program with #&EX. Eou& you tell us a Little bit about 
U s ,  and will it affect your capaci?? If this works, will 
you see a much less ca acity need. 

GENERAL F&LL: It's one of the initiatives that 
we've come up with in the last year. It's a rivatization 
initiative, essentially. And what it says is &t can we 
come up with better ways to distribute high value items? 
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. had a higher expanded control in the West, or they were more 
: efficient at overseeing the contract operations. But as ou 
i saw on the slide thno, them is a great concmtrr~tion o r  

contract missions in the West. 
In fact, most of their contract oversi hts are i within 40 mles of the headquarters in El legundo. So you - wuld see where they could, in the West, could probrtbly do it 

% a little more efficiently. 
2 At the same time, we had five districts, anid I had 
:: 134 separate contractor operations out there. So that meant 
: : that the ratto of districts to actual activities that you're 
L: overseeing was 1 to 27. . . After I did my COBRA in '93, those ratios chan ed 
:; intheNortheastfrom1 to 11. Itwentto 1 tol:!. I n t i e  
2 South, it went from 1 to 10 to 1 to 12. In thewrest, it 
:.: stayed at 1 to 15. . - And when I had now three districts and 105 separate 
:f contract activities to oversee, my ratio now was 1 district 
:' '- every 35. In BRAC '95, what we're lookin at approaching 

- ap roaching BRAC '95 is 1 to 18 in % e  Northeast, 1 to 
s i n  J e  South, 1 to 18 in the West, and with three contract 

agement districts now, I'm only overseeing 90 separate 

/ w m p h i s  and thelr answer in that case, Memphs had one 
i significant mission, which is the depot. 
I - So they got 30 out of 150 points on that.. That was 
I I theu submission. And you look at the others -- and so the 
1 1 points were awarded based upon their response. lt gives you 
' : : some idea of how to value installations differently from an 
: activity. -. -- COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, (ieneral. No 
r: further uestions. 
-L L C%~IRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 

I :i Commissioner Cornella. 
:I COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
:- General Farrell, as was said, you gave an excellent opening 
:i statement, and I just have one or two quick qt~estions for 
:I you, and that involves regional headquarters tlhat you were 
3 talkin about. - - f note that your recommendation, which addresses a 
x disestablishment of the Defense Contract Management District 

I 
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Can I find a customer out there who has items ga t  

he distributes -- it might be something like a pro rammable 
signal mcessor -- something that's worth $2 @bion. 

A)nd what YOU want is to shorten the ~ i m l m e  as 

5 going to go to 1 to 28 people overseerng people. 
6 But my number of contract activities overseeing is 
7 going to drop significant1 and that's the real measure of 
8 oversight. It's goin to d;bp to 64. So I have two 
9 districts overseeulg g4 activities, and that's down to a 

10 ratio of 1 to 32. 
11 So you could see that my ratio of contract 
12 activities overseeing since before BRAC '93 has gone from 1 
13 to 27 down to 1 to 32. So it's about the same. 
14 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: But would that change 
15 -whether it was Marietta or Boston? 
16 GENERAL FARIELL: NO, sir. 
17 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: It would be the same, 
18 wouldn't it? 
19 GENERAL FARRELL: It would be the same. That ratio 
20 ~ o u l d  be the same. Exactly. 
21 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: All right. I guess that's 
22 what I was kind of driving at. If the redistricting 

milch as possib16 so you don't have to buy 'ad the extra I 
sp.ares to'fill the pieline up. 

And if we could then establish a premium 
distribution operation anywhere where o<wuld uarantee 24- 
hour delivery anywhere in the C O ~ S  or 48%our delivery 
anywhere overseas, recognizing that the customer would pay a 
prt:mium for that particular, we were just interested to see 
if there was anybody interested. 

So we let a contract with FedEx, and we just 
happened to have selected the Mem h s  depot as a place 
ht ial l  to work at, but ou can dy do lt anywhere. 

&r ultimate -- ang you don't need much stora e 
because these are hi h value items. There wouldn't L a  lot K of them. First of a1 , we don't have any customers yet. 
Nobody in the services h q  stepped up to this, and secondly, 
you could, essentially, dp ~t anywhere. 

You could do ~t wlth any pnvate contractor. So 
say you closed the Memphis depot and some private operator 

- - 
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1 took the Memphis depot over. You could then elect to either 1 looking at.5.3 million one-time cost to get out of 
2 store it in FedEx facilities, whic:h they do for other 2 that's costmg you 4.5 million every ye? forever. 
3 companiep, or you could make an arrangement for a lease: fee 3 And we estimate that when we go lnto h s  new 
4 to store it at Memphis. 4 building the upkeep of that would be on the order of 
5 It's a much more efficient way to do it rather than 5 $300,000. So once we bought it, we'd be paying $300,000 a 
6 keeping a whole depot open 'ust to do that small operation. 6 year versus 4.5 million a ear. 
7 SO it's really - that s not a kctor in our analysis. 7 COMMISSIONER &OX:  be upkee on 
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of lease ace and into something els: because it was 
cheaper.&ow you're suggesting that ou be given the 
authority to buy a building to replace &e lease space. 

Assumin the original assumption is wrong, would 
you be better 0% staying where you a re just in that lease 
space? Do we have to go find a building, and couldn't we, 
maybe, find another free building? I realize no building it; 
free. 

GENERAL FARRELL: Excellent question. But it would 
most definitely be a lot cheaper for us to leave because 
we're payin ri h! now a total of $4.5 million a year to be 
in hat  G S A % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  

4.2 million is simply the lease cost, 4.3. About 
200,000 is real pro rty mruntenance and upkeep of the 
building, which we a P" so pay and that's nolt ve many people 
in that building. We've done a survey in g e  Long Beach 
area, and we could buy a building about the size we need fo 
4.1 million. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I see. So in one year -- 
GENERAL FARRELL: Yeah. So it's one year. We 

could u grade - we could renovate that or do whatever we had 
to do about another million and a half. So you're 

8 CPMMlSslOpER COX: No. I'm sure it's not a factor. 
9 1 tbink ~t 's  a very mteresting program. The question would 
lo be if it would work and be pursued on a greater scale, then 
1 1  maybe we'd be looking at even mon: excess ca acity than we 
12 have today, but it doesn't sound like it's & m g  off at any 
13 great speed. 
14 GENERAL FARRELL: Not that particular one, but we 
I5 have a number of other interesting p~mgrams underway that are 
I6 taking off and that are reducing storage requirements 
17 throughout thesystem. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Good. In 1993, the Base Closure 
19 Commission directed that DOD's tactical missile maintenance 
20 work be consolidated at Letterkenny. You all are now, as a 
21 follow-on, on a Letterkenn recor~lendation to close. 
22 But m light of the '8ldecision, was the 
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Letterkenny Defense Distribution Depot made - did you have 
to make infrastructure changes, and if so, what were the 
costs? 

GENERAL FARRELL: We haven't made any adjustments. 
That msslle workload redl is not - we're not associated 
with that. We're sasociatedwiith the vehicle workload that 
was done at Letterkenn 

COMMISSIONE& COX: All right. So that - 
GENE-. PARRELL: I believe the Anny's decision is 

to keep the mssde workload and to close out the l~ght 
vehicle, and that's wh we're closir~g down. 

COMMISSIOI~R COX: Okay. You mentioned the 
uestion of the Defense Contract Management District West, .as 

Tar as the 1993 BRAC decision, which I believe was to move 
out of lease ace and into a building that, essentially, you 
could 0btain"For free m Long ?each. 

And I understand that given the wa the federal 
Defense Department property could now& distributed that 
they're not anxious to hand over a buildin to you. But let 
me ask you a question about that, because5 just don't 
remember. 

And that is I thought we were trying to get you out 
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COMMISSIONER COX: In this case. are vou the onlv 

8 building is 4.5 million. Have you d i s c d  this with GSA? 
9 We ran into this in '93, and in some cases, GSA was happy, 

10 rather than lose a customer altogether, to work out a lower 
1 1  lease rate. 
12 GENERAL FARRELL: The issue last year was the 
13 federal center at Battle Creek. 
14 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
15 GENERAL FARRELL: I don't think GSA was too upset, 
16 and I don't think they'd be too upset if we left this place. 
17 That buildin in Battle Creek was on the Federal Registry for 
18 historic bu$dings, and our presence there is what kept it 
19 open. 
20 If we left, you'd have to go through the pmcess of 
21 disposing of that building at Battle Creek, which would have 
22 been a very painful process for the people there. 
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tenant in the building. 
GENERAL FARRELL: We are. We actually have - it's 

our head uarters plus the Defense Contract Management 
activity &ch actually manages contracts in the Las An ele 
Basin. So there is two activities there. The second one5 
didn't BRAC because it wasn't large enough. 

COMMISSIONER COX: But you would intend to move 
that as well? 

GENERAL FARRELL: Yeah. You may be interested to 
know that we approached the Air Force and asked them if they 
had space at Los Angela rt Station to absorb the whole 
headquarters so we wouldn't ? ve to buy this building. They 
didn't have room enough to do that, but they had mom enough 
to absorb. the smaller activi 

So it wasn't reported %cause it didn't meet the 
B V C  criteria, but we're moving the other activity onto the 
A r  Force mstallation. 

COMMISSIONER COX: And those activities don't need 
to be to ether'! GENERAL FARRELL: NO, they do not. 

COMMISSIONER COX: And nothing else in that sort of 
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1 area where you could move onto an existing base? 
2 GENERAL F W L L :  Not ri ht where we are. .Long 
3 Beach IS the best option. We could buy somethm m the 
4 L.A. -- right in the El Se do area, but it would%e a 
5 little more expensive. W e V E b e u e r  off in Long Beach, we 
6 think. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. 
8 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Cox. 
9 Commissioner Davis. 
10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
1 1  General Farrell, as far out as you can see, you've got all 
12 your closures in the '95 BRAC. In other words, you're going 
13 to be down to your end sition? 
14 GENERAL FARELL: ks far as we - 
15 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And when do you geedown to 
16 that end position, if it's all approved? 
17 GENERAL FARRELL: In tenns of BRAC, I think it's 
'18 about the ear 2000 we'll be to eve thing. 
19 CO&MISSIONER DAVIS: some of the services' 
20 decisions, obviously the BRAC process is a very complex one. 
21 Did an of the service decisions hurt your process at all? 
22 JENERAL FARRELL: NO, sir. 

L I 
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I COMMISSIONER DAVIS: You 
2 V O U ~  process at all because any service had 

-ision? 
GENERAL FARRELL: No, sir. We accounted for that 1 4  

i 
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I I don't have predictable workload associated with them, but a 

2 lot of the commercial stuff -- the medicines, the c l o t b g ,  
, 3 the food that we buy -- has a predictable demand. 

4 So we've invented something we call Dilect Vendor 
5 Delivery, which says we're going to establish contracts with 
6 as many peo le as we can with an objective to the end of '95- 
7 '96 having 90 percent of all of our contracts Direct Vendor 
8 Delive 
9 g w ,  we haven't really realized the full impact qf 

l o  +hat strategy yet because we ve just undertaken it. So it's 
I %ly that if it's successful that wll ,  you know, free up 

more stuff, but we're just not far enough along. 
1 'w There is another one we call Prime Vendor that's in 
14 the medical area, and here is the way that one goes. We have 
15 established 21 regions in the United States to se:rvice 
16 milita hospitals. 
17 %'ve put a winner-take-all contract on the street 
18 to suppl phapceuticals surgical supplies ant1 general 
19 types ormedrcmes to a11 ;he mlitary hosprtals. 
20 And once that y wins it, his obli ation is when 
21 the hospital Eommangr calls, to deliver %at stuff to him 

/22 
within 24 hours. And we fmd that not only are we getting 98 

6 C~MMISSIONER DAVIS: We talked about throughput. 
7 Your storage, to follow on with, sort of, Commissioner Cox's 
4 question, your storage capacity for items that have to be 
9 stored for your custqmers for the demand that's coming out, 
: ou've got some initiatives, I'm sure, going on, but do you 
: I gave as sort of a Just-In-Time initiative that would allow 
:2 you to release more ace in the depot area? 

6 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: And then if you could submit 

that for the record, I would appreciate it. 
GENERAL FARRELL: Yes, sir, we will. 
COMMlSSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, commissioner Davis. 

Comssioner  Klin . 
COMMISSIO%ER KLING: General, I'm not for sun 

whether your presentation was so thorou h that it answered 
most of our questions or was so thoroug% that it scared us 
from asking questions, but either way, good job. Job well 
'done. 
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I I percent of the stuff w i b  24 hours now, the hospital 
1 t commanders are lowering their retail inventories. 

3 The wst that the hospital commanders are payin is ! 4 about 35 percent 1 t h  the were paying by going direct y 
5 to Johnson & Johnson in a 1-1 area. 

f 
We estimated our PALM '96, which is a lmdy on the 

7 street, we're orng to reduce our mventory m medrcal from 
8 about 270 d i o n  down to about 250 just in PA1.M '96. 
9 Now, we're right now lookin at our PALM '97, and I 

l o  was talking to our supply gu toLy, and he told me that he 
I I thinks that we'll reduce that $70 by half in PALM '97. So 
12 that's millions of dollars of inventory that won't have to be 
13 stored somewhere in the medical area. 
14 We're thinking of expapding that to other 
15 cate o r i s  and comrnod~ties llke automotive parts, like food, 
I6 all &e general types of ou could do it for construction 
17 su l i s ,  and h g s  like-dat. SO it's got great potential. 
18 d P ~ j u s t  underway. 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Okay. One final question. 
? 'lat percenta e of your facilities are leased? Give me a 

It's ro % abl ve small, but give me a guess -- 
~ W ~ E N ~ R A L  FY&LL: Small right now. Small. 

GENERAL FARRELL: Thank you, sir. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Just a couple general and one 

specific. Do the services, basically, a ree w t h  the plan 
program that you've come up wlth? Ifave there been any 
11isa~reement.s from the services with this total program that 
you re outlining? 

GENERAL FARRELL: Through our coordination - our 
recommendations that we're talkin about. Through the 
coordination with the Army, they %ad, sort of, wanted us to 
stay at Red River. 

They closed the maintenance facility and Red River, 

: 3 GENERAL F A L L :  Ri ht. I can't fmd m paper on 
4 that, but we have a number of &. We talkdabout 
: 5  premium transportation, which was one. 
: 6 We have a strategy, and we call our strategy By 

Response By Inventory, BRBI, and it follows on from the 
commercial way of domg business, which says don't store 
things in warehouses. Buy from-a supplier who is willing to 
deliver it to ou when you need it. 

And ifYyou9ve got predictable workload -- we don't 
122 have in all the things we store. The war reserve things 

I 
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and when we t;Id the Army that, "If you're closing out, we're 
leaving, too, the Army said, "Well, you know, if you guys 
leave, since we made the decision, we're going to have to add 
tilose co:ts to our calculation. That's going to reduce our 
savings. 

Of course, they were estimatin quite a lot more 
for costs than y e  yere. So it, sort of, scared them off, but 
we were pretty msistent. And we made the p i n t  that, "If 
ylou let us calculate the costs, we'll show yfu it's not golng 
tc) cost you nearly as much as you want to. But we can't 
stay there because that's excess capacity that we don't need 
tc~ do our job, especially since that maintenance mission is 
leavmg . 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Which takes me to specifically 
at the Red River only 12 percent actual1 is used for the 
direct su port of the Army depot, and 83 percent, I believe, 
was for t ie  general area or the t o l  mission. Was an 
cc~nsideration specifically to keep it open because of t ie  85 
percent workload? 

GENERAL FARRELL: I'm looking for my paper that has 
that. You have to look at where Memphis - I'm sorry, where 
Rtd River's workload goes. If you take a look at a printout 
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of the tonnage that they ship out and where it goes an i you 
do a percentage calculation, it shows that while only about 
12 percent is maintenance, the rest of it goes all over the 
place. 

Some of it is shipped to San Joaquin, which is a 
depot that we have that does consohdation. Some of it is 
shrpped to Susquehanna. Some of it is shipped to Fort Hood. 
It's small ercentages, 2, 3 and 4 percent, but it goes all 
over the prate. 

The oint of all that is that there is no reason to 
kee that &pot there to do general distribution because it's miy sendpg it all over the s stem, and we've got other 
capacity w i t h  the system to k able to accommcdate that 
workload. 

The real reason we were there in the first place 
was to do the maintenance mission, by our reckoning. So 
that's how we approached that analysis. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: I lund of figured you'd come 
up .with a very good answer with that, General. Thank you. 
Just a last general question. 

You set forth a number of reductions that are 
taking place. Are a lot of those coming forth because of 

I I 1 
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on the base. 
You get rid of all of those costs, which are pretty 

substantial. You also get rid of the: portion of the people 
who are performing that mission, because when that mission 
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1 closings, or do a lot of them have to do with the direct drop 
2 shipments that you're talking about, the higher technology 
3 controlling inventory and so forth, or is it just a general. 
4 combmation of both closings and those modernizations m 
5 dropped shi in s? 
6 GENJ!A& FARRELL: You mean are new initiatives 
7 drivin a lot of our -- 
8  OMM MISSIONER KLING: Just of your savings you 
9 outlined in your pro ram of the amount of reductions in man 

l o  hours and time an9 space and so that are going to take 
11 place. 
12 I mean, does a lot of it corn: from the dm 
13 shippin or by the vendors, by the modernizations o!controls 
I4 boug% computers and, maybe, &at type of situation? 
15 GENE- FA-LL: The savings come from - we're. 
16 talkin about distribution? 
17 EOMMISSIONER KLING: correct. 
18 GENERAL FARRELL: In )distribution, savings come 
19 from a lot of areas. They come from infrastructure Costs by 
20 actually closing bases. When you clo:re a base, you download 
21 all the re@ pro rty maintenance, ;dl the rds that you 
22 have, the l o s s t i o n  command structure % runs that 

goes away, you save part of the people that are associat'ed I 6 
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1 last round of BRAC, and we had substantial opportumty to 
2 save money throu h efficiencies in the Department s budgets 
3 in the out years iue to some DLA initiatives. 
4 And I'm just tryin to get, sort of, an 
5 accountability check on %ow we are on that business, 
6 ~verything from using more commercis! specs to !ust-In-Time 
7 mventory to reducmg our warehousmg capacity. 
8 And all that, as you know, added u to a new way of 
9 accounting, which meant we have to pa surc 71 argcs for DLA 

10 that was added on top of the cost o?g~gmds. 
1 1  And I guess I just want to make sure that this 
12 recommendation by the DLA is consistent with all of those, 
13 those, savings are generally going to be realized, there is no 
I4 hole m the service rograms out year readmess budgets, and 
I5 that you've done al! that ou can do, and this is a leaner, 
16 meaner, more efficient DL in the supply system for 
17 Department of Defense. Is that an accurate depiction? 
18 GENERAL FARRELL: That's how we advertise ourself. 
19 We advertise ourself as a provider of choice around the world 
20 around the clock at better, faster cheaper. That's where 
21 we're oing. 
22 fi you read our strategic plan - we're going to 

with that. 
You say some of indirect supervision. You save 

some of the direct labor, too, not much, but some. The other 
savings associated with.some of out- initiatives are reflected 
m our mvento reduction figures. 

ou'll%ok at where we project our inventory to 
108,000 cube - 108 million cube. 
d~rect vendlor initiatives, but I 

can't put my finger on exactly how much. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: And I don't need a s 

but a good portion of it is coming fiom ibnt as w e l R E * i s  
that n ht? 

&EMRAL FARRELL: Some of it. I wouldn't say a 
great portion. In the fufure, it will ;be substantial. The 
savmgs will be substanbal. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you. 
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GENERAL FARRELL: Yes, sir. 1 
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give you co ies of it -- that strategic plan was not 
something &at was lightly written by one person at night. 
It was a lot of people mvolved, and we're very serious about 
the initiatives m there. 

You talked about some savin s associated with the 
previous controller and all that, an8 you're referrin to the 
MRD process, I know. A lot of that accounting was dif !  cult 
to do, as you know, because one DMRD would come on the table, 
and there would be some savings associated with that. 

The next DMRD appeared to overlap that one, and so 
we lost the accountability. But I'll tell you what DLA has 
done to try to account for the initiatives in our strategic 
plan. 

In our last PALM we said if we're goin to be 
accountable for saying &at we're going to do &ngs better 
for the services, we have to show them an impact m their 
pnces. 

And so in our strategic plan, you will see that-we 
have pledged to them that we re gomg to beat mflation in 
the pnces they pay for the~r services. We have ledged to 
them that y e  re going to bring the distribution c%r 
from $29 nght now to the neighborhood of $20 m IkP e year 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Klin,g. 
Commrssioner Robles. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: General Farrell, I'd like to 
follow-UD to Commissioner Davis' auestions earlier. In a 
revious kfe, I told Chairman Dixon th& I would - I remind 

h m  of sitting not in this room but in a room in this 
buildin when I was the Army's O&M director and being rilltd 
about Be report that had just come out of the press aku t  
reputed $30- or $35 billion excess invent0 
Department of Defense and what we were %$% reduce 
capacity and all that business. 

I remember Senator Nunn and Senator Dixon asked me 
some very penetrating questions, and that led to, as you 
know, a series of initiatives that were: -- opportunities that 
were given to us, the services, by the Department of Defense 
when a former D M  controller becanre the deputy -- the 
controller of -- so I want to talk a littlle bit about that 
process because it all relates to this. 

And I won't et down in the w t d s  too much, because 
this is a complex su Pb ject, but I do want to talk -- because I 
think it relates to this, especially sincr: this is a BRAC - 
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Our surcharge is oin for 29 percent now to 21 
rcent m the year 200f. A t ' s  in our strategic plan. We L set a rice structure for every single commodity we sel 

out throu 1 the year 2001. 
~ n d  in the last PALM, the office of ibe Secretary 

of Defense said, "He? is.the inflator line af. 3.2 percent,"" 
or the 4, whatever ~t is thls year, "Put that m your plan. 
We said, "We're not going to do that. We're going to go out 
and beat inflation, and we're gomg to put a pnce value on 
each one of our initiatives." 

So we took our initiatives, and we priced them out, 
and we put them in the PALM. The PALM we submitted was $5.5 
billion less than what it would have been had we used the DOD 
inflator, 2.9 billion in suppl ,200 million in distribution. 

So I t h k  we've ?c&ly put our money where our 
mouth is. So the uestion is om to be are we goin to be 
able to deliver on %s ~ f k r  we submitted t% e 
PALM, we dld the first two ears of the next budget, and it 
shows that our prices are actual& turning down even from the 
PALM. - -. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Well, I really applaud your 
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could pony-up excess capacity. Now, my question to you is do 

: you need that extra capacity? Because ~f you clon t, then 
r they put in their .analysis a savings which real1.y shouldn't 

be m that analysis. 
And I thought I heard you say that you had more 

r than sufficient capaci So wh do you need that ca acity? 
GENERAL F&LL: have more thm sudcient 

now, but once I close all the things I pro : F , i ? w o u l d  have been at a deficit position of 2 ~ 2 1 ~ 0 n  
.. Yblc feet. 

to the beginning. ]Myself and 
were going to submit a BRAC 
a deficit to our storage capacity in 

:A the cube area because we knew that w e  had so mucll throughput, 
:f and we were going to take a lot of risk, and w e  wen: going to 
:r submit about 25 million cube deficit. . - And we were going to hope that we coulcl sustain 
:r that recommendation, real* that the communities were 
:: oing to come in and argue, Be  , how can 01.1 have that 
1: bficit  there whe* you 'ust closedlmy depot &at's got 25 
: million cube? Bnng i t iack on the lme to make up for that 
z deficit." 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
3 1-195 BRAC hearing 
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l'earned about distribution and the 40-footers and where all 
the 40-footers were and the distribution out of the various 
dlepots, and I know that you all were very much involved in 
h s .  

In this BRAC recommendation, what, if any, of the 
kasons learned of Desert Storm were factored into your depot 
structure and your depot capacity? 

GENERAL FARRELL: I'd have to say probably not a 
lot because those were operationals, primarily operational 
lessons learned. That's my characterization. You're getting 
mie into somethin I'm not familiar with because that hap 
before I got to %LA, but I'm somewhat familiar 

I do know that there was a lot of containers sent 
that were unopened, that came back uno ned. There were a 
lot of containers sent that got o p e n x a n d  the pulled one 
thing out and shut it up, andwe got those b a d  

So we had a lot of puttlng up to do after &e war 
was over, and the reason that was true is because we would 
get multiple requisitions for the same item, because our 
system isn't g e r 4  to able to provide the visibility of 
where that requisition is. 

Here is what we're talking about is in-transit 

Page 21 1 
: efforts, because those of us who in a former life were - '-valved in this process wonied about downstrea~n readiness, 
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1 analyses that w done, the costing analyses, we coulcf take 

, 2 the savings attnbuted to that excess capacity that may be 

- - - -  
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visibility. This is one of the top things that Mr. Jim 
Clough, Assistant Secretaq in OSD, is working right now as a 
WIK to work the in-transit visibility problems so.that we ca~  
telrthe soldier .m the field w h e ~  hs requiytlon is so if 
he doesn't get it in a week subrmt the T t i o n  again. 

That's one problem. The other,pro lem is asset 
visibilit , which ives you the visiblh!~ not only of your 
wholesale assets %ut your retail assets lo the system so that 
yo14 can trade retail assets between services wthout havin 
to go to a vendor and put an order out to buy something 8 a  
you already have somewhere in the system. 

Those two major efforts are not -- I don't think 
they're golng to solve the problem real soon. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: No. And the reason I asked 
that questlon specifically is that we ship 
I don't remember the numbers off the top o P"d my frobfly ead but - in and 
the order of ma tude of twice as much stuff as we needed 
because we couK3t  locate it. 

We can't afford that to do in the future, and 
cedamly, if we have to ship twice as much stuff because we 
can't locate it, then you're oing to keep twice as much 
stuff in inventory or thereakuts, and then you're going to 
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As we were coordinating wi.th the Air Force an 8 

: exeanging information, we mentioned to they that we were 
r gomg to submit with a deficit, and they said, Do you want 
r more ace somewhere?" 

%dwesa~d,~Yea. . , i fyougotit .  Where?'And 
r they said, "Anywhere you want it." So we have struck a deal - with the Air Force and the Nav ,.the Navy at Norfollk, to pick 
! up - we're picking up the d t i c k  hangar at Norfolk that was - eliminated in the BRAC '93 round, which is going to give us 

1: about 4 million cube. 
I ' And the Air Force says they will ive us up to 30 
I: bibon cube at their ALCs. So it s not hc~ le l l an .  It's not 
1: Tinker. It's the whole ackage. And we're nowf negotiating 
1. with the Air Force for %at ace, The beauty of that is it 
:! allows us to close a base, an% if, in the future, we don't 
1 - need it, we could turn it back. 
!- COMMISSIONER ROBLES: General Farrell, that's very 
I ! interesting, So what you're saying, if I understand you ' . o v t l y ,  is you don't care where that excess caytacit is. 

is not necessarily geographic specific that it has to 
McClellan. 

h 
It could be somewhere else. So if we look at the 
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i DLA had to get itself right-sized, and it had to be more 
cient how to get your surcharges do?, and what you're 

q h g  me is you ve done all that, and t h s  BRAC 
r recommendation, sort of, cements that or crystallizes all 
- that- 
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3 under the McClellan anal sis and move it somewhere else, and 

5 
7 4 you would be satisfied. Space is space, 1 guess? 

GENERAL FARRELL: Space is space. We would like to 
6 have it read throu hout the s stem. 
7 C ~ M M I S S I O ~ E R  ROB~ES: But it wasn't a major 

f GENERAL FARRELL: Contributes tc~ that. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Contributes I:o that whole . . . . process. 

. .  . . GENERAL FARRELL: Yes. 
, - COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Yes, because it's 'ust a ;! piece of it but ! imagine a significant iece of it. ~ o o d  
i d  effort. Swtchm ears here, let's t a g  about excess 

at ~ c ~ k f a n  Au Force Base. 
. -. . aFyesterda , we had the Air Force here, and I asked 
:- the uestion. was reputed that one of the considerations 
1, for %eircost analysis of McCl=llan and where it stood on 
I I  their mhtary value was a requirement to have some excess 
3 capacity available to DLA. 
-. -. And the Chief of Staff of the Air Force :said no, 
=: that was done after the fact. After the fact -- they said we 

8 consideration like it is where you geo raphically have to pu 
I -- I mean, where the p e m  are for the Navy or some 

1: 1 1  ztK",'things? GENERAL FARRELL: No. We're really looking for 
12 storage ace, and it's not that important.. It could, 
13 essential? be an here, but if they gave it to us all at one 
14 place, we'd proba ly say we'd prefer to have it spread around 
15 .a little bit. 

r 
16 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Thank you. Final 
17 question, and this is kind of a uestion of the heart because 
I8 of my -- when I was in Desert 1 tom,  one of my rimary 
19 missions was to be the chief logistician and supp$ officer 
20 for one of the Army's tank divisions. 
2 I And after we came back from Desert Storm, we spent 
22 a considerable amount of time going through a lot of lessom 

I 
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COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Well, thank you very much. I 1 

applaud your efforts. Mr. Chairman. 2 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Commissioner 3 

Robles. Now, General Farrell, you've done an excellent job. 4 
I don't think we're going to need a complete second round. 5 
Let me tell you what I intend to do. 6 

I'm gom to ask you some general questions the f 7 
Commissioners ave asked me to ask ot' all witnesses and a few 8 
uestions from a few con ressmen who have sent me questions 9 

%s afternoon to ask ofyou 10 
Then we'll conclude &less anjtbody on the 1 1  

Commission wants to ask any further quest~ons. I'll simply 12 
invite questions after the Commissioners have had a moment tcr 13 
think about this. if anvbodv thinks of another auestion thev 14 
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- .  
want to ask. 

But rather than doing a comple~te round, I thipk 
I'll let any ind~vidual Comrmss~oner #ask any auestlon. 1 
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1 have twice as much storage capacity. 
2 So there is some importance to making sure that 
3 we're fixing that former problem so that the latter problem 
4 doesn't exist; i.e., excess inventory, excess capacity. 
5 GENERAL FARRELL: Well, we've done a couple of 
6 things. We've got a program with the Anny. You've heard of 
7 the RF-tag and the automated manifest system? The automated 
8 manifest system is a laser card that you could write onto, 
9 and you could put it on a pallet. You can put it on a 

10 container. 
I I And the soldier in the field has a little reader in 
12 his hand. When this thing rolls 21, he can take the laser 

14 tell him not only what's in that container but where it is. 
13 card off of the container, put it in his reader, and it can 

15 So if he's after tent poles or mosquito nets or jeeps or 
16 whatever, he can get it. 
17 And the other thing is.weVre putting an RF tag on 
18 the contamers when they s h p  so +at they can be tracked 
19 through the system throu h satell~te so that we know where 
20 that transportation controf number is. We've a c e l l y  tried 
21 that. We ve tried it in Haiti. We tried it in Somalia, and 
22 it works pretty good. 

want to cbngratulate you on what I think all u here thought 
was a good resentat~on and thank Mrs. Mc3anamay who, 
obviously, &d a good support job there in giving you the 
things that you needed, and we thank her. 

Major General Farrell, did the Office of the 
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1 out the answers regarding matters that affect their districts 
2 or states. 
3 This is from the Honorable James B. Hansen, member 
4 of Congress from the First Distnct of Utah. He asked me to 
5 ask you this: 
6 He says that, "DLA commissioned a Pete Marwick 
7 stud dated December 1993 which clear1 shows that 0 den is 
8 by & the single-most cost-effective dlepot in the DL 
9 system. How did cost of operations factor into your decision 

10 when, as a casual observer, it appears that you are closing 
1 I DLA's most efficient depot?" 
12 A retty tough question. What's your answer to 

14 
I: 13 that one. 

GENERAL FARRELL: First of all, the reason we 
15 commissioned the study is because of the falling out of BRAC 
16 '93. We foundorwe ted - I mean, we tried to do an 
17 o rational efficiency m T i s ,  and we just weren't simply 
18 a& and we wanted to investigate how you do that. 
19 In the end, we decided that ou can't say which is 
20 the most efficient depot outside orsome sort of an- analysis 
21 on its material handllng uipment or something llke that. 
22 Part of that we've sen account of in the 
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Secretary of Defense remove or add any installation c f osures 1 
or reali nments from your recommendations to the Secretary? 2 

~ E N E R A L  FARRELL: No, sir. 3 
CHAIRMY DIXON: General Fanell, did anyone in the 4 

Admimstration rnstruct you not to place any specific 5 
installation on your list to the Secretary of recommended 6 
closures and reali ents? 7 

GENERAL~ARRELL: NO, sir. 8 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: General Fan-ell, did the Office of 

the Secretary of Defense instruct your fewice to place or 
not to place any spec~fic installations for closure or 
realignment on you; list of recommendation\s to the Secretary? 

GENERAL FARRELL: No, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Did you tw the Office of the 

Secretarv of Defense remove anv installations from vour 
recomrn6ndations solely for r&ns of e:nvironrnen&l or 
economic im act? GENEL FARRELL: NO, sir. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou, sir. Now, here are 
several questions from members o r  the herongrcss, and you 
understand we've invited them to ask questions because they 
represent the people of this country, and they want to find 
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throughput, but, basicall what we're tryin to do in this 
particular study, and thegete Marwick guy &at did it is 
here - he's not sworn - but, basically, we  wanted him to go 
out and investigate the accounting codes so that when we 
tried to com are depot to depot - we inherited a lot of 
depots from e Navy, a lot from the Army and a lot from the 
A r  Force. 

P 
They all had different accounting systems, and even 

at our own de ts - and we got some of our depot members 
here - when %Oey ut their financial data together and they 
put something in G 8 A, something in indirect and something in 
direct, the re counting different things. 

So d a t  when we get the Memphs input and they say 
our GNA costs are this and Ogden's GNA costs are this, we 
don't know how to compare them because they're not, in a lot 
of cases, counting the same things. So that's why we 
commissioned the study, to go out and straighten out the 
accounting codes. 

Now, as far as efficiency goes, let me describe how 
that works. We process three d~fferent types of stuff, open, 
any open stuff, which is big, ugly stuff, ou know 
shps, drive shafts, huge anchor chains, k g s  I&;&:? OK 
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And then we process binables, which iq 

less than three cubes, and it avera es about m e  and a half 
pounds. That's the easy stuff, an3 the smaller the binable 
the more efficient it is to process it. 

And then we process something we called covered 
bulk. You can make a depot efficient simply by how you 
workload them. So we don't think it's an issue. 

0 den does a lot of binable workload. They were 
doing afot of binable workload. That makes you efficient 
because you got that kind of -- somebody that s rocessing 
the big, ugly stuff is not going to be as efficient%ou&e 
it takes more people and more money to process each issue 
versus a binable issue. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let me again, if I may 
interm t ou, General, on the screen, if this person is here 
that d i i  &, those depots, just for fun. I don't mean to 

ou, but I understand what you're saying, and I see 
$ : d i t y  of it. I just, kind of, wanted to look at all 
those depots. 

But are you saying, basically, that an asse.rtion 
that Ogden is the most cost-effectwe won't cut ~t if we 
analyze that carefully? 
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7 and 0 den? 7 
3 &ENERAL FARRELL: We realigned C!olumbus 
3 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Realigned Columbus that 
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GENERAL FARRELL: That's right. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Let's say we wanted to look at 

~ ~ C ~ O Y S I  y. 
G NERAL FARRELL: If I wanted to take all the 

ble workload in the system and put it in Susquehanna, 
3 Susquehanna would be the most efficient depot in the system. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I'd like to see now - let me 
j get that here a minute. It's been long enough ago in the 
1 testimony I kind of lost it. There are the six, h d  of, 
:: main ones there. 
. , . . GENERAL FARRELL: Those are the general 
:: distribution or stand-alone depots. The 're not associated 
:i with a maintenance facilit or r ma'or d e t  activity. 
:1 CHAIRMAN D M ~ N :  So when this distinguished 
:i um ressman from the First District in Utah talks about 
:j  ogcfen, be's talkin about one of these six. maor ones here. . - GENERAL ~ARRELL: I tluo* he 1s. f think he is. 
:J CHAIRMAN DIXON: Yeah. And then Id me see, now, 
:J you left open out of those whch ones? 
3) GENERAL FARRELL: We left open the Susquehanna 
:I complex on the East Coast, which is comprised of New 
2 Cumberland, Mechanicsburg, two separate sites. We left open 
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: the San Joa uin primary distribution system on the d e s t  
: Cosst, whit% is com sed of two sites, Sharp and Tracy. 
3 CHAIRMAN E~oN: Yeah. 
1 GENERAL FARRELL: And we left open the Richmond 

facility in Rtchmond, Virginia. 
5 C H W A N  DKON: And then closed Columbus, Memphis 

1:' 7d something loss, I remember. Y& had some loss, but you ( 10 
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1 points and who wasn't. 
2 But you can change the analysis simply by chapging 
3 the measures of ment and the we1 hts whch you assign to 
4 them. And if you ask each indivifual depot to do the same 
5 anal sis, you would get 18 different analyses because the 
6 wou I' d put the value, probably, on different thhgs, probagly 
7 on their stren ths. 
8 CHAI&AN DIXON: There are a number of other 
9 uestions that the congressman asks, and we're going to send 

10 Lose to you in writ111 , General Farrell. 
I I Jim Chapman, &e Honorable Congressman from First 
12 Distnjct in Texas regarding the Red River Depot asks these 
13 questrons. I'm oing to send all of them to you because it's 
14 somewhat leng y. 
15 

t% 
But the two I'mgoing to ask you, he says, "Defense 

I6 Logistic Agency's bass for analysis for eolocated depots 
17 was 'when a mlitary service determined that a maintenance 
18 depot was surplus to their needs, Defense Logistics Ageny 
19 would consider closing co-located distribution functions. 
20 And then he says, "Complete closure of the 
21 facility's infrastructure generates the best economic return 
22 'to the Department of Defense, and my question is since the 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Jigned it.- 1 I 
GENERAL FARRELL: Comct. 12 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And then closed Ogden am1 Memphis. 

i f4  GENERAL FARRELL: yes. sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. NOW, I uess I have to ask 

you, do to the fact that I pursued this fur&er, i i  there an 
objective analysis of this that supports what you said, or is 
that entirely a judgment call, or can you show u s  some kind 
of - in the record, is there some kind of material support 
for that that would bear out your decision-making process? 

GENERAL FARRELL: WeU, we did not try to take into 
account efficiencies of individual depots. We simply didn't 
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think that we could calculate it. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, I guess what I'm referencing 
there, General Farrell, and I don't want to pursue this too 
long right now because I realim that the hour is , etting 'S late, and you've done a fine job and made a gooc 
presentation, but the other servrces had this objective 
s stem where they gave points and things. Do you use that at 
ab in your mcess? 

GENfRAL FARRELL: Yes, sir. In the military value 
analvsis. we nave ~oints .  - C&UI&fA& DIXON: Oh, you do? 

GENERAL FARRELL: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: So in other words. if wt: did an / 14 analysis of those grading systems, would it suppart what 

15 you ve done? 1;: 

- 
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finny recommends leaving the ammunition mission School of  
E!n ineering and Logistics and Rubber Products facility open 
at kxi River, and since the operation will require base 
cl ration support - Red River maintenance, sewage, water 
p E t  maintenauce, rail crew support and power station 
maintenance, how does just c h a n p g  the command to Lone Star 
A m y  Ammunition Plant y h c e  the infrastructure costs for the 
Department of Defense? 

GENERAL FARRELL: I'm not sure how to address that 
question except to say that when the maintenance gu s leave, 
whoever is left is goin to bear a proportion, a h8her 
proportion of the illstabation infrastructure costs at 
re:rnain behind, and some of those tend to be fixed. 

The number of people to run installation, 
ates, that's a fixed. So when one guy leaves, rd e rest " of 

Ybe people share a higher proportion of the .con. And the 
reason we didn't stay there is because we didn't need it for 
distribution. 

And if we had stayed there, we would have had to 
hsve found a reason to stay there. We couldn't find a reason 
to stay there, and if we did stay there, we would have to 
fin~d someplace else to close. 

16 GENERAL FARRELL: I believe so, yes, sir. Let me 
17 just say anybody can go do an analysis, and you can establish 
18 your own criteria, and you can almost make the analysis say 
I P  -hat ou want it to say. 

b a t  we did was establish our criteria before we 

mr r applied any points, and when we did apply the points, we 
dn't lift the names off. So we didn't know who was getting 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, he's got a number of 

questions in writing. I'm going to send them to you as well, 
General. Apd would you have your shop answer those as soon 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

as you can'! 
GENERAL FARRELL: Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The last question -- and 

incidentally, this is a series, believe it or not, of 27 
questions. Relax. I'm not oing to ask them, but I'm going 
to send them to you, all rig%t? 

But Congressman Harold Ford, the distinguished 
conaressman whose district contains Memphis, asks this - .  
qu&;tion, two questions: 

"Was the impact a base closure would have on 
econ~~mically disadvantaged communities considered by DLA when 
they assessed the economic impact and their recommendations? 
Did DLA compare the overall unemployment rate of the 
community in relation to the unemployment rate of  rest of the 
state and surrounding areas? And do you believe the 
Conmission should use this comparison as a criterion in its 
decision-making process?" 

Now we're getting down to this economic question 
here. Large unemployment, I take it, in his distnct 

C I I 
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correct. Five of the eight criteria ale military value. 
"Among stand-alone depots, DDMT was ranked t h i i  in military 
value and recommended for closure. However, DLA chose to 
maintain Richmond and Columbus, whkh ranked f i f i  and sixth. 
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"If military value is regarded YO highly, wh did 
DLA completely disregard it with respect to standl-plone 
depots? " 

GENERAL FARRELL: I think tlnat, sort of, goes back 
to my briefing and the rationale. It':; not true that just 
one military of analysis drove our decision. 

We a e  outputs of all of tlre analyses to 
inform our military judgment, and then cln balance we made a 
decision because, m some cases, as you have noted, militaq 
value for an activity might be tugher than another activity 
somewhere else, but the installation on which those 
activities are presently operating may have a different 
value. It may be reversed, m fact. 

So once a ain, the way we took: off after this was 
to, first of all, fwide what we needed to support our war 
plan and our concept of ops. 

We went through the capacity analysis. We closed 

w 
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the followers, and then once we had the excess capacit w,e 
had leR, we asked. "What do we have to keep to do our job?w 
And then, as we walked down that road, then what was left 
became excess. 

So it wasn't a decision of deciding what to close. 
Really, the decision process was deciding what to keep. 

So after we closed the followers at the maintenance 
depts ,  we then took a lqok at the rinqry distribution 
sltes, which we have facilitized anides1 ated to do the P wartime mission, and look+ at their nu ~tary value, which, 
in b.th cases, was not only mstallation value but rml~ta 
act~vlty value was so bgh  that we just took them off any  
said we're going to keep those because not onl of their 
value in terms of the points they got but how tiey fit with 
our war plan. 

At that point, then, we said we can't close any 
other depot associated with a fleet activity. We couldn't 
close Norfolk, as an example. That's tlhe largest fleet 
activit that we sup 

&e couldn't ci; San Diego or F'uget Sound. Even 
though Puget Sound is a small depot, it's next to the 
customer, which we support, and he's still there. So we're 
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storage there, too. 

We could store those at other places, but Richmond 
has some nice hazardous facilities, as does Memphis, as does 
Ogden. But nevertheless, when you look at the fact that 
you're reall , probably, going tq keep thatt sup ly activity 
there, D G S ~ ,  so what do you gam by closmg $6 I(rchmond 
depot? 

You're closing one of your best of facilities. You 
close a major fleet backup activit and you increase the 
cost to that ICP that's remaining khind  

And then we looked at the SAILS 'model, and the 
SAILS model says, "I like Richmond and the location that if 
is. I like it better than Memphis or Ogden." You get a 
lower distribution system cost when you close Memphis and you 
close Ogden. 

So it's a number of factors that you look at, and 
on balance, when you look at the whole thing, it says realign 
Columbus to a slow-moving, keep Richmond and close what's 
left. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, General. Now, I wonder 
if any Commissioner, having heard the intervening discussion 
has any final questions before we adjourn for the afternoon. 
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1 com ared to the state as a whole and the region and so forth. 
2 ~ncfwhat  is your answer to that? 
3 GENERAL FARRELL: We used the economic model that 
4 everybody else used. We all used the same model. It was 
5 provided to us, and we simp1 su  plied the data into it. 
6 And for Memphs, we Jid d a k  at the economic 
7 impact, and our contribution was less than 1 percent m~ the 
8 Memphis area. In fact, our DLA BRAC '95 actions was six- 
9 tenths of 1 percent in the Memphis metropolitan statistical 
10 area. 
1 1  And in all BRAC '95 actions:, including DLA, the 
12 impact was minus four-tenths of 1 percent, and in all BRAC 
13 actlons through all rounds of BRAC in, the Memphis area, the 
14 impact was 1.5 percent. We looked at all that, and we 
I compared - not only looked at that:, we compared it to two 
16 other actions. 
17 CHAIRMC DIXON: Okay. Wow, the congressrnfn then 
18 goes to the uestlon of military v$:ue. He says that, DLA 
19 ranked s tan~-~lone  depots for mhCq value, which, of 
20 course2$l,u did. 
2 1 0th the DOD and BRAC wre milita ?' value the 22 most important selection criteria," which, o course, IS 
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I Commissioner Steele, do you? 
2 COMMISSIONER STEELE: This is more curiosity versus 
3 substantive. Your testing of a premium service delivery 
4 program with FedEx, did the U.S. Postal Service bid for that 
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1 going to be there. 
2 So we took all those other co-located activities 
3 off the list, and really what was left now at this point was 
4 Memphis, Ogden, Richmond and Columbus, and two of them are 
s going to close. 
6 And now it's trying to decide what do you do with 
7 those four, and we're looking for s ializcd storage, and we 
8 said if we close Columbus, we g ' t  get an installation 
9 closure. We'll close that depot, but we don't get an 
10 installation closure. 
1 1  And oh, by the way, ou spread a higher proportion 
12 of cost to other tenants on J e  Columbus installation when 
13 you close the Columbus depot. 
14 If ou close the Richmond facility, you close the 
15 best faciities we have in the command, as determined by an 
16 independent en eerin assessment that we hired out to the 
I7 Navy Public 8 k  ~acsities. You also close the facility 
18 which backs up the fleet activity-at Norfolk: 
19 There are other considerat~ons. We d~dn't give any 
20 points.to them, but just as a footnote here, all the ozone- 
21 depleting substances that we're going to store are going to 
22 be stored in the Richmond area, and we have a large hazardous 

GENERAL FARRELL: We didn't ask them. I : at I 
I :  (Laughter) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okav. I had to ask. Thank 1 
- J - - *  

10 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are you all right, Commissioner 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I'm fine. 
113 CHAIRMAN DMON: How about vou. Commissioner Kline? 1 - - 

N o r  me.) 
L H A I Z A N  DIXON: Commissioner Davis? 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: No furtherquestions. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox? 
&g&!!se. 

AN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella? 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I had to leave the room. 

I 1 I 
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I'm certainly satisfied. Thank 
ou, Mrs. McManamay, and thank you, General Farrell. This 

ereupon, at 3: 10 p.m., the hearing was 
6 adjourned.) * * * * * 

I GENERAL F ~ L L :  NO, a r  
L COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Okav. 
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and we get a modest savings out of that. 

And one of our drivmg factors in DLA is; to reduce 
r overhead, reduce nonessential. We deployed a tool called 
L Activity-Based Costing across the whole command, and we told 
i ompeople to go out and h d  those processes ufhich are not 
f addmg value to our job to the services, and let's get nd of - 

them, or let's re-engineer them in such a way that we can get 
r rid of that cost. 
I One of those things is going after overhead. Now, 

I .?u didn't have to do a re-engmeering to discover that here, 
that's part - 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I understand that, General. 
tut I'm asking is the decision between Boston and Marietta, 

Ic not whether or not you go from three to two. But what causes 
li the recommendation of Boston over Marietta. 
1 r GENERAL FARRELL: Okay. Boston has a much higher 
I -  military value, and that's because the criteria that were 
I r evaluated give points to things like the number of 
1:  subordinate contract activities which you oversee, your 
3: proximity to them, the concentration of them. 

And so when all the ints rolled in, they had .much k higher points than either Zfietta or the South. I thdc lt 
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: was 796 versus less than 700 for the South. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yeah. It was 795 versus 
r 656, but I notice that between the West and the South that 
c was relative1 close.  GENE^ FARRELL: Right. That was the real 
i decision, as to whether to keep the West or to keep the 
- South. 
f COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I think you've answered my 

question. Thank you ve much, General. 
1 : GENERAL F ~ L L :  Yes, sir. 
1 : CHAIRMAN DIXON: Are you satisfied, Co~~~missioner  
:: Cornella? 
i J  COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, I am, Mr. Cllainnan. 
14 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox? 
if  nse.) 
1: %AI%AN DMON: Commissioner Davis? 
I - nse.) 
1! %M%AN DIXON: Commissioner Kline? - 
I : nse.) 

%AI%AN DmoN:  Commissioner Rohles? 
nse.) 

&?M%AN DIXON: Commissioner Sta:le? 

I : GENERAL FARRELL: Well, we determ&td that as the 1 
I .  workload was coming down, the procurement dollars were coming 
I: way down, as our project~on of contract admitlistration 
1: o h  in which we would have to oversee was conning down, 
1 c and as the number of personnel in our system was  coming way 
l i  down, we determined that we didn't need three districts to 
t help oversee that activity, and I would emphasize the oversee 
1- part- 
I r They do not do contract administration. They 
11 oversee the process of contract administration ?in conjunctit 
2: with the headquarters here in Virginia. 
7 -. So we determined that expanded control-wise we 

could get by with two headquarters rather than with three, 

I I I 
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I before the Commission at a public hearing be preserlted under 

So I am embarmssed to .say to my distinguished 
o Fr ied from Arkansas that I wl l  have to ask h1n1 to nse and 
. raise his right hand. 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ! ~ ~  
3/16/95 BRAC Hearing 

- - - - ~  -- - I r (witn'ess sworn.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, I always wantext to have you 1 7 

Page 7 
! &";r, bases in the local economy. 

I said, our.goal is to bring all the best 
binkers on this subject together and to draw u on their d pericnce to produce a set of our own recommen ations about 

m s t x l o s u r e  that we can send to the President and Congress 
1 a on Jd 1st. - h s  morning we will hear from one of my former 

P, coll a Senator David or of Arkansas, who lias provided 
e r e x a b i e  legislative l z r s h i p  on reuse issues. 

10 Then, our second panel will include representatives 
1 I of various organizations involved with reuse m many 
I: different ways. This af te~oon we'll h e r  directly from 
13 federal government agencies who will discuss their efforts in 
14 the reuse area. 
15 Let me also say that this hering is being held to 
l a  d i m  reuse and past closure act~ons. We're mot here today 
I -  to hau testimony about the menrib or demerits of the '95 
is closure and re.aIi ent hst, whch IS pending lnfore us. 
19 Before we r& with Senator Pryor's op:ning 
XI statement, let me sa that as ?art of the Nationall Defense 
21 AuLbrirntion Act Z r  F~scal 94, the Base Closure and 
2 Realignment Act was amended to require that all testimony 

/ I: p?%%!)M DIXON: I*ve ot a little list of 
vations right here in my pocket. 9 waqt to thrmk you for 
ming today, and lease sit down. Ladies and gentlemen, 

' s r  0ave ~ r y o r ,  P think more than any other member of the 
14 C o n g a s  in either House, has spent a considerable amount of 
1 time working on this reuse uestion. 
16 As a matter of fact, I &I& it was in the '93 
1- Authorization Act they had what the called then the prior 

I i r  -dments to that act that helped & a lot of sngnificant 
110 thlnps in connection with the transitional prob1e:ms being 
1 x experienced in communities. 
121 And he had a lot to do, this great senator, with 
!z the transition chiefs that are in place in commu~~ities around 
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1 magnificent out there. 
2 But this is a wonderful opportunity to talk about 
3 some of these issues that face you as a Commission and us as 
4 a Con ress, and it is once again a reat honor to be here. 
5 fwould like to applaud you,%r. Chauman, and our 

d B 6 colleagues on the Commission for havin the vision an alsc 
7 let me say the courage, the courage to dress an issue that 
8 previous commissions mi ht have been too timid to confront, 
9 and that is the issue of %elpin local communities rebound 

in  from the economic trauma offosing a military base. 
1 1  Also, b focusing on the postclosure matte?, some 
12 feel that this 6ommission is straying too far frqm its 
13 mission. I would like to disagree wth  that notion. 
14 I thj& this Coqmission can, and I respectfully say 
15 I think ths Comrmssion should fulfill its base closure 
16 responsibilities while at the same time fulfilling a moral 
17 responsibility b recommending ways to assist those who will 
18 be devastated b your actions and your findin s 
19 Distinguished Commissioners, we are a k u t  to 
20 complete our fourth and perhaps our final base closure 
21 round. We have learned a lot of ~essons from the first three 
22 closures. 
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1 the country dealing @+ the federal overnment, interfacing 
2 bsrcm the cqmmmt~es.and the fderal government. 
3 And I thmk he's pad a lot of attenhon to the 
4 problems with the McKinney Act, which has been, frankly, a 
5 signibcant roblem for man communities around the country. 
6 In afot of ways, I $nlr he's just been the leader 
7 in this great effort. I have said many times and said in my 
8 confirmation hearmgs, I've said in my public statements and 
e my speech to the Nahonal Conference of Mayon and other 

lo  pl-i& that we, obviously, had to do these cl6suigs. 
11 1 It wasn't a pleasure for anvbodv. It was a1 vainful 

cxpcrience but it \;as somdhing thk had to be done. = ~ u t  we 
have not done. a vqry good and effective 'ob at a.11 in the 

-closure situahon, and 1.m del ighdto  have an old = and a man I greatly admre - he's a man that s well 
admired and respected by all of his friends - m:y good 
fried, the Distinguish Senator from Arkansas, Senator Dave 
Pryw. Thank you for being here. 

SENATOR PRYOR: Mr. Cha+an, thank you. How 
momd I am to be here, Mr. Chairman, wth ytou and your 

w commissioners. There is on1 one shortcomu~g to this 
today. I wish we could h d  it outside, it is so 
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The most obvious lesson to me is that base closures 

hurt. They are ainful. The are painful to the local 
communities. &ey are pain&l all the way around 

Mr. Chairman, like yourself, I am personalli aware 
of' the pain caused by base closure announcements. For 
example, the 1991 Commission closed Acker Air Force Base, a 
B-52 SAT base located in the northeast section of our state 
in Mississip i County. They also took awa the majority 01 
the work at Fort Chaffee near Wrt Smith, &kansas. 

Now thii Commission must determine whether to close 
Fort Chaffee permanently, as the Army has recently 
moommended, and whether or not to close the Red River Army 
Depot located in the town of Texarkana on the Arkansas, 
Tt:xarkana border. 

For many cities where military bases are located, 
the military has become the largest employer, and the loss o 
a lbase can cause an economic tailspin. Such would be the 
case, for example, at Red River, which amounts to 10 percent 
of' the local economy of Texarkana, U.S.A. 

The dislocation of people, of busin-, the 
overnight decline of a tax base is sfaggenng and devastating 
to a community and to its way of hfe. 
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The first three base closure rounds also have 

tail ht us something else, that the task of replacing lost 
miftary jobs throu h the civilian redevelo m a t  of closing 
bases is extremely iifficult. It is costly. 8 is o h  
slow. It is bureaucratic in producing good results. 

However finding a new use for an old base is a 
worthwhile endeavor, and like it or not, it is an effort that 
imvolves the federal government. 

Since we be an closing obsolete milita 
in:stallations in 19%8, we have stm gled, miztily stpg led J over the a propriate role of the f eral government m tfe 
closure, tl!e cleanup and the redevelopment of these bases. 

Even thls ve Commission has one through a 
bilosophical seare%ng to deterpine wLt  is the role of the 

Lleral ovemment once a base is closed. Should there a 
role, an% should there be a partnership created, or should wc 
close the base and leave town .as. soon as possible? 

I must admit that our o n p a l  a roach to 
closure matters failed miserably. In f888 and 1!$?1"\ase 
closure rounds, the federal government, includin this very 
Commission I think at that time took a hands-odttitude 
aplproach, and the results, Mr. Chairman and your colleagues, 
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the results were disastrous. I 
Job creation was virtually nont:xistent. Closure 2 

costs skyrocketed. Communities threw up their lymds in 3 
frustration over the government's refusal to provide help 4 
when help was needed. There was no sensitivity, no response 5 
from the federfll government. 6 

When ~s process began in the late 1980s, the 7 
federal govement was .the primary -- not partner -- the 8 
primary obstacle to a quick recovery due to that hands-off 9 
approach. 10 

I believe that today, instead of standing in the 11 
way of rogress, that government should form new 12 
partner&ps, new partnerships with local communities and 13 
work to ether with shared resources andl know-how to replace 14 
lost mik .o~s. 15 

Mr%- and colleagues of yours? I would like 16 
to say that I am always amazed and I find it mcred~ble to 17 
note the awesome power that can exist when the American 18 
people decide to work to ether to actmmplish a project. 19 

In man cases, we fave found in base clo- 20 
throughou~ d e  country that the Arnericpn people in 90se 21 
communities have decided to put polrtical partisansh~p and 22 
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actual1 give the land and the property to the commumties. 

&-unities nationwide are currently uskg thjs 
legislation to eqhance their chances for economc revival. 
Just last week, just last week the. U.S. Air Foqx recently 
conveyed 600 acres at Norton A r  Force Base m San 
Bemardino California, a very reduced price. 

This iand transfer IS going to create immediately 
1,000 new jobs due to the expansions in local manufacturers. 
I'm also aware that the Government of Taiwan is seriously 
interested in openin a foreign trade center at this site, 
creating almost 4,086 new American obs. . 

I m pleased that communities d e   ort ton me taking 
advantagebf the government's renewed will in ins^ to help 
beat swords into ~lowshares. In 1994. Mr. arman. our 
Senate task force; we were successful once again in 
legislation in Con ess to exempt clo* milltary bases from 
the Stuart B. ~ c I & e ~  Homeless Assistance Act 

The task force had been notified that some homeless 
assistance groups were trying to acquire base property 
through the McKinnev Act even thou& the local commun~ties 
had a-hdy agreed 6 using the for another purpose. 
This would truly have been a disruption. It would have been 
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I personal jealousies aside in order to a m  lish a missioni. 
2 When that attitude exists, things exone. And 
3 that partnership that we must now build should not turn a 
4 cold shoulder to the people who have helped us win the Cold 
5 war. 
6 Base closure communities desetve much more than .a 
7 simple thank you. Fortunately, on July 2, 1993, Presidelit 
8 Clinton announced that the federal govenunent was reversing 
9 its policy fo begin pursuing partnerships with local 

communities. 
The President's five-point plan for helping 

communities including vlng them greater access to base P property, Fast Track o environmental cleanup, transition 
coordinators at every base to he1 cut through the red ta 
larger fcdcral ts for economic ‘I' evelo ment and bolder jo!? 
~@aining anr-ition services for ,Ease who lose their 
jobs. 

After this five-point rogram plan was announced 
and after it was offered, it L m e  very clear that several 
changes in the law would be necessaq to fulfill the 
President's vision. 

As a result, the Senate Democratic Task Force on 
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counterproductive, and it would have been a classic, classic 
case of unintendefl consequences. 

Due pnmanl to the leadership of Senator Nunn of 
Georgia, Senator denstein of Califomia we formed a 
consensus for passing le islation to exempt closed bases from 
the McKinney Act. d e  established a new rocess for 
addressing local homeless needs in a way &at is supportive 
of local redevelopment efforts. 

Mr. Chairman, I'm proud to say that this 
legislation was supported by base closure community groups, 
b homeless assistance grou s b Democrats and Republicans 
a h e .  1 was signed into && $ the President late last 
year. 

Each of these initiatives - the President's five- 
point plan for increased federal funds and assistance, the 
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Defense Reinvestment, which I chaired, developed necessary 
legislation during the summer of 1993. We had a tremendous 
amount of help from colleagues on the: liberal and 
conservative side of the isle. 

Republic* and Democrats, we worked together. The 
resulting legislation commonly referred to, and it is a 
little presumptuous, Mr. Chairman, to1 call it the Pryor 
Amendment, but I will call it that anyway, was accepted as an 
amendment to HR 2401, the Fiscal Year 1994 Department of 
Defense Authorization Act. 

This amendment ratified the President's five-point 
plan by making major changes to the base closure laws that 
would provide communities wth desperately needed assistance. 
The summary of this le 'slation will tr: submitted for the 
record with my prepar 8 remarks. 

The primary contribution, I thinl ' of this 2, amendment, called the Pryor Amendm t, is its recognitioin 
that the land and property on closing bases can be a catalyst 
for future development and economc growth. 

Our legislation ives to the Secrdary of Defense B the authority to trans er or lease base pro rties to 
communities below fair market value s n r i n  some cases, to 

-hyor kmendment, the McKinney Act exemption represent a 
decisive shift in the eovernment's reamme to base closines. 

1 
2 
3 
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5 
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" 
And the ood news, the good new;, Mr. Chairman, for 

communities kat will lose their bases in this round is that 
the United States federal government is now ready and willing 
to he1 ou beat those swords into plowshares. 

We are much better prepared now to meet those 
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challenges than we were in 1988, when the base closure 
pry- begap. I applaud the Administration for its vision 
in this regard. 

At the request of this Commission, I have devised a 
very few bnef recommendations for those commumties that 
lo& a base in this particular round of base closure. My 
advice, Mr. Chairman, is fiee as alwa s. 

First, be in lanolog early for tie future. 
Communities &at Eave found the most success are those 
communities that embarked on an early, aggressive effort to 
find civilian uses for their base. 

For example, in Alexandria, Louisianai there is 
England Air Force Base. England Air Force Base was 
recommended for closure in 1991. The community at that time 
formed two committees. 

One committee led the fight to keep the base open 
to no avail. The other committee was at the same time 
simultaneously laying the foundation of bringing in new 
business to occup thls site. 

Today. ~ ~ ~ T a n d  base has created 1,000 new jobs on 
the base due most1 , by the wa , to an Arkansas com ny, J.B. 
Hunt Trucking &mpany9s dkcision to train trucfiriven on 

I 
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co~nmunities and those leaders there are in the best pos2ion 
to inform us of responsible ways for government to 
contribute. 

Second, the Commission, Mr. Chairman, must explore 
wa s to make the government more nimble, more capable of 
m a L g  decisions quicker and delivering services more 
rapid1 . 

h e  interim lrasin process I think exemplifies the 
dangers of moving too sfowly. Currently, the military 
services are taking about six months to complete a lease 
agreement. This IS entirely too long. Without a lease, 
businesses interested in locating on a base, they go 
elsewhere. We should explore ways to speed up the leasing 
prim and the delivery of other important services. 

One suggestion for making government more nimble is 
to (empower those individuals who are workin out there in the 
field with the communities on the base. dive them the 
flexibility. Give them greater authority to make decisions 
quick1 and on the spot. 

h s  Commission, I tw, wuld explore this and 
other ways for speeding up decisions and the ultimate results 
that we must have. 

Page 20 I I revenue from this particular base. 
A legal battle ensued. The matter was fought in 

: the oourts for almost five years. I ask the quest  on to our 
L distinguished members of the Commission, guess who won? I'll 
5 tell you who won. The lawyers won. Businesses interested in 
r locatin to this base, the went elsewhere. Today, there is 
- little ekort to show for d e  efforts at this base e:ccept 
f missed o portunities and lost ho . This did not have to 

-. &e govermpmt can dp K l e  to help communities 
I r unless they speak wth one voice. 

I've also been asked to make recommendations to 
Commission, and I do so res tfully, on ways to improve 
govcmment*~ response to i Z e  c~osin 

First, the federal government shouh continue 
ly pursuing partnerships - I cannot stnas that 

~t en- - partnerships between the federal government with 
1- local communities, and it can be done. 

Every government employee of all of the seven or 
ral agencies involved in this tremendous task of 
must be fullv committed to formine s~uccessful 

1 
2 
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5 
6 
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w / i the d d  runways. 
I encourage local communities, secondly, to follow 

'ngland's.example. If an other communities with bases on * rY 1995 hst of closing, i you begin planning early, you 
be ahead of the game. 

Congress has given the Department of Defense the 
- authority to provide rants for these urposes. 'Last year, t F the Congress passed egislation proh 1 itlug this Commission 
Q from penahzing those communities that choose lo begin i 

" 
:: partnershi . 1 x AU fcan say is there is one break in the chain, 

I 
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: one break, one individual, one agenc , one transition 
: wordinator who fails to have that w d  and that commitment 
: to make things happen positively, that effort is ;going to 

I r plapmg for redevelopment even as they are fighting to keep 
1 I them bases open. 
1: I also encouqige local communities to speak with 
13 one voice. I'm gomg to repeat that sentence. I also 
1 4  mcomage communities to speak with one voice. Each of the 
1s federal programs that I've outlined are designed to help 
~f cornmupities he1 themselves, but it is difficult , ~ d  probably 
I-  lmpmrible to heb wmmumties that are not unihed. 

An example, Geor e Air Force Base, Southern :: (zamimia. It was c l o d  in 1988. Immediately thereafter, 
a this particular base found that two nearb cities were 
:I mgrged ,h a tug-of-91, a power stm gre over which of the 
z commuties was entitled to the feded aid and future 
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I'd like to say, finally, we must not undo the 

tremendous p r o p s  that we have worked so hard together to 
acllieve. S lfically, I respectfully urge this Commission 
to caution ECongress, to caution the Con- about what 
cutting funds for base closure assistance programs, 
q x i a l l y  environmental cleanup, plannin rants and EDA 
gmots for inh.structure improvements wii  %o 

It would be disastrous. .Although Cong- has 
provided the necessary funds m recent years, this ear those 
monies, those dollars, those funds are at risk, If &n 
cuts base closure assistance funds, wmmumties w u l y  
experience a paralysis. 

Economic development would stop. It would suffer, 
and the cost of closing bases would skyrocket. Such funding 
cub would be counterproductive, and I hope thin Commission 
will see the merits of fully funding these base closure 
asljistaIlce pro 

A g ~ n ,  f%%airman, I applaud you. I applaud this 
Comrmssion, and I am honored once again to be m your 
pnsnce to make these statements. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, Senator 
Pryor. We appreciate your observations and your leadershi1 

5 I'm convinced that the top levels of government 
; today arc committed. I know that the President is committed. - I know that this Commission is committed, but today we must 
e 2nsure that d down the line this cooperative spirit must be 
c alive at the worlung level. 
I @ We have made many improvements. Local cc~mmunities 
I I are still frustrated by the services the receive. Every day 
I: joveommt officials and wmmunityleaders must choose 
If. betwux~ working together in hand-to-hand combat 01- engage in 
I r  hancko-hand partnerships. I believe this Commission should 
1.' explore and can explore ways to improve that spirit, and I'd 
16 like to suggest a few. 
I - First, find ways to remove the mentality that 
I P  government knows best. In most cases, government attorneys, 1 rc qovrrnment bureaucrats, government workers are making key 

xisions on private sector deployment issues with llttle or 
wnsuItation with local citizens, those people: who are 

on their own communities. We must remember that 
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in this field. You've been very helpful in the last several 
yesrs, and I don't know of anyone that has done more to help 
the communities in connection with these problems. 

On page 7 of your prepared text, you say, "We must 
remember that communities are in the best position to  info^ 
us of responsible ways for government to contribute, and I 
applaud that. 

My ownprsonal experience has been that as much as 
cil-cumstances ave improved, the communities still feel 
pnetty well out of the rocess and feel that they're 
dependent on the fedemf overnment for the solution of their 
problems when .these c k m  take place. 

I wonder if you have suggestions about what this 
Commission wuld do. We have a staff that a n  working even 
now on recommendations to the Congress about improvements in 
tht: future. What can we do to give the communities more of a 
sense of participation at all levels in everything that 
transpires subsequent to a closing, in your view? 

SENATOR PRYOR: Well, Mr. Chairman, 1 think - and 
on.= a am, I tfully make this suggestion. I'm sure 
ou a~fcould X a  lot of suggestloas on how we can do 

Ltter in the Senate and how I could be a better senator. 
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Mr. Chairman, and members of this Commission to go out to 
these communities and listen to them. 

Even yesterday, some three yeats after the Acker 
Air Force Base has been closed, Senator ]Bumpers and myself, 
Congresswoman Blanche Lincoln-Lambelt, we met in my office 
with the local mayors of Northeast Arkansas, with the Air 
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1 But being you asked me the quartion, I think it is 
2 so rtant for, Mr. Chairman, and I[ know your time is 
3 i X o r  the Commission's time, for you to o individually 
4 to these vmmunitieg and listen, listen to %em. Let them Jo 
5 the speakmg. Let them do the talking. Let us do the 
6 listenin 
7 A s  is how, by the way, I beam involved in this 
8 whole reinvestment process. I went to Acker Air Force Base 
9 that was about to be closed some year  ago. I held a town 
lo meeting. I listened to the local people.. 
1 1  I came back. I said to Senator bditchell one day, I 
12 said, "My gosh, Senator Mitchell," I !raid, "These towns out 
13 there like Acker in Arkansas and your bale in Maine, they're 
14 closing them down. Those pem le have no life support system. 
15 There is no umbilical cord. be ' re  walking out on them 
16 and leaving them with a total mess that they cannot have any 
17 control over. " 
18 I didn't think Senator Mitchell even was listening 
19 to me, and the next momh at 8 o'clock he called me up and 
20 said, "I want you to be c k  of a task force that's going 
21 to look into this." 
22 So that is how I became involved. I think for you, 
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I And I would just ur e you one-i~n-one to go out 
2 there andliisten for yoursefves and to help cement this 
3 partnership that we must build. 
4 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Senator. Incidentally, 
5 this transition coordinator idea at evely base to help cut 
6 through the red tape, I think that's been awfully important 
7 to the local communities. 
8 I know m my oyn personal experience w i g  some of 
9 the communities m Illmois that have good transition people 

10 that it's been very helpful to them. And I would suggest 
1 1  that anyttung further we can do to giwe the c o m m u t ~ e s  a 
12 sense of havmg someone that can s p i k  on their behalf in 
13 Washington and reach the appropnats people is very, very 
14 important. 
15 And the idea of .'ving them-the opportuni Ph- 16 their base roperly I & 1s very important? an I think 
17 there is stib a sense of frustrat~op that there is too much 
18 involvement at the federal level m that process, 
19 incidentally. 
20 What we can do to correct that ['m not sure yet, 
21 but we'd welcome any thoughts you or your colleagues halve 
22 about that as well. 
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1 SENATOR PRYOR: Well, I think these transitional 
2 coordinators are very key le, and many times these 
3 coordinators are going to c g e  people that determine, 
4 really, ultimately whether there 1s going to be sumsa or 
5 failure in this transition period. 
6 You mentioned a base in Illinois. It may have been 
7 Chanute, I'm not sure. But I have several stories here, and 
8 I remember so well at one of our first task force missions we 
9 had the mayor of Rantoul, Illinois, Katy Podagrosi, I believe 
lo is the name. She is a Republican. 
I 1 But she came before our task force, and 
12 Mr. Chairman, she testified with absolute passion about what 
13 was to be accomplished, what could be accomplished, about the 
14 frustration that she and her colleagues felt in that 
15 community and tryin to work through the red tape. 
16 Yestpday, as gnator B rs and I were meeting 
17 with the Ax Force about, sort=e breakdown of the 
18 partnership on Acker Air Force Base, this mayor was 
19 announcing, I believe, that 2 000 new jobs, new jobs, rivate 
20 sector jobs were gom to be created at Chanute, %s base 
21 that had been closed d%wn and where they thought all was 
22 lost. 

Force. 
And we-started off our meeting by saying, "Look, 

this partnershp that we thought was bemg created is not 
worlun as it should. Now, what's wmnr with it? Who is at 
fault? h it us in the local community? Is it us m the 
Congress, or is it you in the Air Fom:? What's going on?" 

I think it takes a constant vigilance, but the most 
thing is to listen and to listen with sensitivity, because 
these people out here in the local communities are the ones 
that have to live yi* this problem. 

This C o m s s i o n  has an awesome power. I mean, it's 
an awesome power. You have the power that a bomber pilot has 
flying a plane over and dro ping a bomb and turning back home 
and coming to the home gase. You don't have to experience 
the devastation every day. I don't have to experience the 
devastation every day. 
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So it was due, I think, and she attributes this to 

the transition coordinator who had been on the site and who 
w d ,  "We're.going to find out how we can do things, and 
we're not gomg to tell you why we can't do things. We're 
going to go forward, and we're going to make h s  a 
positive" - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, it's been m own 
observation, Senator, that to the extent that the rederal 
government keeps out of it and lets the local community do 
it, you improve the chances for a good result m the 
communi t 

S E ~ ~ T O R  PRYOR:  ha(,^ right . 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I would hope that message is 

taken to heart bv ~ e o ~ l e  m the federal government that - 
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meddlin so much a&r they've done &e damage. 
S&ATOR PRYOR: That's right - 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: We'd be bet& off to leave it to 
the comm+~,  give-them every opportuni to do it and 
cooperate \m them m helpmg to support t!f! eir efforts. 

SENATOR PRYOR: You know, Chairman Dixon, a local 
community is sitting out there, and they're going about theil 
daily busmess. They're operating a grocery store or a shoe 

Page 3( 
store, and they are part of the chamber of commerce and 
trying to keep jobs. 

The want to raise their children and want to 
invest in J e i r  schools, and ultimately that is their goal in 
life, and all of a sudden they announce this base closure. 
The employment goes down. The tax base is de leted. Thc 
school IS suffering. The town is demoralized. &operty 
values sink. Life savin s are gone almost overnight. 

But it is so, I d, critical to d i r c  that in 
this whole process that these communities are overwhelmed by 
the fact that there are seven or eight federal agencies that 
are going to be trying to involve themselves m this 
transition. 

It's overwhelming to a community. Senator Boxer 
last year passed legislation I think is so positive in the 
Department of Commerce, not Department of Defense, but 
Department of Commerce. Senator Boxer's legislation called 
for the creation of a 1-800 number to help coordinate this 
effort. 

And I applaud Senator Boxer for that very good help 
with the local communities. It was a very ood, constructive 
approach, and we think that we're on % e  right track. We 

I I I 
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FAA or whatever. 

And I know that your amendment also tried to force 
them to at least not dra on forever doin that. Should we 
recommend a further cL e in the law &at limils federal 
agencies from meddling, if  that's the right word? 

SENATOR PRYOR: Commissioner Cox, I don't know tha! 
t now we have to change the law. I think that we have to % ourselves to the attitude, and this is where I think 

with not only the influence but the for? of this tremendous 
C<Mlrmssion that you can have such a vital role i n  he l~mg tc 
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h g e  that attitude. 
And I think it's like getting all of the a encies 

&er in one room, gettmg the military, w%ether 

I Page 3 1 
I stdl have an awful lot of work to do. 
/ - CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, Senator, I know you have 

'her obligations. Do ou have a moment for some cluestions 
some o f m  coiea es? 
SENATO~ PRY&: I do. I hope I can answer them. 

1 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank y w ,  Senator. Comnissioner - Cornella. 
f COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I have no questions, 
1 Mr. Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Cox. 
COMMISSIONER COX: If I might just ask a question, i: gi- your leadership in this area, one of the things that 1 

;I- think was so irn rtant about the prior amendment wris that it 
: did allow the GPartment of Defense to transfer property to 
2 communities for economic development purposes, which is so 
. I important to the communities. 
+ - 1x1 going through, and we'll hear testimony from 
:i several local governments and other people today, one of the 
11 thanes seems to be that there may be a continuing problem 

with the priorities of other federal agencies getting in the 
z way of the reuse plan and the economc developmnent of the 

community, whether it's the Department of the Interior or the 

I 

:a F&, Navy, Army, whatever,-in that r ~ o m , - ~ e t  their elected 
L' repmmtatives in that room and say, "Look. let'g all do I 1: 
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1 feel lrke they truly have 'ust, sort of, lost touch with the 
2 federal government, anbwe*:e ot to weld that community 
3 v r i t  back together and say, \$e9re not going to lose you. 
4 e're om to be our artner." 
5 ~O&ISSI~NEIPCOX:  hank you 
6 CHAIRMAN DIXON: DO YOU have 'any further, 
7 Commissioner Cox? 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: No. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
9 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Davis? 

10 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Sir, as usual, Commissioner 
1 I Cox stole my question, and Senator P or's eloquent m e ]  
12 prevents an follow-on. So I have noxrther  questions. 
13 C H ~ R M A N  DIXON: Thank you very much 
14 SENATOR PRYOR: I'm sorry my so-called el uenl 
15 answers are a little too lengthy, Mr. Commissioner, an I 
16 will try to make them shorter. 

74 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Senator. Commissioner 
18 Kling. 
19 COMMISSIONER KLING: You mentioned the concern, I 
20 believe ou said, about the funding for the base c l o w .  I 
21 can welrunderstand that if there are no funds we're gomg tc 
22 have a very difficult time turning these over. 
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Is that a real concern at this time, or were you 

just brin in it up to -- 
S&A%OR PRYOR: No, sir. It is a concern. For 

exa.mple, there are severe cuts in some proposals for the 
Environmental Protection Agency. Commissioner Cox's question 
war; a good one because sometimes some of these agencies, as 
she maintains, may get in the way of other agencies. 

The environmental cleanup on these bases is 
probabl , I guess, in terms of pnonty, one of the first 
h l g s  &at has to happen before an industry or a possible 
nevv business looks at this particular iece of ground and the 
faciilities before they will enen considZ coming back to it 
and! locating an indus there that will create jobs. 

We've also foun v that some people - now I'm going 
to be honest with you. I'm not certain of this. h e r e  may 
be ei proposal to eliminate the EDA the Economic Development 
Administration, which is housed in the Department of 
Commerce. 

The EDA, in my opinion, gives us a wonderful 
op~ortunity to coo rate with local commuruties that do not 
hpve. the funds and% create jobs, and some people want to 
ehnunate EDA. 

: 1 this thing together. " - - Once again, the awesome power of the American 
: 4 peo le, when they decide to do something and pltt bickering 
: as&., jsjust gomg to be, I think, the hope for this 

- tnosiE g:,"&hen we started all of this that this 
z country was going to lose 1,000 jobs every day, 7 days a 
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4, 365,000 for 365 days a year, we're going to lose 1,000 

: jobs a day. Now, the Amencan creativity and the ingenuity 
: and the coo tive spirit has got to revail. 

~ ~ R o o s e v e l t ,  for exam k, in 1943, two years ; behre the war ended-he d e v e l o d a  board. He inst~tuted a 
Y board. I forgot what it was, was War Mobilizati~on Board or - somethin , or redevelopment. 
i An$ fJs  particular board started meeting in secret 
1 almost weekly to determine how we were going to beat swords 
:: i n t ~  plowshares, how our economy was going to be trmsitioned 

back toward the rivate sector. . . And after g e  war, we were read . We developed the 
GI Bill of Rights. We developed the &nall Business 

:A Administration, and man very positive things sort of 
5 triggered in at the end o2;be war, even though we lost 
:T thousands and thousands of defense jobs. . - I don't think we need new legislation. I think we 
: 1 can do it if we all, basically, commit ourselves ta an 

amtude change. And I like the idea that you have of SWAT 
out to these communities. 

ese communities feel so cut off, as Chairman 
u o n  has stated. They feel so lonely out there, and they 
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1 When we started all of this, there was a small 
2 office in the Department of Defense. I believe it was called 
3 OE14. It was the Office of Economic Adjustment. And when it 
1 looked at the entirety of all the base closin s in America, 
5 there was this little minuscule office t u c k J  over there, I 
6 think, in a windowless office. 
7 There were 12 people, 12 people,.apd the were in 
a charge of base closmgs, economc transition and) what have 
9 you. Now, we have not created a massive bureaucracy sincc 

10 then. 
1 1  What we've done, we've taken just a little bit from 
12 the seven agencies that are involved, and we've, sort of, put 
13 them all to ether in an effort to coordinate efforts. I just 
14 hope these&dings - I hope ple will realize what it's 
15 golng to do .to the transition ogting swords into 
16 plowshares if we don't have these funds. 
17 COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you ve much, sir. 
18 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner&ontoya. 
19 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Senator permit me to 
20 editorialize for just a moment. I'm one ?f hose that has 
21 spent 3 1 years as a bureaucrat and all of it m uruform. And 
22 I wish the answer were as easy as it's attitude and not more 
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very closely -6th you a n d &  Commission, as we have enjoyed 1 10 

, 
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free the bureaucrats to do the right thing. 

SENATOR PRYOR: Right. I thinlr that I stated in my 
opening statement that I believe that the people out there hi 
the field need more authority. 

Now, if that is olng to require - once again P res nding to the line o questioning of Commissioner Cox - 
if g s  is going to necessitate le islation, and it might, 
then 1 would certainly sup $at opportunity, and I would 
certainly support that legis~tion. Ant1 I would also work 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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, . .  
follow-up: Both o f  the ~ommisioners have expressed sort of 
a pragmatic view of the bureaucracy that we've all lived with 
for many years. 

I suspect that no community undlerstaads the 
dizzyin array of rules and regulatiom; that they must 
u n d e d e  until they get d on a list of some land. 

Then, all of a sudgn people come out of the 
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1 laws that we need. 
2 I've read through the Mayors Task Force 
3 recommendations, and it's an outstandmg list of things we 
4 ought to do. I thmk it is really well thought out, but as I 
s read that I thought of my own career and thinking how many 
6 times I had to do what 1 was required to do, not what I would 
7 like to have done because it made sense. 
8 And over time -- I've left govenlment some four 
9 years ago - I think that the Department oSDefense and other 
10 agencies have become more risk averse btxause, as we uncover 
1 1  scandals, either real or imagined, I think that probably more 
12 oversi ht is impugned on yople. 
13 h o r e  rules and r e p  ations a r r t  in place, and 1 
14 have a feeling that if we spend a pr uctive afternoon asking 
1s questions would you do X if there were not a rule or a law in 
16 place to prevent you from doing that, would you do it, my 
17 suspicion is that we ma find that there may be more need for 
18 regulato or legal refief so that these agencies can, in 
19 fact, do at makes sense and do what's right, as opposed to 
U, what is going on now. 
2 1 Havjn said that, I hope you pmbabl would support 
n us if we did%ave recommendations for furtKer Iegslation lo 

that great relationshi in the ast. 
COMMISSIOI~ER MBNTOYA: ~ a n k  you, sir. 
SENATOR PRYOR: Thank you, Comssioner. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Com:;sioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Senator. mv auestion is a 
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Sacramento, for example, the base there, tbey.'ve 

just announced that they're gomg to have 3,000 civilians 
working in private indust there. They only had 2,300 when 
it was, I think, a naval%se. So they're the net gainer 
here. 

But we're now be g to see some of the fruits 
of our efforts, and !'d l ~ r e s p e c t f i ~ l l ~  suggest that we 
try and continue b s  to see if these partnerstups will 
actually work. I think they will if we make sure the 
c o m t m e n t  1s there throu hout the s stem. 

COMMISSIONER ZOBLES: k a n k  you, Senator. 
SENATOR PRYOR: Thank you, Commissioner. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Commissioner Steele. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thanks, Mr. Chairman. 

Senator, I want to co liment you on your efforts and 
successes in this area? think it's very helpful. I have 
three brief uestions in le islative areas. 

One, I sm not sure i f  familiar with this, but 
I just wanted to ask your opinion and if your colleagues have 
ex ressed concern. This follows up on Commissioners Cox and 
d n t o  as's question. 

dnder the Federal Property Act, 1 gather there have 
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1 transition period of turnin swords into plowshares, beating 
2 swords into plowshares. &s President is committed. 
3 I think that right now we are beginning to see some 
4 of the results of our efforts and good results. We still 
5 have the problem of bureaucracy. We still have the problem 
6 of indecision, of lon delays. 
7 That is definiay a problem. It is a problem that 
8 we must confront. Now, there is a book written that 1 guess 
9 is on or headed toward the best seller list, "The Death of 
10 Common Sense." 
11 Our colleague, our former colleague, now the 
12 Governor of Florida, Lawton Chiles, bought 200 of them with 
13 his own money, according to press reports, and gave them to 
14 all of his friends. 
15 I'm not going to do that this morning, but I do 
16 recommend that book, because we've got to just have some 
17 common sense in this, but from time to time we may have to do 
18 some legislative change. 
19 h g h t  now I t h d ~  I would be cautious about setting 
20 up, sort of, a czar that would be in charge of this 
21 articular transition period. We're beginning now for the 
22 Erst time to see some good results. 
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been situations in Florida and California and other states 
where the Interior Department has claimed, you know, their 
right to the land, but then, in essence, either has already 
swapped the land for other land in the state or is hoping to 
swap the land for other area. 

Have your colleagues expressed any frustration or 
gratitude that this can ha pen? 

SENATOR PRY&: Commissioner Steele. I'm 
unqualified to answer that question. I'm glad you raised it, 
because I really haven't thought about that aspect of some of 
this. I can see how it would easily ha pen in some of these 
areas, especially with large acreage. h t  I do ap reciate 
you bringin it to my attention, and I will consu& with my 
collea es a%out it to see what action we might or might not 
take, E t  I do thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. The second one, if I'm 
not mistaken, the BRAC statute disallows us from considering 
reuse plans. My opinion, personal opinion, though I'm not a 
legal scholar, would be that the intent of that is so we 
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woodwork with all sorts of laws and compliance requirements 
and little known structures that they've never had to deal 
with before. 

And although artnership and ccmperation is really 
the best way to do &s, pragmatically speaking, that doeso't 
always happen, because you get mto egos and turf and 
prerogatives and all the things that happen among the federal 
agencies in a department. 

So would it not make sense, as aL pragmatic matter, 
to have someone or some roup of people at a high level 
empowered to coordinate 611s effort so you don't drown the 

wouldn't penalize any community for being ve proactive and 
effective and forthcoming in considering ezective reuse I 
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communities with red tape and with requirements and real1 y 12 
streamline the rocess? 13 

Because Psee that there will always be conflicting 14 
requirements and many requirements up11 the communities, but 15 
what I don't see is someone high enough with enough power to 16 
really be the coordinator quarterback so we can cut through a 
lot of that business and really get on with the business of 
doing what's right. 

SENATOR PRYOR: Well, Comm~ssioner, you raise a 
very ood point. I. think right pow, with the pulpit of the 
~ r e s i t e n c ~ ,  and this President is commtted to h s  

17 
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But each case is different. I think the BRAC 

Commission was a good example of us utilizing, sort of, 
3 private citizens to come forward and, sort of, be a partner 

npact that 4 with the political institutions that found itself or 
5 ourselves unable to do what we had to do. 

ou have an opinion of the intent 6 And I want to thank all of you for doing it, and I 
consideration of reuse. certainly want to thank all of you for serving on this 

distinguished Commission. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank ou. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Senator, t h a d  you for your 

cooperation. We're not goin to keep you much longer. One 
thin I'd like to observe, fenator, is we have in our 
bcohets here a National Action Plan on Mili 
Closings adopted by the United States Conference o Mayors at 
their conference recently. 

Y 
And it has 20 recommendations in it presenting the 

that this 17 view of our National Conference of Ma ors around the count 
ion has once 18 about things they think would be heLful to them as low? 
oned as to 19 communities. 
md I think 20 I think it would be very helpful, and I don't ask 
now that 21 you to place your im rimatur on everything in here, but if 
many bases, 22 you, as the person wgo has been the leading exponent of 
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but I'm sure that the Commission might have examples that 

: they could give. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. Lastly - and 

f ed  free to punt on this uestion, .if you would like -- but 
i there has been an awful kt of test~mony and I &ink very 
r positive testimony before the Commission about a need or - perceived need to extend our BRAC statute past this year f o ~  
I at some future point. 

M question is if ou have a feelin for what the 
-mod orthe Senate mi&t be re arding t&ng up this issue, 

d the second part would be & m g  up this Issue prior to \,w decisions for this round and whether we see us expiring 
1 .  r n o t .  - -  

SENATOR PRYOR: Well, Commissioner, I vvant to admit 
sowthing. They say confession is good for the soul. I want 
to c a f e s  to you in open public today that I voted against 
the legislation to create h s  very commission thad you sit 
on. 

kXi"T"dfi PRYOR: 1 guess I've got to admit that, 
because you're oin to find out about it one day or other. 
But lmlang bacf, I I made a mistake. I th~nk the 
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Commission is servin a worthwhile function. 

Con-man dontgomery - we were visiting - we 
came to the House of Representatives together, I mght say 
and u much younger Congressman Montgomery and or, and we 
were talking about how efficient and how w% the Base 
Closin Commission has been. 

If has truly been son of a remarkable creature, 
and we've had ood commissioners. We've had people who have 
left private lifge, some have left their retirement to come 
back-in, provide some exemplary service for our gove:mment 1 i! thtt. frankly, the ~Li t ica l  institution found itself unable (1: 
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better treatment of the communities in this process mg%t 
make a short speech and put this statement m the 
co~igressional record to gtve it the kind of currency in the 
Congress that would ive eve member of the Senate and House 

&e a lm?; at this, as the Churman of % ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~  I'd be personally appreciative if you'd do 
that. 

:: todo. 
:I So we had to, sort of, delegate some of this 
I &  responsibility. I remember in 1970 or '71 I was a member of 
ii the House, and I voted to take a st office out of - to 
!r take the Postal Service out of pogcs .  
I - I don't know whether that was a real good decision, 
I r because we had to appoint rural mall carriers and 
'' vstmasters, and the pressure became so intense on us that we 

id we can't legitimate1 do this an more. So we gave it to 
spl  corporation, an d' some say J a t  that was a bad 

SENATOR PRYOR: Mr. Chairman, I would be very glad 
to. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I'd appreciate that. 
SENATOR PRYOR: I'll tell you what, my speech will 

be ve short, and I will ut that in the record. PHAIRMAN D I X ~ N :  Well, I'm sure the Senate will 
appreciate that, Senator. 

SENATOR PRYOR: I know they will. I will put that 
in the record, and I will state with great pride that the 
Chairman, our collea ue, former colleague, Senator Dixon, has 
encouraged me to dpo this. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: And I might just make, without 
asking you questions, a couple of mts. For instance, in 
their Recommendation 2, they still t a g b o u t  some problems 
about compliance with the McKinney Act, the need to get HUD 
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approval and so forth, which still kee s the federal 
government retty much involved in h prmes.  

And I %nk that has validity. They say here, 
their last one is why shouldn't the federal overnment 
provide title insurance for this property w& they pass it 
along to them so they have clear title when they go about 
trying to obtain some useful employment of that property b 
conmercial interests or 0the.r dungs? And that makes good 
senre to me. 

They talk in here about the - you know, why not 
have automatic consideration of these areas as enterprise 
wnw? They have a lot of good.sqlid ~deas. 

The point I want to make 1s ~t has not been my 
sense, and Senator, I think you know this because you're an 
old friend and I've seen you many times both as a senator and 
in niy next life, but since leavlng the Senate, I represented 
some of these communities in connection with their problems, 
had a ve love1 relationship with a fine village in my 
state thazas haipmblems nght along. 

My sense o ~t is the don't come to you sayin 
"Hely, we want a whole lot o r money." I think if we  muldiay 
that at rest. I think that's the most abused idea in our 
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su port in-the entire central New York region, is to use the 
lat,  the &r Force's stand-alone research center, as an 
anchor for the creation of a hi h technology n y u c h  park 
that would foster the growth 05 new industries wtho the 
base. 

In pulling together our plan, which I'm proud to 
say has become something of a model for the remamder of the 
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society; ou got to have money to cure everything. And my 
sense ofi t  is most of the time that isn't what the 're 
asking for. They're just aslung for a chance to db it 
themselves, 

And if you look at this I'll admit the have some 
referen- to finan~i$ kelp, but rnost6, mostly these 
mayors m theu commmhes are tallciD~ about, "Hey, ltt us 
do this. Let us have our chance to do &IS on our own. 

And it makes sense to me. We have a very fine 
lady, Sylvia Davis-Thompson used to be with me in the United 
States Senate and before that with the President pro te 
of the Illinois State Senate for years. She's been a r o u n y %  

overnment a while, and she's with our stsff now working on 
%I, s pn>cess. 

And I want the mayors to know that this is one of 
the documents we're carefull evaluat~slg in coming back to 
you, Senator, and to your co leagues in the Congress with 
recommendations. 

K 
Is there any Commissioner has any other questions 

of this Distinguished Senator from Arkansas before we excuse 

naiion, we encountered some of  the same procedural obstacles 
that were exverienced by mayors and rnunici~al officials in 
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other areas of this counfry. * 

Meeting the challenge of the defense conversion is 
a high pnorit for our natron. While we ~ g n i z e  the need 
to d?wnsiq % natron's base structure, it is important to 
provide cities with the tools we need to overcome the 
negative i acts of the downsizing process. 

In 1 3 3 ,  President Clinton announced a five-point 
lan to he1 ease the act of military base closings. 

~mmediate& follow in^ President's announcement, the 
United States Conference of Ma ors began to assist 
cornunities to -nd to the chlenges of militarv base 

21 him? 
- 

22 (No response.) 

" 
21 closin s. 
22 h e s e  steps included the appointment of the Mayors 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much, old friend. 
SENATOR PRYOR: Mr. Chairman and Commissioners, 

thank ou ve much. God bless. E ~ A N  DIXON: We:ll take a very short, about 
maximum of ten-minute intermission. The Chair is pretty 
religious about that. I'm goin to drop this gavel again at 
ten after lO:OO, and then we*l?start wlth our next panel. 

(A brief recess was taken.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Ladies and gentlemen, our second 

panel this morning features representatives of both public 
and private sector organizations who have. been involved with 
base reuse in a vanety of different wa:ys. 

We have Mayor Joseph A. Griffo of Rome, New York; 
Councilman John Maxwell of Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, anti 
they represent the National Lea e of Cities; and then 
Comrmssioner Doug Bovin of L Y  elta County, Michigan, 
re resentin the National Association of Counties; and City 
ganager \$alter V. Graham, ofVallgo, California, 
representing the International Clty County Management 
Association. 

And we're delighted to have you gentlemen, and 
again I must say that under existmg law I'm obligated to ask 
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Task Force on Military Base Closings and Economic 
Adjustments, which is co-chaired by Mayor Susan Golding of 
San Die o and Mayor Ed Rendell of Philadelphia. d held two national meetings to solicit ideas to 
im rove the BRAC rocess and to ease the difficult transition 
foiowin a base cfosure. Mr. Chairman, I know that ou 
attended%oth of our task force meetings and are therezre 
familiar with our actions. 

We appreciate our active interest in our efforts, 
and as Ma or ~ e n d e 6  has said, we.know that the roeess is 
bemg led by someone extraordinarily kmwledgea~le aud 
extraordinaril fair. 1 may also add, Mr. Chairman, that 
+at book loo&d ve good in your hands just a very short 
time ago. Copies o z u r  recommendations were released on 
February 27th, just one day before this year's BRAC list was 
formall announced. d be sure, I believe, and other members of the 
Ma ors Conference believe that defense conversion can ha pen. 
lo Rome, our plan could lead to the creation of up to %,Mx) 
jobs in the next two decades, and iven the ro r chance to 
succeed, we will lead the way for EentraI dw?ork State tc 
recover from an econormc downturn that has left our part of 
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you to rise and raise your right hands and be sworn. 

(Witnesses sworn.) 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you ve much for being 

here. And I guess in the order in whichyintroduced you, 
Mayor Griffo, would ou roceed finit, please? 

MAYOR GRIF~O: Rlr. mn-, members of the 
Commission, ood mornin . I am Mayor Joseph Griffo of Rom8e, 
New Yprk. f am very pfersed to be here today representing 
the Uluted States Conference of Mayc~rs. 

We want to thank the Comrmss~on for this 
o portunity to offer some thoughts concerning the process of 
pfamhg the reuse of military facilities. As you know, 
mayors across this country have a keen interest in this 
subject. 

We are on the front lines rebuilding economies that 
have been weakened as a result of the closure of military 
facilities in our community. 

As mayor of Rome, I have a particular interest in 
this issue. My community was affected b the closure process 
two ears ago and is now working to ha l i re  a reuse plan 
that L as its centerpiece Rome Lab. 

The thrust of our plan, whlch gained widespread 
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the country stagnant for far too long. 

However, without the reforms the U.S. Conference 01 
Mayors has proposed, we are concerned that successful 
conversion wdl never truly be achieved. Your active support 
of these reforms is required to ensure that defense 
conversion is no lon er merely jargon but a real possibility. 

The full list ofour recomqendations is entitle+ 
"A National Action Plan on Mil!tary Base Closings, and it 
has been resented to all of you ln rinted form for the 
record. % me now briefly highlig%t just some of these 
recommendations. 

One, speed and i roved funding for effected 
communities. We wouTlike to see the federal government 
react to milita base closings as they would to any natural 
disaster. vrovxine immediate assistance to imvacted 
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commdties. ~ o i i n g  a base is every bit as tdumatic 
economically as a flood or humcane, and we believe I 
immediate assistance is needed. 

Two, eliminate HUD approval of the local homeless 
reuse plans. The federal overnment acknowledges that local 
governments are in the %est position to determine local 
homeless need. Why, then, does the federal government still 
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I : insist on ap roving local efforts? Why build in this 

- ,Innecessary ! ureaucracy? Taking federal a proval out of the 
cal iurisdiction is a consistent theme g a t  we are makine 

w & ~ o u t  all of our recommendations. We want to reduce o; 4 
. e h a t c  or unnecessary bureaucratic paperwork for decisions 5 . . 

to be made locally. - 

Three, streamline the rocess for transferring 
title and control of m i l i q  aase property to local 
governments. A ain, it slmply @Ices too long, rind there is 
just too much r d t a p e  involved m this rocess. One of the 
h g s  the Conference of Mayors has cayled for 1,s the 
creadon of an ombudsman at the NEC at the White House who 
could be a point rson for local governments in dealing with 
the multitude ofiederal agencies. 

Four, all military bases should ualify as 
enterprise zones. We can make these%- economically 
attractive for reuse if the federal government would just get 
out of the way and let us do it without the bureaucrat~c 
nightmare which we currently face. 

Giving the designation of closed military bases an 
enterprise zone allows them to take advantage of various 
economic incentives, thereby giving communities a leg up i~ 
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1 redevelo ment efforts. Doing so automatically would also 
1 i &tieredtar. Five, clan ownership ri hts to air emiss~on 

1 credits. This is especial1 a pro%lem for mayors in 
t California, as Mayor  ord din has inted out. You can do 
t everything else right only t o k d  $t you cannot build a - light manufacturing plant on the base because you have no air 
I emission credits. Air emission credits must be transferred 

' :: operations at rea~gned bases, ifie ~ c ~ a r t m e i t  of Defc:nse and 
I :- the Base Realimment and Closure Commission should consider 
:I  the role of ex-tant reuse lans in contributing to or 
: L  detracting from such value. 
1 From a reuse advocacy perspective, DoD BRAC, when 
2: appropriate, should wnsider the impact of their reconlmended 

actions on active reuse efforts, particularly when such 
I 
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is not enough money for the cleanup of these bases, but we 
ask that the federal government either allocate more money 
foir cleanup or change the regulations for military bases. 
n u s  is articularly true in areas where costly demolition 
can ad8significantly to the overall redevelopment effort. 

Nine, ive serious consideration to local job 
erration. JO%S are created locally by a base closin We 
understand that, and whenever possible priorities $odd be 
given to local residents for these iobs and contracts that - 
art: awarded for environmental creanu , base security, utilitj 
imorovements and a demolition of buidines. We could be 
rehining defense workers to do some of &ese jobs. 

And ten, a priority that should be given to the 
public benefit transfer. Again, these pro rrties were to \the federal government. Many mayors be eve they should 
be given back, not sold back to the highest bidder. Whenever 
possible, base properties should be considered for economic 
develo ment conveyance. 

&r. Chairman, again, the nations mayors sincerely 
aplpr~iate not only your participation but understanding of 
our pllght and for gving us the opportumty to share our 
concerns with this Commission. I look forward to seeing you 
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a iiin, and I thank each and every one of the members of t h e  
&mmission, particularly you, Mr. Chairman, for this time. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, we thank you, Mr. Mayor, and 
I ~ l a n t  to observe that you've done this in the 
American spirit, in my view. You're not j u s t E z k .  
Yas're making some suggestions about tiun s that would be 
valuable to you and your colleagues in your%cal 
communities. 

And I want you to know that those of us on this 
Colmmission take your recommendations very seriously, and w e  
have staff people that are doing nothing m this process but 
working on the recommendations we're going to give to the 
Congress emanating from your organization and smilarl 
situated organizations about how we ought to deal with &e 
local roblems. 

%-use we all feel very strong1 about the fact 
you just don't go out there and close d;ses and then walk 
away from it. We have a responsibili to work with you and 
local communities to see to it that ?ks system works well, 
ancl we're going to do all we can to effectuate your 
recommendations within the limitations of what we can support 
here at the Commission level. 
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efforts include a mili activity related component which 

: has been suppprted by % e OEA or some other federal entity. 
Addressmg these hvo issues both on a policy and, 

4 perha s, a regulato level may he1 to ensure a more 
enlig8tened appromT to base reuse t y  both civilian and 

f d t .  leadership. As-such it could greatly Improve the 
- nation s military transihon efforts. 
I Seven, to preserve financial and technical support 

for commu~llties. If we rank these recommendat~ons, 
1: Mr. Chairman, this most probably would be our number one 
I : recommendation. 
1: The mayors call for the continued support of the 
1: Economic Development Administration at the U.S. Dt~artment of 
1' Commerce, the only federal agency that has the money to help 
I! lement reuse plans, and also for the Office of Economic 
i f  ?&stment at the U.S. Department of Defense. 

These a encies are doing a fine job, and yet we I i; hepr people t&ng about cuttmg defense conversion monies 
'9 more monies mto readiness. We hope that they are not gg about diminishin the minimal funds that these 

now have to he$ our communities. 
Eight, address the cleanup of bases. We know there 
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MAYOR GRIFFO: Thank you, Mr. Cha' rrman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I want to thank you, Mr. Mayor. 

And Mr. Maxwell, we'te delighted to have you, and of course 
the re utation of Myrtle Beach as a great lace to la golf 
is b e d  in the highest esteem by General 8avis anBoJers 
here. So you may proceed, srr. 

(Laughter) 
COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: Mr. Chairman, my name is 

John Maxwell. I'm from Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. I'm 
pleased to be here today in order to have the opportunity to 
come back and meet w t h  you all. 

The National League of Cities re resents 16,000 
cities and towns across this country. dmy of these cities, 
like Myrtle Beach, are going through the throes of "what now" 
as we close our bases or try to recover from base closures. 

First of all, I'll deviate from the text a little 
bit. I do want to thank t h ~ s  Commission. Two years ago I 
sat here. At that time we were one of the "what now" cities. 

At that time you and you listened adamantly to what 
we had to say. Senator Pryor came through with legislation, 
and I applaud both you and the Senator for the changes that 
have been made to greatly expedite some of the closmg 
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rapidly look at base closures. We acknowled e the fact that 
you peo le are making thrt hard decision to cfose a b ~ .  d are recommendmg to our cities that they qult 
the fight to save the base, get on about the business of whiit 
hap ns after the base closes. That's the recommendation o: 
the Fational League of Cities at this point, and we think 
it's much more beneficial to the comniunity to very rapidly 
start planning for use after closure. 

We do maintain communication with OEA. Last 
Sunday, Paul Dempsey of OEA spoke to ,the National League o:f 
Cities for three hours about wallcin the new base closure 
people on the list through what widhappen in their 
communities. So we applaud the work that those agencies have 
done for the commyutie+. 

Let me ident~fy quickly, if I may, some of the 
impediments that slowed the rocess in Myrtle Beach down or 
at this point impeding fur& er rogress. Today, the 
seryices, as Mr. Dempsey to1 cf .us Sur~day , are be inning 1:o 
realize there is no monetary gam to the serv~ces rom b a :  
closure. 

fg 
Mr. Dempsey alluded to this Sunday, that to quickly 

return these lands to the private sector is probably in the 
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regulations or idelines, but you must allow the local site 
coordinator to able to change and have some flexibilit t( 
implemepting some things that need to be done in individ;s 
commu~uties. 

Reduce the delay and confusion by requiring a site 
manager to be an active site manager rather than a paper 
conduit. As 1 mentioned, a 60-foot tower of paper that we've 
amassed in Myrtle Beach would go a long way if that fellow 
had more time to actual1 manage the site. As I mentioned, 
the Air Force is aying $2 milhon for work that, in fact, 
maybe he shoulabe doing on the base. 

Federal yde lmes  should be condensed &d 
consistent. I be 'eve the Pryor Amendment went a long way to 
making these things happen. Another thing that we've talked 
about today was u t i h g  reserve components and other 
milita people and gettlng more lpanpower into the field. 

?have made a recommendation two years ago to the 
Bank and Financing Commission utilizing ple who are in the 
military, reserve officers, reservists w c a r e ,  by 
profession, real estate appraisers, real estate agents who 
will be more adaptable to individual situations to come on 
active duty and help these services wade through the 
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I processes we have gone throu h. 
2 M rtle Beach, like 1 sai%, is one of those cities 
3 that said: "What now?' We were very fortunate in the fact 
4 that our Myrtle Beach, as Commissioner Davis can attest to, 
5 is a very wonderful, beaut~ful p lge  of property that Lies 
6 about a half a mile off the Atlantic &an. 
7 We looked at Myrtle Beach, recclvery there at Myrtle 
8 Beach, as somethin eat could very rapidly take place in our 
9 community and d d  lt to the communit First of all, OEA, 

E Lt lo the De artment of Defense, EDA and ose authorities came 
I 1 throug very rap~dly to help us and wailk us through the 
12 redevelopment process. 
13 We are at this time recoverin from that. At this 5 I 4 point in time, about 75 percercent of the land that 
15 consisted of Myrtle Beach &r Force Base is back either in 
16 rivate or public hands. But that does not go to say there 
17 L e n ?  been problems. Some of the problems, one of the 
18 ma'or problems we see is.a jurisdictio~ial problem that exists 
19 in hyrtle Beach. M . writ-n testimony refers to that, and r 20 I'll talk about that a rttle b ~ t  l a p .  
2 1 It is the pol~cy of the Nat~onal League of Cities, 
22 as Senator Pryor sa~d,  to encourage our cit~es to very 
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best interests of the community and the federal government at 
this point in time. 

If I may dlrect the attention to the fact that the 
United States Air Forcepays the city of Myrtle Beach $2 
million a year to maintam that base. ickl removing that 
$2 million a roll and putting that bac '2 in d e private 
sector wouh much more beneficia.1 to the service than it 
would be -- let us et on about the xocess. 

Federal regufation and federarindecision, we talk 
about new legislation designed to move this process on very 
rapidly. We still see a tremendous backlo of bureaucrat 
out there. There is a 63-foot high stick ofpaperwork in tie 
Myrtle Beach site coordinator's office today. Those indicate 
rapid chan es that have occurred and a lot of indecision on 
the part 08services as they deal with base closures. We iak 
you to lease help expedite that paperwork. 

&ere are several areas we would like the 
Commissjon. to.stydy. Flrst of all, as I mentioned before., 
the local junsdlct lon~ twg.  Mr. Dempsey spoke Sunday 
about allowing the junsdictional -- the law now requires a 
local jurisdictional agency entity to 1% part of the base 
redevelopment plan. 
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I We believe, in the city of Myrtle Beach, and we 
2 bljeve it's happening again in Charleston, that the local 
3 junsd~ctional agenc by our state laws, should be the 
4 ri- agenc forkase closure contact with OEA and 

b e  artment oz~efense.  !ack.of concern on our part 
6 earfy on caused a lot of d~ssent~on m the commu~uty. 
7 Another thing that Senator Pryor talked about and 
8 we talked about with Commission Cox, we ask ou to hold at 
9 bay other federal organizations outside of d e  mlitary who 

l o  are r uestipg areas on the base. 
11 %at IS not to say that t h e  agencies shouldn't 
12 work hand-in-hand with the community when invited in, but in 
13 the instance of the Myrtle Beach Au Force Base, the FAA 
14 funded a study that was completely contradictory to the 
IS policies of the City of M rtle Beach. We ask ou to hold 
16 those agencies at bay an(ronl let them enter d e  closure 
17 process when they're invited% the communities. 
I8 Permit flexibility. Pemut flexibility. I think 
19 Senator Pryor talked about this. What's good for Fort Ord, 
20 California is not necessarily good for Myrtle Beach, South 
21 Carolma. 
22 That is not to say there shouldn't be a set of 
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paperwork of making appraisals for property. 

Also, using manpower such as engineerin 
construction battalions and those h g s  to demAish s i t s  on 
the base that are no longer needed by the clvl1ia.n commulllt] 
prior to closure even would be in benefit of most 
communities. 

We don't have the funds, for instance, to tear down 
ten dormitory buildings on that base, but certainly in a 
reserve component there should be a unit that would be able 
to come in elther on summer training or something like that 
and he1 demolish those sites. 

%courage state governments to lay a more active 
role. As I mentioned, m the case of dyrt le  Beach, the state 
overnments should be the entity that helps the D rtment of 

befense identify the jurisdict~onal eotit thatxey should 
deal with. Also, the state's economc d evelopment group 
should be on hand almost immediately offering assistance. 

Accelerate the role of regulation agencies, and 
quickly transfer things to the local community. What 
happens, as you all know, EPA has by mandate created each 
state agency to have another health agency or environmental 
agency in each state. 
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As we walk things through the closure process in 

. 
Mr. Maxwell? 

COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: Sure. 
CHATRMAN DIXON: I have some senators and 

congressmen from a couple of state delegations who want to 
sec me for a moment in the back room. Ma I be e:xcused, and 
Rebecca Cox will chair in my absence. 1'11 be back shortly. 

I do want you to know I've read your written 
remarks, Mr. Maxwell, and they're very excellent rmd will be 
meaningful to us, and if all of you.wcl excuse me, I'll be 
back in about ten minutes. Comrmssioner Cox, would you 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you, sir. hlr. Maxwell. 
COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: Another thing that I see, 
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an area that has a military base closure. That's K.I. Sa er 
Air Force on the up r eninsula of Michigan. Th?t isYiak 
tllird SAC base that%as%&n closed m Northern Michgan 
within a 150 mile area. I am also a member of the Reuse 
C:ommission for that facilit . 

K.I. Sawyer was in t ie  1993 round of closures and 
it; scheduled to close in September of this year. Some of m) 
comments will be redundant. We have not collaborated on 
tllis. However, I think it reenforces the importance as we 
sw it. 

I am pleased that the federal response to the 
communities facing the closure and realignment of military 
bases has improved over conditions when NACO testified before 
this Commission regarding the 1993 closures. We thank you 
for your involvement in that process. 

The greatest change that was enacted in the 1994 
Base Closure Community Assistance Act is the reco 
economic development as a public benefit transg:?g: 
nxult of this change, communities can acquire land and 
buildings for economic development at less than the fair 
market value and even at no cost. 

There are success stories where communities have 
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I the General Service Administration is just now in the process 
I : of appraising roperty in Myrtle Beach Air Force Base. We 

r see the GSA p 7 aylog. a major part, as I mentioned before, of 
I msmg and ~dentifymg assets that are of value e~ther to 

1 ; Ese rv i ce  or the wmmunity up front. 
1 ;  We feel t h ~ s  wuld have been done even prior to ' * base closure. They play a fiduciary role for the federal 

3 govenunent. They should w m e  on board very early to help us 
1 1 assess and help a praise-property of value both to the 
13 mmmumty and tEe services. 

The amendments to the McKinne Act, through the 
'ryor amendments, were of reat beneit m helpmg us to 

'II" tf  entify homeless providers in e community and should go a 
m g  way to helpmg us muddle through the mess of 

5 homelessness that is created m the count toda . 
3 ~ u t  again, let the loca~ communityrKe!p identify -- what has been taken out of our hands and gveil back to us is 
3 placin people in homes when we need to la a part in 

1 :J idmti&mg who those f o b  are that need #e lomeless 
provisions in our communities. 

We accept this drawdown of b w .  We realize it 
has to take place. We see an opportun~ty here for the cities 
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to gain and recover from base closure and retuln good 
economic benefit back to the community and to the overnment. 

~ u t  we do need re? streamlined. BV 

COX: Thank you, Mr. Maxwell. 
:+ Commissioner Bovin. 
'i - COMMISSIONER BOVIN: Thank you, Commissioner Cox, 
:5 members of the Commission. My name is Doug Bclvin. I am a 
:' county commissioner. I'm Chairman of the County Board of 
: 3 Commissioners in Delta Count , Michigan, which is on the 
:r upper peninsula of Michigan. f am also testifying today on 

hehalf of the National Association of Counties for which I am 
e first vice president. 

IW In addition, I am testifying as a commissioner from 
1 

I 
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n:bounded from base closures and realignments. Some 
communities even expect to have more job opportunities after 
dlosing, albeit 10 to 20 years down the Ime. The Chanute 
Air Force Base in Illinois is an example of a success story. 
However, the community involved in the reuse of the Pueblo 
deposit activity has experienced reat difficulties. 

Our experience with K.I. Aver Air Force Base 
fr~lls somewhere m-between those two. The overnor of the 
State of Michigan appointed a conversion aukority, and a 
c~xnmittee is reviewin our reuse plan. 

The five units ofgovernment - the state, thee 
tclwnships and Ma uette County - are working cooperatively 
on this roject. %ey all jointly own parts of the property 
involve$ 

Thk Office of Ewnomic Adjustment has assisted us 
with the lanning, and we are seeking grants to implement our 
plan at %s time. We are ne otiatin with the Air Force to 
replace the central heatin piLt  w i d  climate controls for 
individual.buildings that %etter conform with civilian uses 
of that facility. 

We are also working yith the U.S. Department of 
Transportation on hghway improvements to the area. Our 
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major problem involves leasing. We hope that our problem IS 
not as bad as the challenges at Pueblo. I believe there are 
lessons to be learned from these different experiences on the 
b:se closures. 

Number one, continuation of assistance to the 
Office of Economic Adjustment and the Economic Development 
Administration is critical. 

The assistance to the Office of Economic Adjustment 
him been invaluable to our efforts to plan reuse activities 
at our closing Air Force base. Assistance by the EDA also is 
critical @ .undertake economic investment in the impacted 
communities. 

The National Association of Counties has long- 
standing licy and support of reauthorizing EDA. We are 
ConcernegOthat the Prendent's budget for Fiscal Year 1996 
~1:o~oses a reduction in the EDA account for defense 
&>hersion from $120 million in Fiscal Year 1995 to $80 
mullion. 

We are also concerned that the Senate's Defense 
Supplemental Appropriations package rescinds $40 million in 
equal parts from EDA's Title IX and the Defense Conversion 
accounts for Fiscal Year 1995. 
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1 If the conversion strate y for our distressed rural 
2 area is to be successful, and &at at11 not be easy, both of 
3 these accounts need @ be prese.rv@ if not enhanced. 
4 NACO ur es h s  Comrmss~on to support 
5 reauthorization and a funding level which will rovide 
6 the critical assistance that communities on the 1995 closure 
7 list will need for infrastructure and other activities that 
8 are necessary in order to convert the% facilities into 
9 civilian assets for economic development. 

10 Second1 , the federal government must address 
1 I environmentalcontamination at closing military bases. m e  
12 quality and pace of environmental cbmups often drives 
13 redevelo ment planning and the extent of economic dislocation 
14 caused the closin of a military base in a community. 
15 cban es dy msde in the law have a d d m  same 
16 barriers to hese activities caused b environmental 
17 contamination. These changes inc&tie clarification that the 
18 federal government should mdemnifjr communities for 
19 contamination caused b the Department of Defense. Another 
20 constructive change dlows parcelization of bases so that 
21 redevelopment can begin on clean sites while remediation 
22 efforts continue on the dirty parcels. 
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Despite these changes, the federal government must 

commit the financial resources that are essential for 
cleaning up the closing of military bases. The cost of 
environmental c leanu~ at K.1. Sawyer alone is ~roiected to be 
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economic redevelopment at our closed: facilities. 

In light of these sobering realities, county 
officials are concerned that Congress is considering recision 
of some Fiscal Year 1995 funds that were appropnated for 
environmental restoration. 

Department of Defense has only recently begun to 
spend more money on actual cleanups rather than studying the 
problem. Hence, for communities seeking relief from military 
downsizing, it is essential that funding: be increased, not 
cut for base closure cleanups. We urge the Commission to 
recommend adequate levels of funding to clean up these 
milita bases. 

%perfund reform that Congress has been unable to 
enact could aid in the environmental remediation of these 
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1 Third, better cooperation and coordination is 
2 needed within the existmg legal framework for base reuse. 
3 As I stated earlier, the Adrmnistration and the Congress have 
4 enacted good law on public benefit conveyances for economic 
5 development. Now the military branches need to recop% 
6 base reuse and economic development as national oak. Thu 
7 recognition must extend to all levels in the chain o f  command 
8 and m each branch of the service. 
9 Each branch of military service now administers its 

10 own property disposal and reuse process. There is reat 
1, inconsistency between how the services a d m i n i s d e i r  
12 processes. We ask that the Commission recommend a review of 
13 how branches of the service are implementing what is required 
14 in the 1994 Base Closure Community Assistan* Act. 
15 These are a few of NACO's recommendations on how 
16 the conversion of closing military bases to civilian use can 
17 be improved. Attached to our btimony w e  have included the 
18 NACO policy on the challenge. and the local impacts of base 
19 closure. Again, I thank you for allowing us to testify this 
20 morning. 
21 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you very much, sir. That 
22 was very helpful. Lastly, from the great state of 

1 
2 
3 
4 . - 

$48 million. 
The Air Force did begin cleanup o rations about a 

year and a half ago and expeets to eornpI% remediation in 
1999. Even though the majority of the pro rty is clean, 
many potential users of this property are s t g i n  fear 
because of liabili over the envlronn~ental contamination. 
As many as 48 o ?' the 59 major bases proposed for closure: or 
realignment this year have significant environmental 
contamination. 

Fourteen of the bases are on the: list -- or on that 
list, I'm sorry, are on the Superfund'ts National Priorities 
List of the most seriously contaminatrd sites in the country, 
and another 34 have ongoing cleanup!s which could take 
anywhere from 5 to 20 ears. 

If you add in the other bases which are heavily 
polluted and are being closed or realigned from the previous 
BRAC rounds, you can get an idea of the stagger and scope of 
environmental contamination. This dramiitically complicates 

15 properties. For ex le, we ur e enactment of Superfupd 
116 provisions which w%d wrmit ~ O D ,  ldce other r-nsible 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

1 7  * arties, to select cleanuparemedies which are tailor& to the 
I8 Rture uses decided u on by local govc:mment 
19 To make sure tfat local plannin is fully 
20 incorporated into remedy selection, &Ingress should require 
21 Department of Defense to expand prograa~s to include early and 
22 meaningful participation by local officials. 
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California, City Manager Graham. 

MR. G : ?pank ou, Commissioner Cox and 
members of th=snon. 1'm honored to be here this 
morning to resent information to you on behalf of the 
Internationaf city and Count Mana ers Association, those 
8 , 5 0 ~ 0  ple that serve the erected okcials throughout the 
Unit States. 

I'd like to divide my comments into P o  areas for 
the morning. The first area is on the ongomg actions by the 
federal overnment which are reall slowin the closure of 
the B d C facilities, and the seconi area is fhe areas that 
the federal overnment can assist local communities in the 
transition of mili bases to civilian use. 

You heard be 9 ore, ou'll hear agaiq fupding of 
environmental cleanup ofthe mlitary facilities ordered to 
be closed is the most important and time-sensitive issue that 
the local reuse authorities face today. 

Throughout our history, we've all put dur hazards 
out into the air and onto the round, and the cost of 
remediating that is going to k substantial. If adequate 
fundin is not available to meet a reasonable cleanu 
schedufe, all other closure efforts will have to be deyayed. 
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Simp1 put, until a pro rly completed and 

documentebkovironmental e k u p  is com leted, the federa 
and state regulators will not allow title to lase property to 
be passed to the local reuse authority and will remain 
unproductive from the 'ob eneration perspective. 

The only option #or &e reuse authonty, then, will 
be to continue its short-term leases and operating the bases 
under an interim caretaker function. Man companies, 
companies, simply will not go onto a {ase with a sE%%rm 
lease. 

This will also increase the money the De artment of 
Defense is required to pay the caretaker and wgl slow the 
closure process. This appears to be a lose-lose situation 
for both the military department and the local cornmunit . 

We strongly recommend that prior to voting to ad8 
more bases to the BRAC list that you assure yourself that the 
DoD has allocated sufficient funds to meet their current 
obligations. 

A second issue affecting the time1 transfer of 
facilities to local reuse authority is the Lck of DoD 
regulations on property transfers. Personal pro rty can be 
best defmed as all the property on the military that 
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'fts a+ grants, and the '94.legislation only strengthened 
#at pparcular appeal, there is no money. 

So it's a question of whether does money come from, 
and it is a difficult, complex issue, as you know, and the 
issues around environmental are very com lex. We just don't 
have enough money to clean up every&mg there is to be 
cleaned up. 

In y y  cases, it seems - I will laughingly say 
that at one tune I made a roposal to my boss that we just 
ought to put a chain link Fence around anything we want to 
close down and let it lay fallow, because we didn't have the 
money to clean it up, nor did the local community have money 
to clean it up for urpose the intended. 

That's the &emma b o g  sides face. So I think my 
question to you is there has got to be some common ground 
here in which you don't clean u the pro rty s u 
You can't throw the h u n d  of mill!&s 01 d 3 A Z - t  
it that are just not available in the federal budget to clean 
~t up. So what could be done? 

What constructive purpose could be served to come 
and meet, sort of, halfway and say, "Well, here is what we 
can do on the community side to not clean everything up to 
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believe the should get it for. Appraisals have been given 
to them, an 1 the appraisals don't mean very much unless you 
have a buyer. 

I'm s q l y  saying that for the cily we will make 
our money to provide the services to t+e oammuni not from 
whatever profit we make if DoD ves us the L d  free but 
rather we will make our profit, i e o u  want to say profh 
means services in the city government business, we will b: 
able to provide our services not because of the sale of 
property so much but rather because there will be a property 
tax. 

In California, it's 1 percent of the appraised 
value, and we believe that the Department of Defense, if the 
wish, we'd be delighted to turn over tha marketing ani the 
sales of the property there for whatever value they can 
receive from the bddings. 

We'd be hap y to do that, but I think what they've 
concluded is that )& local government areas probably know 
better the markets and the opportunit of merchandise, and so 
they're looking toward us to do A. 

But we a+ not op to have the federal s"" government go lnto the usiness. RTlC has tried that, and 
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I'll leave it up to you to judge whether RTC has been 
successful. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Lastly, a quick question, if 
you could all comment if you've experienced either complaints 
or personal frustrations in this area. :[ mentioned this 
question this morning to Senator Pryor. 

I gather there are instances where a federal agency 
will take a hold of a base or part of a base and claim they 
will use it but then might swap that laud for different land 
in the state for a different purpose. 

Have you dealt with this subject, and do you have 
any recommendations to us and if the:re is a local frustration 
that somehow we're getting around tlie local authorities by 
allowin this swap to happen? Is that a familiar subject? 

(80  w-.) 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: O h y  . Good to know. Thank 
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you. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Conlmissioner Robles. 
COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I'd like to follow up on the 

general thrust of all four of your presentations. There were 
two, oh, sort of over-arching themes that came out. 

One had to do with bureaucrac:~, federal bureaucracy 
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squeaky clean standards, and here is what federal government 
can do better not to try .to impose some very harsh and 
sometunes onerous environmental restrictions so that the 
propert can be used at all"? 

d e r e  has got to be some common ground here, or 
we're going to continue to be chasing this elusive dollar and 
never get to the business of cleaning up the place and 
turning it over for community reuse. Any of you want to 
comment on that? 

MAYOR GRIFFO: I think one of the thin s 
Commissioner, that we have tried to add- is &chg about 
maybe allowing to separate some of the parcels of land so 
that we can move forward, by separating the clean parcels 
immediately so you can move foward and then to revisit some 
of the economc regulations. 

The cleanup should be prioritized in areas that are 
high-risk areas, peicularly as it relates to certain 
conditions in certam areas. 

So if we could look at it that way and begin to 
move forward in that process, that would help our efforts, 
and likewise, again to revisit some of the regulations that 
exist right now and whether any of them can be eased at all. 
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and the ability to cut through that and get to the heart of 
the matter, and the second one was fundin and funding most 
primarily tar eted for environmental cf-up: 

SO 1.d f k e  to just ask a couple of questions along 
those two thrust lines. In a previous life, when I was 
involved in the funding of this whole business, the dile~una 
that the D artment of Defense face is the same dilemma that 
the cities%e, which is too few dollm chasing too many 
requirements. 

It's a national problem, as we know, with balanced 
budget and deficit reduction, and it was the theme of the 
service chiefs' and secretaries' presentation to us that they 
could have probably gone farther if they would have hadl up- 
front costs to do some of these base closures. 

And they could have eliminated more excess capacity 
and done some other thmgs. Because they do not have the 
funds to do the base closing process, they have to come from 
internal. Internal is offset to readiness, modernization, et 
cetera. 

Furthermore, when the decision was made not to try 
to get funds or proceeds for the sale or lease of this 
property but, in fact, much of it was turned over through 
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And that would come from the EPA or whatever or state 
organizations, likewise. 

MR. GRAHAM: I think another point, sir, would be 
that the -- I hate to use the term "bureaucracy," but perhaps 
that's the best term anyway. The overnment employees that 
we*= dealing with, if the woAd be a little more direct 
with us and say, "We donlt %ve the money. We can't do this. 
We canTt do that: and be direct a 5 u t  it and qake sure that 
is a sition that is coming from lugher elevat~ons, that 
wougbe  far better for us than to have nt five months 
negotiating with somethin that s o m e a  knows is 
nonnegotiable but simply %oes not want to deliver the 
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messa-e. 
L d  so we go along blissfully believing that there 

are great opportunities out there, and if we will just make 
next maior effort. we will be able to get all of this money 
or get &e change'in the regulations o; whatever else it 

- 
might be. 

And I think if the federal. overnment bureaucracy 
would be a little more direct w 81 us - and I also 
acknowledge that it's two-sided. Perhaps we ought to be 
acknowledging that we are a little bit more ambitious than we 

I 
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t% depressed economic impact because they are afi-aid of e 

: environmental contamination. 
And yet, we had a pledge when the base closed that 

they would come in. They come up with a schedule, and now we 
i are concerned that they are going to peel back on that 
f schedule. 

In addition to that, in our situation - and again, 
i I guess this points out the need to consider local mput. We 
1 can't just have a blanket rule everyplace. In our case, much . 7f the land has been leased by the state to the federal 

wernment for $1. 
And the way the law reads the last user pays for 

contamination. We have a restoration clause at K.I. 
Base. There are over 100 buildings that are 

What we are now fighting is the situation we want 
' 3 -  to resolve the issues so that we can reuse those 1e 
j .i buildings, some of them multi-million dollar b~tildlngs that 
I :: wcn wmpleted after announcement of closure. Th~:y were in 
i 2: the process of completion at the point of closuna. 

What we need, then, is we need local input. When 
you look at it - and you addressed the problem of 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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ought to be - then ma be we could et to some conimon ground. 

: 9ur right now I d we're all tefling each other gentle 
S .  

COMMISSIONER BOVIN: Another avenue, we have to 
nsider the overall picture, and in many areas, including 

t ours, environmental cl-up has been a mandate. And we have - had several businesses who have gone out of business because 
r of contamination that existed before they ever went into 

In many instances, sometimes state agencies have 
I come in and assisted on-remediation. After remediation, 
1: after cleanup, those busmesses were then sued for the 
rr monies. They were sued for dollars that were I.otally out of 
1. the realm of possibility of them ever to pay. 

You put that alongside of the fact that now we had 
i t  a pledge, and in our case we have a schedule where 
I-  remedlation is going to p!ce place.tailored --. WI? would like 

to have it tailored to c~vilian use, mtended civ~llan use. 
But on the one hand, we have civilians who will not 

u buy property in the are. any longer because they are 
2: w m e d  about contamination sometimes from 100 years ago. 
=: We have great economic impact from that, in this case, severe 
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those clean parcels and let them be develo first and deal 
with this national roblem. Thank you a l p  

COMMISSI~NER COX: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. I have the macro 

question that I have, sort of, landed on this momhg. It 
seems that what we've heard so far and as I read through the 
bcwk is that things are better in the base closure process 
than the used to be by a considerable amount thanks to 
Senator 6ryr and others. 

But also hear that there is a lot more to be 
done, that there is certainly another quantum leap of 
iniprovements that are needed, and I think that we're talking 
about either fixing the peo le who are involved in the 
process or the process itsel?. 

And when both are broken, you really got a problem. 
So the uestion that I have of you is that as you have worked 
througB theso processes, would you o ine that it is the 
bureau~mts, or is it the bureaucracy, %e rules, the 
regulations and so forth? 

And when I of bureaucrats and the word 
"attitude," I would using other adjectives such as 
inaccessible, nonresponsive, maybe evasive, as we alluded to, 
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1 oing to require a lot of help, and we have to cut throu h 
2 fbe red tape. And the only way to do it is to allow loaf 
3 involvement with that whole rocess. 
4 COMMISSIONER RO~LES: well, thank you. your 
5 m~essage is loud and clear. I would just sum u by sayin 
6 that b s  is a complex issue. Clearly, the. who6 reform of 
7 the Superfund legislation, as you know, 1s stalled because of 
8 this very same issue on a larger scale. 
9 I don't think we're gomg to solve it. This is 

10 just a microcosm of a bi ger problem. I would say I think 
I I that people need to talk frank with each other. You do need 
12 to come up with some common ground. You do need to 
13 ~ioritize, and you can't solve problems that have occurred 
14 fclr centuries. 
15 I'll just end up by sa ing I commanded a base that 
I6 his been around since 186r, and there has been a lot of 
17 er~vironmental damage that has ha ned on that base, because 
I8 lo 1863 there was not a lot of   per fund legislation on 
19 books, and people weren't worrymg about it. 
20 And now we're trying to correct all those sins. 
21 That just is not going to happen, and certainly we're going 
22 ta have to just keep working together to prioritize, use 
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regulation, and we understand that's the probleim. 

However, to cut through the problem, we have to 
r have the federal government talk to those at the local level 
c because ou have individual situations. It would be 
! deplorab!e if we had to invoke our restoration clause. 

It would be deplorable if the state said anti the 
- conversion authori said, "We can't live by the rules: We 
r can't live by the lac % oE help. So take your 10Cl buildmgs 
1 back and restore them. 

2 : That would cost an immense amount of money, more 
:: than successful conversion and reutilization of that area. 
1: And I would point out another problem at the l t d  level is 
:I the fact that you dlffer because of rural activity. 
: L  I'm from an area where even thou h our txonom 
:r muionwide is very good and even thou % MicY gan is doing 
: very well in the upper pcn-la whereS.1. Sawyer is 
:- located, unemployment is still well over 10 

Weha~ebeenhit,asImentioned,wlt~~&~'ma~or 1 '' base closures and a couple of other industries that have gone 
lt of the area and the rninin industry oing down. 

We don't have the w e a h  within i%e area. OUT 
ealth has been exported. So to convert that authonty is 
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lack of candor, or maybe just it's your problem not mine kind 
of an attipde. 

I'd llke each of you to comment what is your sense 
that the issue is? Is it the peo le that we have assigned to 
it, or is it the system w i t h  w%ch they have to work? 
Mr. Bovin. 

COMMISSIONER BOVIN: I would have to say that on an 
intjividual basis the people that we have dealt with have been 
most cooperative. We are ve pleased when we ask for help 
and we get he1 , and thererave been several instances of it. 

One of tl!e major situations was a central heating 
plant. We have a monster there that costs $3 million a year 
to o rate, and we asked the Air Force to consider demolition 
of t E  heating plant and putting in individual heat in the 
buildings, and we are in the process of agreement. We are 
very pleased with that. 

Again, it's the system. It's not the individuals. 
But what happens a lot of times IS we get on a 100 yard run, 
75, 80,90 yards down, and then all of a sudden there is some 
intervening re lation that we were not aware of. 

I think tglfrblem is -- the governor has 
appointed 11 peop e on our conversion authority. I won't do 
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that to go back to the Air Force, and one of those leases -- 
and you'll appreciate this - is a golf course, but it's on 
state land. 

The state land is being leased for a dollar back to 
the Air Force, and now they want to char e 80 percent, not 
until September when they are going to ckse the base, but 
even after the base is closed. 

We need those monies, but those are rules that we 
didn't know about until real late in the game. So the 
roblem is the very t difficulty ul understanding what 

[as to be done, and at entire race tc, the end lone is 
difficult. 

r 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Quickly, the next t h :  of 

you? 
COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: If I might address that. 

and I can do this because something happened yesterda that 
shows ou the bureaucrac that .we hi~ve to all deal wifb: 

x e  understood, as {mentioned earlier, that the 
military has finally decided the best thing to do is econonlic 
development conveyance of most of these properties back to 
the communities. 

As you know, we were very successful after several 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
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MAYOR GRIFFO: I think we  all have certain 

that we can relate to in this rocess, but genencal TiSodes y 
spealung, I think that probaEly the big est problem is that 
bureaucracy may not tend to understan% the economic 
development process, the dynamics of how communities need 
flexibility and authority to take charge. 

And that's wh one of the recommendations that we 
have made through &e U.S. Conference of Mayors is for 
someone maybe at the NEC as an ombudsman to work through a1 
of this, to make sure that everybody is working to ether. 
Because while I respect Senator Pryor, I thinlJustPbringing 
everybody in the same room reall isn't going to get it done. 
There has to be somebody to dePherd that process and to 
ensure that it will take place. 

I think there is truly the desire. I think 
individuals have worked well wi* us, and %ere is a desire, 
but how do you translate that desire rnto action? That's the 
key, and that's what we'd like to see. 

MR. GRAHAM: First, I think that the local people 
from the federal side havin doing a very honest 'ob at the 
local level. They've been join a fine job, and jt.&ink 'f people generally are honest an wantmg to earn their money 
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I a self-evaluation, but the other ten iqtelligent~ple. 
2 They a? trymg to carry through wtbi thts and I doing 
3 a good ob. 
4 dowever, we collectively do not know all the rules 
5 because there are so many. We are abiding by the rules as we 
6 know them. 
7 When we came.up with our la= agreements, and 
8 we're at the point of lementing sin leases, havin peolple 
9 come in to use part axe base, and then all of a suchen at 

l o  the last minute we find out that the money from the h s e  
1 I a reement wdl not be used by the aulhon for continuation % 12 of operation of the authority, that the Air orce Base 
13 Conversion Authority wants to take llp to 80 percent of that 
14 lease-back money to o back to the Air Force. % 15 I can understan the queshon. Why can't we get 
16 100 percent funding? We have immense.pro rties at K.I. If 
I7 you wuld get 10 ~ m t s  on the dollar (or %eir evaluation, 1 
18 would be amazed. It's .usf not oing to hap in our arm. 
19 ~ n d  the same hods true & the lease, if it 
20 requires $3 million a year to operate that base, the only way 
21 we can gather that money is through leases. 
22 And if the Air Force wants to require 80 percent of 
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I community and rovide recreation for us. We heard yesterd.y 
2 from the Air &rce that the Air Force wll  appmse th~s  
3 recreation land. 
4 

8 

14 That's the problem we get as this aperwork tower 
15 continues to grow, these change in redahons. Here they 
16 are the Air Force now is adjusting their financial role in 
17 this thing, not economic develo ment mnveyance at no mst or 
I8 little wst to the cities, now %eysre lmluog to get some 
19 money back. 
20 So you be ' to wonder, you know, where do you go? 
21 ~ n d  I don't &t's bureaucrats. 1'm to 
22 wonder - I've just begun to wonder what it is. 
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and deliver full value. 

I thj~& as Senator Pryor *id earlier, however, 
they are llmited wth the~r ability to make decisions, and 
I'd like to see, as Senator Pryor said, posably the puslng 
down of more of the decisions closer to the local level. 

Obviously, you have to have parameters and 
policies, and those should be adhered to, but if they are 
policies, they ou4ht to be pushed down rather than in the 
case -- and I won t give the specific instance - but we were 
told at the local level that, yes, that could probably be 
done, but they couldn't give us permission to do it at the 
local level. 

And so it goes up the ladder, down the ladder and 
gets mixed u as it moves around. If it can be done and if 
it should be $one, it perhaps ought to be an authority given 
to the local level. 

The other thing that strikes me as a possibility as 
to why we're havin some much difficulty - not so much 
closing the b-. fthink the BRAC process is a good 
process in determining what bases need to be +os+ - but 
rather I think the process of openin them to clvilian and 
private use has been limited somew%at. 

Pa e 99 
years of asking for a golf course, a public benefit trans f er 
to provide recreational green space for our community. That 
was in the lan that we had given to the Air Force. 

The k Force indicated in their EIS that was the 
best use for that olf course, as  a conmunit olf course. 
We were successful getting a golf course. 2 bat 
application, original application, there was also another 100 
acres of recreation land on the base slide of the golf coum: 
separated by the airfield. 

We withdrew that 100 acres through an agreement 
with our local redevelopment authon ty, that they at some 
point in time, rather than apply for elat 100 acres, which 
would perpetually be given to us as rlecreation lands, that it 
mi ht be more valuable with development land later on for the 
auhorit . d withdrew that 100 acres with the agr-nt that 

int in time after we could use the recreational rh?,?; Gse land become more valuable, they would f ind  
t on the base that we could use for recreation 

Ed"zd% the potential buyer provide the monies to build 
these new recreational facilities. 

That worked -- and a good common goal for the 

L I I 
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I : And I only say "somewhat" because way back when I 
/ ' -ornebody develo a formula and a methodology and showed 2 

zt there woul 8" be significant massive savings by the 3 
in of thesebases. 4 

kow that the bases are being c l o d ,  I don't think 5 
I would want to be the messenger that went back to the king 6 - and said, "By the way, we've made a few mistakes: and there 7 

3 isn't oin to be as much money being saved. 8 
J %at%er than tellrng ou that, I tluoL I'd continue 9 
. i the negotiation process a iittle longer until I could get to 1 0  
. : point where I said it didn't happen on my watch, and I got I I 
-2 off. 12 

(Laughter) 13 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: I understand that. Thank 14 

you. Madam Chairman, thank you. 15 
COMMISSIONER COX: Commissioner Wing. 16 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Gentlemen, thank you very 17 

m c h .  I believe Senator Pryor said that since tlhe 18 
President's f ive int pro m and since the or Ihendment 19 'x that things are gt te r ,  they're movin tter, and that 20 
w e  d y  shouldn9t look into any type ohegislation or make 2 I 
any necessary changes but give this a chance. 22 
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I I'd like to just ask each of you if you agnx with 
1 that. Are thin s better? Are we improving? Do wc: need some 

of, ma L, a outside comrmssion to, kipd of, spe+ i E g s  up wiere the bureaucracy can't? I'd just would llke 
, j vour aulck - I don't mean to take a lot of vour time UD -- 
i 5 && to that. Mr. Graham. 
; 7 MR. GRAHAM: I tluoL that if the mlicv-makers. 

3 which are primarily located here @ ~ashi&$orG if they are 
9 able to exercise some of the~r leptlmate dlscretlonary 

- - -erst I don't think that there are ve many new bits of 
gislahon that need to be -m lisha. 

I have been told that over Aese United Slates on 'm these bases that there have been literally 100 different 
:-$ wa s of chan the laws or changing the xegulatic~ns and the 
: poHcies to R t f e  particular situation in each base and the 
.5  special circumstance. 
: 7 And if that is true, then I don't see that you need 
:J special legislation. I just think ou have to have a better 
:r understandin of what needs to e done in that particular 
:o location, andthat could be at your policy-makers level. 
f l COMMISSIONER KLING: Are we doing better, though? 
=z Are we doing better now since the President's five point 

- 
recover. 

I think it's indicative that peo le realize that 
you've called us back here again to hsten to some of the 
problems. Myrtle Beach, under the legislation that exists 
today, would be much further down the pike than we are today. 

I think these folks that are goln through the '95 
BRAC closure list will be in a much Ltter position to retun 
their post or utility to the community much faster than we 
w'ere able to. 

So if an thin needs to be done, I think we need to 
sim lify -- I & h e  legislation is in place, is simplify 
the ye islation and make it readable for all and certainly 
he1 k d  the funding to help clear up the environmental 
pro t lems. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Do you agree, Mr. Bovin? 
COMMISSIONER BOVIN: Without a doubt. First and 

foremost we should thank you because things are much better, 
and we have captured people that have been involved in other 
closures who are now helping us. 

It is better. I guess it's the nature of the beast 
that we are here to present not all the thank yous and the 
g c d  things but to ask for how to improve. And I think 
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that's what really our duty is here, to ask for ways of 
irnprovin it. 

~ n i f  if we could streamline some of the situations 
of local input, I think that would be an improvement, but it 
definitely is much better. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Just one last question. We've 
talked about so many things that we can improve on - work on 
the environment, work on the personal property being 
transferred, all these different things. 

If I asked each of you to sa .to us, 
'Commissioners, here are three L g s .  Putjour tasks to 
these three thm s and get these done for us, which would 
you suggest? h a t  would those three things be? Just 
quickly, Mr. Graham. 

MR. GRAHAM: Well, I'm writing and thinking as fast 
as I can, sir. I think we would like you to move with 
allacri dispatch to Improve theleasqg process so that we 
don't 1 ave that onerous 30-day lssue m there. 

I think we would ask you - and that is not a 
d'ollar item, incidentally, the leasing issue. That's a 
policy matter. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: The time period. 
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I program and the Pryor Amendment and so forth? 
I MR. GRAHAM: I think we're improving, yes, sir. To 
j my knowled e, es, sir. 
4 C O M ~ I S ~ I O N E R  KLING: Mavor? 
5 MAYOR GRIFFO: Well, we just began this experience 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you. Mr. Maxwell. 
COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: Jn fact, I'm 1;oing to say 

i :3 yes. As I mentioned in my opening remarks, the fact that we 
were here two years ago to address some of thtm problems, 
d the fivepoint program and the Pryor Amendmt:nts to Title 

indicate that you are very much concerned i~bout the loca 
and you're very much concerned to help us to 
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MR. GRAHAM: Yes, sir. Item two, 1 think from the 

perspective of most of the bases, a need to move mom quickly 
on the environmental cleanup in some fashion, either move on 
it with money or move on it with some reduction in the 

lations, if the can be reduced without impairing the :KY of the peop I e. 
Item three is asking the bases to permit a little 

lon er period of time in the closing down of the maintenance 
a n t o  ration on $e bases. 

%at we'd llke to envision would be when the base 
closes they have a maintenance and operation cost, a 
caretaker cost. It's up here somewhere, and the city is 
payin zero. he'd like over a period of time - and I don't 
pretend to tell you what that riod of time is, but let's 
use ten years for a minute. 1Kt costs $10 million to close 
the base - or, excuse me, to maintain and operate the base, 
sewer, water, utilities, everything that goes with it, if it 
c'osts $10 million a year to do that, perhaps we  would be able 
to say to the base people the first year after you close you 
pay us $10 million for the continued maintenance and 
operation in caretaker mode. 
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COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank: you. Mr. Maxwell. 
COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: And recognize the spirit 

of the law, the President's five-point plan and legislation 
enacted wth  it. Allow EDC to p r m x l  very quickly. 

Control b the local authority ncxds to hap n, and 
allow us some kdm for EPA cleanup. We & it's s 
severe problem, but &ere has to be some funding there 
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somewhere. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Bovin. 

Page Ill9 
1 The second year you go down to 9.8 and down to zero 
2 at the end of-ten years. At the sape tiple your loc4 
3 government is bus bringing the jobs m and producmg the 
4 reyepue that will aK low us to pay 1 million the first year, z! 
5 m h o n  the second year, and at the end of ten years, the 
6 cities a? in the picture completely, and the mlitary is out 
7 of the icture completely. 
8 f o  those would be my three items - the 1- 
9 issue, the environmental cleanup e d  lthe rovision for tg 10 continued plaintenance and operation of e island for a 

1 1  period of tune. 
12 COMMISSIONER KLING: Th,ank ou very much. i! 13 MAYOR GRIFFO: Commissioner, we ad a resolution 
14 passed at the winter meetin whch, basically, states that vve a I5 want to see continued federal nding thrc~ugh the EDA and the 
16 OEA consistent as where it is now to communities that have 
17 beenaffected. 
18 We'd like the process to continue to streamline, 
19 aCic$arly as it relates to trapsfer am1 cleanup of 
20 Fachtles, and findly, to co?flnue to e m p h a s ~  local 
21 control in-the decision-malung p r o e e ~ ~ ,  parhcularly as it 
22 relates to mfrastructure and resources. 

COMMISSIONER BOVIN: Thank: you for the question. 
An eas answer. EDA and environmental funding top priority. 
~econci. clarification and easier use of the leasing 
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1 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Graham, I muststell you 
2 when ou suggest the Department of Defense ets m the real 
3 estateiusiness, it really gives me the willies, &ing part 
4 of that department for many ears. We know how to train and- 
5 equip and execute n a t i o ~ p o h c y ,  but sellmg real estate 1s 
6 way down on our list. 
7 In reading some v e q  good background material on 
8 some of the uestions you ve been asked, I've been very 
9 interested t o h d  that success in some cases is based on - 

10 where it's achieved very well at spme places and not so well 
1 1 at other laces is almost p e r s o d  
12 I &n't mean personality wi a httle 'p. I mean. 2 depdent: 
13 big "P," depending on whether you have two or three cities 
14 working the problem or you have one city working the problem, 
15 whether you can get the cooperation or not, whether you have 
16 the individuals on the bases and s and posts that have 
17 the rsonality to carry the fight,= that's the part that 
18 1 'dGe to  focusinon. 
19 And Mr. Bovin sort of came to the process. Even 
20 the Undefsecrehy of the Air Force doesn't have the 
21 authority to approve all these thipgs. 
22 And what bothers me, havlng been part of that 

- 
procedk.  

And third. in our situation. a lor: of our assets 
come directly from Undersecretary bf the Air Force, Rodney 
Coleman. We want his presence. He has been on base. He ha:$ 
helpgl us tremendous1 but we need somebod from his office 
wi authority to make decisions 0n.a quicger basis 

We have to be able to streamlmt: the process Ad  
rules, and if we had -- we have to plat2 our trust in 
somebody, with the federal overnment's a proval, obviously, 
but there has to be trust pfaced m somegody who is going to 
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bureaucracy, is that you have to say mother ma I to so many 
people the process, and that in itself can k very time- 
COIlSumln . 

Antwhen you et that job done, then you say 
'Oka . It's time to 8 it. Q t ' s  get this job done, 6od 
you A d ,  say, you know, wslt a m u t e ,  the Department of 
Commerce has to be consulted because you're going to deal in 
somethin else, or the.EPA. 

,4113 so you run mto another set of regulations or 
problems. I would like to ask for your advice and counsel 
on - you, sort of, alluded to it when you said the 
Undersecretary had fhe authority .b w e  those decjsions. 

But somehow it seems that it mght be a bit hlgher 
than that because you ou ht to, in my view, have a place to 
go that when you want to effect something you're able to get 
an answer fsurly uickly. 

Now, whet%er these a encies that you spoke of to 
continue their funding are t%ose agencies to do that, I don't 
know. That's where I'd like to seek your advice and counsel. 
Mayor. 

MAYOR GRIFFO: Commissioner, I think it goes back 
again to what we had said, and one of the examples is during 
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the President's five-point lan, in order to try to look at 
this rocess, they put in Psco transition officers on 
insdlations to work w i g  communities. So that was a good 
example of how it can work. 

They recognized it, the Administration, moved 
forward on something, had somebody in place that could 
coordinate these efforts. 

That's wh we are proposing through the U.S. 
Conference of d a y o n  that you look at the possibility of 
establishin such a rson in a national economic council at 
the White k ouse w ge o can cut throu h all the r@ @p. 

It would be a tremendous burien on that mdividual. 
and I wonder ultimately how successful, when you put that 
burden on one person, and you don't want to establish a new 
bureaucracy. 

But ho fully, that is -- in concept, that in our 
opinion, at t&es pomt in time, would be the best way to try 
to put this all together where there is a collaborative and 
cooperative effort and in the end we can see some action done 
where somebody can make the decision, receive an answer and 
is completed. 

COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: Commissioner Davis, I'd 
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have to make some decisions at local r e ,  apd that would 
nd  some of the roblem that we're havrng wth  a lot of 
regulations. We Rave to have somebody here with authority 
to act. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you very much. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Madam Chairman, I just want lo say 

to these fine witnessesthat I'm oing to priss m opportunity 
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for questions because we are%eglnning to iave a little bit 8 
of a time roblem. 9 

B U ~ P  wanted to say to all of you and to your 10 
representatives behind you in the room I hope you'll continue 
to work closely with us over in our office and the people 
that are assigned this task, particularly Sylvia Davis- 
Thom son and her pepple, about your needs. 

b e y r e  very anxious to work witla you on a list of 
recommendations that we're going to hand to Congress at the 
a propriate time, and m there is a shared feelmg on this 
C!ommission that there is more that needs to be done.. 

There is some progress, yes. We're pleased wlth 
progress, and there is more that needs .to be done, +d we're 
anxious to work with you, and we Invite your contmued 
cooperation with us throughout this process. 
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Undersecretary to be at our disposal all the time, and f 

2 admit that is probably an over-simplification. 
But the mt 1s we have to work at ways of 

4 streamlining I&OJ so that we can get from point A to point B 
s and not take 20 years to get there. We have to streamline 

that just to keep focused and to keep the interests of the 
7 people at heart. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: All right. Thank you very 
ple I'll call inexperienced 9 much. I finaily get to ask some questions in front of 

E s ,  dealing with environmental 10 Commissioner Cox, and they ring the bell on me. My time is 
ing a hard enough tinw in the 1 I expired. 
encies that they themselves have 12 

t, did that in reliance on 
assurances from the Defense 
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j 1 them? That's why I think it's very beneficial to have this 
! 1 on-site coordinator or transition manager local to help 
1 3 identify to the mil~tary the sources that.the+e pwple n+ 
/ r to turn to to clear up the problem. I thdc ~ t ' s  Ihappenmg. - - 

It's just ha nin foo slow1 
C O ~ ~ ~ S S ~ O N E R  BOGIN: Commissio~~er Davis, f o ~  

clarification. and I h o ~ e  I haven't misstated myself. we are. 
I Y again, very pleased with the individual mopefition' that we' 
I 9 get without a doubt. 
I.,- Every time we ask, we are getting help. Most of 

r arguments quite honestly, are between the locals on what w, and I dunk pmbably happens in a lot of areas, but 
problem is the timelines. 1 :, We are continually faced with timelines. We were 

/ :5 told when we formed our association by G ner & ,4ssociates 
I :6 that a lot of the authority members wogd not tie hen. 

7 They said history tells them that they fall off 
:s b u s e  of frustration or other commitments, one 01- another. 
:9 Well, all of our 11 have stayed so far. There have been a 
I:O couple who have expressed an interest in dropping off. 
111 That's the frustration of it. 
1 - But the timelines are important, and that adds to 

- 
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came in and said, "Well, it was a ood idea, but really it's 

something else now. 
b in, the best interest of the Defense epartment to do 

That's, obvious1 , a moral dilemma, just to start 
out with. You all can't answer that but is there a 
plrocess uestion here? We're talkin .a-bout the local 
w-nsi%ilitv and the local accounta6htv and whether the 
Defense Dep'artment has the right persod on the ground, 
whether thev have the flexibilitv. 

Do w i  have a problem that maybe the ple on the 
ground are making commitments they s h o u l g  or couldn't 
make? Is there a way to deal with that problem? Mr. Mayor? 

MAYOR GRIITO: Commissioner Cox. I think vou're 

MAYOR GRIFFO: Yeah. 'I%at is so simificant 
because Rome is in the same situat/on right nok. 

COMMISSIONER COX: fight. 
MAYOR GRIFFO: And I be7ieve that reuse has to be 

an important factor. I mean, we look at a number of factors 
when they are making recommendations to the BRAC, and right 
now at military value, cost, economic factors. 
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I frustration, but when ou have pickled buildings with flat 
? mofs and you go h u $ ;  frtezethaw cycles and you have to 
3 make decisions on what to do with these -just on Tuesday of 
r this week we authorized a study for demolitior~ of buildings 
j It's a focess we have to go through. 
6 b e  deplore having to spend those kinds of monies 
7 out of limited amount of monies that we have to come up with 
8 just an estimate of what it would cost to effect~lvely destroy 
9 100 buildings or so. We wouldn't have to make that decision 

:o if other decisions could fall in place a little bit more 
:I qwckl . 
-7 .- b what it is, i t * ~  not a dissatisfaction with any 
:3 individual, but it is that.bureaucrac if ou will and also 
:r being faced with these tunelines. dv'eryLy is fooking for 
:s somethmg to ha 
:6 It*s very $Kilt to go back to the people after 
:7 a ear and show them that we don't really have a lease yet. 

1:s d thought we did, but we don't because of a situation that 
i ' -  ~oppedup.  

So again, we are not displeased with individuals, 
somehow we have to try to streamline. And I understand 
didn't want to over-simplify the point by asking for the 

Page 12C 
But I think reuse has to come into that now because 

muse has become such an important component of thii whole 
process that we're dealin with, this Issue toda . i So yes, very diffic3t for communitis w o go 
forward, who. begin.to p are and develop programs based u 
advice worlung wth  f z r a l  agencies and departments, 
military departments and then to later find out that you 
nmy - the feel that things should be done differently now. 

It's iifficult because the have ex lamed to us 
w they have put together edaustive ekorts to make the 
right decision, and we are trying to work within that 
fmmework. We are trying to work hard with everybody by the 
unfonnation that us given to us. 

So to answer your question, I think unfortunately 
it's very dlssettlm very frustratmg for a lot of 
communities who rave put a lot of time, effort and talent in 
tryin to make a success sto based upon what we have been 
told ty the Department o%efense and as  a result of the 
dlecisions made by the BRAC. 

So how do you correct that? I'm not sure except to 
really maybe scrutinize more reuse, to have that as a factor 
f3r consideration when you begin to make recommendations that 

L I I 
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circumstance. 

L!M%%bER COX: That's all. Thank ou 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mayor ~r i f fo ,  Mt bf 

I commend ou on the ublication of ,your organization. MAYBR GRIFF~:  Thank ou., 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: ~ n d  ~ ' d  ask if thoa 

recommendations are prioritized in book. 
MAYOR GRlFFO: They're not prioritized, no. Bein 

a New Yorker, we gave you a top ten list, you know, ffoom, 
like, a late night show and such. So excuse me. That 
wasn't -- we gave you just a summaticln of attack. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: In our opening testimony, 
when you made recommendations, d e y  were rn a different 
order, and that leads to a recommendation or request from me 
that each of you with regard to your rr tive entities 
would provide the Commission a list c z e  top five in order 
of their riority. 

I %nk we're hearin somewhen: between 20 and 30 
recommendations, and I & it might be easier for us to 
effect five critical or very important o11es than 20 to 30 
that go across many different departmf:nts. 

w 
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experience, as you all have said. 

And it's very difficult to look at thjs, and yet 
commitments, like in our case, not 01n1 1s the community 
working hard, but in the State of ~ e w  Gork has con-pitted 
multi-millions of dollars and created special co ratlons in 
a cooperative effort to follow-up on the last B& 
recommendation, on the last decision that was made from the 
BRAC Commission of 1993. 

We did move forward accordin,gly. So not only do 
you have the local government, but we tried to put together 
what each of ou have been talking albout, great efforts from 
the different Lvels of government, working cooperatively, 
bipartisanly , and it's working. 

And then to have the rug just taken from underneath 
you is very difficult and hard to understand. And I'm not 
sure if I can give you the answer but that it needs to be 
corrected, and I'm ho ing that maybe: this year, as you 
revisit some of these Seclsions yourselves, through your 
scrutinization will have more answers, and maybe some of the 
wrongs can be rectified. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Did anybody else 
want to comment on that? I knew the: Mayor had a s~milar 
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discussed this morning? 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, I'm asking if there 
would be something that would be unique to K.I. Sawyer that 
we have not talked about, somethin that you encountered u 
that effort that we haven? d i s c d b u t  yet played a major 
part of that effort. 

COMMISSIONER BOVIN: I guess the unique thing for 
K. I. Sawyer is they always talk about location, location, 
location -- rural area. Trucking is still a very major 
indust in this wuntry. 

goadways leadiig to K.I. Sawyer are lacking. If we 
could have more input. Because of defense closure, from the 
Department of Transportation, if there was more emphasis on 
the need for DOT to he1 with infrastructure improvement, if 
you would, that woulibe of tremendous benefit to us. 

I think that probably that's the one largest are. 
that we are lacking m. We are working with them, but we are 
working with them via q u e s t s  rather than, oh, some enabling 
legislation or some init~ative that would go along with 
defense closure, asking that there be Department of 
Transportation involvement and seeing what they may do, 
understanding that with the cost restramts we can't over- 
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expend on transportation. 

You can't spend a million to save a dollar, but if 
it were reasonable, I thmk ~f we had more latltude m that 
kind of a direction, it would very beneficial to us. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I'm sorrv. If it can be 
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1 people - that the ri ht people should be communic;ttin . 
2 How can we f e t e m e  at the local level who IS i t :  
3 right peo le? We are workin with the highest levels -- we 
4 seek out %t. So it is not, I %nL, the local level who 
5 has not made.the o prtunity to reach t@e right person: To 
6 determine ul-te& if the nght perwon IS commmcatig to 
7 us, I don't know how you answer that. 
8 But I think we, in our case, articularly - I can 
9 only speak from my expenence. 6t: feel that we dealt with 

10 the people at the h~ hest levels that we wuld and were iven 
1 1 the assurances and h e  directions that we should unde&:e 
12 and have tried to have our process evolve accordingly. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: And wsere there things that you 
14 all did, money that you've spent, actions that you took based 
15 on assurances, whether the were - 
16 MAYOR GRIFFO: Los t  certninly. A great part of - 
17 again, the Office of Economic Adjustment has been tremendous 
18 in their support, if we talk about organhtions and 
I 9 individuals. 
20 We have found the EDA and tlie OEA have been 
21 exce tionall responsive and cooperative. It's been g a t  
21 w o r L g  wi& these people, because it is a painful 

considered in discretionary funding or something from the 
Highwa De artment, that that would be a factor? CAM~ISSIONER BOVIN: yes. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: An others? 
COUNCIL MEMBER MAXWELL: Go. I think as I 
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1 MAYOR GRIFFO: We can do that. In fact, I will 

for our organization. We can work cooperative1 with : %e or anizations here, because I think you diBsee a 
4 number 0% same factors that are of concern to each of all our 
S organizations. So maybe we can all work in unison to provide 
6 you with something that really hits from a load perspective. 
7 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: It does not have to be in 
8 unison. I wouldprefer, actually, that you each would do 
9 your respective hst and submit - 

10 MAYOR GRIFFO: We will do. 
11 COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Also, durin Senator 
12 Pryor's testimony, I noticed a few smiles, and 1 L o w  they 
13 weren't smiles of amusement. I would say they were smiles of 
14 experience of having been where the rubber meets the road on 
15 some of these issues. 
16 The reuse op rtunities for Myrtle Beach versus 
17 K.1. Sawyer I w o s t h i n k  would be rather diverse, and I 
18 would like to ask if there are any items that haven't been 
19 covered that you would feel unique to your respechve reuse 
20 endeavors that have not been mentioned this mornin . 
21 COMMISSIONER BOVIN: I guess - if I unferstand 
22 your question, what else could we do that we haven't 

mentioned before, I think the legislation is & lace. It's 
just like a ball game. The longer it goes on, tge more 
people want to change the rules, and that's what we're seeing 
happen. 

Quickly getting through the process of the Pryor 
Amendment and ADC can hek, communities. allow things to move I 

.a 

pretty uickl AR. &AM: I think, sir, that we would llke to I 
see more meed in the ~rocess. There are some areas. some I 
bases that i a y  not need 'as much speed in the closure bechse 
they may not be as far along on reuse plans or other 
activities. I 
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could place a business on 1 Thurmond in your remarks. He's the Distinguished Chairman of 
there is no reason 'why we 2 the Armed Services Committee and the Distinguished President 

e've been five months 3 Pro Tempore of the United States Senate, which means he's 
e to do is to havi: somebody 4 senior on the majority side. 

. You can't put the business on 5 And if that man becomes interested in your 
6 iroblems, when we make our recommendations, your opportunity 

at harshly, but we'd like them to 7 for succesn is greatly. enhanced. Thank you very much for 
1 i do that, or we'd like then? to say, "Hey, you're going to lose 8 being here this mo-g. , J that 300 employee busme+, and we want to help you keep it 9 The next panel is Brad Amin of the National 
,: : or get it, and we'll put t h ~ s  together and give you the lease 10 Association of Installation Developers, and William Tremayne 
i - that you need to move ahead. " So speed or  m e ,  however you I I of Business Executives for National Security. 
i :I look at it, is mone . 12 Good morning, gentlemen. I'm sorry to do this, but -. COMMISSI~MR CORNELLA: One last question. 13 if you don't mind, would you please rise and raise your right / c Mr. Bovin, you stated in your tutimony that wmmunitiea have I4 hands? 
:: real concerns about environmental liability they may be 15 (Witnesses sworn.) 
- t exposed to if they pursue develo ment on clos lng bases. 16 - - YOU also sp+ that the in ! emnificption law passed 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank ou very kindly. Mr. Arvin 
17 smce you were the first that I alluded to m my openmg 

I:i in prior appropriation acts benefits localities b:y keeping 18 n:marks, I'm going to recognize you first, if you don't mind. 
111 DoD on the hook for all identified contamination p l~b lems  now 19 MR. ARVIN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of 
x and in the future. 20 the Commission. I'm Brad Amm repre.sentmg the National 

1: In your view, what .me the liabilit cony:rns of -- 21 Association of Installation Developers. 
I: are the v~ews of the lrabillty concerns orlocallties a real 22 My full-tlme job, though, is Executive Director of 

--- - 
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problem or a perceived problem? That is, if lenders and 

: d m 1 0  rs understood the indemnification provisions, would 
i the liardity concerns be diminished? 
t COMMISSIONER BOVIN: I guess the best way to 

' r explain that is because of our location - we're: right 
b-n Lake Superior and Lflke Michi an. And in Michigan, 
w i ~  a~ of our waters, e n v u o m e n d  con-:s are great. 

And we have had several within the entire area 
1 situations of ve very expensive cleanup, and as a result - .f that, a lack o%tiative from anybody to even consider 

i n g  in and purchase property. 
There are properties for sale, but in our area the 

' ~ u m b e r  one quesuon IS has there been an environmental impact 
:A study done. It's 'ust so crucial, but that's the problem 
2 that is needed to hear. An body that waqts to do anything 
: with that base is concerndabout the enviromnental 

I :' coatamination that's there. 
I - 1 And that was addressed, and they will clean it up. 
1 : 1 It has been an ongoing pmyxs, but it's just such an 
-' overriding issue. I'm sure it is throughout the country, but 11 w h a ~  you're in the Great Lakesarea and when ou're in such 

close proximity - you're 30 miles from d e  Superior, 40 
/ 
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1 d e s  from Lake Michigan with all the other lake around I 
i : there - I think that just magnifies the situation with 2 
I : entironmental cleanup. 3 
I a There were ipelines leading up there where there 4 
i r had been some spgls, and it just oes on and on and on. 5 

1 It's just been in the forefront of Bscussion. llefore the 6 
- base closures we have had problems with other industries. I 7 
I don't know if I've answend your question, but I'm trying to 8 
1 point out the importance in that area. 9 

- 7 
. A  . . COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you. Mr. Chairman. 10 

CHAIRhUN DMON: Thank you very much, (!ommissioner 1 1 
:: Cqmella. Now we are oing to o to the lasl panel. Let me I2 

mcWy say this to you fine gentkmen and your associates in 13 ;: L room. 
. . 14 
.- We're very serious about doing something to help 15 
: i you. Remepber fundamental politics. You've all been 16 
:- mvolved m it. You ought to be tallung to your senators and 17 1: j your congressmen and your congresswomen about your concerns 18 

nnd letting them h o w  that thls Commission is oing to have 19 
mmmendations to broaden the op &ties &r local 20 

to help themselves in g s  process. 21 
For instance, Mr. Maxwell, you refemd to Senator 22 
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the Beeville County Redevelopment Council, which is an entity 
that is charged w t h  planning for the reuse of Chase Field 
PJaval Air Station which went on the closure list in 1991, and 
Beeville is located in rural South Texas. 

The National Association of Installation Developers 
is primarily composed -- 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Mr. k i n ,  could you speak into 
lour mike more? I notice thftt the reporter is havmg a 
little difficult J y t  nght mto it, sir. 

MR. AVIN I n ht. 
CHAIRMAN'DIXO~: Thank you 
MR. ARVIN: The National ~ssociation of 

lastallation Developers is comprised primaril of those 
communities that have lost a military base. &rrently, we 
have about 120 communities that are members of our 
organization, and we expect another sur e in the membership 
later this summer when you all cow?ete your work. 

But NAID is the voice of exprience when it comes 
 to recovering from the loss of a mlitary facility. Some of 
our members date back to closures after World War II, but the 

" j d  
of our members on b a r d  sipce 1988. 
e purpose of my testimony is t o  g v e  the 
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Commission perspective on how the overall reuse effort is 
going, and that perspective comes from the practitioners, th1 
people who are out there toda working on trying to fmd new 
uses for those militmy f ad t i e s  to c n s ~ j o b s  and, in a 
word, to recover. 

As you all have heard earlier from Senator Pryor 
and the preceding panel, two years ago, when NAID sat before 
this Commission and gave testimony as to the problems we were 
facing at that time and the reuse process two years ago, 
there is no way to describe it except complex, cumbersome, 
convoluted, contradictory. 

And as a result of that, reuse was si Y ~ Y  00, 
occurring. When President Clinton announced IS fivepoint 

mgram and the Congress adopted the Pryor Amendments, there 
gave been improvements, and they have been welcome. 

However, while the r e p l a t ~ ~ m  have improved, 
execution b the Department o Defense still remalns uneven, 
and we sti4 have a lot of frustrated communities and reuse 
organizations out there. 

And from our pe tive, what we believe is that "$" there needs to be addihona DoD guidelines to complement the 
regulations that are now in place. 

I I I 
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Earlier, Cofnmissioner Cox asked a question about 
economic development conveyance, and that's a good example of 
why we need some additional guidance or uidelines from the: 
Departmept of Defense to make these L g s  work .better. 

I thmk to date there have bee11 three economc 
development conveyances, but there an: many communities @,at 
have submitted these requests, but they're stacked u ~ .  And 1 7 
the guidance from the Depktment of Defense has just noi come 
down, at least within the Navy, to rnove things forward. 

Admiral Montoya menboned earlier, he said, well, 
you know, "Is it the regulations? What seems to be the 
problem?" What I've heard in the case of Navy, that they are 
scared. 

The individuals that would hxve to sign their names 
and make these recommendations, the are scared to do so 
because they don't have the guidance &om higher above so 
that they can check off the box and !say, "We made the 
decision based on this, this, apd this;. 

And they're a h d  that if they make a decision, a 
couple of years from now or six months from now they may be 
hauled in and say, "Why did you take the liberty to do this?" 
And that's why we need some furthtr guidelines from the 
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appreciate our su port in that effort, and I thank you. c&J DMON: Thank you, Mr. Arvin. 
Mr. Trema ne, we're delighted to have you. I think everyone 
can usefudy e lo constructive criticism, and your 
or pniution, X c h  is well-known for its efforts in support 
ofour national security interests, has suggested some useful 
criticism in the past. 

We're thankful for that and will bear it in mind as 
we go through the proc+s this time, and we're delighted to 
have you here thls m o m g ,  Mr. Tremayne. 

MR. TREMAYNE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and memben 
of the panel. We are here toda to be su portive of the 
efforts of this Commission, andlwe h a d  you for inviting 
BENS to testify on this important issue. 

BENS is a natiopal nonpartisan o r g e t i o n  of 
business leaders workmg to strengthen national security by 
promoting better management of defense dollars, by advocating 
measures to make the economy stronger and more com 
and by finding practical ways to prevent the use o weapons 
of mass destruction. 

Ptive 
I'm Bill Trema e, a long-time member of the board 

of directors of  BEN&^ chairman of its policy committee. 
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In my private life, until m recent retirement, I was senior 
vice president of The ~ruc&ntial. 

In 1982 and 1983, I was the project manager for the 
Defense task force of the Grace Commission. In that reporl 
we recommended for the first time that an independent 
commission be appointed to identify superfluous military 
bases, but that was not my first experience with base closun 
and reuse. 

I have for 32 years been a resident of Piscataway, 
New Jersey. It was in that community that Camp Kilrner was 
located, which those of you who are old enough to remember 
World War I1 will know that it was the pnmary point of 
embarkation to the Euro Theater. 

I was there when ~ i l m e r  was @med back to 
civilian use. I served as president of the Piscatawa Board 
of Education when we met in its administration bu$ding ths 
had been a art of Camp Kilmer. 

The c&dren of my neighborhood attended school in 
its reclaimed buildings when our fast-growing community did 
not have enough classrooms. I was there when a great deal of 
the base was added to the campus of Rutgers University, land 
where tens of thousands of its students now go to school. 
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Department of Defense so that they can make those decisions. 

Also, I guess our bottom line is that we would just 
appeal to the Commission to encoura e the federal government 
at all levels to work closely with t%e communities. A 
reater sense of partnership between the Department of 

befense and the communities needs to be realized, and that, 
kind of, sums up the whole thrust of our testimony. 

And respect those 1 4  re* efforts, because if 
recovery is omg to occur, it's gomp to come from the 
leadership of the local commuties. If they have the 
vision, and many of them do, if they are willing to work hard 
and willing to persevere, move cam occur. 

There are a number of brigt  qpots in this country. 
You've mentioned several of them today. But for eve one of 
those bright ts out $ere whem somethin has~aPpened, 
there is a lot%kness m other areas where t%ey have not 
been able to move forward, not so much because they don't 
have lans. 

7t.s been my ex rience in talk1~1g with other 
members from nmunrthe country of our organization, 
everybody has businesses that are intzrested m coming in, or 
at least they have other uses. It may be other federal or 
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I saw the economic boom that resulted from the 

industrial parks, office buildings, re ional post office, 
distribution center and retail stores gat  were built on what 
previous1 had been a base. TA~,  what had been Cpmp Kilmer has clearly been 
transformed into a higher and better use, and this can ha pen 
in many base locations throughout America if we pfan well; 
that is, if you plan well to make this ha 

I've been pleased to take part in 8%'~ efforts to 
advance the base closure rocess. When Congressman Dick 
Armey authored his legis&tion calling for the creation of a 
special commission for base closure, essentially implementing 
our Grace Comrnission recommendations, I 'oined BENS and 
artici ated in the formation of the ~oadtion on Military 

Ease &osures. 
This coalition cooperated with the Department of 

Defense in addressing the challenges of the first base 
closin commission m 1988. 

f o r  the past f y r  years,. BENS has maintained an 
active defense transitions project, promoting a fair and 
businesslike system of closures, doing what it can to help 
alleviate the local economic shock of closures by 
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state uses. 

Everybody has opportunities, but the problem has 
been in getting access to those facilities whether through tm 
interim lease or through a conveyance of the property. Untll 
those things are i roved, recovery is going to be retarded 
or, in some cPws3warted 

And we want to see &at overcome, but there are 
problems that we face in rural South Texas that the 
metropolitan area, San Francisco Ba area doesn't face or 
Charleston 01 Ney York, Pueblo, dlorado, wherever it is. 

There IS golng to be certam unique factors that a 
local community can respond to and overcornc and knows what 
needs to be done, and we need to have that flexibility from 
the De artment of D e f y  so that thclse things can occur. i , I'd ust like to say that our annual 
conference this &ar, d e  theme is rm111tary base reuse - 
let's get on with it. Aqd that.is what we.re trying to do, 
and we're certainly seemg evidence that it can happen. 

But we just ap reciate this opportunity to provide 
testimony. I think g e  other panels that have preceded us 
that have just reiterated what we want to say is recovery ctm 
occur. There needs to be some continued improvement, and we 

I I I 
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j 1 needs. 
1 ,  Nevertheless, as we detail in our written 
; testimony BENS ur es that additional work be done in areas 

i : not full h d d o r  not fully implemented.hy DoD. de stress the need for a customer service 

~ u l t i - ~ a g e ~ ~  
3 16/95 BRAC Hearing 

1 6 perspective in the one-stop process, ensurin rhat local 
, 7 a m i n t e a  do become facditators of reuse rfaminn and not I 
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facilitating redevelopment plans for base propexties and the 
rehabilitation of dependent communities. 

As you begin the 1995 round, BENS contipues its 
rk to help wmmmties replace jobs and rebuild the 

affected by the first three rounds. Our written 
makes the points we  feel should guide 1)oD in its ' - approach to base closure through speed and finality and base 

J reuse. 
J BENS f+s that the role of the federal gcyernment 

:I must be to provide the affected commmties ulth the tools 
:: and the funds to begin planning, to act swiftly to conclude 
:: federal screenin and elcanup actions and then to move out of 
2 the wa to let &e wmmunities enact their reuse plans. 
1.4 &e note that since. 1988 DoD has made significant 
s progress by requestmg and getting legislation to grant 
o ecunomic development conveyances when communities have viable 
.- plans to create jobs, by approving interim leases while legal 
:s deeds and environmental restoration plans are bem readied, 

/:u by factoring in the community reuse plan to the fekral 
13 screening r-s iy a w t e m o u s  rather than a sequential 2 :I action an reconcihg through l~gislation the needs of the 
12 homeless and the local wmmmties economc development 

' 3 &ther level of bureaucracy between the f e d e d  govesment 
4 and the community, by ameliorating the difficult burden of 

I-,. requiring LRAs to a prove through documentation the 
~pective virtues ofigift or below-market sales as compared 

a full-market effort and to rely more on the actual 
xpcricncc and environment encountered by an LFIA, by removins mIr 

:4 tbe 180-day limitation on pa ment to c~ties or counties for 
: various services under caredcer agreements and b ur ing 
:6 congress to enact into law a p m s i o n  that simpliHes Be 
:7 ~ ~ O C ~ S S  of retrocession to state jurisdiction. 

3 In our written testimony, we also make specific 
.9 suggestions 9 to environmental contaminatio~n and remedial 
3 actions affectm reuse. 
11 In particufar, we urge a shift from addressing 
2 worst first to best first to more quickly make sites valuable 
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1 interest in the issue that has exprtise on the effects o 
2 base closure on local commmties. Thank you. 

B 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you very much, sir. That 
4 was very helpful, and as you've probably seen from our 
5 questions over the last couple of weeks, we have followed 
6 very closely the work that you all have done and are 
7 certain1 interested in it. 
8 vfh don't we start with Commission Robles. 
9 COLMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Madam 
10 C:ommissioner. Given that many of the questions I would ask 
1 1  have alread been hashed*out this morning and the noon hour 
12 is approachg, I will yield my time. 
13 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Commissioner Kling. 
I 4 COMMISSIONER KLING: Mr. Arvin, I was interested in 
15 your comment that what you really need are more DoD 
16 guidelines or more expanded. What do you operate off of now? 
17 I mean, are ou looking - are you sug esting that ii a 18 what ou would 1 e to see created is a spec1 c set of 
19 widerines that a base would follow so that that's organized, 
20 faid out? 
21 MR. ARVIN: Well, I think m response would be that 
22 probably just need more support &om the top at the 
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Department of Defense that sa s "Let's move forwar8 " 
Whether that is just some checksts or just support for ;he 
mple  out in the field that says, "We want you to make this 
happen. b t ' s  have the flexibihty." 

I don't really think it's golng to require, you 
Imow, major changes. It's just that ush or support from the 
top that says we are going to m d e  the recove 
redevelopment of these bases a top priority an 2' not, Or the you 
Imow, say, all nght, it's the environmental concerns that we 
ineed to make sure everythin is done in that particular area 
lbefore we allow +y kind o8mterim use of the facility. 

That's the kmd of approach I think that we're 
'looking for, is just some uidancc from the top, some support 
For the effort to allow t%e communities to recover. 

I think the re lations are in place, but a ain, f' sometimes you can ave those sitting them an8everything is 
available, but unless the people who are out actually havmg 
to make some of those decisions know that the people at the 
top support them, they're reluctant to act. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Well, let me follow that up, 
if I could, just a little bit. Part of the five-point 
program that the President came forward with and that we've 
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been using, it was local coordinators that was put out m 

and do 'ust, I believe, what you're sug esting 
C"hEc%at coorJimation from the top to the i d b u t  
havin local le being there.. Is that not working? 

%R. fl&: The transition coordmators have been 
most helpful step, but they are not the ones that make a 
decision. let's iust sav. on the interim lease for more than 
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1 for reuse. Maybe the worst will long remain conceptually 
2 similar to undevelopable wetlands until their time comes. 
3 The reason base disposal and reuse is wi+m is 
4 that the federal overnment and affected communitiessave 
i moved well up iho learning curve since the first round of 
6 cl0sure~. 

1 7  BENS urges this Commission to add its weight to 
ensuring that the process is allowed to continue in spite of 
general cutbacks m funding and support for environmental 
restoration accounts. 

In concludipg, let me e hasize the BEiNS rinciple 
rsommendat~on m dealing w% the cumulative ekect of 
closure rounds since 1988. The federal governmc:nt must act 

:4 swiftly and with finality in determining its residual 
':i rexgirement and environmental cleanup responsibilities once 
ti6 it as decided to vacate a facility. Then, it must step 
117 aside and let communities begin the redevelopmerlt and reuse 
;S lYrcKXS. . .. Members of the Commission, thank you for this 

po&.ty to testify. We will remain available to the 
mmiss~on and implementing agencies to offer insights we 

gained as an independent organization without any vested 
I 
I 
I 

a year or the 3- kick-out clause. 
COMMISSI~NER KLING: Right. 
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MR. ARVIN: Those transitionecoordinators don't 
have that ability. That's going to have to come from the ta 
of the Department of  Defense. The same thing on the economic 
develo ment conveyance requests. 

'hey are there. The regulations are in place, but 
there is a reluctant on the part of the peo le wthin the 
various military branches to make those kisions.  I -0 
tell you exactly why. 

The regulations are in lace, but they 'ust need to 
have some more support from l e  Dqartment o! Defense so that 
they will move forward on that or make that a priori 
this action needs to take lace, and those are just, 1'1 ? that 
call it, guidance or guide& that needs to come from the 

t 1 1 
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that he1 , or is that not - JR. ARVIN: I don't think that the transition I : 

- -  
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very top. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Do the local coordinators need 
to have a little more authority to get things done? Would 

coordinators in these tyo cases where the pfoblems -0- 

don't think that - I thmk it's a little hlgher up m the I 1 ;  

1 
2 
3 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: So there is somebody there. 
MR. TREMAYNE: I agree. And you get one up in the 

Department who is assigned to do the same thing, working both 
within the Department and with the services, and you could 

it u even faster. 
@~I.&.IRMAN DIXON: YA. We would be greaJ1 

f?' profited by each of you sendin us in wr;iting your spec1 c 
suggestions about h g s  of vake you thmk d d  be dpne b 
thls process so that when we get back to the process wth thc 
ideas that have been given to us by the National Council of 
Ma ors and the other groups, the counties and others, if we 
hdsome of your practical a plications as someow that's in 
process every day, yours, d. Tremayne, from your 
organization, wluch has been objective in its views of it, it 
would be very helpful to us. 

MR. TREMAYNE: Fine. Thank you. We'd be happy to 

- 
bureaucratic chain of command. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: 'I'hank you. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Mr. Chairman, would you U:e to 

ask questions now, or shall I - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: I am, but I wanted to get a little 

advice from wupsel.. I'm interested., Mr. Arvin and 
Mr. Tremayne, m thls one-stop shop business. Could you 
explain that a llttle bit better for me!' 

MR. ARVIN: Well, I think that - I'll let him go. 
MR. TREMAYNE: Well, I think somehow we end u 

addressing prpcess with lawyers .and bureaucrats. yea& 
that's an lnevltable process, but ~t seems to me that what 
we're really interested in are in results. 

And the results take place better when there was 
someone in charge, someone locally who either can make the 

do so. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: The sense I had, you h o w ,  when 

you're m the Congress, you're here lar ely t a b  m the B cloak room to our mlleagues. When was a ki t in  the 
legislature in d e  1950s back in Illinois, we had these nice 
little part-time sessions, and you had a nice session in the 
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decision or be quickly in touch with sonleone who can make the 
decision and is also in interested in the results. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Now, art: you talking more at U1e 
local level, Mr. Trema e, ?r out hcre? 

MR. -MA&: I m tPllang - probably, then? 
should be one a each point. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, yeah. The experience I had 
since leaving United S t a e  Senate it; that there is a lot of 
frustration at the wmmumty level because there is so mimy 
people to see and so many people that have to sign off on 
every process alon the way that it':$ terribly wnfusing ;ill 
the time, as most &ngs govemmen~tal are 

I ot, I thmk, earlier from the folks;epresenting 
the locaf communities the idea along the line here of an 
ombudsman or something like that m the White House or 
somebody that can make those final decisions, whether it's in 
the White House or wherever it is. Is the White House the 
right place for it? I don't know. 

MR. TREMAYNE: Well, if I may express my opinion, I 
think we have enough ple already ui the pie. What we nwd 
are people who are to effect the b v  closings. 

And I think the mlltary stmcrture rewgmzes if 

" 
legislature. 

I was a lawyer, and you had a doctor. Lee Kling 
was a merchant, ana somebody else was an actual dLt farmer. 
He knew about, you know, how to farm. That's what he did 
every day. And you passed a few laws, you went home, and you 
did what you did before, and you talked to people that you 
understood, and they understood life. 

Then, you came back and having the benefit of that 
you did some more things that made sense. Now everybqdy 
talks m cloak rooms to one another about what they read m 
the New York Times and the Washington Post. I don't mean to 
exclude the other newspapers in the country when I say that. - - 

LLaahZ!~ DIXON: ~ n d  I think ;ere is a r A  
problem in that, and that's what these communities are 
experiencin . To the extent that we could find some 
practical soktions, when we do these things to people, it 
would be ve very he1 f$. Thank you for your testimony. 
T h a d  O U , % h  c g m .  

C!OMMISSIONER COX: Thank ou. I just have, I 
guess, one area to ask ou all about, anJ1 thought the 
testimony was extremely helpful, from our perspective. 
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they're going to be able to spend their money efficiently 
they have to et rid of some of these ex ases that are 
ex-, and tEe faster they do that, the g t e r  the process. 

On the other hand, with respect to your comment 
earlier, we made the point that you can't close bases if 
you're putting new activities back into bases, and some of 
these ressures are frustratin it. 

%meone has to be in c%ar e From the Department's 
viewpoint as well as at the l o u l s , e l  to move each one 
individual1 don 

CH&& DIXON: Yeah. Mr. Arvin. 
MR. ARVIN: Well. I think, yo11 know, the conceut of' 

that one-stop service center is arkat, and 1-think we9re 
moving toward that. The transitiori coordmators, 

military {ranches have to deal wth. 
d ~ " ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  them in lace helps the communi.ties to understan what the 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Incidentally, if I may interrupt, 
that was the greatest smgle thmg done so far was the 
transition guy out there that at leasf: you ot somebody to go 
talk to, comes out here and talks to someLody. Before you 
thought, "Who am I talkin to? N~hod is listemn " 

MR. ARVIN: And &at's great. h a t  has heted. 
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Mr. Arvin, ou point out and I think ve 

succinctly that millrary bases can be, sort. of, c 'K erry-picked 
by other federal agencies, whether it's pnsons or airports 
or the De artment of Interior, whatever. 

A n t  ou suggest that the first and foremost thing 
that you believe is that other federal a encies seeking 
parcels to retain for federal purposes s%ould be forced to 
work with the local government to join in the reuse planning 
process. 

I ess I'm interested in how do you actually 
accompEh that. You have a statute that says that they get 
priorit . Can the Defense Department, iven its role, keep 
them $om exercisin the authori they %ave, or do we need 
to change the law? fs that the o 2' y way to force them to 
work with the local community? 

MR. ARVIN: Well, let me respond this way: I think 
if the local community is consulted earl in the process, you 
know, you have an opportunity, then, ? or the community to 
look at what this proposed other federal use might be. 

And at that pant in. time, you kqow, if the 
community concurs with it, that there is gomg to be, let's 
say, you know, jobs associated with that, if you have an 

1 I I 
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The had a lot of roblems at Fort Shetidan because 

of what dmmisioner &x is talking about, all the federal 
agencies coming in there wanting their little piece, 
cemetery here, not where you want it and do this, 8%:; 

And the local community had this trem~endous, 
wvnderful committee made up of leading democnltic liberals in 
tbc county and fine npublican conservatives, and every w8k 
of life was represented. It was a beautiful mix. 

And the did a super job, had a good oon essman, 
lohn Porter, &at was very motivated to work. cgsely with 
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lem and I would have td say, you know, just did a; 
cally wonderful job. \II" Anhth en everything that they talked to the federal 

Pa e 151 / ; M a t i o n  that maybe has 5,000 jobs and the new ftxferal 
- -= bring.in some things, that may be supported by the 

ca l commu . 
But 1 & it is vitally necessary for the. 

mmunity to be consulted early on in that process. It may 
j be necessary, ou h o w ,  to have an alternative where a 

c-unity ~u r d say, "No. We don't want that," and that does 
3 r+ legslat~ve change. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Could I interrupt at that point? 
:IJ &use Commissioner Cox, you're asking a very good uestion. 
:I !*d forgotten I wanted to get into that a minute. 1f ?could  you. COMMISSIONER COX: Of course. 
:a C H w w  D g O N :  You know, you learn from personal 
i experience m this busmess. When they closed two bases in 
.Q m state, they closed Fort Sheridan u on Lake Michigan with -- d that affluence and all that love& property md 
3 evqthin  , and poor old Chanute down in Rantoul, you know, 
3 nothin %ut corn fields. 1; k d  it turned out okay down there because folks had 
13 to, you know, really et into the thing, and there wasn't 
/2 very much the federafgovernment was interested in. 

':4 government about outhere &me back; "Well, ye want this, and 
, :5 ye want that, aqd we w+t the other thin , :md they never 
:6 &d get a nsolutlon. 1 thdc to t h s  day &ey st~l l  have 
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I though, that o beyond base reuse. There is some 
2 constltutionafquestions that would probably have to be 
3 addressed, too. 
4 COMMISSIONER COX: Could you give the Department of 
5 Defense a greater role in sitting on other federal agencies? 
6 Could you give them the final decision, yes, the other 
7 agencies have riority but the Defense Department, in working 
8 with the locafcommunities, has, sort of, the final say? 
9 MR. TREMAYNE: If we-have a situation that ISI?'~ 

10 working, wh don't we address it by le slahon that's elther 
11 operative to base closures only, or ma & d should be 
12 13 reviewed COMMISSIONER from the entire di cE: sition Right of 

14 MR. TREMAYNE: We're in a &te different 
15 environment than we were when that law was tirst passed. And 
16 we're not necessarily lookin for addin new functions or new 
17 processes, and we re not Lk ing  in%ederal land or property 
18 around this country. 
19 Why closing be are a priority for development 
20 for attract~on of exlstmg departments - as the Chairman 
21 points out as occurred m Fort Sheridan, it makes absolutely 

1 MR. ARVW: well; I would say, you know, our theme 122 

:7 problems. 
:j  I think I read an editorial in the Chicago Tribune 
:9 three or four months a o that they're still having problems 
P out there. I thmk the $mmrssloners touched on the essence 
:I of that here. What can vou do about that? 
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And if it doesn't make sense, why don't we do 

something about it? So I'd urge legislation rather than 
simply wringin our hands over the difficulty. 

COMMI~SIONER COX: Thank you. Mr. Cornella. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank ou. Mr. Tremayne, I 

would llke to ask ou a few questions aLu t  BENS. 
MR. TRE~AYNE: sure. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: When you come from thc 

plains of South Dakota, you lead a rather protected life, and 
the only exposure I've had to your organization is through a 
news ma a m e ,  television news magazine, I believe, Getting 
Back to kxposing the Shell Game. I'm not sure if that was 
the tltle of the news ro or not. 

MR. T R E M A W T ~ ~ ~ ' ~  close enough. 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: But tell me, once in a 

while you get hung up on a word, and I want to talk about 
that, "su rfluous rmlitary installation. 

M% TREMAYNE: s ~ i y  
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I want to know just a 

little bit about your organiption, as far as how many 
members are m our or anuatlon? 

MR. -LA&: There are approximately 2,000 
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I is - 

, ?  CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm sorry to jum on your - 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: No. Thank you. was a much / r better statement. 
5 MR. ARVIN: - to consult with the local 

only way, you know 
.r if there can't be this partnership a proach where the federai 

'15 government comes in and t a b ,  you R o w ,  lays out why they 1 :6 want to do what they want to do and what the advantages for 
:7 that and the community still wants to do it a different way, 
:a then the only solution may be a change m le/pslatron. That 
.- maybetheonlyway. 

With that experience at Fort Sheridan ]nay be the 
(mhu for an albxytive wa for a comrnuni~ to say, "No. 

e don't want that. It unfohs a whole lot o issues, 
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members. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: And how often does you 
organizat~on meet? 

MR. TREMAYNE: We have an annual meeting. We have 
two meetin s of the board of directors. We have man 
meetings ofthe policy cornmitt& and committees of d e  
organization. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: And I'm sure you're just as 
interested in a robust national defense, and that's why your 
organiptjon js doing this, for-the same p q s e  that the 
Comrmsslon is undertalung thls responslbllt 

MR. ~ M A Y N E :  ~ h s t  is cot-t. ril ilu 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Yes, p dead. 
MR. TREMAYNE: We have pointed out the dangers of a 

hollow military. We are not one of saying slash the budget; 
we shouldn't spend money on defense. We feel very strongly 
that we need to have a strong military defense. 

We believe that there is a pea?-keeping role.. We 
believe that it would be folly for h s  natlon to fad m ~ t s  
military strength. However, this does not prevent us from 
pointing out where we think waste occurs. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Is there some kind of 

I I I 
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COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Mr. Chairman, I h. .we no 
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further uestions. 
C~MMISSIONER COX: Clommissioner Steele. 
COM.MISSIONER STEELE: Ihank you. .I just haye two 

brief questions. The first follows I ~ D  on Ckurman Dix~on's 
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1 preconceived level you're trying ti, attain, whether doflm 
2 m the defense budget or number of military installations? 
3 MR. TRE%E: Well, if I may, 1-n! going to m p m  
4 BENS days at t b ~ s  pomt when I WiE workmg on the &rnec 

7 double the size that we needed for mill reasons. 

5 Commission, and I met then with fornner Secretaries of Defense 
6 who said in 1982 we had a base strucwe that was more than 

% 8 This was stdl wkle we stdl :ha4 a Id War. This 
9 was before the downsimg of the ~xdttary. It was at a time 

10 when 40 rcent of our congressional districts, however, had 
I 1 a major L in their distnct or in the next district. It 
12 was clearly an interest where polit.ica1 interests were 
13 keepm bases open that weren't ntxxsary.. 
14 If was h s  that caused us to observe m that 
15 report and BENS later to take u tlhe issue of excess miIlitary 
16 base closin because it was wdeIl ing our ability to put our 
17 defense do#ars where they were really needed. 
18 COMM~SSIONER CORNELLA: you. I didn't want 
19 to appear to be confrontational. I ~ u s t  wanted a Lttle more 
20 information. 
2 1 MR. TREMAYNE: No, no, no, no. I'm happy for the 
22 opportunity to explain. 

comments and Commissioner Kling's :regarding the ombudsman 
conce t. ! understand the need to cut b o u g h  red t a r ,  anti 
having a person at the Pentagon or at the White ouse, 
whichever would be more appropriate. I could see that as 
being very useful. 

But my question on that issue is given that the 
local coordinator knows the unique interests of the communit.y 
and the base and the day-toda needs, would it not be even a 
higher priority to give t@t focal base transition 
coordinator more authont ? What is your opinion on that? 

MR. ARVIN: w e l l  that could work. I'm not sure 
that, you know, that would be the Imt way, but that 
certrunly could work. 

But there are a lot of issues that I feel that the 
Department of Defense ou know, at the highest levels is 
just going to have to d e  some decisions on, that this 
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I their individual issues are. 
2 And might we be creatin yet another area for 
3 to have to go through? %stead of cutting red tape 
4 be c reahg  another bureaucracy and expect on; 

7 

5 to know all regarding all these individual 
6 situations? 

MR. ARVIN: Well, that would be very difficult for 
8 one individual to know all the things tlpt are coming up, but 
9 that's why I would .say that the regulahons are m place, for 

10 the most part. We just need to have support from the 
1 1  Department of Defense to move the things forward. 
12 One of the uestions or one of the ~ssues that's 
13 been re tedly %dressed is about this interim lease. Why 
14 can't !t%lPfor more than one year, and what a b u t  that 30- 
15 day luck-out clause? 
16 That's something that could just be handled, I 
17 would think, pretty quickly within the Pentagon, say, "We're 
18 oin to have it for more years, and there is not going to be 
19 $at 40-day kick*ut clausq." 
20 The transihon coordmator, then, when the 
21 community c o w  in and says, "We want to use buildiq A. We 
22 have a company that wants to occupy that facility. We want 
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to have an interim lease signed," that articular document, 
then the transition coordinator can folrow through, doesn't 
have to make the big decision, "Well, should thls be for a 
year or two years or five years, or whatever?" 

It's just a policy that the Department of Defense 
has that it can be for whatever length of time within reason 
that the community wants ~ t ,  five years or two years or 
whatever. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. Lastly, 
Mr. Tremayne, if I heard you correctly, solving the. 
environmental problems at a base, when you pnoritlze, did 
you not state that it might make sense to clean up the least 
contaminated c or ti on so we can have a r a ~ i d  turnover. which 
is v e s l o g i d ?  

R TREMAYNE: Tbat's correct. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: My question is, if I'm not 

mistaken, in most cases with installations, unfortunately, 
the part of the installation that's most sought after isn't 
the most relative1 clean portlon of the base. It's the part 
that has been d a n d  is more contaminated. 

Should we address a way to rapidly turn over 
portions, which is logical, do you thdc ~t makes sense if wt 
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would also allow the cleanup to be tar eted toward the part 
of the installation that is first sought after? 

MR. TREMAYNE: Well, then it seems to me you're 
goin to have a dual interest; that is, those who are seeking 
it wih be more willing to share in the costs of doin it. 
Economics will move to develop the ones that may%ave a 
higher cost. 

On the other hand, if the cost is so high that it 
can't be addressed immediately, there is no sense holding the 
entire base hostage waiting for that situation to be cured, 
and that's why we urge considering the best first. 

Make them avalable. If there is no demand, 
obviously, it's not going to move very fast. Demand will 
move toward those areas that may have both greater potential 
for reuse and reater cost at the same time. 

COMM~SSIONER STEELE: n n n k  you 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, I want to &ank you 

entlemen. Now I'm going to close with this statement, anc 
ken we are going to recess until 1:30 this afternoon. I 
believe Mr. Joshua Gotbaum, Deputy Secretary of Defense, will 
be our first witness. 

Let me read this statement: "In past hearings and 
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is we're goin to push for the early reuse of those 
facilities, antthen the transition coordinator can just help 
with eUing an interim lease signed, yclu know, as quickly as % possl le. 

There are a number of steps Chat have to be taken 
even if you have the support of the Department of Defense 
that t&is is going to be our policy, to have dual use before 
the mlitary complete1 leaves the b~ase. 

If there is some gulldm s there that can be 
utilized by a business or s o m e b y  else that ou get that i' interim lease in place, there still is ,going to ave to be n 
finding of a suitability to lease. That particular document 
is goin to have to be signed. 

&at is where the transition coordinator, I 
believe, is more helpful, following that piece of paper 
through all the steps rather than.being.the one ernpowerled to 
say we are gomg to do thls partlculiu mtenm lease and 
letting that mdividual make all the decisions. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I guess my fear is sort of 
the general concept of having somebod,y again in Washington be 
the person who is making the decisions when it's out in the 
communities where "the people know best." They know what 

I I 1 
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A F T E R N O O N  S E S S I O N  
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Security, who has honored us by testifying in this rocess 
once before, an old friend from my days on the Armed gerviou 
Committee in the Senate; Shem Goodman, Deputy 
Undersecretary of Defense for Environmental Security; Colonel 
Dennis Cochrane, Chief of the Base Realignment and Closure 
Office, Department of the Arm ; Rear Admiral Patrick Drennon, 
Director of the Facilities dEngineering Division of the 
Department of the Navy; and Alan Olsen, Director of the Air 
Force Conversion Agency. 

And we're delighted to have you all here this 
afternoon. I have to tell you before we begin the testimony 
that as part of the National Defense Authorization Act for 
Fiscal '94, the Base Closure and Realignment Act was amended 
to require that all testimon before the Commission at a 
public hearing be presentd under oath. So would you minc 
rising and raising our nght hands? And you'll remain 
sworn, Secretary Zotbaum. 

(Witnesses sworn.) 
CHAIRMAN DMON: Thank you very, very much. And we 

are pleased to havc again before us the Distinguished Deputy 
Secrepry, Assistant Secretary of Defense for Economic 
Secunty, Mr. Joshua Gotbaum. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. 
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: ~ J J S  and provide written resp0nse.s for the recodat I - err converuence. " 2 
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thank ou all. 

&hereupon, at 12:30 p.m., a luncheon recess was 
taken.) 

I* havc the same standing before this Commission aa if you had 
F answcd them orally under oath in this Commission room this 
~r mornin 7 I thank you for that accommodation. 
I' & #lCStiOXlS bo SeIlt to YOU by OU C O U ~ S ~ ~  
~r in writing. e ask you to answer them inwriting with the 

understanding that it's the equivalency of answermg them 
x under oath. 
2: MR. ARVIN: Certainly. 
z CHAIRMAN DIXON: We are in -8 until 1 :30. 1 
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S-ARY GOTBAUM: Mr. Chairman and memberr of the 
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Commission, this is m first opportunity to testi 'I the fuU Commission. an I'm extraodmarilv  leased 5; at YOU - .  
are a full commisiion. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Oh, I a lo&. On the occasion 
that you reviousl testified I was %nna alone. SEERETARS GOTBAUM: 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: You're in a k t  more trouble now. 
There are ei ht of us. 

( ~ u g % k r )  
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: I wiU?ay the Commission was 

extraordinaril abl re resented that m e .  c ~ A P Y  D&ON: M you very kindly. 
SFXXITARY GOTBAUM: And I'm very pleased to be able 

to testify on these issues of reuse, which we consider to be 
absolutely crucial. 

I wll  tell you Mr. 
' , that my task is made 

considerably easier ~use%m to me that you 
alread know a great deal about this subject. 6 is reported to me that a couple of weeks ago you 
were quoted as saying, "There has been a lot of improvement 
in post-closure, particularly in the last year, but more 

I I I 
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process, to modify the property disposal for it. 
And last, environmental cleanup was proceeding 

slowly, too slowly. And based on his experience in Arkansas 
and a review that he commissioned when he became President, 
the President himself personally resolved to change these and 
announced in July of '93 a set of initiatives to speed up the 
process and encourage reuse. 

And I am very pleased and frankly enormous1 
relieved to be able to say that today, thanks to the dbngress 
and thanks to the actions of the agencies that you see before 
ou lus the ones that are gomg to testify, we have the 

regaf)nuthority to implement and we are Implementing every 
single one of these initiatives. 

We now have the legal authority to take job 
creation into account when we do disposal. We now can and do 
have interim leases to permit reuse of a base before it is 
finally transferred. 

We now can and are speedin up the process of 
federal screening. We are still unfer a process, and I'll 
get to those in a second, in which there are a series of 
sequential steps to deal with a base, and we don't think 
that's the best way to go. 

-- 
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needs to be done. " 

CHATRMAN DIXON: And that was supported by the 
testimony this morning, I'm delighted to tell you, 
Mr. Secretary. 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM : Yes. And I will tell you, 
Mr. Chairman and members of the Co~nmission, that is our view. 
We are having very real successes. We have made, in my view, 
extraordmary process, but we are not resting on our lauxels. 

The President of the United Sltates personally, the 
Secretary of Defense personally, the Department and I 
personally have spend an enormous amount of tipe and effort 
on closin bases more quickly and ~encouragm reuse. 

An$ what I'd like to do, if I m y ,  Mr. &rman, is 
first of all submit my formal statement for the record and 
then atte t to summarize iq a way that doesn't belabo~:, 
0vertakeTe &mmissionvs ttme ibe main points. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you. Your remarks, your 
fonnal remarks, will be reproduced in the record in full, 
Mr. Secretary. Thank you. 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: I will talk from this chart, 
but if I could summarize, Mr. Chairman, the Department really 
effects reuse in two ways. 
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First of all, we rovide he1 in local economic 

development. We o&r khnic&dvtce on what forms of 
organization work. We offer planning grants to underwrite 
part of those costs. In effect, we he1 communities get 
started in fig& out how to make &e best use of bases. 

The secon d area that affects reuse is our own 
pro rty disposal policies and rocedul-es. As you know very 
w e c  we operate under the fiederal Pro rty Act, under the 
Base Closure Act, under the National d%ronmental Policy 
Act, under a variety of other amenclments, and we opemte 
under delegated authority from the General Services 
Administration. 

To be blunt the rocedures under which we operate 
were not designed for hge-scale transfers of ro rty. It 
just wasn't their bastc mtent. And to be equdy Erect, we 
are working and we have proposed to the Congress on severa,l 
occasions that they be changed, and we: are planning to do so 
agam. 

The history of base reuse, as I'm sure this 
Commission knows, is one mostly of delay in consistency ant1 
legislative and prpcedural obstacles. 

The fact is m 1991 the then Governor of &e State 
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We are speeding up those steps. We're trying to 

streamline that process. And DoD now consults wlth local 
communities before personal property is removed from bases. 
Those were ideas. The are now facts. The are now 
policies. We also now ve transition coor dY mators on ever) 
major closin base. This is a rson, an ombudsman or woman. 

C&AN DIXOPY very good. Very good. 
SECREI'ARY GOTBAUM: My point hen is not that we're 

perfect and not that the job is done, but we're malung 
enormous process. We now have base transition coordinator at 
every major closing base. These are ombudsmen. They are 
peep who are at access to the community. They have a 
straight line to the base coqmander. 

They have a straight h e  to DoD, to all parts of 
DoD and to other federal agencies. As a result, we now have 
a person to whom the community can sa , "What's the story?" 

~ n d  I will tey you *at every cT9sing base I 
visit, and frankly, m my ob, I vlsit fair number of them, I 
ask the mayor Do ou &ow who your base !ransi!ion 
coordinator is$' AnJ1 wlll tell you m every smgle mstance 
theanswer is es. 

Third, ?ast Track environmental cleanup. The 
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President directed and we have implemented, working with the 
Environmental Protection Agency, a process of creating base 
cleanup teams in which for the first time people from DoD, 
people from EPA ple from state regulato agencies work 
as a team, to w&e base as n team, to 3 re out what 
remediation makes sense as a team to Ju cleanup. 

No one will retend, and I'm sure peopre testified 
this morning, and fm sure you will hear over time that the 
cleanup process is quick or easy, It's not, but what we are 
try111 to do is make sure that it IS as coordmated as lt can 
be, tfat it is as fast as it can be. And we believe that we 
are making real progress in that area. 

The next point that the President said is he wanted 
more effecttve and more coordmated federal assistance. 
Within DoD we have an office, an office that reports to me 
called the office of Economic Adjustment. 

It is an office which has for years been recognized 
as among the most com ent and most rofessional of advisors 
in the economic deve P" opment area. ft is. Its workload has 
increased. Its roductivit has increased as well. 

Our O E ~  rants an i our OEA project manage? are 
available today i r  communities that want to know, What's 
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of Arkansas, one Bill Clinton, had o base closing in hls 
state and experienced personally some of the miseries th,at 
were inflicted by the process we hati then. 

Personal property was reserved exclusively to the 
milita departments. In some cases, blackboards were rip 
out o?schools, pews were ripped out of a church, anfi:ere 
was no consideration of the possibility of reuse. It was 
just taken. 

Secondly, we operate under a very com lex maze of 7 fed91, state and local policies, and people fe t they weire 
gettmg the run-around. There was nobody from the federal 
government who could 've them the straight answer. There 
was no lace they couib go to to get the sto in one place. 

&rd, the rocess of propert dispoJfocused on 
getting cash u font ,  and as a resu I t, we ent a lot of 
time essential& waiting around for top dorar, get a check 
up front, i oring the possibilities cbf reuse over time, T ignoring jo creation. 

Fourth, there were public benefits that had 
le islative favor -- parks, education, airports, et cetera. 
JO% c r ~ t i o n  was not one of those. 'pere  was no le a1 
authority to encourage job creatlon lo the property fisposal 
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revious round of BRAC for half of the major bases in 
t to bring down the flag, 

P So that you can see that m BRAC '88 if took almost 
:i four years for half, not all but half the bases lo pull down 
;T the 5 g .  By BRAC '91 and '93, we were doing the ob faster 
- and better. We are bringing down the flag in alittle over :, twoyears. 
11 So we are, in fact, learning how to do the job more 
Z effeaively, learning how where it makes sense to do MILCON, 
: wkre  it makes sense tp direct resources, et cc:tera. -- - In addition, not just the Department of Defense but 
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communities and developers a n  also learning how to deal with 
the process and to be more effective. 

The chart on your right is how long dots it take, 
on average, for a commumty to ropose a re~tse lan to the 
Department of Defense? In the Erst round of B&C, it tool 
almost two and a half years. In the second round, it took 
almost one and a halfyears, and in the third I-ound, half the 
communities were in m a year. 

So we believe that we are doing the 'ob better, not 
perfect, but better. And the result, quite hax~lcl 1s that 
we are already seein substantial job creation. Por bases 
 ha^ have bem c l o J ;  i.e., the flag-hs~ been down for a 
ye?, mpre than 60 percent of the clvmhan jobs have been 
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the ao ? What can I do? Where can I et h-1 ?" t A y .  

8 e y  offer technical assistance. d e y  ;if!r small 
&g grants. We're not talkin about millions and 

om of.dollars here. wq*re.&ng about part of the 
-of gettm a re- qrgmzat~on started. 

But we%ave w k  DoD a group of pp, le who P ! provide that kind of assistance, and it is morc mated wilh 
- d I know that you're going to have Department of Labor 

r and the Economic Development Administration elk to you, so I 
won't. belabor the point. It 1s coprdinated with those 

I .  ageocles as well. And so qmte lmterally we are gettmg our 
I: act together. 
1: Another improvement which we proposed and which the 
14 Congress, to our enormous relief, in an act of absolute 
:; bipartisanship on the last day of the last session by 
11 unanimous consent in both Houscs assed was an integration of 
; the needs of the homeless with &e base reuse pmwss. 
11 It used to be that we had a process under the 
IL McKinney Act that said homeless providers step up to the 
u place first and say what you want, and then whatever is left 

over the community can talk about. -- - And that was a process that didn't work very well 

14 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: You really know how to get my I:: 
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I But I will point out that the kinds of reuse we see 
2 varies lace by place by place. I thought it was instructive 
3 not on& .because it happens Lo .be your own state, 
4 Mr. Cham-, but because it s one of the most successful 
5 examples of reuse. 
6 And we would not su est that all ex 
7 successes, but this is qne o!&e most that in%!&r at 
8 the former Chanute Atr Force Base in Rantoul, Illinois, a 
9 community that thought that the end was near now repotts that 

10 they have more jobs, a better tax base and, obviously, as you 
11 can see, a more diversified econom . 
12 What was once an qi r  Force ase is now home to cold r, 
13 storage warehouses, housmg developments, recreatmon, 
14 department stores, et cetera. Apd we actually had a meeting 
15 esterday with Mayor Podagrosm, who 1s the mayor of 
16 kaotoul - 
17 CHAIRMAN DIXON: D amite lady. 
18 SECRETARY G o T E ? A ~  Yes, terrific. This was I 
19 press conference, am! I said to the press, "Listen, we think 
20 we're doing a betterjob, but don't ask me. Ask these 
21 folks." 
22 And she went forward and told the story of how by 
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or anizing effectively, by workin together they went out and 
di8 the job. And as a result, i e r e  are more civilian jobs 
today on the Chanute Air Force Base than there were when the 
base was closed. 

Another improvement - this is not just a story for 
post-closure. We are gettin reuse before the flag c o ~  
down. For example, m ~hfade l~h ia ,  at the Phdadelpha 
Naval Shipyard, parts of that shipyard are bem turned ovel 
to reuse through a master lease agreement evenkforo 
official closure. 

RI ht now at the shi yard we are completing 
overhaukof the Kennedy, gut even now private sector firmo 
are moving in. Darby Machinery is going to move in. They're 
talking about employin over 100 people, and they're talking 
about usin former sfipyard workers and tlus is all 
happening%efore the legal transfer of the base. 

Another example, and there are more in m 
testimony, but I'll tell ou, you know the film ~ r e e  less in 
Seattle? Part of that firm w q  shot .at what used to & -- 
excuse me, what was at the time stdl Naval Station Puget 
Sound. 

And a recent example -- but we think a very 

SECRETARY GO-AUM: Well, let the xecord show that / j; I'm actual1 h m  a Little further north, but 1 grew up in 
Fvanston, hinois, so this one is close to home, too. 

The fact of the matter is that we have allready seen 
a 8,000 new 'obs, and I've included that in my testimony, 
I won't belaLr iho point. 
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important one - in Sacramento, Wfomia,  the site ofthe 
former Sacramento Army Depot, before it was transferred by 
the Army to the local community it became the home of Packard 
Bell. Before it was transferred on a leased basis, Packard 
Bell started assembling and shipping computers out of it. 

Ultimately, they expect to employ more than 3,000 
people there. Sacramento is a good example, and I include it 
m my testimony because not only is it a case where we were 
able to get a 'ump start on reuse using leasing, it's also a 
case where d e  base cleanup team effort bore real fruit. 

And as a result, we believe - it bas not happened 
yet - that Sacramento will be the first former base to be 
taken off the national priority list. 

There are many other uses that are in statute that 
we're doing. There is parks, there is education, there is 
homelessness, there is risons, there is ai rts. 

My point, Mr. & a i m ,  and *em% of the 
Commission is not $at this process is perfet, not that it's 
easy, not that ~t 's  qmck but it 1s happexung, that we 
are worlun at mt very, very ddigently. 

The Bepartmeor, actually, my office, has tracked 
closures from 1961 through 1993. Almost 90,000 civilian jobs 
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were lost as a result of all those closures over all that 
time. But how many new jobs have been created to rep:lace 
them? 170,000, almost twice as mmy. 

And we are making chan es to unprove this process 
i n  thechan 9intfelaw,by qxaiingu 

: s o n s ,  ,ganging pciicies, programs, et cetera, Put - 
this is an important but - we know there is more to be done, 
and I want to talk briefly about what we see on the agenda 
and then make some suggestions to the Commission, if I may be 
permitted. 

One is there needs .to .be better communication, and 
we're working on it. W i t h  the ne:xt month, before o-u all r complete your reviews, we will puijlish a guide to he p 
community leaders understand and reslmnd to cornmunit reuse. 

n s  summer and this ffi we re  going to holJ 
conferences. The services wdl hold conferences jomtly witb 
OSD. This is a process that unifies the Department and 
brings in EDA, Commerce and the Dqxutment of Labor. So 
that s one, better commpcahons. 

Second, clearer grudance. Thus is and will alwa 
be, frankly. a complicated proecss, but we know that in 02 
for it to work we need to as much a s  possible decentralize 
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authority and provide clearer guidance for those who actually 
implement it. 

So what we have been doing now, working for month 
is a team co sed of peo le from all the services,in the 
Office of thezretary of gefense have been workm oin a 
manual to provide detailed idancs for the people w%o 
actual1 do the work in the %ld. 

A d  we hope to publish a manual and revised 
regulations within the next month or so. And I will tell you 
that these regulations which we  have changed, in response to 
over 1,000 comments and suggesticlns from over 100 
communities, are going to be nominal in a number of respects. 

We have gotten y i a l  permission, I will tell ou, 
from Doc Cook, who 1 m sure you know, to write Jese: in 
s@dard English, and that's how they're going come to out, 
sir. 

The last point is that there clearly needs to be 
further improvement in pro rty disposal procedures and law. 
Every site is different. g e r y  community has a different 
natural result, but what happens is often either the law or 
our own rocedures limits our abili,ty to flexible and to 
keep us &'om implementing the best solutions. 

pressure to make decisions now about reuse in ~ a s h i ~ g t o n .  
We have painfull but, m fact, learned the lesson 

that reuse works best iZyou work lacally. You are omg to 
be besieged, lobbied, discussed, importuned by ld 
communities and base commanders to ut a federal use on the 
base as a matter of vour recommengtion or to ~ u t  some Dar 
of DoD on the bk. 

Please don't. There is plenty of authority for any 
other DoD comnent .  after vou make your decision on our - I 
recommendatiois to &k for .and get us6 of the property. 
There is plenty of autho3ty for every other feder;al use 
aft? you make your decision to get use of a closmg base 
land. 

But if it is done by you here in Washington as part 
of a decision, okay, there is n o  - there is no room for 
community discussion. There is no room for compromise. 
There is no room for the kinds of cooperation and 
coordination that leads to most effective reuse. That's 
recommendation number one. 

Recommendahon number two, we hope that you will 
su port continued legislative improvement because we need it. d would like very much a process that brings everybody D 
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the table rather than forcing people to wait in line. 

We would like very much an ability to make 
transfers and do environmental cleanup in parallel the wa 
private companies do, and we'd i*q authority and flexjbiitj 
to do transfers of base closure bulldmgs that we retam m 
some way on an ongoing basis after the BRAC round is 
completed. 

So that's our suggestions to the Commission. We 
h o ~ e  for your consideration. Mr. Chairman. if I may. before I 
we open-it u to your questions, you r a i d  a p6iht the time 
1 testified b e k  as to what the savings and costs of BRAC 
had turned out to be by comoarison with what they were 
thought to be. 

And with the Commission's ~ermission. I would like I 
to spend .ust two minutes to make theApoint. could you bring 
out the Arst slide? 

I said, when we testified the first time, when you 
make a BRAC decision and we  make a BRAC recommendation, we 
are using a set of estimates which are not budget quality 
estimates. And as a result, Murphy's Law applies and 
sometimes costs go up, but it is also true that we find ways 
to do it that save money. 
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So my first point, Mr. Chairman - and this is a 

chart done m constant Fiscal '96 dollars, so it is an a ples 
to ap les comparison of what the original estimates $r the 
first %eo rounds of BRAC were in costs, up-front costs, 
excluding environmental and land sales and what the actual 
costs turned out to be. 

And m w i n t ,  Mr. . C h a i ~ ,  is it didn't go up. It 
went down. e thought it was olng to cost us almost $15 
billion. In fact. we believe it w!l cost us about $13 
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And so we are looking at ways and we are going to 

propose to the Congress ways to work federal issues, state 
issues, local issues, federal issues ir~volving parks and 
airports, et cetera, in parallel rather than wating in line.. 

Our current process sa s first ou offer pro 
rfiy to DoD and see if anyone d e s  it. ' hen ,  you of er roperty 

to other federal agencies and see if anyone takes it. h e n  
it used to .be you offer property to the homeless and see i i  
they take it. 

And as a result, eve body waited in line. What we 
would like to do is to devZp  a procedure -- and we have 
discussed this with the Congress. VYe hope it is something 
that this Commission will endorse -- to say let us bmg 
eve body to the table. Reuse is a complicated rqcess. It 
w o z  best if everybody can be heard and brougpt m. 

And so we hope to do that. We hope to make changes 
in that. We hope to make changes in our leasing authority to 
permit us to do more expansive and more flexible leases even 
as we're doing cleanup, even as we're doing transfer. Those 

rtant changes. 
are lmfi may make some recommei~dations to the 
Commission, I would make two, sir. One is resist the 

billion. 
None of us pretends that $13 billion is a small 

amount of money of course, but the fact is that the costs are 
less than we thought, not more. 

If I can bring you to the second chart, the 
savings, Mr. Chairman, are greater, not lesser, greater than 
expected. The first two columns compares the estimates 
within the six-year planning period - a ain done constant 
dollars. So they're apples to apples -- k r  the first three 
rounds of BRAC. 

Costs minus - savings minus costs. Okay. And so 
what you can see, for example, in BRAC '88, they thoueht that 
within a six-year period it was going to end up costmg us $1 
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1 works with the EPA regulator and the state regulator to 
2 understand the environmental conditions at that base and 
3 accelerate the schedules for cleanup as much as possible. 

One example which I ho has been rovided to you 
5 and I would l k e  to msert for record, o f h s  

s, Mr. Chairman, you see the 6 partnenhip and the work that can be done together is 
asis what we find is the base 7 somethin that's called Fast Track to FOST. 
less than was originally 8 F O ~ T  stands for Finding Of Suitability to Transfer. 

9 It's the procedure b which we determine the environmental 
10 conditions for transLrring pro rty. This is a document 8" 3er your work I 1  developed both by DoD, EPA an state regulators and it's now 

eal savings to 12 aprocess we're using around the country. I 61nk these 
13 kmds of procedures will help us considerably. 

Secondly, Mr. Chairman and members of the 
edge. 15 Commission, it's important to note that while we make clean 

and Alan Olsen 16 parcels available, property does not have to be completely 
13 answer any 17 cleaned up for it to be available for reuse. 

We do use leases toda , and that's aq 
r distinguished 19 point. We use leases to d e  roperty avulab e for reuse 
we go to the 20 prior to having the cleanu reme$ installed and appmved by 

21 the regulator. So you siould not measure our prognss only 
22 by this term of what's called clean parcels. 

I 
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: members of the Commission. It is a pleasure to be here. 
: Mr. Gotbaum has very ably summarized the fivepart plan and 
r our progress to date. 
L I want to make just a couple of comments on the 
i enviroqental portion, the Fast Track cleanup. I think our 
f work is m line with our statement, Mr. Chatrman, that we 
- hnr made considera1le progress and yet more remains to h 
r done. 
c In the environmental area the Fast Track cleanup 

.ally has had five parts to it, ah of which arc: significant 
d on all of which we are progress t~xlay: 'w The first is we are malun cfean parcels avulable, 

I: and we are doing that around e country, although it is also 
14 true that some contaminated parcels are very ;attractive for 
li rase ,  and there we have to do some cleanup work before those 
~r can be made available. 
I - Second, we are speeding the process un~der the 
1 I National Environmental Policy Act where we have: to conduct an 
I' environmental act statement or an environmental 
n assessment, and%s is not for cleanup of con@mination 
2: This is so that the property can be disposed of at the bask 
x to tbecomrnunity. 
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And yet we want to do more, and this wmes to m 

final point where we will need your help and the help orthe 
Congress. 

We believe that some of the laws tpda could be 
reformed to help us go somewhat faster m ds process, and 
it's primarily in Su rfund, the major hazardous waste, the 
nation's major haza n r  ous waste law, environmental cleanup law 
that these changes can be effective. 

Last ear, the Administration proposed and Con ress 
debated and got very close to ap rovin but in the en2did 
not a major reform of this law. f t  nee& to be reauthorized, 
and there are some very common sense reforms that can be made 
in there. 

Some are general that would a ply to closing bases 
as well as to the ns t  of the nation. Eome are ve specific 
to base closures. Let me take each separately anyjust 
summarize for you. 

In the eneral chaq es in this law, one is we 
should be abfe to reconsl%er reasonably antlcl ated future 
land use as we design cleanup remedies, and $Is is true 
across the board. 

We today face a presumption, in most cases, of 
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residential use for all propmy being cl*e+ up re ar%less 
of what the actual use 1s gom to be. T h ~ s  IS true kth in 
the federal law, Superfund. is also true in many of our 
state laws today that also drive our cleanups. 

That very much complicates and lengthens the 
process of cleanup. So bemg able to conslder future land 
use in conjunction with regulators and the community is very 
important. 

Secondly, we have in today's law a preference for 
permanence and treatment, which, basically, means there is a 
presumption that you will actually remove all the 
c:ontarmnants in a location and permanent1 treat it when, in 
r m y  uses, the most cost-effocfive end soktion that 
actually rotects health and safe is contains it but may 
not actua!l move it someplace e 7 se. 

So etrmouing that preference and confining it to 
hot spots where ~ t ' s  reall necessary but not to lower-nsk 
sites IS also important. A d  thirdly, more realistic risk 
assumptiops are important. 

Additionally, the way we list our bases, bases get 
liisted on the Superfupd National Priorities List is an area 
that merits some revlew, we beheve, because lt IS one that 
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We are s g d i n g  that up. It is, of course, 

: contingent on e community submitting its reuse plan to the 
I Department. We need that plan in order to do our 
L environmental impact statement. 
z Thirdly, we have clarified the issue of 
t mdrmnificatlon for future transferees at our closing bases - so that future users of the pro rty have the assurance that 
r the Department of ~ e f e n s e  wignot stick them with the 
c liability for contamination caused by the Department of 

I C  Defense. 
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1 I We clarified that two years ago and so we now 1 1  
1: rovide that indemnification against future liability under ' 12 
11 !uPRfund. 
I' Fourthly, we are providing for communj ty 
1.' involvement. We have established restoration advisory boards 
I +  at all our ma'or closing bases so that the public can be 
I -  involved and understand early on what the environmental 
I I conditions are at our bases and be informed about ~t and I .Idcipate and therefore prevent any pmblems down the mad. 

And fifth and very important, as Mr. Gotbaum said, 
' w e  have established base clear~up teams at all our bases. We 
?2 have a formal mexhanism now where the DoD representative 
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I think that it's time to look at that provision 
and understand whether there is a continuing policy basis for 
it, and if not, to consider a reform that would enable 
property with assurances from the Department of Defense for 

ying for fhat workand for addressing the liabilities there 
R t  to ~ m v i d e  for a b l t v  earher to ~Lransfer by deed that 
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prope9.  
r. Chairman. thank vou verv much for the 

Page 193 I I does actually increase o w  costs and lengthen the time for 
2 cleanup. We have cleanups today that: proceed reasonably well 
3 under state law. 
4 And finally, there are some ~eforms that are 
5 ific to closing bases, and there are three in the 
6 ?&perfund law that could be made that would help us. 
7 One is to clarify what is uncontaminated parcels. 
8 In other words, what is a -clean parcel.'' We believe the 
9 definition today is overly restrichve. 

10 It prevents property that where you had stored, 
1 1  say, a home heat111 oil tank, a residential parcel from Ixing 
12 declared clean just%ecause the home heating oil tank is a 
13 hazardous matenal that was stored there for more than lone 
14 year. We think that's overly restrictive. 
15 Secondly,. we need to clari the ability of the 'r 16 services to contlnue to be able to ease property that is 
17 contaminated. That, as a result of some recent court 
18 decisions, is unclear. 
19 And thirdly, as Mr. Gotbawl said, today federal 
20 property is not treated the same as ]private property. You 
21 cannot sell contaminated property. YOU cannot privatim, 
22 essentially, the cleanup even if a buyer is willing to do so. 

oppo*tY- 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you very much. I think, 

incidentally, that's verv i m r t a n t .  I would llke to have: 
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I can make the point. 
2 COMMISSIONER STEELE: I didn't know that was there 
3 either. 
4 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: This is honest to God not a 
5 setup. I wish I had thought to plan it, but the issue, 
6 Commissioner Steele, is that although u front costs turn out 
7 to be less than we once feared and &ou h with careful 
8 planning wp can do more with lower up-kont costs, up-fioni 
9 costs are still a lot of money. 
10 And the point which was made - and different 
1 1  services were constrained to different de 
12 that they made to us as they were going c' the "" 
13 is, yes, we think we can do a better, more e cient jo of Zh Y"- 
14 doing it. Yes, we think we can find ways of getting closure 
15 savin s at smaller up-front costs. 
16 But it is still true that we ultimately have to pay 
17 the costs up front for closure, and since those have to be 
18 paid in Fiscal '96 and Fiscal '97 and F i e  '98, which is 
19 the time when we are most constrained, m some cases, there 

ly thin s that we did not do that we might have E ?oL% d we been unconstrained. 
22 SO my point here is even though you get more for 

from you &writin all of four recommendfltions with 
reference to that su%iect matter because I thmk we are 
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Given the communities like to see we C,~mmissionen coming 
about as much as a grou of IRS commissioners or something, 
it's really welcome to h o w  that the costs are actually lower 
and the savings are reater and this process is servin a 
ood end. So I th& you for reviewing those two efarts. 

h r .  Secretary 
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Thanks for the opportunity. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: A follow-up question 

regardipg that, however. If the costs are lower u front imd 
the savmgs are hgher, my question for you and fguess d l  
members of the panel, why do - or I: should say, as a 
commissioner, I have the impression that this round has been 
driven at the Pentagon by the fact thzit if up-front costs are 
high, closure options aren't looked at and that that is pait1 
attention to more than long-term savings, potentially. 

Wh , if this is the outcome of lthe last three 
BRACs, ao I have the impression that this round we could 
have, perhaps, gone further and realized greater savings in 
the long haul? 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Mr. Chairman, I just want you 
to know that this was not a setup, because if we can show you 
the last chart, which I didn't take the time to, I think I 

unduly restrictive in-connection wit11 our environmental 
impact on the solutions to these prolslems. 

And we would be very gratefill for your expertise 
and for whatever you would s u r l y  to our Commission in that 
re ard. Have you ladies an gentlemen had sufficient time? dy we go to the question period? 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Ab$:olutely, Mr. Chairman. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Very good. Commissioner Stet-le. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you, Mr. Chairmam. 
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your money, that doesn't mean that you don't have to pay. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: But at what long-term costs? 
The tradeoff here sounds ex nsive for the tax ayers in lonj 
haul. That's just an edi torig You don't n d t o  - 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: It is for that reason that the 
of Defense reall said that at some int in the kZE$Lee, four years dwn the r o d ,  we & it would 

advisable for there to be possibility of another round, when 
we will have further learned more about how to implement 
this, 1e;uped more about how to handle our force structure 
and our rnfrastructure and. franklv. have a httle more room 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

. r 
in our budget. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Would any of these service 
folks want to comment on that sueshon at d l  or no? 

(Laughter) 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I shouldn't have made that 

suestion. actuallv. Okav. I'll follow it UD anvwav. In a 
different area, m o k  in ~ ~ k t a r y  Goodman's ;rea,koGhas the 
environmental estimates and environmental realities of the 
last three rounds, how has that panned out? 
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SECRETARY GOODMAN: When we make a decision to 

close a base we don't alwa s know the full environmental 
condition of a base. So at &e discussion to close, when 
that becomes a reality, that's when we begin to learn a lot 
more about the environmental condition at the base. 

One of the rocedures that the President put .in 
lace as art of &t Track cleanup is he now uires eve &se to &lop a base cleanup lan on an am3 basis, an7 

this plan for each base becomes a f 'ving document to identify 
the conditions at that base and then to continue to improve 
the cost estimates as they are understood. 

Now, what's typically happened is as we've learned 
more and more about the environmental conditions, those costs 
have increased. 

I think it is also going to be true that as we 
improve our ways to deal with that throu h better 
coordination with regulators, better use 05 technology and, 
if they become available, reforms in current law that some of 
those -- some of the costs that increase as a result of 
learning more about the condition will be balanced by some of 
the better ways of managing that. 

But that does require some changes in the way we do 
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I therefore, ri ht now as we identify more and learn more, w, 
2 learn more a%out the costs. 

3 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: May I make one int? Go tc 
4 agam this chart. For the first three rounds of B&C - 
5 because Sherri made the point that we do not consider 
6 envhnrnental cleanup costs - we have nonetheless estimated 
7 for the tirst three rounds what the environmex~tal cleanup 
8 costs are within the six years ahead, and those: are about $4 
9 billion, a little less than $4 billion. 

When you look at the total savin s for tlhose three 
, you see total savings of about 538 billion. I. other 
, nght hand column, first three rounds of BRAC, tota 

13 savmgs net and present value as against $4 billion in cost. 
14 So whether or not - for the first three rounds of 
15 BRAC, whether the environmental costs turned out to be 10 
16 percent high, 10 percent low or about what they were 
17 on ' ally mtended to be, nonetheless, BRAC is still a good 
I8 d a o r  the taxpayers and the government. 
19 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Thank ou. I have 
20 ?re questions, but I've received my little cartlhere. So I 
21 will return the mike to the Chairman. 
22 CHAIRMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Steele. 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e "  
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are reflected in one set of budget lines, and savin s, which 
a n  in anothel. The costs, obviously, get rev is id  every 
year automatically, as you would expect. 

v e  savings are not, in most cases, subject to any 
easy, kmd of, post-audit because, essentially, what ou're 
doing.& you're saying some cost is going to go away. d a t ' s  
,a savmgs. 

So in general, that's how we follow it. If one of 
rhe services wanted to comment in more detail, I'd be happl 
1:o - okay. That's, basically, the process, sir. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Well, to the extent that you 
have numbers, I'd like to see the numbers that back up thosc 
savings of cost just to make sure that I can, kind of, track 
the two, and I - 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: We'd be happy to provide thal 
for the record. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And I understand ou're not 
tracking the savings as closely as you're tracking &e costs, 
because the costs are hitting you in the face eve day 
where the savin s are cost avoidance and other L g s :  But 
I'd be interestdin seeing the tracking system you're using 
and what are the numbers. 
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1 business today, changes that would be required in law. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: On average, wo~~ld you say at 
int of the process have the costs of.ccatamination 

Wrn previously u n d i ~ v e r e d  been hgher than the 
s advances m new teehnologes, et cetera, have offset t h s  
6 wst, or do we not know yet? 
7 SECRETARY GOODMAN: I would say today we're still, 
8 particularly for the BRAC III round and for anyling that you 
9 ~dentify in this next round we will be still m the early 

10 stages, because that's a multi- ear process. 
I I And what has i d l y  {a pened as wwell is once a 9' B 12 base is identified. for c 0su.q an the federal and state 
13 regulators come m recogmzmg that h s  pro erty wl l  be 
14 turned over to the community, they make &:e an even more 
15 conservative look at the enviro~lental condition on the base 
I 6 than they did before. 
17 So they may even decide that some pancels that they 
18 previously thought were uncontaminated they want another look 
19 at before they confirm that. 
20 So we're trying through the base cleanlip team to 
21 make that process go as  ra ldly as possible, but there 1s 
22 this sense of they have to & as protective as possible. And 
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Commissioner Robles. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: I'd like to follow-up on your 
previous charts. What it says to me is, first of all, just 
to put a baseline here, how much of those previous three 
rounds is m y l e t e  against which those estimates are given, 
60 percent, 5 percent, 30 

SECRETARY 0 0 T B A ~ ~ d : o d  point. We have now 
brought down the flag on between 40 and 45 percent of the 
bases in the first three rounds. So we're about a little 
less than halfwa through. 

But the oder  point which I would make, 
Commissioner Robles, is that we have nonetheless been throu h 
six budget cycles. So even on those rounds - even on t%e 
latest round on which we are, obviously, just getting started 
we now know, frankly, a hell of a lot more than we did in 
BRAC '88. 

So we believe they are - as we've learned to do 
everything else better, we think our estimates are better, 
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1 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Yes. 
2 COMMISSlONER ROBLES: And you believe that, in 
3 fact, it is not costing - there is not a s~gnificant 
4 deviation in a ne ative way from where you thought you were 
5 going to be at &is int in the roeers? 
6 SECRETAR!?GOTBA&: That's exactly right, sir 
7 COMMlSSIONER ROBLES: Okay. Second thing, how d c  
8 ou track those costs? I'm intrigued by the system that the 
9 ibepartment of Defense uses to track those savings 
10 installation b mstallation, de artment by department. 
I I S E C ~ T A R Y  G O T B A ~ :  Okay. At the time of h 
12 closing, as we've discussed, each service makes its 
13 recommendation based on a set of estimates which are 
14 developed by the sewice using the COBRA model, using what 
IS they understand about base operating costs, using estimates 
16 about MILCON, et cetera. 
17 When we go - and then, obviously, you, the 
18 Commission, decide what you're oing to do, and then go 
19 through a budget cycle in which &ere is a more refin* set 
20 of estimates done by each of the servlces as part of their 
21 normal rog@g and budgeting pr-. 
22 d o s e  estimates are then broken mto costs, which 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: And that was the point. 
u're about halfway done through the first three rounds. 

22 You've got refined budget estimates or -- 
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Switching to a different subject, you made a 

comment, Secretary Gotbaum, about the fact that you're asking 
us not to make any - not to bend easily as we're asked to 
add thin s, subtract things move things around. I don't 
quite de r s t and  the thread here. 

Let me make sure -- let me ask it, and then if I'm 
wrong, would you please tell me? Before you submitted the 
list to the Secrepry of Defense, you had a chance to move 
all the deck chars each way you wanted, whlch ones you 
w,anted to close, where you wanted to do realignments and 
optimize all of that. 

So are you saying that if we went ahead and found 
there was significant deviation from that optimizabon drill 
and decided that probably something needed to be moved or 
added or subtracted that would be bad or not appropriate or 
you would do it after the fact? 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: 1 guess a couple of points, 
Mr. Commissioner, with your permission. My first . 

that if you change our recommendations - our recommendP$~sls 
an!, as you know, extensively, carefully, we believe, 
extremely rigorously considered. 

Again, nobody suggests that they are perfect, but 

I I I 
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our bases we have both f e r a l  and state re 

~ u t  before a base is listed on the NPI!%PZU~~ 
have a very active cleanup program oin on under state lav 
and maybe not under Superfund, eitfer dfe federal or a state 
version of it but under another law that's called the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, RCRA, which is an 
equally com licated law, but it's procedures are just a 
little bit dizrent.  

Most states have now had authori dele ated, to 
them to implement RCRA. Charleston%avy jase is a good 
example. At that base the 've had a RCRA program for quite 
some time. It's rowding well under state authority. 

And if  the%^^ came in now and said, 'I'm going to 
score you and determine that you rank high enough for the NPL 
and put you on that,." then the base would, lund of, have to 
stop in its tracks in ~ t s  current cleanup rogram 
reconfigure it. It would lose time, a n d t  would raise 
costs. 

Now, not every base has an active cleanup rogram. 
If you're startin from a blank slate, then it may &&ust as 
easy to start un&r an NPLdirected program as a R RA 
program. 

w 
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discussion this morning about a lot of local communities, anti 
some of the organizations represent the local communilies 
making the pomt that to the extent that there is a 
realignment after the fact; that is, a federal agency lays 
claim to a particular installation or piece of an 
installation and they move something in there, the sometimts 
have disagreement with that because they saidthe 're not 
consulted, and it may not fit in their master plan &r thiit 
redevelo ment, et cetera. 

1 t&nL one of the things that did not come out of 
that whole discussion is in most cases, when you do that, 
there are savings again because there is some cost avoidance. 

That is, where you vacate a base and there is 
housing there and the Navy or the Air Force or the Arm has 
requirements, it is better to do that than either buildlnew 
housing or go out in the economy and have to pay the 
additional costs to have folks live on the economy in a high- 
cost area, et cetera. 

So there is a balance there, but I think their plea 
was if you're goin to do that, if you're going to put a 
cemetery at Fort ~Eeridan, Illinois, by the Department of 
Veterans Affairs, or Department of Interior is going to build 
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But for the most part today, and this was not true 

five or SIX or seven years ago, but for the most part today, 
both of our bases have some kind of cleanup program oing on. 

Some of it is happening under Superfund, afso 
called CERCLA. Some of it is happenin under RCRA, and it 
j ~ t  d e p *  on whether states or the?& got more involve 
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1 they are extremely rigorously considered. If and when you 
2 change an of them, there are consequences. When you chrlnge 
3 them in h form which is most frequent, which is to say, '1 
4 realize you wanted to close this, but why don't you l ave  
5 soqethmg there,' the consequence is that we end up paying 
6 for mfrastructure. 
7 So what I'm really saying is, A, 
a hairy e y e w  b v e  closely before you E Z ? t t t i t .  B, if 
9 you can, consult with tpe services, the Department and say, 

10 Is there a way to do &IS?" 
1 1  Because we can - I mean, we are at your service 
12 for c o n s i d e ~  any alternatives, and we would be very happy, 
13 if you're h & n g  about changing a recommendation, to 
14 discuss with you what alternatives mi ht be. 
15 And the third int is that ou &odd also get 
16 some confidence in fact.@at &ere is a follow-on 
17 process, that after your decls~ons are made and we begin to 

19 fde4  agencies should get the property, other state 
18 un lement them we do, in fact, consider whether or not other 

20 a encles should get the roperty et cetera. So there are 
21 d d i t i o d  protections, i f  you A, sir. 
22 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: In order to be fair, we had a 
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a ark how about letting us in on that so that we can, port 
of & if it a11 fits? 

S-ARY GOTBAUM: Mr. Commissioner, thank you, 
because that is precisel the sort of reason why we thinXc the 
reuse races needs to % changed by law. 

Eecause the wa the law IS currently right now 
federal a encies et &t pick, and furthermore, they have 
to make keir pic& without knowing that there are other 
possible uses. 

And that us the reason, sir, why we hope that you 
would su port and wh we are goin to the Congress, in any 
use, an$ asking audority to mafe the= processes in 
parallel so Gat the VA, which has an.interest iq a cemetery, 
perfectly legltlmate mterest, no questlon about it; the 
community, which has interests in development and housing and 
parks, et cetera, can come to the same table at the same time 
so that we can see if we can achieve a result which is better 
than this, kind of, sequential grab bag approach. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Secretary. My 
time has expired. Mr. Chairman. 

CH$RMAN DIXON: Thank you, Commissioner Robles. 
Comrmssioner Montoya. 

first. That's one point. 
The second point on the National Priorities List is 

most of our military bases are listed what's called fence 
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1 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: It is really very 
2 encouraging to hear you sa that you are willing and are 
3 oing to seek legislative reief to remove some of the 
4 &ttlenecks that you're !inding in these pmcessss. 
I That reall does feel good, because the folks. this 
6 morning c e d y  have a lot of l d w  for OU. SO lf you 
7 listen to them, the 'U ive you a book fd 
8 SECRETAR~ ~ O T B  AUM: I have, .sir. 
9 COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: However, sometimes we don't 

10 want to change something that ap rs to be working without 
I I recognirin that we're doin G. 
12 MS. &oodm,  I t h d  in your @timan , and please 
13 correct me if I misunderstood it, ou m d i c a d  that you felt 
14 that you might need a chpn e in &e Superfund law or you 
15 might seek one to keep addftional h that are going to be 
16 closed off the NPL list even thou there is a problem there. 
17 I think inferred in that was & t would five ou. 

19 imply that in your testimony? 
7 18 more flexibility to do the cleanup better or faster. Did you 

20 SECRETARY GOODMAN: There are two issues with 
21 ~t to the way military bases are listed on the NPL that 
22 are ~mportant to understand. The first is today at most of 
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line to fence line. The whole base is enclosed. 
Even if only a few arcels on the base actually 

qualify for NPL status, tfe reason that has bee. done was 
partly we at times in the ast thought that was more 
convenient for us iq the Bepartment of Defense becaye we 
just put everything m there, or the regulators thought it 
was more convenient for them because then the didn't have to 
deal with state regulators. They had all full control. 

Well, in the base closin process in particular, 
there can be, although there dg-'t necessarily need to be, 
but I think it's true most commur$ties feel there is an 
additional stiglpa attached to havmg their base be called a 
Superfund National Priorities List site. 
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1 And what we have found in almost every single case IS then 
;! are dozens of issues that -; I used to buy apd sell 

greater 3 businesses for my profession, and eve b g  I've seen in 
4 base dosing makes all of that lmk reafy us 

So no one is going to pretend - anY&' who tells 
6 you that it can be done qu~clc and easy by the numgers is just 

not acquainted with the process. What we axc trying to do is 
really two se ante h g s .  

First oFall, we are trying very hard working 
10 together all of the services, in a series of working groups, 

is, in effect, go through each of the parts of the process -- 
going through leasing, going through environmental cleanup, 
going through what are the terms and conditions for cmnomic 
development, conve anca and asentially, swa ping stories, 

6 state-led plans. 
saymg, 'Oka . &at's the best way to do %s? What's the 

16 best way to d that?' 
. 7  I remember what it feels like to be on an NPL site, 17 And I mentioned that we're putting out a detailed 

1:s and you do react rather quickly and rather boldly. So that's 18 manual: It's really a manual for us. It's yritten not as a 
l 19 just one that I raise with you to think very hard about how 19 re lation, because we think this is all golug to have to be 
/:o we position that. 20 ta' ored but so that the guys who actually do the work - who 
:1 

r 
SECRETARY GOODMAN: Well, let me say many of our 21 are, by the wa not alwa s in the field. 

j'? states today, and California is among them, Governor Wilson 22 AS Mr. &sen ~ 0 ~ 1 %  say if asked, there are an awful 
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1 is among them, who would like not to have bases come onto the 
2 list now. 
3 I a ree with you, Mr. Commissioner. There was a 
r time in BOD'S own internal policy where we gave greater 
5 preference to bases that were on the NPL in our own funding 
6 priorities. 
7 And therefore, from a state perspective, it would 
8 have been better to have their base on the NPL because they 
9 qot more attention within the Department of Defense. 

We hope today we have moved away from that to be 
e to cqnsider regardless of what law it's bein under wha~ 
d nsks are at the site, the real nsks to heafth and 

'13 tbe environment, whether it's NPL or RCRA and treat those 
14 sites accordingly. 
IS COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Thank you. Mr. Chairman, I 
16 will stop here. I hope this is a two-round question session, 
17 because I do have another one that I'd like to eventually 
:a wme back to. 
!9 CHARMAN DLXON: I hope it is, too Commissioner. 
:O It will dewnd to some extent on the ttme &use of another 
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I going to have to be off the podium for about 10 or 18 
2 minutes. Commissioner Cox, would you chair? 
3 COMMISSIONER COX: Certady. 
4 CHAIRMAN DMON: Commissioner Kling. 
5 COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank vou. Mr. Secretam. I 

31 panel, as-you would well understand. 
2 I'm going to recognize Commissioner Kling, and I'm 

( 6 think the anel this morning or the different individuals- ' 
I 7 that testiKd all were certainly in suo~ort  of the local I :  

21 
22 

1 8 coordinators that you spoke sb well 'about that that is a 
9 wonderful addition. 

i 10 The at the same time, however, the said that 
' I  I problem &at %y were all havmg was in J a t  final decis~on 
12 process when it got above them and got to the top, that 
13 everything got bo5ged do? got slowed down. 

114 They couldn t et answers to anything 
15 happenin there. Is 811s something that you feel is taking 

/ l a  p l w ,  an8 if so, what do you plan to do about that? 
' 17 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Mr. Commissioner, no one - 
18 t h ~ s  is not an easy or quick recess. It's not a transfer of 

single - I mean. you're a%usinessman. you know. This if -. 
t <single sale o f a  single b ~ i n e s s .  

1- These are transfers on. ro manv cases. h u ~ e  tracts 1:: 
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lot of people in the Pentagon whose job full-time it is to 
handle closure decisions on individual facilities. But what 
we try to do very much is make the rules as clear as we can 
in advance. 

Now, I will tell you, sir, that because this is a 
complicated process, because we are changing it as much as we 
are, and we have chan ed it very dramatically in the last 
y e r ,  that frankly, the first year of implementation is goin 
to mvolve a lot of hand-holding, a lot of second guessmg y 
the people you see at this table. 

% 
But we are absolutely mindful of what the goal is, 

and the goal is to make it smooth. The goal is to make it 
clear, and the goal is to make it as much as possible based 
on local economic conditions. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: And quick? 
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Yes. sir. 
COMMISSIONER KLING: Which &, I think, where that 

( uestion comes from, really, mostly is the speed-u process 
?it me ust turn a little bit -- I just want to make g e  
pomt dough, that I really beheve that those local 
coordinators are doing it, and maybe they need a little more 
authority at that level. I don't know. I'm going to leave 
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that to ou. 

d e  question also came u this morning pre 
unity about leasin and the suI$ect he= was, and Tin m not 
sure I understand %at, and I'd reall like to ask the 
question that on a temporary basis &at the Defense 
D artment would be p a d  to give a fivsyear lease only, ax3 then that five-yeazease would have, maybe, a 3Way 
kickback clause. 

And if that is so, I can well understand that 
nobody is going to finance or assist that. Could you addre 
that issue? 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Yes. This has, frankly 
Mr. Commissioner, been an issue which has been very difficult 
because we are making new ractice, and we are - we are, in 
some respects, constrainapby law and in some respects 
constrained by practice he?. 

What we ve been trym to do is throughout the 
reuse recess where we can &fore we permitted to, 
transzr, to allow leases, master leases bke the Navy d ~ d  in 
Philadelphia or shorter operatin leases. 

~t IS true that it is standardgovernment practice 
in :short-term operatmg leases for there to be what we 

L I I 
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SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Yes. I 
COMMISSIONER KLING: What's the situation with the 2 

other halfl I mean. are those way out? Are we wav behind? / 

~ulti-pageTM 
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SECRETA~Y GOTBAUM: Actual1 , the t&$ is, sir, 
there is a range. In the first round of B ~ c , .  quite frattkly, 
yes. There are a lot that lagged a ve 

Under the law, we are d ?!=& pull 
down the flag, and it his, in that - I believe 
there is only one case, but I believe there is one case in 
which we have one literally right down to the wire in the 
sixth year, but f ere were an awful lot clumped at the back 
in year five. 

What we are doing now is, in most cases, we are, in 
fact, closing on a speed~er schedule. Now, that doesn't 
always mean closing in two and a half years because, in some: 
cases, you won't close a base until you've got receiving 
facilities ready someplace else, and that may requlre 
construction. 

We try to do that less than we used to, but it's 
still the case. So we have bases in all three services in 
which the target closing date isn't until year four because 
they know and as a matter of planning they need to recognize 
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I universal1 call.the 30-day kick-out clause. 
2 ~ n J t h i s  is for better and for worse both the way 
3 the government contracts in every circumstance. It is also : the case that we have the authority to waive that clause. 

COMMISSIONER KLING: Do you? 
6 S-ARY GOTBAUM: Yes, and in some circumraaoces 
7 we are, and in some circumstance, obviously - you've heard 
8 about some of them - we have not. 
9 I will tell you that one of the issues which the 
10 leasing working group, which I described earlier, is working 
11 on is when and under what circumstances should you, in fact, 
12 modify your terms. 
13 COMMISSIONER KLFG: I think ou and I would both 
14 understand that it's pretty difficult to &ce somethin or 
15 to spend money on a piece of property where you may only f ave 
16 it for 30 da s. 
17 S E C ~ T A R Y  GOTBAUM: NO disagreement, sir. 
18 COMMISSIONER KLING: On one of these charts 1 saw 
19 that half of the bases - I think ou said, and that red1 B 20 was my ucstion - that we're own to 2.1 yeus in eBxting 
21 closin 7  thin^^ ou said, on one h ~ l f ,  qroximate1y one S 22 half o f  ihe bases. 
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that things need to be done in step and need to be done 
fitst. 

I would say, in general, there is progress in that 
regard. We'd open it up to further comment, if any service 
want to re rt on this. 

AD$IRAL DRENNON: It's about time. Madam 
Chairwoman, is it possible to have my written testimon and 
maybe the ones of the other services enlend into &e record? 

COMMISSIONER COX: Of course. We would very much 
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1 So that's a six-year daisy chain, a full six years. 
2 Now, we have done some things to ease that daisy chain, but 
3 that means that some of those are, the dates of those and the 
4 schedule of those are 1ater.h the process. 
5 As a matter of fact, m BRqC '93, we had a 
6 significant construction pro ram m order to move functions 
7 around. We @I three navaf trainin centers, and we 
8 consohdated m one. Many of the s%ools in those two Navy 
9 trainin centers were all lfferent. 
10 & we've had a ~ n $ r u c t  facjliti? and 
1 1  rehabilitate, most1 r e v l h  bulldm s m Great Lakes in 
12 order to do that. 'hat automatically forces the closure of 
13 those two training centers a little further back than to do 
14 it immediately. 
15 COMMISSIONER KLING: Thank you. Mr. Secretary, as 
16 you said, it isn't easy. 
17 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: No, sir, but we are doing it. 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Comrnisaioner Davis. 
19 COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Secretary, it's 
20 heartwarmin that you've *en on that au 
21 to cut the J tape. Having dealt with thefEiart%$,"~lity 
22 Defense and bemg part of it at times, I know that's not an 

like to have that. Thank ou. 
ADMIRAL DREN~ON:  That's exactly right. As a 

matter of fact, in the Navy, being very copplicat&i and. 
havmg a lot of our tenants on our mtallations and movmg 
people around in order to move functions around, we have the 
cases where we have some daisy chains. 

For instance, the Naval Air Rework facility in 
Pensacola had to close down its o tion before we could 
then use that land to build the facI= for the av~at~on 
trainin moving fiom Memphis so that we then could rehab 
those ? acilities m order to move the Bureau of Naval 
Personnel from Washin ton and in order, then, to backfill 
from Washington l d f a c i l i t i e s .  
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easy task. 

Commissioner q i n g  talked about a couple t@n s 
that came up thls m o m g  -- the five ear lease wth  8, e 
cutout. The base expert can't make Lisions. Hard to cut 
across red tape. We need an ombudsman or ombudsperson at the 
White House level. And I think you very clearly answered all 
those. I very much a preciate it. 

The one h g  &at we weren't able to get to this 
morning which I tlunk is important is the fact that - and 
again, !t was a-complaint of some of folks that were meetin1 
here t h s  m o m g  - that othef agencies other than the 
Department of Defepe come m either at the last moment or 
the 1 lth hour and c l am some pro rty. 

Now, there is one in p a r t i c g  where we won't 
mention the name, but there was an agency that claimed great 
tracts or great ieces of this articular base and was going 
to use it as t J m g  material k r  another area. 

What are yo? thoughts on that, and what should we 
be recommending m that process, if ou would? 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM:  el as you might suspect - 
COMMISSIONER DAVIS: You're probably aware of it. 
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: - this is not a new problem, 
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and this is not a unique problem either, and it is the reason 
why we feel so strongly that the actual property d~sposal 
procedures need to be changed. 

Because the way it is now it is the law under the 
Federal Property Act we must make available - we're not 
required to give it, but we have to let people know that it 
exlsts -- first to federal a encies before an body else. 

h d  so, as ypu mi%t y r t ,  fede$agenclu see 
this land and say, It's ere want it. And as you 
might expect, smce there are 50 other competing uses, there 
is nobody at the table to sa , Well, maybe you should have 
this, but I'd like that, and {could do somethmg really 
terrific with it." 

What we have done in every case and what we are 
doing now with f e r a l  claimants on land is we are be innin 
to say to them, You don't have m.automatic rigkt to $s 
land. You get looks at it first, but it's our job m the 
Department of Defense, the landlords, to determine what is 
the hi hest and best use. " 50 what we then have to do is we have to say, "Hold 
your horses. We'll make a decision." We try to consult with 
communities before we do anything. So we try to do that, but 

I I 
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6 federalpro e. 
As dkmissioner Roblep said, it is our land. It 

e should be clear that we are savmn the tax~avers money if we I - 

I I L  ~ubOptimi7.  - makin o timizing a suboj;timize dperation. 14 
3 < . . SECRETARY G%&AUM: yes. sir. 115 

f: saw: another agency's money, but we think &at h e  b 
i r  whcb we do it now, sir, doesn't work all +t well, andwe 
; I would ho that you would endorse chan 
1: ADREIRAL DRENNON:  so I a d Y ~ : i ~ ~ ?  / 1: COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well. I conaratulate you on 

I :f ADMIRAL DRENNON: ~ohvithst&din~ the struggle that 
1- OSD and others are having with thin issue, in the Nav it has 
I r bcm our policy, and we have actually maintaindthis polio) 
15 for the last several ears, thaf whenever there are DoD or 
2~ federal xneniags &at wme mto us we take those and 
21 immediately give them to reuse authori and ask them to -- - review them and ask them to come back an 7 advise us whether 
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contamination is found on that property and it's in a program 
we called the Formerly Used Defense Sites, or FUDS - we need 
an acmn m for everything - then DoD comes in and addresses 
that, addresses the wntamination at that prope 

So the principle is already established. %at 
we're doing at our closures is we would formally provide an 
indemnification against future liability for contammation 
caused by the Department of Defense. 

Now, if the future transferee wmes in and creates 
contamination of his or her own, then that's not going to be 
Department of Defense responsibility. But if contammation 
attributable to the Department of Defense is found later, 
then they would not be liable upder current environmental 
laws, under Sur+d,grimanly, for-that responsibility. 

What it oes is it reaks the cham of what's 
called joint and several liability under Superfund today, 
where if you had any part in contaminatin a iece of 
property, if you brought some waste to a knd!&$11 that you 
didn't - you could be held liable for the cleanup of that 
whole site. 

That's the principle of joint and several 
liability, and that, of course, makes it very complicated 
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. they endorse or don't endorse though reuses. 

In many cases, they do endorse. In some cases, it 
r lists jobs, or if the? is an endangered species, they'd just 
4 as soon Fish and Wlldlife take care of it rather than them. 
G But there are cases in which they come back to us 
f and say, "NO. We would not like for that reuse to be there." - We the Navy, we have considered the fact that we have the 
r *on to go back fo those agencies and say no, and we 

have on several occasions, and so far those have stuck. 
So we have already taken that authority and have 
that. There are probably some representatives out in 

here that would tell you that we have, in fact, 

I L COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Is that standard practice 
I: acnrss the services? 
~t MR. OLSEN: Yes. It is the same, and generally 
:- what we have found that if a federal agency is not wanted, 

' : F they often will just find another situation. 
- c  SECRETARY GOTBAUM: What we find, Mr. Commissioner, 
2: though, 1s that even though we are consulting with 
:. conmumties and we are doin it, as a matter of practice, 
X became the fkieral agency &es the request before a 
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hanciall for a small business to come in and say, 'Jh, 
this couldha pen to me somewhere down the road. ' 

So we &ve, basically, broken that chain of joint 
imd several liability by providing this indemnification. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Well, I can't pass on asking 
Nan a uestion. He was one of m teachers when I was on the 
air staa. A problem about ubic utilities, is that goin 
to come to some resolution {ere shortly? Is that a podern  
common? 

MR. OLSEN: Yes, sir, it is. We have a team at a 
neutral site today, Sacramento County peo le and our own 

mple in Denver, Colorado, negotiating &t closure today. 80 yes, wq believe that it-will to closure. 
Just m eneral, utilities are difficult for 

especially sma f and rural communities. The 're ex nsive to 
operate and to maintain, and it is a sigpiicant Gancid 
burden to the communities to pick them up from the Air Force. 

The larger wmmunitles, those with Jar er 
resources, they generally are able to handle t% e transition. 
It'a much easier than a local community like a Ward Smith or 
a ]&ring or a K.I. Sawyer. So that's an issue that we have 
to work very hard as a part of the total reuse of the base. 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you. Madam Chairman. I 
think my time is u I didn't get the card. 

C O M M I S ~ ~ ~ K E R  c o x :  Thad you. lust a mupk of 
short questions. Several of the folks this morning raised a 
question in the reuse area on the short-term leases, the 
interim leases before the final decision on the property had 
been resolved and indicated that the requirements that those 
leases be no more than five years and most particular1 that 
they had a 30-day cancellation clause made it impossible to 
bring in jobs. 

And I wonder if you might comment on that and 
whether there is some way to avoid that problem. 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: As +e length of time for 
interim leases, we are constnuned pmclpall b the notion 
%at ,we do not want to be e n  as violating & Lw by, in 
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: wrmnunity has spoken, visions of sugar plums dance in their 
: heads, and that s why we think the rocess ought to change. 

CoMMIssIoNeR DAVIS: Be8re 1 get the dmdsd cad,  
L I'd Eke to ask one more question for sure. Madam Secretary, 
i I heard you talk about the fivestep ap roach, and you talked 
t about instead of cleaning up sometkg  it's sometimes better 
- towntainit. 
f &d of course, the more we know about pollution 

somzqmes, clearly with asbestps, that your cleaning it u 
I( sometma is worse thap contamng it. But I think you l id 
1 i talk about indemnification. 
I: Could ou give me just a little bit how the DoD is ;i r3todo&a t? I think it's a wonderful idea.. Just 

y, how are we going to be able to handle it? 
1 .' SECRETARY GOODMAN: Well, the rinci le is similar 
Ir to m e  that we have actually in place alreagy t A y  for what 
1- are called our - the 're essentially, our preBRAC closures, 
1 I. property that was crmal well before these present BRAC 

w.DdS. 
If there is contamination - and the are already 

tth DoD mles and they're being u s d  anBthcy*n in other 
out in our communities in every 50 states, if 

effect, transferrin 
- 

COMMISSfO%ro?'luO~: Right. 
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: - without havine done all the 
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things legally we must do. With respect to thegoday - to 
the now infamous 30-day kick-out clause, as I mentioned, this 
is actually a +te standard. practice in government 
contmcts, an! it is one whch we have modified in some 
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property because we're not goin to use it in the future, and  
then we almost waive it across t%e board. 

COMMISSIONER COX: I see. Well, that's very 
he1 ful. We had one of  the mayors up here this morning and 
tazed about an issue, and I'd just like your thoughts on it. 
There is no definite answer. 

And that is a questlon of where a community, in 
working with the Department of  Defense on a base closed for 
reuse makes decisions relying on the Department of Defense or 
its representatives about the future reuse of that base, 
which are dependent on the military doing something, granting 
that one has the right to make a different decision later, is 
there some obligation of the Department of Defense? 

Do we, as a BRAC, have some obligat~on to at least 
look at that where they have, in fact, relied on the 
Department of Defense's thoughts on how reuse might go? And 
that includes a military installation. 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: I will tell you, Madam Chairman 
that -- I will remind you of the testimony which I know you 
have already heard as well about how uncertain it is what VVI 
are going to do and how frequently we change our mind and how 
long it takes, et cetera. 
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1 cases. 
2 We have not modified universally and which - I 
3 erg the@y thing I could sa wodd.be appropriate at 
4 %s tlme is that as part of our ?wmg workm roup we're 
5 trying to figure out those circumstances in wk& if ought to 
6 stay and wtuch it ought to go and provide that as guidance to 
7 the services. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Do you think you have the 
9 authority to modify that if it's - 

10 S-ARY GOTBAUM: Oh, yea, Madam Chaimum. 'Ibis 
I I is not one that is about law. This is one that is about 
12 practice, regulations and procedures. 
13 ADMIRAL DRENNON: Just one comment on that, the 
14 issue of long-term versus short-term. It seems to me, and I 
15 think this mortung it may be a little co licated or 
16 misunderstood is that there sre a seriesTleaw we can go 
17 through in order to reach tnqsfer.of the pro rty. r I8 And one of them 1s an mtenm lease w ere we can - 
19 sometimes we can go to a hcense or even somethmg more 
20 temporary than that, a permit, and put people on there to let 
21 them use the property. 
22 But we can go to an interim lease, and an interim, 
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lease is usually before the community has finished the~r 
reuse Ian. It s before we've done our record of decision on 
our &PA document. That really is the last document that 
goes t o w e  reuse. 

And m that case we feel like we sre precluded 
retty much b law in oin to a lon term lease. I'm 

hang about $0, 25, 38, 35  w%ch can then -- where 
you need your financing. 

But we feel like once we reach the record of 
decision we can go immediately to the long-term 1- in 
furtherance of conveyance then hck  m to automat~c 
conveyance and transfer of the prope 9 And the financing can come, an key  can know 
they're goin to get thew pro . The five years is kind 
of - we thd that's about rig%>ut we negotiate that 
every day in terms of that process. 

The 30-day kick-out, you b o w ,  very frankly, the 
secretary of each of the servlces has the abllity to waive 
+at, and one of the provisions for waiver is in the public 
mterest. 

And right now the.Navy considers in the public 
interest towards economc development and transfer of the 
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may be one in this round where literally it wasn't a question 
of we reserve the right later. 

It was said if ou do a referendum and impose a tax 
on yourpmple in d s  city, we will -- to make an slrport. 
we will eave one of the military, I think it was reserves, 
there. 

And, in fact, the city went forward and did that, 
and now you all are - you did in '93, and you are again 
recommendmg that that mlitary move out, even Gough it 
wasn't a questlon -me the n ht later to chan e ~ t .  

But that one it was speu8d if you do &s we 
will. It seep to me Ulpf:s a little Jfferent than saying, 
geez, ou Qdn't close ~t m '93, and they assumed that you 
wouldkeep it open forever. Of course that's not the case. 
Bergstrom. I'm sorry. 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: As I recall, krgstrom was one 
in which the Air Force recommended that it be closed. The 
Commission decided not to close it and - 

COMMISSIONER COX: We decided not to close it, 
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I And so I think certainl as a legal matter, but 
2 f w y  also as a matter of e&cal or m o d  obli ations,. 
3 whtch 1s the arena m which I have the luxury okorratmg, 
4 that it is simply not true that any community that as been 
5 through this process could really say that the Department of 
6 Defense does not have other rounds of BRAC ahead. 
7 COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
8 S-ARY GOTBAUM: That the Department of Defense 
9 do? pot have +e contin+tg obligation tq the taxpayers to 

10 revlslt and rethmk what its infrastructure 1s and that the 
1 1  Department of Defense is, in fact, not going to do that. 
12 So I am - I mean, I know of at least a couple of 
13 cases in which some Department of Defense official, m one 
14 case Jim Boatri ht, who is as strai ht and as honest as any 
I5 human being I &ve met was askecfm the prevlous round of 
16 BRAC, 'Do. you have any plans tonchange this facility?* 
17 And hs answer was no, and ~t was an entirely 
18 truthful statement, but that anybody should infer from that 
19 that the De artment would not reconsider - 
20 CO&ISSIONER COX: Right. And I'm not talking 
21 about that instance. I'm talking about an instance, one in 
22 Texas that we  went through in the '93, for example, and there 
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SECRETARY GOTBAUM: -- over the Air Force's I 

recommendation. 
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COMMISSIONER COX: Because the Air Force had said 

in the '91 case if they went forward with a referendum and 
bond initiative to do the airport that you all would not mob 
the reserve component. 

And we said, eez, you know, under those 
circumstances, we & you shopld live u to that 
commitment, since the clty did, .m fact, rery on that. 
You're now recommending closmg it again is one of the 
reasons I'm raising the issue. 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: So you're saying that the A ~ I  
Force in '91 said if A, B and C happened, we'll stay, and A, 
B and C did not ha n? 

COMMISSI~&R COX: Which included city raisir 
my -- 

SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Right. That's right. 
COMMISSIONER COX: - raising taxes. 
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: By '93 it had not happened? 
COMMISSIONER COX: Had happened. Had happened. 
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: And the Air Force recommended 

closure? 
COMMISSIONER COX: An ay, right. 
SECRETARY GOTBAUM: g h t .  

I J 
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/ 1 COMMISSIONER COX: And we didn't close it, and now 

? you're recommendin closing it agam. It's just an example. 
yue.ss what I'm loolhog for are are there special 

umstances over and above - of course, you have the right 
continue to close, make recommendations on closures -- Pw 

6 where at least some other factors ought to be considered? 
7 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: There is no question that our , 3 dationship with all the communities that support us matter 

, 9 intensely. I have difficulty sa in thar that can or does 
:U extend to a contractual kmd orob!igahon unless it really 
- I is a contractual obligation. 

I:? .- COMMISSIONER COX: No. It certainly wasn't, but 
1:3 it's because of a reuse process here. I ess I'm concerned 
!r that you aU go through and you're w o r g g  so hard to work 
:5 with these communities on reuse, and as you gather everybod 
:6 together and the federal agencies and put together a whole 
17 deal that the communitysa s, "Well, okay. We're now on 
18 board.. And then two years itex you sa?, 'Well, yeah. Wew 
(19 were part of that rocess, but we don t like it anymore. 
i~ SECRETAR! GOTBAUM: If our budget had shy& the 
'11 same as it was in '91, if our force structure had sta ed the 
,rr sameasitwash'91,iftheway, inthiscase, the A r  
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particular has indicated that they felt it could cost as much 
as $600 million to clean up a depot for closure. 

Was your office involved m the com ilation of that f3 figure, amv& at that $600 million figure. Did that come 
stnctly from tI% Air Force, and does each servlcs decide 
whether or not that they are going to include those 
environmental cleanup costs in their decision-making process? 

S m A R Y  GOODMAN: Mr. Commissioner, let me state 
some general rinciples and then turn to Mr. Olsen to give 
you the specitcs on the Air Force. 

The costs of cleaning up a base are costs that the 
Department expects to incur regardless of whether the base is 
open or closed. And so they alone, they alone are not the 
determinant of whether to keep a base open or closed. 

And I believe Mr. Olsen can give you some specifics 
on the Air Force depots and Air Force determination on that. 
k t  me also s,ay that with respect to depots, which are large 
Industrial faclhties, that we tend -- there we have better 
understandings overall of some of the environmental 
conditions on the base because thev are l a r ~ e  industrial 
facilities, and most of them have activ~environmental 
programs for some time, as dnbngushed from a nondepot 
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I Force had or ankd itself, stayed the same in *91 andnone 
2 of that could%ave been for-n, yeah. There would be a 
3 stronger argument, and there 1s obviously an argument, no 
4 question. 
5 But I am from outside the Department of Defense. I 

i 6 was an investment banker for 13 years. I came into the 
7 Department - the one point that is absolutely crystal clear 

, 8 to me is that everything we are doing is changing now, our 
' 9 force stmcture, our budget, the way we organize, the way we 
:n aaaa e, et cetera. 

h * s  not always done quickly or smoothly or a i l  & it-is h a g , m g .  Apd I am at best nervous but, dy, 
ephcal a ut the nohon that we should be committed as a 

14 matter of course, the Navy, the Air Force, the Army, the 
15 Marines, anybody to have to do something the way we did it 
i6 before. 
17 COMMISSIONER COX: It's not a question of having to 
:a do something - 
i 9 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: Right. But there is a BRAC 
10 rocess. There was a BRAC process and there is, and we have 
:I followed it, and the BRAC m e s s  nquins us to make a set 
2 of decisions which we would, ! rankly, describe as miserable. 
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trainin base where you don't have industrial activities. 80 I think there are other factors involved in the 
Air Force case about environment, but the cleanup costs alone 
are ones that we incur as a Department and expect to Incur 
regardless of closure. 

I .  the closure situation, we may incur them earlier 
because of the need to design a cleanup process that fits 
with the community's reuse needs. So we  may be front-loadin 
some of those costs in order to make the property availabje 
to the communi earlier. Mr. Olsen. 

MR. OLS 2 N: Yes. Very definitely, the depots are 
]more ex nsive. Most of them, like Kelly Air Force Base and 
some orthose date back to the 1917s and dates like that. 

As ou know, the environmental laws were not in 
place b a d  in those days, and there were a lot of things that 
were done that have contaminated depots uite seriously. 

They are mjor industrial facil~ties. %he one 
that - recalling from a BRAC '93 experience, McClellan Air 
Force Base, which the Air Force did look at very seriously 
for closure, the cleanup costs for that base were m excess 
a~f $1 billion, very expensive. 

Most of the depots are not quite as expensive as 
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1 But we must review every base in light of our 

, 2 aurent force structure, in light of our current bud et, in 
, 3 lpht of our cumnt management plan, and that's what t f e  Air 
r orce did. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: I guess what - we can do it for 

' 6 the record at some later point - as art of the reuse 
7 process, I think it raises a concern Ey the communities that 

' 8 no matter how hard you're trymg to w e  the reuse process / 9 work and be part of the cpmmumty, ~ t ' s  hard to count on the 
10 Department of Defyse pvep those kind of situations. 
11 Maybe there 1s somethmg that ought to be mcluded, 
12 and maybe we ought to look at contracts in the pmxss. 
13 SECRETARY GOTBAUM: With your pennlssion, Madam 
!r Commissioner, let me ask that we think about this issue and 
is come back to ou if we have further thoughts. 
16 COMMI&IONONBR COX: yeah. Absolutely. T h a d  you. 
17 Mr. Cornella. 

I I8 
COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Madam Chairman. 

Ms. Goodman, you indicated earlier that ou didn't always 1 l9 ow the u -front environmental costs orYdeaning up a base 
an instalfation cited for closure. 

i I know that in previous testimony the Air Force in 

- 
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S,acramento but they are very, very significant wsts, m the 
h~lndreds of millions pf dollars. 

Contrast that wth our avera e nondepot base, our 
averages run around $70 million 0% a cleanup of a base, on 
the average, but that spans all the wa from 5 million to 
over 200 million depending on the specdcs of  the condition. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Ms. Goodman, did you have 
something else you wanted to add? 

SECRETARY GOODMAN: No. I think, Mr. Olsen, you 
were also addressing the Air Force decision. The Air Force 
decisions on its depots was not determined solely or even 
primaril by the environmental consideration. 

M&. OLSEN: No. That is true. As a matter of 
policy, the cleanu costs are not wnsidered in decision- 
malung pmesp. !ou look r m y l y  at military value and 
netd, capacity, capability, Jose luods of things 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, I understand that's 
su~tposed to be the case. I was just trying to make sure that 
we were on the same track. 

MR. OLSEN: Yeah. I think we are on the same 
track, but as a part of the total view of thin s you do look 
at all elements of it. But that's not a part of the 
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1 process might be improved. We believe that there needs to be 
2 a greater and a more effective link between the BRAC cleanup 
3 team and local reuse authorities. 
4 We believe that a key to effective property 
5 transfer is to have early knowledge of the community's 
6 proposed future land use to enhance the selection of the most 
7 rotective remedies at a site. So we believe that that lii. 
8 &tween the cleanup kam and the reuse team needs to be 
9 strengthened. 

10 Secondly, we really believe that the regulators, 
1 1  both the EPA and the state, need to have the ad uate 
12 resources available to participate as members o f i e  team for 
13 revitalization and ?use of these properties. 
14 I want to particularly note that EPA has been the 
15 beneficiary of resources from DoD that has allowed us to 
16 effective] participate as members of this team and then be 
17 able to help facilitate and expedite cleanup of t h w  closing 
18 bases. 
19 In conclusion, I believe that the relative1 young 
20 Fast Track Cleanup Pro ram has accomplishda great deal. 
21 EPA remains comrmtbfto the proper return of property at 
22 closing bases to safe and productive reuse while adequately 
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taken in the rivate sector? Is there anything we can do to P assume liabi ity for conditions dread existmg to encoura e 
the use of that land, or does e v e g d y  in the chain have %e 
same problegs with respect to Lability? Do you understand 

I 
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protecting human health and environment. 

We re excited to.+ a.part of this program and look 
forward to contmumg m it m the next round, BRAC 4, that 
will be announced after your deliberations. We thank ou for 
your time and our participation in this hearing. &e look 
forward to partici atlng in any questions you may have about 
our testimon hank ou ve much. 

C H A ~ M A N  D I ~ O N :  %a& you. First of all, 
Mr. Fields, I want to thank you on behalf of my staff for 
furnishing us an em loyee who has assisted us on reviewing 
these envlronmentdssues. We appreciate that. 

You talked about the number of bases now involved 
already on the closure list prior to this round. How many 
are on the list? 

MR. FIELDS: There are 23 that are currently on the 
National Priorities List or Superfund list. 

CHAiRMAN DIXON: And those are closed bases? 
MR. FIELDS: Those are closed, yes, sir. 
CHAlRMAN DIXON: And what are you doing with 

respect to those 23 bases that are on the list; which is to 
say, are parts of those bases now bein used for other & purposes, and are you just settmg off ose parts that have 

my question? 
MR. FIELDS: I understaqd your issue. 1 understand 

your concern. We've worked with Secretary Gmberg and 
others on the private sector to try to remove the stigma of 
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1 closureandreuse. 1 environmental concerns? Is t$at how you're doing it now? 
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those contamhated properties like - we call them 'brown 
fields" roperties in cities around the country. 

$e*ve removed 25,000 sites h m  that list recently. 
At military bases what we're doing is working with the 
National Mortgage Association. National Lending Institution 

2 One is that we are oin to be issuin by the end 
3 of April a new policy on(ianfuse at base cfosure and other 
4 facilities. That guidance we believe will result in cost 
5 savings and allow us to utilue properties for other than 
6 residential use in these cases. 
7 We also will be issuin new guidance this sumxner on 
8 soil screening levels for l~fchemicals that are commonl{ 
9 found on cpptaminatsd properties. Those guidance will elp 
10 to help faclhtate, allow us to make qwcker decisions about 
1 1  cleanu 
12 B B ~ ~ ,  we'll be issuing guidance on more generic 
13 or standardized remedies for cleanup at closing b-. That 
14 guidance we think .ale expedite cleanup. 
15 We're also partic~patm wth DoD on the 
16 restoration advisory boards &at have been formed at ad the 
17 closing base.. We are actively trying to bring in the 
18 communities as we're makin decisions about land use and 
19 =leanup of these bases. We 8 u k  that's critically important 
20 m malung cleanu . 
21 Let ma finnPly d u d e  with s couple of 
22 recommendations I would make to the Commission about holm the 

and trying to -ove sometimes the often u n w k t e d  stigma 
of bem on the NPL. 

de've been very sumssful in California to try and 
assure for those facilities that are on the National 
Priorities List we're telling people, "Look, there are many 
portions of those properties that are not contaminated. " 

What we're do~ng is two thipgs. We are be inning 
to look at parcellog out those portlorn of ihe site &at are 
uncontaminated and saying they're no longer part of the 

2 MR. FIELDS: Well, nght now those bases, of the 
3 23.12 of those were in BRAC 1 and 2 that we have signed off 
4 on large amounts of acreage where we agree with DoD that is 
5 uncontaminated That ro is available for reuse. 
6 
7 

cHAIFM'AN ~ I f f ~ ~ % o o d  
MR. FIELDS: 37,000 acres we have agreed is 

8 uncontaminated, and we are working with DoD trying to f i id  
9 ways to -that property. Some of that property is already 

10 bemg r e u W  already. 
1 1  CHAIRMAN DIXON: My understanding was that we can 
12 use those arts that you find, you b o w ,  environmentally 
13 secure anfset off the other parts. 
14 MR. FIELDS: Ri ht. 
IS CHAIRMAN D&N: ~ n d  you do do that? 
16 MR. FIELDS: We are doing that. 
17 CHAIRMAN DDSON: Another that concerns me is 
18 in existing law, in the private sector, everybody in the 
I9 c w  is concerned about taking something that has an 
20 environmental problem. 
21 Now, how does that work with respect to the 
22 governmental - the property that the government owns that is 
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National Priorities List.. 

Secondly, as we ldentify once the site is on the 
NPL, those portions which are not contaminated, we're looking 
at trying to remove them from being part of the NPL 
designation so people know that they can go in there and 
reuse and redevelop those properties and turn them over to 
beneficial reuse. 

We're lookin -just in a broad answer to your 
uestion, we're loo&mg at all the 23 sites that are on the 

8ational Priorities List that are a base closure and lwkhg 
at how are they being dealt with. 

Is cleanup being expedited? Is it bein done as 
fast as those properties that are not on the &L? Are we 
finding that we're bein able to redevelop those properties 
to the same degm as t%ose properties that are not? 

We're doing a companson right now of ropertie 
that are on the list versus those that are not an 1 seeing if 
there are differences in the pattern of reuse and 
redevelopment of those properties. 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, the Ulought that occurred, 
Mr. Fields, and I'm not, of course, an ex rt in the field, 
but I remember when I chaired Readiness in Armed Services 
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1 Committee we had a lot of this environmental stuff, and we 
' lked about it a great deal and believe it or not 

merable hours and days on this whole subject of x ! l o  we 
about these environmental prqblems. 

And I wonder, you h o w ,  I. the private sector, for 
6 instance, 1 find, as a person who serves on some boards of 
7 banks and other things, the reluctance to loan money because 
8 of environmental concecem, the discussions at our board 
9 meetings about properks where we loan money and 

10 environmental concerns were discovered, you know, many years 
1 1  later and thin s like that, thus impeding an ultimate 
12 disposition oftheloan in a satisfactory way and so forth. 
13 All those tlm s are real problems out there in the 
14 real world, and in 8 e  rivate ?tor each rson in the 
15 chain has a notlce of &t and IS concernzbout that as 
16 the o along in the commercial life of a piece of roperty, 
17 ani.dlbnt, obviously, does impact values to a consiierable 
18 extent. 
19 But I wondered with our roperties that the 
20 government has and bases are cfosed whether there is some 
21 possibili for - I'm not talkin about extra hazardous rr 22 waste an things like that but w%ere there is some 
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possibility of moderate or even slight degrees of 
environmental concerns on some of this property, whether the 
rivate sector could undertake to use it without assuming thr 

lability because the government had created that condition 
before they assumed it. 

Do you follow that? Is that too convoluted? 
MR. FIELDS: No. That is a good point, and that is 

the whole basis of the - 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: Well, are we trying do anything 

":e that. or can that be done? I don't know ~f it can't be 
I e. 'Z2lat'swh I asked. 
I MR. FIEL~s: Two things I can just briefly talk 
I ut what we're doina under current law. Under current law. 

we're makin an en<mnmental baseline surve of these ' 
properties. be~e're making a finding of suitabiky to 
transfer that property through deed, finding of suitability 
to lease prope 

Many of 4 ose properties where there is low-level 
contamination, for example, or the property has been cleaned 
up to some degree - 

CH.+IRMAN DIXON: "Low level." That's the word I 
was loolung for. Right. 

I 

7 CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm glad to hear that. I hope I'm 
8 not going to get into environmental arguments with somebody 
9 here, but I hear what you're saying now. Then, what about 

10 the liability feature for the private sector individual that 
1 I comes don with a little business? 
12 MR. ~ L D S :  Right 
13 CHAIRMAN DIXON: ' b p s  take an example. I'll take 

I 14 one. We all talk about Chanute. Everybody knows it's in my 
15 state now. I uawked when it happened years a o. But if 
16 somebody - Rappen to h o w  there arr a lot of Ettle 
17 businesses going on to Chanute. 
18 There is some good-sized ones. There is an 

lto parts busloss G% res a couple hundred peo le. 
at s a pretty big emplo er in that part of the worlx where 

-me from m Southern L o i s  
22 But if a busmess goes on &ere and starts a 
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1 MR. FIELDS: Right. We are beginning to reuse that - - - 
3 p r o p e & ~ ~  DIXON: YOU are? 
4 MR. FIELDS: - even before cleanup is done. 
5 CHAIRMAN DMON: Could I interrupt you there? 
6 MR. FIELDS: Sure. 

business. and let's talk in terms of low-level - 
page 298 I 
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MR. FIELDS: Contamination. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: - contamination. They start 

little business there. Now. then. is there a wav thev can be 
secure agaiflst liability for'som&g.they di&'t d6 that 
was a condition of that low-level e n v m m n t a l  concern that 
was there by the consequence of what the government did when I 

s 

it operated the base? 
MR. FIELDS: Right. Two things we're doing under 

current law. Under current law, we're issuing new guidance 
on perspective purchasers. People who want to purchase 
roFrty, we're telling them what are the limits of their 

Eab111 2; long as allow the cleanup to continue, as long 
as they contnbute to the cleanu m a lot of access to 
pro rty, they will not be held {able for past contamination 
at tKt site. 

&ndl , we're issuing - 
C ~ A N  DIXON: They will not be? 
MR. FIELDS: The will not be held liable. 
CHAmMAN DIXOG: That interesting. That 

would not be the private sector law, 's I be eve. 
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MR. FIELDS: fight, throygh.policy. NOW, w%at 

we're domg, though, we re also lssumg comfort letters to 
.many of these people telling them that, "Look, as far as the 
federal government is concerned, we're not going to come 
iifter you in those instances where private sector past 
tantarnination may bve been posed at the site and you did not 
contribute to that. 

We're t e b g  them that, "You're not liable. " 
Further, under the 120 uirements of the DoD ~d Superfund 
llw, DoD alwa s sa %t they are always - ~f there is 
contamination bunlafter reuse of that property, they will 
always come back and clean that property u 

CHAIRMAN DIXON: Okay. I'm - 
MR. FIELDS: But the last point I'll make is this: 

Under the Superfund law that we - the amendments that we 
introduced last year in the Congress, we ro sed a set of 
amendments that would propose exemptions P or if? e people that 
you were talking about, the smaller guys who want to purchase - .  

P"P"g. 
e roposed a set of exemptions that would remove 

their liabi& comletelv. That cannot be done under the 
current stahite. 
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CHAIRMAN DIXON: I'm told here now DoD has a 

spcxial statute that authorizes indemnification of 
transferees of FY '93 Defense Authorization Bill. 

MR. FIELDS: Right. 
CHAIRMAN DIXON: That's very good. Okay. Thank 

you very much. I'm going to yield to Commissioner Cox, and I 
have to meet with a cou le of senators and congressmen now, 
and I'd appreciate if sge'd chair in my absence. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you, sir. Commissioner 
Robles, ma be ou would take on questions. 

CO&I&IONER ROBLES: Thank you. I have one 
question. I think we've rehashed this subject pretty much 
today, but there is one question I have, and it s for you, 
Secretary Ginsberg. 

In the budget request for '96 I understand that 
there was a $40 million reduction from your '95 level. It 
went from $120- to $80 million. Is that true? 

SECRETARY GINSBERG: No, Commissioner, it's not, 
and maybe I can explain that. The EDA bud et, roposed 
budget proposed by the President last month for Pscal Year 
'96, the structure of the budget has changed, and it has 
changed to accommodate a new initiative, new programmatic 

L I 1 
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In the case of base closures, what are the greatest 

pqtential sites for reuse, however you decide to 
priorities, focus on those and, obviously, reco 
some other things may have been to be put of?%% z j t e r  
day, a longer period of time out into the future. 

And we recognize - we're working with DoD and DOE 
and other federal agencies n ht-now m looking at how we 
mi ht have to be more f leude m these times of reducmg 
doaan available for environmental restoration. 

COMMISSIONER ROBLES: Thank you, Mr. Fields. Very 
fine. Madam Chairman, thank you. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Commissioner Montoya. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: If there has been a theme 

today that has been overriding in the hearings, it's that the 
recipients of our help are pleading for more flexibili 
more local control and better coordination at the loc 
level. 

3 "d 
And I also did not sense those that are here in 

Washington, at least u to now, an resistance to that 
notion, that that proba!ly ought to & the case. 

I know that you three agencies have field office 
and I would ask you a genenc question. And that IS if I 
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1 initiative .which I referred to in my remafks called 
2 Compet~t~ve C o ~ u n i t i e s .  
3 Our intenbon is that $40 million of that 
4 Competitive Communities funding, if it's ap roved and 
I ap ropriated by the Congress, would be use8.s part of our 
6 deKnse adjustment program in defenseimpacted communities as 
7 actually an expansion of the kind of business assistance and 
8 other what we call Title IX assistance that we provided to 
9 defense-impacted communities over the last several ytSm 

l o  through our defense .adjustment effort. 
1 1  And that 40 mlllon plus the 80 million that is in 
12 the budget under the title of defense adjustment that you 
I3 referred to a moment ago would yield a 5120 million program 
14 in FY '96. That's clearly our intention. 
15 The structure of the budget doesn't reveal that as 
I6 clearly as it mi ht, and I think that's what prompted I O U  
17 q u a o n ,  but $ intention of the ~dministration is $LO 
18 million defense adjust program roposed for '96, which is the 
19 same funding that we am uniertaking in the current year. 
20 COMMISSIONER ROBLES: 0 1  . Thank you for {he 
21 clarjfication. S m n d  u ~ t i o p  beforsf yield, Mr. Fields. R 22 I t b k ,  as you can we magme, all of us, as Americax~, 
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are frustrated with the ~viroqnental issue. 

You can't be agamt environmental concerns and 
environmental restoration and cleaning u the environment. 
That's like going against motherhood an~apple  pie and a lot 
of other things. 

I'll just note an analogy that several years ago 
that there was a big environmental ush in Europe, Gennany in 
specific, the Greens Party, and %ey came out m a very 
aggressive program, and retty soon they lost steam and, in 
fact, took a g i e t  step bF%,ards 

I detect m the national that there is that 
level of concern for endangered species and environmental 
cleanu , and right now it's bein debated in the Congress. 

i u t  I guess the pragmatic &lout of d l  that is - 
we didn't get a chance to ask Secretary Gotbaum, but they 
alluded that the had a recision of about $350 million out of 
Defense Base dosure account. 

Well, I happen to know and you know that the Bm: 
Closure account 1s the on1 ypository for environmental 
cleanup for bases that are &mg cleaned up. Tkere 1s no 
longer a DERA account or any other account. 

So it seems to me that requirements are growing 
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I Everybod 's reso- are being reduced. There are 
2 not oing to belarge increase, but the requirements - 
3 p p  4 e are getting more into construction, and the costs are 
4 gomg to go u 
5 We at &A are reevaluatio now in the context of 
6 the current agreements that have%een signed with federal 
7 agencies Eke DoD where we can be more flexible or how can we 
8 make sure that we're dealin with the won! si-tes fir$. 
9 Wfre working with BOD on their pnonty-setting 

to scheme m terms of really d e b  where are the worst risks 
I I  thatwereallyneedtodealwithkt 
12 We at EPA obviously reco . that when DoD makes a 
13 request and is not a p p r o p r i a x e p n o o t  hold DoD 
14 accountable in those ~nstances where they have requested a 
15 certain amount of funding but has not been appropriated by 
16 Congress. 
17 We recognize we then have to look at revising some 
18 of our requirements and looking at how we can then look at 
19 how we phase things maybe over a couple of ears, as opposed 
20 to trykg to dq it all that year. So we at  PA, we 
21 there IS a d t y  there, and we have to look at what arethe 
22 worst problems. 
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eometrically. Money is only growing arithmetically, and i 

8-'t take a rocket scientist to realize we're not gomg to 
get from here to there. 

So is there some proposal to, sort of, get at the 
true things that have to be cleaned up? I know you talked 
about easmg of the - or reinterpreting some of the laws, 
but this is getting worse every year, and it's not going to 
get any better. 

And at some point in time we're going to come to 
ridlock here and have these huge requirements and only a 

Lttle bit of mone to do it, and we're going to stymie the 
whole recess. &hat is bein thought out at your level and 8 cer tad  in our de artment. JR. ~ E L D S !  Your concern is a valid one. I'm glad 
ou raised that. It's a real issue. We have been doing a 

rot of talking about that issue within EPA, and within the 
government m general. 

We've been meeting with not only DoD but DOE as 
well about that topic. We recognize that budgets are being 
cut, DOE $4 billion over the next five years. DoD's budget 
is bein cut. Our ability to provide oversight is s problem 
within %PA. 

I 
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1 were to reinterview your ultimate customers in the base 
2 closure rocss, who are the communities and the people 
3 involvd, what would they tell me regarding your a ensy, 
4 insofar as Rere is e*ou h local authority, local fle&rhty 
5 and responsiveness lo d e  rograms that you admhster? 
6 And I'd .ust like to gear from each of you in 

eneral. wou!d they be satisfied, and are you satisfied? : he'll start wth ou, Mr. Van Erden. 
9 MR. V ~ E R D E N :  I'll start, I guess. I'm on the 

10 left here. I think the answer to that would be that it would 
1 1  be yes and no. I think they am satisfied with many of the 
I2 things that happened, and there is issueg that they would 
13 like to correct. 
I4 One .of the main that we heard and have heard 
15 for some tlme was the ability to access the money that I 
16 talked about in the. Sec*ryPs reserve account was a complex 
17 process. 
18 And I indicated in my testimony that we have now 
19 been involved with a federal, state, and local group, 
20 includin people from BRAC bases in redesigning that process, 
21 and we%ope to have a very much better, simplified process 
22 available by July 1st to do that. 
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And by and large, the program is working, and the 

customers are quite satisfied. Our customer satisfaction 
surveys we found that 91 percent of the respondents 
nationwide said the pro ram treated them with respect. 

Over 80 percent &lt that they got good services, 
and they were helpful in getting them back to work. So while 
we're not, as m boss sa s ,  not Nordstrom's, we may not uite 
be the Postal iervice, L t  welre striving very hard totring 
9 the ability to serve our ultlmate customers, both the 
nxl communities and the dislocated workers in those 
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mmunities. 11 
COMMLSSIONER MONTOYA: Well, you never know whose 

are going to hurt. My brother is a regional 1:: 
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I think the other area that we hear mostly that 

'\ey need is additional flexibility is not necessarily the 

Page 31C 
I investments that EDA puts mone into. 
2 So I think in terms of flexigility of our 

. 3  * 'MR. VAN ERDEN: That's true. 
:!I - t 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Ginsberg. 
-I SECRETARY GINSBERG: Commissioner. based on what 

3 authorities and in terms of the responsiveness of the way we 
but dollars that come from various 4 administer them, I think our customers -- I believe that s a 

strength of EDA, and I ttunk they've had a sense that we're 
doing what we can indeed to be more nsive. 

I think one would hear, you w o u x e a r  if you were 
to ask that question, that our customers would llke to see, 
these communities would like to see, if anything, EDA 
personnel our field network. I think they d be supportive 

11 of our field network. 
We have six regional offices. We have what we call 

Economic Development Representatives at the local level 
reportin to those re 'onal offices all around country. 

I t%ank, if and&E these impacted communities 
16 would like to see ose DRs, a s  we call them, involved 
17 earlier in the process, and we're working with OEA now to see 

that that hap ns. 
1f a n G g ,  the k h d  of base reuse planning that 

oes on I believe - and we've gotten 
%s, and as I said, we're workmg wi&%k"ror-%c%d 

22 be expanded at the front end so it really is tied into the 

i 

/:4 postmaster. 
I :5 MR. VAN ERDEN: Well, the Post Office is very good. 
: 5 
- 7  

(Laughter) 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Given his constreints, he's 

.S verv ~ r o u d  of what he does. 

, X  I've seen and heard over the last year and from those within 122 

14 
15 
16 
17 
IR 
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broader kind of economic development questions that these 
communities are facing. 

And the riorities and strategies and projects that 
emerge from &at can really add- the core - not only 
reuse of the base but the core economic diversification 
challenges that these communities face. 

I think you would hear, ~f you were to talk to 
these base closure impacted communities, you certainly would 
have heard and to some degree you would still hear 
frustration with EDA's grant processin the time it takes to 
push a rant throu h the process at ED% 

d e  have wo%d very hard, I haveborked very hard 
m that issue for the last ear. It's certainly something I 
heard when I amved at JDA a year ago, and we've made 
substantial progress on that. 

WeTve really restructured our organization, 
Comrmssioner, to be in a better position to move grants 
tluough our process. I've delegated grant-making authority 
tc~ those re 'onal offices both to elpunate steps in the 
pmccr anfalso to get those decis~ons closer to the field, 
closer to the communities where these im acts are being felt. 

We're making good progress. t ' v e  commttted 
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customers and communities aroun d the 

make a few points in response to your 

one of the strengths and I think it's 
1 5 appreciated by our customers and it's evident in the work 

5 we've done and the pro'ects we've funded is the flexibility 
7 to mediate statutory aukority under our Title IX of the 
8 Public Works and EconomicDevelo ment Act, which 'ves us 
9 very broad flexibility in terms ofthe ways in w h i 3  we can 

:q use the resources that are made available to us by the 
: I  Congress. 
.7 . - And that flexibility is evident, as I said. I 
:3 cited some examples of different kinds of things that we've 
:1 done nding to different needs. 
: 5 our customers are pleased by the degree in 
:5 which what we do is respond to them, by what we do 1s assist 
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ourselves very publicly to a goal of processin all completec 
applications within 60 days and to achieving &at goal m 
F~scal Year 1995. And to those who know the history of EDA, 
they would know what kind of substantial progress that 
represents. 

And ou'll pardon me if I'm beating a dead horse 
again, but rlbinlr another thing you'd hear from our 
customers, Commissioner, is that there isn't enough money in 
EDA and in the federal system .as a whole. 

And I think that concern IS particularly felt 
around the kind of infrastructure mvestments that exist on 
thee  closed bases. 

Even in communities with the best strate ies and 
local leadership that's committed, I think f find -- 
these commmties a n  finding that the scaEf the 
@frastructure investments needed to leverage private sector 
Investment and create private sector jobs is trul daunting 
and that the resources are there on1 to tackle dose issues 

small chunk at a time, anJ1  think you'd hear that, 
? I  "Zank ou. 

MR. ~ E L D s :  Very quick1 . 1.11 just make two 
points. One is that I think we maie a lot of progress in the 

I I 
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around some of these bases don't feel they're full enough 
~0Mected. 

So we're working on some of those initiatives, look 
at things like job creahon, local hires of people in 
communities, makin sure that everybody has had a chance to 
be a beneficiary ofbase closure or reuse in that community. 

So we're still working on it. I think a lot of 
progress has been made, but at least those two areas - local 
government involvement and the environmental justice 
question - still need to be dealt with a little more. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Just a yes or no answe:r. 
Can you do whatever it is you have in mind you want to (do 
more of within today's statutory scheme, Mr. Fields? Yes or 
no. Can ou do what it 1s you want to do? Can you, or do 
you-n.eedfegdatlon? Ijust want to know yes or no without 

~ u l t i - ~ a ~ e ' ~  
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e x p l m g .  
MR. FIELDS: Yes. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Mr. Ginsberg? 
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1 last ear. We've worked -- DoD has to be commended for 
2 esta&ishing the restoration adviso boards at d l  of the 
3 major closmg bases t k t  involve ~ ~ ~ r s o n  citizen groups 
4 local government officlds, states, E A and others m that' 
5 prows of getting input into how cleanup and reuse decisions 
6 are made at closing base. 
7 That has occuned m the last year and a half, ancl 
8 that's a major step forward, and many more 
9 involved in the process now at the local leveYple are 

10 I think, however, there are still a wa s to go. 
1 I There are two areas we n&d to address, I h ieve ,  for the 
12 future. We need to better mtegrate the local governments 
13 into this ~rocess. 
14 We ve got a team that is made up of EPA, the state 
15 and the DoD at the cleanup level, team level, but we really 
16 haven't integrated effective1 what the local government rol 
17 ou ht to be m 9 t  process, gow they can provide more 
18 egFtive input lnto the decision-pakin process as well as 
19 therr involvement on the restorahon &lsory boards. That 
20 needs to be worked on and defined. 
2 1 And lastly, there was an issue of environmental 
22 justice that some of the low income and minority communitie.~ 

SECRETARY GINSBERG: Yes with one exception, which 
is authority to provide loans and guarantee loans as part of 
an expanded business assistance network. I think 6 the end 
that would prove extremely valuable m the economc 
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1 help reuse these or build a future for some of these 
2 communities, whatever that mi ht be, ma be a comparison to 
3 the 120 million in 1996 but %ow has &at, sort of, started 
4 off. 
5 I assume it started off fa$ low and has gotten 
6 higher and probably will get b& for the next couple of 
7 years as this rocess, sort of, comes to a head and comes on 
8 down. But ifyou could give us those numbers and 
9 Administrator Van Erden, if ou wouldn't mind doing the same 

10 thing for your agency and h r .  Fields as well. 
I I Some of yours are a little bit different. I'm not 
12 lookin for the actual cleanu costs but the rocess that you 
13 a11 go Lough on reuse and i e v e ~ o ~ r o ~  the Lta, et cetera 
14 would be very helpful. 
15 Secretary Gmsberg, what is the current time frame, 
16 is there an average time frame for EDA to complete the review 
17 of the funding applications? 
18 SECRETARY GINSBERG: It's difficult to extrapolate 
19 avera es, as I said. The difficulty really comes from the 
20 fact !%at we b v e  a very interactive p r ~  with our 
21 grantees dunng both the first stage, whlch leads up to a 
22 preapplication, and then during the second stage, which leads 
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finally up.to a completed fit11 application. 

In slmpler projects wthout complexities, the time 
frame can be relatively short. Sometimes they can get drawn 
out by a whole series of things, and many of these projects 
are complex and retracted by their very nature. 

So it's d i d u l t  to extra late. I can get you 
infqrmation on t.h+ as well. k t  y e  are seekmg to do, anc 
I thdc the frustrahon I referred to m my previous answer, 
was on how much time it takes EDA to process an ap lication 
once it's co lete. once that dialogue, if you wfi, is 
completed 3 we have a completed application and the 
applicant is waiting for a yes or no. 

And that's the process where we are committed to 
averaging 60 days or less and to getting there this ear, and 
we're makin very substantial process on that not only zy, as 
I said, by c%ang.mg the p-s but indeed by restmcturing 
the entire orgamzation to achleve that. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Thank you. Mr. Van Erden, the 
Conference of Mayors made a number of recommendations on 
reuse issues, but one of them that they and other groups have 
taken up is calling for an ente rise mne designations of 
bases that have been closed. ;Pas the Department taken a 

overall. 
I wonder if ou would provide for the record all of 

the funding - and1.m not om to say this in the righ! 
budget term so I ho you% hefp me out and get the n ht 
answer - all of the &ding that you d l  have been invofved 
in for B.MC in each year since 1990 and your projections for 
what lund of funding you would need m the next five years, 
the budget cycle. 

And by that I mean not just the rants but the 
p e r s o ~ e l  and administrative costs an d travel, sort of 
everything that you're doing to help on the BRAC process or 
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adjustment process, but I would point out for the record that 
we're not current1 seeking that authority. 

MR. VAN ELEN:.  I would sa yes with one exception, 
and that's waiver suthonty on legidation would be very 
helpful to us at the local level. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Okay. Thank you. Thank 
you, Madam Chairman. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Commissioner Montoya. Secretary 
Ginsberg, I wonder if you might provide for the record, there 
is no nesd to go over it now, you mentioned that EDA's budget 
for 1996 was 120 million, roughly a third of EDA's budget 
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position on this? 
- 

MR. VAN ERDEN: I am not aware. I'd have to get 
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- 
the answer for ou on that. 

COMMI~SIONER COX: All ri ht. I wonder if you 
might give us any thou hts ou might gave 
whether that would be %elp& as you went 
process. 

MR. VAN ERDEN: Well, I think our role in any kind 
of economic development issue would be that we provide the 
services to retrain workers to be competitive in what the new 
economic environment mi ht be. 

So I think anything &at would be supportive of 
creating a new economic environment, enhanc~ng job group or 
anything like that we would be in favor of. 

COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. Thank you. Mr. Fields, 
we've had a number of discussions not ust toda but over a 
variet of hearings and in 1993 about d e  cost ofcleaning ul 
c loJbases  versus the cost of clamng up open bases 

And the general answer, which makes perfect sehse, 
is, ee, we have to clean them up an ay, and so it doesn't 
r e d y  matter because we have h s  o&&atlon. 

On the other hand, nonetheless, it's something that 

1 
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keeps comin up again and again. Is there a difference in 
\e  cost of cf&ning u an o n base or a closed base in , P P  er dollars or time. 

MR. FIELDS: We're trying to collect some data now 
topic. I thrnk there are some things that may make a 

: difference. It may, in fact, be, in some +ws, cheaper to - clean up the closed facll~ty because there IS a real 
1 incentive to move it along and get it done faster. 

We have a real commifment to try to get cleanup 
:: done so we can turn that faclllty over to economc reuse. 
: : We're lpoking at land use options. We're doing some -. - wmpansons now. . . 
.- We don't really have ood -- we're early now in the 
:; ~ a s t  T ~ C L  Cleanup Program, 6 u t  thmujqh the expedited process 
.i we're going throu h, the efforts we re making to accelerate 
.r cleanup, because &ere is a real incentive to turn those 
:' bases over to people in the community, we may, in fact, and 1 
:$ would say we're probably moving faster in the cleanup of some 
:J of those closing facilities than we are in some of the 
3 o p t i n  facilities. -. .. C~MMISSIONER COX: Is that more expensive, like 
z trying to finish - like if you try to build a house faster, 

I 
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: it wsts ou more than ou're willing to -- A. FIELDS: do. I w because in doing early 
I adions you avoid the contamination getting worse longer. In 
A the overall Superfund program for example, that I also 
s administer, we're findm that by doin more early actions 
5 and getting in lbns quic f er and candling the groundwater 

w e  are savin money because we're causing the problem to be 
I dealt wjth &ter rather than having to pay more later on as 

I'm &ly conjecturin now, but I think that 
bsc,  as I've seen in ot%er faccllities we're cleaning up, 
by movlng faster and using early action removal authonties, 
we're actually saving money because we're avoiding long-term 
wsts of ter contamination by waiting. 

C&?~~ISSIONER COX: fight 
MR. FIELDS: So my conjecture would be that you'tr 

ultimate1 are oin to save some costs. 
C~MMI!SI~NER COX: I think the, sort of, general 
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1 policies sometime.. 
2 Some are cleaning u things to residential, others 
3 to industrial. We want to%ave one consistent set of 
4 framework. We believe that will save a lot of money. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: I see. 
6 MR. FIELDS: Let me just run back to two questions 
7 ago. 
8 COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. 
9 MR. FIELDS: I just want to tell you on a question 
10 ou posed about the dollan, we have $8.4 million we spend on 
1 1  &ase closure all comes fmm DoD. DoD provides all the 
12 funding that EPA spends on the - they give us 100 positions 
13 a year, and that's where our dollars come Erom for base 
14 closure activities. 
15 COMMISSIONER COX: Okay. And maybe you'll just 
16 give me a history on that. 
17 MR. FIELDS: I'll send you something in writin 
18 COMMISSIONER COX: Great. Thank you. &u 
19 mentioned - and I think maybe you've answered this question, 
20 but let me try it anyway -- that one of the things several of 
21 ihe .yple  mentioned, why do we have to clean it u to a 
22 X ~ I  ent~al basis when we re not going to residentiz we're 
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I - 1 contamination worsens. 
COMMISSIONER COX: Right. 
MR. FIELDS: So I don't have real data. We're just 

to assess the question you're raising. I think 
nood one. 
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- - C ) -  --- 
going to have an industrial site? 

How do we avoid or should we worry about the fact 
that the reuse lan says we're going to have, I don't know, 
an airport, an if' that's an industrial site, and therefore we 
only need to get to a certain thing. 

Ten years later that turns out to be a total 
disaster, nobody wanted to fly there, and the next thing the 
community does is tear d o y  the airport and build condos. 

Now who is nsible for the new envmnmental 
cleanup? Do we mmXk to the Department of Defense? Is 
there a way to avoid that? Should we avoid it? 

MR. FIELDS: Yeah. I think we can avoid it. 
That's one of the things I made in my written testimony is a 
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I feeling, at least among the communities is because when a 

base is open ou d y  don't have to clean it up as uickly, 
I or you don't iave to dun it u to as high a s t a n d ,  that 
r it's actually chea r to leave 1& base open. 
I MR, FIELE: Bt?t I think in terms of some of our 
i m n t  poky  we're i m m g  now, on the land w r 1 1 c y  
' coming out ID April, we're makm it very clear at 

industr~al land use is acceptable. &ou don't have to clean 
up everythin to residential use. 

COM~ISSIONER COX: c.. oo do that 
administratively? There was some ead; earlier that that was 
in the Su rfund bill, and that would be very important. 

M ~ F I E L D S :  Right 
COMMISSIONER COX: But you could do that - 
MR. FIELDS: We can do that administratively as a 

policy matter. We have the authority to do it. It would, 
obviously, help to have a ~ f i c  mandate in the law. 
Congress did not add- E q u e s t i o n  at all in the 1986 

?endmen$. 
We thmk we have the authori our, attorneys tell 

to address i t  administratively, # at w l l  he1 a lot to 
b e  clanty. b g h t  now our regions are using Jfferent 

recommendation as to hGw we can improve and avoid the problem 
that you p i n t  to. 

I rhmk that that's a real problem we have now. 
We're not connecting - in my opmion, we're not connecting 
fast enough with the people who are involved in cleanup with 
the reuse authorities. 

We need to make sure that those two groups are 
brought together quickly so people who are involved in reuse 
planning are integrally involved in looking at the options 
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and impactin the options that the people who are involved m 
cl-u are looking at. & that when we aze th+g a b u t  Wring part of a 
military base and convertin ~t to an q r t  or to a golf 
course or to some residentis pro rty areas that the reuse 
and the cleanu people have w o r d  together as a team. 

And so ga t  there is some g-ter assurance that 
the land use assumptions that are m the remedy selection 
componc:nt are consistent w t h  what the r e w  planning 
corpmittm has agreed to for 1ong:use operation of that 
faclli and alJ pieces of that facihty. 

%hat is an area that is d y  not, in my view, as 
well com1ected as it ought to be, and we need to fix that 
problem to avoid the problem you point to where we clean 
somethin up and think that that is what it's oing to be 
used for,$t in five years down the road we find that there 
is another use, and then we find that we may have to clean il 
up to a neater extent. 

C~IY~MISSIONER COX: Ri ht 
MR. FIELDS: Go.back and %o ihe cleanup over ag 

because the cleanup we did five ears ago was not adequate 
for the use that it now wants to dk put to. 

I I 
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waivers, other things like that. 

I would appreciate your providin for the record, 
let's say, our top three recommendations f or chan e, whether 
they are Ke .s!ative or administrative - protmb& more 
likely legi%tlve. If they're admmsuntlve, I assume 
you're doing them anyway - that ou would recommend to us. 

Because we are going to & making a recommendation 
as part of our report as to what chan es we think are needed 
in the reuse process, and that would %e very helpful for us 
to have that m, sort of, a priori order from you all. 

Thank YOU verv much. 2 r. Montova? 

Page 325 
COMMISSIONER COX: Can you fix it by sod of 

saying, "That's it. Once you all signed off, not our 
problem "? 

MR. FIELDS: Well. EPA and DoD and BRAC bases that 
have been signed up to date, the ones that we made remed 
selection decisions on we've always been able a agree. d e  
scream and holler at each other, and we fight, but we'.re able 
to work it out. 

We've not had a situation where we've had a 
disagreement that one party could not agree. So we generally 
have been able .to reach consensus, t-ry to reflect the views 
of the commuu and local authonhes and make w e  that 
we're making a 2 ecision that reflects the land use and the 
long-term plan for that property on that base. 

Keep in mmd that the Fast Track Cleanup Propun is 
only 20 months old. We're kind of early in this process. 
The kind of circumstances that you're describing five, tern 
ears down the road, they could happen, but we've not had to 
$ace that roblem to date. 

coRMlssroNen COX: Ohy. h d  then btly, and it 
you would just do this for the record, you all each mentioned 
a number of things that you think could be helpful, statutory 

COMM~SSIONBR MONTOYA: I have a fmal question. 
coMM~ssIoNER cox: o f  course. I 
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COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: And then I'll be done. And 
Mr. Fiel-ds, fill in the gap for me historically. is a 1 
Califorma-specific question, but it mi ht.be genenc. 

n e  double je ardy under N6da 1- tha! has 
arisen rr, the ast w& respect to federal facilities m 
California wtere one did a federal action under NEPA, and 
then the state, to further its own agenda, would impose SEQA, 
a SEQA process on top of that with a different result at 
times. 
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The BRAC process is subject to the NEPA process, a! 

we know. Are there any issues around the states regarding 
state NEPA programs where there are administrative issues 
raised b those statutes? d. FIELDS: Yeah. There are administrative issuw 
raised. They're general1 able to be resolved. We look at 
NEPA as a part of a facigty. For example, when a closing 
facility is impactin another facility in another location, 
m terms of materia! going there, there is a requrrement 
under NEPA that we look at the environmental impact of our 
action there. 

So we always consider NEPA as we're looking at the 
whole issue of closing of facilities. It does not cause a 
big problem to date, m terms of us being able to reconcile 
the BRAC requirements with NEPA, but we do consider that, and 
we're looking at it. 

I'm not familiar with the specific situations 
you'rerinting to in Califorma and the exampla you're 
clting ere. I m not as familiar with those situations, but 
it is something that we're looking at. 

There is a problem in Frms -- broader than NEPA, 
environmental requirements m general, there are oftentimes 

issues - I think Shem Goodman mentioned some of &ose 
earlier today - where we're having to deal with NEPA. We're 
having to deal with RCRA authorities, CPCLA authorities. 

And sometimes we do et into m + t i o ~  where we 
have to make a judgment. l?somethmg rs bemg dealt w th  
under what authority, what is the connection and does it makc 
sense for us to i se a new authori ? 

Like ~ u p e X d ,  for example ?; someone is dready 
cleaning up a facility under state a;thority under the 
Resource Conservation and Recove Act, do we want to then 
bring in Superfund authorities to%ok at a new track, and 
how do those authorities get integrated? 

And that's the same thin with NEPA. We need to 
look at how NEPA gets integrabfwith the BRAC process, and 
that's being done m our base closure teams. 

COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: You are looking at that? 
MR. FIELDS: Yeah. Yeah. 
COMMISSIONER MONTOYA: Okay. Fine. 
COMMISSIONER COX: One last thing, if you all 

wouldn't pind. There are a number of questions I think that, 
for a vanety of reasons ~ p l e  weren t able to get to, and 
at this hour we'd rather et you go home. 

Page 
1 We'd like to submit those to you in writing and 
2 would appreciate your agreement to answer them in writin as 
3 if you were answering them here orally and under oa&. 
4 MR. FIELDS: Yes. Absolutely. 
5 COMMISSIONER COX: n a n k  you very much. Thank you 
6 very much for all of your helpful testimony. 
7 (Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the heamg was 
8 adjourned.) * * * * * 9 
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BE IT REMEMBERED that, pursuant to Notice 

of Regional Hearing and on Wednesday, the 29th day 

of March, 1995, commencing at the hour of 2:30 

o'clock p.m. thereof, at the Session Hall, Guam 

~egislature Temporary Building, Agana, Guam, before 

me, FRANCES U. TAITANO, a Notary Public in and for 

the Territory of Guam, said regional hearing took 

place as hereinafter set forth. 
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OPENING REMARKS BY COMMISSIONER STEELE 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Good afternoon. Governor 

~utierrez, Lieutenant Governor Bordallo, Congressman 

Underwood, ladies and gentlemen. Welcome to this, 

the first regional hearing of the 1995 Defense Base 

Closure and Realignment Commission. 

My name is Wendi Steele and I'm one of the 

eight members of the BRAC Commission, which, as you 

know, is charged with the task of evaluating the 

recommendations of the Secretary of Defense 

regarding the closure and realignment of military 

installations in the United States and its 

territories. 

Also here with us today, I'm delighted to 
I 
add, is my colleague, Mr. A 1  Cornella, of Rapid 

City, South Dakota. 

Governor, we'd like to thank you for the 

hospitality and the ma.ny kindnesses which have been 

extended to us during our short visit to your 

beautiful island. 

Also, let me thank Admiral Brewer and all 

of the military and civilian personnel, you have 

installations that are impacted by the Secretary of 

, 
I 
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assisted us so capably during our site visits. We - 
spent yesterday and today looking at the 



Defense's recommendations. We've engaged in 

extensive briefings that will help us tremendously 

in our independent review. The cooperation we've 

received has been exemplary. 

The Defense Base Closure commissioners are 

conducting 54 base visits including sites on Guam, 

the main purpose of which is to allow us to see the 

installations first hand and to address with the 

military personnel the all important question of the 

military value of each base. 

In addition to the base visits, the 

Commission is conducting a total of 11 -- excuse me -- 
regional hearings to allow members of the local 

communities affected by the secretary's 

recommendation -- recommendations a chance to 
express their views and insights. We've seriously 

considered this interaction with the community to be 

one of the most important and valuable parts of our 

independent analysis. 

commissioner Cornella and I would like to 

thank you in advance for participation this 

afternoon and your contributions to the process. 

Let me assure you all -- Let me assure you that all 
of our commissioners and staff are well aware of the 

huge implications of base closure on local 



communities around the nation. We are committed to 

openness in this process. And we are committed to 

fairness and impartiality. All of the material we 

gather, all of the information we receive from the 

Department of Defense, and all of our correspondence 

is open to the public. 

We are face'd with an unpleasant and painful 

task. None of the decisions -- excuse me -- none of 
the decisions to be made by this commission will be 

easy. Due to previous defense installation 

closures, the 1995 round leaves us with a 

challenging task of comparing the best with the 

best. What we have seen in Guam further confirms 

that reality. But to our men and women who serve, 

those whom you have hosted so warmly and openly over 

the years, we must ensure that the Department of 

Defense has sufficient resources for their training 

and readiness. It is necessary for our base 

structure to efficiently support our fore structure. 

So now let me tell you how we will proceed 

here today and in all of our regional hearings. 

The commission has assigned a block of time 

to each state or territory affected by the 

Secretary's recommendat.ions. The overall amount of 

time was determined by the number of installations 

I 
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on the list and the amount of job loss. Guam has 

been given a hundred and 40 minutes to make its 

presentation. We notified the appropriate elected 

officials of this procedure and left it up to them, 

working with the local communities, to determine how 

to fill the block of time. Today, it is our 

intention to listen to testimony for about 55 

minutes and then take a short break and finish the 

remaining 55 minutes. We had originally been 

scheduled to listen to 70 minutes on each side of 

the break. But Governor Gutierrez and Congressman 

Underwood decided that they would like to donate 30 

minutes of Guam's testimony time to the people of 

Guam. 

At the end of the presentations, the people 

of Guam will have 30 minutes in addition to their 

original 15 for public comments. We have provided a 

sign-up sheet for this portion of the hearing. And 

those of you speaking will have two minutes apiece. 

Let me also say that the Base Closure law 

has been amended since 1993 to require that anyone 

giving testimony before the commission do so under 

oath. And so I will begin -- excuse me -- by - 
swearing in witnesses, and that will include 

individuals who will speak during the public portion 

I I 
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o f  t h e  h e a r i n g .  

W i t h  t h a t ,  I b e l i e v e ,  we a r e  r e a d y  t o  b e g i n  

o u r  h e a r i n g .  And we c a n  s w e a r  a l l  t h r e e  o f  you 

g e n t l e m e n  a t  t h e  same t i m e ,  t o  b e  e f f i c i e n t .  

I f  you w i l l  p l e a s e  r i s e  a n d  r a i s e  y o u r  

r i g h t  h a n d s .  

E x t r a  h e l p ,  t h e r e .  

I ( L a u g h t e r )  . 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: D O  you s o l e m n l y  s w e a r  o r  

a f f i r m  t h a t  t h e  t e s t i m o n y  you a r e  a b o u t  t o  g i v e  t o  

t h e  D e f e n s e  B a s e  C l o s u r e  a n d  R e a l i g n m e n t  c o m m i s s i o n  

s h a l l  b e  t h e  t r u t h ,  t h e  w h o l e  t r u t h ,  a n d  n o t h i n g  b u t  

t h e  t r u t h ?  

G O V E R N O R  G U T I E R R E Z :  I d o .  

CONGRESSMAN U N D E R W O O D :  I d o .  

SPEAKER PARKINSOiN: I d o .  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you .  

w e  w i l l  b e g i n  w i t h  t h e  G o v e r n o r .  

TESTIMONY BY G O V E R N O R  CARL T.C. GUTIERREZ 

G O V E R N O R  G U T 1 E R R E : Z :  Thank you v e r y  much. 

H o n o r a b l e  C o m m i s s i o n e r s  Wendi S t e e l e  a n d  A 1  

C o r n e l l a ,  a n d  t h e  BRAC s t a f f ,  a l l o w  m e  t o  p u b l i c l y  

welcome you t o  Guam. I n  t h e  p a s t  d a y  a n d  a h a l f ,  w e  

know t h a t  you h a v e  b e e n  b u s y  g a t h e r i n g  i n f o r m a t i o n  

a b o u t  m i l i t a r y  a c t i v i t i e s  on  Guam. W e  h a v e  d o n e  o u r  
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best to make sure that you have had the opportunity 

to look at our island from the air, to speak to the 

base commanding officers, talk with some of our 

people and review the situation on the ground in 

Guam. We trust that you leave our homeland with a 

better understanding of our plight as people. 

You are here for some very serious business 

as far as Guam is concerned. You will weigh the 

recommendations of the Secretary of Defense to close 

military activities and dispose of the assets of 

some of the most economically important property on 

Guam. We appreciate the heavy burden this places on 

you and the prayers of our people are with you to 

arrive at the best decision for Guam and America. 

Today you will hear from the heads of 

Guam's Executive branch and Legislative branch, our 

island's delegate to the U.S., Congressman 

Underwood, the Archbishop of Guam, the president of 

the American Federation of Government Employees, the 

chairman of the board 'of the Guam Chamber of 

Commerce, and legislators of both political parties, 

and members of the general public. We appreciate 

the fact that you have accepted our offer to take - 
some of our time to allocate to the public and we 

thank you for that. 
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The Defense Department's recommendation to 

effectively close Inner Apra Harbor, lay off over 

2,000 civilian employees, and then keep the lands 

and assets idle is unacceptable. It leaves little 

or no room for us to1 provide for employment and our 

own economic revitalization. 

Today, Guam is desperately in need of port 

facilities. We are bursting at the seams in our 

small portion of the harbor. As you can see, over 

80 percent of the land surrounding Inner Apra, 

within the two-mile radius, is held by the Navy. 

This is the best port: in this strategic part of the 

Pacific and we can't use it. Our 15 percent of the 

wharf space handles about 95 percent of vessel 

traffic. 

At the same time, this decision would 

affect 10 percent of our total work force. It would 

bring a tremendous shock to our economy that will be 

even more devastating if we do not have the 

resources to provide for own economic 

revitalization. As an aside, it is unfortunate in 

your briefing by the military yesterday that no 

information was given as to the civilian job loss 
C1 

proposed under the Pentagon's plan. It is clear to 

us that from the military view, the civilian 

I 1 
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employees would be left behind on a sinking ship. 

We cannot allow this to happen. 

We all understand the need of the 

U.S. government to reduce military spending. Deep 

down inside we know that technology is changing 

Guam's military role. We know that cuts must be 

made and that Guam may be less important to the 

military in light of the post cold war military 

posture. The DoD recommendations are simply 

untenable. The facilities get closed, the jobs are 

gone. It locks the gate without giving us the key. 

We are willing to accept change, but we 

believe that we should have a transition which 

respects our long-standing loyalty to the United 

States. The citizens of Guam have a century of 

personal sacrifice to the requirements of 

U.S. national defense and the sacrifice is unmatched 

in the United States. To retain the skilled labor 

and to minimize the shock to our economy with the 

prospective 10 percent cut in the work force, we 

require three- to six-year transition period. 

We are optimistic about our long-term 

future, provided we are given the tools. On the 

other hand, there is nothing to prevent a 

cooperative arrangement between the military and the 
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private sector that satisfies the needs of both 

military readiness and the civilian economic growth. 

There are no show-stoppers to this win-win 

situation. 

In the COBRA computer analysis, the final 

data scenario is cal1.ed "Close Guam Piers." I know 

that's only a title for a data scenario, but it has 

an ominous ring to it. It doesn't help you and it 

doesnft help us. This scenario could not possibly 

be accepted by the people of Guam if that were a 

final recommendation. 

Honorable Commissioners, for years we have 

worked closely with the military, often to the point 

of our discomfort. During the height of the Vietnam 

War and up until 1973, our commercial port shared 

the Inner Harbor jointly with the Navy. If the 

civilian government could operate jointly out of the 

Inner Apra area when Navy activities were so hectic, 

there is no reason why we cannot share facilities 

today to accommodate military readiness and our 

economic revitalization. We should expand upon our 

cooperative ventures of the past before we allow the 

Pentagon to "close Guam's piers." - 
The civilian community is not the only 

loser in the Pentagon's recommendations. Those 
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recommendations appear to hamper military readiness 

severely. Closing Guam means the end of a forward I I 
deployed logistic and support replenishment center 

for the Seventh Fleet. With the Military Sealift 

Command vessels moved to Hawaii, this crucial 

support will be ten days further from Asia and the 

Indian Ocean. The plan would eliminate 25 percent 

of the annual support voyages, from eight to six, 

for our sailors in Southeast Asia and the Indian 
, 

Ocean. 

The continued presence of the MSC vessels 

would also provide a minimum workload for Guam's SRF 

and the Fleet Industrial and Supply Center. A 

cooperative arrangement allows us to more easily 

develop private sector work to augment the federal 

work levels represented by the MSC ships. This will 

bring jobs, profits, and readiness. 

DOD'S proposal also reduces military 

readiness by mothballing Inner Apra Harbor and the 

Sasa and Tenjo storage tanks. But we are not sure 

from the data what the true cost savings would be. 

We do not know what it would cost to mothball these 

facilities. Remember this is the tropics and things 

are hard and expensive to mothball. And the COBRA 

is unclear on this. We have no idea how quickly, 

1 
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a n d  a t  what  c o s t ,  m o t h b a l l e d  a r e a s  i n  Guam c a n  b e  

t r a n s f o r m e d  i n t o  a  m e a n i n g f u l  s u p p o r t  o p e r a t i o n ,  a n d  

a p p a r e n t l y  n e i t h e r  d o e s  t h e  m i l i t a r y .  

W e  b e l i e v e  t h a t  t h e  a n s w e r  i s  a n  a g r e e m e n t  

f o r  c i v i l i a n  u s e  o f  t h e  f a c i l i t i e s  i n  p a r t n e r s h i p  

w i t h  a n  a p p r o p r i a t e  f i n a n c i a l  commi tment  by  t h e  

m i l i t a r y .  T h i s  would r e n d e r  t h e  h a r b o r  a n d  i t s  

a s s e t s  a r e a d y  p o r t  and  l e s s  t a x e s  t o  -- t o  t h e  U . S .  

t a x p a y e r .  

We u n d e r s t a n d  t h a t  t h e  n a t i o n  n e e d s  t o  c u t  

b a c k .  W e  h a v e  b o r n e  t h e  d i f f i c u l t i e s  o f  c h a n g e  

b e f o r e ,  o f t e n  i n  d r a m , a t i c  ways .  W e  h a v e  b e e n  

o c c u p i e d  a n d  e x p l o i t e d  f o r  t h e  l a s t  350 y e a r s .  We 

h e r e  remember v i v i d l y  t h e  bomb t r u c k s  r u n n i n g  up  and  

down o u r  main  r o a d  d u r i n g  t h e  K o r e a n  C o n f l i c t ,  t h e  

V i e t n a m  C o n f l i c t ,  a n d  t h e  G u l f  War. 

P l e a s e  u n d e r s t a n d  w h a t  w e  n e e d  i n  t h i s  t i m e  

w h e n  the military i s  c u t t i n g  c o s t s .  I f  w e  a r e  t o  

k e e p  o u r  p e o p l e  employed ,  d e v e l o p  o u r  p o t e n t i a l  a s  a ,  

m a r i t i m e  c e n t e r ,  and  c o n t i n u e  t o  p r o v i d e  t h e  b a s i s  

f o r  m i l i t a r y  r e a d i n e s s ,  we n e e d  a c c e s s  t o  t h e s e  

a s s e t s .  I w i l l  n o t  s p e a k  i n  d e t a i l  a b o u t  a l l  t h e  

a s s e t s  a t  t h i s  t i m e ,  b u t  c l e a r l y  w e  n e e d  t h e  - 
f o l l o w i n g .  

One, we n e e d  t h e  w a t e r f r o n t  a n d  a t t e n d a n t  
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I properties proposed for mothball; 
I 
I 
I we need fuel storage facilities proposed 

for mothball; 

the housinq, administrative, warehousing 

and command areas not required as a result of the 

lower force levels, we need those; 

the Fena wa~tershed area and the separate 

Navy water system. Why should the Navy operate a 

separate and overlapping water supply system? 

Additionally, the BRAC 93 process is not 

complete. The officer's housing at NAS is the only 

part of the Air Station not scheduled for return. 

The squadrons are gone. The BRAC, in its redirect 

of NAS Agana, should finish the NAS closure process, 

and we ask you for that. 

The land and assets that are currently 

underutilized by the military should be returned to 

be more productively utilized by Guam's private 

sector. This will lower military budget outlays 

while maintaining a profound level of readiness 

capacity. Currently, Guam's private sector faces 

unnatural barriers to growth created by 

military-exclusive retention of some of Guam's most 

economically valuable property and assets. To 

expand, we need to remove these barriers. 

II 
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If we seize upon this new vision of 

strategic Guam, we can provide opportunities to both 

the military and the people of Guam. We can create 

new jobs and improve military readiness. We can run 

facilities and manage assets to further develop our 

economy and provide a ready capacity for emergent or 

contingency military requirements with less strain 

on the U.S. budget. 

We would be pleased to work with the B R A C  

in examining alternative C O B R A  scenarios which 

reflect this approach. We would be pleased to 

examine in detail the cost effectiveness, the 

strategic readiness, and the economic recovery 

potential of this vision of strategic Guam. 

Speaking of C O B R A  analysis brings me to a 

final issue, the inefficiencies of the existing 

process. Please allow me to bring to your attention 

some of our difficulties in assessing the exact 

nature of DoD1s recommendations. 

No one seems to know what the actual impact 

of the closure will be, not in Washington D.C. at 

high administrative levels, not at the local command 

level, and certainly not by us. 

We cannot determine if any land is proposed 

for return to the people of Guam in the close-out 



scenario, and if so, what is it? 

The COBRA runs themselves do not reflect 

the true expenses and cost savings to the military 

nor the economic impact on Guam. 

Mothball costs are not fully reflected, and 

the costs of preparation for readiness of mothballed 

assets is not included in the cost-savings analysis. 

The loss of jobs amongst those who work in 

non-appropriated funds instrumentalities has not 

been considered. In Guam, there are 1200 of these 

employees. 

The COBRA scenario does not appear to have 

included Guam's so-called Section 3 0  funds. We 

urgently need your help in determining the details 

of the Department of Defense's proposals. 

It is less --, It is less than a month until 

the hearing in San Francisco. We seek your 

immediate assistance in helping us acquire the 

necessary information so that we can best present 

the financial impact of our vision of strategic 

Guam. 

In closing, let me remind you of where you 

are today. You are in Guam, an unincorporated - 
territory, whatever that may mean. Guam is really a 

colony by any definition. We are minuscule. We 
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I understand that. We don't have any political clout 
I 

in Washington D.C. And although we are a useful 
I 

military location, very few in Washington even know 

we exist. As an example, go to the Internet and try 

to find information about base closing in Guam, or 

economic information -- or economic information 
about the military in Guam under the Economic 

Conversion Information Exchange called tlgopher.** 

Every other base the BRAC deals with is on the 

Internet, but not those in Guam. 

For 100 years, the lives of our people have 

been shaped by the military. For over 50 years, we 

had a Naval government. And even without direct 

control, the impact of the military on the economy 

and its control of resources have affected 

dramatically the development of our private sector. 

Although there are many individual exceptions, the 

men and women in uniform, transient and just doing 

their job, have not always promoted or even 

understood our interests. 

Despite the inherent injustices of the 

Guam/U.S. relationship,, both on an individual and 

collective basis, we could always be counted on to 

pull our weight. Please consider this when you 

think about our vision of the future of Guam versus 
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the Pentagon's ttclose Guam's piers" scenario. 

I The Pentagon's recommendation is 

short-sighted. It places little emphasis on 

readiness. It does not reflect the true costs of 

mothballing Guam and ignores our interest in 

economic self-sufficiency. In this time when the 

military needs to cut costs and we need to promote 

continuing employment and economic development, 

allow for our interests to be realized while 

continuing military readiness. 

For 100 years we have thought of Guam's 

strategic importance in relation to the military. 

Now is the time to think of Guam's true strategic 

importance, as a regional hub of economic 

development. 

We will find our place in the ~sia/~acific 

region. We will not only prevail through these 

troubling times, but we shall thrive, prosper, and 

enjoy a bright future for our children. 

The United States of America is a 

representative democra~cy. We are U.S. citizens but 

we are not represented in that democracy. Decisions 

for Guam are made by bureaucrats in the - 
administration who have no stake in our future. 

Decisions for Guam are made by officials elected by 
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o t h e r  c o n s t i t u e n c i e s .  W e  h a v e  u n e q u a l  s t a t u s .  

A s  s o  o f t e n  i n  t h e  p a s t ,  w e  now l o o k  t o  

o t h e r s  who a r e  making d e c i s i o n s  f o r  u s .  What w e  a r e  

l o o k i n g  f o r  i s  someone who w i l l  d o  w h a t  i s  r i g h t .  

W e  n e e d  someone t o  d o  wha t  i s  r i g h t  f o r  o n c e  i n  

Guam's h i s t o r y .  Today,  w e  l o o k  t o  you t o  r e p r e s e n t  

o u r  i n t e r e s t s  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n  i g n o r e d  t o o  o f t e n .  

Thank you v e r y  much. 

C O M M I S S I O N E R  STE:ELE: Thank y o u ,  G o v e r n o r .  

( A p p l a u s e . )  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: We l o o k  f o r w a r d  v e r y  t o  

w o r k i n g  w i t h  y o u ,  a n d  p l e a s e  b e  a s s u r e d  t h a t  a s  

c o m m i s s i o n e r s  a n d  b o t h  t h e  e n t i r e  c o m m i s s i o n  s t a f f  

p l a n  t o  e n t e r t a i n  v a r i o u s  s c e n a r i o s  w i t h  COBRA 

m o d e l s  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  t h a t  c a n  b e  

m u t u a l l y  b e n e f i c i a l .  So  a n y  h e l p  you  c a n  p r o v i d e  u s  

makes o u r  j o b  e a s i e r ,  w e  w i l l  d o  o u r  v e r y  b e s t  t o  b e  

r e s p o n s i v e .  P l e a s e  know t h a t  o u r  d o o r s  a r e  o p e n ,  

o u r  l i b r a r y  i s  y o u r  l i b r a r y ,  a n d  we -- I d o n ' t  know 

w h a t  e l s e  I c a n  s a y .  We r e a l l y  l o o k  f o r w a r d  t o  

f i n d i n g  t h e  b e s t  s o l u t i o n  t h a t  w e  c a n ,  k e e p i n g  

m i l i t a r y  v a l u e s  o u r  p r i m a r y  c o n c e r n  a n d  w h a t  o u r  

m a n d a t e  i s  by t h e  s t a t u t e .  Thank you v e r y  much, - 
y o u r  words  w e r e  h e a r d .  

G O V E R N O R  G U T I E R R E Z :  Thank you f o r  t h e  

I I 
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: offer. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: And next this afternoon 

is Mr. Speaker. 

TESTIMONY BY SPEAKER DON PARKINSON 

SPEAKER PARKINSON: Thank you, Commissioner 

Steele, Commissioner Cornella -- Cornella. 
Allow me to begin by welcoming you on 

behalf of the Twenty-third Guam Legislature and the 

people of Guam to our beautiful island. 

I'm going to ad lib slightly here: 

There's been a feeling by some that the 

hearings were a meaning exercise -- meaningless 
exercise, and I hope thatls not true. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: That is not true. 

SPEAKER PARKINSON: There is perception here, 

not by the BRAC commission now, but we are being 

maneuvered and the BRAC commission is being 

maneuvered to punish Guam because of some of the 

positions we've taken on land issues. And it is my 

feeling that the BRAC commission is not a part of 

this scenario. However, the military has for the 

last 5 0  years since World War 11, apparently done 

everything it can to thwart the development of the 

Territory of Guam, to keep Guam a safe preserve for 

the military. We have the military attempting to 



c o n v e r t  l a r g e  p o r t i o n s  o f  t h e  i s l a n d  t h a t  -- t h e  

m i l i t a r y  r e s e r v e s  t h a t  a r e  no  l o n g e r  n e e d e d  f o r  

m i l i t a r y  r e s e r v e ,  a n d  t h e  b i r d  p r e s e r v e s  w i t h  t h e  

D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f e n s e  h a v i n g  t h e  r i g h t  t o  

u n i l a t e r a l l y  move a t  a n y  t i m e  it w a n t s  t h e s e  l a n d s  

f o r  n a t i o n a l  d e f e n s e .  The n a t i o n a l  -- The 

D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f e n s e  h a s  a l w a y s  w a n t e d  t o  k e e p  a 

good  s h a r e  o f  Guam a s  a  r e s e r v e  i n  c a s e  t h e y  e v e r  

n e e d  a  m a s s i v e  b u i l d u p  i n  t h i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  w o r l d .  

And I t h i n k  we s e e  t h i s  s c e n a r i o  c o n t i n u i n g  h e r e .  

They w a n t  t h e i r  c a k e  a n d  e a t  it t o o ,  s o  t o  s p e a k .  

They w a n t  t o  k e e p  t h e  l a n d  a n d  n o t  u s e  i t  f o r  

a p p a r e n t l y  a n o t h e r  5 0  y e a r s .  

A l s o ,  and  I w i l l  m e n t i o n  t h i s  l a t e r  i n  m y  

f o r m a l  t e s t i m o n y ,  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e r e  i s  a  

m i s p e r c e p t i o n ,  and  I t h i n k  t h i s  h a s  t o  b e  b r o u g h t  

o u t  a t  t h e  s t a r t ,  b e c a u s e  l a s t  n i g h t  c o m i n g  i n t o  

Guam, I was t a l k i n g  t o  a  s t e w a r d e s s  who had been on 

Guam f o r  e i g h t  y e a r s  a ~ n d  s h e  h a d  t h i s  m i s p e r c e p t i o n .  

T h a t  t h e  -- t h e  a c t i v i s t s ,  i f  you w a n t  t o  c a l l  them 

t h a t ,  t h e  r a d i c a l s ,  wh ich  I ' m  r a p i d l y  b e c o m i n g  o n e ,  

I ' m  a f r a i d ,  i f  I'm n o t  a l r e a d y ,  b u t  i n  a n y  e v e n t ,  

t h e y  w a n t  t h e  m i l i t a r y  o u t .  And t h i s  h a s  n o t  b e e n  
C1 

t h e  p e r c e p t i o n  t h a t  I ihave had  on mos t  o f  t h e  --  
e v e n  t h e  m o s t  r a d i c a l  o f  t h e  r a d i c a l s .  What t h e y ' v e  
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been saying is that -- we understand that you need 
some lands for national defense and Guam is 

strategic, and if you need the land, use it. But if 

you don't need the land, give it back. And I think 

the whole issue at NAS was it seems sort of foolish 

to have an air base sitting 90 percent underutilized 

up at Andersen and yet retain valuable assets in the 

middle of Agana for a Naval Air Station, which is 

redundant. But nobody wants the Naval Air Station 

functions to leave the island. Nobody wants the 

Andersen Air Force Base to close. When I say 

unobody,gf I'm speaking now of 95 percent of the -- 
of the people, including the people who you would 

call radicals or activists. Nobody is saying close 

the Naval base. What we're saying is, if you don't 

need this land, give it back. If you're going to 

use it, use it; if you're not going to use it, give 

it to the people who can use it. Don't let it sit 

idle and hold back the economy of the territory. 

We've got -- Wefve got roughly 210, 215 
square miles of land on the island, and the military 

holds a third of it. Of what's left, probably 

another 40 percent of that, at least, is unusable 

because it's straight up and down, it's hillside, 

it's land that's not really useable. So, really, 

c 
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we're talking about -- for the civilian population 
of Guam probably not much more than a hundred square 

miles of useable land, at the most for a 

hundred-and-forty-thousand people. And I think the 

point is -- I don't think -- with a few exceptions, 
I don't think anybody wants to kick the military 

out. We simply want them to use the land 

efficiently that they need and give back all of this 

land that we're holding in reserve. 

I'm going -- I'd like to go into a 

historical perspective now. 

A s  you know, Guam became a territory of the 

United States as a result of the Treaty of Paris 

when Guam was ceded to the United States by Spain. 

Since that time, Guam was used primarily as a 

military base, governed first by a Naval governor 

and then by a civilian-appointed governor appointed 

by the president, and since 1970, by an elected 

governor. 

During the initial years of the 

administration of the Naval government, people were 

moved out of their homes in many locations using the 

excuse -- and primarily, this is primarily, 
U 

actually, after World War I1 -- people were moved 
out of their homes in many locations using the 
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excuse that their ancestral homelands were necessary 

so that the U.S. military could build its bases. 

These are loyal Americans. They didn't object, 

they've just been -- look at the scenario after the 
World War 11. These people have just gone through 

four years of Japanese occupation and they had been 

rescued by the Americans. And the Americans say, 

"We need your help now." And the people of Guam 

responded many times without hesitation. They were 

willing to sacrifice for the country that had laid 

down the lives of its children to rescue Guam from 

the occupation. But they were misled. A lot of 

this land wasn't necessary. A lot of this land was 

not going to be used for 50 years. And then the 

federal government still doesn't want to give it 

back. 

Right now, approximately one-third of the 

total land area of Guam is being held. To make 

matters worse, in many cases, little or no 

compensation was given to those whose land were 

taken. In addition, for a time in the 1940's after 

the war, the Naval government actually prohibited 

the sale or transfer of ].and between private parties - 
in order to keep the prices stable at rock bottom 

prices, so that the market was frozen. This is the 

J 
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type of administration we've had from the military. 

The land takings are not isolated to one 

area but it encompassed the entire island, as you're 

aware. Most of the land taken was prime land. As a 

result, this has thwarted agricultural and economic 

development of the island. 

Guam was put in a time capsule and let out 

in 1962 by President Kennedy. While the rest of the 

country was progressi.ng, Guam stood still. Prior to 

World War 11, the economy of Guam was primarily a 

subsistence economy based on agriculture and 

Hopkins, one of the architects of Guam's 1950 

Organic Act, accurately describes this when he said: 

uw 12 

13 

"A prewar economy that was primarily 

agricultural has been ... reduced to a status 
comparable to our mythical American city's victory 

gardens. At present, it is no exaggeration to state 

that the native inhabitants are as dependent on 

off-island sources for food and other necessities of 

life as our comparable American city would be 

dependent upon sources beyond its corporate limits.It 

In their zeal and under the guise of 

national security, the military completely sealed 

ocean-related activities. When the federal 

government took the land, this changed. Ernest 
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Guam off to the outside world. Unlike other United 

States communities which has strong military 

presence and were allowed to develop their civilian 

economy, the military became the only industry on 

Guam because the military will not allow anything 

else to flourish. Under the security clearance 

requirements of the U.S. military, economic 

development could be pursued only in -- only be 
pursued in Guam if the military gave it its 

blessing. This obviously had a negative impact on 

the economy. People say why do you have a public 

power system? Why do you have public water? Why do 

Why is it -- the telephone company publicly owned? 
Because when the rest of the country was developed 

into a private infrastructure, private industry was 

not allowed into Guam to develop it. So out of 

necessity, the government of Guam and the federal 

government had to develop these resources. 

The result was that the military forced the 

people of Guam to be dependent on the military at 

the exclusion of military -- or exclusion of private 

sector development. The military attempted to 

justify their actions in relation to Guam's 
CI 

perceived prosperity and security clearance posture 

by stating that Guam constitutes -- and I quote now -- 
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"Guam c o n s t i t u t e s  a  d e f e n s e  b a s e  o f  i m m e a s u r a b l e  

v a l u e  a n d  h a s  m a n i f e s t  a d v a n t a g e s  o v e r  o t h e r  a r e a s  

o v e r s e a s  w h e r e  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  d o e s  n o t  e n j o y  

s o v e r e i g n t y .  The c o n t i n u e d  s e c u r i t y  o f  Guam, i s  i n  

f a c t ,  a  v i t a l  p r e r e q u i s i t e  t o  i t s  c o n t i n u a n c e  a s  a  

s t r a t e g i c  m i l i t a r y  b a s e .  T h i s  t h e n  i s  a l s o  o f  

e x t r e m e  i n t e r e s t  t o  t h e  c i v i l i a n  p o p u l a t i o n  o f  t h e  

i s l a n d  s i n c e  t h e  economic  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  Guam i s  

a l m o s t  e n t i r e l y  d e p e n d e n t  on  n a t i o n a l  d e f e n s e  

a c t i v i t i e s .  

The  c o n t r o l  o f  Guam a n d  i t s  p e o p l e  was 

c o m p l e t e .  Everybody  t h a t  came o r  w e n t  f r o m  Guam had 

t o  h a v e  a N a v a l  c l e a r a n c e  u n t i l  1 9 6 2 ,  i n c l u d i n g  

p e o p l e  who j o i n e d  t h e  m i l i t a r y  d u r i n g  t h i s  p e r i o d .  

They h a d  t o  g e t  p e r m i s s i o n  f rom t h e  Navy t o  g o  

o f f - i s l a n d  t o  b r i n g  t h e i r  d e p e n d e n t s  o n - i s l a n d ,  e t  

c e t e r a .  

D e s p i t e  t h e  l a c k  o f  r e s p e c t  shown t o  t h e  

p e o p l e  o f  Guam d u r i n g  t h i s  p o s t  w a r  p e r i o d  a n d  

d e s p i t e  t h e  a b s o l u t e l y  u n b e l i e v a b l e  a b u s i v e  u s e  o f  

power  b y  t h e  m i l i t a r y  g o v e r n m e n t  a n d  t h e  a p p o i n t e d  

c i v i l i a n  g o v e r n m e n t  p e r p e t r a t e d  upon t h e  p e o p l e  o f  

Guam, t h e  p e o p l e  o f  Guam h a v e  r e m a i n e d  l o y a l  t o  t h e  

U n i t e d  S t a t e s .  The r e c o r d  s p e a k s  f o r  i t s e l f .  We've 

g o t  o n e  o f  t h e  h i g h e s t  p e r  c a p i t a  r a t i o s  o f  p e o p l e  
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I going into the service -- on a per capita basis, 
I werve had more deaths in every conflict of any 

significance since World War I. I donrt believe we 

participated much in World War I, but World War I1 

went on, we -- we hadl losses in World War 11. Many 

Chamorros were in the military when the war started, 

and, of course, in the Korean and Vietnam wars, our 

losses exceeded that of any other American community 

on a per capita basis. 

The people 05 Guam have always supported 

the United States in imatters of national security. 

The military made Guam dependent on national 

defense. And anything that did not directly or 

indirectly benefit the military before 1962 was 

simply not permitted. Even after 1962, the federal 

government continued bullying the people of Guam as 

far as retaining unneeded lands. 

It has only been 33 years since the 

isolation bubble was lifted and Guam was opened up 

to the outside world. It has only been 33 years 

that Guam has been allowed to develop an economy 

that was not related tco the military. This is a 

short time in comparison with other -- other similar -." 
jurisdictions. 

I do not think that we can ignore in this 
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BRAC Commission hearing the historical perspective 

of what happened in Guam. The fact that Guam was 

made totally economically dependent on the military, 

a dependence which has continued to this day, 

somewhat ameliorated by the tourism industry, which 

is the only other viable industry Guam has, We're 

isolated, we're out in the middle of the Pacific 

Ocean. When you look at the other communities in 

the United States which are having bases closed, 

they were not under a security bubble until 1962. 

When -- Whatever other bases are being closed, and 
Mountain Home Air Force Base is being closed in 

Idaho. And I'm familiar with Mountain Home because 

I used to live in Boise. There was no security 

bubble prior to 1962. I didn't have -- When I was 
in high school, I didn't have to get permission from 

the U.S. Air Force and the U.S. Navy to drive up to 

Mountain Home to see a. friend. I didn't have to get 

permission from the U.S. military if I wanted to 

open a business there. I didn't have to get 

permission from the U.S. military if I wanted to 

practice law there. They kept out lawyers so that 

the people couldn't litigate these land claims, for - 
God's sake. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Keeping out lawyers. 
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SPEAKER PARKINSON: What? 

1 COMMISSIONER STEELE: Keeping out lawyers, 

3 1 interesting concept. 

4 

5 

lo  I COMMISSIONER STEELE: No, it -- 

(Laughter.) 

SPEAKER PARKINSON: Well, I think Shakespeare 

7 

8 

9 

l1 I SPEAKER PARKINSON: Okay. 

1 had the best theory. 
COMMISSIONER STE:ELE: Sorry, Lis. 

SPEAKER PARKINSON: You must be a lawyer, too. 

Okay. 

14 1 survive. The federal government recognized the 

.I 12 

13 

l5  I importance and the value of Apra Harbor when it 

Guam is an island community. Every 

resource is needed in order for the people to 

l9 I move from their land onto reservations when the 

16 

17 

18 

forcibly moved the original inhabitants of Sumay at 

Apra Harbor to the hills of Santa Rita in about the 

same manner that the American Indians were forced to 

2 2  1 thousand fold more important now. That's one of the 

2 0 

2 1 

settlers wanted that land. If Apra Harbor was 

important to the people of Guam then, it is a 

My preference would be to keep the Ship 

2 3 

2 4 

I 1 
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Repair Facility and Fleet Industrial Supply Center 

in operation and the other facilities that are 

proposed to be closed open. If not, I agree with 

the governor, some sort of a joint-use program. 

Realistically, though, we are being buffeted by 

forces over which we have no control. The wind down 

of the cold war. We :have the cutbacks mandated by 

the politicians in Washington which may or may not 

be justified. But that's beyond our control. 

That's beyond your control and you've been mandated 

to make cuts. 

Okay, in closing, I havenrt had time to 

finish, but what I would like to say is this: The 

federal government must treat the people of Guam 

fairly. 

I'd like to make other point as an 

American. The Navy is using Guam as a pawn for 

political purposes in closing these bases. It is 

imperative that we maintain bases for America's 

national security in the Pacific on American 

territory. And to close these facilities, in my 

opinion, because the Navy is mad at Guam would be 

foolish. We must keep these bases open not only for - 
the economy of Guam but: for the national security 

interest involved in the United States. 

- 
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Thank you, commissioners, I appreciate the I I 
opportunity to speak. I I 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much for I I 
your testimony, Mr. Speaker. I I 

(Applause.) 

SPEAKER PARKINSON: I would be submitting my 

written testimony along with a copy of the 

resolution from the Guam Legislature, which is 

attached to my written testimony, which is 

self-explanatory. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: And we'd be delighted to 

include it in our records. 

SPEAKER PARKINSON: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEE:LE: You're welcome. 

And now we will turn to your fine and able 

representative in Washington, Congressman Underwood. 

TESTIMONY BY CONGRESSMAN ROBERT A. UNDERWOOD 

CONGRESSMAN UNDERWOOD: Thank you very much, 

commissioner Steele and Commissioner Cornella. 

I join Team Guam in welcoming both of you 

to -- both you and your staff to Guam, and I hope 
you have an opportunity to experience our the 

hospitality. 

Governor Gutierrez has spoken to the Team 

Guam's response. Speaker Parkinson has spoken to 

I J 
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experienced. And now I will speak to the final I 
selection criteria which you will using in analyzing 

DoDfs recommendation. I 
First, I would like to scrutinize DoDfs 

current recommendation with the eight selection I 
criteria as the yardstick of measurement and I 
analysis. Then I would like to review Team Guam's 

recommendation under -the light of that criteria. I 
The DoD recommendations for Guam raise a 

number of concerns about the first four final 

selection criteria which deal with the military I 
value. If the current recommendations are I 
implemented, they will seriously affect the ability 

of our military commanders to respond to their 

current and future mission requirements and I 
adversely impact on operational readiness. You may 

not hear any clear statements regarding the adverse 

impact on operational readiness on our Team Guam 

Proposal from your military briefings and contacts 

because all uniformed personnel are constrained to 

support the Department of Defense's position, one 

borne more of accounting computer models than the 

realities of the Western Pacific and the historic t 
and potential use of Guam. 
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First, relocating the Military sealift 

2 1 Command ships to Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, seven to ten 

1 be less capable of responding to an emergent 

3 

4 

sailing days from Guam, will require the Navy to 

place these ships on a permanent cruise. They will 

6 

7 

8 

l1 I on U.S. soil. The recent rejection of the CINCPAC's 

contingency since they are not constantly forward 

deployed. 

Secondly, current and future mission 

9 

10 

requirements are jeopardized by the DoD's mission to 

rely on foreign military facilities instead of those 

1 12 

13 

l6 1 regard, DoD's recommendation is incredibly 

request for stationing pre-position ships on foreign 

countries in Southeast Asia demonstrates why Guam is 

14 

15 

so important and why DoD cannot rely on these 

facilities for future mission requirements. In this 

l9 1 hurdles which may emerge on bases that DoD relies on 
17 

18 

2 0  1 in Asia- 
Guam apparently did not score points for 

shortsighted, considering only the current political 

climate and not factoring in the possible political 

2 1  1 reliability in the DoD computer models. 
2 2  1 Thirdly, DoD's recommendations assumes that 

2 3 

2 4 
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return to Guam and simply open shop once again. 

2 5 This is based on a false assumption that a skilled 



force will be available to immediately respond to 

their needs and that they would be welcomed back. 

If the current recommendation is implemented, then 

it is unlikely that a skilled workforce would be 

ready to respond to DoDgs needs, and it is even more 

unlikely that DoD would be welcomed back with the 

same enthusiasm as before. Moreover, many Naval 

officials have already admitted that mothballing is 

the least cost-effective approach to maintaining the 

assets at SRF. 

Military comm~anders will also have less 

flexibility to respond to contingency, mobilization, 

and future total force requirements, the third 

criteria, under the DoD recommendation. DoD will 

have less flexibility to response should a crisis 

emerge in Korea or in Southeast Asia. In addition 

to coordinating the deployment of troops, military 

commanders will have t'o coordinate the MSC locations 

on their cruises to meet up with the carrier battle 

groups. Consequently, the Navy will have less 

ability to effectively forward deploy and less 

flexibility to respond to a crisis. 

DoDfs recommendations do not make sense 

when we examine some of their initial cost 

implications, the fifth criteria. First, the cost 
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expensive than keeping them forward deployed in 

Guam. This additional cost is borne because the MSC 

ships should be on constant cruises to Guam and back 

to Hawaii, which takes 14 to 20 days to complete 

this circuit. DoD did not input the added cost of 

these ship deployments into their calculation of 

savings. By not figuring added costs for these ship 

movements, the DoD planners seemed to assume that 

Hawaii and Guam were in fact in the same place. 

The economic impact of DoDfs 

recommendations on our island community is 

devastating, representing the sixth selection 

criteria. Up to 10 percent of our workforce and 25 

percent of our economy will be affected making Guam 

the hardest hit U.S. community. If this magnitude 

of reductions were undertaken in California, then 

about one-and-a-half million people would lose their 

jobs. 

In fact, the economic impact is greater 

than what DoDfs model indicates. Section 

30 tax payments to Guam for military personnel 

stationed here are not included in their - 
calculations. This represents up to $19 million in 

lost income to the people of Guam. 

1 
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DoDts recommendation also seems to argue 

that these closures and realignments will somehow 

contribute positively to the environment, the final 

criteria. However, it is more likely that 

industrial sites such as SRF, FISC, and the fuel 

tank farm will pose greater dangers in a mothballed 

state through neglect. We on Guam are more 

cognizant of the dangers of corrosion to plant 

equipment in this tropical environment. Without 

constant use and maintenance, environmental problems 

are more likely to materialize at these facilities. 

Guam's recommendation addresses the 

concerns of military commanders in the Pacific 

regarding the strategic military value of Guam, 

DoDts need to save money, and Guam's effort to 

adjust to the economic impact. Team Guamts 

recommendation accomplishes this by responding to 

the selection criteria.. 

Team Guam's a~pproach would enable the 

military commanders in the Pacific to respond to the 

current and future mission requirements and improve 

on operational readiness, the first criteria. By 

keeping a core number of MSC ships forward deployed 

in Guam, military commanders would maintain their 

forward deployment in the Pacific and flexibly 
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respond to any contingency. 

Moreover, maintaining facilities at a 

downsized but 0peratio:nal state in Guam will provide 

for DoDOs need for reliable bases in the future. As 

noted, it is problematic to rely on facilities on 

foreign soil in Asia. 

The second criteria, availability and 

condition of land and facilities, is not of 

concern -- excuse me -- since current facilities on 
Guam are already performing the proposed missions. 

Team Guam's recommendation is more 

responsive to the third criteria, regarding the 

availability to accommodate contingency, 

mobilization, and future total force requirements 

than DoD's own recommendations to mothball Guam. It 

will enhance the ability of military commanders to 

respond to a contingency quicker and more 

efficiently with Guam's seven-day advantage over 

Hawaii. Guam proved its military value in Desert 

Storm, and Guam was instrumental in supporting the 

logistic needs of this massive operation. In 

attempting to answer your questions about their 

ability to support a future contingency on the scale - 
of Desert Storm, military officials were evasive and 

unclear in their responses. 



The downsized presence on Guam, a 

collaborative effort at SRF, and privatization 

opportunities will save DoD money, the fourth 

selection criteria. 

Most importantly, from the perspective of 

our local community, Team Guam's recommendation 

would ease the economic impact on our community. A 

certain core job base would be maintained and we 

would be able to augment the SRF operation with 

commercial work at our harbor facilities. Federal 

civil service jobs would be maintained at a higher 

level than the DoD pro:posal. This arrangement would 

give us important econ'omic tools from which to build 

and grow our economy. 

The Team Guam presented -- Proposal 
presented to you today would preserve the Navy's 

ability to support fleet operations in Southeast 

Asia. It would also create long-term savings that 

offset the savings projected from the DoD 

recommendations to BRAC. This proposal is a win-win 

situation, the Navy wins, but more importantly to 

us, Guam wins. 

Guam brings to the table three things that 
LI 

no other domestic base has: location, location, and 

location. Your jet lag -- 
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(Applause.) 

CONGRESSMAN UNDERWOOD: Your jet lag is a 

reminder not that Guam is far from Washington, but 

rather that Guam is cltoser to the action in Asia. 

While we would not argue with the DoD determination 

that its forward deployment in Southeast Asia is not 

harmed, or its ability to conduct operations is not 

diminished by the pullout on Guam, we would remind 

the BRAC Commission that Guam can make these same 

operations much easier to conduct, I do not know 

whether you can translate increased operational 

readiness into dollar savings. 

The Team Guam proposal has at its 

centerpiece the forward deployment on Guam of the 

MSC supply ships and the helicopter squadron which 

supports these ships. This forward deployment would 

put the supply ships where they can be best 

utilized, seven days ahead of fleet operations 

coming from Hawaii, and just behind the lines of 

potential trouble spots in the South China Sea. 

To save money, the DoD recommendation 

proposes mothballing ;SRF and FISC. The Team Guam 

proposal addresses thlese issues so that savings can 

still be realized. SRF would be operated in a 

collaborative venture. FISC would continue to 
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support the fleet logistic needs. It was reported 

yesterday that FISCts customer base is anchored in 

the 42 percent of the sales that are attributed to 

MSC supply ships. 

The core customer base for the SRF would be 

the MSC supply ships. The supply ships provided 7 0  

percent of the work at. SRF last year, and the work 

base f o r  the supply ships at SRF far exceeds 7 0  

percent in a typical year. 

Team Guam has proposed an innovative and 

attractive solution to meet our mutual needs. We 

hope that BRAC would look favorably at these 

proposals, but we must be unequivocal in our 

opposition to the current DoD recommendations. 

If the commi:ssion decides not to implement 

the Team Guam proposal, then the least it should do 

is ensure Guam's economic future by turning over the 

assets that GovGuam has requested. This includes 

the SRF dry dock and infrastructure, the waterfront 

assets, land not needed anymore, warehouses and 

structures not being utilized for fleet operations 

anymore. 

Guam could use these assets for its own - 
economic recovery. The DoDts plan would simply 

allow these assets to deteriorate over time. In 
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fact, the DoDfs recommendation makes a strange 

point. While scaling back on Guam, DoD hedges its 

bets by retaining assets in case of some unspecified 

future contingency. Guam has a message to DoD: you 

can't have it both ways. If we are left to fend for 

ourselves, we will. Elut DoD would have to seriously 

reconsider whether Gua.m would be as hospitable to 

DoDfs needs in the future. This is a serious flaw 

in the DoD thinking th~at we would ask the commission 

to consider. This is the kind of thinking that 

takes the people of Guam for granted, the kind that 

sees Guam as little more than property made valuable 

by its potential to conduct war and that sees the 

benefits of forward deployment accrue to foreigners 

over the U.S. citizens of Guam. 

And I want to emphasize that we're talking 

about people. I want to emphasize the human 

dimension of the DoD recommendation so that we can 

put these closures in perspective. I was stopped 

while at the post office the other morning by one 

Chamorro who transferred back to his homeland last 

year and had just gotten a position at FISC. Now 

facing the prospect of a layoff, he is at a loss as 

to what he can do, how will he provide for his 

family, where will he find a job. He can't just 
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d r i v e  i n t o  t h e  n e x t  c o u n t y  a n d  f i n d  a  j o b .  

You m e t  J u n i o r  P a r c o n  on  y o u r  t o u r  o f  t h e  

FISC f u e l  f a r m  y e s t e r d a y .  H e  h a s  s a v e d  -- s e r v e d  

t h e  Navy f o r  2 5  y e a r s  a n d  h a s  b e e n  a t  FISC f o r  1 3  

y e a r s .  H e  i s  now t h e  d e p u t y  d i r e c t o r  o f  t h e  f u e l  

d e p a r t m e n t  a n d  i s  t h e  e x p e r t  on  f u e l  m a t t e r s .  H e  

h a s  b e e n  t o l d  by DoD t h a t  h i s  e x p e r t i s e  w i l l  b e  

m o t h b a l l e d  e v e n  t h o u g h  t h e  Navy h a s  n o t  y e t  f i g u r e d  

o u t  how it w i l l  p r o v i d e  f o r  t h e  s h i p s  a n d  p l a n e s  i f  

w e  h a v e  t o  f i g h t  a n o t h e r  D e s e r t  S t o r m .  

You m i g h t  a l s o  r e c a l l  C a p t a i n  Bermudes f  

j u s t i f i a b l e  p r i d e  i n  t h e  l o c a l  w o r k f o r c e  a t  S R F .  I n  

h i s  w o r d s ,  t h e y  c a n  d o  a n y t h i n g .  The w e l d e r s ,  t h e  

p i p e f i t t e r s ,  a n d  s h e e t  m e t a l  w o r k e r s  a n d  e v e r y  

c a t e g o r y  o f  s k i l l e d  w o r k e r  a t  SRF i s  among t h e  b e s t  

i n  t h e  t r a d e .  I n  r e s p o n s e  t o  y o u r  q u e s t i o n  a b o u t  

m o t h b a l l i n g  SRF and  t h e n  r e t u r n i n g  t o  SRF i n  a  

s u r g e ,  C a p t a i n  Bermudes e x p r e s s e d  h i s  c o n c e r n  a b o u t  

t h e  p r o b l e m s  o f  f i n d i n g  new w o r k e r s  a n d  t h e  

t r e m e n d o u s  l o s s  o f  a n  i n d i g e n o u s  s k i l l e d  w o r k f o r c e .  

Maybe t h e  s u r g e  you r e f e r r e d  t o  i s  s i m i l a r  t o  1945 .  

Back t h e n  SRF h a d  a t  i t s  p e a k  o v e r  1 6 6  s h i p s  u n d e r  

r e p a i r  a t  t h e  same t i m e .  Back t h e n  t h e  Chamorros  

d i d  n o t  h a v e  t h e s e  s k i l l s  t h a t  t o o k  y e a r s  t o  

a c c u m u l a t e .  The Chamorros  c o o k e d ,  c l e a n e d  t h e  b a s e ,  
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a n d  e m p t i e d  t h e  g a r b a g e .  And t h e  b a s e  was b u i l t  on 

t h e i r  l a n d ,  t h e  v i l l a g e  o f  Sumay, e x p r o p r i a t e d  f o r  

d e f e n s e  n e e d s  i n  o r d e r  t o  p r o s e c u t e  t h e  w a r  a g a i n s t  

J a p a n .  

So t o d a y  SRF :must c o m p e t e  f o r  work  on U.S. 

Navy s h i p s  w i t h  a  J a p a : n e s e  s h i p y a r d .  And t o  f u r t h e r  

compound t h e  i r o n y ,  n o t  o n l y  i s  SRF, l i k e  FISC a n d  

PWC,  c o m p l e t e l y  manned by a n  i n d i g e n o u s  s k i l l e d  

w o r k f o r c e ,  b u t  SRF i s  , a l s o  commanded by  C a p t a i n  E l o y  

Bermudes ,  a  n a t i v e  s o n  o f  Guam. And i f  t h e  Navy 

l e a v e s  SRF, i f  t h e  Nav.y m o t h b a l l s  i t s  f a c i l i t i e s ,  

w i l l  Sumay t h e n  b e  r e t u r n e d  a n d  w i l l  t h e  p e o p l e  o f  

Guam e v e r  b e  made w h o l e ?  

Team Guam h a s  g i v e n  DoD a  way t o  s t a y ,  a  

way t o  s a v e  money, a n d  a  way t o  p r e p a r e  t h i s  

communi ty  f o r  t h e  c h a l l e n g e s  t h a t  w e  f a c e  a s  a 

p e o p l e  i n  t h e  n e x t  d e c a d e .  T h i s  i s  n o t  e x a c t l y  g i v e  

u s  l i b e r t y  o r  g i v e  u s  ' d e a t h ,  b u t  it i s  c e r t a i n l y  

g i v e  u s  a c h a n c e  t o  work t o g e t h e r  o r  g i v e  u s  b a c k  

t h e  a s s e t s .  

Thank you.  

COMMISSIONER S T E E L E :  Thank you  v e r y  much, 

Congressman  Underwood. 
V 

( A p p l a u s e . )  

C O M M I S S I O N E R  S T E E L E :  Now I ' d  l i k e  t o  t u r n  t o  
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Commissioner Cornella who, I believe, has some 

questions and comments to address to you three 

gentlemen. 

REMARKS BY COlMMISSIONER AL CORNELLA 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Governor, Mr. 

Underwood, Mr. Speaker, I'd like to thank all three 

of you for you eloquent testimony and to make a few 

remarks regarding to s,ome of the Speaker's comments. 

This commission is an independent 

commission, independent of the Department of 

Defense. If your voic:es are unimportant, then this 

hearing is a charade. But we do not believe that 

your voices are unimportant. They are a very 

important part of this process. We will take them 

into consideration, transcripts will be made of this 

hearing, and it will be provided to all the 

commissioners. I understand your passion. And I 

can understand why you are the speaker. 

Thank you, Ma~dame Chair. 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEE:LE: Who wants to follow that 

comment. So with that., we will break for ten 

minutes and return. Thank you very much. 

(Brief recess.) 

COMMISSIONER STEE:LE: Welcome back. 

I 1 
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I t h o u g h t  b e f o r e  w e  h a v e  t h e  g e n t l e m e n  

b e f o r e  u s  t e s t i f y ,  I would show a  few o f  t h e  

w o n d e r f u l  p o s t e r s  t h a t  we 've  b e e n  g i v e n  by some o f  

t h e  l o c a l  c h i l d r e n .  F o r  a  c o u p l e  o f  d i f f e r e n t  

r e a s o n s :  I -- We w e r e  s o  w e l l  a w a r e  o f  how t h e s e  

r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  i m p a c t  c o m m u n i t i e s .  And, s e c o n d l y ,  

d e f e n s e  a n d  n a t i o n a l  d e f e n s e ,  i t r s  f o r  t h e  k i d s  i n  

t h e  l o n g  h a u l ,  s o  t h a t  t h e s e  c h i l d r e n  a r e  i n v o l v e d  

i n  t h e  p r o c e s s  a n d  c o n c e r n e d  a b o u t  i t ,  it j u s t  

r e a l l y  t i c k l e s  u s  t h a t  t h e y  t o o k  t h e  t i m e  t o  d o  

t h i s .  

So  w e  w i l ' l  shlow C l i f f o r d ' s  w o n d e r f u l  o l i v e  

g r e e n  s h i p  welcome t o  . t h e  --  welcome t o  Guam BRAC 

t e a m .  lV 

"Working t o g e t h e r  f o r  a  b r i g h t e r  f u t u r e ,  

i t ' s  a  good s t a r t ,  J o s e p h .  

And "Keep u s  w o r k i n g  t o g e t h e r . I 1  W e  l o o k  

f o r w a r d  t o  t r y i n g  t o  come on t o  some common g r o u n d  

h e r e  w i t h  t h e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  o n  w h a t  o u r  t h e  f i n a l  

p r o d u c t  w i l l  b e .  

Thank y o u ,  k i d s .  

A l r i g h t y ,  down t o  b u s i n e s s .  W i l l  t h o s e  a t  

t h e  d a i s  p l e a s e  s t a n d  and  r a i s e  y o u r  r i g h t  h a n d s ?  
C-r 

SENATOR FORBES: Oh,  r i g h t  h a n d .  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Got i t ?  

I 1 
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SENATOR FORBES: Okay. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. 

Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the 

testimony you are about to give to the Defense Base 

Closure and Realignment Commission shall be truth, 

the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

MR. CRUZ: I do. 

MR. CALVO: I do. 

MR. SANCHEZ: I do. 

ARCHBISHOP APURON: I do. 

SENATOR CRISTOBAL: I do. 

SENATOR FORBES: I do. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. You may be 

seated. 

We will begin with Mr. Manny Cruz, who will 

have ten minutes. 

TESTIMONY E,Y MR. MANUEL Q. CRUZ 

MR. CRUZ: Honorable Commissioners, my name is 

Manuel Q. Cruz. I am the president of the American 

Federation of Government Employees, Local 1689, Inc. 

AFGE is the exclusive representative for 

about 4,000 bargaining unit members in 12 Navy 

commands and activities, the Air Force at Andersen 

Air Force Base, the Navy Exchange, the Army and Air 

Force Exchange Service, the Defense Commissary 
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Agency ,  t h e  D e f e n s e  F i n a n c e  a n d  A c c o u n t i n g  S e r v i c e ,  

t h e  D e f e n s e  P r i n t i n g  O f f i c e ,  t h e  D e f e n s e  I n f o r m a t i o n  

S y s t e m s  Agency,  and  t h ~ e  D e f e n s e  ~ e u t i l i z a t i o n  a n d  

M a r k e t i n g  O f f i c e .  

On b e h a l f  o f  t h e  -- o f  a l l  t h e  f e d e r a l  

e m p l o y e e s ,  I come b e f o r e  you t o  e x p r e s s  o u r  s e r i o u s  

c o n c e r n s  w i t h  t h e  l a t e s t  D e f e n s e  D e p a r t m e n t ' s  BRAC 

r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s ,  n a m e l y ,  t o  c l o s e  t h e  N a v a l  S h i p  

R e p a i r  F a c i l i t y ,  t o  d i s e s t a b l i s h  t h e  F l e e t  a n d  

I n d u s t r i a l .  S u p p l y  C e n t e r ,  t o  r e a l i g n  t h e  N a v a l  

A c t i v i t i e s ,  a n d  t o  r e d i r e c t  t h e  N a v a l  A i r  S t a t i o n .  

G i v e n  t h e s e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s ,  I b e l i e v e  t h a t  

t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  t h e  Navy, f o r  i t s  p a r t ,  h a s  

d e l i b e r a t e l y  l i e d ,  m i s l e d ,  a n d  b e t r a y e d  t h e  f a i t h  

a n d  t r u s t  o f  t h e  e m p l o y e e s  o f  Guam. N o t e  t h a t  I 

r e f e r  t o  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  t h e  Navy b e c a u s e  I know 

f o r  a  f a c t  t h a t  t h e  l o c a l  m i l i t a r y  l e a d e r s  a r e  o n l y  

f o l l o w i n g  m a r c h i n g  o r d e r s  a s  r e q u i r e d .  

Now l e t  me j u s t  e x p l a i n  w h a t  I h a v e  j u s t  

s t a t e d .  

The p r o p o s e d  c l o s u r e  o f  SRF i s  j u s t  o n e  

e x a m p l e  o f  a  b r o k e n  p r o m i s e .  F o r  some t i m e  a f t e r  

BRAC 9 3 ,  t h e  C I N C P A C F L T  E f f i c i e n c y  Review ( E R )  Team 

h a s  b e e n  w o r k i n g  v e r y  c l o s e l y  w i t h  t h e  SRF t o  c u t  

c o s t s  a n d  t o  c u t  p e r s o n n e l  b e c a u s e  o f  b u d g e t  
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constraints and budget shortfalls. In the interest 

of partnership, both union and management agreed to 

embrace the concept of becoming a lean, 

cost-efficient service provider. It could be said 

that the SRF had reinvented itself long before the 

reinvention of government initiative had been 

invented. Since early 1994, the SRF has been 

leading the way in doing more with less, reducing 

its budget and personnel through downsizing and 

rightsizing. Many goold workers have since left the 

SRF through optional retirement, voluntary early 

retirement (VERA), and. voluntary resignation in 

order to make room for the younger workers. And I 

present you exhibits. Many of these workers 

actually believed that. the downsizing and the 

budget-cutting efforts of the SRF will ultimately 

save the SRF from any planned closure in the future. 

Also, the past two years, the Navy has 

allowed the SRF to undergo substantial reductions in 

in depot maintenance c:apability because of the 

conversion and transfer of the Navy supply ships to 

the Military Sealift C!ommand (MSC). Under the MSC, 

the supply ships were doomed to long-term 
-.I 

deployments on the high seas. It is a well-known 

fact that planned maintenance and repair are going 
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t o  b e  i n f r e q u e n t .  T h u s ,  it i s  n o t  a  b i g  s u r p r i s e  

t h a t  t h e  MSC w i l l  o p t  t o  b e  h o m e p o r t e d  i n  H a w a i i  

r a t h e r  t h a n  i n  Guam f o r  v e r y  o b v i o u s  r e a s o n s .  Guam 

i s  n o t  a s  a t t r a c t i v e  a s  Hawai i  f o r  t h e  many s i n g l e  

a n d  u n a c c o m p a n i e d  s a i l o r s  a n d  m a r i n e r s  a s s i g n e d  t o  

t h e  s h i p s .  

A n o t h e r  s a d  s t o r y  was FISC. W i t h  t h e  

drawdown a n d  e v e n t u a l  c l o s u r e  o f  S u b i c  Bay i n  t h e  

P h i l i p p i n e s ,  t h e r e  were  h i g h  h o p e s  among t h e  

e m p l o y e e s  t h a t  Guam w i l l  b e  t h e  r e c i p i e n t  o f  

a d d i t i o n a l  manpower,  e q u i p m e n t ,  a n d  m a t e r i a l .  Guam 

w i l l  b e  become t h e  s u p e r m a r k e t  o f  t h e  P a c i f i c .  Wi th  

t h e  MSC a n d  s u p p l y  s h i p s  h o m e p o r t e d  h e r e ,  it 

a p p e a r e d  t h a t  Guam h a s  a  b r i g h t  f u t u r e .  However ,  

t h e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  t o  t r a n s f e r  MSC a n d  t h e  s u p p l y  

s h i p s ,  i n c l u d i n g  t h e  ammuni t ion  s h i p s ,  t o  H a w a i i  i s  

t h e  n a i l  d r i v e n  i n t o  t h e  c o f f i n  o f  FISC. You c u t  

o f f  t h e  c u s t o m e r  b a s e  and  y o u r  f u t u r e  i s  g o n e .  

When t h e  -- When t h e  N a v a l  M a g a z i n e  

( N A V M A G )  a n d  t h e  Nava l  S t a t i o n  (NAVSTA) merged  i n  

O c t o b e r  1 9 9 4  t o  become t h e  Nava l  A c t i v i t i e s  

( N A V A C T S ) ,  i t  was p r i m a r i l y  i n t e n d e d  t o  s o l i d i f y  a n d  

m a x i m i z e  t h e  o p e r a t i o n a l  i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  o f  b o t h  

commands. And I ' v e  p r e s e n t e d  you e x h i b i t s .  You 

w i l l  n o t e  t h a t  t h e  m e r g e r  was t o  h a v e  l i t t l e  e f f e c t  
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on the tenant commands, such as SRF and FISC. 

However, the recommendation to realign NAVACTS 

appears to be utterly contradictory to the intent of 

the merger. In hindsight, it all fits in now like a 

glove. But why lie about it. 

The most serious case scenario is the 

pending closure of the: Naval Air Station (NAS). 

From the very beginning in June 1994, the Navy 

failed to comply with the BRAC 93 recommendations. 

The civilian workers supported the closure based on 

the relocation of the operation to Andersen Air 

Force Base. However, this did not happen for the 

reason given: lack of proper infrastructure at 

Andersen Air Force Base. The aircraft squadrons 

ultimately moved to the continental United States. 

However, note that none of the civilian workers who 

worked in support of the squadrons ever moved with 

them. When it was revealed that the Navy did not 

comply with the BRAC 93 recommendations to relocate 

to Andersen Air Force Base, the union filed an 

unfair labor practice complaint for bad faith 

bargaining on the part of the Navy. Even though a 

response was made, the issue was not thoroughly - 
addressed. More so, w:hen Congressman Underwood had 

pursued the matter at 'the Congressional level. 
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U n f o r t u n a t e l y ,  t h e  l a t e s t  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  h a s  now 

r e n d e r e d  t h i s  i s s u e  moot .  

H o n o r a b l e  c o m m i s s i o n e r s ,  you c a n  s e e  how 

f a r  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  t h e  Navy h a s  d a r e d  t o  t r e a t  

Guam a n d  t h e  c i v i l i a n  e m p l o y e e s .  I b e l i e v e  t h a t  we 

h a v e  b e e n  t r e a t e d  p o o r l y  a n d  u n f a i r l y .  I n  s h o r t ,  w e  

h a v e  b e e n  f o r c e d  t o  f a i l .  W e  r e a l l y  d o  n o t  w a n t  t o  

l o s e  t h e  b a s e s .  P l e a s e  h e l p  u s  k e e p  t h e  b a s e s .  W e  

w a n t  t o  c o n t i n u e  a s  f e d e r a l  e m p l o y e e s  l o n g  i n t o  t h e  

2 1 s t  c e n t u r y .  However ,  i n  t h e  e v e n t  t h a t  t h e  b a s e s  

i n  q u e s t i o n  d o  h a v e  b u d g e t a r y  p r o b l e m s ,  we w a n t  t o  

g o  on r e c o r d  i n  s u p p o r t  o f  a j o i n t  u s e  b e t w e e n  t h e  

Navy a n d  a n y  commercia.1 o r g a n i z a t i o n  w i t h  t h e  

g o v e r n m e n t  o f  Guam i n  t h e  b r o k e r a g e  r o l e .  W e  d o  n o t  

w a n t  t o  s e e  t h i s  -- t h e s e  b a s e s  m o t h b a l l e d  a n d  

i n a c t i v e .  K e e p i n g  them o p e r a t i n g  a n d  k e e p i n g  u s  

w o r k i n g  f o r  t h e  Navy a n d  f o r  t h e  Amer ican  p e o p l e .  

Thank you and  S i  Y u f o s  M a f a s e .  

( A p p l a u s e . )  

C O M M I S S I O N E R  STEELE: Thank you v e r y  much. 

L e t f s  s e e .  With  t h e  Chamber o f  Commerce, 

f o l l o w s ,  I -- I n o t e  t h a t  I h a v e  t e n  m i n u t e s  h e r e  

f o r  b o t h  o f  you g e n t l e m e n .  A r e  you s p e a k i n g  

t o g e t h e r  o r  . . .  ? 

MR. C A L V O :  T h a t ' s  c o r r e c t .  
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COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Do it however you 

choose. You may proceed, thank you. 

TESTIMONY BY MR. OVIDIO R.A. CALVO, JR. 

AND SIMON A. SANCHEZ I1 

MR. CALVO: Good morning, Commissioners Steele 

and Cornella. Welcome to Guam. 

I am ~ v i d i o  Calvo, Jr., Chairman of the 

Board of the Guam Cha:mber of Commerce. I am joined 

by Simon A. Sanchez 11, business representative to 

the Guam BRAC ad hoc task force. 

Mr. Sanchez and I appreciate this 

opportunity to submit the Guam business communityls 

position statement regarding the Department of 

Defense's recommendations to the Base Realignment 

and Closure Commission. 

The position presented in this statement 

represents views of a consortium of Guam's major 

private sector organizations. Collectively, our 

organizations generate over 75 percent of Guam's 

$3.1 billion Gross Island Product and employ a 

private sector workforce of over 46,000 employees. 

The business community of Guam opposes 

DoD's recommendations to the BRAC to reduce the Navy 
CI 

presence and retain the assets for possible 

contingencies. 
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I We believe Guam remains a strategically 

1 vital area for supporting our defense interests in 

, this region. The proposed realignment misses the 

I opportunity to combine the need to save defense 

dollars with Guam's ability to share the costs by 

jointly operating and marketing realigned facilities 

as public private ventures. Rather than simply 

reducing DoDfs presence on Guam, BRAC should require 

DoD to pursue collaborative arrangements for 

community reuse of productive assets that will no 

longer be utilized to their fullest capacity. 

Contingency needs of the military can be met even 

with the realigned assets under a joint-use 

arrangement. The cost of maintaining or mothballing 

underutilized assets c:an be saved by the Navy. 

However, if such a collaborative approach 

is not a viable option, then the DoD must relinquish 

unilateral control over the productive assets it 

intends to close and allow these assets to be 

managed and developed by the people of Guam. The 

productive reuse of realigned assets by the people 

of Guam will offset the adverse impact of these 

recommendations by providing the basis for expanding 

and diversifying our economy. 

The challenge for all of us is to forge an 

I 
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approach which meets the needs of Guam and the DoD 

as partners in Guam's future. A realigned and 

efficient military presence on Guam and the 

expansion of economic opportunity for island 

residents can be realized without compromising the 

military's needs or crippling Guam's economic 

future. 

There is an opportunity to build a new 

future for Guam upon the foundations of change, 

which are occurring now. We are ready to roll up 

our sleeves and work to take advantage of this 

moment in history. We will all be the better for 

it. 

The DoD recommendations will significantly 

reduce the military's contribution to the island's 

economy. We estimate as much as 15 to 20 percent of 

Guam's total economic activity, or half a billion 

dollars annually could be lost. Based on DoD 

estimates, almost 5,000 local residents could lose 

their jobs, producing an estimated annual loss of 

150- to $200 million in wages. The 2100 military 

jobs being eliminated represent almost 30 percent of 

the 7,000 active duty enlisted serving on Guam. 

Island businesses will lose sales and 

profits. Local tax revenues will plummet. The 

-- - 
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adverse multiplier effect on our economy will be 

significant, far exceeding the figures calculated by 

DoD. Time does not allow for detailed projections 

of the adverse economic impact but some preliminary 

assessments can be made. 

During the last three years, military 

construction projects totaled over $300 million. 

There is great concern that ongoing projects at SRF, 

FISC, and Naval station slated for completion in 

early 1996 could be subject to termination for 

convenience of the federal government. 

Construction projects already contracted 

should be completed. Unfinished projects would be 

of no use to either the Navy or us. 

Retailers estimate that 30 percent of 

military and dependent personnel shop outside the 

base, an amount sure 'to decrease with the proposed 

realignment. 

Military cargo volumes lower shipping costs 

to and from Guam. Less military cargo being shipped 

to Guam will result in higher prices for consumers. 

Auto sales are expected to drop 10 to $15 

million annually. -- 
Food and beverage businesses and suppliers, 

recreation and the entertainment industry will see 
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an estimated 10 to 2 0  percent drop in businesses. 

Credit which. has been extended by financial 

institutions for hous.ing and personal loans risk 

default. No sector olf our economy will be 

unaffected by the downsizing of the Navy activities 

on Guam. The impact will be felt by every citizen 

of Guam, including the remaining military personnel. 

Given the magnitude of the impacts, any 

realignment must allow sufficient amount of 

transition time for Guam to attract the investment 

and create the industries that can replace the 

economic losses created. 

We will recover but we need time, and we 

need access to the assets. 

MR. SANCHEZ: In 1962, President Kennedy lifted 

the security restrictions on access to Guam. Prior 

to this time, the DoD controlled access to Guam 

which produced only minimal economic activity. If 

we can learn one thing from Guam's history, we 

should know that military controlled access to 

valuable property is not good for business. 

In the 601s, the largest employers were the 

Navy and the government of Guam, employing over 80 

percent of the civilian workforce which numbered 

less than 10,000 jobs. 
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In 1969, airline flights to Japan were 

inaugurated. In 1972, the first hotels opened. 

Guam's tourism indust.ry began to grow. One 

generation later, Gua.m employs over 65,000 people, 

and two out of the every three employees work for a 

privately-owned company. Since 1984, over 25,000 

new jobs have been ad.ded, an increase of 125 percent 

in ten years. Today, there are over 8,000 hotel 

rooms. In 1994, almolst 1.1 million tourists visited 

Guam, nearly double the amount of visitors since 

1988. 

The Gross Island Product has increased 75 

percent in the last six years, making Guam one of 

the fastest growing economies in the world. 

Personal income exceeds 2.3 billion and has grown at 

an annual rate of 11 percent since 1988. 

It is amazing what the people of Guam can 

do when given access to assets. See all those 

graphs, they start to go up when we get to profit. 

(Laughter.) 

MR. SANCHEZ: We have a demonstrated ability to 

attract investment, create jobs, and generate 

profits. We have business links with Asia, the - 
Pacific, and America and we are ideally located to 

capitalizing on these relationships. The shared use 
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spur Guam's next growth phase. I 
A new Apra Harbor can be developed to I 

expand transshipment, warehousing, fueling, 

industrial repair, fishing, and light manufacturing 

uses. 

SRF facilities can be operated by private 

companies to continue ship and other complementary 

types of industrial repair, serving both Navy and 

civi1ia.n markets. 

The warehou~~ing at FISC could -- excuse me 
The warehousing at FISC could provide the anchor 

facility for a Free Trade Zone. Light assembly 

industries could be attracted to Guam for duty-free 

access to U.S. and Asian markets. 

Guam can continue to serve as a 

redistribution and transshipment center to markets 

throughout the entire Pacific while giving Navy 

supply ships priority access to dock-side 

facilities. 

Guam's tuna industry, which currently 

transships 9 million metric tons annually, could 

grow with increased berthing capacity. 
V 

Passenger cr.uise ships from Asia could 

bring additional tourists to Guam. Unfortunately, 

I 
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1 no room to build a passenger terminal. I 
1 

I Industries investing in ocean systems I 

6 1 

our Commercial Port lacks wharf space and there is 

development. The oceans represent the last 

unexplored frontier on the planet and Guam can play 

4 

5 

an integral part in ocean research in the next 

century. 

Economic expansion and a realigned Navy are 

not mutually exclusive. All that is needed is the 

vision, political will, and the good faith in each 

other to accomplish the goals of the DoD and the 

people of Guam. It is our hope that the BRAC will 

provide the impetus to forge a new partnership 

between Guam and the 1 J . S .  military. 

We gather today at a historical crossroad. 

By 1998, Guam will have spent nearly 100 years as a 

colony of the United States. 

Military interests have dominated the 

decision matrix for most of Guam's history. Since 

1945, one-third of Guam's land has been controlled 

by the military for active and contingent needs. 

But at the end of this week, the BRAC 

process will force the release of NAS Agana because, 

technology could utilize the University of Guam's 

world-class marine biology program for research and 

I I 
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with the new world order, we have all come to 

realize that keeping thousands of acres of valuable 

Guam land idle for mi-litary contingencies doesn't 

make sense any more. 

We need to provide a future for the people 

of Guam. Thousands olf our people have fought and 

died and worked to make America strong and to make 

Guam better. We cannot and we must not forget their 

sacrifices or throw away their hard earned skills 

and talent. We must give the people of Guam a new 

opportunity. We must give them hope. That is our 

duty and moral obligation as shapers of public 

policy and defenders of our country. 

None of this rhetoric is supposed to be 

listened to in your job description. Frankly 

speaking, we don't have a lot of leverage on this. 

But all we can do is  ask you and appeal to your 

sense of doi.ng the right thing: Sustain the 

strategic presence, save the money by sharing the 

use, provide the opportunity for our future. 

Thank you, God bless you and good luck. 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. - 
And God bless you, too, as we move to the 

Archbishop. 
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(Laughter.) 

TESTIMONY BY ARCHBISHOP ANTHONY S. APURON, OFM CAP. 

ARCHBISHOP APURON: Good afternoon, ladies and 

gentlemen, distinguished commissioners of the 

Defense Base Realignment and Closure Commission, 

honored local dignitaries, yan i manaotao-hu Guahan 

(My people of Guam). 

I am pleased to be given this opportunity 

to address this panel. of commissioners with respect 

to the recommendations made by the Department of the 

Defense for the closure of certain Naval facilities 

on Guam. 

I would like to begin by recognizing the 

difficult job that the commissioners of BRAC are 

tasked to do. You are mandated by Congress to 

reduce military costs. This is the job that has 

been handed on to you. And in order to meet the 

demands of Congress, it has been necessary for you 

to make some difficult decisions in the past. The 

actions of BRAC have already closed many military 

bases throughout the world and throughout the United 

States, and certainly more closures will occur in 

the fullness of time. 

Each of thesce actions, whether they have 

occurred in California or Pennsylvania or Texas, no 

- -- - -- 
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matter where, each of these actions has been 

accompanied by a degree of pain. Many BRAC actions, 

throughout the United States, have caused the loss 

of jobs, of livelihoods. In most cases, human lives 

have been affected. 

You are intelligent and compassionate men 

and women, and I am clertain that this human element 

has weighed upon you with every action. None of you 

wishes to cause human suffering; none of us wishes 

to do that. Yet,.the very nature of the mandate you 

have means that your actions have to some degree 

must this -- this -- have this effect. 
As I have said, you have a most difficult 

task, indeed. In previous years, you have been 

petitioned by many communities who have struggled 

with the condition of having military installations 

closed which affected the livelihoods of their 

people. Many have asked that you spare them this 

fate. You cannot be immune to these pleas, I know. 

They must affect you even when you rule otherwise. 

21 1 Of course, we on Guam would like to see our I 
22 I people who will be affected by these closures 
23 1 spared. We, as others before us, would like to see 
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them continue with their careers. We would like to 

see our people spared this fear, this uncertainty, 



t h i s  p a i n .  

I f  you d o  d e c i d e  t o  c l o s e  t h e s e  b a s e s ,  a s  

you h a v e  s o  many o t h e r s ,  t h a t  w i l l  b e  a  p a i n f u l  

d e c i s i o n .  But  i f  you d e c i d e  t o  c l o s e  t h e s e  b a s e s ,  

a n d  a t  t h e  same t i m e ,  n o t  a l s o  d e c i d e  t o  r e t u r n  t h e  

a s s e t s  and  t h e  l a n d  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e m  t o  t h e  

p e o p l e  o f  Guam i n  o r d e r  t h a t  w e  c a n  d o  w h a t e v e r  i s  

p o s s i b l e  t o  p r o v i d e  f o r  o u r  p e o p l e ,  t h e n  t h a t  w i l l  

b e  a  more  t h a n  j u s t  a  p a i n f u l  d e c i s i o n .  I t  w i l l  b e  

a n  immoral  d e c i s i o n .  

I m u s t  t e l l  you t h a t  when I f i r s t  r e a d  o f  

t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f t e n s e t s  d e c i s i o n  t o  c l o s e  t h e s e  

b a s e s ,  I was s a d d e n e d  d e e p l y .  My t h o u g h t s  a n d  

p r a y e r s  w e n t  o u t  t o  t h o s e  f a m i l i e s  who would  b e  

harmed by s u c h  a d e c i s i o n .  But  when I r e a d  o f  t h e  

m i l i t a r y ' s  d e s i r e  t o  r e t a i n  t h e s e  b a s e s  a n d  a s s e t s  

a f t e r  t h e y  w e r e  c l o s e d ,  I was a n g e r e d .  How c o u l d  

a n y o n e ,  e s p e c i a l l y  o u r  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  g o v e r n m e n t  a n d  

e s p e c i a l l y  o u r  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f e n s e ,  m o r a l l y  

j u s t i f y  t a k i n g  t h e s e  j o b s  away f r o m  o u r  p e o p l e ,  a n d  

a t  t h e  same t i m e ,  r e f u s e  t o  r e t u r n  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  

a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  them t o  Guam a n d  i t s  p e o p l e ?  T h a t  

i s  s u r e l y  o n e  o f  t h e  m o s t  b l a t a n t  c a s e s  I h a v e  e v e r  - 
s e e n  o f  a d d i n g  i n s u l t  t o  i n j u r y .  

I f  y o u  d e c i d e  t o  c l o s e  t h e s e  N a v a l  
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, facilities, it will be a painful enough reality for 

all of us to deal with, and I sincerely hope that 

you would spare our people. But if that is not 

done, I assure you that in the end, Siempre 

manmangannaf ham (we will overcome) for we are a 

resilient people, as we have shown time and time 

again. 

In the book of Ecclesiastes, Chapter 3, 

Verses 1 through 8, we read: 

COMMISSIONER STE:ELE:  Here comes pressure. 

ARCHBISHOP APURON: "There is a season -- 
(Laughter.) 

ARCHBISHOP APURON: - - for everything, a time 
for every occupation under heaven; a time for giving 

birth, a time for dying; a time for planting, a time 

for uprooting what has been planted. A time for 

killing, a time for healing; a time for knocking 

down, a time for buillding. A time for tears, a time 

for laughter; a time for mourning, a time for 

dancing. A time for throwing stones away and a time 

for gathering them up; a time for embracing, a time 

to refrain from embracing. A time for searching, a 

time for losing; a time for keeping, a time for 

throwing away. A time for tearing and a time for 

sewing; a time for keeping silent, and a time for 
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4 1 is a necessary condition of our human existence, and I 1  

1 

2 

3 

pain is frequently an unavoidable consequence of 

6 7 

speaking. A time for loving, a time for hating; a 

time for war, and a time for peace." 

As is obvious in life, in the end, change 

change as in life itself. As christians, we believe 

that everything serves in some manner the will of 

God, and that there are limits to what we, as mortal 

human beings, can do to control this world, which in 

the end, like humanity, is God's creation. 

But although we recognize in deep humility 

that we are creatures of our creator and subject to 

his will, this does not remove us from all the 

obligation to treat our fellow human beings with 

decency, respect, and compassion. On the contrary, 

as we are all children of God, and as it is morally 

incumbent that each one of us demonstrate compassion 

to our brothers and sisters at all times, for as 

~ h r i s t  himself said in Matthew, 24, Verse 40: 

"Insofar as you did this to one of the least 

brothers (and sisters) of mine, you did it to me." 

As you wrestle with this, only the latest 

in so many difficult decisions you have had to make, - 
I call -- I call upon you that compassion in you. I 

am no military expert and can make no military 
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arguments. But like David in front of ~oliath, I 

can only appeal to that which lives in all of us, 

that which guides us and tells us what is right and 

what is wrong, what i.s just and what is unjust. 

Do not allow insult to be added to this 

injury that is being done to us. If the decision is 

for these bases to be closed, then, gi nafan Yufos 

(in God's name), nafi ham tatte ni guinahan-mami 

lokkue (give us back our resources as well), kosaki 

sina i.n chefgue hafa debi d i  in che'gue (so that we 

can do what we must do) para in pribiniyi i 

maneflun-mami ni ipara u faninnafekta ni este na 

matdesidun desision (to provide our brothers and 

sisters who will be affected by this malicious 

decision). 

Este ha, in fin, i it mas sentidu debi di 

umachofgue! 

This, finally, is the moral thing to do. 

Si Yufos mafase. Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much. 

Humbling . 
Senator Cristobal, I believe you have eight 

minutes. 

TESTIMONY BY SENATOR HOPE A. CRISTOBAL 
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SENATOR CRISTOB.AL: Thank you. 

Amanu na guaha minalagu', guaha nina'sina. 

Yangin un hongge na sina un aligao ya un na'magahet! 

satyangin finefne'na ti un tanga ya un chagi, taya'u ( 
faloffan magahet. I 

Simply put, where there is a will, there is 

a way. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I thought my jet lag 

kicked in. 

(Laughter and applause. ) I 
SENATOR CRISTOBAL: Buenas yan hafa adai, 

commissioner Steele and Commissioner Cornella. I 
We recognize the legal mandate of the Base 

Realignment and Closure Commission and we are aware 

of the criteria that you must follow. 

The current Department of Defense 

recommendations propose to close Ship Repair I 
Facility Guam and transfer and retain appropriate I 
assets at Naval Activities Guam. Additionally, the 

Department of Defense recommends the realignment of I 
Naval Activities Guam, the trans -- the transfer of I 
various activities to Hawaii, and the retention of 

waterfront assets for support mobilization and 
-rC 

contingencies. Finally, Fleet Industrial Supply 

Center Guam (FISC) is slated for disestablishment. 

I 
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The BRAC process, we are told, is a reality 

we must face. We reiterate that we are aware of 

this commission's legal mandate. If the BRAC 

process is a reality we must deal with, then we, the 

leaders of the Guam, have an obligation to express 

the Guam reality. The Guam reality should serve to 

develop a conscience to the BRAC process as it is 

applied to Guam, whille still allowing your 

commission to fulfill. its mandate. 

The Guam reality is that we are a 

possession of the Uni.ted States. 

The Guam reality is that the United States 

military proudly defended our dependent status as a, 

quote, llNational Security Asset," unquote. 

The Guam reality is that no family on Guam 

has escaped the impact of the United States military 

presence here. 

The Guam reality comes from the framework 

of the military, its command and control 

personality, its bureaucratic machinations, its 

massive expenditure of money, and, of course, its 

concerns for security. 

The Guam reality is that the United States 
--C 

decisions affecting Guam continue to be made within 

a colonial framework. 
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The Guam reality is that this island 

developed economically, socially, and politically 

around the military who unilaterally established the 

bases here. 

The Guam reality is that strategic bases 

were built on prime land taken by the military. 

I Land that otherwise would have been instrumental in 

developing a vibrant local economy. 

The Guam reality is that there is no 

consensus and much disagreement among military 

leaders about Guam's current strategic value in 

relation to U.S. interests in the region. 

The Guam reality, my dear commissioners, is 

that now you want to close the bases and keep the 

property. 

The Guam reality is that by doing so, 

thousands of special-skill workers are released to a 

community that cannot, cannot readily employ them in 

those areas. 

The Guam reality is that at least ten 

percent of the jobs on Guam will be lost. 

The Guam reality is that approximately 30 

percent of the total income earned on Guam will 

disappear. 

The Guam reality is that the historical 
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connection between the U.S. military and the people 

of Guam cannot be overstated and must be expressed. 

We understand the BRAC 95 mandate. We 

realize that a reduction from a 600-ship Navy to 

just over 300 ships requires significant military 

budget cuts. We do not argue with the concomitant 

cost savings that will result from these cuts. 

However, Department of Defense 

recommendations to close, realign, and disestablish 

activities, while at the same time retaining assets 

and facilities, are unacceptable and untenable. The 

people of Guam cannot be reasonably expected to 

survive the economic impact of these closures and 

realignments without the means for economic 

recovery. 

In light of the BRAC 95 reality, give us 

the opportunity to determine our reality by giving 

us the assets which provide a basis for economic 

revitalization. Do not deny us the means to chart 

our future course. 

A key component of President Clinton's 

policy on base closures is, quote, ueconomic 

revitalization," unquote, for communities that are - 
affected by base closures. This is echoed as well 

in statements made by the Secretary of Defense and 
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the Secretary of the Navy. BRAC, in its 

deliberations, must in good conscience take in full 

account the historical connections between the U.S. 

military and the people of Guam. And BRAC must 

understand the devastating impact these closures 

will have on Guam. 

In the Department of Defense's base closure 

and realignment report, the sections describing the, 

quote, "Economic Impact on CommunitiesIU unquote, 

begin with the same phrase, quote, vtAssurning no 

economic recovery ..." continuing quote, "if the 
recommended base closures are implemented as now 

stated, no economic recovery will become a Guam 

reality. 

Our geographic location has been and 

continues to be both a boon and a bane. A boon, 

when we are able to use our geographic location to 

our benefit, and, a bane, when it is used to serve 

the interest of others at our expense. A boon when 

we are able to chart our course; a bane when its 

strategic value overrides our community needs. A 

boon when we can effectively change our quality of 

life; a bane when we become a pawn in a bigger game. 

Today, we are faced with another unilateral 

act involving the closure and realignment of 

1 I 
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significant U.S. military activities in Guam. The 

bean counters will get together, create information 

and financial databases, look at the world as a 

spreadsheet, create little scenarios, and then 

unilaterally change the Guam reality. 

The Pentagon has offered you its option 

without benefit of our input. This Pentagon option 

meets all of the Pent.agonfs needs. Costs cut, 

assets are retained so that just in case the Navy 

can come back again to use Guam. 

The Pentagon offer, however, sacrifices the 

legitimate needs of the people of Guam. These needs 

are embodied in our right to self-determination and 

our right to be self-sufficient. 

Commissioners, we know the U.S. military 

interests will be paramount in making your final 

decisions, and these decisions may mean closure, 

realignment, and disestablishment of military 

activities. If so, allow for collaborative 

arrangements between the U.S. military and the 

government of Guam, and where appropriate, turn over 

the assets and facilities necessary for this 

community, our community, to economically 

revitalize. To do otherwise would be to unjustly 

shape the future Guam reality. 
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( A p p l a u s e . )  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank y o u ,  S e n a t o r .  

S e n a t o r  F o r b e s .  

T E S T I M O N Y  B Y  S E N A T O R  MARK F O R B E S  

S E N A T O R  F O R B E S :  Thank you .  

H o n o r a b l e  C o m m i s s i o n e r s ,  I am h e r e  t o d a y  t o  

t e s t i f y  a g a i n s t  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f e n s e  

r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  t h e  e s s e n t i a l  

c l o s u r e  o f  t h e  F l e e t  I n d u s t r i a l  S u p p l y  C e n t e r  a n d  

S h i p  R e p a i r  F a c i l i t y  i n  Guam, a n d  i n  s u p p o r t  o f  

t e s t i m o n y  p r o v i d e d  p r e v i o u s l y  by  o u r  Team Guam 

l e a d e r s ,  t h e  G o v e r n o r ,  o u r  C o n g r e s s m a n ,  a n d  t h e  

S p e a k e r .  

The o n e  t h i n g  we h a v e  l e a r n e d ,  a s  a  r e s u l t  

o f  t h e s e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  by DoD, a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  

e v e n t s  i n  t h e  p a s t  1 5  y e a r s ,  i s  t h a t  i n  9 7  y e a r s ,  i n  

s p i t e  o f  u n e v e n  a n d  i n e q u i t a b l e  t r e a t m e n t ,  d e s p i t e  

o u t r i g h t  d i s c r i m i n a t i o n ,  i n  s p i t e  o f  t i m e s  t h a t  h a v e  

b e e n  o c c a s i o n a l l y  c o n t e n t i o u s  a n d  t r o u b l e d ,  Guam h a s  

a l w a y s  b e e n  t h e r e  f o r  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f e n s e .  

Bu t  a p p a r e n t l y ,  t h e  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f e n s e  d o e s  n o t  

p l a n  t o  a l w a y s  b e  t h e r e  f o r  Guam. 
1 

A s  h a s  b e e n  t e s t i f i e d  p r e v i o u s l y ,  t h e  

D e p a r t m e n t  o f  D e f e n s e  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  w i l l  h a v e  a  
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terrible impact upon literally thousands of our 

people here in Guam who are employed directly by SRF 

and FISC, as well as other activities. This impact 

has yet to be quantified; yet it is clear that 

regardless of the specifics, the effect will be 

severe. It's going to affect my immediately family 

and many immediate families in the Territory of 

Guam. People who have worked hard for many years 

contributing to America's defense are going to see 

those careers cut short. They will see the 

investment of many years come to a premature end. 

If these recommendations go into effect, there is no 

doubt that there will be anxiety, there will be 

suffering. Others ha.ve already testified that the 

closure of these bases will result in economic 

distress for Guam for at least the short term. 

Naturally, we would like to see our people 

spared, but that decision is not ours to make, it is 

yours. As Senator Cristobal said in so many words, 

when the military came to Guam and established such 

a huge presence here almost half a century ago, it 

was of the military's own volition. When the 

military condemned so much of our island for their 

use depriving thousands of our people from the use 

of their property, it was of the military's own 
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volition. And now, if the military chooses to leave 

Guam and abandon thousands of people who have come 

to rely upon them for their daily sustenance, it 

will be of the military's own volition. We can ask 

that you spare our people this trauma as so many 

other communities before us have asked. But in the 

end, if the military stays or goes to whatever 

degree, it will be, i3s always, of their own 

volition. 

We ask that you spare our people. But if 

the decision is that SRF and FISC are to be 

essentially closed, it is vital that you give Guam 

the assets and the resources we will need to do as 

much as we can for the benefit of the people of 

Guam. 

The Department of Defense, in making its 

recommendations, says that SRF and FISC are no 

longer necessary for the national defense and, 

consequently, should be closed. But they also say, 

in effect, that someday they may be needed once 

again and, therefore, propose that the Navy keep 

these assets and maintain them in a mothballed 

condition. If, indeed, the military believes that 
1 

these assets are valuable, then they should remain 

open as facilities. If they believe that they may 

cc 
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be valuable at some point in the future, then our 

position is that mothballing is neither cost 

effective nor humane fashion in which to maintain 

these facilities. 

As has been testified earlier, Guam 

believes that if BRAC' decides to close these 

facilities, it must allow for the return of these 

assets so that they may be used and remain 

productive, which, in our view, will not only help 

us expand our local economy and ameliorate the 

distress that will be caused by these actions, but 

will also insure that the facilities are maintained 

far more effectively than they would be under a 

mothballing scenario, as well as provide further 

cost savings to the federal government, since that 

is BRAC's primary purpose. And since we all know 

that mothballing costs money. 

It has been suggested that facilities at 

SRF could be maintained in some sort of joint-use 

capacity, involving private capital and investment, 

that would not only maintain a degree of military 

use and reduce costs to the federal government, but 

also bring new and commercial business to the 

facility. Waterfront assets at Apra Harbor could be 

converted to commercial use not only for cargo but 
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to provide for such s,ervices as do not exist in Guam 

at this time, such as a true ocean terminal that 

could expand our marine tourism industry. Assets 

such as the fuel tanks at Sasa Valley could be 

privatized and used for commercial fuel storage, 

again reducing costs to the federal government while 

providing a consistent source of fuel that could be 

used by the military on a contingency or even an 

on-going basis. 

There are other areas BRAC should look at 

as well, areas where the federal government can save 

money without necessarily costing our people their 

jobs. For example, maybe this is the time to turn 

over the Fena Reservoir, and the attendant water -- 
water production facilities there, which would, of 

course, save the military money with respect to 

maintenance. What about the Admiral Nimitz Golf 

Course which would again reduce costs to the federal 

government for maintenance while providing a 

facility that can be used by civilians and such 

military community that will remain in Guam? What 

about Tarague Beach? Why not relieve the federal 

government of the burden of having to maintain that - 
beautiful and pristine beach? Or, the miles of 

beach that stretch northward between Tanguisson and 
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Falcona? What about Nimitz Hill? Is all that 

property necessary now? What about the thousands of 

acres of land in Guam that have never been used by 

the military for any purpose whatsoever? 

The point is that by allowing Guam to 

regain these assets, the federal government loses 

nothing except for the costs of maintaining them. 

Guam is part. of the United States and as 

such should these areas ever require use by the 

military, although I have always been mystified by 

how a golf course is critical to the defense of the 

nation, they will always be there. The difference 

is that in the meantime, they'll be productive. 

They will be providing for the welfare and benefit 

of those we must be most concerned about here, the 

people of Guam. 

The one thing that must not happen, the one 

thing that would be adding supreme insult to 

terrible injury would be to follow these Department 

of Defense recommendations and close these bases, 

harm our people and allow the military to keep all 

the assets and deny us even the opportunity to try 

and take care of our own. This you must not allow - 
to happen. 

To misquote William ~ennings Bryan, you 
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cannot allow the people of Guam to be crucified upon 

a cross of contingencies. 

For the balance of the afternoon, you're 

going to be listening to testimony from our people. 

We realize that since 1988, BRAC has already closed 

hundreds of military activities, large and small, 

and that you have heard the pleas of similar 

communities throughou.t the United States, but we beg 

you to understand that although this experience may 

be something that you are used to, it is for us 

unique. Our frustration is unique to us, our fear 

and our anxiety are unique for us. And if some of 

the testimony gives evidence to that fear, that 

frustration, that anxiety, or even that anger, that 

you hear it with compassion and understanding. And, 

hopefully, the voices of our people will move you to 

do that which is right, because in the end, that is 

all that we can expect from you, to do that which is 

right. 

Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEE:LE: Commissioner Cornella. 

QUESTION BY COMMISSIONER CORNELLA 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Thank you, Madame 
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Chair. 

I thank you all for your testimony. I do 

have a question for the Chamber of Commerce. 

Q. If you could tell me, on the economic 

impact you said that was somewhat understated, can 

you tell me what you used as a multiplier in 

determining what that economic impact is? 

MR. SANCHEZ: A. We don't have the specific 

econometric multiplie:~, given the short time that we 

were given,.but what we looked at were some of the 

macro-impacts. When we looked at the DoD figures 

that are in the BRAC recommendations, we primarily 

looked at the job impact, the indirect or direct job 

losses that would occur. We then tried to 

extrapolate the purcha~sing power that gets lost and 

the impacts and the mu.ltiplier effects that affects 

our -- our businesses. Wefve never had an 

econometric model that, you know, I can show to you 

and say it's a .743. But clearly in doing some 

random -- some quick surveys of the auto industry, 
of the shipping industry, some of the dynamics that 

were there, we tried t'o give you a feel for some of 

those dynamics. Wefll try to document more fully - 
for you for the April 29th hearing some of those 

impacts. But, in a quick search amongst our 
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membership, you know, we got a feel for -- I canft 
tell you -- the bank -- the financial institution, I 
canft tell you how many loans might go into default, 

but I can tell you that they're very concerned that 

they make a lot of loans to 5,000 people that aren't 

going to be able to pay those back. And to the 

degree we can document those, we'll give those to 

you, but our point was the -- the DoD 

recommendations really don't -- donft look at those 
elements. They just kind of look at the job loss -- 
direct job loss. 

MR. CALVO: A. And I would add that an 

additional point is that there is an ongoing effort 

between this consortium of business sector 

organizations to compile as much information as 

possible for any future efforts or hearings that may 

be possible and we're more than willing to provide 

you with whatever we can. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: I believe a lot of 

times the -- the impact numbers are understated 
somewhat, having been on that side of the table. 

The standard factor, I believe, was somewhere around 

2.1, 2.3, as far as what's used by the military. 

You know, I found that -- that four is probably 

closer to the numbers. So I'm not sure what -- what 
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will be used, but I think it would be important to 

try to document as much of that as you can, as you 

stated, for the next hearing. Thank you. 

MR. CALVO: We intend to, thank you. 

MR. SANCHEZ: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I just have a comment, 

and I'm very encouraged by the unified support of 

the community leaders that we've heard today. I 

want to encourage you to act in unity both when you 

look at the Naval Air Station for reuse plans and as 

you consider possibly -- or proposals for the Navy 
or maybe for the BRAC Commission, if you have them 

prepared in time, for the waterfront. Particularly 

regarding the commission, maybe in California, 

obviously you can't have firm ideas all organized in 

that period of time, but to the degree that you can 

come up with concepts for this community and the 

directions you would like to go, and bring them to 

us and to the Navy and. we can bounce them off the 

Navy and -- maybe all that good stuff. Why, we have 

an able staff to help facilitate those kinds of 

things. 

I think Guam is best served if -- if those 

things go forward and I -- I said that second part 

with the presumption (indicating) and that -- this 
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i s  i n  q u o t e s  w h i c h  d o e s n ' t  show o n  t h e r e  -- b u t  i f  

t h e  s e c r e t a r y ' s  r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  w o u l d  g o  f o r w a r d ,  w e  

h a v e  n o  i d e a  a t  t h i s  p o i n t  w h e r e  w e ' l l  be a t  t h e  e n d  

o f  t h i s  p r o c e s s .  B u t  I h a v e  y o u  a l l  i n  f r o n t  o f  m e  

t o d a y  a s  I s a y  t h a t ,  l ~ a v i n g  w a t c h e d  c o m m u n i t i e s  g o  

t h r o u g h  t h i s  t h e  l a s t  c o u p l e  o f  r o u n d s ,  a n d  a l o t  o f  

y o u  m i g h t  n o t  h a v e  h a d  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t y  t o  see o r  t o  

l e a r n  f r o m  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e s  t h e y ' v e  g o n e  t h r o u g h .  

B u t  t h e  more  y o u  c a n  come t o g e t h e r ,  t h e  e a s i e r  it i s  

f o r  e v e r y b o d y  t o  b e n e f i t  a n d  n o t  s u f f e r  a n d  h a v e  a l l  

t h o s e  c u r v e s  s h o o t  u p  h i g h  q u i c k l y .  

A t  t h i s  p o i n t ,  w e ' d  l i k e  t o  t a k e  a  

f i v e - m i n u t e  b r e a k .  And t h o s e  t h a t  a r e  t e s t i f y i n g  

t h i s  a f t e r n o o n ,  I ' d  l i k e  t o  a s k  y o u  t o  p l e a s e  come 

t o  t h e  c e n t e r  a i s l e ,  t h e  s t a f f  w i l l  m e e t  y o u  t h e r e .  

And t h e n  when w e  a l l  come b a c k ,  I ' l l  s w e a r  you  i n .  

Thank  you  v e r y  much.  F i v e  m i n u t e s .  

( B r i e f  r e ce s s . )  

C O M M I S S I O N E R  STEELE: A s  a l w a y s  a t  a  f i r s t  

h e a r i n g ,  w e  h a v e  r u n  i i n t o  a f e w  l i t t l e  d e n t s  -- 
u n a n t i c i p a t e d  bumps i n  t h e  r o a d ,  o n e  o f  w h i c h  i s  o n  

t h e  s i g n - u p  s h e e t  f o r  t h i s  a f t e r n o o n ,  t h e r e  w e r e  

some i n s t a n c e s  o f  d o u b l e  name s i g n u p  o r  p e o p l e  
Clr 

s i g n i n g  u p  f o r  someone  o t h e r  t h a n  t h e m s e l v e s ,  w h i c h  

r e a l l y  w a s n ' t  t h e  i n t e n t  o f  a  p u b l i c  comment  p e r i o d  
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with first-come, first-serve right to speak. So 

what wefve decided to do is those who signed up who 

do wish to speak for their two minutes, we'll 

proceed with that group. Then with the time 

remaining, folks who didnft sign up but others did 

on their behalf, we will swear in that group. We're 

still under the 45 minutes, so we should be fine. 

And then wefll proceed with the additional speakers 

at that time. 

Would the first group of individuals who 

did sign up and do plan to speak all rise? 

Or how are we going to do this? Are they 

going to come to the center? Or -- They I re 
scattered around. 

You all don't have to come to the center, 

that's okay, no problem. 

Raise your rilght hands, please. 

Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the 

testimony you are about to give to the Defense Base 

Closure and Realignment Commission shall be the 

truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? 

(All respond "1 do. I t )  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: When you proceed to the 

microphone, if you could clearly state your name. 

TESTIMONY BY SENATOR VICENTE C. PANGELINAN 
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SENATOR PANGELINAN: Two minutes. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: You have two minutes. 

SENATOR PANGELINAN: Let me just say that my 

name is Vicente C. Pangelinan, I'm a senator in the 

Twenty-third Guam Legislature and I'm a member of 

Guam's second team of Team Guam, I guess. But I'm 

glad to be in the game here. 

On the issue of military importance, you 

have the turnover of Hong Kong occurring in 1997. 

The Korean Peninsular wars and problem continue to 

exist. The brewing fight over the Spratly Island 

between the different nations claiming that island. 

The instability of the Middle East, the 

renegotiation of the defense burden-sharing contract 

with Japan that's up for renegotiation next year in 

1996, are all issues t.hat require military attention 

with regards to the military's ability to respond in 

the Asian Pacific Rim area should any kind of -- of 
problem occur. And who else is closest situated to 

this area? Guam, the island of Guam. Nobody can 

tell me that for strategic purposes, Hawaii is 

better able to serve the strategic needs of the 

military with regards to that respect. - 
On tourism, let me just give you some 

numbers. Under the QC program on Guam, we have 
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3,900 employees employed by that. The military in 

its -- in its program says that theyfll eliminate 

over 6,900 jobs. The income tax payroll is $49 

million for a core industry. The military's payroll 

that will be cut of these 6,000 employees is $219 

million. We will need to generate over 4,000 new -- 
over 12,000 new hotel rooms in order to be able to 

sustain and meet the c:uts thatfs going to occur. 

Before World War 11, the military evacuated 

American citizens when intelligent sources indicated 

an -- that an invasion was in danger. The people -- 
The people, after invasion came, felt the United 

States abandoned them. They came back and liberated 

the island and the people welcomed the Americans 

back with open arms and willingly gave up their 

land. As BRAC 94 recommendations instituted as is, 

it will not be -- we will not have a -- what we will 
have is a second aband.onment. And if the U.S. 

military returns after this due to a conflict in our 

region, it wonft be co~nsidered a second liberation, 

ladies and gentlemen, but maybe a second occupation. 

And instead, you may face confrontation instead of 

cooperation. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 
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I COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you for your 

testimony. 

TESTIMONY BY MS. MARIANNE RIOS 

MS. RIOS: Good afternoon, commissioners. My 

name is Marianne -- 

COMMISSIONER STEE:LE: I'm sorry, may I 

interrupt for one second? 

I have a suggestion. Would those who rose 

as they were going to testify go to the back of the 

room with John and he'll get you in order, so we'll 

be able to expedite the process to have enough time 

for everybody. 

Sorry for the disruption. 

MS. RIOS: No problem. 

Good afternoon, Ms. Steele, Mr. Cornella. 

Hafa adai to you and your staff. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: And your name, please. 

MS. RIOS: My name is Marianne Rios. I'm 

representing Guahan Landowners United. 

This is an organization of members about 35 

clans of Guahan landowners and you can roughly say 

that they represent ap:proximately 1500 heirs, and 

they call themselves ttoriginal  landowner^.'^ 

Members of Guahan landowners want to be 

known as members of an organization that stands for 
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private property rights. Their organization is 

pro-constitution, not anti-military. We have among 

our members ardent military supporters and American 

patriots and veterans who have fought for the 

American flag and who get their retirement 

subsistence from that very federal government. 

Guahan Landowners United's mission is to assure that 

lands declared excess by the military and returned 

to the government of Guam be returned to the 

original landowners by their government. We donft 

see anti-militarism in receiving back something we 

gladly lent to the war effort for lots of personal 

and economic sacrifice, and for very little rent 

money, namely, lands which have been declared as 

excess, not needed anymore for military strategies. 

No, we donft see that as anti-military at all. 

Anti-militarism is not the question here, 

we hope, and the reason for the decision of closing 

these facilities here on Guam. We doubt very much 

that the livelihood of many thousands of people 

working at SRF and FISC would be negligently 

determined upon the -- because of a military or even 
federal disdain on the exercise of inalienable - 
rights of the original landowners, namely, their 

right to freedom of speech. This organization, as 
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an organization, has never jumped fences, at least 

not yet, and hopes it .will never have to. We 

believe in exercising our right to speech and 

participation within t:he conventional channels of 

government. We don't know, however, if we can place 

constraints upon our members who seem to be totally 

fed up seeking results through the conventional 

process. 

I have given ;you my -- our written -- 
COMMISSIONER STEE:I,E: Statement for the rest .of 

the testimony. 

MS. RIOS: - - testimony, and please study it 
carefully. 

Thank you very much for coming to Guam. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: We will include it in the 

record, and thank you very much. Sorry we -- 
MS. RIOS: Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: - - ran short on time 
there. 

(Applause. ) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Welcome. 

TESTIMONY BY MS. MILLIE ARTERO 

MS. ARTERO: Hafa adai, commissioners. Millie 

Artero. 

For every action, there's equal but 
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opposite reaction. In order to have a win-win 

situation among the BRAC, the military, and the 

community, policies must not stand in the way. I 

view the base closures here on Guam, should it come 

to fruition, as a threshold of righting the historic 

wrong in the acquisition of our land by the 

military. Twice the issue of compensation was 

addressed but failed to deliver just compensation. 

And after nearly 5 0  years, the meager sum received 

is considered bad rent. 

In order to promote the general welfare of 

the people of Guam, we must do major reform by 

restoring our fundamental principles. Perhaps 

through this BRAC 9 5  process, we will be able to 

right the wrong. 

Regulations should not prevent the return 

of land to the original owners or their heirs. The 

people of Guam must come up with an economic plan 

but should not preclude the return of land to the 

original landowners. The original landowners will 

gladly conform with such a plan. 

To truly restore the island's economic 

self-sufficiency and maintain the peace, government - 
of Guam must take the leadership and moral 

responsibility of righting the injustices in the 

-- --- -- 
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violations of private property rights. Make no 

mistake, this will create revenues for the people of 

Guam thereby addressing public benefit and savings 

to the federal government. 

At the present, the federal and local 

governments hold two-thirds of our -- of our land, 
mostly in a counterproductive manner. This is 

asinine, unconscionable, and immoral. In a free 

society, this is a crime. 

The U.S. has come to the realization that 

it has placed Guam in <a welfare state unnecessarily 

by their land-grabbing frenzy and paying dearly for 

it. To allow the government of Guam to be the 

steward of the lands coming back is to pump money 

into a fail system and would not deliver the intent 

of the president. The president's base closures 

plan is supposed to overhaul the status quo and 

restore the power of decision making to the 

community. 

If the military pulls out, it has a moral 

obligation to leave behind its assets necessary to 

wean the people out of government dependency in this 

new partnership arrangement. Short of returning the 

land to the original owners and the assets thereon, 

I construe the government action to be a cruel 
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a t t a c k  on t h e  p e o p l e  o f  Guam o n c e  more .  T h a t  i s  

e x a c t l y  w h a t  t o o k  p l a c e  50 y e a r s  a g o .  

Amer ica  m u s t  a s k ,  wha t  w i l l  h a p p e n  t o  t h e  

p e o p l e  o f  Guam? 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you v e r y  much. 

( A p p l a u s e . )  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Welcome. 

TESTIMONY BY MR. V I C E N T E  P .  PEREZ 

MR. PEREZ: Welcome t o  Guam. 

F i r s t  o f  a l l ,  my name i s  V i c e n t e  P .  P e r e z ,  

a  r e t i r e d  s e n i o r  manager  a t  SRF. 

I w a n t  t o  e x t e n d  o u r  h e a r t f e l t  g r a t i t u d e  t o  

o u r  l e a d e r s  who e l o q u e n t l y  p u t  o u t  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  

Guam, wha t  it s h o u l d  b e .  G o v e r n o r  G u t i e r r e z  r e a l l y  

came o u t  a n d  c o v e r e d  e v e r y  a s p e c t s .  Our  D e l e g a t e  

Underwood d i d  w i s e  -- l i k e w i s e .  And o u r  s p i r i t u a l  

l e a d e r  e v e n  i n v o k e d  on t h e  s p i r i t u a l  t o  come down 

a n d  g u i d e  u s .  

H i s t o r y  r e p e a t s  i t s e l f .  Twenty  y e a r s  a g o ,  

a n d  l o o k i n g  a t  my numbler 1 0  t o  t e s t i f y ,  it l o o k s  

l i k e  e v e r y  1 0  a n d  2 0  y e a r s ,  h i s t o r y  r e p e a t s  i t s e l f .  

Twenty  y e a r s  a g o ,  w e  had  t o  i n v o k e  t h e  h e l p  o f  t h e  

l a t e  G o v e r n o r  Camacho, G o v e r n o r  B o r d a l l o ,  o u r  t h e n  

s p i r i t u a l  l e a d e r ,  F e l i x b e r t o  C .  F l o r e s ,  a n d  we w e r e  

a b l e  t o  s u c c e s s f u l l y  c o n v i n c e  o u r  f e d e r a l  l e a d e r s  i n  

-- 
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staying the downsizing of SRF to a caretaker's 

status. 

Your question about the multiplying 

effects, back then in 1974, '75, we used the 

multiplier times eight. If you use $320 million, 

the impact on the local economy is times eight. 

It's a direct impact on the local vendors and major 

contractors. The most devastating is the technical 

college called the Ship Repair Facility. SRF is the 

only facility that is industrially complex that our 

kids could look forward to be trained in the 

machinery, welding, and electronics. We work 

hand-in-hand with our University of Guam and GCC. 

The DoD think tanker frequently stress that 

Guam has a strategic location. The 8.2 earthquake 

did not move Guam at altl. We're still strategically 

important. 

Rapid deployment should be taken into 

consideration. The nerve gas incident in Yoko -- 
Thank you. Sorry. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Sorry. Sir, if you would 

like to -- 
Z 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Excuse me, you don't have 
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to if you don't want t~o, but if you would like to 

submit that written st,atement for the record -- 
MR. PEREZ: I will. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: - - we'd be delighted to 

read it. 

MR. PEREZ: I will. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay, terrific. Thanks. 

TESTIMONY BY MR. JOSEPH C. QUINATA 

MR. QUINATA: Good afternoon, commission 

members. Again, as everybody had mentioned,.we 

welcome you to Guam. 

My name is Joe Quinata, and I come here as 

a private citizen, although I've worked for the 

military 27 years of my life. I come here not to 

beg for my particular job but also in support of the 

people that will be affected and the families that 

will be affected by this base closure. 

I am also against the BRAC commission or 

DoD recommendation to close Guam. As far as in 

closing, views have been expressed that indicated 

that the decision will be a miracle to reverse. I 

hope that you commission members are the miracles. 

Thank you and Si Yuros ma'ase. 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 
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T E S T I M O N Y  BY MR.  ALBERT S .  TOPASNA 

MR. TOPASNA: My name i s  A l b e r t  T o p a s n a .  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Welcome. 

MR.  TOPASNA: Thanks  -- 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: I s a i d  welcome.  S o r r y .  

MR. TOPASNA: Thank y o u .  

I am h e r e  on t h e  -- a s  a  p r i v a t e  c i t i z e n  

a n d  a l s o  a  p r i v a t e  i n v e s t i g a t o r .  T h a n k s  t o  t h e  

b i s h o p ,  I f o u n d  t h e  theme f o r  my s p e e c h  t o d a y .  And 

t h a t  i s  o u r  Guam a n d  o u r  d e m o c r a c y .  The  t h r e e  mos t  

i m p o r t a n t  r e s o u r c e s  t h a t  Guam, o u r  i s l a n d  t e r r i t o r y ,  

d e p e n d  upon f o r  s u r v i v a l  a r e  s h i p p i n g  i n d u s t r y ,  o u r  

a i r l i n e  i n d u s t r y ,  a n d  o u r  Amer ican  d e m o c r a c y .  

My d e a r  f r i e n d s ,  you m u s t  g i v e  u p  t h e  

m e m o r i e s  a t  t h i s  p o i n t .  i n  t i m e  b e c a u s e  you  c a n n o t  

f o r g e t  t h e  s a c r i f i c e s  t h e  p e o p l e  a n d  t h e  Guamanian 

s o l d i e r s  h a v e  g i v e n  t o  p r e s e r v e  d e m o c r a c y .  Our 

p e o p l e  h a v e  g i v e n  s o  much b e c a u s e  w e  a l l  b e l i e v e  on 

t h e  A m e r i c a n  d r e a m .  

Guam c a n n o t  d e p e n d  on i t s  i s l a n d  n e i g h b o r s ,  

s e t  a s i d e  i t s  p r i n c i p l e s  a n d  d i s t a n c e  f r o m  t h e  

A m e r i c a n  c o a s t l i n e .  And we were t a u g h t  when were i n  

s c h o o l ,  A m e r i c a n  h i s t o r y .  We u n d e r s t o o d  s o c i a l  and  - 
c u l t u r a l  b e l i e f s ,  we d e m o n s t r a t e  d e m o c r a c y  a n d  

r e s p e c t  o u r  Amer ican  C o n s t i t u t i o n .  Our Guam, o r  
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1 Desert Storm. Our -- We honor our war victims. We 

3 1 pray the American way, the honorable way. We will I 

5 1 closing SRF. I 
4 

I 
I You will hear of crisis in America, the 

1 will to obey the order to close out SRF and the 

predicament of chaos and trauma. We are on the road 

to isolationism, abandonment, and neglect. Our 

right to be part of America, to defend America only 

not only in war but sustain in maintaining 

democracy, protecting s,ociety from crime and justly 

caring for all Americans. 

Is money important? Judging money and 

people against ideals and life -- and their 

livelihood, please, Uncle Sam, must you choose 

between a true American or a part of America? 

Again, American history was correct. And American 

history is unchallenged and highly respected. 

American history will be measured differently by me 

as I've learned that I am an American. 

Save this little island, Guam is truly 

where America's day begins. 

Thank you. 

(Applause. ) 

suffer when the solution comes to a reality by 
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COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much. 

TESTIMONY BY SENATOR ANGEL LEON GUERRERO SANTOS 

SENATOR SANTOS: Hafa adai, my name is Angel 

Leon Guerrero Santos and I am a member of the 

Twenty-third Guam Legislature. 

Is it not enough for the federal government 

to punish our people for practicing the culture in 

the 1900fs? Is it not enough for the federal 

government to punish our people for speaking the 

language from 1900 to 1L975? And is it not enough 

for the federal government to condemn two-thirds of 

all the lands on Guam, the most rich, fertile 

agricultural lands that our people depended on for 

survival? And then today, in 1995, sets aside over 

20,000 acres of that for a wildlife refuge to 

protect the endangered species. Is it not enough 

that we only have two minutes to fight for our 

rights to survive in our own homeland? We -- 
(Applause.) 

SENATOR SANTOS: We almost lost our language 

and culture, we lost our lands, now you want to take 

our jobs. The greatest mistake that the federal 

government will make is to take away our jobs 

without giving us the resources to rebuild our 

lives. The greatest sin that the federal government 

- 
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can commit on the people of Guam is to take away our 

bread and butter and not give us the kitchen that we 

need to prepare the food so that our people can 

survive. 

Generations will come and generations will 

pass. But if no generation has the conscience, the 

courage, and the conviction to rights the wrongdoing 

of the past, then the next generation will have to 

live with the same injustices in the future. I will 

fight for our rights to survive in our own homeland. 

Thank you. 

(Applause. ) 

COMMISSIONER STEEILE: Thank you. 

TESTIMONY B Y  MS. JULIE NORMAN 

MS. NORMAN: Good afternoon, commissioners. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Welcome. 

MS. NORMAN: And all my friends of the United 

States of America. I'm Julie Norman and I'm from 

Guam. I'm a U.S citizen. 

Therets only one thing that I'd like to ask 

you. I'd like to ask ;you to go back and remind the 

Department of Defense that Guam is a U.S. territory 

and it was the United States of America that stepped 

in here to gain and maintain the island of Guam from 

the enemies. And if tlhey pull out all the military 



forces out of Guam, they have just weakened their 

position as the most powerful country in the world. 

And we want to remain the territory of the United 

States of ~merica. 

Thank you very much. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

TESTIMONY BY MR. TONY ARTERO 

MR. ARTERO: Honorable commissioners, my name 

is Tony Artero, I'm the principle broker of Artero 

Realty. I'm also a retired Navy submariner. 

And 1'11 start by saying that the people of 

Guam have fought in all of America's wars since 

American invokes on the use of our very limited but 

preciously located real estate, as our congressman 

has said, wlocation, location, location." 

Although Guam has been living -- has been 
flying the American flag for nearly 100 years, many 

people have gone before us without ever seeing the 

reality of their belief in what America is all 

about. Generations come and generations go, yes, 

and the problem, that of economic freedom, has yet 

to be addressed and corrected. Over the years, only 

the symptom of the problem is addressed, never the 

problem. Instead, the government grew in leaps and 

- 
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bounds and has evolved into a -- into a unrestraint, 
ruthless, and insatiable giant and spending 

skyrocketed like there is no tomorrow. 

Consequently, the federal government's financial 

position is near $5 trillion in deficit spending. 

Similarly, Guam's financial position is now near the 

bottom of the Marianas Trench. I hope -- I hope 
that this hearing with BRAC 9 5  will cause a solution 

to the cancerous dilemma we find ourselves in. I 

will offer some examples. 

Before World War 11, everyone had 

uninhibited access to their property. The people 

and their lands were productive. Now, there are 

people who are paying taxes on properties for 

decades that the government restrict their access to 

and the economic use of for no reason at all. 

The dawning of history, however, should 

teach us that Guam, in the middle of the Pacific, 

has been the financial sinkhole of the American 

taxpayer since World War 11. No doubt the condition 

of -- that condition is the result of a -- of the 
mid-19th century policy of imperialistic expansion 

to the Pacific regarded as the manifest destiny of 

the United States. 

Ladies and gentlemen, please let's work 
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t o g e t h e r  a n d  c l e a n  u p  t h e  m e s s .  I t ' s  t h e  

r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  o f  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t  t o  d o  s o  s i n c e  t h e y  

c a u s e d  t h e  p r o b l e m .  

Thank  y o u .  

( A p p l a u s e . )  

COMMISSIONER STEELE: T h a n k  y o u .  

Good a f t e r n o o n .  

TESTIMONY BY MR. J O E  TOPASNA 

MR. TOPASNA: Good a f t e r n o o n ,  h o n o r a b l e  

c o m m i s s i o n e r s .  Good a f t e r n o o n  a n d  w e l c o m e  t o  Guam. 

My name i s  J o e  T o p a s n a .  I w o r k  f o r  t h e  

F l e e t  a n d  I n d u s t r i a l  S u p p l y  C e n t e r  f o r  a g o o d  3 1  

y e a r s .  I s p e n t  more  t h a n  h a l f  o f  my l i f e t i m e  

w o r k i n g  f o r  t h i s  command. I h a v e  n o  r e g r e t s .  

The  many i n  o u r  w o r k f o r c e  t h a t  h a v e  c h o s e n  

a  c a r e e r  a t  FISC b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  o p p o r t u n i t i e s  o f  

g o o d  p a y ,  a  s e c u r i t y  o f  j o b s ,  f u t u r e  r e t i r e m e n t .  

Now t h e  h o p e  i s  f a c e d  w i t h  u n c e r t a i n t y .  

What i s  F I S C ' s  m i s s i o n ?  May I e l a b o r a t e .  

I ' l l  make it s i m p l e :  S u p p o r t  t h e  f l e e t  a c r o s s  t h e  

P a c i f i c  Ocean  t o  t h e  A r a b i a n  G u l f  a n d  t o  t h e  I n d i a n  

O c e a n .  S e v e n t y - f i v e  t o  8 0  p e r c e n t  o f  o u r  w o r k l o a d  

i s  s u p p o r t i n g  t h e  f l e e t .  T h e  MSC's, t h e  AFS ' s ,  f r o m  

f r o m  A r a b i a n  G u l f  t o  t h e  I n d i a n  O c e a n .  O t h e r  

c u s t o m e r s  i n  t h e  a r e a  a r e  D G A R ,  B a h r a i n ,  S i n g a p o r e ,  

--- 
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a n d  J e b e l  A l i .  

FISC s p e n t  m i l l i o n s  o f  d o l l a r s  i n  t h e  l o c a l  

m a r k e t  a n n u a l l y  f o r  c o n s u m a b l e  i t e m s  a n d  p r o v i s i o n s  

t o  s u p p o r t  t h e  men a n d  woman i n  t h e  Navy i n  

p r e s e r v i n g  p e a c e  a n d  s e c u r i t y  a r o u n d  t h e  w o r l d .  Our  

w o r k f o r c e  i s  t h e  f i n e s t  i n  t h e  P a c i f i c .  Yet, w e  a r e  

v i c t i m s  o f  o u r  g o v e r n m e n t s ,  l o c a l  a n d  f e d e r a l  

g o v e r n m e n t .  Our  l o c a l  g o v e r n m e n t  i s  n o t  -- Our  

l o c a l  g o v e r n m e n t ,  i n  n o t  s o  many w o r d s ,  s a i d ,  

I t R e l o c a t e  b y  base .  " 

And f e d e r a l  g o v e r n m e n t  s a i d ,  t t I ' l l  d o  

b e t t e r  t h a n  t h a t .  1'11 c l o s e  i t ."  

T h e  w o r k i n g  p e o p l e  a t  FISC a n d  SRF, t h e s e  

a r e  t h e  p e o p l e  t h a t  a r e  a s s e t s  t o  t h e  g o v e r n m e n t ,  

p a y  t h e i r  t a x e s ,  a n d  d o  n o t  w a i t  f o r  h a n d o u t s .  Our  

g o v e r n m e n t  c l a i m s  t h a t  t h e r e  w i l l  b e  m o r e  j o b s  i n  

t h e  f u t u r e  b y  b u i l d i n g  t h e  p r i v a t e  s e c t o r s  a n d  

t o u r i s m  i n d u s t r y .  T h e s e  a r e  1 0 ,  1 5 ,  20  y e a r s  f r o m  

now, w h i c h  i s  f i n e .  B u t  w h a t  a b o u t  t h e  e m p l o y e e s  

t h a t  a r e  a f f e c t e d  t o d a y ?  They  s t i l l  h a v e  t o  f e e d  

t h e i r  l o v e d  o n e s ,  p a y  m o r t g a g e s ,  a n d  o t h e r  b a n k  

p a y m e n t s .  

Guam i s  l o g i s t i c a l l y  i n  a  much b e t t e r  
CI 

l o c a t i o n  t o  s u p p o r t  t h e  f l e e t  a c r o s s  t h e  I n d i a n  

O c e a n ,  A r a b i a n  G u l f ,  t h e  K o r e a n  P e n i n s u l a ,  t h a n  FISC 
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Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and FISC Yokosuka, Japan. I 

beg of you to reconsider disestablishment of FISC, 

but rather realignment. But whatever your 

recommendation is, I understand. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 

That sure beat an ending that said I was 

going to be immoral or something. 

TESTIMONY BY ATTORNEY PETER R. SGRO, JR. 

MR. SGRO: My name is Attorney Peter Sgro. 

Because of the time limitation, I'd just 

like to read some quotes from Supreme Court 

decisions. Although just in the three hours worth 

of research, similar quotes are incorporated by 

reference, and at least a hundred and seventy 

different federal authorities by various federal 

courts throughout the nation. 

Under the war powers of Congress, Congress 

may authorize the summary requisition of property 

immediately needed for prosecution of the war. The 

Supreme Court said in 1.948: Congress, in time of 

war, unquestionably has the fundamental power ... to 
LI 

the requisition of properties necessary and proper 

to enable it to raise a~nd support its Armies." 
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I would like t.o use that supporting 

position with the -- and I will incorporate written 
testimony with all the citations necessary of 

federal decisions, not decisions by the Superior 

Court of Guam, that meets every single one of the 

four top criteria by BRAC for not mothballing the 

facility. You already have the power of Congress to 

take back private property, to take any property. 

They can take over this legislative building, if 

they wanted to, in the event of a threat of war. To 

mothball the assets tha~t we're talking about with 

respect to the people of the territory, puts the 

people in a bad precarious situation. 

Now that I -- I would like visit one 

subject that is totally related to this, which 

you'll never find in any other community. The 

chamber touched upon, and I was past chairman of the 

Chamber of Commerce, on the issue called mmsecurity 

 clearance^.^ That was an --  intentional, based on 
recently declassified information, an intentional 

act by the federal government to prevent people like 

my family that as been doing business on Guam since 

1940, from economically becoming independent. It 
5.c 

prevented injection of capital into Guam, and I 

think that we're now trying to do mothball assets in 
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the disguise of what we're seeing now as another 

security clearance, which I don't think that's in 

the best interest of BRAC or the military, or for 

that people -- or purpose, the people of the 

Territory of Guam. 

Thank you. 

(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much. 

TESTIMONY BY MR. BILL PAYNE 

MR. PAYNE: Good afternoon, commissioners. 

I'm Bill Payne. I've spent 3 0  years of my 

life down at SRF. I'm here as a private citizen, 

though. 

I've been asked to make a brief statement 

concerning the necessity of maintaining a strong 

military presence on Guam and its benefits to the 

United States. Guam is the western-most territory 

of the U.S. Guam is where America's day begins. 

From a strategic point of view, it means 

having a base near the heart of Asia. It means 

having a staging point from which the U.S. can 

project Naval and Air Force power, provide aid and 

humanitarian services 'to Asian allies in the spirit -... 
of peace and cooperation. It's a place that's 

populated by U.S. citizens. No U.S. ship or 

- 
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a i r p l a n e  h a s  e v e r  t u r n e d  away f r o m  Guam. I t  i s  t h e  

o n l y  p l a c e  i n  t h i s  p a r t .  o f  t h e  w o r l d  t h a t  t h e  U.S. 

c a n  d e p e n d  on  w i t h  a b s o l u t e  c e r t a i n t y .   his i s  

Guam, U.S.A. 

I t  h a s  b e e n  p o i n t e d  o u t  t h a t  t h e  b a s e s  i n  

J a p a n  a n d  S i n g a p o r e  h a v e  made Guam u n n e c e s s a r y  f rom 

a  s t r a t e g i c  v i e w .  I t  i.s t r u e  S i n g a p o r e  i s  c l o s e r  t o  

t h e  M i d d l e  E a s t  a n d  a  m a j o r  t r a n s i t  p l a c e  f o r  U . S .  

s h i p s .  A l s o ,  t h e  i n d u s t r i a l  f a c i l i t i e s  t h e  J a p a n e s e  

o f f e r  a r e  more  t h a n  whaLt Guam h a s  a n d  t h e  J a p a n e s e  

g o v e r n m e n t  a b s o r b s  most. o f  t h e  c o s t  t o  t h e  U.S. 

m i l i t a r y  i s  a n  i m p o r t a n t  i t e m .  Bu t  t h e  c u r r e n t  

e c o n o m i c  c o n d i t i o n s  i n  J a p a n  w i l l  n o t  w a r r a n t  t h a t .  

S o o n e r  o r  l a t e r ,  t h e y ' l l  c h a r g e  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  

f o r  i t .  The o l d  a d a g e  " C h a r i t y  b e g i n s  a t  homett i s  

a s  good  f o r  J a p a n  a s  it. i s  f o r  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s .  

Guam l e g i t i m i z e s  U.S. m i l i t a r y  i n t e r e s t s  i n  

A s i a  b e c a u s e  t h e  m i l i t a r y  i s  t h e r e  t o  p r o t e c t  U . S .  

c i t i z e n s  a n d  p r o p e r t y .  T h e r e  i s  no g r e a t e r  

j u s t i f i c a t i o n  f o r  a  m i l i t a r y  p r e s e n c e  h e r e .  

C o u n t r i e s  h a v e  c r i t i c i z e d  t h e  U.S. a s  b e i n g  

i m p e r i a l i s t i c  f o r  hav in .g  b a s e s  i n  J a p a n  o r  

S i n g a p o r e ,  b u t  no o n e  c a n  c r i t i c i z e  t h e  U.S.  f o r  

h a v i n g  i t s  own c i t i z e n s ,  i t s  b a s e s  h e r e .  

Guam h a v e  a l w a y s  b e e n  t h e  f o c a l  p o i n t  o f  
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b l o o d ,  s w e a t ,  a n d  t e a r s  f o r  t h e  U.S. g o v e r n m e n t .  

P l e a s e  l e t ' s  h a v e  a  j o i n t - u s e  a g r e e m e n t  f o r  t h e  

b a s e s ,  d o  n o t  c l o s e  it o r  m o t h b a l l  i t .  

Thank you .  

( A p p l a u s e . )  

COMMISSIONER STEELBE: Thank y o u .  

TESTIMONY BY MR. HOWARD A .  HEMSING 

MR. HEMSING: My name i s  Howard Hemsing.  

F i r s t  o f  a l l ,  I ' d  l i k e  t o  t h a n k  you  f o r  t h e  

b a s e  c l o s u r e .  I t  h a s  b e e n  l o n g  i n  coming .  

Now, a l l o w  me t o  comment o n  how t o  r e c t i f y  

t h e  p r o b l e m s  f o r  Guam's economy t o  b e n e f i t  f rom t h i s  

c l o s u r e s .  

The m i l i t a r y  a , d m i n i s t r a t i o n  h a s  -- no .  The 

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o f  Amer ica  f i r s t  e s t a b l i s h e d  

t h e m s e l v e s  on  Guam i n  1899 a f t e r  g a i n i n g  p o s s e s s i o n  

o f  Guam f rom S p a i n  t h r o u g h  t h e  T r e a t y  o f  P a r i s .  

A f t e r  a r r i v i n g  on Guam u n t i l  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  World 

War 11, t h e  m i l i t a r y  a d l m i n i s t r a t i o n  e n a c t e d  l a w s  t o  

make t h e  i n d i g e n o u s  p e o p l e  h e r e  f e e l  i n f e r i o r .  Laws 

r e s t r i c t i n g  l a n g u a g e  a n d  c u l t u r e  h a v e  w o r k e d ,  f o r  

t o d a y  t h e  Chamorros  a r e  c o n f u s e d  w i t h  t h e i r  own 

i d e n t i t y .  A l s o ,  y e a r s  b e f o r e ,  o u r  l a n g u a g e  was 

s p o k e n  a t  home b u t  t0da.y o n e  r a r e l y  h e a r  p a r e n t s  

s p e a k  t o  t h e i r  c h i l d r e n  i n  t h e i r  n a t i v e  t o n g u e .  
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The military administration has also 

condemned valuable -- land valuable to the 

Chamorros' well being. In basic facts, your 

government have intentionally made the Chamorros 

dependent instead of independent. You have turned 

Guam into a welfare island, dependent on your 

government with welfare and food stamps. People are 

trying to find jobs instead of creating their own 

businesses. Attitudes concerning self-pride -- 
self-pride, self-reliance are missing in a lot of 

Chamorros because your government strategically 

planned this. How do I know this? You have brought 

in your educational system and it has all -- YOU 
have also have people here that have retired right 

out of the Pentagon's strategic intelligence unit. 

Now let's correct your wrong doings. How? 

First of all, return the land, not to the government 

but the to the original. landowners. Let them 

consolidate the business. That way, the landowner 

and the people can be making money. Give them the 

200 mile EEZ zone and give -- and remove the Jones 
Act. And you give them the money to start this. 

And you contract the base cleaning of all toxic 

wastes on this island. That way your money can be 

returned to you at a 4 percent interest as a small - -  
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small business administration style. Four percent 

interest, thatts all right. 

I wish I had more time, I still got some 

more. 

(Applause. ) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: You can submit that for 

the record. Feel free to submit your additional 

comments for the record. Wetd be delighted to read 

them. 

TESTIMONY BY MR. ANTHONY M. QUITUGUA 

MR. QUITUGUA: May I ask a few -- few moments 
of indulgence? 

COMMISSIONER STEEILE: This will be a prop. 

Is that Lysol a hint? 

MR. QUITUGUA: It's Listerine. 

COMMISSIONER STEEILE: Oh, Listerine. 

MR. QUITUGUA: What you have before you -- Oh I 
my name is Anthony M. Quitugua and I'm a private 

citizen. 

What you have before you is something 

symbolic. It's American products from the Cracker 

Jack, Columbus, Ohio, maybe a lot of you know that; 

a box of cereal from Minneapolis, Minnesota; cans of 

Campbell's soup from Camden, New Jersey; a bottle of 

Listerine, Morris Plaiins, New Jersey; a can of 



chili, Tacoma, Washington; and a can of vegetables 

from Los Angeles, California. 

We share, like the 4 8  states, as Americans. 

Americans who hold U.S. passports. And let me read 

something, if you have it. You probably have one 

because if you didn't, you wouldn't -- it'd be very 

hard for you to go through immigrant -- through U.S. 
Immigration. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay, that's fine. 

MR. QUITUGUA: Please. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: No problem. 

MR. QUITUGUA: Anyway, it says: The Secretary 

of State of the United States of America hereby 

request that all -- all to whom concerned to permit 
the citizen/national of the United States named 

herein to pass without delay or hinderance, and in 

case of need, to give all lawful aid and protection. 

I'm nervous here now. 

In God we trust is what the money -- in the 
back of every money -- it's $10 because a dollar is 

no good anymore. The economy, you know what I mean? 

Ladies and gentlemen, I know that the -- 
America has been bashed here, American has been -- 
there's a kind of animosity in the air. I'm 

speaking from the heart: here. Two points: 
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Number one, we have your American flag 

waving 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Number two, we have passports that we have 

not renounced. We're still Americans. And that -- 
that's very important. World War 11, World War I1 -- 
or Korean War and all the wars we've participated 

and our sons have died for the cause of liberty. 

America -- The American negative impact 
here would be if you close these bases and you put 

these people out of jobs and you do what you have to 

do, and say, "Oh, Guam is no longer important 

~trategically,*~ we're repeating Pearl Harbor again. 

If you think Hawaii -- Hawaii was the first hit, 
then Guam and then the other islands. Ladies and 

gentlemen, if you do this, if you really do this, 

you're going to hurt the people of Guam who are 

C h a m o r r o / G u a m a n i a n / A m e ~ - i c a n s .  That 's what we are. 

Just like the Indian/Americans. 

So, I ask you, please go to Washington, 

don't let this just stay here and then we forget it 

in the 15-hour flight, go to Washington and tell 

them, there are people that are living with children 

and if you take that food off their table, then 

that's exactly what you're going to do. 

Thank you. 
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(Applause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you. 

(Brief pause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Were you sworn in? 

MR. UNPINGCO: Yes. 

TESTIMONY BY MR. STEVEN SABLAN UNPINGCO 

MR. UNPINGCO: My name is Steven Sablan 

Unpingco and I'm here on behalf of many students 

from the University of Guam. 

As a concerned citizen, I am here to 

testify in opposition of -- to the DoD 
recommendation to close SRF and disc -- FISC, excuse 
me. 

At the outset, it is my opinion that the 

U.S. military depends too much on bases located in 

foreign countries such as bases in Korea, Japan, and 

Singapore. 

The permanence and viability of such bases 

may be questionable. Despite the existence of 

international agreements like the Status of Forces 

Agreement being in force and effect, these 

agreements are written in language ambiguous enough 

for a foreign nation to easily abrogate such 
LI 

agreements. In ensuring national security, nothing 

beats having your own forces in your own soil, 
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t h e  f a r  r e a c h e s  o f  t h e  P a c i f i c .  

I n  c o m m i t t i n g  b a s e s  i n  f o r e i g n  s o i l ,  o n e  

m u s t  a s k ,  how much a r e  t h e s e  n a t i o n s  c o n t r i b u t i n g  t o  

o u r  j o i n t  e f f o r t  t o  d e f e n d  t h e i r  i n t e r e s t s ?  Is 

K o r e a ,  o n e  o f  t h e  newly  e m e r g i n g  e c o n o m i c  A s i a n  

n a t i o n s ,  r e a l l y  c o n t r i b u t i n g  t h a t  much t o  i t s  

d e f e n s e ?  Is  t h e  m i l i t a r y  p r e s e n c e  i n  K o r e a  d e s i g n e d  

t o  p r o t e c t  t h e  K o r e a n s  t h a n  t o  t h e  p r o t e c t  t h e  

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  c i t i z e n s ?  G i v e n  t h e  a b i l i t y  o f  t h e  

U n i t e d  S t a t e s  t o  r a p i d l t y  d e p l o y ,  i s  t h e  U . S .  

p r e s e n c e  i n  Korea  s t i l l  n e c e s s a r y  o r  c r i t i c a l ?  

What a b o u t  J a p a n ?  Is s h e  c o n t r i b u t i n g  a  

f a i r  s h a r e  t o  h e r  d e f e n s e ?  Viewed i n  t e r m s  o f  

a n n u a l  G r o s s  D o m e s t i c  l ? r o d u c t ,  t h e  J a p a n e s e  d e f e n s e  

b u d g e t  i s  r e a l l y  m i n u s c u l e .  I f  J a p a n  i s  r e l u c t a n t  

t o  r e a r m  h e r s e l f  b e c a u s e  o f  f e a r  o f  r e p e r c u s s i o n s  

f rom h e r  n e i g h b o r s  o r  b e c a u s e  o f  h e r  c o n s t i t u t i o n ,  

s h o u l d n ' t  s h e  c o n t r i b u t e  more m o n e t a r y  t o  o f f s e t  t h e  

c o s t  o f  h e r  d e f e n s e ?  

I b e l i e v e  it  i s  t i m e  t o  r e v i s i t  o u r  

n a t i o n a l  d e f e n s e  s t r a t e g i c  t h i n k i n g  a n d  a n a l y z e  t h e  

c h a n g e d  c i r c u m s t a n c e s  a f f e c t i n g  f o r e i g n  p o l i c y .  L e t  
CI 

u s  f o r t i f y  b a s e s  i n  U . S .  s o i l  a n d  e n g a g e  i n  p o l i c y  

f a v o r i n g  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  c i t i z e n s  a n d  n o t  f o r e i g n  



citizens. 

The end of the cold war crisis, with the 

downfall of the Soviet Union, leaves no present 

threat of superpower enemy. Accordingly, military 

actions will now probably be police actions for 

humanitarian reasons, as in the case of Somalia, or 

to deter aggression as in Iraq/Kuwait. Rapid 

development aided by the mid-air refueling appears 

to be the logical alternative to pre-positioning of 

troops and supplies in place:; such as Guam., But you 

know something, there are two critical weaknesses to 

this analysis. Okay? That you all ought to 

consider. 

First, rapid tlep1oy:ment by air requires 

weather conditions that will allow planes to fly and 

be refueled in mid air. If inclement weather 

conditions prevail, re:Euelinsg is not possible. The 

importance of weather should not be overlooked or 

downplayed especially in the Pacific Ocean region. 

The weather over a large ocean, as large as the 

Pacific, can be subject to rapid and erratic change. 

Second, small scale wars or police actions 

are dependent on troops being deployed followed by - 
supplies being flown in later. The ability of 

troops to fight a small war or police action that is 

- 
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prolonged is severely limited if there is a total 

dependency on airlift providing all needed supplies. 

Even with the presence (of huge aircrafts to support 

deployment, the supplies such carriers can furnish 

will be limited. Not only is weather a problem, but 

the costs of continuous airlift is astronomical. 

In addition, planes do break down often, as 

the older planes, the m'ore the wear, tear, and other 

breakdown components occur. Is there enough of a 

fleet of cargo planes t:hat exist that can adequately 

service a prolonged airlift? Remember, the Air 

Force also has been downsizing. Therefore, looking 

at Guam's strategic location in the middle of the 

Pacific Ocean next to the potential trouble spots 

like Korea, Pakistan, and the Philippines, it makes 

a lot of sense to keep military facilities on Guam, 

which is American soil. To do otherwise would 

ultimately be necessarily endangering the lives of 

American military personnel and the national and 

international security of the United States. 

Strategically speaking, we should not 

undermine the immense importance of Naval ships as a 

projection of U.S. power offshore. The presence of - 
a battle group or task force over a troubled spot 

has a lot of peacekeeping dividends, as in the case 
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of the Persian Gulf. B'ut, the Navy's ability to 

project such power and to participate in hostilities 

and therefore take away some dependence on rapid 

deployment has been severely curtailed by SRF and 

FISC disestablishments on Guam. Navy ships must 

replenish supplies and must have repair and 

maintenance work performed on them to ensure maximum 

battle readiness. One Navy ship can carry the 

equivalent of 20 Air Force C-5's in terms of cargo. 

These military can testify to that (in?icat.ing) . 
Hawaii's remote location away from South and 

Southeast Asia cannot meet the Navy's demands. 

Guam's mid-ocean location and logical support 

capabilities can. 

Aside from Guamfs strategic location, we 

must stay focused on th~e real objectives of proposed 

closures, that is cost and savings benefits. The 

goal and mission of BRA,C is to minimize cost of 

implementation and'expect substantial savings in due 

period of time. In regrards to costs implementation 

of disestablishment rec:ommendations, has the 

committee engaged in costs analysis regarding 

environmental clean-up costs and disposition of 

chemical, hazardous or toxic wastes? Environmental 

clean-up needs should be quickly ascertained and the 
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costs of waste disposal consistent with 

environmental protection standards must be quickly 

estimated and forecasted. 

In view of the plummeting exchange rate of 

the dollar to the yen, it may perhaps be most -- be 
more cost-savings effective to eliminate or 

consolidate some of the air bases in Korea or Japan. 

The air bases in Kunsan and Osan in Korea, for 

example, which have fighter planes could be 

consolidated, The fighters at Kadena Air Base in 

Okinawa could be relocated to Yokota or Misawa. Has 

anyone analyzed the cost savings measures that these 

moves would bring? If these consolidations or 

realignments can be made, the cost-savings component 

will inevitably show substantial savings over and 

beyond amount of savings Guam proposed closures -- 
amount of savings Guam's proposed closures will 

yield. 

You know, the -- this gentleman has been 
telling me it's time. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: I know -- 
MR. UNPINGCO: We are in an undue -- 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: - - I was just about to 

second -- 

MR. UNPINGCO: - - burden, we are college 
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students here. We're all here after two-and-a-half 

weeks of legal research. We don't enjoy the luxury 

of government subsidized travel to go and meet with 

you people. The least you guys can do is sit down 

for a couple more minutes and see what these young 

leaders of tomorrow have to say. 

(Applause.) 

MR. UNPINGCO: Now I ask you, okay? 

COMMISSIONER STEELIE: Mr. -- 
MR. UNPINGCO: Secondly -- 
COMMISSIONER STEELIE: Mr. -- 
MR. UNPINGCO: - - you are not treating us 

correctly. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Excuse me -- 
MR. UNPINGCO: YOU, are violating our equal 

protection rights. 

MR. SMITH: Could you please respect the 

commissioners for a sec:ond? 

MR. UNPINGCO: Sure. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Sir, the respect goes 

both ways in the sense that there are many people in 

the community that wou1.d like to speak. And that -- 
that opportunity needs to be shared and it's 

important to us -- 
MR. UNPINGCO: I understand. 
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COMMISSIONER STEELE : - - that we share that 
opportunity. Mr. Cornella -- or Commissioner 
Cornella has comment as well. 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: Well, you basically 

said what I was going to say, but I would add that 

there -- there will be a press conference. While 

Commissioner Steele is in that conference, I will 

give you my undivided attention for the length of 

that conference, which is, I believe, is 15 minutes. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: You'll make me do it by 

myself? 

COMMISSIONER CORNELLA: That was the idea. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Gentlemen, thank you -- 
MR. UNPINGCO: I thank you for your benevolence 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: - - very much. We look 

forward to reading your statement if you would like 

to submit it for the record. 

MR. UNPINGCO: I would like to, but I also I 

would like to have just a minute -- 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Sorry. 

MR. UNPINGCO: - - to summarize. 
COMMISSIONER STEELE: Sorry. 

MR. UNPINGCO: Well, let me just say, may God 

bless the island of Guam, its family and its future, 

and may He bestow goodwill to all of you commission 



members. 

Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much, and 

to you as well. 

(Applause. ) 

COMMISSIONER STEEIJE: Excuse me just a half a 

second, please. 

(Brief pause.) 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Our chief analyst here 

h.as asked me to request those of you that had 

statements but may not have turned them in yet, 

please do so, because he needs to analyze them. We 

need to read them and share them with our fellow 

commissioners when we return to the states. So 

please do do that. If you don't have an opportunity 

to give it to us today, don't worry, we keep 

receiving information the whole way through the 

process. This is not the end of your hearing, and 

this is not your only hearing, by the way. As many 

of you know, you have a~n additional hearing in 

California. This is th~e only group of installations 

that gets that second opportunity, in addition to 

the hearings in Washingrton where Congressman 
1 

Underwood will testify. 

It's my understanding that we have used up 



those 45 minutes of testimony. We thank you very 

much for your participation. 

If A1 has any comments at the moment, but - 
COMMISSIONER CORNIELLA: I do. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Okay. Commissioner 

Cornella. 

COMMISSIONER C0RN:ELLA: Well, we've heard a lot 

of concern expressed today and I just want to assure 

everyone that -- that 'those concerns will be 
recognized when we go into our deliberations, and 

all those items will b~e addressed. And I also will 

say and promise to you that you will give -- be 
given the same respect that all U.S. citizens will 

receive as we under -- as we go through this 

process. 1'11 treat this situation and -- and the 
island like this islanld and all the citizens were in 

the middle of my home state, and I promise you that, 

that we will do that. 

Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER STEELE: Thank you very much. 

This hearing is adjourned. 

(Applause.) 

(Whereupon, the regional hearing concluded 
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COMMISSI0NE:R DAVIS : Good evening 

ladies and gentlemen. Excuse me, I have the 

eyes of an eagle but the arms of a penguin, 

Welcome to the regional hearing of 

the Defense Base Closure and Realignment 

Commission, I'm General J.B. Davis, U.S. Air 

Force retired. I'm one of the eight members of 

the Commission charged with the task of 

evaluating the recommendations of the Secretary 

of Defense regarding the closure and realignment 

of military installations. 

Also here with us tonight are my 

colleagues Commissioner Rebecca Cox, who was the 

member of the 1993 Comm.ission and she brings a 

great deal of expertise to the process and on my 
/ 

right is Commissioner Lee Kling, who also brings 

a great deal of government service. 

First, I'd like to thank all the 

military and civilian personnel who has assisted 

us so capably during our visits to Minot Air 

Force Base and to Grand Forks Air Force Base, 

places I've been many times before. We spent 

all day looking at inst:allations and asking 

questions that will help us and prepare us for 

the difficult decision process ahead. The 

I 
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cooperation we received from the military and 

the civilians in each one of the bases has been 

absolutely exemplary and the communities -- if 
you had to be almost not be able to see anything 

when we left Grand Forks and drove down to the 

Holiday Inn -- glad to see the support of the 
communities here and in Minot. But thank you 

very much. 

I'd also like to acknowledge the 

splendid assistance we've received from Governor 

Ed Schafer, Senators Kent Conrad and Byron 

Dorgan and Congressman Earl Pomeroy and their 

staff, they've been superb. They've asked and 

assisted us in many ways in the problems and the 

challenges we have ahead. I'd like to thank 

also President Baker for his generous 

hospitality and this magnificent . + facility. 

They've been with us .the previous mentioned 

folks, with exceptions of the president, have 

been with us wherever we've gone in North Dakota 

and frankly they've been great sources of 

information to all of us and I can tell you 

they're doing a superb job for this state. 

The main purpose of the base visit 

we conducted here and it's one of 54 bases, it 
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happens to be my third 'base, the Commissioner8s 

are making. By the way we're going around to I 
all 54 bases highlighted by the Department of % 

Defense. It's to allow us to see the 

installations first hand. I know most of the 

Commissioner's are like me, unless you can see, 

feel and touch it, it doesn't mean much. 

Numbers are wonderful but actually being here 

makes it much better; aind then we have to try to 

assess the all important question of the 

military value of the base. In addition t o  the 

base visits, the Commission is conducting a 

total of 11 Regional Hearings of which this is 

the second. The main purpose of the Regional 

Hearings is to give the members of the 
* 

communities affected by these closure 

recommendations a chance tomexpress their 

v i e w s .  We consider this interaction absolutely 

essential because the community is one of the 

most important inputs in the process. 

Let me assure you that all our 

Commissioners and staff are well aware of the 

gigantic implications of base closure on local I 
communities. We're committed to openness in 

this process and I assure you from the chairman 

J 
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on down that is an absallute pledge and we're 

committed to fairness. All the material we 

gather, all the information we get from the 1 

Department of Defense, all of our correspondence 

is open to the public at all times. Frankly, I 

was a non-volunteer with for this job and we're 

all faced with the unpleasant task ahead and 

it's painful, but we intend to carry it out in 

the most sensitive manner that we possibly can. 

The kind of assistance we've received here in 

North Dakota is very greatly appreciated. 

Now let me describe the proceedings 

here tonight and the proceedings are the same 

here tonight as all our Regional Hearings, the 

Commission is assigned. a block of time to each 

state effective by the! base closure list. The 

overall amount of time is by the 

number of installations on the list and the 

amount of job loss. North Dakota has been given 

90 minutes to make this presentation. We notify 

the appropriate elected officials of this 

procedure and left it up to them working with 

local communities to determine how to fill this 

block of time. We've been given a list of 

persons who will speak during the North Dakota 
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I presentation as well as how long they will 

speak. To be fair to all who want to speak, 

we'll strictly enforce those limits that we've 

placed. We will let each speaker know when he 

or she has one minute left and we'll ring a bell 

when the individual's time is up. 

After the 90 minute presentation 

welll take a short break. After which we have 

set aside a period of 15 minutes for public 

comment at which members of the public may speak 

to issues you think are important. We've 

provided a sign-up sheet for this portion of the 

hearing and hope that anyone who wishes to speak 

is already signed up. We would ask those of you 

speaking A at that time to limit yourself to one 

minute. Difficult but. necessary. 

Let me also say-that the Base 

Closure Law has been amended since 1993, to 

require that anyone giving testimony before the 

Commission do so under oath. So 1'11 be 

swearing in the witnesses with great trepidation 

because some of the witnesses write the laws in 

this land and the laws of this state, but it's 

required by their laws, therefore, I'll comply. 

With that, I believe we're ready to 
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begin. The first witness will be Senator Conrad 

and with your permission, sir, I'd like to swear 

Senator Conrad, Senator Dorgan, the Governor and 1 

Congressman Pomeroy all at the same time so we 

don't have to stop later on. So if you would 

raise your right hand. 

(All of the witnesses were sworn in 

by Commissioner Davis.) 

C O M M I S S I O N E ' R  D A V I S :  Thank you very 

much. Senator Conrad. 

SENATOR CONRAD:  Good evening. We 

extend a warm North Dakota welcome to 

Commissioners Cox, Davis and Kling. We also 

extend a welcome to the BRAC Staff. We are 

delighted you are here. We are proud of Grand 
* 

Forks and Minot Air Forces Bases, proud of their 

missions and proud of their.performance. It is 

in our national security interest to retain and 

not realign the goals and missions of these 

bases. 

We invite you to compare all of 

northern tier missile bases in making your 

decision. We believe you will achieve the 

greatest military value and cost savings by 

keeping both Grand Forks and Minot as dual 
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mission bases. Grand Forks is one of only three 

core tanker bases in the country. It's mission, 

global reach. 

General Folgeman, Air Force Chief of 

Staff, has repeatedly emphasized the importance 

of the core tanker base concept. He told the 

commission in 1993 and I quote, "It would be a I 

wise move for us to use Grand Forks as one our 

of our core tanker bases. Grand Forks was 
I 

realigned in 1993 specifically because it's 1 
facilities and infrastructure were the best 

suited for this mission. The United States Air 

Force and the Department of Defense have both 

concluded no other base in the country has the 

capability to serve as a core tanker base." 
a 

They recommend the KC-135 Tanker Mission remain 

at Grand Forks and we agree,. 

Minot is one of only two B-52 Bases I 
in the country. It's mission, global power. 

Minot's bombers project U.S. power around the I 
world on a moment's notice. It is important to [ 

i 

note that our bomber force structure require two 

B-52 Bases. 

General Mike Low, head of the Air 

Combat Command has stated and I quote, I1We have 

I 
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reached what I consider the bottom line on our 

bomber force structure and must retain the 

basing at Minot to effectively execute our 

bomber mission in the future. The Air Force and 

the Department of Defense have both concluded no 

other base in the country has the capability to 

serve as a primary B-52 base. They recommend 

the B-52 mission remain at Minot and we agree. 

Once the decision has been made to 

keep the flying missions at Grand Forks and 

Minot, it makes sense tl:, keep the missiles here 

as well. The reason is simple, it saves money. 

The fact is, all of the existing missile fields 

can perform the mission. The Air Force Base 

Closure Briefing states and I quote, "All 
* 

missile units have the requisite combination of 

operational effectiveness criteria to accomplish 

the mission. After all., they've been doing it 

for over 3 5  years." 

Dual mission bases make good 

economic sense, they spread base overhead over 

two missions making effective use of national 

defense resources. The other northern tier 

mission bases are single mission bases or are 

about to be. It makes little strategic or 

I 
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economic sense to maintain them as single 

mission bases when itts possible to have dual I i 
mission bases instead. You have the authority \ I  
to move F.E. Warren's Minuteman-3,s to Malmstrom 

in anticipation of the elimination of the MX 

Missile. At that point the nation would enjoy 

substantial savings from the closure of that 

base. Alternatively you can end the missile 

mission at Malmstrom just as the Air Force and 

the Department of Defense have recommended the 

elimination of it's flying mission. That will 

achieve nearly a billion dollars of net present 

value savings. We submit that's a pretty good 

trade off. Minot and Grand Forks military value 

and substantial cost savings for taxpayers, we - 
believe that makes good sense for America. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, 

Senator Conrad. Senator Dorgan. 

SENATOR DORGAN: Let me join my 

colleague in saying welcome to North Dakota to 

all of you. You'll find this and have, I hope, 

today a wonderful and friendly place to be. I t I 
want to tell you that none of us are nervous or 

apprehensive about your visit. We have a great 

story to tell you about North Dakota, about our 

I 
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Air Force Bases, our people and our communities, I 
and wetre anxious top get started. 

But first I can't help but observe , 

that in this very month of March, 122 years ago, 

another fact finding group was sent here from 

Washington, D.C. to kind of look over some 

military bases and they came out on horseback 

and inspected a couple of bases, said they 

really liked what they found out here in North 
I 

Dakota and then told us they had to go over to ! 
Montana and check on a few things over there. 

That group was headed by General Custer. You 

know. I was just thinking, I guess it's a 

i 
coincidence, you're going to Montana tomorrow. 

But you know, but things have changed and I - 
would only ask you to remember Custer's last 

words as he left North Dakota. General Custer 

as he left our state said, "You keep those North 

Dakota bases open until I get back," and we kind 

of consider that a commitment. 

Now in about three minutes tonight I 

want to make three serious, important points to 

you. Point one about fairness, two about 

military values versus budget savings and three 

our tale of two cities. 

DOUG KETCHAM & ASSOCIATES I 
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First, fairness. This process to be 

fair in my judgment requires a complete 

evaluation of all four northern missile bases to , 

determine how best to down size our Minuteman 

Missile strength. When, you've reviewed all four 

bases with all of the objective information 

available, you will conclude that the two North 

Dakota Dual Mission Air Force Bases have the 

highest military value for the retention of both 

their flying and their missile missions. 

Second, military value versus budget 

savings. The Air Force has already decided it 

wants to keep both Minot and Grand Forks Air 

Force Bases open. It wants to keep the bomber 

mission and the tanker missions open and - 
available in the long term future. The 

remaining question then is-how should the Air 

Force down size it's Minuteman Missile force. 

Should the reduction in missiles come from a 

dual mission base where the Air Force already 

saved substantial money by spreading it's 

overhead costs over two missions. No, I don't 

think the facts will show that to be the right 

course. The best measure of military value and 

the best measure of budget savings, in my 
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judgment, for the taxpayers will come by keeping 

the missiles at the only two dual mission bases 

that will remain in these northern bay planes at I 1 I 

Minot and at Grand Forks. 

To underscore that, just yesterday 

the new Air Force numbers were released 

evaluating that the present net value of 

savings, for example, for closing Malmstrom Air 

Force Base was $ 1 . 4  billion. Compare that with 

the estimate of net present value of savings 

from realigning the missiles to either Grand 

Forks or Minot are $ 4 5 0  million. That's a $1 

billion difference. Parity with respect to 

military value but giant savings for the 

taxpayers by remaining in a dual mission base. - 
My third and last point is about our 

cities. You'll hear tonight the tale of our two 

cities in North Dakota, Grand Forks and Minot. 

They're much more tha~n just host cities to a 

military base. They're home towns for thousands I 

I 

of service men and service women who we work 

with, go to school with, worship with and who I 

, 
we're proud to call neighbors. You'll see 1 

tonight how proud we are of our bases. We're I 

! 

proud of the brave men and women who wear the I 
I 

I 
I 
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uniforms and protect our country and we want I 
them t o  continue to be part of our future. 

There's an old saying that goes, 
' I 

"Bad news travels halfway around the world I 
before good news gets it's shoes on." Well I 
tonight here in Grand Forks good news is going 

to get fully addressed as we tell you the 

compelling positive story about the two best 

bases and the two proudest cities connected with I 
the United States Air Force. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you. 

Governor Schafer. 

GOVERNOR SCHAFER: Members of the 

BRAC Committee, members of the North Dakota 

Legislature from Grand Forks and Minot and 
* 

fellow North Dakotans. Thank you for the 

opportunity to present our-views on the future 

of North Dakota's Air Bases in Minot and Grand 

Forks. 

We gather here tonight with the I 
knowledge that many challenges confront our 

I 

state in the coming months. There's no crystal , 

ball with which to look to foretell the future. 

But we do know that for now the future is 

uncertain. Fortunately, North Dakotans have a 
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great trust in our nation's military leaders. 

We are confident that they understand and will 

remain true to the principle that the global 1 

responsibility of the United States Air Force 

demand balance, flexibi.lity and readiness. Not 

only do the bases play a key role in our overall 

defense strategy, they play a vital role in 

North Dakotats economy. Minot and Grand Forks 

weathered the recessions of late 1980's and the 

early 1990fs, and both are on the rebound thanks 

to jobs, manufacturing, health care and 

telecommunications. But it goes without saying 

that removing the 321st Missile Group in Grand 

Forks or the 91st Missile Group in Minot would I 
have an - adverse impact both financially and 
psychologically on the communities, the region 

and the entire state. . .. 

The Air Force currently provides 

North Dakota with about $600 million in direct 

economic and military aide and indirect 

assistance brings the total to more than $1 

billion when computing the amount of capital 

that goes to maintain the facilities that 

support our service men and women. Now a 

billion dollars, I guess in Florida or 

I I , 
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California may not be so much, but in North 

Dakota those dollars are very significant. 

Obviously the military presence has become a I 

part of daily life and the arguments for 

retaining dual missions for both Minot and Grand 

Forks Air Bases certainly remain strong. Civic 

leaders in both cities have rededicated 

themselves to the task of building strong and 

viable communities, to strengthening local 

resources and small businesses that serve our 

friends in the military and providing excellent 

education facilities to train our youngsters for 

the needs of the future. I don't think you will 

find better interaction or stronger ties between 

a base-and a community then you will in Minot 

and Grand Forks. 

Minot  Air Force- Base and Grand Forks 

Air Force Base are more than military 

installations though. They are home to I 
I 
I 

thousands of our friends. The personnel who I 

live and work at the bases are our next door 

neighbors, they are best friends, they are our 

North Dakota family. The culture diversity the 

personnel at these fine installations bring to 

their respective communities and to North Dakota 

L 
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must not be under estimated. Our quality of 

life is enhanced by their presence. The quality 

of education in area schools is improved and our I 

quality of government is elevated by Air Force 

interaction with elected officials both in the 

capitol at Bismarck and on the local level. 

Tonight we display our affection for 

the outstanding men and women stationed at our 

two Air Force Bases. Men and women who draw 

their strength, their performance capabilities 

and their values from the communities of Minot 

and Grand Forks. 

In closing, I again extend on behalf 

of all the people of North Dakota a hand of 

friends-hip and hospita.lity. The same hand we 

extend every day to the service men and women 

that live in our state. We-humbly ask you for a 

fair consideration in keeping our Air Force 

Bases in Grand Forks and Minot whole and 

integral parts of our communities. As Governor, 

I can guarantee you that missions based in North 

Dakota will be the best delivery of global 

missions in the United States Air Force. Thank 

you. 

COMMISSICINER DAVIS: Thank you, 

I 
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retired General, former commander of the 15th I 

Air Force, will discuss the flying mission. 

governor. 

Mr. Marshall, before you start could 

I ask that table over there to rise and I'd like ' 

to swear you in. Even though you're just giving 

an introduction there may be some gems in there 

that we want to catch. 

(All witnesses were sworn in by 

Commissioner Davis.) 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Mr. Marshall. 

MR. MARSHALL: Thank you, sir. 

Greetings. We have placed before you tonight 

the booklets that give the overall summary of 

what our presentation will be. It's going to be 

done in three parts. First, we'll have 

Ambassador -. Rowny. You all now Ambassador Rowny, 

world renowned expert on the ABM. He will 

Next, we're going to have Jerry Goff, a retired 

i 

Air Force Colonel that will go into the 

I 

discuss that. Followled by -Robert Beckel, I 

technical aspects for you and then wefre going 

to have the mayor of our city give you a one 

minute presentation and welcome you to the 

city. We will end with the president of our 

1 
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university, Ken Baker, and he will discuss the 

university and the community and I will wrap it 

Ambassador Rowny, will you please 

come forward. 

AMBASSADOR ROWNY: In the interest 

of time rather than read my testimony to you, I 

would like to simply summarize it. The full 

testimony will be in your booklet, 

You'll hear a number of reasons 

tonight why one or another base should not be 

closed, economic reasons and cost effective 

reasons and so forth. I want to approach the 

problem tonight from one standpoint only and a 

very important one, aLnd that is the importance 

to our national security and the arms control 

process, And in this respect let me say up 

front that I think that the closure or 

realignment of Grand Forks Air Force Base would 

not be in the best interest of the United 

States. 

Now why do I say that? First, let 

me give you a bit of back ground. For some 18 

years I was in the arms control process and at 

the end of the first five years I was a member 

I 
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of the first five year review of the ABM 

Treaty. I was then the Chairman of the second 

five year review of thle ABM Treaty, so I can , 

tell you that from this experience the Soviets 

place a great deal of emphasis on the ABM Treaty 

and they are rather apprehensive about any moves 

that we might take to either violate or walk 

away from or even amend or in any way realign 

that treaty. It's also important from the U.S. 

point of view because I agree with President 

Clinton who says that the ABM Treaty is the 

lynch-pin of our arms control process. 

Now the ABM Treaty, which 1 / 1 1  spell 

out in great detail in my testimony that's 

written before you, states, after it was amended 

in 1974, that there would be one base in the 

United States and one, base-in the Soviet Union. 

The one base in the Soviet Union and now in an 

area by Russian, is Boscow. The one base stated 

in the ABM Treaty on the United States side is 

Grand Forks. So any idea that we will in some 

way change the treaty opens up a whole host of 

questions which prevents or gives an opportunity 

rather and does not prevent mischief making on 

the part of someone who might want to look 

I J 
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I beyond  t h e  s k i r t s  o f  t . h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  t r e a t y  and  

I m i g h t  want  t o  r a i s e  q u e s t i o n s  a b o u t  i t .  So f o r  

t h a t  r e a s o n  I would s a y  t h a t  you b e t t e r  l e t  
1 

s l e e p i n g  d o g s  l i e  and  n o t  r a i s e  t h i s  i m p o r t a n t  

i s s u e  o f  what  t o  do a b o u t  t h e  ABM T r e a t y .  To 

r e p e a t ,  i t ' s  t h e  one  t r e a t y  and  i t ' s  t h e  o n e  

b a s e  a n d  t h e  o n l y  b a s e  t h a t ' s  m e n t i o n e d  i n  t h e  

ABM T r e a t y .  

Now t h e r e ' s  been  some t a l k ' h e a r d  

a b o u t  t h e  p r o b a b l e  c l o s i n g  o f  s a y  1 4 7  o f  t h e  

s i l o s  a n d  d e s t r o y i n g  them,  k e e p i n g  o n l y  3 s i l o s  

o p e n  a n d  t h e n  keep  t h e  B a l l i s t i c  Mi s s i l e  Defense  

w i t h  t h a t  r e m a i n i n g  p a r t  o f  t h e  b a s e .  I c a n  
I 

t e l l  you t h a t  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e  I ' v e  h a d  w i t h  I 

I 
n e g o t g a t i n g  w i t h  t h e  S o v i e t s  and t h e  R u s s i a n s  I 

t h a t  t h e y  would l o o k  a t  t h a t  s t a n c e  a n d  would 

think that a subterfuge, and  t o  s a y  w e l l  we're 

n o t  g o i n g  t o  any  l o n g e r  d e f e n d  t h e  B a l l i s t i c  

M i s s i l e  s i t e  b u t  o n l y  a  p a r t i a l  p a r t  o f  it would 

b e  n o t  i n  k e e p i n g  w i t h  t h e  s p i r i t  o f  t h e  

( a g r e e m e n t  and  would be s e e n  t h r o u g h  p r e t t y  

I c a r e f u l  -- p r e t t y  e a s i l y  on t h e  p a r t  o f  t h e  

R u s s i a n .  

Now you n o t i c e  I k e e p  s a y i n g  t h e  

f o r m e r  S o v i e t  Union and  now t h e  R u s s i a n s .  I 

I 
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wonCt go into a lot of' detail on how we got from 

the Soviet Union to the four successor states 

and now dealing only with Russia, which is a 
, 

successor state. Except to say that I've 

outlined for you in the testimony I've given you 

how we arrived at this particular juncture. But 

I will say that in many vicinities of the United 

States I believe in this close linkage of our 

arms control reduction process and the ABM 

Treaty and they might well not ratify the Star-2 

Treaty, which is a treaty of tremendous 

importance, if we decide to open up questions 

about the ABM Treaty. So from the point of view I 

i 
of not jeopardizing the arms control process and 1 

start-the ratification process, again I would 
I 

say donCt try to close or realign Grand Forks. 

Another point that is quite 

overlooked is that in addition to certain cost 

of closing missile sites, the treaty protocol I 
specified that the cost of reducing the ABM I 
facilities here must be entered into. In other 

words, you must destroy the particular aspects 

of the ABM Treaty. Ballistic Missile Defense is I 
I 

now of much greater importance than it was I 
I 

several years ago even though the threat from ! 
, 
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I the Soviet Union, the now Russia and other I 
states, is less we have a threat from roach 

states like north Korea, Kuwait and others -- 
not Kuwait but Iraq and others who might try to 

launch missiles at us. So Ballistic Missile 

Defense is an imp0rtan.t item and it would cost 

some $30 million at least to destroy the 

Ballistic Missile Defense aspects of Grand 

Forks. 

So therefore, from several view 

points, one that we should not either close or 

realign Grand Forks without very careful 

consideration and in my opinion we should not 

raise these issues at this crucial juncture from 

the pojnt of view that the ratification process 

is such that we do not want to limit or inhibit 

I in any way our s u c c e s : ~  witK the ratification 
I 

process and third, from the costs that would be I 

undertaken to close the Ballistic Missile aspect 
I 
I 
I 

of the site I think we should not either close 

or realign Grand Forks. 

In summary, it would not be in the 

best interest of the United States from the 

national security point of view or from the arms 

control process to close Grand Forks Air Force 

I 
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Base or to realign. Thank you very much. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you. I 
Mr. Beckel. 

MR. BECKEL,: Commissioner Davis, 

Commissioner Cox, Comm~issioner Kling and 

Commission staff members. I appreciate the 

opportunity to present to you some of the issues 

involved in the Air Force and Department of I 
Defense decision to retain a flying mission at 

Grand Forks Air Force Base. I'm Robert Beckel, 

former commander of 15th Air Force responsible I 
for the worldwide observation of the air 

mobility command, air re-fueling task force and I 
also former tanker and commander. I am aware of 

the ba-se closure and realignment process and the 

very difficult and important decisions that 

. , confront the commission. I 
In that light I would like to state 

for the record that my interest in being here 

today is to ensure that the United States 

continues to have the best military I 

infrastructure in supporting the world so that 

it may continue it's high standards of 

excellence in both it's peace keeping commission 
I 

, and wartime requirements. I am aware that the 1 
I 

I 
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future of the flying mission at Grand Forks is 

not now before the Com,mission. Nevertheless, I I 
the potential exists t.hat you will be urged to ' I  I 
add the base to your list of closure bases for I I 
comparison purposes by flying mission bases 

identified for closure by the Air Force. I 1 
Therefore,, the purpose of my 

testimony is two fold, to support the Air Force 

decision to maintain Grand Forks as a base or a I I 
core tanker installation and to enhance it's I I 
flying mission and to provide the Commission I i 
with additional information during your 

evaluation of the capacity capabilities of this I I 
important northern tier flying base. 

- General Ron Folgeman, while 

commander of the Air Mobility Command, explored I 1  
the importance of the core-tanker base concept 1 I 
during testimony at a June 1993 BRAC Hearing. 

The concept is premised upon maximizing the 

consolidation of Air Force assets on the minimum I I 
number of bases while maintaining the capability i I 
of meeting national ,and peace time mission I i 
tasks. In the creation of this concept General I I 
Folgeman noted that the air mobility command was 

to be based around three structures: Two or I I 
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three air mobility wings with tanker and airlift 

assets located on one base under one commander, 

two or three core air lift bases and two or 

three core tanker bases. General Folgeman 

' I  
j 

established this as a quote, "Base line of our 1 
I 

future mobility operations part of a forward I 

looking Air Force approach to deal with the 

whole Department of Defense drawn at, our 

associated decrease in military infrastructure 

and looking at the fiscal r e a l i t i e ~ . ~ ~  

During the same hearing General 

Folgeman highlighted the importance of Grand 

Forks as being, "uniquely capable of filling the 

core tanker base prerequisites for the Air Force 

due toAitts central location, significant ramp 

capacity and extensive re-fueling' capability." 

Grand Forks is'now assigned 48 

KC-135 Air Crafts organized into four squadrons. 

Together with the other two core tanker bases, 

Grand Forks allows the Air Force to realize it's 

goal of introducing stability and reducing 

turmoil and then certainly in it's far flung 

tanker course. I concur with the Air Force and 

the Department of Defense conclusion that Grand 

Forks offers the desired combination of 
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lift missions, Grand Forks, due to it's central 

location, has flexibility to reach both east and 

west deployment locations at Hickam Air Force 
, 

Base in Hawaii and Mildenhall, England. 

However, Grand Forks falls 68 nautical miles 

outside the Air Force established criteria of 

3,250 nautical miles to deployment bases to 

receive a green rating. Malmstrom, which is 

farther from the European base received a green 

rating because it fell within the 3,250 nautical 

mile distance due to proximity for pickup. 

This category and itfs established 

criteria can be misleading and confusing. 

Although this category was given priority in the 

evaluption, the rationale for the 3,250 nautical 

mile distance established by the Air Force is 

not a particular. Therefor'e, I would encourage 

the Commission to exlplore this further with the 

Air Force and please note that this red rating 

caused by 68 nautical miles short fall in this 

category that is heavily weighted and could be 
1 

misleading to the commission. 

Grand Forks has twice the ability of 

Malmstrom to move fuel. Grand Forks pumping 
I , 

rates are 4,800 gallons per minute, compared to 1 
I 

I 
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strategic location, adequate facilities and 

operational capacity to best serve as a core I 
tanker base. The Air Force analysis that Grand 

Forks has distinct capability and capacity in 

comparison to other candidate bases is clearly 

shown by the collection of data in the Air Force 

analysis and the recommendation book for BRAC 

,95. 

There are some points within the Air 

Force Review that I wpould like to bring to your 

attention in regard to the Air Force comparison 

of Grand Forks and other northern tier flying 

bases. For purposes of comparing a flying 

mission, Grand Forks was grouped by the Air 

Force_in the large aircraft category. Quite 

properly this evaluation of this'category used 

the four military valued c - r i t e r i a  as the primary 

determinants for facility retention. Moreover, 

70 percent of the tanker base evaluation was 

based upon the installations ability to 

accomplish the tanker mission with 15 percent I 
attributed to support bomber operations and 15 I 

I 

percent attributed t.o the ability to accomplish 
1 
I 
i 
l 

air lift operations. 

With regard to it's ranking for air , . 
i 
I 
I 
I 

I 
i 
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survey team analysis of Malmstrom stated that 

they could not accept B-52's because of it's I 

runway. In contrast to that finding and the Air ' 

Force Construction criteria, the '95 BRAC Air 

Force Analysis gave Malmstrom a green rating 

under bomber mission. Our reevaluation of this 

rating is suggested as it significantly impacts 

a final overall instal-lation score. 

Grand Forks has nine hangers with 

the capacity of enclosing KC-135's. The 1992 

facility study at Malmstrom indicated that 

hangers and maintenance facilities of large 

aircraft limited MalmstromJs ability to expand 

their overall capacity without significant 

military construction. - 
In conclusion I would- encourage the 

Commission and the Staff to-explore some of the 

issues I have highlighted with regard to the Air 

Force Evaluation of G,rand Forks and the other 

northern tier flying bases. Most importantly we 

must not lose sight of the key factors that 

initially lead the Air Force to establish Grand 

Forks as one of it's core tanker bases: 

Location, facilities and capacity. I fully 

support this decision and applaud the continuing 
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Malmstromts 2,400. Moreover, Grand Forks has 26 

re-fueling pits available, compared to the 

Malmstromls 21. This has significant I 

ramifications with regard to the capability of 

the base to support high intensity, long 1 
I 

duration air tasks. , 

The current Air Force Construction ! 

Standard for runways to accommodate bombers and i 

tankers is 300 feet in width. Applying the I 
I 

runway width requirements of B-52Is, i t t s  easy 

t o  understand why the Air Force Construction 

Standard is established at 300 feet. The 

landing gear and outriggers of the aircraft 

leave almost no margin of error on the 200 foot , 

wide runway. a The Grand Forks runway is 300 feet 

in width and clearly meets this criteria. 

Moreover, Grand Forks has a n  expansive apron of 

almost 504,000 square feet which no other 

northern tier base possesses. 

Interestingly the Air Force runway 

rate criteria in the tanker bomber airlift 

category for BRAC '95, identified 150-200 feet 

width requirement is adequate to perform a large 

aircraft mission in spite of the 300 foot wide 

construction standard. The 1992 Air Force 

I 
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critical role that Grand Forks and it's 

wonderful men and women play in the twin pillars 

of the global reach, global power mission of the ' 

United States Air Force. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, 

General Beckel. 

MR. GOFF: Commissioner Davis, 

Commissioner Cox, Commissioner Kling, members of 

the Commission Staff, members of the greater I 
North Dakota communit.y, I appreciate the 

opportunity to present some additional views on 

the Grand Forks Air Force Base Missile Field. 

My name is Jerry Goff, retired Air Force officer 

with more than 26 years experience in both 

intercontinental a ballistic missile operations 

and maintenance. As the former commander of 

missile operations and misskle maintenance in 

what is now the 321st Missile Group, I would 

like to offer some comments both on the Air 
, 

Force Missile Field selection process and on the I 

capabilities of the various missile fields 

themselves. 

The missile field at Grand Forks Air 

Force Base is the most recently constructed and 

therefore, the most modern of the four remaining 

I 
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United States missile fields. It contains three 

squadrons of the highly capable Minuteman-3 

Missile. The Grand Forks Air Force Base Missile' I 
Field should not be inactivated due to it's 

impact on Ballistic Missile Defense as 

previously explained by ~mbassador Rowny and 
I 

I 

considered against the larger indifferences, if 

any, in the capabilities of the missile fields I 
I 

being considered for closure. 

As the Air Force Base Closure 

Executive Group determined and I quote, wAll 

missile units have the requisite combination of 

operational effectiveness criteria to accomplish 

the mission (they are doing it today)." 

Unquote. 

In an effort to differentiate among 

the three missile fields' in-the missile field 

category, the Air Force developed operational 

effectiveness criteria consisting of five 

unclassified items: Range, spacing, geology, 

weather and maintainability. Various 

subcategories in the ratings themselves are 

classified so we cannot discuss them in this 

forum. Nevertheless, w e  contend that the 

differences between the missile fields as 
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described by one Senior ~ i r  Force officer are 

quote, I1To close to call." 

We urge you to review the classified' 

minutes of the Air Force Base Closure Executive 

Group Meetings to confirm the close ratings for 

the various missile fields. Having seen that 

the missile fields were equally mission capable, 

we want to know why the Grand Forks Air Force 

Base received an Air Force red rating for 

category 1.2 missile mission requirements. 

Unlike the other rating systems used by the Air 

Force which were -- excuse me -- unlike the 
other rating systems used by the Air Force where 

each installation is rated against a fixed 

objective d leading to a qualitative rating for 

missile fields the Air Force conducted it 

comparatively rather than -a, qualitative 

analysis. Accordingly, each base was assigned a 

different color: Green, yellow or red. If it 

had been a qualitati've analysis, it's probable 

that all three of the ranked bases would have 

received the same color rating. 

We offer the following comments with 

regard to the five missile field criteria. 

Range defines the ablility of the missiles to 
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reach the target base. All three northern tier 

missile bases are launched from essentially the 

same latitude, so the southern limit of the 1 

target range is relatively equal. While there 

may be minor differences in reaching targets on 

the extreme eastern or western boundaries of any 

prospective target base we believe this to be a 

marginal distinction at best. 

Turning our attention to spacing, it 

has been asserted that the size and shape of the 

missile field significantly affect the 

survivability of the field itself and of the 

missiles as they launch through a debris cloud. 

The claim is that a large, more disbursed field 

I is more A survivable than a smaller, more closely 

I spaced field. Further, an east;west 
I 

/ orientation is claimed for better prospects for 

1 survival for successful post attack missile 

1 launch than a north, south orientation. Given 

the demonstrated accuracy of the missiles of our 

potential adversaries, we see no advantage in 

field size. Regardless of spacing, an enemies 

probability of inflicting damage were directly 

attributable to his weapon system reliability 

and accuracy and the number of weapons applied 

i 
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to each target. I 
Regarding field orientation. Debris 

over the field has always posed some threat to I 

I I 
missile launch. Yet it has never been accounted I I 
for in the missile crew launch proc'edures, we 

wander why it's such a great issue now. In any 

case, launch procedures particularly those 

potentially employed by the Airborne Launch I 1  
Control Center Crews who can see the field could 1 
easily accommodate any concerns. Reviewing the 

Dense Pack Theory, wh~ich was the rationale I 
I 

behind the peace keeper missiles original basing i ' I  
mode during the early 1 9 8 0 ' ~ ~  debris offers 

protection from follow-up attack while 

simultaneously - forbidding us to counter attack. 
1 i I 
1 High speed reentry vehicles cannot survive ! 

debris cloud but a titanium- shrouded relatively 

slow moving missile can easily launch through 

without missing limiting damage. For suitable 

launch procedures we think the spacing at Grand 

Forks Air Force Base is an asset rather than a 

liability and merits the consideration of the 

Commission. 

Furthermore, the Grand Forks Air 

Force Base Part and Launch Facility Support 
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building which houses the secondary power system 

and is unique to the D System, ensures that all 

surviving lost facilities will have the 
1 

electrical power necessary to be able to launch 

their missiles for an extended period of time. 

Geological considerations focus on 

the expectation for missile fuel survival from 

near missiles based on soil type, soil moisture 

and shock and transmittal characteristics. 

While it was true that dry, relatively hard, 

rocky soil offers the. potential for better 

survivability, we wander how realistically 

significant this consideration is given the 

accuracy of modern day reentry vehicles. 

Whatever the case, we are confident 

that the shock isolations, shock dampening 

systems incorporated in our- launch support, 

launch control and launch facilities are up to 

the task to protecting these critical war 

fighting assets. 

Weather extremes, snow and cold 

temperatures affect all northern tier missile 

bases essentially the same. Weather, while 

inconvenient, is not an operational problem and 

in no way affects th.e ability to launch missiles 

1 
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on time. 

Maintainability addresses such 

concerns as unscheduled maintenance, cost and 1 

logistics. Among the northern tier:missile 

bases Grand Forks Air Force Base was 

comparatively placed number of three. We 

believe this comparative rank lowering 

overstates the case. The missile silos of Grand 

Forks Air Force Base have had a reputation for 

leaking. That problem has been eliminated as 

you heard this afternoon. 

Many of olur electronic and 

mechanical systems are the same as are installed 

throughout the Minuteman fleet, a lot of force 

com. equipment. And any base closing action 
* 

that preserves any form of the Minuteman-3B 

system necessitates Eceeping open operational 

supply and repair alive. Whether the logistics 

system supports one squadron of 50 missiles or 
I 

I 
three squadrons totalling 150 missiles, fixed I 

1 
costs are not likely to change substantially. 

I 

! 

Whatever scenes it may improve would likely be I 
I 
I 

due only to reduced input of reputable assets i 
and less demand for component parts. We urge I 

i 
the Commission to investigate further the real i 

! 
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savings that may or ma.y not obtain this 

consideration. 

While many of the numbers are in 
1 

dispute and some of the actions are classified, 

it is beyond dispute that relocating the Grand 

Forks Air Force Base Minuteman-3 Missiles to 

Malmstrom Air Force Base as recommended by the 

Air Force to be far more costly then closing the 

Malmstrom Air Force Base Missile Field. First of 

all, the Grand Forks ,Air Force Base Missile 

Field already stations the most modern 

Minuteman-3 Missiles thereby eliminating the 

need to either upgrade any of the older 

Malmstrom facilities or the need to shuttle 

missiJes between missile fields. 

Secondly, as stated by Ambassador 

R o w n y ,  the United States will be required to 

destroy all the ABM facilities now in existence 

and collocated with t.he Grand Forks Air Force 

Base Missile Field should the Commission decide 

to recommend closure of the Grand Forks field. 

These numbers have never been run or have been 

I 
computed in any of the COBRA scenarios available I 

to the Commission and clearly we think this is I 

something that should be explored. I 

I 
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In conclusion and for the many 

reasons discussed today, we believe it is 

imprudent to inactivate the 321st Missile Group 

in Grand Forks Air Force Base. Such an action 

would unnecessarily restrict the Ballistic 

Missile Defense options otherwise available to 

the United States. Mloreover, all the missile 

fields are highly capable of performing all 

their assigned missions; and we believe with the 

added costs and the.ABM implications of closing 

the Grand Forks Air Force Base Missile Field 

should lead you to select another field for 

inactivation. Thank you very much. 

MAYOR POL,OVITZ: Commissioners, on 

behalc of the citizens of Grand Forks, North 

Dakota, the place of excellence, and the region, 

I wish to welcome y o u  to OUL city. A s  you m i g h t  

know, just over a year ago Money Magazine rated 

Grand Forks as the eighth best community in 

which to live out of the 300 largest 

metropolitan areas in the United States. The 

reason given by this national publication for 

the high rating is in part due to the short 

commute time, quality health care and low crime 

rate. We believe the Grand Forks Air Force Base 

1 
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has been a valuable partner in helping us 

achieve this national ranking. Personnel from 

the base have actively participated in community 
t 

life and have worked with us to achieve new 

perspectives for the city. 

In the interest of time I'm limiting 
I 
1 

my oral comments to the Commission, however, I I 

wish to note that I have provided written I 

testimony in which I elaborate on several issues 

including our excellent winter sports 

activities, cultural activities, local medical 

care and other areas in which we believe Grand 

Forks ranks very high. We are especially aware 

of the excellent educational opportunities 

offered in the Grand Forks region and I will now 

ask Dr. Baker, President of the University of 

North Dakota to elaborate on this and other 

issues of great importance to the high quality 

of life in Grand Forks. Thank you. 

PRESIDENT BAKER: Thank you, Mayor. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: You've got ten 

minutes remaining. 

PRESIDENT BAKER: Good evening 

Commissioners. Like my colleagues up here, I 

too have a written speech for you and it's in 
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the book and I urge you to read it. I think it 

contains a lot of very important information I 

about the quality of this fine institution that 
' 

I 

I'm able to represent and about the community of 

Grand Forks. I'm not going to read it to you 

tonight. Rather I'd like to be able to focus 

just on one single, but I think absolutely, 

critical point and that is the kind of 

advantages and benefits that accrue to Grand 

Forks ~ i r  Force Base personnel because they are 

stationed in a community that has got a major 

university. 

You know I think that that really is 

symbolized by where we are tonight. Look at 

this., This is a wonderful, wonderful 

auditorium. This is the finest auditorium of 

it's type between MinneapoS'is and Seattle. Last 

I year on this very date, Commissioners, we were 

listening to Meshadisker in a concert with a 

beautiful Steinway Grand. That was possible 

folks because of the University of North 

Dakota. If there weren't a University of North 

Dakota, there wouldn't be a Chester Fritz 

Auditorium with all of the kind of cultural 

I opportunities that it brings to this community. 
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But there also wouldn't be a Cray YMP Computer 

over in our Aerospace Program. The only Super 
1 

Computer between Minn~eapolis and Denver. There 

wouldn't be the opportunities that Were provided 

in the Feast of Nations that our students 

celebrated just three weeks ago when they 

provided dinner in an international extravaganza 

for 600 guests. There wouldn't be the 

opportunity to listen to a Noble Prize Winner 

something that we experienced in this very 

auditorium. We had the privilege of having Joe 

Taylor, the 1993 Noble Prize Winner in Physics, 

on this stage making a presentation. Just last 

week we had the 1994 Pulitzer Prize Winner in 

Poetry that was here as part of the writer's 

conference. That is something that this 

University has now be beeIi  doing for 26 years. 

My point is a simple one, the 

University of North Dakota brings to this 
? 

particular community and therefore to Grand I 

i 

Forks Air Force Base personnel, something that 
I 

! 
is very special. Adds something very important, i 

if you will, to the  quality of life that is I 

possible here. 

And you know we're not just any old I 
r 

I I 
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university. We're the largest university in 1 

1 
western Montana, the Dakotas, Montana and I 
Wyoming. We're a comprehensive research 

1 

university, you can study just about anything at 

the University of North Dakota. We have superb 

programs in medicine, in law, and in business 

and in nursing, and I could go on and on and 

they're all undergird.ed by the strongest and the 

finest Liberal Arts Program that you could 

imagine. The center for Aerospace Sciences that 

we have at the University of North Dakota is 

literally internationally renowned and we 

provided you with a tremendous amount of 

information about that in your particular 

docum5nt. 

The quality here is exceptional. 

The University of North Dakota was the only 

university in the Dakotas and Montana that w a s  I 
t 

ranked in the top 12 percent in the U.S. N e w s  l 

and World Report Study, that I'm sure you're all 

familiar with that came out last fall. I 

This is a very special institution, 

this is a very special community. We believe 

1 
that we bring to this community something extra, 

I 
something that contributes to the quality of 

1 
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I life and we believe that that is possible \ 
1 

because there is a university here. This 

I university has forged a partnership with the 

1 base, we very much look forward to being able to 

continue that partnership in the future. Thank 

you. I 
MR. MARSHALL: Greetings. I told 

you that I was going to make a presentation and 

I was going to sort o f  summarize what the 

experts did, I'm not going to do that. YouOve 

heard from experts, you don't need to hear from 

some lawyer in Grand Forks, North Dakota. But 

what you need to hear I think what everybody in 

this room wants to tell you and that is thank 

you. _We want to thank you because we know you I 
have an extremely difficult job. I d o n O t  think 

any of us here tonight would want your job. We 

have a tremendous amount of respect for you 
I I 

accepting that type of responsibility. We know I 
I 
I 

that it's a heart wrenching decision that you're 1 
going to have to make. It's going to be a heart I I 

i 
wrenching decision for any community. It's like 

i I 
choosing between one of your children. We have I 

1 ' I  
faith in you, we know you will make the right 

! I 

I I 
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that's what we want. 

I also want to thank all of the 

military people and especially you, General I 
Davis and General Beckel and our good friend 

Jerry Goff, and all the military people for what 

you do for us each and every day, 365 days a 

year you give us the greatest gift of all, you 

give us our freedom and because of what you've 

done that gives us the opportunity to be here 

tonight in on open forum to discuss with you 

exactly how we feel. 

My good friend, Buzz, from Minot has 

gone through the same thing that I've had to go 

through in the last few weeks. So many people 

because we hear over and over that this is the - 
mother of all BRACfs and we continue to hear 

that you're driven by cost.. A I don't know how 

many times I've been asked and Buzz has had to 

have the same thing, nJohn, what is the 

financial impact to your community?" I cannot 1 

and I will not place a dollar value on our 

friends in the military nor will I place a 

dollar value on freedom. The freedom that you 

have given us. I can't and I won't and I hope 

that when you leave here that you leave the 
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state of North Dakota and you always remember 

that none of us in this state will ever place a 

dollar value on what you people have done for us 

and our freedom. 

Last time we went through this there 

was a sixth grader from one of the schools out 

at the base that called and she wanted to have 

the opportunity to talk to the BRAC and I told 

her that because of time she couldn't do it. 

She said, "Would you t.ell those Commissioners 

that my father, 17 yealrs in the military 

stationed here in Grand Forks, that this is the 

happiest that my parents have ever been," and I 

asked her why and she says, "It's because of the 

educational system, it's because of the 
A 

crime -- there is none." I kept thinking about 

that little girl and I calle,d her father a few 

days ago, they're still here. They're retiring 

this July after 20 years. Her father asked if I 

would say to you that he's been stationed at 

eight different bases and he's going t o  stay 

here because his prime reason for staying, I 

think it's the most important to him, is his 

family and he wants his family to be brought up 

where there's a good educational system and no 

I 
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crime. 

God bless you but most of all God 

bless America. I 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Clearly North 

Dakota has shown great courage over the years to 

accept the strategic missions that they've 

accepted. The community is very much welcomed 

into their family each and every one of the 

military members that have been stationed in 

your great bases and so on behalf of the 

military I f d  like to thank North Dakota. 

We normallly would have a few 

questions to ask at this point. But frankly, 

the presentations that we've received today we 

basically got the answers to our questions and 

we also have, thanks .to your presentations 

tonight, taken a little homework with us, we're 

going t o  have to look up some numbers. I hope I 

can get them out safely without Mr. Custer 

showing up. 

Governor Schafer, Senator Conrad, 

Senator Dorgan and Ambassador Rowny, General 

Beckel, General Goff, Mayor Polovitz and 

certainly President Baker, thank you very much. 

Thank you very much for your testimony tonight. 
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You all might notice that I did not thank 

Congressman Pomeroy cause he's up next. But 

it's been very enlightening certainly to me as a1 

Commissioner and I can speak for my fellow 

Commissioners and we'll take your message back. 

The staff is here with us and we will research 

what youfve told us and rest assured we will I 
I 

spend the time to arml ourselves with the proper I 
i 
I 

facts and try to come! up with the right I 
1 

decision. 

We'll close this portion of the 

meeting, take a six minute break and I thank you 

for your testimony and we'll be back at 2036 and 

for General Beckel, that's 8:36. 

(Recess taken.) 
" 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS : Ladies and 

gentlemen, we'll start with the Minot community 

presentation. I f d  like to ask Bruce 

Christianson, Gloria Emerson and Dan Lester to 

please stand and raise your right hand because 

all the testimony is now sworn by law. 

(All witnesses were sworn in by 

Commissioner Davis. ) 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. Bruce, I understand we're starting with 

I 
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you. 

MR. CHRISTIANSON: That's correct. 

Commissioner Davis, C,ommissioner Cox, 1 1 

! 

Commissioner Kling, welcome to North Dakota. 

This a pleasure to be here tonight and team 
, 
I 

Minot thanks you for the opportunity to present 

our comments and recommendations regarding Minot 

Air Force Base. 

The base is an integral part of the 

whole Minot and the state community. Since 1957 

when the base was established just north of 

town, the members of the United States Air Force 

have been welcome as our own. I'm Bruce 

Christianson, City Councilman and Co-chair of 

Task Force '96, E Minus Base Retention Task - 
Force. I've been active in base activities for 

over 20 years. - .  I 
The team members with me here 

tonight on stage are Gloria Emerson, the 

immediate past chair of the Chamber of Commerce 

and Dan Lester retired Air Force Officer former 

missilery and now director of the Aeronautical I 
University at Minot Air Force Base. In addition 

t o  these team members, in the audience we have 4 

North Dakota Legislators from the Minot area, I I 
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other members from the Minot City council, the 

members of the Board of Directors from the Minot 

Area Chamber of Commerce, County Commissioners 

and over 500 folks from the Minot and 

surrounding northwest North Dakota area along 

with our friends from. Grand Forks. 

You will find the bios of the 

presenters in the briefing books just provided 

you. Also included in these books is our 

presentation tonight along with supporting 

detail of the facts.about the process we went 

through to arrive at the conclusions I will now 

present. 

In developing our community comment 

and recommendations 'we started with three basic 
> 

premises. The first premise, BRAC was 

legislated to provide a mechanism to bring down 

infrastructure commensurate with force and 

personnel following the ending of the cold war. 

Premise number two, the BRAC process beginning 

with the military departments to the office of 

the Secretary of Defense to the Base Realignment 

and Closure Commission through the President to 

the Congress was designed to provide the best 

opportunity to match forces of infrastructure. 
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51 I 

And premise three, the cornerstones of this 

process of these criteria and the Secretary of 

Defense four structure plan. It is within thoset 

straightforward guidelines that we take 

exception to an incomplete process of the Air 

Force that led to the addition of the Minot 

Missile Field for consideration of closure. In 

fact, we will show that that process was 

incomplete to the degree that the missile base 

ranking were seriously in error. 

After conc:lusion of our presentation 

which focuses on military value, we hope to have 

convinced you that the Minot Missile Field is 

the most valuable of all Minuteman-3 Fields. 

Let me address the last premise, the 
A 

four structure plan. As you know, General 

Folgeman, the Air Force Chief of Staff, has said 

that as an operational commander any time that 

you offer me a choice between 450 of any weapon 

systems, 1'11 take 500. If that were the only 

determinant, we would. agree. However, there are 

numerous factors affecting these two choices and 

it is not apparent to us that we would 

necessarily make the same evaluation after his 

review of the additional factors we will present 

- 1 
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tonight. 

That noted, the defense -- the 
Department of Defensets Formal Nuclear Postural 

Review concluded that the proper number of the 

Minuteman-3 Missiles should be in the range of 

450 to 500 to support national policy. The 
I 
I 

Secretary of Defense agreed and has submitted 

that spread as of the Department of Defenses 

official position. The dilemma facing the Air 

Force, the Secretary o f  Defense and now you, is 

how to get from the current level of 650 

Minuteman-3 Silos to the Secretary of Defense's 

improved spread of 450 to 500 silos. We believe 

there are at least two better ways to accomplish 

this than the Air Force's recommended alignment 

and we will present that to the Commission now. 

Option number one, realigned F.E. 

Warren by closing the Minuteman-3 Missile Field 

leading to the total closure of a very expensive 

base to maintain. The Air Force excluded the 

entire base from their analysis because of the 

peace keeper missile. We believe this was the 

wrong decision in light of the Star-2 Treaty 

plan to begin the peacekeeping process within 

the bracket, time-frame and complete the process 
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I two years later. 

I Letts look at that graphically. On 

the top line of this graph are the key dates the ' 

BRAC Legislation says that once the base closure 

or realignment is formcally approved, sometime in 

late 1995 in this inst.ance, the action must 

begin within two years, 1997 and be completed 

within 6 years, the year 2001. Under the Air 

Force graphical plan and under Arms Control 

I agreements already negotiated, the Peace Keeper I 1 
will begin deactivation in 1999 to be complete 

in the year 2003. A scant two years beyond the 

BRAC mandated realignment. 

This pegs the question. In this 

year of the last BRAC once peace keeper is gone, 
> 

what is the military value of F.E. Warren Air 

Force Base, a base without-a runway? The Air 

Force excluded the entire base because of Peace 

Keeper. However, we excluded only Peace Keeper 

in our analysis for this BRAC process. If the 

I commission were to realign F.E. Warren through , 1 
the closure of the Minuteman Field, the base i 

could be closed outside the BRAC process where I 

the peace keeper is eliminated in 2003. Section 

2687 of Title 10 of the U.S. Code provides the 

I 
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- 1  1 authority to close the remaining installation. 

I I 
Option twol, totally close Malmstrom 1 

Air Force Base. This takes the Minuteman-3 to 1 

450 silos, eliminates a dual logistics system on 

the same base, solves a major problem. Both of 

which we will discuss shortly, and provides the 

benefit of greater savings of a complete base 

closure. It is impossible to evaluate the 

Minuteman-3 Weapon Syst.ems without recognition 

of the two different qround operating systems 

the A and B Systems and the REACT modification 

which will be probably both. 

As you can see from the slide on the 

14 1 bottom, Minot, F.E. Warren, 150 of the missiles 

in Malmstrom are A System missiles. Grand Forks - 
and 50 missiles at Malmstrom have the B System. 

You've seen both systems today and I'm sure you 

have been briefed on the differences. Suffice 

it to say for this presentation that the two 

systems are significantly different as the slide 

on the top portrays. We note four differences 

here. I would emphasis the two systems are 

fully capable of carrying out the mission 

today. It is future that is the concern. This 

in itself presents a non-optimum mix at 
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Malmstrom and F.E. Warren. Warren, of course, 1 

has the peace keeper and the Minuteman-3 

Missiles and Malmstrom has the two systems. 

This causes the base to maintain two separate 

training programs for both maintenance and 

operation crews and the complexities of 

maintaining two logistics programs on the same 

base. 

This leads to our first evaluation. 

Our format will follow the familiar green, 

yellow, red rating system as we portray a real 

military value picture of the four bases. 

History compels the problem, neither system was 

procured with sufficient initial spares the A 

System has fared far better because of the 

decommissioning of the A System at Witam and 

conversion of the Loqistic A System Silo at F.E. 

Warren the Peace Keeper Silos. The Air Force 

was able to cannibalize these systems for 

spares. But no such opportunity for the B 

System has occurred. Which brings us to our 

second measure of military value. 

The REACT Mod., the Rapid Execution 

And Combat Target modification program, is being , 

implemented to upgrade both systems with 

1 
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increased capabilities -- and improve missile alert 

facilities supportabili.ty as well as crew work I I 
load and providing a hetter work environment. I I I 
And it is this modification that separates the I I 
two systems even further. The A System has ! I 
accepted the mod. But as of today, the B System I I 
is still working out 'minor problems and has not ! 1 
reached the required level of nuclear surreal. I I 
Because of the complexity and absolute 1 I 
requirement for reliability, it would be 1 1  
reasonable to anticipate that the B System REACT 1 ' 1  
Mod. will go through the same growing pains that I 

t he A System did. 

This brings us to our third and 

fourth elements for measure of military value. 
/ 

Now let's look at the missile fields 

themselves. The Air Force ranked Grand Forks 

Air Force Base lowest due to operational 

concerns resulting from local geographic, 

geologic and facility characteristics. The 

rankings are classified and we have no ability 

t o  challenge that judgment, but we are confident 

the Commission will scrutinize it carefully, We I 
gave F.E. Warren a yellow rating because the 

missile field spans three states and is affected 
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by environmental laws of Wyoming, Nebraska and 

Colorado. We gave Malmstrom a red rating 

because of the wide disbursement the Air Force 

advantage. This disbursal costs significantly 

more for transportation and road maintenance. 

Since every silo in the Minuteman-3 Fleet is 

hard enough to withstand all but a direct hit, 

this stated disbursal advantage is really no 

significant advantage at all. We believe that 

the classified data the Air Force has provided 

the Commission will bare this out. 

Further, the geological advantage 

assigned the Malmstrom base in question, which 

part of the missile field. Since part of it is 

in the mountainous rlegion and the other in the - 
plains and is even the stated advantage 

significant. We think not.. Add to that the 

following statement in the 1989 Environmental I 
Impact Statement for the Rail Garrison Program, I 

I 

I 
the installation, in other words the base, lies I 

1 
in seismic zone two and is located in an area in : I  
which a maximum credible earthquake with a I I 
magnitude of 6.1, which is classified as a 

moderate earthquakev is possible; and in fact, I I 
according to the seismic zoning map contained in 
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Air Force Manual 88-3, chapter 13, which you see 

in the bottom slide, part of the field lies in 

seismic zone three. A zone where a major , 

earthquake can occur. Our fifth major military 

value. 

Our sixth measure of military value 

is the maintenance of the very infrastructure we 

are trying to reduce. Malmstrom is yellow once 
1 

again because of increased road maintenance 

problems and difficult terrain created by the 

disbursal of it's silos. Transporter erector 

routes total 2,500 miles at Malmstrom, the 

majority being gravel and only 1,170 miles at , 

Minot. In just this year alone FY-95 is 

programed t o  spend over a million dollars at 
..- 

Malmstrom and a mere 200,000 at Minot for road 

maintenance. Not to mention the wear and tear 

on the Malmstrom vehicle fleet and the 

commensurate increased vehicle maintenance 

cost. It also is much less expensive to 

re-gravel on a per mile basis in Minot. 

F.E. Warren we have rated as red 

because of similar road maintenance costs. 

Almost $3 million in this case and all the 

associated problems and expense of being 
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closures, the future. The ratings for Malmstrom 

and F.E. Warren are consistent for closing the 

runway at Malmstrom or a nonexistent runway in 1 

F.E. Warren. Minot and Grand Forks are rated 

green because theyfre future use should continue 

as dual use bases. 

We have been as objective in this 

analysis and presentation as possible. You can 

see from the color chart the real military value 

of Minot is clearly superior to it's comparative 

bases. It is our goal that we have convinced 

you that any closure or any realignment decision 

regarding Minuteman-3 ;Missile Fields would be 

incomplete without considering all four missile 

fields even a base with no runway. 
# 

I will now answer or give the 

answers to any questions you-may have? If not, 

thank you, that concludes our presentation. 

CONGRESSMAN POMEROY: I'm filled 

with two emotions as I rise to close our 

presentation this morn,ing -- this evening. The 

first is a tremendous amount of pride for the 

exemplary way the North Dakota communities is 

placed with undeniably the most awkward of 

circumstances you could possibly have imagine 
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have conducted themselves through this day and 

through the evening. You've made us very, very 

proud. I 

Secondly, gratitude. Gratitude to 

the Base Closure Commissioners and staff for the 

day you have spent with us looking at two of the 

finest bases in the United States Air Force. 

The next couple of minutes I'm going to recap a 

few of the main points wefve tried to get across I 
today. 

First of all, the appropriate scope 

of review, the major distinction between the 

northern tier bases, the alternatives before you 

and finally the bases as part of the North 

Dakota community. Ea.ch of the four northern 
/ 

tier missile bases is fully capable of 

performing it's function and therefore, each 

should be reviewed as part of this process. The 

Air Force has said it best when they indicate, 

"All missile use have their requisite 

combination of 0perat:ional effectiveness 

criteria to accomplish the mission they are 

doing today." Accordingly fairness would dictate 

we believe that all four be looked at in this 

closure round. 
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The single most important 

distinction between them is that two have robust 

flying missions and two1 do not. Grand Forks, 7 

one of three core tanker bases in the country. 

Minot one of two B-52 Bases and you have seen 

today the outstanding c:haracteristics of these 

bases that has led them t o  be so designated by 

the Air Force; and that means we have dual 

mission capability at these Air Force Bases. 

Senator Conrad mentioned, of course, it's been 

mentioned many times since this evening, 

combining a missile mission with a flying 

mission on a single base achieves the 

operational efficiency and cost savings that are 

simply not possible at a single mission base. - 
What the Air Force said in the last closure 

round is equally true today-as it was then, the 

Air Force enjoys cost savings and operation 

efficiencies by collocating air craft and 

missiles. 

This brings us to the part of the 

very difficult decision before you. Does the 

Department of Defense recommendation t o  realign 

the missiles from one of the North Dakota bases 

really represent the optimal way to reduce the 

- 
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Minuteman-346 structure. Under the DOD 

Recommendation, North Dakota base would have 

it's missiles realigned to Malmstrom and the 1 

result would be diminished from two dual bases 

down to one leaving in the four structure 

maintain on to the future at one dual mission 

base, three single mission bases. The result, 

lost savings, lost efficiencies and certainly a 

greatly reduced return on investment for the 

closure for realignment dollars spent. 

There is a compelling alternative to 

this proposal. You have the jurisdiction and 

the authority to look instead at the other two 

Minuteman-3 bases in the northern tier. The 

alternative would either realign the Minuteman-3 
> 

Field at Warren or clearing away for closure 

outside of this background or closing 

Malmstrom. The resulting savings would be 

significant. Hundreds of millions of dollars 

perhaps even over a billion dollars over the 

next 20 years while completely fulfilling the 

four structure requirements of the Air Force. 

r in ally, we have told you about how 

much the bases mean to us as part of the North 

Dakota community. That is demonstrated I think 

I 
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very convincingly by the hundreds of people from 

Minot that would spend :six hours on the bus 

today so that they could attend the hearing \ I  
tonight and the outpouring of the support we've 

seen from Grand Forks. These communities take I 
very seriously their responsibility the quality 

hopes for the U.S. Air Force and Air Force 

personnel benefit greatly from our supportive 

communities, quality schools, safe neighborhoods 

and excellent higher education opportunities. 

But in return as John Marshall so well put, we 

benefit tremendously ourselves from the 

thousands of men and watmen that have become part 

of our communities, manly staying after their 

tour of service and being a permanent part of 
* 

our community once their service in the military 

is completed. + 

All of us here tonight are North 

Dakotans and we're very proud of it, but first 

and foremost we are all Americans, and we want 

what's best for our county. That is why each of 

us here is very, very grateful to you the people 

as talented and committed as you will help our 

country sort out the exc:ruciatingly difficult 

decision that are before us in this closure and 

1 - 
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realignment round. On behalf of the great 

people of this great state I thank you for your 

service and wish you the very best in your work 

ahead. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Congressman 

Pomeroy, thank you very much for your wrap up 

and I only hope, Mr. Christianson, that our 

vision is as clear and our analysis is as crisp 

as yours as we go through this process. 

It clearly (applause) -- I was not 
terribly concerned about the duties I was going 

to have but I'm absolutely petrified now after 

seeing some of these th~ings you've presented. 

It's not going to be an easy job and I recognize 

that. 

We're now ready to begin a period 

set aside for public comment. Our intent is try 

to ensure that all the opinions on the 

recommendations of the secretary affect this 

community are heard. So those individuals that 

have signed up I would ask them to come down 

front, the microphone is down there by the 

cameras and we'll have one of the staff members 

assist you in the process. 

We've assigned 15 minutes for this 
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comment. We asked that a person wishing to 

speak sign up before the hearing began and I've 

asked them again to limit their comments to one \ 

minute. I love being in North Dakota, 

everybody's very punctual up here and; we'll keep 

track of the time as usual. Of course, written 

comment or testimony of any length is welcomed 

by the Commission at any time during the 

process. But tonight is one minute long. So 

for those of you that have signed up for 

comment, would you please raise your right hand 

and I will administer the oath. 

(All witnesses were sworn in by 

Commissioner Davis. ) 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Wade,. will you 
2 

start the process, please. 

MS. SHIDE: Welco<me Commissioners. 

I am Mary Joe Shide from Larimore, North Dakota, 

a town of 1,400 people, 30 miles west of Grand 

Forks. Because we consider people precious and 

quality of life essential military personnel are 

welcome, become part of the community and soon 

begin t o  brag as we do1 to the point that many of 

our air base families choose to remain or return 

to Grand Forks to live. We offer small town 

I 
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worth, urban vitality, f opportunity for lifelong 

learning and most of all quality of life. 

You heard our Mayor say that Money % I  
Magazine ranked Grand Forks at the eighth best 

place t o  live in the country. No city ahead of 

us has an active duty military installation 

making Grand Forks the highest ranking city in 

the United States with an active duty military 

installation as part of it's community. If your 

people are happy, they have opportunities to I 
learn and serve in leadership positions as part 

of their neighborhoods you have a better 

military force. The location of Grand Forks Air 

Force Base gives you that on a platter. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you, - 
ma ' am. 

MR. LAFFEN: Welcome Commissioners. I 
My name is Lonnie Laffen, I live in Grand 

Forks. I would like to speak about I 
transportation. While military installation 

ranking perceived that transportation is a short 

coming, we believe otherwise. Grand Forks 

became a place because i.t was a transportation i 
cross service. While our river boats are now 

used for entertainment we are still a major 

< I 
I 
i 
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regional transportation outlet. Grand Forks is 

located directly on a interstate highway just 

south of the fourth busiest commercial port of I 

entry between Canada and the United States. 

Grand Forks is located on the largest north 

south trade quarter between the Great Lakes and 

the California coast. Our international Air 

Force is a U.S. Customs port of entry and do 

excel in the jet and commuter service. We are a 

railroad division point and have Amtrak 

passenger service. The Federal Express 

Corporation shows Grand Forks as it's regional 

hub for all air and cargo distribution in North 

Dakota and a major portion of Minnesota. How 

good is our transportation system when Money 
2 

Magazine selected Grand Forks as the eighth best 

place t o  live in the U;nited.States, they ranked 

us number one in the nation in transportation. 

Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. 

MR. LARSON: Good evening, 

Commissioners. I am Richard Larson, the 
I 

1 superintendent of the Minot Public Schools. We 

I 

1 pride ourselves with providing quality education i 

1- 
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services to students and parents on the Minot 

Air Force Base. We recently completed focus 

groups in the process of gathering information 

for our school districts strategic plan and our 

group from the base made some comments that were 

very positive in nature when we asked them about 

what they saw were the strengths of our school. 

They responded: High standards in performance 

I and high test scores. In fact, our middle 

school test scores are the highest in our 

region. Excellent discipline and behavior, best 

of any air base where we have been stationed. 

I Special services for handicapped students are 

outstanding. A high level of parent involvement 

in that their children's education and a great 
> 

deal of time, effort and resources placed in 

technology with very low rat-io of computers to 

students and staff. In fact, better than in the 

Minot city school districts themselves. Thank 

much. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

I MR. GERSWMAN: Hello, my name is Hal 

Gershman. I'm a Grand Forks businessman. 

Welcome Commissioners and distinguished guests 

1 
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to Grand Forks, North Dakota. Home of the North I 
Dakota Ballet Company, the North Dakota Museum 

of Art, the Grand Forks Symphony, numerous other 

arts groups and galleries and the Chester Fritz, I 
as you heard the finest auditorium in-between 

Minneapolis and Seattle. If you hear it one 

more time, you can just put your hand up. Here 

we enjoy everything fryom county western stars to 

the Royal Winnipeg Ballet, Broadway road shows 

t o  high quality local productions, uniting the 

local and the visitinq talent in many ways. 

We're proud that the arts flourish here in part 

because of the warm participation of our friends 

at the Grand Forks Air Force Base. They're part 

of the estimated attendance of 250,000 who every 
* 

year enjoy the arts of Grand Forks, North 

Dakota. Thank you. . . 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. 

MR. LUKENS: I J m  Fred Lukens, a 23 

year resident of Grand Forks and yes, I used to I 
be a jock. I have a comment on the exceptional 

recreational opportunities Grand Forks offers. 

For college sports we are the only Division I 

athletic program in North Dakota with our hockey 1 
I 
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team. UND football, man's and women's 

basketball are annually ranked among the top 

Division 11 teams in the nation. We offer the , 

best gymnastics facility in North Dakota and 

exceptionally for our tennis facility. The 

largest youth baseball and softball complex in 

the state. And the only indoor Olympic size 

swimming pool west of the Mississippi. 

Grand Forks has over 2,000 summer 

participants in men's and woments softball. 

There's seven golf courses within 20 miles of 

the area. Hunting and. fishing opportunities 

abound. Grand Forks offers great winter 

recreational opportuni.ties with cross county 

skiing, snowmobiling, indoor and outdoor ice 
2 

skating. Beginning tomorrow Air Force Base 

Basketball teams will join 2 5 0  teams in the 

annual Grand-Am Basketball Tournaments. For 

youth and adults, spectators and participants, 

Grand Forks offers outstanding recreational 

activities. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. 

MR. MITTELSTEADT: My name is Rod 

Mittelsteadt and as chairman of the Grand Forks 
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School Board I would 1ik:e t o  say a few words 

from the perspective of elementary and secondary 

education. North Dakota students continually 
' I 

rank at or near the top in math and reading. 

Our dropout rate is the lowest in the nation and 

the percent of North Dakota high school 

graduates going on to higher education is among 

the highest in the nation. Of the 9,800 I 
students in the Grand Forks District over 1,800 

are children of Grand Forks Air Force Base 

personnel. These students enjoy the following: 

A wealth of technology in the classroom, 

excellent facilities, a highly qualified 

instructional staff, 60 percent of them have 

advanced degrees. But our schools in our 
* 

community have in turn benefited from the rich 

diversity of culture, language and experience of 

citizens and students of the base have shared 

with us. I 
So as you consider the issue before 

you and ponder the military preparedness and 

economic factors, consider also the 

educational well being of our military neighbors 1 
and their children. We are confident you will 

find that the continued presence of Grand Forks 

J 
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Air Force Base in it's current mission will best 

serve your interest of all. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 1 

much. 

Forks, North Dakota and I'm here to speak to one 

I 
1 
1 

of those reasons why Grand Forks is so highly 

MR. MOLMEN: Good evening 

Commissioners and thank you for being with us, 

thank you for spending this day with us, thank 

you on behalf of all North Dakotans for the 

work. My name is David Molmen, I'm Chief 

Operating Officer of United Hospital in Grand 

ranked among the communities and it's excellent 

health care. We have a very unique health care 

system here that's worked long in partnership 

with excellent health care professionals and 

facilities at the Gra.nd Forks+ Air Force Base. 

We're a community that has nearly 3,000 men and 

women serving the health care of perhaps one of 

the finest single campus medical facilities in 

the entire upper region of the United States and 

in.deed many of those military people have 

dependents who are our employees so we provide 

excellent employment opportunities at this 

place. Thank you. 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. 

MR. CARLSOM: Commissioners, my name 1 

is Bruce Carlson, I'm a member of the Minot Task 

Force '96 and also manager of ~ e r e n d r y  Electric 

Cooperative. We have the privilege of serving I 
the electrical needs of the Minot Air Force Base 

and a good share of the Minot Air Force Base 

facility. I want you to know it's not just a 

commercial relationship but we consider them our 

friends and our neighbors. We're also very glad 

to have the peace keepers, armed personnel 

carriers stopping at our convenience stores. 

RAC serves farmers too and that's beside Air 

Force urban notes. We have an excellent 

relationship between the base missile 

communication personne:l and.North Dakota's 

farmers. They have mutual respect for the 

farmers crops and mutual respect for the upgrade 

of critical underground military communication 

systems. 
I 

I moved to the Minot area last 

summer, Commissioners, I've been well received 
i 
! 

by the Minot area and by the military. It's a I 

great community, very warm and it extends a 
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welcome to newcomers, military and civilian 

alike. It's really commended to be greeted in a 

friendly way from a military vehicle as we pass , 

on those country roads that we share as home. I 

came t o  Minot last summer from a North Dakota 

sister cooperative and that served part of the 

Grand Forks missile wing. I know that all the 

nonprofit rural electric cooperatives in North 

Dakota serving military facilities do a lot of 

pride. Our military accounts are treated with 

great respect and with special attention to 

service liability. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much, sir. Before I get in trouble your time 

has expired. Thank you. - 
MR. VENACCIO: Good evening, 

Commissioners. My name is -M,ichael G. Venaccio, 

and I retired from Grand Forks Air Force Base in 

1989 and it's a pleasure to have such high 

ranking generals listening to what retired 

majors have to say; and I'd like to say at the 

outset that I'm one of the growing number of 

military personnel e1ec:ted to stay her once 

their tour of duty is over. We stay here 

primarily because of the friendships and 
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relationships that we:re formed while in active 

duty. But more than ,that we like it here 

because of the quality of life, jobs and I 

education, security. In short, eveqything 
. 2 

you've heard tonight and I'd like to reiterate 

for you. But more than that it's the acceptance 

that the community both at Grand Forks and Minot 

have shown to be active and especially to I 

retired military personnel and their families I 

and that made it very easy to make a decision 
I 
I 

for retirement. Basically community acceptance 
l 

and the inclusion in community activities 

intangible and that adds significantly to the I 

I 

attitude of service personnel during an I 

assignment. And these attitudes, as you know, 

directly translate to their duty effectiveness 

and their ability to do their job. The sense of 

community of Grand Forks Air Force Base is the 

strongest of any installation they have been 

assigned to and this enhances the effectiveness 

of all of those assigned here. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. I didn't get where I was without 

listening to majors so I paid a lot of 

attention. 

- 
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MR. SHMRAU: Good evening. My name 

is Mark Larson and I was born and raised in 

Minot and Minot Air Force Base was one of our 1 

dependents. To borrow a line from our old 

friend Forest Gump, you know the BRAC is like a 

box of chocolates you just never know what 

you're going to get." I don't what we're going 

t o  get but I know what have. We have special 

events for special people under special 

circumstances. We annually have a Rough Rider 

Auction where I was donated from downtown 

Minot. People in businesses are auctioned at 

Minot Air Force Base proposing dedicated missile 

and bomb competition teams who represent that 

air force base. This past year we raised 

$18,000. This year we have the Seventh Annual 

Military Ball where people. from Minot, Minot Air 

Force Base and civilians from Canada come 

together for a fun, festive and formal evening. 

W e  annually have the North Dakota State Fair in 

Minot. Here we have a day dedicated t o  military 

personnel who are given special consideration 

when presenting their military I.D. Indeed we do 

have special events for special people under 

special circumstances. 
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COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. 

MR. AAS: Commissioners, welcome to 

North Dakota my name is Lynn Aas, I'm a retired 

citizen in Minot. I'd like to say that I'm the 

self-appointed representative of the many 

farmers on which the Minuteman Missiles in North 

Dakota and around Minot sit. My father was a 

homesteader in 1906 about 40 miles southeast of 

Minot on the land which he homesteaded he broke 1 
I 

richer sod with three oxen where now a missile I 

man is poised for whenever action is necessary. 

We have been happy to have those missiles on our 
I 

I property and I know the people of North Dakota I 

and western North Dakota have been pleased to 

have them with you us as well. The missiles and 

the missile crews have been good neighbors. We 

like to think that we have been good neighbors 

and we can continue do so in the future. We 

are proud of having them and we8re happy to 

welcome them and keep them. Thank you. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. 

MR. LARSON: Commissioners, I am 

' Mark Larson. I chair the Minot area Chamber of . 
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Commerce. I want to just briefly remind the 

Commissioners of the many events that we sponsor 

with our military friends. Our Military Affairs \ 

Committee meets monthly with people from the 

base t o  discuss defense issues and t o  further 

our relationships with the base. Our citizens 

and our businesses spansor quarterly awards 

events in which outstanding enlisted and company 

grade officers receive awards for their to gifts 

from the business people. Twice a year a golf 

tournament is held at the Minot Country Club and 

then later on we host i-t at the Minot Air Force 

Base and also we host the wild game feed. This 

year was the 30th year of that game feed and 

some of the people on that game feed have worked - 
every year at it for 30 years. The civilians 

purchase the tickets for bath the golf 

tournament and the game feed and sponsor a 

military guest at those events. In addition we 

have an honorary commanders program in which 

citizens are allowed to work with military 

members and learn more about the base and help 

the military learn more about our community. I 

thank you. 

COMMISSIOINER DAVIS: Thank you very 
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much. 

MR. REDLIN': Friends, this evening 

Minot is proud to be a part of the military I 

posture of the nation. We are concerned and 

interested that a huge part of military 

personnel and their faimilies live in our 

community and we believe that they have made 

valuable contributions. We have welcomed them 

to schools, churches, cultural affairs and 

recreational affairs. Community theater has 

enjoyed their talents. It's a personal pleasure 

to host them to games and theater in North 

Dakota Western Rodeo. 

As the stat.e senator, laws for 

hunting and fishing for our Air Base families 
/ 

have been important to us and we are glad that 

many of the military choose. Minot as home. 

Minot is a team with our air base people to 

develop and enjoy their full human potential on 

a sound basis of any operation that we and we 

want to continue. We welcome them with open 

arms and we know that the military will receive 

the recognition in our community that they 

deserve. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 
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much. 

MS. WATNE:: Commissioners, thank 

you. I'm Darlene Watne from Minot a senator 1 

from the Fifth District. Thank you so much for 

taking the time to be here. 

I too am a granddaughter of 

homesteaders. I remember when the base came to 

Minot and not everyone was for it. Now we are. 

We've grown to love these people. W e  served on 

boards with them. Our children have gone to 

school with them. My Christmas card list is 

long from the friends who have left. This is 

where the hearty survive. As a Realtor we sell 

houses to these people. Many of them are first 

time home buyers with affordable housing and the - 
best part of it many of them stay and retire. 

Thank you. . .. 

COMMISSIONER DAVIS: Thank you very 

much. 

I'd like t:0 close these proceedings 

by a couple things. One, as you know and I 

don't want to preach t:h.e choir, but there are 

eight criteria that everything is measured on 

and we'll have to pay attention by law to that. 

We'll also have to find that therefs a 

-. 
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significant deviation from what the Department 

of Defense submitted to it's National Defense 

Plan. , 

Secondary, I'd like to on behalf of 

my colleagues -- and clearly all the 
Commissioners are not here -- to thank you very 
much for your great hospitality of North Dakota 

both in Minot and Grand Forks and all the 

assistance of not only the military, the 

military families, but the folks that assisted 

us in seeing and hearing things both here and at 

Minot. 

I would like to also thank the 

witnesses tonight for their very thoughtful 

testimony. It was well thought out, it was well 

put together and like I said, if we didn't ask 

questions, it's because you provided a lot of 

answers. You've given us a great deal of 

valuable information tonight which we'll share 

with on your other Colrlmissioners but more 

importantly we'll put our research and analysis 

staff t o  work on trying to find some answers. 

Let me say that all of us here today 

are very impressed with the way that the state 

and the two communities of Minot and Grand Forks 

DOUG KETCHAM & ASSOCIATES 
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have handled a very, very difficult situation. 

1 

Instead of letting the process divide your state ! 

and your communities, you have approached the , 

process in a spirit of cooperation and 

professionalism (applause). That cooperation 

and professionalism reflects a great deal of 

credit on your elected officials who have fully 

supported us here tonight, your community 

leaders and each one of you that made the trip 

here tonight. I recognize we're not as good as 

the Pulitzer Prize but we're at least as 

interesting. 

Again I would like to personally 

being a -- I don't ever want to say a former 

military man, I am a military man I just happen 

to be retired right now but for your tremendous 

support of our famili'es tha.t have been 

transients in some ca:ses and became community 

members in other cases, your patriotism is 

clearly as strong.as theirs and so I 

congratulate you for it. You have a very strong 

community leadership, you have a very strong 

congressional delegation and you have a very 

strong government. So my congratulations to the 

entire great state of North Dakota. Thank you 

DOUG KETCHAM & ASSOCIATES 
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very much for your courtesies, We appreciate 

your attention and all your testimony. 

These hearings are closed. I 

(These proceedings were concluded at 

9 : 3 0  p.m.) 
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Great Falls, Montana 

-. 
2 I First I'd like and foremost to thank all the 
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COMMENCEMENT OF HEARING 

-2 GEN. DAVIS: Ladies and gentlemen, our National 

3 Anthem will be sung by the combined Chanteur and Delphian 

4 choirs of CMR Russell and Great Falls High School. 

5 (The National Anthem was sung.) 

6 GEN. DAVIS: What a marvelous welcome. We're 

7 delighted obviously to be here, to be back in God's 

8 country, the Big Sky. 

9 (Applause.) 

10 GEN. DAVIS: I've been here many times before, 

11 and I'd forgotten how incredibly beautiful it is around 

12 here. 

13 Governor Racicot, Senator Baucus, Senator Bums 

14 and Congressman Williams. Good afternoon, ladies and 

15 gentlemen, and welcome to the regional hearing of the 

16 Defense Base Closure and Realignment Commission. 

17 My name is J. B. Davis, and I'm one of the 

18 eight members of the commission charged with the task of 

19 evaluating the recommendations of the Secretary of Defense 

20 regarding closure and realignment of military 

21 installations. 

22 Also with us here today are my colleagues, 

'3 Commissioner Rebecca Cox, who was on the '93 BRAC, and to 
' 

2 citizens of this area and the military and civilian 

3 personnel who have assigned - assisted us so capably in 

4 the very short time that we're here. 

5 We spent the morning looking at Malmstrom and 

6 asking questions. We went and flew over the missile 

7 fields. And that will help us make our decisions. Because 

8 when you just collect numbers to make a decision from, it 

9 clearly is not as meaningful as you can come and see, feel 

10 and touch. And the cooperation we've received has been 

1 I absolutely superb. 

1 :! I'd like to certainly thank the governor and 

13 the congressional staff for their - and their staffs for 

14 their assistance, as well as the great city of Great Falls 

1.5; for its hospitality and for the use of this fine facility. 

16 The main purpose of this base visit we've 

1.7 conducted, it's one of 54 base visits commissioners will go 

18 to see and are making almost as we speak. It allows us to 

I!) see the installations firsthand and address to military 

20 personnel the all-important question of the military value 

2 1 of the base. 

22 In addition to the base visits, the Commission 

213 is conducting a total of 11  regional hearings, of which 

24 this is the third. The main purpose of the regional 

-4 my right is Commissioner Lee Kling, who's had extensive 25  hearings is to give the members of the communities affected 

25 government service and service in the private sector. Page 3 
-. 
i by these closure recommendations a chance to express their 

:! views. We consider this interaction with the community to 

3 be one of the most important and valuable parts of the 

1 1  review. We always receive excellent information from the 

:i co~nmunities. Obviously you have a stake in the outcome. 

I 

6 Let me assure you all that our commissioners 

'7 and staff are well aware of the huge implications of base 
S closure on local communities. It is a very difficult 

3 thing. And we are committed to absolute openness in the 

10 process. We're committed to fairness. And all the 

I I material we gather and all the information we get from the 

12 Department of Defense, all of our correspondence is open to 

13 the public in the BRAC offices in Washington. 

I4 We're faced with an unpleasant and painful task 

1.5 which we intend to carry out with the greatest of 

:!C sensitivity as we possibly can muster. Again, the kind of 

17 assistance we have received here is very greatly 

18 apprec~ated. 

19 Now, let me tell you how we'll proceed here 

:1U today, and at all our regional hearings for that matter. 

:!1 Thc Co~nlnission has assigned a block of time to each state 

2 2  affected by the closure list. The overall amount of time 

'23 is determined by the number of installations on the list 

'24 and the amount of job loss. Montana has been given 30 

25 minutes to make its presentation. 
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We notified the appropriate elected officials I qualified, and to the very special, very dedicated local 

- ' ,his procedure and left it up to them. They were 2 cotn~n~ttee which has assembled so much of the material and 

mg wth the local communities to determine how to fill 

'lock of time. 

We've been given a list of persons who will 

r +peak during the Montana presentation, as well as -- and 

- low b n g  they will speak. Unfortunately, because of press 

i !f time, we'll have to conform to those limits strictly, 

: ind w.e'U let the speaker know when he has -- he or she has 

: : me minute left. And we'll ring a bell when the 

;ndividual's time is up. And if that doesn't work, 1 have 
. - - I very large gavel up here. 
. . 
. - (Laughter.) 
d. And I used to -- I won the hatchet-throwing 

:I :ontat in the state of Nebraska one time. 

3 docun-lentation on this case. But I do want to share with 

4 you a few thoughts about the value of Malmstrom to Montana 

5 and the value of Montana to Malmstrorn. 

6 Montana is a very large place, as  you probably 

7 knc~w 148,000 square miles large to be  exact. And that's 

8 eq~~ivi~lent to nearly 2,150 Districts of Columbia. If YOU 

9 tock a11 of the District of Columbia, all of West Virginia, 

10 all of Maryland, all of Delaware, and all of the state of 

11 Virginia and put them together, you'd have an area about 

12 half {.he size of Montana. You'd still have room for all of 

13 Pennsylvania and more than 20 Rhode Islands. 

(Laughter.) 

GOV. RACICOT: We are in fact the fourth 

: i ? r i d  of 15 minutes for public comment at which members of ( 18 Nortli Carolina. Yet we are also in fact only the 44th 

. . (Laughter.) 

. - After the 30-minute presentation, we'll have a 

.' rhe public may speak before this hearing. Before the 1 19 1argt:n stale in terms of population. We have nearly five 

16 largest state in size stretching as far across as the 

17 highway distance from Boston all the way down to Raleigh, 

7: iearag started, we provided a sign-up sheet for this 

I ~ r t i o n  of the hearing, and anyone who wished to speak 

1 rhould have already signed up. We would ask you that are 

_II- speakmg to stick to your time limit and confine yourself 

20 pc:ople per square mile, fewer people in Montana than live 

21 in and around Albany, New York. 

22 I suspect that you may have encountered much 

23 friendliness as you have been here. And what I'm unsure 

1- -0 one minute. 1 24 allout, however, is how much we might be  able to quantify 

lmended since 1993 that requires anyone giving testimony I x , i ; o t  visited upon the military here because of these 

Let me also say the base closure law has been 

YII' Page 5 

I ~ e f o r c  the Commission do so under oath. So 1'11 be I 2 v:lst sl>aces and this friendly spirit. These are the 

25 t l~e  r~eighborhood, the social and economic (inaudible) that 

Page 7 

I  wearing in the witnesses. And that will include 1 3 (isaudible) l suspect that are routinely visited upon, 

i ndividuals who speak in the public comment portion of the 1 4 tnilitsry installations are more crowded, or more congenial 

.- 1eamg. 

With that, I would ask all the witnesses, to 

- nclude the public portion, please stand. If you'll raise 
i !our right hand, please. 

Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the 

1 a st,ttings. 

In short, Montana is still what we think 

7 Amt:rica used to be. Now, I'm just the grandson of a 
8 logging camp cook. I grew up in a small town that probably 

9 h;id fewer residents than we have in this audience here 

: : :estimony you are about to give to the Defense Base Closure 1 10 today. I was only a captain during my years in the 

: 2nd Realignment Commission shall be the truth, the whole I I I tnilitary. If l was studying the geographic and social 

.I :ruth. and nothing but the truth. ( 12 vnvironrnent for tomorrow's military installation, if I was 

. . (All responded "I do.") ( 13 trying to evaluate where units might have the room to 

- GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. 1 14 crperate the easiest with the least problem with their 
. - Governor, the floor is yours. 1 15 rreil:hbor, where they would feel the most welcome and 

GOV. RACICOT: Welcome. Don't start my time 1 16 :~ppeciated, I know 1 would be extremely impressed for the 

' = corner of God's good eaflh. We all might personally prefer 19 [hey afforded me and my unit every single day. 

2: !hat you were here as one of our 7.7 million annual I don't leave Montana very often, but when I 

. - 

. yet. I'm not sure this thing's on. 

. - 

. . We're proud to host all of you in this special 

IS&. But I'll tell you in all honestly, we do not 

w r  like this for every trio of visitors who come to 
-- -- Montana. -. _- 1'11 not go into any detail of the military 

2 analysis today. I'll leave that to others far more 

17 .riast space available here for flying, for exercises, for 

18 \uh:itever, and the ready opportunities and diverse geography 

31 (do, and wherever I go, the thing that strikes me for sure 

22 ,s ,  all of those areas in other places seem to have pretty 

23 ~iiuch run out of space. 

24 Malmstrom Air Force Base is responsible for 3 

25 percent of our state's economic activity and fully 35 

Page 6 1 Page 8 - 
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1 percent of the economic activity in Great Falls. That is a I 1 today. With their help, our community has built a case for 

2 very significant sector. And 1 think you will see and ( 2 Malrnstrorn that is long in logic and common sense. - hear, if you haven't already, how much Montanans in 

4 general, and these Montanans in particular, value that 

5 relationship, having a strong, united local community. So 

6 we need your help. And so aware of the installations 

7 afforded us strikes me as an important powerful plus when 

8 evaluating the military future resources and how they can 

9 be used. 

3 Ours is not an attempt to overwhelm you with 

4 facts and figures, or (inaudible) presentation. We believe 

5 the Air Force analysis has built a clear case of retention 

6 of both our missiles and tankers. 

7 The city staff has put together a homespun 

8 Montana presentation that we hope overpowers you with the 

9 si~nple common sense of retaining both missions here, where 

10 I want to thank you for coming here today, for 1 10 they belong, in Montana. 

11 your interest in our state, and for your interest in our 

12 views, and for your patience and your kind attention these 

13 past few minutes. 

14 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you, Governor. 

15 (Applause.) 

16 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much, Governor. I 

17 let you Nn over a little bit, but I started early. So 

18 we'll keep a better clock next time. 

19 Mr. Tim Ryan, please. 

20 MR. RYAN: Thank you, Governor Racicot. 

21 Chairman Davis and Commissioners, welcome once again to 

1 X (Applause.) 

I:! BRIG. GEN. RINEBARGER: Good afternoon, General 

13 Davis, and members of the Commission. If I'm a little 

14 nervous, it's because I tripped coming up the stairs today 

1 . 5 1  on the stage. So my stage debut here is just a little bit 

It) shaky because of that. 

I ? I'm really happy to be here. Every time Tim 

18 refers to me as his old friend, it makes me a little 

li) nervous also. 

10 (Laughter.) 

2 1 BRIG. GEN. RINEBARGER: As we all know, the Air 

22 God's country. It is my great pleasure to introduce 1 211 Force support structure plans calls for the reduction and 

23 General Rinebarger, who will address the missile mission at 1 23 the number of Minutemen wings to three and the number of 

?4 Malmstrom, and Colonel Gunther, who will address our I 1.2 ICBMs to 500. That means whether it's Minot or Grand 

tankers. 2.5 Forks, we're going to be removing missiles from the 

- - 

1 When this process started, the Great Falls 

2 community was understandably concerned. Our challenge was 

Page I I 
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I operational force. 
I With that as a backdrop, I'd like to talk just 

3 not creating a military value for our missions, I 11 briefly in the time that I have before the bell goes off 

4 (inaudible), our challenge was to find federal military ! 4 about why we put missiles here to begin with in Montana 

5 leaders who could simply and logically convey common sense :i ovcr 35 years ago, and why i t  still makes sense to keep 

6 to leaving both missions here. (Inaudible) old and valued 

7 friends quickly volunteered for this effort. 

8 General Ted Rinebarger served as the co~nrnander 

9 of our missile wing till 1991. Ted has a distinguished 

10 career in missile service and has been stationed at both 

11 Malmstrom and Grand Forks. He speaks to many of these 

12 issues today from personal experience. Ted cares deeply 

13 about Malmstrom and Great Falls. Of all the assignments in 

14 the Air Force, we were honored that he and his wife chose 

15 to come back to Malmstrom to share his retirement ceremony 

16 with our community. 

17 Colonel Lynn Gunther (inaudible) the tanker 

18 mission here at Malmstrom in 1987. He understands all the 

6 ~nissiles -- Minutemen 3 missiles here today. 

'7 I'm sure when the planners got together and 

X planned the first ace in the hole, which turned out to be 

0 here in Montana, they had a number of key factors to 

10 consider. I want to talk about four of them very briefly 

I 1 1  here this afternoon. I'll hit them briefly now and then 

17- 1'11 come back and talk to them again in just a little more 

13 detail from a military standpoint. 

14 In terms of geography, I'm sure the planners 

I5 env~sioned the advantage of having missiles here to enable 

16 us to reach distant targets. In terms of geology, the 

I7 compact soil that's prevalent in this part of the world, in 

18 Montana in particular, and the relatively low water table 

19 intricacies of Malmstrom's fine military value. Alier all, I 19 provided some advantage in terms of maintaining the system 

20 he helped build and care it for from the ground up. Lynn I :!O once i t  was installed as well as enhancing its 

1 is a distinguished national hero who courageously served 

2 our nation in Vietnam as a combat pilot and a POW. He has 

23 flown tankers out of every major airfield in the country 

:!I survivability by making it harder. 
'7 3 .-- You've flown over Montana's topography. The 

:!3 advantages of having rnountains and canyons and valleys and 

24 and has served at both Malmstrom and Fairchild. , '24 forests as well as prairies makes the enemy's targeting 

25 We are proud to have Ted and Lynn address you / 25 c;llcuhtions just a little bit tougher. 
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And finally, in terms of population, as the 1 her,: (indicating) is still a major factor, because 

Now let me talk about these four factors once 1 6 ovcrlay over our missile complex. And here we show Grand 

n o r  just talked about, the relatively low population 

t! of this great state provided a lot of flexibility 

-  gain. but from a little bit different perspective, and 7 Forks' overlay over our missile complex. 

i hat's the military perspective. This is a pretty graphic 1 Let's talk about our missiles for a moment. We 

2 topnpraphy provides a potential enemy with just one more 

3 tar;:cting calculation in terms of damaging targets. 

$e ~ianners  then and it's still a viable reason to have I I I s q ~ ~ a l r o n s  are configured with the Boeing AM system. AM 

: :rpicuon of the advantage of having missiles here looking 

. : ~t pnjected targets over the pole. That was not lost on 

- : missiks here today (inaudible). I 12 meaning modernized. The fourth squadron at Malmstrom in 

9 haw b u r  squadrons here as opposed to the three that you 

10 s a l ~  in North Dakota at each of those bases. Three of our 

. - I'm not going to attempt to pretend that I am a 1 13 thc: flight support is the Sylvania or B system. 

: L  geol~gist,  nor am I going to try to make you all a 1 l4  Now, I know over the last couple of days you've 

:? zeologist, but I need to talk a little bit about the soils 1 15 hcartl a lot about As and Bs, Sylvania and Boeing. This 

: : ~ n d  tie water situation. 1 16 chad is a rather simple depiction of what we've been 
. - The planners back in 1959 were exactly right. ( 17 trying to tell you, we and others. 

1 mugh clay to gravel to bedrock. And you flew over some of 1 21 electronics that interrogates and monitors the missile in 

: I  Whar I want you to see from this chart is the various 

: :olors display the various soil compositions in and around 

2: Greac Falls and the missile complex. It varies from very 

Z :his t d r o c k  today. It even outcropping above the surface. 1 22 the silo. 

18 The missiles are the same. Minuteman 111 is a 

19 Minuteman I11 is a Minuteman 111, whether you're talking 

20 M innt or here. What makes the difference is the ground 

- - - They were right also concerning groundwater. / 23 Most of the missile systems are Boeing systems, 

. x ' s  only one major aquifer in this part of the world, 1 1 4  A M  systems. We have one squadron of Sylvania missile 

w:t is very, very deep as this chart is to indicate. I 25 sysa~ns  here, and Grand Forks is entirely configured with 

Page 13 Page 15 

The reason I bring that up is, Malmstrom's water intrusion 1 150 Sylvania system missiles. 

1 naintenance problems are very similar to those of its I Now, there's a program called Rivet Add that I 

3ister bases. Minot and F. E. Warren. The one base that 

1as severe water intrusion problems is Grand Forks that you 

5 ,nit& yesterday. 

3 trllst General Lamed talked to you about this morning. 

4 Tllat program is underway here to replace the entire 

5 Minuteman 11 with Minuteman Ills. We've got 30 such 

i was sr Grand Forks when we  firs^ opened that missile field ( 8 t h ~ s  commission and the determination of what the base 

We the Air Force and the taxpayers have spent a 
- 

ot o i  money in fighting that problem. I will tell you I 

6 ~n,ssiles already operational in the 12th missile squadron. 

7 Tlle rest of the program is on hold awaiting the outcome of 

Governor Racicot stole a lot of my lines I This slide or chart shows how Malmstrom scores 

Ifierr. We had water intrusion problems then, and we've 

: : been battling them ever since. 

. - 

. - concerning the population issue. But that's okay. 

. - 

. . This is our great state (indicating). And the 

9 (ii~nudible) is going to be, which the Air Force believes to 

10 b~: Cirand Forks. 

:- population advantage remains a clear advantage for missiles 

! !n hlsntana. We are able to operate the nation's largest 

r missile complex without interfering with the lifestyle of 

:- :he men and women which you see here and the others that 
. - 
. : 3rr na t  here today. In fact, the missile function is 
. - 
. - ~lmcs t  invisible when you travel this great state. 
- - The governor used some population figures. 1 

w give you another comparison. You are all familiar 

th Fairfax County, Virginia. There are more people in 

Z Fairisx County than this entire state, and yet he talked to 

1 1  using the standard scoring criteria that the Air Force uses 

13 with the other candidate bases. As you can see, we're 

14 clear green, Grand Forks is clear red. Which led the 

15 Secretary and the Department of Defense to come up with the 

16 r~:commendations that I know that you're familiar with 

17 conc:erning moving the missiles from Grand Forks to 

18 hlaXmstrom Air Force Base. 

19 To coin a phrase from my good friend Senator 

1 0  FLl~rns, we feel that the recommendation just makes good old 

21 cormon sense for the reasons you see here on this slide. 

17, Number one, as I've already stated, we need to 

23 rnovc missiles anyway. They're going to come from 

12 Y O U  &out how large we are here. 24 somewhere. 
. - - Topography that I talked about earlier shown Number two, Malmstrom's Rivet Add program is in 
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1 being. We are configured to receive additional Minuteman 1 1 installation for other Air Force bases to follow. 

2 111s here in Montana. By moving the missiles from Grand 1 2 Currently there were 212 users this past year, users from 

Forks and shutting that operation down, you would eliminate 

a very expensive, constant battle of water intrusion. 

3 both Mountain Home, Malmstrom and Grand Forks. 

4 Directly behind the three-bay hangar is a 

5 The Sylvania system spares that would be 1 5 corrosion control facility. That, too, was a brand-new 

6 created by shutting down 150 Sylvania missiles will allow 

7 us to sustain the one squadron of 50 that we have here as 

8 long as we have ICBMs in our inventory. 

9 But the most significant argument is the one 

10 that calls for the flexibility and field a force of 500 

6 facility, just five years old, $5 million to construct. 

7 It, like the three-bay hangar, can completely enclose a 135 

8 corrosion control maintenance. It has 260 bays of 

0 availability. That facility was occupied 254 days of that 

10 availability. Again, users from Mountain Home, Grand Forks 

1 1  Minutemen. There is no economical way to do that if you I I and Malmstrom 

12 don't do it with the 200 you have here in Montana. I 12 Directly behind the - or beside, I should say, 

13 That's the missile story. But before I leave / 13 the three-bay hangar, I believe you toured the maintenance 

14 it completely and turn the floor over to Colonel Gunther to 1 14 complex. Some consider the maintenance complex as the 

19 where we did not have an active flying operation during 

20 that time, but the airfield still supported the missile 

15 talk air operations, I want to hit one item concerning the ' 15 heart of any maintenance operation. That is one of the 

16 airfield. 16 finest facilities in the Air Force. It is one of the few 

19 type of inclement weather. Facilities -- that facility 

?O provides the capability to do engine repair, fab, 

17 We have had an operational airfield here since 

18 the base opened in 1942. There have been periotls of time 

21 operations and the missile missions. I I hydraulics. pneumatics, anything associated with back line 

17 facilities that allows all the back line maintenance 

1.8 associated with 135s to be performed indoors out of any 

22 Those functions are not going to go away as ( 2!2 aircrafi maintenance performed in that function. 

23 long as we have an operational mission here. We will just 1 23 One of the greatest things that it has is a 

24 have to find a way to do those functions in an alternative 1 :!4 flight line supply, central point supply (inaudible). No 

1 Sir, that concludes my remarks. I'd like to 

2 turn the floor over to Colonel Gunther. 

3 (Applause.) 

4 COL. GUNTHER: Thank you, General Rinebarger 

:!5 longer do they have to run clear across base as, General, 
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1 I'm sure you're aware, and will remember those days. 

2 Airplane parts are right there on the (inaudible). 

3 Before we leave these maintenance facilities, I 

4 think we need to turn to our hydro refuel pits. 21 pits, 

5 General Davis, Commissioner Cox, Commissioner Kling, good 1 5 the last six being completed just two years ago, for a 

6 afternoon. 1 6 total of 21. $15 million was invested in those pits. They 

7 General Rinebarger discussed airfield 
8 requirements from a missile perspective. I'd like to 

9 discuss airfield capability. Specifically I'd like to 

7 are category 1 ,  the highest rating given under the Cobra 
8 analysis of any airfield in the Air Force. 

9 To put it simply, that facility - or those 

10 discuss maintenance capability as well as flying 1 10 pits provide a 135 the capability of taking a standard ramp 

11 operational capability here at Malmstrorn. 1 1 1  fuel load and uploading it on a daily mission, or daily 

12 This morning you had an opportunity to tour all 1 12 fuel load, three aircraft at one time. It would take 16 

13 the facilities that were associated with the 135 1 13 minutes to do that. Any combat individual or any commander 

14 (inaudible) started in 1987 up to present. As I have 

15 indicated here on this particular map in blue and orange, 

16 are those facilities that are specifically associated with 

17 flight line activities. 

18 I wish to discuss in particular those 

19 individual facilities in orange. Starting out with 

14 really appreciates that capability. 

15 If you were to take that same aircraft, or 

16 those same three aircraft and upload them to what they're 

17 flying out of Turkey with, for example, heavyweighr load, 

18 i t  would take 32 minutes. And that doesn't count the 

19 capability of the actual -- the other air refueling tanks 

20 three-bay hangar. The three-bay hangar I'm sure you toured 1 20 that are available to simultaneously load aircraft. 
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'1 this morning, saw an aircraft completely enclosed inside 

-2 the hangar. That facility was a $16 million facility. 

23 It's only been operational 20 months. Not evcn two years 

2 1 Let's turn our attention for the time being now 

22 to actual air operations. Every aircraft in the Air Force 

23 inventory has landed and taken off out of Malrnstrom Air 

24 that facility has been operational. It's a facility that , 24 Force Base. Every aircraft, tanker, bomber, cargo, 

25 won all kinds of design awards and has been used as a model / 25 transport, with the exception of the 8-2. And I don't know 
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fit 's  in the last four years been here or not. But 1 can So here we go, closing out a flying mission 

---rsonally attest that we have had every aircraft in the 7- tha i 11;~s over $100 million worth of brand-new facilities, I 
It has a (inaudible) jet and rescue system. I (Applause.) 

: fiat does that mean? It's very important to our F-16 COL. GUNTHER: We have a tanker distribution 

=orce inventory except for the B-2 land and take off 

i Fairchild (sic). 

- 'nends up on the hill. Malmstrom is their primary 

i 2mergencv divert base, for weather and inflight 

: fmergencles, because of that capability. It's the only one 

: ,n a ihree-state region, between North Dakota, South Dakota 

~ n d  Vontana. 

3 facilil~es that are less than five years old, for a suspect 

4 95 tnillion savings per year. That just doesn't make sense. 

7 prc ~blt:m. This is an Air Force chart. This isn't a Cobra 

8 ch.irt This isn't my chart. This is an Air Force chart. 

9 YCILI see. the demand for tanker basing. You can see there is 

10 a .,trclng demand in the southeast, a demand in the 

I I soutl~west, and in the central north there is little demand 

. L excellent ratings. These ratings were given Malmstrom last 1 14 actual numbers. All we can work in is percentages. 

Talking about that, let's talk ramp conditions, 

: -  & o x  orange dots, the green dots. 18 orange dots, 

: i f uly of '83 by the Tyndall inspectors -- Air Force 1 l5 But I'll guarantee you, taking one (inaudible) 

12 but very heavily based. I don't know what those numbers 

13 arl:. We can't get that information. We can't get the 

: r  inspectors out of Tyndall Air Force Base. Major areas on 1 16 aircr:lft squadron out of Montana isn't going to solve the 
. - -he nmp.  parallel taxiways, laterals as well as runways, 

:I IU  mted excellent or very good. 

The only red rating we have, this is an old -- 
2: :]ear at the end of the north end. Hopefully we don't have 

17 shortfall in the southeast. It won't happen. That 

18 shortfall has to be somewhere in the neighborhood of two to 

19 two and a half to three squadron tankers. That's the best 

20 information that I could come up with. 

1 :hat many airplanes that far out in the overrun to worry So, are we going to move 12 tankers out of 

1  bout. But that is the only red dot on the system. 1 2  Montana to Mac Dill Air Force Base in Florida, o r  to the 
- - - Air space. Montana's rich with air space. 1 7-3 sclull~east, and still have the original problem. Again, it 

I- Ternin. Unbelievable training environment. Just for an ( 24 doesn't make any sense. 

nple - I need the - yeah. Air refueling tanks. Three I When you leave here today, I ask that you only 
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.rithin 20 to 35 minutes from takeoff. As you can see here, I x ; E > n e  thought with you. Human beings, being what we 

I Ae straight Line to the air refueling tanks. Four 1 2 arc, will expand into as much space as humanly possible if 

i zapable. That doesn't count all the low-level routes and I 5 -- i f  airfield operations are shut down at Malmstrom, that 

I 2nksn. Five additional within 50 minutes. Anywhere in 

L 3 e  P3cific Northwest we are AR rich, air refueling rich 

r ;be low altitude military operation areas sprinkled 1 6 bcauliful three-bay hangar that you folks toured this 

3 thi~t space is empty. I personally will bet, given 26 years 

4 of experience in the military, that within one year, after 

- hroughout all of Montana. 

Where's my green chart. 

7 t n ~ ~ r ~ i i n g  is going to be a truck storage area. It's going to 

8 be a place that they put boats. I mean, it's going to be 

As you can see from this chart, Malmstrom ranks 1 9 used as storage. 

:: very good through the Cobra analysis. Both in -- compared I lo  I ask, does that really make sense, over $100 

.o Grand Forks and Minot. Facilities condition, green. 

1 Geographic, green. Refueling, green. Flying mission, 

I :reen overall. 

Notice the red. Well, it's freezing precip. 

I I  nill lion on facilities that are for the most part less than 

12 ljve years old, for a questionable $5 million saving? I 
13 111)pc.: not. 

14 1 think aRer you review the rebasing plans, 

' 5  [n the world north you're going to get freezing precip. 1 15 (inaudible), the costs -- the real costs associated with 

:I Ilinot's got it, Ellsworth's got it, Grand Forks' got it, 1 16 tlhose, you'll come to the same conclusions that to close 
. - and I\lalmstrom's going to get it. That was the only red ( 17 d~,wn flying operations at Malmstrom Air Force Base just 
. - 
. : mark in the entire grading criteria concerning weather. 
. . 

Despite all these green marks, it is the 

2: recommendation that Malmstrom Air Force Base lose its 

. ~ p  mission. By doing that, supposedly, quote unquote, 

c(Cl)ll;r going to save $5 million. I'm an old strategic 

Z program analyst. That $5 million is the soRest figure 

18 d3ei not make sense. 

19 (Applause.) 

20 GEN. DAVIS: Mr. Ryan, I've got you down again. 

21 I s ,  tliat correct'? 

21 MR. RYAN: That's correct. Thank you. And in 

33 closing our technical presentation, we'd like to talk to 
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I- 'hat I've ever seen. We can't get any answers as to what 
- - 

went into that $5 million. 

24 cosl.. The Air Force Cobra on the realignment of our flying 

25 rrlis!;ion is not a reliable number in our opinion. The 
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1 projected savings from the action are $4.7 million. We I I ~nissile program as we view a dangerous and unpredictable 

4 However, one number has come into clear focus. 1 4 struggle to acquire nuclear missile capability, it is 

2 have been working hard to understand these numbers. We are 

-3 not certain how they were generated. 

5 Of the projected $4.7 million savings, 4 million is tied 1 5 essential that the strength of our missile program be 

2 world. As potentially hostile countries, and countries 

3 like Iraq and North Korea, which we know are hostile, 

6 solely to the independent actions of Mac Dill Air Force 1 6 plainly evident. 

7 Base in Florida. A separate recommendation has the Air 1 The world has seen some dramatic changes in the 

8 Force resuming air operations out of Mac Dill regardless of 

9 whether our tankers are realigned or not. 

10 In past actions the Department of Congress took 

11 over the operation of that airfield for their flight 

12 operations in south Florida. In that scenario the Air 

8 last few years, and I can tell you as a member of the 

9 Senate Intelligence Committee that our crystal ball is not 

10 always clear. 

I 1  The Malmstrom missile complex gives our 

I:! military planners maximum flexibility in meeting future 

13 Force paid a lease fee of $4 million to Congress. Resuming I 1 1  requirements, whether the threat remains high, o r  God 

14 flight operations, the Air Force now has the lease payment ] 14 willing, proceeds no further. Having 200 missiles in one 

15 to Congress which is no longer required as savings. I I ti well-dispersed field provides more options for efficient 

16 This savings is inappropriately attributed to 1 It3 (inaudible) reductions in the future. 

17 our realignment. The lease and ownership of Mac Dill 1 1'7 Again, as General Rinebarger stated, the 

20 regardless of whether or not tankers are -- our tankers are 1 20 expenses, and it maintains maximum flexibility. 

21 realigned. 2 1 Thank you. 

22 When this misclassifications of savings is 2 2 (Applause.) 
23 directed to projected savings of realigning our tankers, it 2 3 GEN. DAVIS: Senator Bums, please. 

?4 drops to 1.1 million with an 18-year payback. This makes 24 SEN. BURNS: I have it on good report that some 

-5 the entire recommendation suspect. ' 2 5  reference was made to the famous General Custer yesterday 
I 

18 Airfield has nothing to do with our recommendation. Again, 

19 the Air Force resuming operation at Mac Dill will occur 
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1 Our community strongly supports the Air Force ). in the North Dakota presentation. I would like to 

18 decision to maintain Montana missiles makes sense. It 

1') retains higher military value, it reduces operating 

4 overstated. 35 percent of our regional economy depends on 1 4 (Laughter and applause.) 

5 Malmstrom. We will support the military and your li SEN. BURNS: 1 want to expand on what General 

2 and our military, and will support it into the future. The 

3 ties between this community and Malmstrom can't be 

6 recommendation. We only hope it relies on appropriate and 15 Gunther said regarding the base picture on attacking our 

:! enlighten you that his last words among his men were, "At 

1) least we don't have to go back to North Dakota." 

7 accurate data and just good old common sense. 
8 Montanans are proud Americans. Wc love our 

9 neighbors that wear the uniform. We want to keep them as 

10 our friends and neighbors and continue to serve our 

'7 assets. It is plainly evident that the Air Force's own 
:3 charts that the movement of 12 tanks from Malmstrom does 

/ 0 very little to address the tanker saturation in northwest 

/ 10 United States, nor the tanker deficiency in the 

11 country. / I soutlicastern and southwestern regions of our country. We 

12 Thank you. 1 13- can't argue with the Air Force's desire to better balance 

13 (Applause.) / 13 tlicir t;lnkers. I t  makes good sense to do so. 

14 GEN. DAVIS: Senator Baucus. 1 l4 But in the base closure process, when it was 

15 SEN. BAUCUS: Chairman, Commissionen, you've I I5 eshiblished to eliminate redundant bases, save money and 

16 heard a very dramatic case reiterating the clear, common I I 6  still provide the best bases for our men and women in 

17 sense foundation for the Defense Department's 

18 recommendation to retain missiles in Montana and against 

19 the illogical decision to move tankers. 

I want to close the discussion today on &: missiles, and the need to maintain our missile defense in 

17 uniform, we should also take a look at that. By best 

18 bases, I mean the best places for our forces to live, to 

19 train and to deploy. 

':!O Better balancing tankers across the country 

:!I will provide our Air Force better training so they can 

22 the strongest possible configuration. The Secretary of 1 :!2 rapidly deploy to any part of the world. However, we 

23 Defense, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, the Strategic 

24 Command, the Space Command, the U.S. Air Force, a11 

25 recognize our critical need for maximum flexibility in our 

.!3 strungly believe that this balancing act should be and 1 .  :!4 o~rglit to be accomplished with as few costly moves as 

:!5 possible by retaining the most efficient and minimum 

Page 26 1 Page 28 
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5 Are we ready? Please, ma'am. 

6 MS. RICE: Good afternoon. My name is Sheila 

sssent~al mstallations. 

We are confident that when you make your 

on, you look at this facility and the support it has, 

w i l l  move to retain Malmstrom and don't tank their 

GEN. DAVIS: Thank you, Senator. 1 was looking 1 7 Rice:. I work for the Great Falls Gas Company, the local 

1 left-ha~~d side of the stage. 
? - And I would again ask you to remember that you 

3 liavl: one minute. Not because we like it that way, but 

4 that's what the rules say. 

i under my bed all night last night for Mr. Custer's ghost, 

: and I'm -- 

. . (Laughter.) 
SEN. BURNS: He appears. 

. - GEN. DAVIS: Congressman Williams, please, sir. 

8 gas utility that serves Malmstrom Air Force Base - 
9 AUDIENCE: Louder. Your microphone's not on. 

10 MS. RICE: Good afternoon. I'm Sheila Rice. I 

1 1  work for Great Falls Gas Company, the gas utility that 

17-  scrlJcb Great Falls and Malmstrom Air Force Base. 
. - 
.- REP. WILLIAMS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and 1 l 3  Our customers enjoy some of the lowest natural 

: L  Commissioners. The remarkable reception that you've 1 14 gasra tes in the nation. We've continually reduced prices 

:_' received here today, both in this auditorium and up and 1 15 since 1984. We will again reduce prices in July 

:r doun the streets and sidewalks of this city, is indicative 1 16 significantly this year. 

:- of the truly broad and historic support that Malmstrom Air I l7 MaImstrom Air Force Base will have additional 

5 B a x  has received here in Great Falls and throughout 

Montana. 1 know you're beginning a long schedule of many 

2: hearings like this one across the country, but I'll wager 

I you you won't find a more dedicated or enthusiastic 

1 community for its military facility than foks here in 

2 Grrst Falls. 

18 nat .~rol gas supply reductions in June because of the 

19 trar~sportation contract we'll soon be signing with them. 

20 Wc'd like to add our voices to those of the community to 

21 urge Ihe Commission to look at the realities of Malmstrom 

22 Air Force Base, the realities of our city, and maintain the 

23 co~nmunity's profile in terms of Malrnstrom's mission. We 

12 (Applause.) 1 24 stal~d ready to serve Malmstrom Air Force Base now and in 

REP. WILLIAMS: 1 realize now, and all of us 
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need to understand that, as commissioners, you are 

I compelled by federal regulation based upon federal statute 

to mske military value the top criterion of your ultimate 

L decision. In fact, the return on investment is ranked even 

i '7ehmd that. And only then are you allowed to look at the 

: economic and environmental impact on local communities. 

Well, as you've heard from your briefings 
I today, Malmstrom Air Base has ample military value. There 

25 tllc future with natural gas prices that are among the 
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1 IOH est  in the nation. 

2 And again, we thank the Commission for their 

3 timl: today. 

4 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. 

5 (Applause.) 

6 MS. BELTRONE: I'm Cascade County Commissioner 

7 Peggy Bcltrone, and I'd like to welcome you here on behalf 

8 of Cascade County and on behalf of the 35 county 

u no better. There is no more efficient. There is no 1 9 co~~l~nissioners and mayors from the 10 surrounding counties 

: more effective missile base in this nation for carrying out 1 10 to Cascade County 

the mission of deterrence provided by the Minuteman than 

I hem at Malmstrom. And that's not Pat Williams telling you 

. I  that. the Pentagon says that. 

I I I will focus my remarks today on the way that 

13, M:~Itrtstrom touches our individual lives that have little to 

13 do with national or mainstream security. The men and women 

- (Applause.) 1 14 or thc Air Force and their families are strong threads of 

.- with the capacity for expansion than here at Malmstrom. 

. . And as you make your decision, Commissioners, I 

- 2  know you're going to rely on the facts. I hope you'll also 

2: remember something else. These faces. 
-. 

Thanks a lot for coming. 

REP. WILLIAMS: There is no refueling wing with 

1 bensr or clearer or more consistent flying conditions or 

(Applause.) 
- GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much 

15 our community. The man dishing up spaghetti at the church 

16 diilnt:r, the woman serving as big sister to a troubled 

17 y~utl i ,  the teacher or the classmate in our schools each 

18 br,ngs us perspective and awareness of the world which they 

19 have been fortunate to have traveled. 

20 We rely on their energy on the little league 

21 ficld as you do on the missile or airfield. In fact, the 

22 ncw I~lood coursing through our veins after surgery is 

23 likcly to be military. 
- t Would the witnesses that are here please come And I would like to think that we as a 
- - 
-' fonr-ard. The microphones are down there on the -- your 7-5 corntnunity provide good things for the Air Force, too. We 
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1 have fine schools, low crime, high mountains and clear I 1 relationship with Malmstrom Air Force Base. That is 

streams which make Malmstrom one of the most requested ? certainly important in your decision. 

missile bases. I But common sense sees that you have a decision 

4 We urge you to enhance, not diminish, the 1 4 to make concerning the economics of whether or not we 

5 energy, the synergy that is the human dimension of 1 5 should close or move parts of this base after we have spent 

6 Malmstrom that we embrace in our community. 1 6 tnillions of dollars in (inaudible) of getting our missiles 

11 Falls. And on behalf both of the hospitals as a regional 1 I as a taxpayer. 

12 medical center, we'd like to highlight to you the GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. 

7 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. 

8 (Applause.) 

9 MR. BOATMAN: Welcome. I'm Daniel Boatman, the 

10 chief operating officer at Columbus Hospital in Great 

13 partnership that we have with the military. 1 l 3  (Applause.) 

7 up to date and spending millions of dollars for a great 

8 flying mission. We have a number one base here, and it 

9 seems such a tragedy as a taxpayer, a waste of dollars to 

10 in any way to take away from the Malmstrom Air Force Base 

14 We are perhaps unique, at least rare in I l 4  MR. HOBBS: My name is Alan Hobbs. I work for 

15 communities that work with active military physicians and 1 15 Montana Refining Company here in Great Falls. Malmstrom 

16 allow them to have privileges in our own community 1 16 Air Force Base represents a sizable portion of our 

17 hospitals. This is not common throughout the country. 

18 They are active in all of our search and rescue and our 

19 support of emergency with - emergency support and medical 

17 business. Of course, removal of the KC-135 tankers would 

18 have a significant impact on us. 

19 I think it's important to remember that when 

20 care, and we would l i e  to highlight that this is a unique 1 20 the new facilities were put in the base just a few years 

21 opportunity to maintain that in this community. Thank you. I 21 ago, a special service was installed in the refueling area. 

22 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. I 22 This was a massive service that was only tested and 

23 (Applause.) ( 23 approved in Europe, and at that time no other U.S. Air 

MR. KOSLOSKY: I'm John Koslosky. I work for 1i Nonvest Bank. As a previous Air Force member, I can tell 

24 Force base had installed this. It's been installed at 

25 Maltnstro~n for a reason. It works. And I think it would be 

4 places where wearing a uniform at times was no great joy, I (Applause.) 

5 where here, they are part of our family and part of our 1 5 MS. OELEIS: I'm Virginia Oeleis from Great 
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1 you that there is no other place in the United States that 

2 I know of that has the quality of life and the friendship 

3 with our friends at the base. I've been stationed other 

6 community. And we just don't have anyplace that has a / tl Falls, Montana. And I have been fighting for Malmstrom Air 

Page 35 
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1 a terrible waste, just not very smart at all to have this 

?. technology here in Great Falls not be used. 

3 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. 

7 relationship with the community and the Air Force base as / 7 Force Base for a good many years. I'm old. I've been 

8 Great Falls and Malmstrom have. And I don't think that 1 8 hurt. I've been crippled. I've been in and out of both 

9 you'll find anyplace that has the quality of life. I 9 hospitals. And I've been disgraced from Great Falls, 

10 And I'm not a native of Montana, but 1 came / 10 Montana. And 1 can't understand why I always stick up for 

11 here 16 years ago, and stayed, and 1 love every minute of I 1 I the red, white and blue. But we're close to Canada. We're 

12 it. And I think that that quality of life -- and the other ( I:! close to Russia. We're close to Japan. And Japan has 

13 fact that I want to point out to you is, Lynn Gunther was I 1:) takcn away half of my good people that are in Highland 

14 here - as a matter of fact he was my co-commander when he 

15 was here. But when he (inaudible) the 301~1, which is now 

16 the 43rd, it was an organization that had 100 percent 

17 volunteers coming here. 

18 Thank you. 

19 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. 

(Applause.) &: MR. HARP: I'm Bill Harp. I'm with 

22 Northwestern Financial Services here in Great Falls. As a 

14 Cetnetary right today. 

I :i And I hope they keep the base here for 

16 recountering reasons. And the Malmstrom Air Force Base has 

1'7 always been there for the senior center. When Hillary was 

/ 18 hcrc, she didn't pay any attention to the senior center. 

1 I0 (Applause.) 
I 

2 0 MS HUTCHINSON: Mr. Chainnan, members of the 

7 1 BRAC committee, I'm N .  D. Hutchinson. And although I'm not 

21 part of the military, I would like to speak as a 

23 community person, we are very proud of the support that 23 representative of the retired community who has lived in 

24 this community has given Malmstrom Air Force Base for the 2 1  Great Falls for their entire life. My husband is now 

25 past 50 years. We have a great community and a great 25  deceased. But he was in Great Falls for 27 years. And he 
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I was a member of Malmstrom Air Force base team and Glasgow I 1 conizlous flying. I have been stationed at Mac Dill as 

'orce base team. 

Neither of us are natives. We chose this area 

.$ for our final home. This base represents the many benefits 

5 tha: are part of retired living, such as their health care 

6 suff.  the medical clinics, (inaudible), and commissaries 

7 on the base. 

3 For all of the retired, these are all the 

2 well, and spent my last three years in command of a flying 

3 unit. 

4 I thought I'd mention some things we don't have 

5 hen: We don't have below minimum (inaudible), and heavy, 

6 heavy snow that stops and requires aircraft to remain on 

7 the ground as you would find, for example, in Spokane or 

8 cast of us. We don't have sea air which creates tremendous 

,? benefits that were part of our salary package. Mal~nstrotn / 9 cornlslon problems, something you would find in the 

L O  Air Force Base is the only base that I know of to use these 1 10 southeast, particularly at Mac Dill, as well as those 

! I benefits in the state of Montana. 1 11  thundt:rstorms that march up one a day at Tampa Bay. 

'-l - We retired here because of all the sports ( 12 (Laughter.) 

13 activities and beautiful streams for recreational 1 13 MR. MONGEON: (Inaudible.) We had to evacuate 

14 activities. This is a low crime area and makes for a I 14 the ramp because our people were in danger of lightning 

15 wonderful living area in our older years. We want 

16 ivfalrnstrom Air Force Base to stay. 

17 Thank you for your time. 

I8 (Applause.) 

! 9 MR. STEPHENS: My name is Paul Stephens. I'm 

30 representing the Montana Peace Dividend Coalition and 

IS str~kcs on a wet ramp. 

16 So in view of some of these things, I think we 

17 slic~t~ltl perhaps bring in aircraft rather than take them 

18 awly. 

19 (Applause.) 

20 MR. MONGEON: Other units enjoy our ability 

21 millions of taxpayers all over the country who have not 1 21 l1er.e to maintain and service and fly, because this is a 

22 received a dime's worth of value from Malmstrom Air Force 

13 Base. 

(Booing.) 

22 great place to do it in. 

23 Thank you. 

24 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you. 

v MR. STEPHENS: Great nations aim thousands of 1 25 
MS. HOWARD: My name is Ella Mae Howard, and 
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I nuclear armed missiles at one another. And thank God we 

1 should all say a prayer for that right now. 

3 The U.S. spends far too much on the military. 

1 More than Russia, China, Japan, France, England, Germany, 

5 Israel and Iraq combined. These missiles, Senator Baucus, 

Page 39 

1 I'm the plant manager with Meadow Gold Dairies here in 

2 town. And over the years we've had the opportunity to 

3 scrve our products from Meadow Gold to the people of 

4 Mallnstrom Air Force Base. Malmstrom is important to our 

5 businc:ss. It's important to all of us at Meadow Gold and 

6 wdl not reach Iraq. We can't use them in another Gulf 6 to Ihe community. We urge you to keep it, 

7 War. I Thank you. 

8 There is no way to justify draconian cuts in 

9 every kind of federal program except those which affect 

10 one's own jobs and profits. It isn't very hard to figure 

I I out that the budget can only be balanced and taxes reduced 

I2 if every kind of non-productive federal program is cut 

13 back. Obviously the Pentagon and other government agencies 

14 must prioritize their spending. 

15 (Applause.) 

16 GEN. DAVIS: Mr. Stephens, thank you very much. 

! 7 Your time has expired. 

8 (Applause.) 

9 MR. LAU: My name is Marty Lau. I'm a 

10 financial planner. In my previous career I was a general 

1 1  avat~on pilot of a commercial variety. 1 have over 7,000 

13- hours flying mostly in Montana in the last four years, five 

13 ni;:llki a week, 50 weeks on an air mail contract across the 

14 state. On really stinky, lousy nights you would come back 

15 an'J you would find aircraft all over the northwest sitting 

16 on our ramps, because Great Falls provides no alternate. 

17 Wc've got (inaudible), we have location and uncluttered Big 

30 '.lit hearing. We're obliged to listen to all of them. 1 20 lo~.:~tion with no reproachment problems. 

18 (Booing and applause.) 

19 GEN. DAVIS: Ladies and gentlemen, this is a 

her we agree with them or not is yet to be seen. Weather, we have no Hurricane Hugos come and 

-- I 21 knock out the whole Air Force base. 

18 Sky air space. We have weather, the best flying in the 

19 nortlicrn tier of the United States. And we have, again, 

13 MR. MONGEON: Good afternoon. I'm Lee Mnngson. / 23 (Applause.) 

14 I'm fortunate enough to be retired here in Great Falls 1 24 MR. LAU: Again, location, it's a strategic 

25 after 26 years in the Air Force, and 25 of which was 1 25 location and jumping-off place to the far East and to the 
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7 waiting for you to get home. 

8 GEN. DAVIS: Thank you very much. 

1 Pacific, And weather, just think, how would you like to be 

2 commander of an aircraft when the weather is stinky and you 

u" miss an approach in Spokane and there is no Malmstrom to go 

4 to as an alternate. 

5 (Applause.) 

But before we close, I'd like to say one thing. 

8 I'd like to thank on behalf of the military personnel, for I 

1 You've given us a great deal of valuable 

2 ~nfor~nation today which we'll share with our fellow 

3 comm~ssioners, who unfortunately couldn't be here. I can 

4 assure you that we'll carefully review and consider all of 

5 this testimony in the cornlng weeks. It's not a task I look 

9 (Applause.) 1 9 the com~nunity of Great Falls and Malmstrom, of the support 

10 MR. REIN: Yes, my name is Jon Rein. I'm 56 

1 1  years old. I've lived in Great Falls my whole life. I'm a 

12 retiree from the Montana Air National Guard. And 1 duly 

13 support Malmstrom Air Force Base a thousand percent. 
- -  14 I am very proud to sit in a hot seat of a 

15 missile defense system of the United States. I chose to 

16 stay here after I retired. I plan to continue to live I I6 

17 here. And I've done nothing but help the people frorn 1 7  

18 Malmstrom Air Force Base that have retired here. I've 18 

19 helped them find jobs. I've he lpd  them with their I l 9  
20 recreation needs. And it's been nothing but a co~r~munity 20 

21 support for the whole area of Great Falls from Malmstrom 

22 Air Force Base. 1 3-2 
23 I'd hate to see the flying mission go to Mac 23 

24 Dill. I could give you one solution. Great Falls will 24 

10 you've given the military over the years, in the good times 

1 1  and in the bad times. And we won't forget that in the 

I:! deliberation process. 

1 3  Thank you very much. The hearing is adjourned. 

14 (The hearing was concluded at the hour of 

I :i 2:05 p.m. this 31st day of March, 1995.) 

5 take any mission, any amount of people they would like to 1 25 
(rlrr Pagc 41 Page 43 

1 bring up in this area, and what's wrong with bringing the 

2 headquarters of - that are stationed in Mac Dill to Great 

3 Falls, Montana. 

4 (Applause.) 

5 MR. PORTER: My name is Roy Porter. I'm 

6 retired Postal Service. I take a slightly different tact. 

7 In the deplorable condition of our nation's financial 

. . 8 state, I think the first priority for closure of bases, for 

9 instance, should be close the ones that cost the most, 

10 which would be Germany, Japan, Philippines, bring those 
1 Y 11  people back, let them work on the illegal aliens we got in 1 :Y 

12 this country and get them out and kwp others out. Also 

20 and Bums and Congressman Williams, I do appreciate you I 

13 let them spend their paychecks in this country instead of 
3 
-I 

11 being here. And I also want to thank the very excellent 

-2 witnesses that we've had. Your assistance to this process 

14 spending them somewhere else. And then if you still have 

15 to close something, close the bases closest to the highest 

16 crime rates in this country and afford our personnel that 

17 much more protection. Thank you. 

18 (Applause.) 

19 GEN. DAVIS: Governor Racicot. Senators Baucus 

23 is immeasurable, and we'll take what you said to heart, and I 

! 5  

24 we'll go back and make sure that we have -- we now have 

25 additional information which we'll apply Lo the process. i 

I REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
I, lk- L. MacUonuld. Regislered Pmfsaaiaul 
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T H E  DEFENSE BASE CLOSURE AND REALIGNMENT COMMISSION 
Schedule f o r  Regionla1 Hear ing  

Bi rmingham,  Alabama 
April 04, 14195 

Commissioners Attendine 

Alan J Dixon. Chairman 

Commissioners: 
A1 Cornelia 
Rebecca Cox 
Gen. J. B. h v i s ,  L-S.AF: (Ket ) 
S. Lee Kling 
hlG Josue Robles, Jr.. I-S.-\ (Ket.) 

The Meeting is called to order by Chairman Bron 

Chairman Dixon: Ladies and Gentlemen, welcome to this Regional Hearing of the Defense Base <:losure and 
Realignment Activation. My name is Alan Dixon. I'm Chairman of the Commission charged with the task of 
evaluating the recommendation of the Secretary of Defense regrrdrng the closure and realignment of the military 
installations of the United States. 

Also here with us today are my colleagues, Commissioner Al Cornella; Commissioner Rebecca Cox will 
be here shortly; Commissioner J. B. Davis; Commissioner S. I s e  Kling; and Commissioner Joe Robles. 

First let me thank all the military installations personnel and the elected officials and their staffs who 
have assisted us so capably during our visits to the many bases represented at this hearing. We spent many days 
looking at the many bases that are on the Secretary's list and a5kirig questions that will help us make our 
decisions. And, the cooperation we've received has been exemplaly; and we thank you very much. The main 
purpose of the base visits we have conducted is to allow us to see the installation first hand, and to address with 
military personnel the all important question of the Military Value of the base. 

In addition to the base visits, the Commission is contiuc:ting a total of eleven regional hearings, of 
whch today's is the fourth. The main purpose of the regional hearings is to give members of the communities 
affected by these closure recommendations a chance to express !heir views. We consider this interaction with the 
communities to be one of the most important and valuable parts of our review of the Secretary's 
recommendations. 

1x1 me assure you that all of our commissioners and slitfl' are well aware of the huge implications of base 
closure on local communities. We are committed to openness rn this process, and we are committed to fairness. 
All the material we gather and all the information we get from the Department of Defense. and all our 
correspondence is open to the Public. We are faced with a very unpleasant and painful task which we intend to 
carry out as sensitively as we can. And, again, the kind of assir;tance we've received here is greatly appreciated. 

Now let me tell you how we will proceed here today and in all our regional hearings. The Commission 
has assigned a blcxk of time to each state affectcd by the Base ('losure list. l'he overall amount of time is 
determined by the number of installations on the list and the ari~ount of job loss. 1 regret to tell you that it will be 
my sad duty as Chairman to strictly enforce the limits with resl'wt to time. U'e notified the appropriate elected 
officials of this procedure, and we left it up to them to work it with the local communities to determine how to fill 
the block of time. 

This morning it's our intention to listen to testimonj from the states of Alabama. hliss~ssipp~ and 
Tennessee for a total of 155 minutes. We've been given a list of the persons who will speak during the state 
presentations, as  well as how long they will speak. We will er~.force those limits strictly, and we will let the 
speaker know when he or she has 3 0  seconds left. A bell will rlng when an individual's time is up. At the end of 
the morning presentations, we've set aside a period of 30 nlinultes for public comment at which members of the 
public may speak. We've provided a signup sheet for this portion of the hearing, and anyone who wishes to speak 
should have already signed up. We hope you have. We would ask those of you speaking at that lime to limit 
yourselves to one minute ... After the lunch break, we will hear from the states of Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, and 
South Carolina and Puerto Kico. 'i'hose presentations will total 110 minutes, after which we will again have a 30 
minute period for public comment. 

I z t  me also say that the Base Closure law has been ainerlded since 1993. to require that anyone giving 
testimony before the Commission do so under oath. And, so, 1'11 be swearing in witnesses, and that will include 
individ~rals who speak in the public comment portion at the en,] With that. Ladies and Gentlemen, I believe we are 
ready to begin. 



A L A B A M A  

Chai rman Dixon: Now, will those of you folks here who are cl ing to be ~vitnesses all stand and raise your 
right hand? I'm afraid it is necessary for me to ask you to do that. I " J C  alwals wanted to put the judge under oath; 
it's a great pleasure. Do solenlnly swear or affirm that the test imo~~) that you are about to givc to Ikfense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission shall be the truth, the wholc: truth, and nothing but the truth'? Thank you, 
Gentlemen, thank you. Please be seated. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Senator Shelby, I'm embarrassed to ask lotr 1 0  stand and ralse your right hand. I have to 
put you under oath. 

S e n a t o r  Shelby:  I ralsed my hand over there when you s a d  that. but 1'11 be glad to do 11 agaln 

C h a i r m a n  Dixon: Are you still under oath, Senator? 

S e n a t o r  Shelby:  I am. 

C h a i r m a n  Dixon: You may be seated. I'm always delighted to have this distinguished group of people from 
Alabama, several of whom are old and cherished friends of mine. And, we are now pleased to recognize the Chief 
Executive of the great state of Alabama. Governor Fob James, .Ir for five minutes of remarks. Thank you for 
being here, Govemor James. 

G o v e r n o r  James: Thank you, hlr. Chairman. I appreciate you nentioning the ... 104th Congress's efforts to 
try to bring fiscal sanity back to these LJnited States. It's a big clil'fc rence the 104th can go to the ... in my 
opinion for days and days and days and never do any harm. You s a ~ d  it earlier in these deliberations you had to deal 
with military value. Military values perogative belongs to the . ..c.~f the federal government. I'h, it is !our 
responsibility to defend the country. A lot of what the U'ashingtor~ Iiureaucracy doesn't have can much better he 
done at the state level much, much, much less expensive. So you w<uld make the military value. That, lou've 
sent it out with a (threshing). Relative to fourth battalion, the risk associated with n~oving the school from CD1' 
have far outweighed my judgment any potential fiscal savings, beca~se they are unknown and uncertainties in t h s  
complex issue. For instance, military missions, military values. i l : ' :  something. For example, there just learned 
the Tokyo subway nerve gas attack is not an isolated incident. The zddition the Persian Gulf area's a growing 
concern. All this translates to risk .... As you know the army .. ... committee is to build a first class chemical 
school at Fort McClellan. It is, in fact, the only facility of its l n d  ill the free world. To duplicate that would be 
far more expensive than going with what you've got. Here's some whys: Military ... diskptify the (student) 
training program for an extended period of time. ..... (price) for wc~rd  peace. It pays us and our allies. Also, how 
ufc~uld our allies and our enemies across the country see this step ba,:k? Military, military. Is it uise to  risk .... 
the Anniston Army Depot chemical .... incinerator be delayed for a critical time for an extended period? Courts 
nowadays have a way of delaying everything. The courts even at th : district level. I'll give you everything 
including the military. You're aware of the district court's provings relative to  policy set by the Pentagon and the 
President of the U ~ t e d  States was challenged by the local federal jotLge several days ago. So why the risk to people 
on the ... or any other place, for that matter, who sit idlely by wh~le live agent CDTF is constructed in their back 
yard? I love Missouri, but ....y ou've heard the old expression, "I'm rrom Missouri"; you know what that means. 
You start putting this in the back yard. you may wish you were'nt fr ,m Missouri, Mr. Chairnlan. Those risks I just  
mentioned will not be offset by monetary savings. Please recall that the people in the Anniston area have grown 
up in CIYTF, except, (strong) suggested once the live agent issue sln8:e and public outcry of central Missouri may 
be expected and then those guarantee they will be accepted like o u ~  geople did years ago always at Ulreat of court 
action ... agent (extensions). The DOD has recommended that you :upport their ... to break something which does 
not need fixing. You managed to hear from a team of experts with \v*:ll over a hundred years of chemical defense 
experience. This will stem through the military value rationale to the ccmmission who will turn in the DOD 
recommendation to close Ft. McClellan. 'The BRAC Commissioners have to agree the argument is compelling. I 
please reiterate what you stated earlier: military value; chemical wxfare; training facility preventing the threat of 
perceived threat of it. The delays of potential policy. Thank you Ihr being the . .. for ... . U'e appreciate the 
tough job. It is no\\, m) pleasure to introduce our Senior Senator, I B~well Heflin. 

Cha i rman Dixon: I want to thank you, Governor. Thank you for introducing the judge. I assume that In 
twelve years you never really l~mited your remarks to five minutes before; so, I'm really Icmking fonvard to this 

Sena tor  Howell Eeflin: Well, in the five minutes allotted to me, I'll try to focus for the impact that (he 
various activities of  this Commission might affect the (observation). 

I-Iuntsville Kedstone Arsenal is scheduled to receive the ; I \  iation portion of the Aviation Troop Support 
Command. This move will consolidate two major research and tier)( lopnlent conlmands and result in annual 
savings in excess of ($4) a million dollars. In a Vision 2000 stucl}, the Army's hlaterial Command five years 
ago recommended massive consolidation at Kedstone. You should r':view that Study. It 's knosvn as Vision 2000. 



Lluntsville has the personnel needed, Redstone has the land and builcings required, and it is precisely this type of 
consolidation that was endorsed by prevlous BK.AC (:omm~ssions. 

Next, Fort McClellan: In preparing its recommendation,  he Army never considered the joint service and 
the international aspects of Fort McClellan The .4rmy never cons~illed the Air r-.orce, the Navy, the Marine Corp. 
or the hrational Secur~ty Council about the Fort. Perhaps reco,oni;l.~r g that tense opposition or reservation. 
Above more. the the Fort's extension, international responsibil~t~ea; lvere ~gnored by the :\my. 'To &te. twcnty- 
four countries have tralned there. Fort h,IcClellan has been (tasked, with training international inspectors needed 
to enforce the chemical weapons convention. In light of the ncrvc ;as instance in Tokyo, national and 
international civilian emergency response officials will soon be tri~il~ing at the Izort. Central to Fort McCIellan's 
recommendations are the issues of environrnental and communit) a(:( eptance. In the issue of permits and 
certification directed by the last BRA(: <:ornmission, I'ackwood .. a Idress, see pages 175 to 21 1 of the June 23, 
1993 based move commission proceedings. The sacred permits requred for live agent training facility are first, a 
permit to build; second, a permit to operate; third; a waste water pennit; and fourth, a hazardous material permit. 
.An environmental impact statement is also required. Thus far, o n 1  one permit has been applied for. Clearly, the 
.Army has failed to comply with the 1993 RKAC directions. They I~ave not breached an environmental impact 
study; they have deliberately not applied for any permits that require public hearings. And in my opinion, they 
are proceeding on a course, at least,-in live agent training and our ~nilitary rmdiness at risk. Now. the Anniston 
Army Depot provides total systems support advanced land combat :.;)sterns and is also the Arn~y's only small arms 
and maintenance of depots. Previous <:ommissions have had them to reduce an excess depot capacity due to 
consolidation of the like commodities. The Army's proposal to ctrn:;olidate all track vehicle maintence at 
Anniston Army Depot fully conforms to t h ~ s  admonition. F:urther~nore, Anniston has the capacity to absorb the . . 

vehicle maintenance from Red River and (Levetine), while the revers, is not true: that Red River lacks the 
capacity to do the work. I would like to bring your attention to .... currently being studied the Roles and 
Missions Commission. Seventeen studies have recommended consoiidation of all helicopter bases and training at 
Fort Rucker. noting that the action would save tens of millions of ~iollars. Unfortunately, service partisanship 
has blocked it in the Past. Recently, the .. . .  . reported that the Robes and Missions Commission will 
recommend such a consolidation, but regardless of such a recomn~cnciation, the BKAC Commission should 
investigate the cost savings of this consolidation. And finally, thew are several counties in .Alabama that will be 
impacted by the closing of Meridian Air Force Rase, .... naval bast. So, I hope that you will give consideration 
to that. Thank you, hlr. Chairman. I did it within my time allowed 

Chairman Dixon: Senator, you certainly did. Thank you for y.11~r contribution this morning. May I say, 
Senator, on behalf of the country, it's a great loss to lose a great U~tiled States Senator like you. Thank you for 
your exemplary service. I'm delighted to hear from my old friend, ilnd my good old friend, Senator B c k  Shelby. 
who now chairs the subcommitted I once chaired, and serves with p a t  distinction. Senator Shelby. 

Senator Richard Shelby: Thank you, Senator Dixon, Chairmiill: Dixon. I want to welcome you as others 
have to Birmingham with the other distinguished members of The I3:se Closing Commission. We'd rather have 
you down here on some other occasion. 

Fort McClellan: I going to try to stay within my allotted time as we work on that for years on the Armed 
Services Committee. The closure of Fort b,lcClellan would lead to :st rious national security implications, Mr. 
Chairman. Armed Senices Committee subcommittee hearings held Ijy you. Senator Dixon. focused on national 
security implications of the loss of live agent chemical training n,ht.:r you chaired subcommittee on the Armed 
Services Committee that I sensed on with you. The hearings detern~i~ed that the loss of live agent training 
seriously impact the ability of the U.S. and allies to function in the chemical age environment. Uniqueness of the 
live agent training reco,pized by the 1991 and 1993 Base Closing ~ ~ ~ ~ m r n i s s i o n  that you're familiar with. The 
1991 Commission removed Fort McClellan because it found the Army substantially deviated from criteria I and 
criteria 11. The '93 Commission did likewise. The .Army took 110 aclion to obtain permits before placing Fort 
McClellan on the Base Closure list, although they were advised to ILI this. Fort McClellan, Mr. Chairman, is a 
dealer in joint service activities, too. The Chemical School is homr: to the joint services NDC Defense Training 
Center. The Navy just asked to prepare the shipboard defense and C13K defenses; Air Force just asked us for 
preparedness training; htarines, NDC defense training, and so forth The closure of Fort McClellan, Mr. 
Chairman. a lot of us believe, will completely disrupt the cornmisswon results, and have a significant impact on 
operational readiness and substantial deviation from Criteria I .  

Redstone ilrsenal: Army proposed to move the aviation c'i~~nponent of ACTON from Redstone Arsenal, 
a form of the aviation missile command. .A lot of savings would corle through this realignment, with very little 
downside. It's an excellent fit, because bII.I\CON and ACTON have c losedly related commodities issues and 
expertise. It would mean more efficient .Army materiel and commarld organization would be realized to be savings 
there. 

Anniston .Arm) Depot: It's been touched on. And depot ~ninintenance and defense supply moves from 
Red River and (Levit ... ) will improve readiness by consolidating :1!1 track vehicle maintenance and the towed and 
self-propelled vehicle maintenance at Anniston Army Depot. You xiotice, that this is good consolidation. 

Fort Rucker: Consolidation. Mr. Chairman, of all basic he1 icopter pilot training at Fort Kucker should 
save and will save money. and should be done. Will it be done h) tl~e Secretary of the Navy'? No. Will it be done 



by the other'? No. 1 . o ~  know as chairman of this Commission that J ou have other responsibilities and you have 
other .... It would make a lot of sense. The 1992 Joint Chiefs of Sta tT of the Fort recommended the consolidation. 
The Joint Cross Service Group recommended this. I think we're loolking to save money by realignment. We'll 
...... Thank you, btr Chairman and Members of the Commission. 

Chairman Dixon: M'ell, Senator Shelby, for that view, for that c mtribution, and for your stalwart support of a 
great national defense for this country, we thank you for being her(, 1 his morning. And. Gentlemen. ma); I say to 
the seven of you fine gentlemen over there, these men have done s ~ c h  esemplaq Jobs. that we have a minute or 
two to spare. You're allotted 10 minutes for the group, but I have It:cway for a couple of minutes. I believe that 
we're going to start kvith Congressman Bud Cramer. 

Senator Richard Shelby: Mr. Chaimlan, before you do this n~ight I ask unanimous consent we were taught 
to ask you that niy entire statement be made part of your record. 

Chairman Dixon: Yes, the entire statements of the Governor arltl of both distinguised Senators from Alabama 
will be made part of the record. Congress Cramer, we glad to have :you here, Sir. 

Congressman Cramer: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the (lommission. We appreciate your time 
here in .Alabama. I'm glad you are giving us a few extra seconds bet;:use we have forced this talk just come 
naturally very fast. I represent the Fifth Congressional Distnct at t11~: very top of Alabama. The Redstone 
Arsenal, a much honored, premiere army base there in North Alabarnr. We have economic impact in that area from 
southern Tennessee, north~&orgia, north Mississippi, as well as impact our whole area .... corridor. We stand 
ready to accommodate the Department of Defense as it consolidate~i ~ t s  activities at Redstone i\rsenal, has always 
been looked to as a premiere place or plan due to the infrastructure s u p p r t  around there, very accommodating 
community, to say the least. We take this BR.AC process very seriol~sly, the fact, we've experienced the pain of 
this BRAC process before. In 1993 DOD reversed; in 1991 BRAC ~.econvened, and our community did not receive 
1500 jobs we had prepared to receive; so, we understand how this Irrxess works. I want to present now, the 
community team that's representing our community here, and I'm gcing to go from my left to  my right. At the far 
end of the table here is Jerry Mansfield. Jerry is the County Executi've of I.,incoln County, Tennessee; nest to him 
is Chuck Yancura, who is the Mayor of Madison, Alabama, a veq fist-growing conlmunity in Madison County; 
nest to me is Steve Hettinger. the Mayor of the City of Huntsville., i~labama; and to my right is the Chairman 
Elect of Huntsville-Madison County Chamber of Commerce. Mr. f i~ndley  Batts, who will be presenting to you 
today as well; next to him is John Underwood, Mayor of the City of Fayetteville, Tennessee; and next to him is 
Julian Price, the Mayor of the City of Decatur, Alabama. Again, thi! community team reflects just how big our 
community is getting there in north Alabama. I will now reserve tht.  right to comment if there is any time at the 
end, but I will now give time to Mr. Hundley Batts. 

Mr. Hundley Batts: Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Memties of the Commission. We appreciate the 
opportunity to come before you this morning to speak on behalf ol' eedstone-Huntsville and the Greater 
Tennessee Valley area. .And we will be brief. Redstone, today, stan js on the proposed receiving installation, not 
specifically targeted to lose personnel, although we have suffered c lur share of defense and aerospace cutbacks in 
recent years. We are very grateful that Redstone-liuntsville can ac,l.:c mmoditte the Department of Defense's BRAC 
'95 recommendation, for we acutely realize the pain and loss that some communities must suffer as this 
Commission goes about its extremely difficult task of reshaping t l ~ c  nation's defense structure. So, our mission 
todayis simple and straightforward. As a high technology area lo~ll: .... with the top three-rated militarj 
installation, Redstone-Huntsville stands ready and able to support t l ~ e  Department of Defense. With your 
permission, Mr. Chairman, we have prepared a short vidw present; lion that illustrates our message t h s  morning. 
And, Redstone-Huntsville has the means and the will to help meel tiese plans. 

Vidw: Well, when it was dark, you know it's obviously throwing .... For two years now. you know, it was our 
time to do our job. When you have faith in the system you work \{'it h as much as we do, everything just came 
together like a-nice game plan. 

A national cross .. satellite was placed into orbit by .Alaix ma ... A network of Arm) niissiles and 
rockets deployed around the world as a shield against aggression i !s  its NORllD center in north Alabama at the 
tZrniy ..... 

Redstone Arsenal in Huntsville, Alabama has been doinp lvhat couldn't be done for over fifty years, it's 
history we're proud of. and a history we continue to create. By b i i igng  tomorrow's technology into the base that 
fits our ..... Redstone-tiuntsville is one of the premiere advanced ~.echnology communities across the entire 
Department of Defense. Redstone's unique capabilities and capac~t.es are bourne out by its diverse list of clients, 
from sister Army commands to the Navy, Air Force. and the ,Marir,ei, from agencies of the Department of Defense, 
to federal agencies, including NASA and the Department of Energ:!,. Redstone's Engineering iksign and 
Sin~ulation Laboratories funded at over $550 billion are creating t i l t  missiles of tomorrow which are tested on 
three ... instruments, outdoor firing ranges. Part of the Army's sl'ity square mile high technology complex with a 
per target value of $2.25 million. Ten-thousand of its vast tlurt).-fright thousand acres of land are available for 



additional labs, ranges and support facilities. Over ten-million squae feet of fac~lities include two ready-to- 
inhabit command-level buildings. l'he current workforce of 15,0011 civilians and military employees is one of the 
most highly-skilled teams in the Department of Ikfense. including nany with advanced degrees arid a broad range 
of scientific, engineering. and technical disciplines. 'The I.:.S. :inn i Missile (:omn~and, which operates 
Redstone, manages research and development, adquisition and l o p s  ics of all Arm). missile and rocket programs. 
(MICOM) also rnanages foreign sales of Army missiles and rocket: t I Allies throughout the free world The 
Redstone Technical Test Center provides a complete range of testi n : fronl ..... to cold weapons systems to 
customers throughout the Department of Defense. as well as industry users. These facilities include flight, static. 
dynamic, electromagnetic and climatic test facilities. l'he 300 loot test tower gives stationary mobile test 
standards is a one-of-a -kind platform for target signature acquisrtra)l~ and real-time flight analysis. Redstone 
Army Airfield is capable of handling all military aircraft. The 1Xl1) Missile and Space Intelligence Center 
analyzes (Marlin) nussile and space systems. The Army Logistics Support Agency develops methods to improve 
logistics support - - how the mission of the test, measurement and c'f the diagnostic equipment activity is 
worldwide command and control of Army measurement systems and calibration. The .... executive offices .... and 
for missile defense are located in Huntsville. Lkfense Megacenter Kcdstone provides computer support to DO11 
users throughout the Linited States and Southeast Asia. 44 state-of-! he-Art telecommurucations infrastructure 
extends beyond Redstone, providing communications for over 35 agencies and hosts \~,orldwide. KD and DO11 
activities at Redstone have access to trvo supercomputers in Hunts\ille. Redstone is also the home of NASA's 
Marshall Spaceflight Center. The Arsenal is supported by over 200 advanced technology companies in 
Huntsville. Over half of the 141,000 civilian labor force performeo defense-related space-related work. 
Engneers,scientists and technicians comprise almost 60 percent 0 1 '  kIuntsville's defense industry en1plo)nlent. 
Many high-tech companies are virtually at the gate of Redstone, as r:sidents of Cummings Research Park, one of 
the largest such complexes in the world. The University of Alabama at Huntsville, adjacent to Research Park, and 
Alabama A&M University, one of ten minority research centers is e'ccellence in the nation, have extensive 
educational and research partnerships with the Arsenal. Iiunstville International Airport, a major Southeast hub. 
is fifteen minutes from the main post by interstate highway. Redstone-Huntsville, a productive partnership for 
five decades, is poised for the next centurq With its unparalleled t,w:hnological infrastructure and knowhow, its 
diverse advanced technology corporate community, and the superior quality of life. Huntsville is the communitj 
of choice for today and the future. The challence to provide a stronl! ~lefense with fewer dollars - -  Kedstone 
provides the technology that makes this possible. Redstone Arseniil. Partners in Defense in the 'Tennessee 
Valley. (End of Video) 

Hundley Batts, continued: Just last week Redstone Arsenal W:LS recognized 

Chairman Dixon: May I interrupt for a moment to tell you? I'ou have used up your tlme, but we will grant 
another two minutes tor conclusion 

Hundley Batts: Thank you. Just last week Redstone Arsenal wa:i recognized as the best medium-sized Army 
post in the continental United States and part the Army Community c8f I~xcellence Program. The Redstone- 
Huntsville area offers the support infrastructure more than equal to the task at hand. We thank the Commission for 
the opportunity to offer testimony t h s  morning. We know your mi: sion is to maintain an effic~ent national 
defense. 

Congressman Bud Cramer: I might quickly add in conclusion, I l r .  Chairman and Members of  the 
Commission. as you can see from the video and from our presentatior here today, Redstone Arsenal and the 
Corumunity of North Alabama, the surrounding community. as well, IS certainly in a position to accommodate 
this move. We're ready for it. Redstone Arsenal is a constantly anzarded base there. so  it's not Just a recent arvard 
that it's received; it's constantly receiving awards. I want to commertt very briefly about another BR4C issue: 
We do not test the recommendation of the DOD regarding the Naval F eserve Center in &Iuntsville, we will be 
submitting a reuse plane facility right. Thank you, Members of the ( :ommission, for listening to us. 

Chainman Dixon: Well, thank you, Congressman Cramer, and Vr. Batts, and all of your distinguished 
colleagues and mayors and chief executives We appreciate that esce lent presentation. Ewry bit of document and 
statement that you want reproduced in the record will be reproduced i r  the record; please give i t  to staff. Thank you 
very much. 

May I inquire if our distringuished Senators, are they i n c l i ~ ~ d  to stay for the remainder of the 
presentation? We will excuse you, if you care to go, you're, of course,, welcome to stay. 

Senator Shelby: \f'e might have to leave. ... We'd like to stay ~f we can 

Chairman Dixon: \Yell. I understand that t h ~ s  1s a da) In votes S, ,  we understand The Charman \\111 be 
tndulgent of your leab~ng We want to thank both of you for conilnc: down here from Washington to make t h ~ s  
presentation The nel t  group on behalf ot Fort h~lcClellan, accordlnj to . cons~sts o f  Congressman Glen 
Browder. Mr James DUM, Cha~rman of the Calhoun Count) Comni silon. Gerald M'atson. Charley Hlnes. Pete 



Ii~dalgo, Jack Mojeclu.,and Walt Ph~llrps I t h~nk  I named e\er>hi-wlj that's on your panel, 1s that correct, And, 
you are allotted 4.0 mrnute5, and Congre5sman Browder, do you \\all1 to handle ~t for us, w~l l  lol l?  U'e're del~ghted 
to habe you here, Congressman 

Congressman Browder: Thank you. hlr. Chairman and hlr ('kairman and Members of the Commission and 
Staff. agaln, welcome to Alabama. Now, 1 can talk at length and I think, convincingly about the national defense 
merits of our institutions at Anniston Army Depot, F'ort Kucker and Kedstone Arsenal, but my assigmnent today is 
a special responsibilitj, to intrcxluce and moderate the Fort Mc(:lellan Panel. And, I would like to emph'asize to the 
Commission that we are going to make a presentation to you hase'i rimply on military value. You will note that 
we are not basing our case on political or economic consideratic>n>. We're basing our case on military values. 
The same argument that was made to previous commissions. Rc\  ic,lus Commissions listened to this approach and 
made decisiom that impact not only this installation, but the abili~q of our military men and women to survive 
and fight in chemical war. Our case goes far beyond the issue of the permits. Our case gcxs to the ability of our 
military to provide training to our soldiers to survive and fight in . I  .:hemica1 war. I will not discuss the national 
and international obligations. the chemical weapons convention, o r  the bilateral destruction of .... I'll save that 
for another forum. But what we want to talk about is military value And. I think with this panel, you are going to 
have a unique experience. And, I dare say. you will not have a ch;in::e to enjoy throughout your hearings, 
throughout the country. 'I'his panel is very special. Other than Cor missioner James Patrick Dunn. the Chaim~an 
of our County Commission . After I h n n  are Dr. Hines. Dr. hnes .  I'M. Hines, would you raise your hand? the 
President of Prairieview ;\&M University in Texas and fornier Corn nandant of the Military Police School at Fort 
McClellan. All of these gentlemen up here, who are going to talk 10 you today, are former chemical officers. 
These are the Founding Fathers of our Chemical Defense Program. "hese are the people who are not hired guns, 
but who would be app&nng before you anywhere in the United St;~t':s today defending this program, even if we 
were trying to get it moved to Fort McClellan, Alabama, because '1 is their contention that not only is there an 
environmental question. but the disruption of the program, as pro\e.i by the Army's own  document.^ will extend 
from five years to a decade. I will not spend a lot of time talkrng .al.lout this panel, other than to tell you that this 
is our chemical defense expertise and experience for not only tht: I 'r ited States Army. but for the entire free world. 
.4nd I would like to at this time introduce to you (General or Geraltlf ) Powell. the Chairman of the Cjlhoun County 
Chamber of Commerce Military Affairs Committee to introduce o ~ l r  panel. Mr. Powell. 

Mr. Powell: Mr. Chairman. I would like to call your attention ,tc the slide on the view screen. 'I'his is a chart 
compiled by the Army, ranking their fourteen training bases in . . .  . You will notice that Ft. hlcClellan's arrow is 
in the center of this list. In 1991 and 1993 and 1995 the Army has reached into the center of this list of important 
training bases. and plucked Fort McClellan out to close. We are a1 ;;I loss to understand this selection process. Our 
team today consists of five retired .Army officers, representing over me-hundred years of chemical and MPA 
experience. Now these people came to us; we did not seek them or~ t  'I'hey came to us not in support of Fort 
McClellan, they came to us in support of the worldwide leading rtrlc, of the 1J.S. Army in chemical, biological and 
nuclear training. I'm followed by General Gerald Watson. 

General Gerald Watson: Thank you Sargeant. Commissionc'r n x o n ,  Chairman. Members of the 
Commission. Thank you very much for the opportunity that you'vr given us to speak to you this morning. )'ou 
might ask why we're here. Some of that has already been discusse~l. And, I would only say that our purpose in 
being here this morning. is to share with you, based on our expericr~ce, what we think the impact of the '95 BKAC 
decision is going to tx: on the military value of Fort hlcClellan, hu,. more importantly, for the national defense. I 
would add to that, also, that if the situatron were reversed, we woultl be at, and the circumstances existed today, as 
they do, and these two schools were located in Fort Leonard M!otd, we would be at Fort Leonard Wood, sharing 
with you our reasons why it shouldn't be transferred to Fort Mc(:lcllan under these circumstances. I would also sa) 
to you, sir, we're not here to ask you not to close McClellan. \$'hat we are here for is to share with you our 
opinion of the military value of the Fort and the impact of the BR.M :. I will be followed by General Hines. This 
viewgraph you see here represents the sequence that we're going t'., lpresent. I will be followed by General Hines. 
He's already been introduced. He served as the Commandant of t l ~ e  Military Police School. He has forty years of 
experience prior to his retirement. General Hines. 

General Charles Hines: Thank you, sir. Desp~te successfully competing under the miliatry value of base 
closure criteria established by the Defense Department, Fort blc(:le: Ian, one of the world's most unique, 
irreplaceable, and critically important mililary facilities, repeatcdlj finds itself defending its existence before ttus 
C?omrnission. Other facilities of less military value are spared thi5 latc. Why? One reason is the absence of 
paternal advcwacy for the chemical corp and the military police coq ), two very strong branches of the Army with 
no voice and not internal constituency will always be vulnerable, a's will the facility housing its operations. As 
this country struggles with both internal and external security, p1c:z.e preserve what has taken over four decades to 
create at Fort AlcClellan. Fort McClellan is making a major and positive difference throughout the world. It's 
helping to save our chldren, our society to integrate the correction. 11 and counterdrug programs for civilian 
personnel. The value of Fort McClellan has been repeatedly demc~nstrated, fair and square, and is supporting 
training for crucial domestic and international roles essential to ou;, national survival. The L l i l i t q  Police Corp 





years. It was an instant success. If you stop to think on the final rxi-tm that your final exam is to go into a facility 
with all of your protective equipment on with live agents, then the training that you have taken before will be 
taken seriously. It's a motivator. Also, what happened within three years was Desert Storm. 'I'he live agent 
training facility was worth its weight in gold for this. There were Iq.000 students had been trained there. Just to 
give you some of the comments of the individuals that were there, (icmneral (Gal Waller). who was General 
Schwartzkoph's IZputy said it cannot be overstated. General V u o n )  said nothing replaces live agent training. 
General Franks, who was the Seventh Corp Commander also the . lomnlander said simulants cannot work. But 
probably the individual that summed it up best was a sargeant. a Ssrgeant Nunelly. Sargeant Nunelly was a 
reservist on a chemical unit. They were called to active duty, the). \\(:re mobilized at FZc>rt McClellan, he goes for 
his training there, one of the major areas that he's taken was the libc: agent training facility. \l1hen he gets to 
Saudi, instead of doing his primary job, he gocs to other reserve nol lchemical units, and he said that you can see 
there that they were p&noib about their equip~nent. I-lere he perforr led a training mission for them. And as a 
(last) statement to state, my major recommendation is that there is rnore. The live agent training facility is still 
the cornerstone of the chemical program. There have been 35,MK) siudents trained there. As someone mentioned, 
there have been 2,900 hundred all of the services trained there, anti t.here is a soldier in each company, both 
reserve and active duty, that has been trained there. So, every sold.~er in the Army personally knows an individual 
that has gone through live agent training. You probably heard the c ~mment only two percent of the Army is 
trained at this facility. That is correct, and it is there by design. On'.: other area that I would like to mention, that 
is that the Chemical School and the hlilitary Police Schools are inst~~tutions; they're not units. They are not 
designed to be moved, If you move them, there is going to be a dls~uption for two reasons. First. ... the civilian 
personnel. About forty percent of the staff and faculty of the C:hen~i .:a1 School are civilians. You can see the 
skills that they have. When we move, actual figures, when we mo\'ed the Aberdeen in '73, there were 150 civilians; 
only seven moved. We thought we had an excellent recruiting area, tbut it took two to three years to recruit the 
civilians we needed; then we had the training. When we moved back to Fort McClellan in '79, we only had 38 
civilians; only four moved, three of those ones had moved up with I l r  and they came back with us. .Again, around 
10 percent, we thought we had a good recruiting area; still, it took u'j three to five years. ..the most frustrating 
experience I've ever gone through. Now, to move to Fort McClell:a11. 

The second factor are the unique facilities that we have at Fort hlcClellan. These are ones that were 
designed specifically for the Chemical School. When we got there ir '80. we came up with a master plan. And in 
this master plan, the first priority was the live agent training. But. ilso, in t h s  master plan was the 
decontamination (apparatus) training facility. That came on line Ias year. So, it's taken 14 years for us to come 
up with a facility. So, you will have a major d~sruption when you lnove the school. 

Sir, I'd like to take the next few moments to talk about sc',n.le of the other impacts. Before I do. 1 think 
it's important that you understand the mission of the Chemical Scbo:,l and I tried to capture that on this chart. 
Shown at the top of the chart: The Army is the Executive Agent. ;',rid that's been assigned to the Army. That part 
shown in red represents the Chemical School mission. The Chem~cal School essentially has the mission of 
developing concepts, writing doctrine, training people, and writing he literature necessary. .And, so, now all of 
that is captured on the top. And that is a very integral part of the hool's mission. It's extremely important that 
that feeling be followed as we move forward. 

In the second block, third block are the people who train titere. Fort McClellan has training for all 
services. This is not just an Army training issue. This is a joint iswe and as you can see in that second block, the 
Army trains representatives from the IJnited Nations that are enpagcd in ...., inspections to be sure that the 
nations are not cheating against our chemical treaty. And, so, the :il.ate Department and our other Allies bring that 
total effort up to an international effort. All of' this tra i~ng ,  sir, cenlers on that C:DTI:, becausc it's the CDTF that 
allows us to validate our concept , to validate our equipment requirc.:r ~ents, and to train our soldiers. And, it's the 
focus of that CDTF that really makes this an international activity, 8,s well as a joint activity And. it's because of 
that live agent tra~ning facility that the other services want to come 

International role has been captured on this. I think all or his has been said. I would only point out that 
the Japanese came here two years ago with their detachment. They trained in that live agent facility. And it was 
those people that were called upon in this recent tragedy in Tokyo. ind they're the ones that allowed them to 
recover rapidly as they were: 

National Defense: Congress conducted a very comprehens: ve review two years ago. From that review 
they concluded that we weren't as prepared as we should be. And, t cnsequently, they said that all the IX>D services 
should train at the chemical school. Also, the) said that the Army s ~ould be the executive agent. (next chart) 

We are, the Chemical School is in the process of inlpleln~enting that. 'I'tie recornrnendations are being 
implemented; the agreements have been signed. .And, all of the th~ngs that one needs for a training activity, a 
joint training activity are under way. 

I want to  switch now to the impact of all of this. l'h5 IS ;a (chart that's taken from the briefing that was 
given upon which the decision was made to put Fort hlcClellan on t11e BRA(' list. Shown on the right hand of the 
chart, you will see three schools. Read that, if you would. School 4, being the Chemical School; School B being 
the Military Police School; and School C, the lnpineer School T1.e Army made a decision to combine those 
schools. This is essentially the same chart that was in the 1991 stric y, the 1993 study, and the I995 study. I 
think it's important to note here. Sirs, that the staffs, the combat (lcvelopment that you see, the training 
development, those are very spccialized, tailored staffs focus on the missions of that particular branch. On the 



left, is what would happen when it moves to F:t. Leonard Wood Al l  (of those staffs, those special staffs devoted to 
that branch's mission get rolled together. And the Commandant, thirt is now a general officer .... into those 
schools, is pushed down to a department within another school Anti when you have a national mission. an 
international mission. and a joint service mission, as occurred in .;ci~ool, in the department, it's just not possible 
to elevate yourself up, and carry all the reslx~nsibilities necessaq 10 ;get your job done. We tried this in 1973. l\'e 
went to (heavy) dut). Our people became a department within the 0 .dinance School, and with~n seven years, Sir, 
we didn't have a (NBC) defense program. And as a result of that, !hr .'irmy realizes, made a decision and ordered 
that the school be reestablished at Fort klcClellan. This will hal)pc:r~ again, if this continues. (next chart) 

The next point, sir, is I think synergism was one of the rca,,ons, and t h s  is another chart from a BKAC 
study. You see the synergism listed on the chart, but nowhere In tl~al decision did they talk about the synergisms 
necessary and needed for the NHC Defense Program. (next chart) 

The result we have a school that is focused on the intcrnatic,lnal and national, and we will take that and 
focus it internally within a department in the school, and not allow it to be all busted up. And, as General Hines 
said, it will not have the resources necessary . The result could be ti lat the national security in this area ail1 start 
to degenerate. 

'The next impact, sir, is in the biological area. As a result 3f the test ... , biological weapons s!stem 
were considered to be very, very crippled. \Ire were very vulneral)lt 11s a result of that, the Defense Department 
thnk  this is a Number One Priority I'rogram 7'hey said two things stiould be. R'e should develop a sensor 
(sweep), and we should develop vaccines to our soldiers. And they established a project manager to do that; the) 
put a general officer in charge, and t h s  has been going on now for ntarly three years. And we now have, for the 
first time, a comprehensive development sensor sweep that will allo\t: us to detect and identify agents on the 
battlefield. (next chart) 

At Fort hlcClellan, we are in the process of building that ~cqability. And we have put that capability in a 
reserve component unit. If this school moves, that reserve compolle nt unit, because it is a reserve component 
unit. those soldiers will not move. They do not have to move. .\nd therefore, the capability that we've 
established for the first time in our history of a chemical or bio1ogic;xl system sweep will be lost. We will 
experience three to five years of loss of the capability in a very, veq critical area. We will havc to go to \lissouri 
to recruit -- it's a tough recruiting area -- and it will be lost time. ( ~ ~ e u t  chart) 

The Chemical School is responsible for (star). You see ttl~eire a typical scope mission at (Callurn) Range 
at Fort McClellan, where soldiers are out aiming their scales in (obsc.uration). If the Chemical School moves, and 
this is a very large area, about four-to-five kilometers high to four to#-five kilometers deep, is where that obscurity 
is ... If the school moves, because of the nature of the terrain and tl~e nature of the facilities at Fort Leonard Wood, 
the weather conditions that exist at Fort Leonard \ I ' d ,  and the . .  (1-emain) we will lose for our mobile scope about 
50 percent of our ability to (trapse). (next chart) 

I like to next slup to General Hidalgo to talk about the p.:r inent issues. 

Chairman Dixon: General Hidalgo 

General Hidalgo: hlr Chairman, Members of the Commission. T here are some quarters that would lead you to 
believe that the whole Ft. McClellan issue simply boils down to pennit. I believe that General Watson has laid 
out some significant military value arguments. that we believe far o~xtweiph the question of permitting. 
Nevertheless, there are some serious questions and concerns that wc.: ' lo  have about permitting that I would like to 
address. 

First, let's look at what permits are required to relcxaie I-*oI~. SfcClellan and its activities to Fort Leonard 
Wood. There are two separate matters. one as recent as December (if 1994, the Missouri Department of Satural 
Resources indicated that three dfferent type permits would be require i: Air. Water, and Hazardous Waste (next 
chart) 

But, thus far, only one permit has been applied for by the !.my, one type. That is the Air Quality 
Construction Permit. And that has some serious deficiencies to it. 11 is based on data that is at least twelve years 
old. It does not reflect the current design of facility that it is intentif d to permit; there's some serious problems 
with that. No .... or drawings were provided as part of that pernut. P nd, it does not address all of the waste 
streams that are generated in that facility. it only addresses air quality. (next chart) 

This is, you probably can't see it too well, but it is the cc,lvler sheet of the permit application that was 
submited on March the first of t h s  year. I point out this, and brin>: o your attention the fact that it onlj addresses 
the thermal unit by the incinerator, which is a part of that facility, ~t does not address the other waste streams 
(next chart) 

It appears that t h s  thing was thrown together in a big hul-rlr., because this is the prcxess flo\v chart that 
was a part of that permit application. You can see it's rather crude, and it even has misspelled words on 11. So. it 
doesn't look like a lot of time was put in, or a lot of thought beh~ncl this, even though the Army had two years to 
prepare these permit applications, according to the directions of the last BRAC. (next) 

Now, why hasn't the Army applied for other permits'? \lie certainly can't sit here and tell you u.hy they 
haven't, but we can gi\ e you some pretty xood guesses. Number (mi:, they're  orki king with incomplete 
information. The)- don't have all the data necessaq. to -- they havc: t, they haven't used it in this permitting 
prcxess. And. of course. Chairman, you gave us a pretty strick tin~cline where they had to accomplish these, even 



though they had two years prior to that. arid they haven't done it. 5 0 ,  it looks like they went for a permit, the 
simplest to obta~n, one that requires no public notification. Arid 11 tan be done in a short t~me.  In fact, are 
fairly certain they will get that type of a permit. But, what about th.: ones they're not getting'? How long dtxs it 
take to get them'? \lrell, the .&my's actual own experience indicates it takes at least five years to get a hazardous 
waste incinerator permit, and you can see what it takes for the ot hc r .;. It certainly can't be done in the time that 
you've allotted. (nest) 

Now the nest two charts are actually used in a presentation by Fort Ixonard Wood at 1;urt Lxonard Wtxd 
during a recent site visit. And it's their looksee at the permitt~ng ,,)I env~ronmental issue. ,\nd it sort of reinforces 
what I've said to you, that there are other permits required and havc.: lot been addressed yet. Endangered species. 
that's the sort of thing that's normally addressed in environmental mpact statements. 'That has not being done In 
this particular case. (next) 

Now there are additional environmental problems associ;lt':d with this movement. And I shift aivay from 
the CDF. 'The Chemical School has a radiological laboratory. That  requires an (NRC) license. That takes at least 
two, to two-and-onelhalf to obtain, and you have to start over to pel your new facility certified. bfeantime, you 
,are not able to give (micro) training at that div~sion park. Also, in the smoke training that General M'atson 
mentioned, at Fort McClellan an average over the past five years I.)\ er 77,000 gallons of an obscure material 
called (Quadra) is used, and there are other obscurants used at Fort \/ cClellan, as well. as you can see. Fort lxonard 
Wood's air permit request, first of all, only addresses 1.000 gallons. then it was modified to a great number, but 
it's still not, apparently (requifer). And, we see that as an indication that smoke training will be severel! 
curtailed. (next) 

This sunlnlarizes t h s  whole perrmtting and licensing issllr,, and lists what we believe to be the tjpes of 
permits that must be obtained. And you can see the score card, orr.l:i one has been applied for, and none have been 
received yet. 

There some additional things we need to look at, and thal its, What are we going to d o  with the CDTI: 
that's left behind at Fort McClellan'? You can't just walk away froct that thng.  It's a contaminated facil~ty that is 
a danger to the public and everyone else there. So, it's going to ha\ e to be dismantled or you're going to have to 
secure it forever. That's going to cost a lot of money, and that ha!,; lot been included on the return on investnient 
calculations. 

'There's another issue, and that is Fort McClellan's pledge of support to the Army's Chemical M'eapns 
(Closing) Program at Anniston Army Depot. Now the permit applit.:ation submitted by the project manager for 
requisite disposal, cite extensive support from Fort h/IcClellan N',)!v. the Army has said it's going to leave behind 
whatever support is needed, but that has not been identified, nor h;n that been costed, it has not been included in 
the return on investment calculations. (nest) 

Now this is meant to represent the residual value to thc ro:nmunity of Ft. McClellan, and what you have 
there is a map of the main post area. The yellow dots are the contaw inated areas; the red areas are rain (grid) and 
are contaminated explosives and last, the blue is the terrain of~laticlnal guard conclave both present, what they've 
asked for, and the gray area is national forest land, and reverts b c : k  to national forest, which leaves the 
community with the liability of about 15 percent of the available land area. (next) 

In summary, when the environmental issues, and refer bac:k to what General Powell told the Commission 
in '93 when he was asked about moving the CDTF, he said, it can't be moved. He wasn't talking about technical 
issues; he was tallung about this stuff. And. Secretary (Rrecc) told you just about a month ago. that there 
are no certainties in the permitting once you get into it. and you kind of lose control over it. So, in our view, the 
whole question of environmental compliance has not been proper1 y addressed, and it will leave at great risk the 
likelihood of getting all of this accomplished in the time required .~ird will be a threat to  our national secunty ..2t 
this time I'm going to turn it over. back to General Watson, to suntmarize ..... 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you very much, General 

General Watson: Sir. to very quickly summarize. We believe that the Defense Department has substantially 
deviated from the BRAC criteria, by putting Fort McClellan on the Base Closing List. Secondly. we think that if 
we proceed the way it's recommended, we will result in initiating an action that will move part of the school, 
result in the school's inability to train in its major mission. That 1st  is not just to the nation, it's to our Allies, 
and it's to our soldiers, and our airmen, and sailors, and our htarin~:. that we must put into battle; and the! must be 
prepared, sir. I would like to now relinquish the rest of the time tcj :LIT Dunn, who is going to speak tvith us about 
the economic impact of the Fort McClellan ... 

Mr. Dunn: Chairman Dxon,  and Commissioners. I appreciate the opportunity to talk to you about the 
cornerstone Fort hfcClellan is to our (area). The economic impact of Fort McClellan to Calhoun Count) is 
tremendos. In fact. closing Fort McClellan will result in employment loss of at least 17.3 percent, and the 
average loss based on the list is only 1.9 percent. These tigures provide our Secretary of Defense to  represent cner 
38 percent of all middle income employment in Calhoun Count).. We are, by far, the most adversely affected of 
the-major installations recommended for closure. As you can see by t h s  viewgraph. (Long) is nest with 
employment loss of 10.6 percent. The loss of over 10,000 jobs uill be devastating to an area with a labor force 
of 44,500 and a population of 120,000. Our total unemployment rate would exceed 24 percent. The loss of public 



area reduced revenues would be significant by over 130. 'l'tie ( p r ~ \  a1.e school districts) in the County will have to 
dismiss over 120 teachers. These are also .... and would be very tlllficult to replace. It would be extremely difficult 
to replace these jobs by attracting new industry. More important, Ihese are all minimum wage jobs and will 
severely cripple the abil~ty of this county. In order to sustain an ~.:conomic recovery, the jobs at Fort bIcClellan 
are some of the very best in our area. And have a multiplying efl'ec t into our little county. Thank you very much. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Thank you very much, Mr. llunn, and I want to thank you all for a very excellent 
presentation, which I'm sure was received with great interest by er cr). C:onunissioner. Thank );ou very. verq 
much. h d i e s  and Gentlemen. the next period will be h.lississil)p~. which is accorded 45 minutes. 

M l S S I S S I P P I  

Chai rman Dixon: Those who are witnesses must be sworn, art: required to testify under uath. I regret that 
imposition. That is the law. bly notes show that you and Mr. William Crawford will be testifying. is that correct? 

Governor  Fordice: We have a .. of potential witnesses for oar panel to answer questions 

C h a i r m a n  Dixon: If they would be kind enough. Perhaps ~f y(1u would all stand and raise your right hand ... . 
Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony that you are ahout to give to the Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment ('ommission shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothng but the truth? Thank you very much. I 
appreciate that 

Gentlemen, my notes indicate that the Governor will take five minutes, and that the balance of the U) 

minutes will be used by Mr. Crawford. and maybe he will want to :~s,.;ign some of that to others. And, are all of you 
comfortable and ready to go? Well, then may I say. your excellenc:y that it's a great pleasure of ours to invite you 
as the chief executive officer of the State of Mississippi, and we rcc1)gnize Governor Kirk Fordice for five minutes. 
Governor Fordice. 

Governor  Kirk Fordice: (applause) Chairman Dixon and (3  ~n~rnissioners. I want to thank you for providing 
this opportunity for me to speak on behalf of the Meridian Navy A1.r Station and the State of Mississippi. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Pardon me, Governor. We seem to have a kchl here that. Would you kindly begin again? 
Will my Timer please turn the clock back and start over again? GI.)\ ernor Fordice will try that again, sir. 

Governor  Fordice: Well, thank you Chairman Dixon and (:o~nmissioners for allowing us this opportunity to 
speak on behalf of Meridian Naval Air Station and the entire State of Mississippi. And I'd like to tell General 
Robles how pleased we were to have you as a visitor to Mississrppi yesterday. 

There is, of course, no doubt that the closure of Meridian':.: base will have a major negative impact on our 
economy. The Meridian Naval Air Station is the largest employer In Meridian, a city of only 42,000 people. 
Wages at the facility are better than those generally in rural east h1i:ssissippi. It will be extremely difficult to 
replace these jobs, which represent 8 percent of economic area employment. As most of you know, we compete 
daily to bring new jobs to our state. We go all out to attract indusiries with the number of jobs that Air Station 
Meridian has on the base. To  the extent that the economic impact i~:ifluences your difficult decision, we ask that 
you consider our economic situation. 

I've also been asked to present the case regarding the Naval Technical Training Center located at 
Meridian. You have a separate closure recommendation for Naval 'I echnical ? 'ra~n~ng Center. 'The Center is one of 
the most modem training facilities in the Navy. The training envrronment is more like a college campus than a 
military base. Naval Technical Training Center is listed as a separate closure recommendation, yet it was not 
considered on a standalone basis. Navy Base Structure and Analys:i',!. Team minutes show that training centers were 
rated and analyzed and Navy Technical Training Center was not rec:c~mmended for closure by any of these. In fact, 
the analysis showed that other training centers could be closed. Kaval Technical Training Center is targeted 
solely because the airfield was recommended for closure. No analysis was done by the Navy to see if Navy 
Technical Training Center could be as cost effective as an indepentlcnt facility. Our analysis of COBRA data 
indicates it would be more cost effective to keep the NTTC at Nav:d Air Station h4eridian on a standalone basis 
than to spend millions of dollars to stand up some of the facilitle:, :it two separate locations. Maintaining hTTC 
results in a net present value savings of $16.5 million, and a reduclion in upfront. one time costs of $37 5 
million. Details of this analysis is in the briefing packet. Since tttc Navy did not give NTTC fair independent 
consideration, we urge you to do so. It only seems reasonable that {.his facility should be evaluated on its own 
merits, particularly when the cost data show that it can stand alonc:. This is not to say that we agree the airfield 
should close. In fact. we have a strong lhctual case that it should xe~nain open. You'll hear those facts in a 
moment, so just let me paint a quick picture, if I may, of Naval Air Station Meridian. It is the newest trainlng base 
that the Navy has, built in the early 1960s. It is the only naval air training station built as a jet base -- the only 
one. Its parallel, offset runways provide nlavimum safety and efTic:ir:ncy and it is the same design as Naval .Air 
Station (Lamour )and (Volkswagon) Commercial Airports. It's adn~inistration and housing areas are outside the 
AIC ... noise and action zone. It is a rural unencroached setting. 11's recreational facilities are absolutel!. 
outstanding. It gets the highest quality of life ratings among the I~.aining air stations. Naval Air Station Xleridian 



is not just another \Vorld War I1 tra~ning base. It's one of the finest installations in the military. As a final 
comment. I want to mention Xlississppi's unique air trainlng co~nl:l~:x 'The Navy highlights its west Florida and 
south 'Texas complexes, hut overlooks Mississippi. One of thc reilsclns might be because only part of that 
complex is owned bl- the Navy; the Air Force owns the other part. 'l'he Mississippi complex of Naval Air Statlon 
Meridian and Colun~bus ,\ir Iorce Base have the largest amount of over land air space, the reall! valuable kind for 
student training. This is the only complcx with two jet-capable parallel runway (home fields) t\vo jet-capable out- 
lying cables, a shared target and shared air space. r2s the military ,;(:ales back, cross-service benefits and 
efficiencies we think must be considered. It is clear from reviewny the joint cross-service study group for 
undergraduate p~lo t  training minutes, that real cross-servlce opporlunities got little consideration. The 
Mississippi complex has a lot going for i t .  And. I hope you \ i 1 1 I  coiaider it. 'Thank you again. for this 
opportunity to (extort) the Naval Technical 'Training Center and Naval Air Station Meridian. The State of 
Mississippi supports the Navy Meridian 'Team and the effort they'r.: making to provide you useful and reliable 
information. I'm confident that our Navy Meridian Team will presl:llt the facts that will prove you need blendla11 
to meet the (pilot requirements) for the future. 1 would like to introdrrce Bill Crawford at thls time. A volunteer 
Naval Meridian Team leader who will make the remainder of our ple1;entation. Thank you, sir. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you. Mr. Crawford. X4r. Crawforti, th.::fore you begin I'm obligated to say that all of 
us has been in~pressed by Congressman Sonny Montgomery's attendance at every hearing he's had in 
Waslungton. And, so, it appears he's not here today, but I \van1 h s constituency to know he's been to everything 
so far. 

Mr. William Crawford: Thank you, h4r. Chairman. Somq cw.~ldn't be here. Iie was at the base hearings 
with the generals yesterday. In fact, our entire delegation was kintJ enough to give us all the time today, because 
we do have a complicated presentation. 

Chairman Dixon: \lr Crawford, you have 40 minutes 

Mr. William Crawford: Thank you, sir. Mr Chairman. (:on-~m~issioners. This is the thud time lleridian has 
had the opportunity to address the Defense Base Closure and Real~grlment Commission. It's become sort of a 
biennial celebration for us to come before you all. I don't use the ~ ~ c j r d  "celebration" inappropriately; I tlunk 
General Robles will tell you, yesterday we celebrated the military'!; patriotism the way it should be celebrated. So. 
when we say "celebrate" a little facitiously, we don't mean it tcldl:y that way, because we do celebrate our country. 
our military, and what we have to do with our military today. We take our appearance before you very seriously. 
We appreciate this Commission, we appreciate this process. we halit: found it to be fair, reliable; and, we know it's 
difficult and consuming So. thank you once again for the op~mrt~~ni ty  to present my case today. 

I would like to introduce the panel that's over here. I h o p  you can see all of them. They're here to 
answer questions; they have helped us with our case. First, Vice Adlniral Robert F. Dunn. Retired, former Deputy 
Chief of Naval Operations for Air Warfare. Rear Admiral William VYcGowan, Retired, i rnmdate  past Chief of 
Naval Air Training ChTR.4 in Corpus Christi. Captain Randy Letly., Retired, former Assistant Chief of Staff of 
Training and Operations at CWRA.  And former WAF Meridian offir::ers, Captain Ken Storm. Retired, former 
Commander of Training .Air Wing I at Meridian and L f .  Comm;andt:r .Jack Douglas. Retired, former Wing 
Operations Officer at Meridian. 

Our case today will show Naval Technical 'Training (:enter stands alone, as the Governor has pointed out. 
The Mississippi complex of Columbus and Naval Air  Station hlerid~an, provide a unique cross-service opportunity 
that does need to be looked at. The Naval Air Station Meridan prcwides both an excellent coastal and m i l i t a ~  
value, which has not always been (percepted). .... Navy's capacity estimate in 1995, its sustainable capacity, real 
capacity requires two, not one, strike forces. And Naval Air Station Ir4eridian is required to meet force structure 
Cmrrernor Fordice has already made our case on the Techntcal ?'railling Center, so, I'll check that one off, and move 
along. 

The major benefit of the Mississippi complex, and that's ("olumbus and Meridian here on the map. as  
you can see, is its joint use of access. Proximity allows this base t c ~  shift capacity from one to the other. at need. 
The functional value analysis of 11 Army. Air Force and Kavy l'rairiing Air Stations, developed by the Department 
of Defense's Joint (community) Study Group, ranks Meridian ;tnlort;!: the top four bases, when you look at the tn.o 
.... .And yet, the Department of Defense apparently has not consitlered, or fails to appreciate the joint training 
potential of Meridian complex, especially the role played by Naval \ir Station Meridian. The Xavy reconmended 
to you a joint scenario that better utilizes bases, reduces excess caps~city, and save dollars. The DOD joint service 
study group chose not to pursue such alternatives. Is the nauori, vlr. Chairman, going to lose .... joint cross- 
service arena for another. If so, this Commission will have to takt' the lead. If not, then we agree with Chairman 
Bxon and Secretaq of Ikfense in our previous testimony that joi n'l training must be revisited again prior to the 
end of the century; it's something that must be looked at. But In an) case, whether you d o  it now or in the future, 
the useful effort from the joint arena is perfectly clear. Naval Air S,tation Meridian and the kllssissippi complex 
tvould be and should be strong contenders 

Mixed signals are being sent about Meridian's militiirq value. .4s ..... in the joint study group, (... face 
high functional value waves). The Secretary of the Navy, CXO ha1.c: testified before you that lleridian looked at 



from a joint service perspective has high value and should remain open; that's their recommendation. On the 
other hand. the Navj's Base Structure and .4nalysis Team, the l3SA I', has seriously underestimated Meridian's 
millatry value. Let's take the open water air space issue, a repeat is;sue from 1W3 ... Certified data shows open 
water air space required for a four percent of all pilot training; it's 'Ks percent for over land. Yet, the Navy's 
military value matrix weights is at 40 percent of total air space valllc:, 10 times its actual usage. I-Iere's another 
example, the Hase Structure Evaluation Committee at the base cluesticmed how Meridian could perfom1 all levels of 
maritime aviation training with their inland location. .. quote,"If c i~~r ie r  qualifications were conducted in the Gulf 
oT hlexico, all stations other than h4eridian could perform all maritirlle training." Well. the fact is h4eridian can 
conduct carrier ... to the Gulf, but it's a moot point; there is no t r a ~ n ~ n g  carrier, all carrier .... are off the East and 
the West coasts. So, it's really not a point. Yes, the Navy and the :,.ea intrinsically linked, but as fact after fact 
shows, the Gulf of llexico and undergraduate pilot committee arc 1101.. The DO13 Joint Study Group recognized this 
fact, but the BSAT consistently undervalued the Meridian because its ... location when its rural unencroached 
location, is absolutely advantage. We presented that to Staff regarding these and other problems we see with 
militar)' value statements. Military value's important because it dl-ires the Navy and the joint configuration 
models. These models are geared to choose lower ranked bases for closure. With a proper military value, we could 
not have (sped) out of those .... as a closure recommendation. With all the obvious corrections you made, 
Meridian is the top-rated naval air station. As you would expect the Navy 's newest and most mcxlern facility 
today. 

In 1993 when we came before the Commission last, the Navy ordered to put strike training and 
Kingsville and at Pensacola. Pensacola's not in the recommendatic,tr study. Lack of adequate training capacity 
(callsicaused?) the Comn~ission to find a substantial deviation for b;:~se closure criteria, and vote unanimously to 
keep Meridian open. Lack of capacity is a real issue here in 1995. The Navy 's new closure proposal is different. 
It single sites, single sites flight training contingent with Corpus C'hristi realignment serves as outlying field in 
support of Ingsvi l le .  The two other quick change I'd like to make since 1993 that affects capacity. New 'T-45 jet 
trainers are in use. As the T 4 5 s  come online, (buying) just one p r  month, both the T-2 and TA4 jet trainers 
currently used will be retired. Six strike trainers scheduled to cc~n~pletely, strike trainers scheduled to completely 
..... 45, no earlier than the year 2003. So, it will be another decadc before promised T45 efficiencies in the 
training syllabus can be recognized. Also. advanced earlier warnill@ and carrier delivery aircraft training. we call it 
E2C2, will transition to the T45, since it will be the only carner c:apable aircraft, training anyway. The Joint 
Study Group consolidated strike and E2C2 P f R  pilot training ... for I he future to look at it together. The Navy \\.as 
planning for that change, but for the BRAc process this time, it did not consolidate the two. The t T R  
requirements for the throughput of pilots for future years, can (settle) for another change. Force structure 
reductions cause strike FTR, the capacity needed to increase the 319.1. 93 336, that's a key number. 336 this time. 
But when you consolidate the E2C2 training environments that ha! e to be added in, you get a XPTR or strike 
equivalent PTR for future of 355; that's a decline of 7.5 percent from 1983, not a significant change. 

Now we've been talking about capacity, so let's take a ltxrk at it. Maximum capacity of the training air 
station is defined by daytime runway operations. The number of a~n.::raft each airtield can launch and recover per 
hour per day. The formula basically takes the working days available per year times the daytime hours available in 
each place times weather-corrective operation per hour factor to c;~lculate daytime operation.available. And then 
take that figure over a daytime operations per FTR factor, and you calculate the maximum PI'R capacity. In 1993 
the Commission that I ... on Staff to validate the results of this Ihrnlula. It's doubtful that any figures have been 
scrubbed as much as the 1993 strike training capacity figures. Iiere is what they look like: Note the different 
hours per day and operation ... factors for the whole field and the O'LF:, the outlying ... of Kingsville and h4eridian. 
But the key factor in this calculation is this 1887 number, which you divided the total operations available to 
calculate your operation for FTR factor. So, let's look at where thal 1887 came from in 1993. The Naval Air 
Training Command looked up annual operations, actual annual operations, from '89 to '91 and actual student 
throughput for fingsville, Meridian, and Chase field. It took that clata, averaged the data and take the 2210 total 
operations for l T R  based on actual history, actual throughput;  the,;^. are real numbers. They then divided that 
figure into nighttime and daytime operations based again on actuid requirements of the force. This is where the 
1887 number came from. When you bring it back over here and pluig it into the formula, you've got there a PI'R 
capacity for Kingsville of 210 and Meridian of 195. So, that's a p ~ ~ d t y  good look at the figures from 1993 that 
were based on real proven performance, not estimates; and that's 1 he key difference in this time. Now this 
capacity was .... During the Viet Nam War, bases operated at maximum capacity. They required 15-to-24 hours per 
day. 6-10-7 days per week, bustin' everything they could to gener;~t~l.: hours. In 1993 regular (\+ring) commander 
took the actual throughput from Viet Nam, (found) it here with the ~naximum throughput for Meridian in '69 and 
Kingsville in 'CB, scaled that back to peacetime, wartime was 6-7 d.\ys a week, peacetime is five days a week. It 
calculated a peacetime equivalent PTK of 208 for ffingsville and 19'3 for Meridi'an. Virtually right on top of the 
data formerly calculated in 1993. So, it validates that formula. ,A.ctual throughtput, validating formula. this is the 
only formula we know of that's been validated by real, actual th~o~lghput as a capacity ........(p reparedness). 

Now it's time for us to move into the 1995 ... If you I(.c~k at this part, the daytime of operations 
available method for Kingsville ...., they come pretty close to wha( they were in 1993. The question occurs around 
Corpus Christi. \\.'hat is its capacity'? And this is an area where first major error occurred in the process that we 
have talked about today'? Before we get to the numbers, can you Lven use Corpus Christi as a jet outlying field'? 
Flying ... jet5 over a major metropolitan area significantly increasc:~ noise and safety hazards. particularly at 



night. (The ... plan calls for intensive fuel carrier .... activity in ( ~ I ~ J I U S  Christi) at night. No jet (aicuds), air 
installation capatible (viewstone) study, has been done for jets in (Ic~rpus Christi. So, the Navy does not know if 
Corpus can serve as a jet outlying field or not. There are environn~ex-~tal problems. Corpus Christi had one jet- 
capable runway today. Its cross-....runways may be extended to 6 0 - H )  feet to make them capable of 'I'-15s. 
However, there are . . .  issues to address. ,\nd, until an environmenl.al. impact statement is prepared. the Savy does 
not know ~f it requires runway extensions ... at Corpus Christi, or not. We suspect the (;iicuds) ure find, and other 
operational problems are likely to make Ccrrpus ~ h r i s t i  unsuitable as a jet outly~ng field. i\nd without Corpus 
Christi, without its capacity. the single site scenario falls on its face. But, even with Corpus (:hristi, the scenario 
doesn't work; remember we showed you that. So. if it is a viable jet outlying field, what is its capac~ty? The Base 
Structure Analysis Team properly gave it a homefield capacity for 1n;tritime and primary training, because its short 
parallel, parallel runway, it has a long one and a short one, can handle T4-t  andT-33 jet, not jet - nonjet trainers, 
it cannot handle jets. With changing Corpus Christi to a jet OL,F:. th: BSAT failed to change the capacity. At 
best, it should be equivalent to an O1.F out of Forest Grove, which I S  a jet-capable OLF, but, in fact, it is less. As 1 
said Alice is a dedicated jet ...; all it does is do jet training. (lorpus (Ihristi, on the other hand. is designed to be a 
(dork) use field. It will continue to be used by the Coast Guard, by the (7iustoms Service. C5 flight bringing 
helicopters into the C-CAD depot for maintenance and reptir. !i s1,~t.i~. in 1991 in Corpus Christi showed 
nontraining average daily operations totaled 180, over 90 percent (bf those occurred in the daytime. This kind of 
flight activity reduces available hours to do jet tralning at Corpus ('hiisti. We figured at a minimum to reduce it 
two hours, and we thought that was being generous. If you have an ~rrcreased drug and addiction Coast Guard 
Rescue or Border Patrol efforts. it will reduce that more. When you introduce mine-warfare helicopters, including 
the world's largest, the MA53 (Ectu), that will only worsens the prol?lem, and we aren't able to assess what that 
will do to daytime availability. But the difference between what rhc t3SAT view and a realistic figure capacity for 
Corpus Chnsti, as you can see, isn't tangible. It isn't calculated uslng the homefield, .... aircraft. this is 
calculated as a jet ...... its daytime availability by two hours. If you take the correct number off and bring it over 
each of the capacity formula, add it to Kingsville homefield and outlying field, you come up with -507,133 
operations available. \5'e feel that's a very good number. Now we'n back to what you can write about. IVhat's the 
daytime operations for PTR number that will generate the capacity c,,ilculation'? Here is the key, or one of the 
major keys to the 1995 capacity issue. and as you can see, this is a cc>mplicated issue. Now. remember, we have 
confidence in the 1887 figure generated in 1993 based on actual th~.oughput data historical perfonnance. The Nav) 
has .. to say that number should be 151 1 -- 1511 for 1995. Why 1s there such a difference? ..... tell you. The 
simple answer is two major errors in what we consider decisions. l z t  me explain. Data for the T-45 is still being 
developed and there is no sound statiscal performance database for the T-IFS; it's a brand new aircraft just coming 
into operation. So, unlike 1993's performance-based interest, 19!.;'5"s are estimates - -  estimates. not real 
throughput. T o  determine the 1995 figures, required student flightz, from the ........ then they estimated operations 
per flight, multiplied those, and summed those are ...., student operalions per PTR, noted. But there was a major 
error in that. When they estimated the operations for flight, they l'alled to  consider all the operations. \Ire have 
documents from ChTRA showing that they have documented that error; that was the first major error. Student 
operations for PTR, however, is not a good enough number; it is incomplete. You have fo add overhead to that. 
These are miscellaneous support flights by instructors, failure ofstu~.ients to perform, factors that you have to add 
in to come to a total operations for PTR. The number of operations. including overhead, it takes to generate a 
student pilot. You didn't divide that into night and day to come back to the number that we're talking about. In 
the second part, overhead was the second major error factor. The (Ih,ief of Naval Operations approves each year, 
and CNTRA issues each year, planning factors, which estimate or p~oject overheads for each type of training, for 
each type of aircraft. The approved overhead factor for the T35 is 51.4 percent. In this analysis, the Nav>- used 35 
percent. The second major error. So, I've mentioned those two errors; we have documentation for those. They're 
in the .... look at ... contingencies. 

But there was another error that we call "an ill-considered tiecision." And this ill-considered decision we 
believe corrupts the capacity formula as it was used. And, you say, turthermore, operations for PTR, the 
denominator in the fraction. is a key known. In rules of that were set at 1993. and t h s  is the co- ... m- ... of 
...... that. Since training air stations are not set up to deploy squadrons for training, not set up to deploy 
squadrons for training, it is important to be able to do all training at regualr air scheduling in place. Now, the 
1993 and the original version the '95 data (calls) that went out, obeyed this (revision). But, with no mention in 
its minutes, the BSAT failed to  rmove in August of 1994. It revised its data called into question now stated, "Do 
not include flight ops required by the soldiers, but deducted at other sites." This revision corrupts the formula and 
double counts capacity. By eliminating p;rrticular (forman) operat~crns in the formula, a base can increase its 
capacity to any number, simply by saying "deployment." But \\~hcrc.: are the aircraft instructors and maintenance 
teams to sustain homefield operations? They're gone. You can't count the same capacity for both places, if, in 
fact the debt is not at the homefield; if it's at the homefield is not ;it the debt. You can't count it in both places. 

In the process of the T-45 estimate, the revision .. sent ou~t, Kingsville eliminated 110 performing 
operations from (its data). That included 100 percent of its weapons training operations. Effectively, then, by 
this formula, eliminating the (b4O's) own target. And, yet, "ccmtrol of an air-ground training link is important 
for strike training." CATRA has closed the permanent ueapons det,ichment out in El Centro. California; it was 
closed in 1992. Is El Centro now being reopened for cxcasional use for its weapons debts') .4t what cost" There's 
nothing in the COBRA saying that that road is going to be availahlc:. As stated in lCW3, bases were not set up to 



deploy. Are they set up to do so now? ~Znswers to these questions [.annot be found in COBRA, USAT units or 
certified data. It's clear to see ... it's ill-considered, and certainl>. h a .  the appearance of a ... to manipulate the 
formula. 

Taking these errors into account, the 151 1 figure that the F,.'avy prolx>sed, corrects to 1822, and let's 
take a brief reality check one more time on that number. It's clearl!, more in line with 1887 that we got from 
actual, real perfomlance: remember, these numbers here are from estimates. So. it you are looking to compare 1t to 
a real number. this certainly appears to be more in line than the 1.5 1 1 -- a reality check is what we're saying. So. 
now let's look at the bottom. The maximum YTR capacilj. estimate: lor the lngsvi l le  - Corpus Chnstj scenario. 
using the correct figures. is 278. Remember, I told you that 336 was the requirement for strike, and the 
consolidated strike unit (to Ci) was 355. This is far below either o:w of those numbers. The capacity is simpl) 
not available to single site flight training, even counting (:orpus ('hiisti as a . .  . and that's questionable. We 
believe this constitutes a substantial deviation for the base closurc criteria .... Mr. Chairman, Commissioners, as 
you can tell from this presentation, we are once again dependent upon you and your Staff to scrub these numbers. 
When you d o  this. you'll find, just as the Conlnlission did in '93 th.31 the Navy Meridian Team has been rigorous 
in its analysis as we are in our presentation. You will also find that ?he BS.4.I' once again allowed significant 
errors into certified data, that became critical areas in key calc~llatiov~s. 

We've been talking about capacity; we've been talking atout formulas. \lre'd l ~ k e  to lay this capacity 
issue to rest once and for all. so we'll look at it from one different ~.crspective. Lxt us show you a reality of the 
Navy's recommendation in order to do this. We ran the capacity c;~lr:ulations using the ... number of 151 1, which 
we think is wrong. and showed you why. 'The calculated capacity i . ~ f  336 PI'K, and that's exactly equal ... ... to the 
requirement of strike training for the future for a standalone base. l,iul it is just under the 355 future consolidated 
strike D C 2  pilot training rate requirement. In other words. thouglk, if you really literalize what this means, 
IQngsville .. Corpus Christi would have to operate at 100 percent or more of formula estimated capacity to meet 
the training requirement. There would be no room for any PI'R (burn,.:) that could not go off. The Air Force is 
protected (to go off), the Navy is not. But, then the reality of I7K,  ;IS the Navy projected it. is flat. From 1997 
out to 2001 the projection of PTR for the Navy is flat. But the realit!., of ITR, and I expect General Bailey could 
testify to this, is in several things. It's more like a sin wave: it ~ o c : ~  up and it goes down based on the factors 
we'll hear in just a moment. .And you can take the Chief of Naval (.)perations word for that. Admiral (\l'isemueller) 
on January 13, 1W5 said, "Training air stations for a good place to iretain some excess capacity, because the 
number of pilots the Department of the Navy may need, fluctuates ckpending on factors outside its control. But, as 
you can see, there is no excess capacity at all in the Navy single flight scenario. And then there is the very real 
chief difference between formula A d  real capacity. Is a formula p,c.:rated maximum one-way capacity estimate, 
truly a sustainable capacity. Can you continuously operate a training base at 100 percent of formula capacity? 
Here's an analysis. The estimated rpm capacity of a (car) is 6.00KI r,.:volutions per minute for its engine Now, you 
can try to run you car at that rate, all day, every day; but would you') ?;hould you? and would you (challenge)? 1 . o ~  
can use a formula to estimate maximum runway capacity or strike tra~ning (methods). And. you could try to run it 
at 100 percent of capacity all day, every day. But would you? should you? and would you (challenge) it? We asked 
experienced naval aviators, sitting at that table, what it would be 11 k.e to  operate a training air station at 100 
percent of capacity. Twenty-two aircraft would have to take ofl'evuy hour from the launch runway at home field. 
one every 2.7 minutes. Six jets are in a landing pattem over the an-ival runway at home field, and each of .... 4 
jets in the pattem. 60 minutes an hour, every hour, all day long, al l week long, all year long. That's an (optier) 
code similar to O'fIare, Atlanta Harts Field, and Los Angeles Intema~ional. We've bcen to 0'1-fare field. Can a 
training base sustain this level? Should we put inexperienced .. prli.~ts In this env~ronment? And we asked these 
questions of our experienced aviators, and their emphatic answer u,.9, "no." We can't run a training base 
(basically) at 100 percent of formula capacity. ?'here are too man) variables for this to happen. The first is 
experience themselves; they are students. they are not experienced riaval aviators. The second is your access: 
Would you have the right number of instructors, aircraft, and students all the time? Experience says "no." Aircraft 
...... student flow .... instructors shortfalls are frequent, and at 100 percent of capacity, the ability to increase 
instructors under training is nonexistent. Can you maintain your aircraft safely to fly at max ops, for may hours, 
every day in a peacetime environment? And will the Navy pay for t l ~ e  actual maintainence support to do so'? 
Experience says no. The third variable, is contingencies. For example, Corpus Christi and Kingsville have both 
been impacted by humcanes. Can you afford to put all your eggs In one basket with no capacity problems'? 
Experience, again, say no. Homestead .Air Force Base says no. 011r  experienced aviators after revie~ving the 
variables and constraints, not including end of runway capacity fonnula saved, sustainable capacity, sustainable 
capacity is at best 85 percent of formula capacity. 

There's only one strike training base scenario that allotv. ; I  base to be at sustainable capacity. Xler~dian 
and Kingsville. Their sustainable capacity is 353 PrRs -- right on top of the 355 future requirement of 
consolidated E2C2 and strike training. 'This scenario allows the slui.ient an experience for asset problems, for 
contingencies; it allows for modest excess capacity sought by .Itin;iral Ford. 'The Air Force apparently defers to 
the CNO in this, it its base closing minutes it says, "Even under the best of conditions. we recommend a capacity 
buffer. For the foreseeable future, undergraduate pilot training \ r i l  1.1ndergo a turmoil of multiple base closings, 
and the fielding of new aircraft, including the .4ir Force 1'-1, the Nc;!ative T 3 5  and both services (day task) joint 
training aircraft. .A sufficient buffer is critical." A sufficient buffc r is critical. The only strike training scenario to 
provide a any capacity buffer ....... at sustainable capacities is the ~n.,o-strike base setup we have right there. The 



one the 1993 Comnlission. after reviewing the data, voted ti) keep IVaval Air Station h4eridian and Naval Air 
Station bngsville. Mr. Chairman, (lommissioners, facts, expel-ienc:e. and common sense tell you Naval Air 
Station Meridian is needed. no, it's essential for the Navy to achieve its required mission under the force structure 
plan of the United States. 

We've thrown a lot of numbers at you; we've throtvti :q l ( 4  of . . .  stuff at you; we tried to talk about 
reality. l'hat's why we have tlus camera over here. Now, we want to take the rest of our time, hlr. Chairman, and 
give you the opportunitj. to ask us questions. if you have anything i n  this area to clarify. I would like to resenze 
about a minute at the tail end for one brief comment. Thank yo~i .  sir 

Chairman Dixon: \Yell, we thank you tbr an excellent presc:ntai.ion, Mr. <:rawford. 'I'here are five minutes and 
22 seconds leti. I>o an\ of the (:ommissioners have any question5 ( ~ f  any of these distinguished members of the 
panel'? 

Vice Admiral Dunn: Meridian is a modem state and efficient f,:tcility, I think the General saw that yesterday. 
It's got terrific potential for joint ops. in fact, it's more than potontial, it's joint operations are ongoing today. 
For some reason there ivas a missassessment of the military value H ith regard to Meridian, specifically in the area 
of over-water deployments and the over-water experience deplo:ynients to other states, and value of the Corpus 
Christi outlying field. And, finally, Mr. Crawford made the cast:, th~;  need for a surge capability for variations to 
the pilot training rate, and this is something which is essential 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you very much 

Rear Admiral Bill McGowan: I'm Rear Admiral Bill Mcl:.30u2an. I was at ... CNTRA. Two comnlents I 
would like to emphasiz.e: one is that the tax ... and the double counting that has taken place. With the assets of 
the people that we have in the Navy, specifically in training men, ~.vllich are very well defined, we tax either on 
.... or on weapons test, you take with you a primary asset. the up ai~l.plane. the instructor that \\.ill qualify and the 
students that need to go And, therefore, the ops tempo at the home field must go down, and we've seen that on a 
regular basis. Therefore, you cannot double count it. When I was (:lI\TI'RA, I canceled most of the debt, the 
weapons debt, because they were expensive both in dollars and tin#:. That's what you have to look at these da5.s. 
You've got to be very careful with .... with how you treat that. 4nother thing I would like to emphasize is the ops 
per hour. Remember the ops per hour was figured for a home field. s~n  OLF means you ramp up in the morning to a 
level, you stay at that level consistently all day, in order to to gel those numbers you're talking about. 
Realistically you cannot do that. You d o  not have the assets from your airplanes, from people, nor the students, 
nor instructors, nor maintenance people. You have the maintenancc: team to maintain what you do, to make the 
flight safe. So, you can't keep six airplanes in a pattern at the hon~e field and four in the out field every minute, 
every second of the day. This just cannot happen. So, that's where the 85 percent at best comes up. S o  you need 
to take that into account. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you. Captain Lettie. you have orie mrnute. 

Captain Lettie: I ~vould suggest that maybe later the ops traintng officer for the air training command. I tvould 
suggest that the capacity analysis done here is real close to the mi~rk, validated and contract maintainance. the 
.E, the requirements that we live under today are the best case . .  . It is just not doable at 100 percent all the 
t ime. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you very much 

Ken Storms: I totally concur with the report, and all my theones are included in that report. .And, that comes 
from eight years as flight instructor from an Ensign to a Full Win;: Commander. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you. 

William Crawford: Mr. Chairman. I have a closing comment rn the last felt. seconds. ... in our community 
and how much we love the military. Our position's consistent1.y k e n  in this process, if the numbers trul) show 
that Naval Air Station Meridian should close, close it, we'll take our lumps and walk away. But, it the data's not 
right, it the data is not correct, take a look at it. Give us a fair, reliable look at the data. That's all we ask of this 
Commission. Now. we're confident, Gentlemen, that if you do thal. you \vill find once again as our ..... the .... is 
once again .... Xleridian for America. Thank you very much. 

Chairman Dixon: thank )ou And, thank you, Go\ emor bl?ldtce, and we thank you all for a her). eicellent 
presentation 

The team from Tennessee will be ne\t 



TENNESSEE 

Chairman Dixon: The next speaker is h4r. John Kelly. t'resicle~lt of the Memphis Chamber of Commerce. And 
there will be two minutes by Governor h n  Sundquist; there will ln: Iwo minutes by Mayor W. W. Herenton, the 
City of Memphis; two minutes by Mayor Jum Rout, Chelby Coi1111y. 25 minutes by Mr. Chns (:lifton, the 
Executive Vice President, Memphis Chamber of Commerce; ant1 [ url<:.lerstand that Congressman Harold Ford will 
make a presentation and show a video, six minutes; and Mr. I h v ~ d  Vt.'eber, the Military Affairs Liaison, State Of 
'Tennessee, six minutes; and my understanding is, Gentlemen, that h1.r. John Kelly will go first. Is that correct, 
Mr. Kelly? \\'ell, then, we're pleased to direct our interest to John I< clly, President of the h4emptiis Chanlber of 
Commerce. 

(applause) 
Oh, excuse me, stop the clock on that. Gentlemen, my alx~slogies. And, the good Congressman knows 

that Congress now requires that you all will have to be sworn uncler oath. Would you stand and raise your right 
hand? Please? Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testin~cm) that you are about to give to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission shall be the truth, the wholr truth, and nothing but thc truth? Thank you 
very much. Thank you, \lr. Kelly. I apologize for that interruption, sir 

Mr. John Kelly: hlr. Chairman Dixon. lMembers of the Baie Realignment and Closure Cornmission. Your 
mission is sincerely appreciated here by the people of Memphis and  Shelby County. We understand the national 
and even international importance of the Commission's work. VVe appreciate the fact that the decision that you 
must make is difficult. Please know that we are here in support of Sour mission, and we offer our full assistance 
and fact finding to this process to help you determine military vdue of the Defense Depot in Memphis, Tennessee. 
It will come as not surprise to you that we believe the facts that we are about to present argue strongly in favor the 
strategic goal for DDMT. The big presentation distribution asscts h4emphis ,...... and McCoy, support of the 
depot. and thereby support the present and future needs of America's rniliatry forces at home and abroad. N'e'rc 
here today to speak to you regarding the military and commun~t]; i<;sues involved. Given certain contraints, we 
will now move-to the business at hand. 

Making our case for the future of DDMT will be hfayor of tbe City of Memphis. Dr. \V. \V. Herneton; 
Mayor Jim Rout, Shelby County; the honorable Don Sundquist. (3cw1:rnor of Tennessee; the honorable Harold 
Ford ... the House of Representatives; and Mr. Chris Clifton, Exec~ltrve Vice President and Chief Operating 
Officer of Memphis Chamber of Commerce. We agreed that there helve to be .... 

Chairman Dixon: llayor Herenton, we're delighted to have you here. 

Mayor Herenton: Thank you, Mr. Chariman, and members of the Commission. Similar to Mr. Kelly, I 
believe that the facts about the Defense Depot Memphis and the di!;tribution infrastructure that Memphis has in 
place to coniplement the Depot's strength will speak powerfully for themselves. Mr. Clifton will allow them to 
do so at his presentation momentarily. Let me just say briefly that none of the Memphis delegation gathered here 
envies the job the Commission has before it. Downsizing the pt~ysic:al plant of the United States Armed Forces 
while the operational capability in a powerful world is an enormous !.ask. Since we are all American citizens 
before we &e ~ e m ~ h i a &  andShelby Countians, you have our sincere best wishes for every success in meeting 
your challenge. The presentation you are about to see is in keeping with the spirit of the Commission's mission. 
It will show that D D W  has been throughout its history, and remains today a vital asset to a restructured military 
logistics system. It will demonstrate that Memphis is America's djslribution center, in fact, as well as in name. 
And that the transportation capabilities of Memphis by air, watcr, ni l ,  and land are the equal of any and are 
superior to most of those air bases which we are competing. 1.011 a ~ l : l  see that DDMr has a unique capacity to 
support the IJnited States humanitarian and as well as its m i l ~ t a q  nur;sions, a need of increasing world importance 
in these times. We are confident that the ..... fied and specified cr)ninranders that had to depend on DDhIT in the 
recent past will confirm our judgment in this regard. You will a.lso learn of the closing work relationship. 
Chairman Dixon and Members of the Commission, I appreciate the tl me that you have given me. I would now like 
to call upon the honorable Jim Rout, the Mayor of Shelby County, arid we have my presentation submitted for the 
record 

Chairman Dixon: h l a ~ o r  Rout, we're delighted to have you slr 

Mayor Jim Rout: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. h1crnb:rs of the Commission. As mayor of Shelby 
County, I'm ...... with what you have heard from Mr. Kelly and from Mayor I-Ierenton and the points that they 
have made. But I would like to add emphasis to their points by tak;r~g note of two factors which are relevant to 
your ... of deliberation for the concerns of Defense Depot Memphis ;IS a strategic miliatry asset. I will state as 
directly as I can, Defense Depot Memphis. Tennessee is one of t.he n.~ost effective distribution depots of the entire 
defense system. And the reasons are twofold: people and place. F."r;t. the people. The Defense Depot \vorkforce 
is hghly tenured, highly trained and second to none. Their eslr:ri~:~~ce and skills and most importantly, their 
track record for more than half a century prove their importance to any military mission. Second, it is no mere 
coincidence of geography that lkfense Depot Memphs is IocaterJ {vl~ere it is, but is a location which also serves 



as a super ... from premiere distribution and operation in the entire wcxld. And that's .... And that most major 
national companies whose profitability depends on eff7cient dislr-ibmion and productive workers are now locating 
in Memphis. America can .... This is relevant because unlike In.any military facilities, depots operate on more of 
a business not frivolity. The reasons for the success of the Defense 1:kpot in Memphis are the same reasons why 
Fed Ex and other major corporations are now making Memphis thevr home. The business (projectipolic).) IS 

sound, whether it applies to Fed Ex or the Lkfense Depot. .All of us from Memphis appreciate the gravity of your 
responsibility. We understand that your sole purpose is to make !ihc I.est decision for America's future. We 
believe that witnessed stra~ghtforward, the fact of the presentation. we have met our responsibility not only as 
Memphians, but as rhnericans, because we're convinced that the tk:fl.:nse Depot in Memphis is a wise investment 
from both perspectives. At this time I will call on Chris C:lifton, the Chief Operating Officer of the h'femphis Area 
Chamber of Commerce for our presentation. 

Chairman Dixon: I thank you, Mr. Mayor. We're delighted to h!ave you h4r. Clifton 

Mr. Clifton: Thank you. Good morning, Chairman Dixon. (icn:nI morning. Thank you to the members of the 
BRAC Commission for allowing me the opportunity to assist yc'u ! n  filling this difficult mission in downsizing 
the military, yet senlng the needs of soldiers in the field. We also want to express special thanks to 
Conimissioner Kling and the BRAC Staff, who visited the Depot or; March 24, 1 9 5 .  We appreciate your eSSorts 
in communicating with the Memphis community, and we hope that, xhedule permitting, other members of the 
Commission will visit the Depot prior to the final recommendatr~ons. The DDM'T and the .... community has been 
an integral part of the force structure since 1 x 2 .  Today, we wish 113 represent to you reasons and justifications for 
the retention of DDhlT, why the Depot in Memphis must be allvrved to continue playing an integral role in 
support of our nation's military personnel in the field. DDMr 1s Itcated .... this distribution center. From 
Memphis, many of the nation's largest industries distribute mi1lion.i of product units annually around the world. 
These parts, including Sharp. Canon. Nike, Kellogg, and Willianls  noma ma. to name a few, average annual 
inventory turns over eight times per year. Distribution is the business of Memphis and of DDM?'. That goes for 
the ... military equipment or the corporate distribution centers design and locate to maximum efficiency to supply 
.. These efficiencies are gained through customer service comptiti) e advantages. Over 110 n~illion square feet 

corporate logistic distribution space is operated in h4emphis areii. 
We would like to point out a bit of local transportation assets on the podium that you see before you, and 

they're also in the ... of your briefing books that you can refer to I.clcated wittun five miles of DDh/IT, you have 
Memphis International Airport, the world's largest air cargo airp.)rr as measured in metric tons. Two intermodal 
railyards, the IC and Southern Pacific. The Port of Mernphls, the strond largest container port in the lJnited 
States. The Tennessee Air National Guard's 164th (AirLift) Group. .And, the Federal Express ... I ~ c a t e d  within a 
few miles this intersection of two national defense tughways, I 4 0  running east and west across the country, and I -  
55 north and south from Ctucago to Mobile, giving DDM'T rapicl ac:cl.:ss to customers nationwide and major 
shipping ports on both coasts and the Gulf of Mexico. DDhU has wed these assets to supply materiel. food and 
clothing and enough equipment to support the fighting men and wotrren in four major conflicts and numerous 
contingencies and humanitarian outreaches. D D W  is the GI's depol.. Today, we wish to tell the military value .... 
depot. We will emphasize the diverse mission capabilities, unique transportation infrastructure ..... DDMT's 
uniqued distribution assets and systems. joint senrice operations acri.ve at DDMT today, critical throughput and 
search capacity which ... during conflict. \tre also address a few ('Ot3liA-related issues, and finally introduce a few 
important issues related to ~ 1 , 4 ' s  analysis which trouble us. 

DDMT 's diverse rate of missions hold military-specific and increasing number of international 
humanitarian missions, utilizing DDMT's flexibility and delivev capabilities. When we divide the world into 
equal parts, at least in k4emptui, it's amazing how we jump out from the center of the globe. Our point here is we 
have demonstrated the major operations of supply and efficiency thio~~ghout the world for DDhTI'. In fact, DDMT 
was notified during Commissioner Kling's visit of a new requiremenl to support Operation Bright Star. To 
achieve the mission of efficient supply to the world. storage caapacit!; is only one factor in determing worldclass 
product delivery. Without an efficient transportation infrastructure. a defense depot, any depot, becomes nothing 
more than a storage ... This philosophy is consistent with DOI:b's own logistic strategic ... ment. Federal, state, 
local infrastructure must be in place to efficiently maximize implied change system. .4 worldclass multimodal 
system consisting of truck. water, air, rail - -  the best transportatio~~ [nix in America -- is in Memphis today. I t  no . 
accident that upon review of our nation's cargo's distribution as:iels, Memphis is located in the center of the I;.S.. 
just south of the largest rail cargo head In Chicago, the largest ... port in st. L ~ u i s ,  and home of the world's 
largest air cargo airport, an essential comparative and competitive atlvantage for the next millenium. The 
capacity of this Memphis infrastructure is reflective .... to its perl'hrn~ance during peacetime and dunng war. This 
comparative chart show clearly that D M  far outperforms deferlse clepots in both real and truck throughput unit 
processing daily. DDMr is the pace setter with its transportatic:~n a!.sets. Our regional transportation 
infrastructure acts as a multiplier for DDMT's considerable distribution capabilities. The unique distribution- 
specific design of DDMr maximizes the .(... it perfects) of the total ~listribution netkvork. DDhlT's military value 
is confirmed by performance during war and operations other than war. 13y utilizing the most cost-cffect~ve 
methods to move goods. DDhlT again outpaces the other defensc dcl-wts during the most recent critical tests: 



Desert Shield, Desert Storm. With respect to depots, m i l i t a ~  v;lluc 1s determined by the most cost-effective, time 
movement of large volume of diverse product units in order to rialrttain readiness. 

On a .... importance of this slide, we want to point out t h ; ~  no cutting was given to DDMT in DLA's 
modified screening analysis for the 26 miles of active rail cal)ac.~t!. currently in our facility. Knowing ... credit 
was given k)r container-efficient capabilities on property or at tht: I ' L ~ I  of h4emphis in the DL,i\ findings. These 
are factual areas of the IlL,A analysis. .Also, DDMT is the only l ) I  ?'i facility with the ability to scn8c as ocean- 
going shallow craft cargo vessels; and we can do so 10.5 months ..)I' the year, the second largest ... port in ... 

Another area in air cargo: IILA used passenger loatl~rig r,vrsus cargo to evaluate our airlift capacity. We 
feel this is again a factual error. Since 1933 Memphis Internation; 1 IS the number one air cargo port in the world 
behind (Bonita) in Frankfort. Additionally, the fifty other s t i ~ t e ~ '  c I vil~an reserve air ... begins surge capacity as a 
single lift, 15.3 million pounds cargo capability, .... again major ~:l~tnpetitive advantage that IIlIbl'T can . . .  to 
customers. Fed Ex provides us adjunct airlift assets to DDMT due ( 1  their ... This is the Army Tennesse .Air 
National Guard capability, air mobility command aircraft that can ulilize C-13 ... and the C-5 . .  aircraft located 
only a few miles an.ay at our airport. Also Fed Ex ... Memphis, Ill )\IT has an additional 7 hour procession over 
our Fast and West Coast depots. Yet, with all these transportation zqsets. DDMT received no credit for rail service 
or truck capacity, arid minimal credit of 2000 points for air anti ,n)atr,r .4 first class depot should be both supply 
and demand chain fluid. DDMT has the largest volume of rail arwl i Idace transportation in the DLA system. This 
... is formed for transportation in the analysis of destribution deptrt:,. Indicates either. A) The D1.A analysis 
underestimated the importance of transportation assets in distrit'uticlr~ operations, or B) IXA assumed that all 
depots had equal transportation assets. - T h s  is simply not so, a:; at, have shown. Both of these indications are in 
conflict with DLA's own "Lessons to Learn" report from Desert Shi~. Id and Desert Storm, which stressed the 
importance of surface transportation. 

We have provided data indicating DDMT's 2 4  and 48 ho~lr .... spaces and the local support at each 
space. This map illustrates the military population served by I>I)kI'1' during these periods. A base-by-base 
breakout of installations in strength is provided in your briefing h c ~ ~ k s .  We want to point out, though, that 
DDMT has continually demonstrated excellence record in ju~t-irk-11 rne delivery of major . .. bulk and quantity. 

Let's now talk about the unique design of DDbfl. Thl:; crvcrhead photo gives you a feel for the layout of 
the depot. There is, however, open storage facilities that you cann 11 see on t h s  slide, which have some national 
stockpiling material. However, the point we want to make is e:;tenvive inventory is stored in six-million square 
feet of buildings. rail-lines leading to the loading docks of each building. These resources exist at DDMT there. 
Although this slide is difficult, you can see in the briefing book:;. 1 8 ~ ' ~ ~  have a clearer layout. DDMT is the only 
fully integrated operating facility designed to handle surge capa~:it:i, regardless of the type of commodity required, 
be it bins, or ..., or bulk storage or pick 'n' pack. Most of tht: b~icl~~ings are connected in an integrated throughput 
system utilizing automated tow conveyor system. There is also extensive use of automation by material-handling 
and tracking. You will not find this flexibility or efficiency l'i~lly ~:~nplemented in other depots in the agency. 

Now let's turn to our uniquely suited mission. This slide c:lptures some of the unique missions and 
programs conducted at DDhlT. D D W  has been a leader in the testted missions in the DLA system. Xlost recently 
DDMI' has been alerted by Defense personnel, Supply Center-Phila~lelphia, to serve as the new rationing 
container consolidation point of Operation Bright Star, a joint rnili~iary exercise in Egypt. It is the extended 
rmssion's further evidence of DLA's continued need to have IIDPbCI ~ ~ . ~ p p o r t  the GI in the field, our true customer. 
During Desert Sheld, Desert Storm, DDMT's full surge capac~ty :inti capabilities were ramped up in less than 30 

- - 

days with 900 personnel complement addition .... (surroundir.g) dlsi.ribution industry. .Also, our air spec facility, 
fully proved to be operational today, constructed at a cost to ,.hc, t: :, payer of $12.7 million in l m 9 .  This cost 
will have to be duplicated by the taxpayers if DDMT is closed 1)lIbIT is also a member of the Strategic Airlift 
Dstribution Team, a demonstration of our going service operation, a team by doctrine plays an increasing 
important role in today's era of contingency missions. We ju:;t !rant to point out here to you today, Ladies and 
Gentlemen, that the ration picture here were brought down in YiO flat[& trucks from the depot, a mile away. And 
these are depot personnel helping air guard personnel to ... and lo~~t l  the rations onto the aircraft. Next stop, 
Saudia Arabia. We have jointness at DDM today. That jointr~ess ~ ~ ~ o v i d e s  us with competitive advantage over 
other DLA depots. In your briefing books you will find breakwts and frequent sorties conducted by the Air 
National Guard - h4emphis. A number of these sorties demor~st:at~:.. the efficient readiness of the airlift group. 
Also Army and Navy Reserve personnel on its ... conducted distril: training ...., reserve training both the depot 
and reserve units by enhancing proficiencies of the civilian anti n~rlltary personnel participati@ in this joint 
training. DDMT indeed, is part of a team, operating jointly es er! tk iy  with the national guard and reserve unih. 

Now, to more to throughput and surge .... We want to focus here. With over 17,000 units processed 
daily. thls represents our true peak during Desert Storm With our current daily averages over 10.000 units 
processed, ranked us third among six depots in throughput. ... :,urg.i.: at D D W  is 46.000 units, calculated at 2-8-5 
shift analysis. Lye ranked sixth on total .. depot in our surge c;~p;~l~ility Over 2.1.0(H units in 1-8-5 shift 
calculation. We don't question the accuracy of the surge figure . l)~esented, but it fails to capture our 
demonstrated thirty day ramp up during Desert Shleld - Desert St,,nn Our real time surge capability as 
demonstrated in Desert Storm significantly exceeds .... of all st;~ncl:ul~~ne depots during mobilization in both 
tonnage and in line units. This is another example where rankin,? l ails to match the outcome. As you are aware 
from the DI,A recommendat~on, they supported two PDS faci11tit.s. clrie of them on the West coast and one on the 
East. Our first bullet shows the characteristics of the PDS. DI:).\,.l' n 1c:ets all these criteria as documented by DL,.-\. 



In fact, in 19W DLX designated DIIM?' as their third essential PIX. llowever, for undisclosed reasons, DL.4 
conducted a quasi ... action of their own, without guidance frc~m Ih': 1:)epartment of Defense or earlier BRAC 
Commissions. 'They redesignated DLMT as a standalone faciit;;, da )wn from 11s status and a primary distribution 
site. This action took place, even though DDMT capacities ant1 czilmbilities increased after the original 
designation as a PIIS. 

Well, let's turn to ... COBRA analysis. Several po,:nts. -'lie validity of COBRA analysis IS flalced, in 
our opinion, due to the fact that DLA costs the movement of ~n:rsonncl and equipment from DDh.TT to Base S. Our 
question, How to determine cost on the Base X realignment if 11:; Itr.ation is unknown? We feel that the cost to 
move is underestimated by DLA with thls Base S philosophy. C I I ~  a.,iample, DI,A did not fully include the cost o f  
new I~IazhZat facilities requlred of DDM'I' and others before it. .'h:lt w.)uld leave DLA with insufficient I~lazLlat 
capabilities and capacities. DLtZ did not count these contructror: co.,ts In their COBRA analysis. I)I,.A failed also 
to adequately consider legal and environmental constraints ol'ol>er;~ting the state government's 1iazh;lat facility 
which DIIMT has today. 

A few critical Issues on the DLA analysis. Two major Catc ?ones on DLA are Distribution Operations and 
Installation Militar). Value. DDMT was ranked third in Bstributit Operations behind the two coastal PDSs; 
however, DDMT was ranked last in the Installation's Military Valuc: \Vhy were we ranked last? Because of the 
subcategory of mission scope, whch  reflects scoring the tank nis?.itms of 1300  persons or more. DDMI' received 
only 49 of 300 points. Mission scope as a category is incor.s~!itenl with BRAC. Thls methodology is portable 
in nature. Both these technicians which can be moved from d c p ~ t  I depot at headquarter choice, thereb) skewing 
the analysis. For example, a depot with five missions of 300 each will receive considerable more points scoring 
in the DLA analysis than a depot with one mission of 1500. iis wc. .;aid, these missions are portable. .And as you 
can see on the second board point, DDMT has suffered from unilat~:lal realignment action by D1..4, thereby putting 
DDhfT at a disadvantage for the '95 BR4C run. .Another prolAem vsiith the mission scope factor, is that its 
contrahctory to the emphasis to the depot's ability to surge. 'I'lie~.c, portable missions, many of which are 
administrative in fact. impede the ability of the depot to surgc:, due 11:) the tank's consumption of space, resources, 
and personnel. In essence, what we are saying is that tanks I,mit :;llrge capabilities, which is the essential 
mission. Utilizing the the mission scope subfactor as a part of tht. riistallation miliatry value categories resulted 
in, according to the DL.A's own data, the oldest depot with thr: higll~.:;t real property maintenance cost to be ranked 
number one in performance. And DDMT to be ranked last for . . I I I  DIA's analysis, mission scope constituted 30 
percent of installation miliatry value. DDh4 was ranked sixth in nc t t  only the subfactor but in overall rnil~tary 
value category. As a whole, it is recommended for closure. VJithour. mission scope the Commission received a 
more accurate picture of the installation's assets, which contribute t IN: real value to  the military. As you can see, 
Columbus goes from first to fouth by meeting the mission's go;4 . Our point. portable mission scope is 
irrelevant to an installation's military value. Mission scope sboultl be deleted as a subfactor to obtain a valid 
analytica determination of an installation's military value. The inipact, as you can see from this slide, of mission 
scope is most evident here. When mission scope the subfactor ~~hi . . :h  has no substantive beneficial impact on the 
military value of the installation is deleted, DDMT would be ranked :,c:cond and Columbus would be ranked fourth. 

Other factors which we would ask you to look into, in etfcl~tion to recalculating the installation's 
military value stemming from mission scope are 

1. The depot only received partial credit for throughput : u ~ t l  only -SO percent of surge capabilit?. 
2. D13121T's essential proficiencies in just-in-time dt:li%:er) were not factored. 
3. DLA's anall-sis failed to acknowledge DDMT's cvnta~nt:rization capabilities at both IIDhiT and the 

Port of Memphis. 
4. DI,A failed to acknowledge the cost of constructing, atf1.11tional HazMat facilities at other locations. 
5. Weather was not factored, altliough other depots have c u.perienced weather closures. 
6. Although rail and surface are primary transportation dri\,ers, DI,A gave DDM'I' no weight of scoring 

on these two important issues. 
7. DLA gave no credit for jointness which presently exists now at DDMT with the National Guard and 

Reserve Units, though (OSD) looked at the: cross service utilization issue as ..... BRAC '95 
8. DLA's failure to consider the need for a third PDS is irkconsistent with national military strategy. 

That is, IlI,A's proposed East coastlWest coast i~lignment presupposes that no more than one 
continent specific theaters of operation at ,anr orrc: time exist. This will diminish DL.A's .... to 
support multiple or rapidly increasing scale of c~jlerations in the same theater. 

9. In referring to Desert Storm's "Lessons Learned" relw~l 'The report clearly recommended the need for 
another major consolidation point to do this 

Centainly, everyone on the BRAC list is seeing shadows where tht::,. may not exist. However, in reading the DLX 
WRAC executive group minutes, it appears in many places thal tlierc was a predetermined outcome prior to the first 
.. And, a concern that the analysis their objcetives first. These m1:11 indicated that at the early stages of 

evaluation, it was DLA's intent to retain two PDSs, one on the Ensr .:l:)ast, and one on the West coast, as lvell and 
the favor retention of the co-located post. This left the remaill~np :;l:.~ndalone depots at risk. including DDhTT. An 
analysis of the workload at a collocated depots whch D1,A reIno\e,:l from consideration in BRAC '95, reveals that 
10 of 17 collocated depots expend less than -50 percent of the11 ,n.orkloads ... of the collocated (payments) 



activities. Furthermore, it was determined that the majorrty of the workloati that would be transferred from the 
impacted depots would be moved to the infamous 13ase S. . .. Air Force approached DL.4 offering significant 
storage space at air logistics centers, which would threaten possible closures. It should be noted that ...p osition 
of the (ALCs) has been a subject of consideration on this and previous BRAC Commissions. The I)l..-1 executive 
committee notes clearly indicate that DDMT appears to be a major bill payer for the endangered ALCs in the air 
force. Certainly, subjectivity is part of every analysis, and wc appreciate miliatry value judgment. Iio\t8ever, the 
DKAC prcxess was designed to be objective and analytical in nature, then it is clear in reading the DL.4.s own 
detailed analysis .... to the Commission, that military value IS used interchangeably to support D1,A RRAC 
decisions, where analysis would not suffice. Because the mlssron scope subcategory has been so  skewed. and 
because of its lack of relevancy to the installation military value, we beliete the DLA's recommendation for the 
closure of DL)MT must be reevaluated. The three most import-ant ingredients to successful war plans distribution 
management: location, location, location. Memphs, 'Tennessee gives you those competitive advantages. A s  
indicated, DLA could not apply its own recommendation from the "Lessons Learned" report, \vhich stressed the 
need for additional ... As you will see on the chart before, DLA's concept of operation outlining the whole 
strategic objectives, DDMT meet. all of these goals today. Wc have demonstrated DDM's motto as lived out each 
day, "First in War, First in Peace." And, DIIMT is truly the GIs' depot, which functions to keep a soldier properly 
sustained with necessary materiel and equipment to fight the war. And at this time. we w u l d  like to introduce the 
honorable Harold Ford, Congressman from blemphis Congrr:ssman Ford. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you Mr. Clifton, and we're del~phted to have the distinguished Congressman from 
Memphis here. Thank you, Congressman Ford. 

Congressman Ford: Thank you. Chairman Dixon. Our distinguished Governor has arrived, and I th~nk  at 
this time, it is the Governor that should be recognized, and I \$,ill be recognized after the Governor. 

Chairman Dixon: We're delighted to have the distinguished Governor of Tennessee, Governor Don Sundqu~st 
here. We thank you. Your Excellency. 

Governor Don Sunquist: Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. And, I thank my colleague for yielding this 
brief moment. Senator Dixon. Mr. Chairman, it's good to see you again. I.ou have a unchallenged record in 
public sevice of being bipartisan and fair and the highest executor ...... with you, and Mr. Kling, we thank you for 
coming to Memphis ... privileges there. And to the rest of the Commissioners and Staff. we thank you for giving 
us the opportunity to talk about the Base Memphis Defense Depot. It is of grave importance, not only to my 
hometown of Memphis, but to the entire State. So, I wanted to join our elected and civic leaders, Memphs and 
across the State in making a case for keeping it open. The report suggests ...... suspending any questions and 
uncertainty .... that you will address. All of us are naturally concerned about the potential impact t h s  has on the 
State and our community and I think everyone ...... ..certain. But there's another reason, as well, and that's the 
Federal Government's responsibility and what' in it for the Federal Government. I think that's another critical 
part of this. For starters, there's the City of Memphis, itself, America's Distribution Center. a natural .... for air, 
and rail, and truck and river transportation. We do have the nation's top-rated cargo airport. It's only been closed 
once in the last ten years, and that's important when you're talking about :\mencan lives in defense. At a time 
when private companies are corning to Memphis precisely because it's the ideal location from whch to distribute 
gcwds, it does defy common sense that the 12ederal Government would close t h s  Defense Ilepot in Memphis. On 
top of the practical, logistical arguments for the Memphis Depot. are the advantages gained by an experienced 
workforce that has met every single test put to it, including Operation Desert Storm. That's a good case for it. 
None of the other depots can handle three shifts a day, five daqs a week, in times of urgent demand; Xlemphis can; 
Memphis has. The decision that this distinguished <:ommission will make. I hope will be based on Ivhat's in the 
best interest of our nation's defense readiness, and 1 have full confidence in you and confidence in the 
Commission to make that decision. I also p i n t  to  the fair, objecbve and complete review of the facil~ty in our 
community ... question .. the ... day the ..(information) in the city will lead you to conclude that Defense Depot 
Memphis should stay open. It's a priviledge for me to be hen: today, and I thank my distinguished colleages. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you, Governor. We're delighted to ha'e the distinguished Congressman Harold Ford 
with us today. 

Congressman Harold Ford: Thank you, Chairman Dtxon, again, and Members of the Comn~ission. Let me 
first say that both of our U.S. Senators, Senators Thompson and (Cript). I talked to them last evening and the>- 
were unable to make it. One is chairing the Senate. and as you know, Senator Dixon, ... the subcommittee that 
votes on the Senate floor. They wanted to be here but could not make it totlay. The presentation, L4r. Chairman 
and ... of the Commission, that you have just seen, illustrates the vital role DDMT plays in supporting our 
military men and women during times of war and peace. The depot fully meets that DLA's strategic goals in 
providing more ... than contingencies before it in the modem workforce with the well-trained workforce of 
employees in the City of Memphis. When the country mobilized Operation Desert Storm - Desert Shield. the 
workforce joitled with the Tennessee Air National Guard in the Federal Express Civil Reserve airfield to provide 



the majority, 32 percent of all 107.000 tons of food and clothing for our the GIs in the Iksert. They have also 
responded for a .... notice provide relief to endangered natural disasters and humanitarian relief niissions around 
the world. And we're very proud of it, because we know that the Pentagon is proud of it, as well. \Ve know the 
Commission has visited Memphis, DDMT in late March, and I'd l ~ k e  1'3 apologize for not being therc with you. 
Comm~ssiorier Kling, because of the votes in the flouse of Rel)resentatlve on that day. He observed firsthand the 
high level of mechanization in that fac~litp. I would encourage other t~ommissioners. and you, Chairman Dixon, 
to visit our distribution in Memphis. I would like to extend an in vita ti or^ on behalf of both our (peers) and the 
Governor, to visit the facilities and see firsthand for  ourselves what it's like there in Memphis. ,And, what we'd 
like also to include in saying that this mechanizing and complex that w c  see in Memphis, and the facilities that 
we have been able put together the demonstration here with the photo ;~nd the Chamber of Comnierce, and the two 
leaders along with the Governor. that talked about the economic impact the ... would have on this city, but the 
economic impact would have on the military by closing those facilities. I also would like to just talk about one 
other thing, if the Commissioners don't mind. and I know it's not a high priority, and 1 know it's not high criteria 
when you think in terms of what the Commission will (...end of tape) ... it's a .... We have unimployment to 
the tune of about 10.7 percent. and in our State, we're very fortunate that the unimployment rate has been down 
five percent from I I .  But in the geographical area, and the City of Memphis, it is not true. As I said earlier, it is 
in fact not a high priority, but I sure would like the Members of Commission to keep that in mind. I bel~cve that 
the false rating and the presentation by my colleagues clearly demonstrate that DDMT should continue. .And. 
indeed, in DLA's own words, to be the provider of source for around-the-~:lcck, around- the-world, we feel that 
Memphis is the location for the distribution center, that base closure cornmission should keep in mind and to 
make sure that we try to protect what's in the best interest of the Pentagon in the time of war in this country, 
especially those humanitarian missions that we are able to provide out or' the City of Memphis and the 
distribution center for the Memphs .... study. Thank you veq' much. 

Chairman Dixon: We thank you very much, congress mar^ Ford 

??: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that we have two presentations on videos, one is from the distinguished 
Senator from the State of Tennessee, Senator Fred Thompson, along with one who has been very close to the City 
of ,Memphis, and one who has been very close to the Pentagon and to I h~: Station. the Reverend Jesse Jackson 

Chairman Dixon: And how much time will this need? 

??: Three minutes 

Chairman Dixon: We're delighted to see them 

Reverend Jesse Jackson on video: .... I respect very tnuch your .. responsibility to  be fair in the closing 
of unnecessary depots, during this period of cutbacks and budget adjustment. I urge you to reconsider, however. 
the closing of the depot here in hlemphis. For one, the cost would be c:ost-inefficient. We're one of the most 
modem depots in the entire country. It served us well in Panama; it ser\.ei us well in the Gulf War. For the $50 
million investment makes it a very modem plant. I urge you to reconstder the recommendation to close this 
installation. Those who've see it have had different opinions. The livc:s of our soldiers at stake; the life of the 
City of Memphis is at stake. That's why I urge you to be fair and equit;it.le in the process of carrying out that duty, 
you are also cost-effic~ent of this plant, that this depot remain open. I ,appeal to to you to do so. Thank you very 
much. 

Senatory Fred Thompson on video: Mr. Chairman. Members of the Commission. It's important that 
Defense Depot Memphis be retained. Clearly, having a centrally-located primary distribution site in Memphis 
makes supporting our military contingency operations more effective. I t  ... the City of Memphis has shown the 
Commission that the criteria on which the Defense Logistics Agency b;ls.:d its decision to close DDh,fl are 
questionable. First, DLA does not appear to have given adequate consid1:ration that its military value analysis to 
what is perhaps is the distribution depot's defining characteristic: trarslmxtation. Whether it's air, water, rail or 
land, the Memphis area provides exceptional transportation options, This is why so many national and 
international con~panies have located there. Without the proper transportation infrastructure. the distribution 
depot becomes nothing more than a collection of warehouses. Now mos. importantly, it appears that 1lL.A strayed 
off course from the very beginning in how it defined mission scope. ar.d its analytical process. By evaluating its 
depots based on the number of tenant functions each installation holds, 1)LA ended up judging its installations not 
on the military value of the facilities themselves, but on how good a hw.1 they were. Because these tenant 
functions are portable, by moving missions from one site to another, D1,:i could and did affect how the 
distribution depot would ..... This violates the the goad of BRA(:, to ol)jc:ctively evaluate the military value of 
each installation. As illustrated by Desert Shield and Desert Storm, DI.MIT served as the ... distribution point lo 
support contingency operations in any industry. So, in order to support our soldiers in the field, the Conimission 
must retain Distribution Depot Memphis, the GI's depot, basal on cosl :.nd operational criteria. ilnything less 
than the full retention of the DDMT will undermine the readiness of nu-  c;oldicrs . ... I thank you for allowing me 



this opportunity to air these concerns. and I Icmk loward to meeting ~ i t h  you personally In the near future on thrs 
most important matter. 

Chairman Dixon: Well, we thank Reverend Jackson, we [hank Senator Thompson and hlr. Weber. I 
understand you're closing. 

Mr. David Weber: Thank you. Mr. Chairman. I'm here tcl answer any questions the panel may have. I do 
have one point I would like to express with the panel The Dl,.\ concepl of operations does not, in our judgment, 
provide adequate support of the force structure plan, which requlres tha: ?ommission's militan. forces to conduct 
two regional conflicts s~multaneously. The unclassified verslon of tht: rialional threat estimate, divides trhreats 
regionally across the Atlantic, across the Pacific, and in the rest of the world. 111,A has adopted this report 
structure as ngid guides to figure the depot to support one reg~onal cor~flict in one theater during one time period 
across one ocean. \.et, nothing precludes two simultaneous conflictq In the same theater. For example, the North 
African coast, Southwest Asia, the Balkans, or one regional conflict ~ , h i c h  could evolve into a major war, say, 
with two - three big opponents .............. Internal DLA studies cast con!:iderable doubt upon (peace ability) of 
across country support of one coastal depot by its opposite number . "Lessons Learned in Desert Shield'Desert 
Storm. one of throughput capacity lead us to believe they're not able lo satisfactorily support one theater conflict 
by then~selves, much less two conflict or one expanding conflict. 'I'hanl; you, Mr Chairman. I think we're 
prepared to entertain any questions you all may have. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Thank you very much, Mr. Weber. Are there any questions? Well, we thank you for an 
excellent presentation on the part of the State of Tennessee. )-our excellency, Governor Sundquist; Congressnlan 
Ford; all of you. \Ye greatly appreciate it. Thank you verj much. 

Cha i rman Dixon: This is the period set aside for public comment 3m intention is to try to insure that all 
opinions on the recommendations of the Secretarq affectins these great States are heard. We've assigned 30 
minutes for t h s  period. We ask persons wishing to speak to sign up belore the hearing began. And they have 
done so  by now. \Ve have also ask them to limit their comments to onc: rninute. And we will ring a bell at the end 
of that time. Please stop after a minute. Written comment or testimony of any length is welcomed by the 
Con~mission at any time in this process. If all those signed up to speak will raise your right hands, 1 will 
administer the oath. Now will all of you that are going to speak, pleas': raise your right hand? .Are there others out 
there that are going to speak that have not raised their right hand? 

Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you about to give to the Defense Rase Closure and 
Realignment Commission shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothii~g. but the truth'? Thank you very much. 

The Alabama public comment, Birmingham Regional Hearing, April 4, 1995. 
Rudy Knoll of Anniston. Where is Mr. Knoll? Is he here? All right. 
Colonel (Orville Q) Madison of Jacksonville. Colonel h.1adis.m. 

Colonel Madison: ,Mr. Chairman. Commissioners. You're about to hear it from the Old .Man. I probably 
the only one who has ever spoken to you of this matter who fought in W2rld War 11, and who was a Lieutenant in 
the Army in 1939. I'd like to point out to you something you ve nevel heard. Just to be sure that I get the words 
right: The Secretaq- of Defense and the Army and the BRAC procedua:~, not just yours, have seriously deviated 
from the compete application of the force structure, and from all of thc selection criteria. And they've done this in 
a manner which threatens our nation's survival. I was there, I know about such things. You have available to you, 
from your senior staff members, a large envelope with a couple of comntunications in it. They give you some idea 
of what I'm talking about. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Thank you, Colonel. We appreciate it Mr. I .  ltc~senbaum of Meridian. Mr. I. Rosenbaum 
of Meridian. 

Mr. I. Rosenbaum: Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman. I'm a retired insuranu: tradesman, former mayor of Meridian. 
I'm a former Naval aviator; my commission was in the Marint: Corp I trained in Corpus Christi, Tesas. The Navy 
has deviated from the force structure plan It has downgraded Aleridan because it is over -SO miles from the training 
canier area in the Gulf of Mexico. This would be Important if there were a canier in the Gulf of h4euico. There is 
none. And there is no plan to put one there. Carriers used for training are either off the Atlantic or Pacific coasts, 
making the Navy's argument groundless. The cost to get it from the Navy training bases to the carriers is 
prohibitive. The cost for bringing the carrier is prohibitive l'hank you v e q  much. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Thank you, Mr. Kosenbaum. Jimmy Snlith from Meridian, please. No Jimmy Snlith? Mr. 
Tom Johnson from b!eridian? 

Mr. T o m  Johnson: Chairman Dixon, Commissioners. .\I! name is Tom Johnson. I'm ;Issistant Executive 
Brector of Riley \femorial Hospital in h,leridiati, Alississipp~, and a sul~portive and interested citizen. I want to 
point out that the Naval ,\ir Station Meridian is the <%TKA flrimcane Evacuation Site. It happened in 1~981 .  and 



several times since. The South Texas coast, like many coastal areas, is subject to the devastation of hurricanes. 
We remember vivid shocks with the destruction of I-Iomestead Air Force [lase last year. 'She question is not where, 
but when that will happen again. Is it prudent to put all the strike trainin: aids in one basket'? Especially a basket 
in a hurricane  one'? 'Thank yon. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you. Jimmy Smith 

Jimmy Smith: Chairman Dxon.  <:ommissioners. h,/y name is Jimmy Smith. I'm vtplth the .... in Lauderdale 
(:ounty where the Naval base is located. Closing NAS Meridian would have very sincere econori~ic effect on Eist 
klississippi. Presently, this ... economic impact is somewhere In the neighborhood of about eight percent If 
you go back and look at the economical impact in 1993, they say it was 13 percent. The base has grown in 
operation since 1W3, again, I think it's a matter of loolung at the numt1e-s. The numbers just don't match. And, 
we fell that it'll be a very devastating economical impact on our state. Thank you for this opportunity. 

Mr. Benny Eglard: Commissioner Dixon, Chairman. Commissior~ers. My name is Benny Eglard. I'm 
employed at Naval Air Station h4eridian. And I have come on my own tinie -- come over here to talk to you on a 
subject that 1 feel is very ~mportant. I like that when I (see) you, that Ka~ral Air Station Meridian is (...) most 
modem jet naval base. And it is the only one specifically desiyned and tluilt for jets It is significant that this is 
the site design being used in nlodern airports today, such as DallasiFort U'orth, and O'Hare. Its offset runways are 
two 8.000 foot and one 6,000 foot non-bisecting runways, is one of t h ~  most efficient and cost-effective to .... 
The administrative housing and recreation areas are well separate from tht: noise and the safet) standards of the jet 
training central. Thank you. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you, Mr. Eglard. May we now have Mar~aret Thompson, please? 

Barbara Thompson: Good morning, Chairman Dixon and Commi:.sloners. I'm also a clvil service employee 
at the Naval Station. I have taken personal leave time, because I am co11o:med about the paring. I've worked for 
the Supply Department for over 10 years, and during that time, I have vt.orked closely with contractors who are 
responsible for the maintenance of the aircraft. I'd like to stress that N 4  S h4eridian has consistently had the 
lowest corrosion control requirement due to the flying environment. And that is because we are so far away from 
the caustic salt air. In fact, the Army rate for contract maintenance is the lowest in CNTRA. LI'e've lowered 
contract cost also extended to other areas. For example, the cost per loral airspace personnel who operate and 
maintain flight simulators, is also the lowest in CNTRA. In closing, I 'd  like to say that the long list of similar 
savings that contribute to NAS Meridian having the lowest operating cosl in CNTRA. And, thank you for letting 
me speak to you. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you Ms. Thompson. We now have Mr. Burtt Guy of Meridian, please 

Mr. Burt Guy: Chairman Dixon. Commissioners. My namc is Burt Guy. I am General Manager of h s t  
Mississippi Electric Power Association. a rural electric cooperative. Str:;, in East-Central Mississippi and the 
KAS Meridian. I want to emphasize that the State of Mississippi has n-iade available $16 million for 
improvements on or near the baqe. This money can be used to make inlprovements on the base itself, enhance the 
approaches to the base. or any other need for in~provernents the Navy nquests. The same partnerships between 
Mississippi and the military has already benefitted the Columbus Air 1-or-cr Base, by providing significant 
improvements to the wastewater treatment facility .. base. This and sinliar activities can be done for Meridian, 
too. Thank you for allowing us to speak. 

Chairman Dixon: We thank you. May we now have hlr. Smith from Meridian? 

Mr. C. D. Smith: Chairman Dixon and Commissioners. My name is C. D. Smith. I'm South Central Bell's 
Manager for the Meridian district. I also serve as president of the Meridian area Navy League. I want to point out 
to you that the h4eridan area maintains a large effective Navy League mc:nibership tvtuch was evidenced b) the 
numbers of people that came over in support this morning. For over two-and one-half decades ~t has been 
consistently a source of unerring support for the Navy and those statio11,:t at NAS Meridian. It has been and will 
continue to be a strong advocate for the base and its relationship wi1.h i3.s community. It has proved its value by 
creating college scholarships for the children of enlisted personnel 1oc:a:ing ... service spouses, sponsoring two 
SD ROTC units, and a variety of other supported programs and activities. Thank you for allowing me to address 
you, Con~missioners. 

Chairman Dixon: We thank you Ma) we now have our tlurd S m ~ l h )  hls Carolyn Sm~th  



Carolyn Smith: Chlrman D~xon.  Commissioners. My niime is C.lr,Ayn Smith. I am Senior Vice Pres~dent of 
(....mark) National Bank in Meridian. And I want to amplify Kaval Me~itlian and Her family make a major 
contribution to the quality of life in h s t  blississippi. They scrve on bo~rtls of Cities and (~ultnral organizations; 
they provide models and leadership to our schools and youth; iind bring: Itew perspective to evev  facet of our 
community. They are not just the military; they are the people we go to ;hurch with; they are the people that our 
sons and daughters marry; and they are our I'riends and our neighbors. And I thank you for allo\ving me to 
comment. 

Chairman Dixon: Ms. Smith. thank you very much. Ms. Barbara Kid, please, from Meridian, as well 

Barbara Kid: (:hairman Dixon and C:ommissioners. My name is Ba~b~ira  Kid. I am news director for \F"fOK 
TV. And Naval Air Station hleridian means a lot to me because I was born and raised in hleridian and I've been 
covering news there for 16 years. So, I wanted to point out that the Nztv 21 Technical Training Center at ... 
Meridian is a perfect academic environment for the Navy's young enlisted men and women. It is situated in a 
landscaped, quiet campus setting, surrounded by a wide variety of recreat~onal opportunities which we would all 
miss. It has none of the distractions currently found in military bases 111 urban areas, and offers no savings to the 
Navy if it's moved. Thank you for allowing me to talk. 

Chairman Dixon: We thank you for those comments. I believe thts is the last official from Meridian ?'he 
fourth Smith. Mr. John Robert Smith. 

John Robert Smith: Chairman Dixon, distinguished Commissione~s, General Robles, it's good to see you 
again. I am John Robert Smith, and I am Mayor of our hometown of Meridian, Mississippi. I believe today we 
have given you clear, convincing evidence that Meridian is not only needed, but essential and strategically placed 
for the future training need of the Naval pilots of this country. I wish each of you could have been in my 
hometown yesterday to see the 12,000 men, women, and children there at the base to show their pull for the 
people who represent NAS Meridian. Ask the General - -  It was powerfill but then, love always is, and that's what I 
to leave with you today -- a community in which people love the peopl'2 that represent NAS hleridian. Thank you. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you. You . . .  most assured that Cieneral Rul)les has done that very v e q  well and very 
actively. I believe from Memphis we have Mr. Phil Emilio. 

Phil Emilio: Good morning. You just heard from the Old Man; I gue!is ['m the young man. I'm a 10-year Army 
veteran and a DDM employee. The DOD has the only business plan in America that inclused an acceptable kill 
ratio. However, it seems that in our zest and zeal, we have forgotten who the DOD customer is. The GI. 15'e talked 
about corporate planning, and as if by having these business strategies our military deployments will be OK. 
That's not true. Without a solid mobilization business plan that tests un83er wartime conditions the prime vendor, 
direct vendor delivery, and the JIT concepts, and sets the benchmark for jistribution, we cannot give up the 
proven tested results of Desert Storm and the performance of the mobilization depot Memphs. General Colin 
Po\vell once said, and he's a hero of mine that "I care about strategy, but when strategy changes or turns out not to 
be right, what really counts is quality of force, and you've got to get force ;a a human living organism, and treat it 
as such. And Memphs is the lifeline support of that force. I ask that yo11 consider that. Thank you very much. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you. sir. Ms. Sharon Stevens, also from Memphis 

Sharon Stevens: Thank you, Chairman Dixon and CIommittee. I'm a former Navy wife, and my heart goes nut 
for all our military men and our facilities, especially DDMT at which I',ve worked for 13 years. ... tell you with 
my heart and sole and my job. We are a central point in the U.S.. We go in every direction, in all ways of 
transportation. I d o  believe Memphis should be protected and saved for the future of our country. We are Number 
One, and I thank you. And 1 also ask that you add a touch of info about the ADA and the handicapped workers at all 
these facilities that will lose their jobs and go back to welfare if we losc our jobs. We would rather be tax payers 
than receivers. Thank you. 

Chairman Dixon: 'Thank you so very much. Now, h4r. Nathaniel I k y d  of Memph~s 

Nathaniel Boyd: Good Morning to the Commission. to Chairman Cliuon, and to .... clients for the 
commission planning and to all the other staff, and most certair~ly to those people came to emphasize . .. great 
State of Tennessee. I just thank you for the opportunity to speak on onc: c:lement that I found to be very important 
to us there in Memphis. .And I'm not here to bring up a racial issue, yet I hilve to say that 8 0  percent of the 
workers at this Depot are African-Americans. But the point I wanted to make was the figures that I was given that 
Commission have to obtain the DOD ..... point six percent of the econ'3rnicsl impact that will happen if )ou close 
in Memphis. It just breaks the surface of what would happen if the Defense Depot in Memphis close. It's a lot ... 
... a figure that somebody needs to look at, and I come t h s  morning to :ISIC the Commission if you will go back and 
that you will have somebody else .... in my mind about this point six percent of economical impact that going to 



come upon that city, and on that community wh~ch appears to represent that community. not just DDMT, and we 
thank you for this opportunity to come before the Conmission, and I hop: you will look into this figure. Thank 
you, sir. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you so much, h4r. I3r)yd. Is Mr. ( Ixw~s)  Ilere'? Yes. Mr. Paul Ixtvis. please 

Paul (Lewis): Good morning Chainiian Ihson and the (:ommission My name is R u l  Lew~s. I an employce at 
DDMT. Since the onset of the I3RAC process, there has been several s:;ues pertaining to what has first pnority in 
the cntiera of determination. The one issue wh~ch \\'as spoken of ... mil tary value in terms of capabilities. Our 
capabilities are l~niited only to the imagination of those who can and have utillzed our capabilities for the gotxl of 
the nation's military. Along with our capabilities is the mot~vation of t?e workforce and the surrounding 
community during times of conflict abroad. To get the job done, to gel. the job done well. \ire can, and have very 
much with very little. Though to some, DDMT may be a small in coml~arison to other depots, but we do and have 
done big jobs to support this great nation's military forces. But don't take niy word for it; the record speaks for 
itself. In conjunction with the reputation of the Volunteer State of Te~tnessee, DDhU is still "l;irst in War. First 
in Peace." . .. Thank you. 

Chairman Dixon: \Veil, thank you very much hlr. Lewis, and to all of you \vho gave us your time. \I'e 
certainly apprec~ate it. We will now adjourn until one o'clock. We'll bc back at time. So, thank you ven much 

FLORIDA 

Chairman Dixon: I'm Alan Dixon, and with me are my fellow Conimissioners, Al Cornella; J. B. Davis; Lee 
Kling; Rebecca Cox: and Josue Robles. 'Ths afternoon we'll hear prest:ntations from Florida, Georgia, Puerto 
Rico. and South Carolina. As is the case with all our Regional Hearing, the Commission is assigned a block of 
time to each state, based on job loss and number of employees from thl: Secretary's list. b'e've left it to elected 
officials and community members to decide how to fill the bltck of tirnc. Our testimony this afternoon should last 
about two hours, after which we'll have a period of 30 minutes for addjtional public comment. The persons 
speaking at that time will have already signed up and will be limited to clne minute each. Our first presentation is 
by Florida. which has been assigned 40 minutes. .4nd, I wonder if you gentleman would stand and raise your right 
hands. Under the existing ...., we have to swear you in. Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you 
are about to give to the Defense Closure and Realignment Commission shall be the truth, the whole truth and 
nothing but the truth? I always wanted to get the Governor under oath like that. We are delighted to welcome the 
distinguished Governor of Florida, who senred with me in the United Slales Senate. and was a very able and 
distinguished member of that body, and has been a great governor of I-'lorida, Governor Lawton Chiles. 

Governor Lawton Chiles: Mr. Chairman. Members of the ....... I'm delighted to be with you toda! to talk 
about the importance of the State of Florida in our nation's defense. 1 ha: 1J.S. Government has invested billions 
of dollars in our Florida bases, and for good reason, because we think there is certainly critical miliatry strategic 
value. The bases of Florida contribute strongly to accomplishing our nation's defense goals, creating the new 
technology base of the military of the future. They have strategic locati'm, they marshall forces for rapid 
readiness in response to any type of crisis. They're cost effective; they offer the efficiencies of joint use. and they 
house facilities that are not duplicated anywhere. 
The Department of Defense recommendations both validate and build u p m  Rorida's advantages. With the 
exceptions that will be outlined by the Florida Communities appearing here today, I certainly hope you \vill 
uphold those findings. In addition, the Community of Jacksonville ha:; asked me to inforn~ you of their 
endorsement of the Defense Department's recommendations for the naval facilities in Jacksonville. I am also 
joined by the people of Key West and Grove County, urging you to support the recomniendations of the Navy to 
the Key West Naval Air Station. Because the proposed actions of the Kaiy for Key West are modest in scope. the 
communities chose to g v e  allocated time for more pressing issues. A:: you consider the presentations of the five 
Florida communities here today, please keep in mind that Florida bases offer a significant return on the 
investment of our limited defense dollars. Thank you for your consideralion. And, 1 yield the rest of my time to 
our .... 

Chairman Dixon: Governor, that's the shortest speech I ever hearci you make, and ~t was verj well received 

Governor Lawton Chiles: I invoked closure upon myself 

Chairman Dixon: \Ire're delighted to have Mr. J. D. (Kumpf) here $311 behalf of (:ongressnian I). Weldon 
(Urilson?), who could not be with us today. Mr. Kumpf. 

Mr. J. D. (Kumpf): Mr. Chairman. hlembcrs. (:ongressnian \i1elclon has asked nie to read the follo\r illg 
statement to you: 



Chai rman Dixon: Thank you, Mr. Kumpf. 

Mr. J. D. (Kumpf): I'm pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you ttxiay 
to let you know how important the 301st Air/Sea Rescue Squadron is to Prtrick Air 1:orce Base and to our 
community. Within weeks of my election to Congress, I sent ;I letter slaiing forth why it's important for the 
301st to rmaintain at Patrick. I'm please that the Secretary has recommel~dtxl the 301st be pernlanently stationed 
at Patrick Air Force Base. This is good for the I1.S. military, for the members of the 301st. and for the U.S. 
taxpayer. In .. of restrained federal spend~ng, and with our need to stretch every defense dollar as far as possible, 
leaving the 301st at Patrick simply makes good sense. Nearl). 99 percenl of the 301st missions take place at or 
north of Patrick Air Force t3asc. .Also, Patrick is more centrall! located than most IJomestead malung travel to 
other military bases around Florida faster and less costly. The 301st pnnlary peacetime mission is space level and 
space ... support. 'The close proximity of Patrick Air Force Basc offers will best serve this nation's future. As 
clearly stated in the Secretary of Ikfense's recommendations. keeping the 301st at Patrick will help the military 
avoid objectionable costs associated with expensive (temper) to new n g ~ o n s ,  extensive scheduling difficulties, 
and the dislocation of the .. mission for its ... The Secretary estimate:; the savings $1 million per year by 
keeping the 301st at Patrick. This is the bottom line. .-\I1 areas of our F:deral budget are under considerable 
pressure. We must take all the steps we can to reduce costs. This is an .wnual savings of $Imillion that can be put 
to use in other areas of Defense budget. Finally, but not least, the vast lnajority of the reserves at fulltime employ 
of the 301st are residents of Central Florida. These men and women and t~lelr children are an important part of our 
community, and add to the pride and prestige of the area. They contribute to the well-being of our local economy. 
Our community has suffered in recent years (from) defense cuts and the re~noval of the 301st would be another 
setback for our local economy. Most importantly, they contribute to the identity and reputation of our 
community. Their removal would go .... economic-wise. It would be a11 ~nfortunate disruption of the families of 
the 301st and of the community that has been their home. The local co~nlnunity has opened their arms to the 
301st AirlSea Rescue Squad members and their families. T h s  ... ness &:tween the unit and the community 
contribute .... to the mission accomplishment of the 301st. In summar)., I'm pleased with the Secretary's 
recommendation, and endorse it fully. It is in the best interst of the military. the taxpayer, and the local 
community. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you Mr. Kumpf. Now we have General R~chard F. Gillis. General Gillis 

General  Richard F. Gillis (USAF, Ret.): Chairman Dixon. Corl~missioners. I'm here to talk to you 
today on behalf of the Okaloosa County Economic Development Council about Eglin Air Force Base. Eglin is 
left on a comhat range known as the EMTB or the Electromagnetic Testtng 13arn. In the joint service panel of 
deliberations when they gave functional ratings to all the electronic colnl~at ranges, Eglin scored highest with 65, 
and you can see the scores of the functional value scores of the other el t~~.ronic  combat units. (next slide) 

In spite of this, the Air Force chose to dismantle Eglin as an EMTB, and discontinue Eglin's role of 
leadership in electronic combat. The plan to establish Edwards Air Force Base as the electronic combat single face 
to the customer, who ( ...) simulators from Eglin's range to (Cobb's) Systems to the Nellis Range Complex and 
leave the remaining assets that they don't move there at the Eglin range in support of the weapons testing and 
training. They also plan to close Redcap, which is in Yew York and .... , which is in Fort Worth, which are Eglin- 
controlled sites, and move their assets to Eniwards, and upgrade Eglin's . and quake chamber, so they can 
accomplish the EC mission at Edwards, and Eglin no\\. goes at ;I cost of $140 million. (next slide) 

The Air Force has stated and the facts people say that $140  million over 20 years and have no adverse 
impact upon the Air Force Special Operations Command. Air Combat Cor~lmand, or other users of Eglin's 
Flectronic Combat Range. (next slide) 

In reality, these actions are going to increase the costs of electrmic combat testing for the following 
reasons: The cost of doing business is going to increase civilian pay and contractor costs -- contractor consts 
because of the distance between the Nellis ~ r & n s  complex and Edwards, \%here they will be headquartered. The 
travel time, data reduction costs -- the data reduction capability of Edwar* and at Nellis is quite inferior to what 
Eglin has right now, and, of course, all these costs are higher in the western U.S. than they are in northwest 
Florida. Temporary duty costs are going to increase dramatically for th~: . l ir  Force Special Operations Command 
who now conducts their testing in more-or-less a local traffic pattern. Tht: Warner Robins War Logistics Center 
will see increased . . .  costs, as will their comhat command. In fact. the Air Force Special Operations Command 
estimates that they will spend an additional $2.5 million a year when that .. . is moved to the Nellis Range 
Complex. And, when it moves, there will be ... tanker support required, te~xiuse of the distance from the safety 
bases to the Nellis Range Complex. (next slide) 

The Air Force has not computed in their costs of moving military construction program requirements. 
The Air Warfare Center, which is an air con~bat command unit at Eglin nlay have to move West, because of the ..EC 
nlission's nloving \Vest -- that's really what the Air \Varfare Center doer. And it will certainly impact the stretch 
of operations commandeast, electronic combat readiness, because you'rc: clu~ck reaction fixes as we had to do 
during Iksert Storm will take much longer now because the point where we're required to test those things out in 
the Western I:.S., as opposed to doing it at home on the Eglin Range. (qr xt slide) 



We would like to recommend, Chairman a x o n ,  that the Committee analyze the Air Force's decision on 
electronic combat to look at the total Air Force cost impact versus just tc cost reduction of materiel command that 
the Air Force would realize. Look at the overall test and evaluation -- cp:rational test and evaluation -- and 
electronic combat training impact on the Air Force that this move will -e%pire. And overall the soundness of this 
dec~sion to dismantle the DOD electronic combat range, which has bee1 rated highest in functional value in 
recreating in the Western L'nited States in a time ... really defining m~liatrj  presence. 'l'hat concludes our 
statement, sir. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you very much, General Gillis, for that f~ presentation. Now we're pleased to have 
the distinguished <:onpressman from Orlando, my old fricnd, ('ongress~nan Hill blc(lo1lum. \fle're glad to have 
you here. 

Congressman Bill McCollum: Mr. Chairman, I'm very glad to 1~ here with you today. I'm here to 
represent the City of Orlando, the County of Orange, as well as the E c c ~ n ~ ~ n ~ i c  Development Team, Conimission of 
Southern Florida. And, I'm here on two installations. .4nd, I know in l i ~ e  minutes, that's hard to discuss, but I've 
prepared a statement I'm going to submit, and as we used to do in Cong~.eis. I would submit it for the record, and 
I'm going to summarize 11, and ... for the record. 

Chairman Dixon: It will be reproduced (~nlfor) the record 

Congressman Bill MeCollum: There are two installations. The first installation is the Naval Research 
Laboratory Ilnderwater Sound Reference Detach in Orlando, which is sclleduled to be transferred to Newport. Rhode 
Island ... -established in its present form. In short, this is a laboratory u h c h  conducts the calibration of 
standards of the Navy for sonar for all the underwater transducers. It's been doing this for years; it's fifty years 
old, ... the old Bell Iaboratories in WWII. The issue that I want to raise to your attention, is that I think there's 
substantial deviation in the decision of the Department of Defense to do what it's doing in this case, from three 
criteria on your -- your criteria. One of those is the criteria that. invovles h e  current and future mission and 
operational readiness. Another is the one that involves cost and manpor\,er implications. The third one is return 
on investment. 1'11 put it very simply to you that the facility in Orlando is unique; it's a small facility. l 'ou have 
all civilian employees; about 105 of them; no active-leave military. There's a lake, called Lake Lcesburg, which 
is one of two lakes that these tests are conducted on, and that lake is unlqlle; it's spring-fed; it has a depth of ( 3  
meters; there are a lot of other technicals that are in your material that you can look at. 'There is no other facility, 
no other lake, no other body of water in the continental United States capable of doing the kind of testing with the 
accuracy that it's done at this facility. And, I don't see any reference to any material which we've been given by 
the Navy that indicates that they've taken this into account, and what'r: that's going to do to operational 
readiness. I don't think the technical people looking at it fully realize or appreciate what they've got here. In 
addition to that, you've go fifty years of testing that's been done in thi!. 1)articular temperature and this particular 
condition to compare this sort of stuff with. And, I understand from th~: bechnicians involved that you simply 
can't start all over again somewhere else in a colder body of water and cor~le up with the same kind of answers and 
the same attitude and ... they do. Plus, 10-to-20 percent of the personn1:l are the only ones that are going to move 
to Rhode Island when they go to t h s  facility, and that's a lot of expertist: that will be lost. I think that that's 
military value that's lost. We've got questions out to the Navy now; and the other issues on the dollars and cents 
we'll be able to  present to you in much more detail through the process when we get those answers back. 

I want to turn to the Nuclear Power School question, next, in Orlando. very briefly. Currently \ye are a 
closed Naval Training ... in Orlando. One of the components of closure was Nuclear Power School and the School 
A that supplements it, scheduled to move up to New I ~ n d o n ,  (71'. Last hase closure, the decision was made not to 
close the subschool there; as a result of that, the cost of the move has increased dramatically. Originally it was 
projected to be $46 million. The staff of last (the tanks commission acid) another $50 million, estimated $96 
million cost to move. It's turned out it's $162 million. S o  the Navy nmv says, Let's move this to Charleston, 
S.C.. and build a new building there, and school -- and all it's going to c ~ t  us $117 million, giving $15 million 
in savings. It's not good enough. 'They have no consideration of what is the obvious, which is to leave that 
portion of the Nuclear Power School of the Naval 'Training Center right wliere it is in Orlando today. It nzould save 
you $140 billion plus, if you did that. 'There needs to be a COBRA analysis. I hope that your staff can encourage 
them to look at t h s ,  and see just what's there. Orlando's going to keep i"s Navy Eschange when those bases 
close, because it's biggest nloney-revenue producer of the retirement community in the entire United States Navy. 
The recreational facilities are going to remain there; houses are going to I.e there; and the Nuclear I'ower School is 
one of the most modern facilities that the Navy has. The buildings are there; the community would like to keep it; 
and there's no savings involved in this. It was just going to be moved to Uew London where it makes sense where 
the rest of the Nuclear Navy is. Nuclear Navy is not in South Carolina. There are a couple of follow-on schools 
there that may save a little bit of money, but most of the follow-on schco s are elsewhere. So, I \vould suggest 
that when we finish our look at this, andwe want you to look at it, that you're going to want to add this on and 
look at redrecting and where it's being redirected to. 

h s t .  I want to comment on something that's not on the list; I'nl not going to talk about it today. but I'd 
just like to alert you to: We are a loser, anti it's not on your list thr us to cx)k at, in Orlando of the Armstrong 



Laboratory, which bvas scheduled to move from Arizona, M'illiams Air f-'orce Base to Orlando b) the 199 1 
Commission. And, at some point, whether it's Arizona or somewhere c:l:;e. I need to present to our argument on 
that case. It was not scheduled today. We have the two leading simulaticn centers for the Navy and Army in 
Orlando already, the Department of Defense planned to consolidate all three Air 1P)rce. Navy, .-\rmy there, but, lor 
whatever reason, the Air Force has asked you and the Department of Iktense has asked for a redirect of that 
facility, and we, at some point, when the time is right, really would like .in opportunity to argue that case. Hut 
going back to Nuclear Power at the end, above all else, to come away fron this, I would hope you would take a 
serious look at this. 'She question of putting Orlando back on and seeing if a redirect really doesn't make a whole 
lot more sense. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Cha i rman Dixon: And, may I say to you (:on_gressman .\lcC:ollum, that I've asked my Staff. (Ihvid l,yles) to 
see that somebody contacts you with reference to the ....( re opportunit! to argue the redirect, .Arizona) 

Congressman Bill McCollum: Thank you 

Chai rman Dixon: M1e're delighted to have ... Mr. Don Slesnick wlko is the Executive Colnniittee of the 
Greater hliami Chamber of Commerce. who is making a presentation. I belleve, today. Thank 1 . o ~  for being here, 
Mr. Slesnick. 

Mr. Don Slesnick: hlr. Chairman. Members of the Commission. 'I hank you very, very niuch for having this 
time allotted to us to come here today. Mr. Chairman, I first of' all .. you for the record the binder which was, 1 
believe, presented to all the members of the Commission regarding Ho111c:stead Air Reserve Basc, and the 301st 
Air Rescue Squad. And, if you would accept that, this will encompass a lot of criteria we won't have to go into 
detail today, and will provide ready reference for your staff Itmking back wer our remarks. 1 come here today 
to, like to confirm with you. take issue with our learned friends and felllow Floridians from the Patrick Air Force 
Base area and, of course, it does not make us happy to have to take iss~ie ~11th fellow Floridians over the location 
of .. units that we are regretful that the Air Force has put us in that position In the grand scheme of things, the 
relocation of one military may not seem too significant to some people, but to Homestead Air Reserve Base, this 
is truly critical, in fact, could be a life or death issue for the South, Statc:, and the community. The 301st Air 
Rescue Squadron represents 50 percent of the assigned u ~ t e  to the newly created air resew; base, which was 
created by Act of Congress. when it accepted the 1993 BRRC recomme:rlciations. After losing Homestead Air Force 
Base to Hurricane Andrew in 1992, the Dade County community ... new life -- new post-hurricane life -- with the 
'93 BRAC recommendation in determining that a air reserve base shoulti Ix created. And this would be forming the 
Federal Government's portion of a grand public, public-private partnership; the reason I repeat "public" is the 
"public" to the "federal" part, "public" for state and local participation; and "private," of course, for private 
industry to be drawn to a newlyestablished military-civilian commerce park, industrial park, and Air Force 
facility. And, this is a complex that really is the future of South Dade Collnty's hope and lack of despair for the 
failure of other industry to move back into the area after the hurricane. f Illis was recognized by the Department of 
Defense as a model reuse plan, as it was created, and has been held up to other areas of the country. And, I would 
refer you to item charts .... charts that have been put here on the stands. The military portion of t h s  represents 
onelthird of the acreage of this reuse joint plan. 1,et me just point out to you, if I may . T h s  is the military 
portion in blowup size; this is basically, the 482nd portion; and this i: the 301st portion. These are, again, 
depicted in you binders, that you can look at later. And, .. it goes from t i e  301st to the 482nd, there are a number 
of joint use facilities that are projected to be built by the appropriation:. of Congress for use of both the Wing and 
the Rescue Squadrons. This is a representation of the entire complex of the old Air Force Base land, and this is the 
portion that this chart represents. This is the portion that we're putting In jeopardy by the removal of the 301st 
from the equation. We also could be putting this portion in jeopardy, whch is the National Guard, NORAD 
Squadron, whch  is scheduled to return to this base, based on its expectation of what it will find the Air Force 
supplying for support at this end of the runway. And. I'll leave those off. because without those two. you can see 
that the model plan takes a major setback. 'The 301st new construction represents 70 percent of the military 
construction projected for this plan. Also, as I mentioned, joint use by ~b: 482nd and 301st Air Rescue Squad is 
entrusted by several, if not more than several of the buildings that were projected to be built. Co-location of two 
units, the 482nd and the 301st. served by the creation of the .+\ir Reserve base, make maintenance facilities more 
efficient, and also create more valuable. The return of the .Air National C:ulrd N O M D  unit was based on their 
determination of what the Air Force would have as far as service and calla Silities down at the other end of the 
runway. 

To describe the entire plan dateline, and we have put it in the Imok under Section Tab IV. The concept ... 
... by DOD is a model for the basic use. and the removal of the 301st frc'n this model would be disastrous, at best. 
The 301st alignment elsewhere could easily start a chain reaction affecting other units in the future, in the 
immediate future. It also represents the possibility that the very small ::xrings that was generated by the Air Force 
and then repeated by Edward Air Force Base representative, the very stnlll savings that was projected b) the Air 
Force, if, in fact, those savings are legmately true, pale in comparison t3 the $216 billion of private Investment 
that we're putting in jeopardy by the removal of the 301st. This is a critixl stake to this plan. We are just 
getting, and are just starting. And the only thing that Homestead Air Kezerve Base, the only tbng  that the old 



Homestead Air Force Base as part of this plan at the immediate moment is the 4 2 n d  fighter wing. And so we're 
still in the birthing stage. And tile removal of one major and significallt unit, is in fact, as I have said before. 
critical and disastrous. 

Furthermore, the pairing of the combat fighter wing and the supportive air reserve squadron makes 
comnlon sense to those of us who don't share a lot of mllitary knowledge:. but it also nleets the rnilitar). advantage 
of the 301st ~nission. The 301st is capable of supplling the necessay sc;-rch and rescue support required by the 
daily operations of the 482nd. The two units have planned to share training facll~ties, office facilities. and 
maintenance buildings. Support is needed for the more than 20 training: c:uercises that are called at Homestead 
annually which bring in other units around the country on TDY. And thc,y come to there expecting that those 
training exercises. the capabilities of the 301st, the rescue and search i.aljabilities of the 301st will be there and 
ready to support the exercise. The pilots and crews of' the arcraft operating out of Homestead deserve the safety 
net of the co-located air rescue squadron. And, I don't need to say t h s ,  b , ~ t  I will, because I think it's awfully 
important -- we're talking about human beings here, that is, in search a~ td  rescue, every minute of delay could mean 
peoples' lives. Homestead is especially well-suited. This is where op:r3tions in p)litically troubled Caribbean 
Basin, and especially that has been seen recently and demonstrated by the recent Haitian intervention. 

Relocating the 30Ist to FAwards Air Force Base is a duplicati~r~ of effort in .... in that there are already 
two active duty rescue squadrons located at that base. If it 1s the Air ty'rte's intent to redirect the (mission post) to 
active duty minutes, whlch could possibly mean their relocation. then lh,at proposal and the cost associated with 
that proposal should have been presented to this Commission as part of thc calculation of savings or nonsavings 
by the recommendation of the Air h r c e  to relocate the 301st there. Some of the Air Force assumptions and 
assertions are just not back there. Sending the 301st to Patrick may reclulre as much as $1 1 million dollars in 
military contruction at that base. And that's taken from a recent prolmal given to the 45th Space Wing. To erect 
to buildings and to rehabilitate old buildings that are delapidated, and some that are actually in condemned 
condition. 'The money for new construction at Homestead, and I stress this is a critical point, the money for new 
construction at Homestead has been appropriated by Congress, and has k e n  signed into law, and it's ready for 
use. And. the Air Force making the gratuitous comment that it may run over that amount of money, and tvas not 
backed by fact. In fact, we know of no fact that suggests that there is gorng to be an overrun in the military .. of 
construction. 

Part of the justification for locating the 301st at Patrick was ba:;eti on the assumption that it ~vill take a 
greater role in the DOD's space shuttle mission. And that was referred to earlier here today. 1x1 me offer jou this 
fact, that from April 1, 1994 to March 30, 1995, just one week ago, that the 301st provided 100 percent of the 
range support and 50 percent of the shuttle .. support; there were 1.5 shuttles since last year, and that equates to 
about 7.5 of the support by the 301st. The total amount of flying hours used in supporting those missions was 
198 flying hours. However, during that same fiscal year, the 301st had a total of 1800 C130 flying hours 
authorized and 1900 H60 flying authorized. Thus, the support of the lX)I>'s space program equated to 5.1 percent 
of the total hours in the air for the 301st. And, if you understand the eqected shuttle missions will be declining, 
the number of shuttle missions will be declining, so the 5.4 percent of the the mission will be declining also. The 
1993 RKAC, your predecessor Comn~ission, found that the Squadom's primary mission was to support combat 
operations andlor simulations, and that it's space shuttle role was seconduy, at best -- and had been supported by 
the 301st from Homestead historically. hlaintainance costs in 1 9 3  ... (Maintainance Costs, I believe. it's still 
Tab 111.) ... Yes, Tab 111 of the Book, Maintainance Costs have had to go much higher because of corrosion control 
requirements. At Patrick -- Patrick Air Force Basc is situated on the Atlantic beach. It is exposed to constant wind 
blowing off the ocean directly across the aircraft. This reduces the llfe e>pectancy of the aircraft and the airframes. 
For corrosion reduction at such a location, the Air Force requires each arrcraft to be washed monthly and nnsed 
monthly. T h s ,  in and of itself, with the limited wash ... capabilities of Fatrick Air Force Base takes the aircraft 
off the line more than two days a month, just for the washng and rinsing requirement. However, in Tab I11 it's 
noted that the entire cost of the corrosion element is not present at Horrie:itead .4ir Force base. .4nd, just the cost 
of corrosion control and then the ultimated shortening of the life of each of those aircraft, add up to the fact that 
there will not be a loss of money by removing the unit from its tempor,uy homing ... and taking it back to where 
it was supposed to be at Homestead. But, In fact, in the long run, there will be a savings for the taxpayer and the 
Federal Government. This corrosion does not stop with just the airplacle:;; corrosion affects the medical gear; it 
affects the equipment that is used by the pararescue squad personnel ancl the parachutes. So, these factors, as I said, 
do not come to play at Honlestead, and have to be factored into the corrtp~rative costs of keeping the unite at its 
temporary home of moving it back to where it was realigned by the 1903 BRAC Commission. 

Recruitment: It's easier to recruit at the Miami-Ft. Iauderdale bletropolitan area, where the qualified 
personnel in these types of jobs, far more easy than in Brevard County or central Florida area. In fact, for 10 
years prior to hurricane, this unit ran at over 102 percent of personnel 5:trength -- of strength that was allotted by 
the Air Force. And subsequent to moving to Patrick, it is no\\, in fact, suffering many deficiencies in its 
pararescue tactical unit. 

The economic impact, we believe, and we urge you and your Staff to take another look at the econom~c 
impact. The figures that were provided to 1 . o ~  looked at Dade County, a:; ;I whole. And for those of you who have 
visited, and I know some of you have visited Ihde County and Itmked at I he county, particulary since the 
humcane, that you can lust see the line of demarcation between Central and North Dade County and Southern Dade 
County where Homestead Air Reserve Base is located. And from 216,000 whch  is the area ... sometimes in total 



destruction, there is great di~ersi ty  between the amount of economlc i~npact of that disaster and the unemployment 
situation, and the base of the fueling operation at kiomestead Air Reservc: Hase and its joint use (pan) will be 
needed to refuel that area of the county. It's used the entire county to prt:pare the economic impact, and that's just 
an erroneous assumption. and it doesn't exaggerate the impact enough to really show this Com~nission and the 
people of the county the impact that this has on the people of Southern LBclc County. As we sa). in our text in the 
book, we feel very strongly about this. We feel strongly because the slupport to the citizens of our county, and I 
wish all of you could visit South Dade County, which is at once a thrivir~g and now is a struggling community, and 
a struggling community walting and hoping and praying for the return of this economic cntrant to their midst, and 
looking for the 301st return, and have been look~ng for the 301st return since the '93 BKAC Cornmission. We 
consider this somelvhat a brexh of faith. 1 mean, this was promised, thi:; refueling of South Dade County, was 
promised by two Presidents, President Hush and President Clinton, thc current Secretary of Dcfense, the 1993 
BRAC, and if you had looked at Section I1 of the Book, you will see le,l.tc,rs in there to Congresswoman (Carrie 
Meek), I think they deserve short reiteration. When she queszioned wl-tar the delay was in bringing the 301st 
back, and why this was happening, Paul (Stein), Major General of the IJr~itcd States Air Force, on September '93 
wrote to Congressnoman (hleek) that in accordance with the decision c'f the '93 Defense Base Closure and 
Realignment Commission, the 301st will return to Homestead upon completion of the new facilities. Homestead 
construction will take approximately three years. Total savings are eslinated to exceed $5 nullion by leavinp 
them at temporary headquarters until such time a. the construction is finished. And. if you tun1 back one page. 
November 10th. the Secretary of the Air Force, Sheila Woodall wrote to llarrie Meek saying, down at the very 
bottom, "It is an interim measure only, designed to save .... anti meet the immediate needs of our Homestead 
Reservists caused by Hurricane Andrew's devastation." And in there slle assures the Congresswoman that it will be 
returned. And, of course, we've worked under those assumptions. 

We have overhead summarizing the points we tried to make ht:rm: to you today. And. because of thses 
pclints, because the material you'll find in the binder, on behalf of the citizens of Dade County, Mr. Chalrman and 
Commissioners, I would urge that tlie 301st Air Rescue Squad remain a;signed to its current signed place, whch is 
I-lomestead Air Kesene Base. and be located there as soon as possible 161- the benefit of the citizens of South 
Florida. Thank you very much for the time you've given us. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Well, we certainly thank you, Mr. Slesnick, for that very fine presentation on you behalf 
for the Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce. And, we'll hear now f ron  the new Mayor of ...., Mayor b c k  Greco. 
We're delighted to have you here, Mayor Greco. 

Mayor Dick Greco, Tampa: Charman B x o n  Commiss~oners ''le been here two da>s I thought ~t has  
Important that I come here 

Cha i rman Dixon: You look very experienced already h4r Greco. 

Mayor Dick Greco: Well, the reason for that, I was mamed 21 years ago .... I'm here today, because it's 
extremely important to our community, MacDill AFB, and I brought with me Mr. (A1 Armstead?) Chairman of our 
htacDill Response Team since 1991, and Commissioner ... Chns (Hard':'), and Don Barber, President of the Greater 
'Tampa Chamber of Commerce. 

MacDII is our community's single largest industrial (puller). I t  represents over $2.3 billion a \ear to 
the economy of our area. RlacDill is home to two joint unified command:;: United States Central C~ommand, which 
is respmsible for all operations in the Middle East and in Africa. and the LJnited States Special Operations 
C:ommand, whch  is responsible for all special operations forces worldviitle. hZacDII is the only base in the world 
with two joint united commands as tenants. These commands and their ticployment requirements will require ready 
access to a secure operational runway. This requirement has been validi~tt:d by the Chairman of the Joint Chefs  
and the Secretary of Defense, and we've heard testimony with 11RAC Ma~ch 1, 1995. Further, Chairman Dmon, 
you and Commissioner Cox were briefed recently by the Commands on March 24th in Tampa, and they were able 
to reiterate that they cannot perform their mission without secure access to Machl l  runway. h fach l l  began ... , a 
nun~ber of years ago, as an aviation training base for air cruisers in W I I  and following the War, transitioned to a 
bomber base for B47s and B52s in the '50s and early '60s. Since the '<Qs the Hase transitioned to a fighter 
training facility, but still maintained its support infrastructure for large aircraft. BKAC '91 .... hlacDI1 and 
dispersed its flying mission elsewhere in the United States. BRAC '93 recornmended transferring the airfield 
operations to the Department of Commerce. MacDill has been strategi1.a ly important for many years dating back 
to 11s role a as  staging base for aircraft during the Cuban Missile Crlsis This strategic importance .... today with 
!vlacDII being used as a primary staging base for the recent Haltian operations. Desert Shield and Desert Storm. 
The ... -ation Just Cause in Panama. It remains a primary contingency lo ... with many DOD operation plans. 
blacDill continues to host today, operational aircraft training activities throughout tlie year, and supports aircraft, 
espexially during the winter months when training opportunities are matimized in the Southeast. 'There are 
numerous overwater and land aircraft ranges near MacDill that were develc,ped during the early days of the base, and 
continue today as primary aircraft training areas for all three services. IvllcDill has the largest runway . . . .  
complex in the Southeast. It has an EPA-approved fueling system ... dectpwater port that continues through a 
pipeline with 14 million gallon storage facility. Fuel is then dispensed tluough 27 hydrants to ..-ted aircraft on 



the ramp. This entired system is the only one of its kind in the Southeastern United States. In addition. the base 
has five large hangars that can support almost any aircraft in the DOD irrventory. The base is uniquely capable of 
supporting any IX)D flying mission and especially a tanker bay. R'e stsmgly the Department of Ikfense's 
recommendation to retain MacUill Airfield as an entirely Air Force-op.rilted airfield, rather than to transfer i t  to 
the kparttuent of Commerce. General (14)gelmanr?), Secretar) (\\'indl:lll'?) testified before you the that the 
Southeast has a shortage of tankers, and that their recommendation to *;t;ttion tankers at MacIlill. 'This force 
structure would change and alleviate this deficiency, and we strongly slqlport this reconln~endation. This is 
(basically)all we have to say on behalf of all the people of the Tampa 133) area, and over a quarter of a million who 
use this base or area or (carry staple) food there. \\'e hope you take this ~ n t o  consideration. In case you have any 
questions of any of us, ive're all here to ... . Thank you for the opportun, ty. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you very much hlr. Mayor . On behalf oi'this Commission may I express my 
profound appreciation to you, your excellency, Governor Chiles, Congressman McCollum, with a great group 
who has come here today to do a very fine presentation. You may rest as:;ured that everything you said will be 
carefully evaluated. Thank you very, very much. 

GEORGIA 

Chairman Dixon: 'fhe Great State of Georgia makes a 35-minute prejentation here. On it, of course, we have 
his excellency, Governor Zell Miller, here And with him is Mr. George lsrael, Chairman of the 21st Century 
Partnership. Governor hliller, thank you for honoring our Commission by coming here. You are allotted 10 
minutes, Sir. 

Governor Zell Miller: Thank you Chairman Dixon. Commissioners Ihvis, Cox, Comella and Kling. Let 
me thank you for this opportun~ty to speak on behalf of Georgia's military bases. Our bases. of course. have been 
well-served by the hard work and diligence of the many strong Congressional Delegations over the ).ears. and 
expecially through the hard work of Senator Sam Dunn in recent years; i~nd I would certainly like to thank them. I 
would also like to salute the military and civic leadership throughout tht: State of Georgia for their enthusiam and 
their efforts in preparing for this round of base closures. The Pentagon's recommendation to this Committee 
mirror our ... that every one of Georgia's bases serves a vital role in this riation's defense, and should remain 
open. But, we all recognize that our infrastructure must be realigned to match our nation's combat forces and, of 
course, the Defense Budget. And the difficult challenge you face is to talk: an independent, object look at Secretary 
Perry's recommendations to insure b s  effort retains the best and the moost cost-effective military capability for 
our national defense needs. On behalf of Georgia, I thank you fbr a l loar i~~g  us to present some of the many 
reasons why the partnership between the Department of Defense and the >itate of Georgis makes good sense. 
Georgia has always had a good relationship with the Armed Services. \Vt:'re anxious to  continue that relationship, 
from the 24th Mechanized Devision at Fort Stuart to the F16 pilots at M a d y  Air Force Base, the doctors and 
nurses we would employ from the Dwight D. Eisenhower Hospital at Ft. Gordon, our bases answered the call during 
the Persian Gulf War, as we always have and always will. Georgia's twcl! e bases represent a $10 nlillion 
investment, and 68,000 military and 42.000 civilian jobs. Under Secre:tary Perry's plan, Georgia will gain 796 
military jobs, and in some cases, new missions. Let me take a few mintRt:s to tell you about one of those stations, 
wbch I last visited in February. 

Robins Air Force Base is a highly diversified multi-billion dollzlr complex. Its air logistics depot 
provides aquisition, maintainance. material-support found nowhere else. Our depot workforce average 15 )-ear 
experience. According to the Joint Services Worhng Group on Ikpots and the United States Air Force, Robins 
Air Force Base is above the top tier of Air Force depots. And, we believe it is not in the best interest of taxpayers 
to reduce the contribution t h s  highly effective, hlghly cost-effective depot provides to the national defense. It is 
more kneficial to reward the best and most efficient depot with the opportunity to make an even larger 
contribution. I believe that what makes Robins Air Force so successful .is that it also will serve our military well 
in the future. A dedicated and successful workforce is in place with excellent modem facilities. The State has 
provided education and training for the technical skills required today, and will continue to do so in the future. The 
aggressive cooperation between the Georgia Environmental Protection Ilepartment and Robins has resulted in the 
Department of h fense ' s  award to the base for the best environmental quality. This guarantees the militar) clean 
air and water for missions for future requirements. Georgia's strategic location, Robins Air E:orce Base's mission, 
the only large aircraft depot east of the Mississippi River have historically combined the quick response to the 
national need in crises. \Varner Robins will continue to d o  so In the fu1u.e. providing the ........ maintains a 
strong and continuing presence. And in closing, let me point out that 011 I4arch 20th. 1995, Robins Air Force 
Base was gven  the Commander in Chief's Installation of Excellence award for the best (base) in the entire .Air 
Force. This acluevement represents the Base's contribution to national ::e:urity, every day, as it has for the past 
50 years. And now we'd like to turn this ... over to Mr. George Israel, Cliairrnan of the Community Support 
Group, who has more detail of the national militaq. value of Robins Air lZclrce Base. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you very much Mr. hliller for that very excellent statement. And, we're delighted to 
have Mr. lsrael here. 



Mr. George Israel: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Commissioners and Staff. On bchalf of the 21st Century 
Partnershp, I want to thank the Rase Realignment and (Ilosure Commission for this opportunity to present 
certain pertinent facts here in regards to Robins Air F;orce Base and Warner Robins Air (Convention) Center And, 
in fact, for .... ... of closure and realignment. You have the unenviable task of right-sizrrlg the infrastructure of 
our military forces. We wish to extend a special greeting to each of you. 

I'm Georgia's ... Chairman of 21st Century Partnership. First I 'd  like to tell you who we are. The 21st 
Century Partnershrp was formed in 1993. We represent over IOOO bus~nesses and contributors, over 50 units of 
local government and 13 Chambers of Commerce. I also want you to t ~ e  aware that a military affairs 
committee has been in place for some two decades, but did not have the I~rcadth. legal, and administrative 
mechanisms to receive or to spend money for the purposes of designs of the Partnership. Mernbcrs of that 
Committee are supported with the Partnership's effort, and are representerl by Mr. Tom Daniel, who will address 
you at a later point today. Right-sizing the Air Force involves selection of' the optimunl nlix of depot facilities, a 
mix which ensures unquestioned supjmrt for the Air Force's many missicns, which provide the best value for the 
taxpayers' investment. You're all aware of the statute that created the Base Realignment and Closure Commssion, 
and the requirements that you deliberations be confined to a set of eight criteria. CJsing these criteria. the depot 
Cross-Maintainance Service Group. which was established by the DOI) ilself, to reduce duplication, excess 
capacity, and effective manage of available cross-service opportunities, (,valuated all rive Air Ibrce Depots. 
Con~missioners, I think we all must have faith in DOD's ability to makc military judgments and to judge miliatry 
value under the eight criteria. especially I, 11, and 111. As to IV and 17, we don't intend to comment on these 
criteria. Robins Air Force Base did quite well. The result are a matter o l  record, and there are others who would like 
to comment at this time. Under VI, Economic Impact, we have hard, certified numbers provided by the Middle 
Georgia Regional Development Commission. Knowing I might be asked to testify under oath, I requested that 
they be provided to us with certification, which is in the book. and avaiilable to  the Sk~ff numbers for comparative 
purposes. I shall address this more fully later. Hut, in short, the Joint (lloss-Service Group found the following 
with regard to iZlr Force Depots: 

Chairman Dixon: Mr. Israel. I'm most embarrassed. Would you p-rnit me to interrupt you, Sir? I'm 
embarrassed, because under the law, it was my obligation to place and your distinguished governor under oath. Let 
me d o  that for the record, or 1 am sorely derelict in my duty? Governor, may I ask both of you to rise? Do you 
solemnly swear or affirm that testimony that you have given to the 1kft:nse Base Closure and Realignment 
Commission is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth? I apologize. I apologize most humbly to you 
Mr. Israel. 

Mr. George Israel: No problem. Do you want me to do the same? 

Chairman Dixon: Xo, sir, you just did 

Mr. George Israel: I swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth of what I have said and 
what I'm about to say. 

Chairman Dixon: l'ou're sworn in 

Mr. George Israel: Under Criteria I. the overall mission requirements, the result was that Robins was rated 
green, one of only two out of five depots. Under facilities and infrastructure the result was that Robins was rated 
green, one of only three out of five depots. Under criteria 111, contingency and mobility. the results, Robins was 
rated green one of three out of five depots. I also want to comment here this was the only depot rated green for 
location. Under community, the results, Robins rated green, one of four out of five depots. Under VIII, 
Environmental Impact, Robins rated yellow, one of four depots rated yellow, and the fifth rated red. Additionally, 
I note, perhaps, the factors rated here were important, but there are several factors that were not evaluated: One, is 
the Management Capacity. As the Governor's already mentioned, the bast: received the DOD Environmental 
Quality Program Award, which indicates indicates the ability to manage the environment And secondly, water 
availability and quality, which was rated green, and for which we have un inlited quantities. Another ... thing for 
... rightofway. is that of air quality. I know that wildlife and bacteria, and other factors are imlx>rtant, we got a lot 
of clean air, and bunches of it. In summary, when the Joint Cross-Service Group, DOD's own Cross-Service 
Group, ranked depots, Robins Air Force Base was ranked as one of only one of two depots in tier one. \\'ith two 
depots in tier two, and the fifth in tier three. Unfortunately, there's no place in your decision matris to consider 
the histories of base and the love affair the Middle Georgians have alwals had for Robins Air Force Base. There is 
no place for the evaluation of the community partnership or its history And practically speaking, there is no 
place other than under Criteria VI of what closure or realignment really evc:n does to a community. There is 
nowhere the community support translates into real tangible mllitary value. Then, the history of base, the local 
community, and the partnership between the two comes prinu~,facie cvicience of what might be expected to list for 
the immediate future (mission) requirements of accommodating contingcn-y In the community evaluation 
section, there was no evaluation done on the most important factor, and that is how community support translates 



into tfus hard support for getting the mission done. I would submit that In the future, either the community be 
evaluated over thts factor or community's b u r  components be evaluated under Criterias I through VI. is ... the 
Criteria of VIII. .The hlstorj of Robins Air r;orce Base dates back to 104 1, when the community assembled some 
3,000 acreas of land and (deeded) it to the Federal Government. Over the course of better than a half a century, 
through local comniunity actlons, grants, and land swaps, the Base has grown to some 8,700 acreas valued today 
at over $-SO million. In 1941, there was no City of Warner Kobins, wb~ich nun~bered 51 soles in the 1940 census. 
But over the last 50  plus years, the City of Warner Robins has grown to a population of 44,000, ranking the 10th 
largest city in the State of Georgia. It is the onlj c~ ty .  which 1s the home to an AOC, which sole reason for 
existence has been the support of the Air Force In our nation. That's wly the slogan, Commissioners. "Every day 
in Middle Georgia is Air Force ilpprcciation I h y . "  Over 50 years, zillons of federal, state, and local monies have 
been spent on roads, tughways, bridges, schools, hospitals, not to ment on the hundreds of millions investeri by 
private concerns. In fact, ... see what it would do to the economic impact, io the employment impact, as well as 
other considerations, much planning has evolved around the operation ol' the Base and the Air Imgistics Center, a 
plan to provide a community infrastructure. Many ... facilities were initiated and were realized because of needs at 
the Rase, of which the Base leadership made the community aware. Not ro sound too gratuitous. the community 
did realize these actions were in the best interest of the community. In t t c  1950s the Base needed mechanics; the 
Vocational Training School at ..... Bibb County responded with a vocational training program designed for the 
base. 'There was a need for housing; it was built. In the 1950s in the mitlst of Cold War ...., the County 
government allowed missile silos on their land. In the 1960s as the Vict Nam committrnent escalated, there was a 
call for (ABP) Mechanics; the community responded 'There was a need f ~ r  a 4-lane highway, the State built 
Highway 247, which was engineered from funding. There was a need 1.01 housing, schools, hospitals; they were 
all built. In the 1%0s there was a need for expanded higher education; the State and local communities responded, 
and Macon College was born. In the 1970s there was need for doctors In Central Georgia; Mercy University and 
h4acon built the Medical that cost some $7 billion. There was a need lo]. technical training ..... institutions funded 
to the tune of $15 million and built to turn out electronics and avionics te,shnicians. There was a need for new 
hospitals and housing in the County and .... . , they were also funded and built. In the 1980s the Base needed 
continuing education and a ready supply of engineers; Mercy l iniversit!~ 'wilt an Engineering S c h c ~ ~ l  at a cost of 
$20 million. In the 1980s there was a need for hlgh tech training; the hli'idle Georga Technical Institute was 
built and later expanded at at total cost of $28 million from State and local governments. There was a need for 
engineering research support ; Mercy University responded as well as Georgia Tech and the City of Warner Robins 
and Houston County built a high tech facility at a cost of $3.2 million in which to house it. In the 1980s there 
was a need for high tech medicine; both the Medical Center of Central Georgia and the Houston County Health 
Care Complex responded making complete tertiarj, care available. 'rhea: we over 1000 available and built in 
Houston County alone. In the 1!99Os there was a need for solving the encroachment problem; it was solved, 
providing local zones and clearing access to individual zones. In fact, as we sit here today the State and Local 
governments are ..... acquiring some 207 acres in south Bibb County at The three miles at the end of runway 32. 
All through this half century there has been solid support, a real partnersh~p between DOD and every community, 
lo the State and 1-1 governments. What does community support mean? How does it translate into real tangible 
military assets? There are three things: One is the workforce; two is thc: management at the Base; three is the 
commanders we've been blessed to receive. The workforce at Warner Rot sins is in large part born, bred, raised, 
educated, trained. and lived in Middle Georgia. That workforce is patriotic, energetic, innovative, capable and 15 
more .... And, Commissioners, I want to make sure you understand this, There are thousands of Central Georgis 
families who have raised or are raising their children with the dream that tley will go to college and, as it is said in 
the Central Georgia vernacular, "Git on at the Rase " And those children . .  do, "Git on at the Base." have 
"arrived." And there you have a motivated workforce with a real sense of purpose of what they do. The nation 
does. The majority of .. Middle Georgians know how to motivate their wtlrkforce for unparallelled productivity, 
effectiveness, and efficiency, when they constantlj strive to achieve ... and .... And, third, we've been blessed 
with effectual commanders able to motivate middle managenlent and the workforce toward unprecedented goals 
always setting the standard of its entire force of escellence. When you pul all of these factors together, you get 
integrated product teams; you get Team Robins, which can move the proiuctivity (grill) to a dimension called by 
Dr. Peter (Singhe), a formost management authorit), "The Fifth Discipline." A management and Product Team 
capable of an evolution. yes, even a transformation into an organic, learning organization, capable of creating 
synergies where one plus one equals three. Seldom is this achieved in the: xivate sector; it is unheard of in the 
public sector, but there it is: Robins. That is wha!l'earn Robins is the Re:t of the Best, and received. as the 
Governor mentioned, the Commander in Chiers Installation Excellence i'~vzard. 'The Best Air Force Base in the 
World. Robins Air Force Base and the Air Logistics Center clearly meet zjn'li exceed all current and future ... 
requirements which might be expected of an integrated air logistics centel. end Air Force base. Plus. as was 
mentioned, this is the only aircraft depot east of the hl iss is~ppi  River i r l  ,:lose proximity to Ft. (Stewart). some 
150 miles away, home to the 24th Infantry Division Rapid Deployment 120rce. And due to location, Robins is the 
Depot of Choice to support our ... for the 82nd Air Borne, the 101 st Air 4.;sault, and the 10th Mountain Division, 
three of the rapidist deployment forces. Yes, we are closer to Africa, the h4iddle East and Europe by hours when 
hours can make a difference. The Base consists of 8700 acres under direct control of DOD, all of which, .... is not 
being utiliz.ed for either operations or logistics support. Its facilities have a replacement value of some $4 
billion, consists of some 1.4 million square feet of hangar space, one m~l l  on square feet of .... space; 1.3 million 



square feet of maintenance space; and 1.7 spuare feet of administrative space. And they are among the [nost 
modern, state-of-the-art in the world, with over 300 million having been con~mitted to new construction and 
renovation just over the last ten years. Its runway is one of the longesl and widest east of the Mississippi River at 
300 feet wide, 4000 feet long and two one-thousand-foot overruns. It  hi^^ twice the load-carrying capacity of 
Hartsville International Airport from which most of you came to thus healing. It allows it to function as an 
enroute alternative landing site for the space shuttle. And, our air space i i rated green and unencumbered. 
I-listorically, Lovetts Air Force Base has met and accommodated all contingencies, all mission requirements, 
whether WWII. the Korean Conflict, the Viet Nam Police Action, Grenada, Panama, Desert ShieldiStorm, and most 
recent. tIaiti and Bosnia. I can assure you that the some 300,000 people in Central Georgia will do anything 
within their power and ab~lity to support any future contingencies or aission requirements at Robins. As 
command power implications of our contingencies in the future missior~ of force requirements, you have a 
competent, capable, capable workforce in place of which I've spoken, 11~t there is a limitless supply of at least 
sufficiently current and future requirements. I will say that you cannot. simply cannot replicate the community 
support or the offbase infrastructure provided at Robins. To do so would axit hundreds of billions of dollars. This 
slide simply speaks to that Vlth criteria, Community Impact. But this slide .. . the disparate economic impact of 
Robins as opposed to other Metropolitan Statistical areas which are ho~n~:  to an AOC. Most people find this slide 
puzz,eling, knowing that all AOCs are of a relative same size. 'She explanation is quite simple: The Macon-Warner 
Robins Metropolitan Statistical area is much smaller that the hlSAs in wl~ich there are other AOCs located. 
Additionally, Central Georgia is relatively a poorer area, where their average income is well below those of the 
other MSAs in question. This total impact results in a much higher impact as a percent of total payroll. The 
greater the DOD employment and payroll is to total employment payroll. the greater the impact: ?'his equates the 
benefitted jobs in our MSA from primary, secondary, and tertiary impact:; of 70,000 jobs or an impact of 50 
percent for a 3.511 to 1 ratio. These statistics and impacts were well docunierited in BRAC '93. There's a quick 
explanation to (Delsig) functions of electronic warfare, avionics, and otht:r high tech efforts require a tremendous 
amount of outsource secondary (contract) support. which also provides zmployment in the MSA and futher. Many 
of these jobs ... MSA are . .. helping with the primary employnlent result in greater and greater d~sparate impact 
upon the tertiary jobs. We don't wish to belabor this point, but, when vve esamined the manpower force 
reductions under the realignment scenario, there is cause for alarm. Thi:; :slide reflects those planned reduction 
from 1988 to the year 2001. These reductions are significant. Further, to the fact it's related to the impacts of 
closure with respect to the ... that the economic impact of this job loss (n er this 13 year period is much greater 
than the impact of 1.18 to 1. which you have been furnished. I know you might be stretching it a bit about how 
we can protesting the loss of 534 jobs. But our concern is the BRAC and nonBRAC action, both the real-line 
budgetary manpower reductions over this 13 year period. First, the infrztn~ctural base has it within its capacity. 
What's more, it's integrated to provide for more effective, efficient management and manpower support for the 
current and future missions. And, it continues. You also have tremendous community support infrastructure which 
has been designed, engineered and built for the 21st Century. Hundreds of millions of dollars have spent on roads, 
highways, bridges, hospitals, I can go on and on and on, on primary and secondary schools; three systems of 
waste water treatment have been sized and built to provide capacity through the year of 2040. There is ..... food, 
water distribution systems available on the base, and in the communities 3f Central Georgia, with unlimited 
capacity of water as we sit atop the Tuscaloosa Aquifer, one of the larger aquifers of the world. In solid waste 
disposal, there's available in sites of Macon, Warner Robins, and ...- v~llr  homebase, Perry, as aell  as others. all 
meeting federal and state requirements. And, as an example, in just the C ty of Warner Robins, alone, it has 
another 50 years of capacity in its landfill. I have hit training for the ~~'>rkforce,  which is provided through the 
year of 2026 to turn out electronic technicians. avionics, and (EW) technicians. (A&P) mechanics. and, in fact, as 
am example, we can train 783 aerospace sheet metal technicians every ywlr. Hospitals with bed capacity and 
state-of-the-are medical technology. For today and for tomorrow. The :Mercy University Schcwl of Engineering 
will continue to turn out engineers, electronics, avionics, aerospace, ancl provide strategic educational support and 
hfercy Engineering and Gwrgia Tech will continue to work with Robins in a partnership to provide creative, 
innovative solutions to the problems of tomorrow. Our environment is ,:l~:ar. whether water, land. or air. There 
are no environmental problems. Water is plenty; air and land is available, and air, clean air, well there's lots of it. 
And there's no smoke stack industry with which the base must compete r'or clean air. The infrastructure, both on 
the base and off for the community is in place, sized and ready to support ... .... the country during fireworks. Our 
future tells you that we will meet any and all challenges which may come our way, whether missions or 
contingencies. We have the people; we have the facilities; we have the management; we have the propensity; we 
can ... as the Air Force changes its mission. In the Southern vernacular 'A],: often say,"Don't worry'bout the 
future, just load the wagon." Thank you. 

Chairman Dixon: \!'ell, we thank you. hlr. Israel. for a very excellen1 presentation on behalf of the great 
State of Cmrgia. U'e thank you, your excellency, Governor for coming he-e with your staff. And, you may be sure 
that all of your fine testimonq will be receive our very careful c! aluation Thank you very much 

LOUISiANA 
Chairman Dixon: The great State of Louis~ana has sent word to the C3rnmission that the State has selected to 
submit its testimon). to the   om missioners this afternoon in writing; so, there will not be testimony from the 



great State of Lmuisiana, but let the record show that this Con~mission I S  aware of 1.nuisiana's in its welfare and 
that its testimony will be reporduced for the record, carefully evaluated '?y Staff. and ultimatel) ..... for the ... 
mission. Now may I inquire ... .4re folks here from Puerto Klco? Oh, fin(:. Now may I say to my friends from 
Pl~erto Rico, we are gaining some time here. l h  you have objections to being on early, General? Ik, mind giving 
)our testimony now'? h s  it inconvenience you to go earl)'? l'ou won't have any problems tvith that'? \Irell, 
then, I want to express m) appreciation, General. Had both of )ou wanted to testify'? Would you please ralse your 
right hand, General'? Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimonj you are about to give the Defense Base 
<.:losure and Realignment (lommission shall be the truth, the whole trul h, and nothing but the truth? Thank you, 
Sir. We are delighted to have you here. T h ~ s  is a presentation by General Eknilio Diaz-Colon, the Adjutant General 
of h e r t o  Kico at our Keg~onal 1-learing here in Birmingham. :!labanla. And, <.+eneral, we're dcl~ghted to have you, 
Sir. 

PUERTO RlCO 

... Adjutant General Emilio Diaz-Colon: Thank you, Sir. .4lan . I .  Dixon. Distinguished Members of this 
Commission. Ladies and Gentlemen. Good Afternoon. My name is Ernil~o Daz-Colon. I am adjutant general for 
Puerto Kico. I am here today to representing the Governor, el senor (Bue~io) of Puerto Rico. and as the C~ommander 

.. of the Puerto Rico National Guard, and as a concerned citizen of Puertct Itico. .... to  t h s  honorable Commission 
this point of view on this matter. ,2 word, if you have any questions regarding that, please don't hesitate to let me 
know and I will try to answer them properly. Specifically. the friends sst the Iionorable William (H ..).... bas 

.... recommended to t h s  Commission the (amv~ng) of Fort Buchanan. The recommendation will be used 
functions and will dispose of family housing. The recornmeridation will d s o  help prepare our government retain 
certain .... for the United States Army Reserve, the Puerto Kico National Guard, the Army and the .4ir rorce 
Exchange Service, and the increased .... school systems. Contrary to certain .... of the recommendation, the 
government of Puerto Rico would like the Defense Department to maintaln the operations in Ft. Buchanan as they 
are .... complete. Specifically, Fort Buchanan will continue to be a subir~stallation for Ft McPherson, providing a 

.... ... logistical organization support to our people in foreign foreign L nits. And, ...... However, if Fort 
Buchanan is realigned as recommended, the government of Puerto Rico is interested in having the land outside the 

...... (grapes) ... to the Puerto k c o  National Guard. R . Buchanan is the only ......... Army installation in It is 
also history of military installation dates back to 1920s. It was active irr WWII and Korean War. In 1966 it was 
deactivated and turned over to the Navy. In 1973 it returned to Army hands. More recently during the Desert 
ShieldlDesert Storm Operation, Ft Buchanan served as the pnmary (Caribbean) .station for .. ( I W  students there 
from Guam) .. In spite of the ......... impact of its local economy, many jc'bs will be lost. And the complications 

........... .... that we will cost .......... vigilance and residents will not be rnany services now provided at 
................. politics of Ft. Buchanan .. served .................. It's Puerto Xico's unique characteristic, as a bi- 
lingual and bi-cultural community, the location of Ft. Buchanan makes it the ideal place from which ... and Latin- 

.............. American outreach programs. If this Commission decides to keep Ft. Eluchanan and the rest of this 
U7e respectfully request that the remaining lands of Ft. Buchanan be ....... be transferred to Puerto h c o  National 
Guard rather than making it a surplus facility with the federal govermnent maintaining the place. The Puerto Rico 
National Guard will consolidate operations of Ft. Buchanan including cc:rldn ...... functions on the Puerto Rico 
National Guard miliary response system now located on the ........ island ...... Puerto Rico. In addition, the 

....... Puerto Rim National Guard has the framework to operate the moral and recreation facilities for exclusive use 
.............. In fact, the system ...... Puerto Rico laws is similar t o  lot of . . . . . . .  which you sought in around and 
... use operation cost of these facilities. I urge you not to recommend realighment of Ft Buchanan. Ho\\-ever, if 
this cannot be done, I request that careful consideration be given to the alternative of transferring the facilities of 
R. Buchanan to the Puerto Kico National Guard with the federal government retaining only the . . . . . .  mentioned 
in the Base Realignment recommendation. That concludes my presentation. 

Chairman Dixon: General, I appreciate you very fine presentation. 13) you request that the letter from the 
Governor of Puerto Rico be placed in the record as well? 

Adjutant General Emilio Diaz-Colon: Please, Sir 

Chairman Dixon: That request, as usual, will be accommodated, Gent-ral. \Ire thank you and your 
distinguished ... colonel for coming here today. .And, you may be sure that the Commission ivill carefully evaluate 
your request. 

Now. Ladies and Gentlemen, we're running a little bit ahead of :;chedulc. South Carolina has 10 minutes, 
and then we have only three people so far who are requesting a public prcscntation. We're going to take a 10 
minute break, and then we'll be back. It's quarter after two; at 2:25 we will resume, and the folks from South 
Carolina, .. Mr. Fink will be heard at 2:25. 



SOUTH CAROLINA 

Chairman Dixon: At this time we will hear from the great state of South Carolma, which is allotted 10 
minutes. And, Mr. I-'ink, are you going to take the whoe lo?  

Mr. Fink: No, Sir. Admiral ...... and I will both share 

Cha i rman Dixon: l\Jould and Admiral Anderson mind standing and rase your right hand? Do solemnly swear 
or affirm that the testimony that you about to give to the Ikfcnse Bas': ::losure and Realignment Conimission 
shall be the tmth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth" Thank  yo^. very much. Mr. I-;ink. how much time do 
you rvant of the 10 minutes? 

Mr. Fink: Sir, probably 4-10-5 minutes 

Chairman Dixon: \trell, you go r~ght  ahead, then we'll glte \dniiral 1:mcrson \vhat '~ left 

Mr. Fink: Thank you, sir. C:hairman Ihxon. Commissioners, Con~missioners' Staff, other State 
Representatives. Good .Afternoon. I'm Colonel 0. J.  "Skip" Fink, Jr. . llnited States Marine Corp, Retired. I'm 
from the State of South Carolina ... proud to be representing the . ... state today. I had my initials before the 
other guy had h s .  ..... Today we're here on behalf of the c~tizens of South Carolina, and elected representatives. 
we'd like to thank you for this opportunity to address the Commission For South Carolina this is much the 
..... occasion in 1993. .4nd we note that we are just ....... As we witne:ismed throughout the testimony today, t h s  is 
serious business. with serious implications for not only the .. ..communities and the states, but for the country, 
as well. Joining me at the table this afternoon are members of the In LkFerise of Charleston Committee, led by 
Vice Admiral David Emerson, United Statcs Navy, Retired from Llonterey, and assisting him, Rear Admiral Bob 
(Able), and Captain Jim (Kim). I would .... to present and make some relative views ... recommendations as they 
pertain to the greater Charleston area, momentarily. We also have prer.e,it today representatives from the audience 
from both the Sumpter and Butte communities, should their cspertise b: ieeded. 

.... I realize our time is limited and the hour is late. l%or to tunung it over to Admiral Anderson, I would 
like to note for the record, that a joint letter from our Govenior and the C:ollective South Carolina Units 
Delegation has been submitted and it does address the impact of the ..... ~ecommendations on the State of South 
Carolina as a whole. And, I would like to reiterate some of the points pu~. forth in the letter. South Carolina 
understands the need for us to make a critical decision associated with clownsizing the Department of Defense. 
Given the change in the military's ....... reduce the .......... as appropriate without unfairly ......... 
Notwithstanding the activities in our ..... for closure of South Carolina . . ..... We are heartened by the Secretary's 
of Defense's recommendation with regard to realignment and redirects rnio our state. South Carolina's ... 
proportion is more than any other state in terms of cumulative economic impact resulting from the three base 
closure rounds to date. The loss of Myrtle Beach Air Force Base in 1991, coupled with the closure in 1993 of the 
third largest naval base in the world, and the most efficient shipyard in the country of Charleston, speaks for 
itself. As a small state of limited resources and a per capita income of only 77 percent of the national average. 
we've given our fair share. We appreciate the 1993 BRAC decision to realign some DOD activities into the 
Charleston area, and at the same time, are hopeful that somewhere up . .. you'll penail in your 1995 
deliberations. The specific 1995 recommendations we're looking at t c w k  us into the Charleston. iibraham, 
C:olumbia were welcome news for a s1ate;still working to overcome the negative impact of .... closure. Please be 
assured that South Carolina and the local government is prepared to assist in any wa)? that we can to bring these 
recommendations to fruition. And in that regard. please not the followin,: points that support the South Carolina 
bases. 

Marine Corp station Buford, possesses the best training air spac- on the east coast of the United States 
and has the capacity to accommodate two additional F18 Squadrons, as r~:conlmended by DOD, with virtually no 
military construction requirements. The Naval weapons station at Charleston already houses the follow-on 
Nuclear Training facilities for the School House 'Training that's recomm~:nded to realignment from Orlando. Co- 
location training activities at the weapons station makes good sense front both efficiency and cost standpoints. 
Fort Jackson continues to be a dynamic center of learning for our soldiers. ....... will afford more of our young 
Army soldiers an opportunity to benefit from the superior training envi.ronnient at facilities already existing on 
the installation. (Shell? Shfoh?) Air Base with its ......., expanded range complexes, and mission growth 
potential stands ready for additional missions in support of D01)'s restructuring. The Governor and elected 
officials appreciate your t in~e  an in entertaining some of these unlque aslxcts of South (ko l ina .  \irithout furthcr 
ado, I'll pass the baton to Admiral Emerson, and then I'll return for a fev'~ (:losing comments. Sir. 

Cha i rman Dixon: Thank you very much, Mr. Fink. You have five niiiutes, Admiral Emcrson 

VADM Dave Emerson, (USN, Ret.): fhank IOU, Cha~rnian Brc n Cicwd afternoon, C'ommlss~oners X I >  
colleagues and I are honored and grateful for the opportunlt) to present ('harleston's case lVe regret the closed 



loss two of our gocd neighbors; they were reserve readiness command .; ib, and remnants for the fleet and industrial 
supplies command. 'l'heir loss may in small in s i ~ e  compared to the la :. .: loss Charleston suffered under BKAC ''93 
... .......... Small or not, we will indeed miss them. As you know, (:li ~rleston's had a close relationship with the 
Navy for years. And every loss is a personal loss for the citizens. Chrl eston loves the Navy, and the Navy 
people love Charleston. We are gratified that the .... Naval I-Iospital i I -.harleston is to be kept open. Even after 
the Colors are hauled down at the Naval Base on the first of April 1 9 9  8 the Naval f-iospital will have more than 
C56,000 beneficiaries. of whom 11,000 will be active duty The hospi I 1 is the nearest military hospital to a 
legion of airlift logistics air ... anywhere .. .. lhi ted in accordance. . and evacuation attachment .... Further, 
the hospital offcrs several other advantages. not least of which is  pion^, ,ring effort of the joint demand Air Force 
and Navy medical facility is quite successfully being build. .... ...... ngineering ....... created by BKAC '93 
moving along to the high energy phase, building is well underway, pt 1)le are coming into the work area. We 
noted with great apprec~ation that the Ilepartment of the Navy has prc>l!l ;ed and the Secretary of Defense has 
concurred the proposal to redirect the movement of the Nuclear I'ower I,, hool from the Naval Training Center in 
Orlando, Florida to the Naval Weapons Station in Charleston by ... the I e submarine base in New London. We 
believe that the Navy \\,ill indeed make several savings fron~ that redii .' tion. Construction costs, but especially 
travel costs. To some follow-on training at the Naval Weapons Static11 . Nuclear Power Training, ... already in 
place there. Students would report to school at the Weapons Station,. ' uclear Power School or the Nuclear Field 
Day School and then .... hands-on ttaininp right there without moving. IS the nuclear power training ... 
weapons .... as proposed ..... demilitarized submarines at ......... There ;..I e other advantages also of the School: 
proximity to the housing area near ........ facility, near the comissar) I rchange facilities, near medical and 
dental clinics, and it is not encumbered .. ........ site, the weapons site * not encumbered by any explosrve 
.................., In other words, there's no possible danger from explosic I of ammunition. I must not forget to 
mention that the Charleston area offers the best quality of life In the N:I I y for young enlisted men. The Best. For 
instance, a second class petty officer. that's a .... five, has the opportur9 { t o  buy a house in Charleston. Two 
other naval bases ...... offer housing for sale ... young petty officer car tfford. I believe the ... ... of operating 
the Nuclear Power School at the Naval Weapons Station would he con:,. I Ierably lower. I don't know that that's than 
operating it at Orlando. One reason, the cost would be cheaper in ( lha~ I ;ton. The construction cost would be 
much lower in Charleston ... nearly any other area of the country And I I a t  reminds me of a car dealer in hlonk's 
Comer, South Carolina. a small town near the Weapons Station. ...... " :  ;rs are like eggs. They're cheaper in the 
country." Well, naval facilities are.. Thank you very much. We greall: appreciate the opportunity. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you, Admiral Emerson. We thank you 

Mr. Fink: In summary, .... South Carolina has a long and distinguis-11 3 history of supporting the recent 
military efforts. Their record speaks for itself. It's a bargain in terms I cost of living, quality of life for military 
families. It has ... . .  ... \Villiam's Field in support our Armed Forces. I: appreciate the challenges you face in 
the coming months, and willingness to consider our state ...... South ( I dins's military installations. No big 
binders, no movies, no song and dance. hls. Cox, you've been there: : .  lu've got that T-shirt .......... on behalf of 
our community. we thank you ... 

Chairman Dixon: . ...... see Mrs. Cos's T-shirt. Well, we thank t i  :se fine gentlemen from South Carolina 
for your excellent prescntation. I'll a1u.aj.s remember ........... Thank : ou all. 

Now. Ladies and Gentlenian, we go into the public comment pc. mi. And, I'm advised that there two 
gentlemen here, LLr. Robert E. (Hasten) of Florida, and Mr. Joseph 'I'. (:..I vens). Sr. of Georgia that are ready to 
make one minute presentation under the Public Comment. Would they 1.1 8th please rise and raise their right hand? 
Gentlemen, do you both solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony yc11 I 3re about to give to the Defense Base 
Closure and Realignment Commission shall be the truth, the whole trutli and nothing but the truth? Thank you. 
May we have Mr. Hasten speaking on behalf of Patrick Air Force Base I I 1st. please. 

Mr. Robert E. Hasten: First of all, before I begin my designated 111 lute, I'd like to  ask for just a little bit of 
extra time, 'cause mainly , on the official time, Patrick took 3 minutes, I mestead had 20 minutes. 

Chairman Dixon: I regret that that Me can't grant that. klr IJ; ;n The rule on public test~mon) 1s 
alnays one mlnute If I do ~t for )ou, I'm ekposed at eleven more hear11 I , all ocer the count0 Please forgive me, 
but ~f you have wrltten remarks, I glve jou my word as Chalnnan, they' I w totally reproduced In the record 

Mr. Robert E. Hasten: OK. since most of what I had to say deals .I th the .... in what the Homestead 
presentation had, I'd like to have access to that to be able to respond .. l i  ne .. I also have some copies which 1 
will submit which are quite similar to the Patrick package you've alread! , ; en ,  that had some additional 
infornlation. 

I'm a helicopter pilot of the 301st I have been for five years, I v c  been in the Navy seven years. I 
understand extrernely ~vell, do~vn  to the most intricate detail of all the c I cal mission we're talhng about in terms 
of space support, etc. Rut, to skip all that and get right to my minute. 



hlr. Slesnick spoke of the 30lst 's part in securing the comr 11 rcial and industrial future of Homestead. 
'rhls future was realized, well, maybe military ....... indicates that as I -, the other units leaving Albuquerque, 
O'Mare, etc. He spoke widely about the need for co-location and pair11 ; made common sense. 'I:his couldn't be wv further from the truth. The typical situation that we're seeing right n.1 today, in Kuwa~t, in Turkey, in the 
operation ... and location of units, these two units are not ... co-loca I 11. 1-16s don't support hclicopters, they 
tend to support helicopters. We've only had two missions that the 4.1 I 3 Tactical Fighter Wing in the past four 
years. Of those two, one was at Avon Park, which was much closer ( ( 1  'atrick Air Force Base. -11 was, In terms of 
quality, it was hands down the winner. And any missions or these 2 ( ,  vercises .... speak of, are much easier, much 
more realistic for us to support them from Patrick. They spoke to thi. ... of needed rescue coverage for the 42nd 
Tac Fighter R'ing, the 301st will not pro\ ide that. The Coast Guard 1 1  provide that. The Coast Guard sits 24- 
hour alert in Opelika today. right now, always has been, always will. I ve been in a helicopter and watched the 
Coast Guard fly to pick military pilots who've been downed. 

Chairman Dixon: \Ir Hasten, thank you very much Now let me I I1 you what we're golng to do I k n o ~  you 
had somehng you wanted to tell us further Someone's gotng to con11 down to get your name, address, telephone 
number. and so forth \Ve're golng to glce jou any matenal you Nan se'll glve you every opportun~ty to 
answer. and everlthng jou glve us w ~ l l  be put In the record I prom* )ou that Thank jou, klr Hasten hlr 
.loseph E Stevens, Sr 

Mr. Joseph E. Stevens, Sr.: To clarify, I'm not from Georgia. m from here in Alabama. I'm originally 
from Georgia, and I very much concerned about these bases, and the . inilitary power government when it comes 
to crisis, in times of war and peacetimes, and you know . And ['ve tab I n a lot of these things into consideration 
...... .. Some of them I agree with, some of them I disagree with. First :,I all, one and one don't make three. 
............. chicken lays the same egg. They don't fuss when we eat it. ! think the .... this country could helped us 
over the years, ......... my term of service from '52 to '57. and bases I s:. let1 at. When we went there, they were 
more-or-less helping us. There was deactivation from WW[I; they wer. ieactivated about the time the Korean War 
was over. But, in general form they didnt' ...... military ...... that ....... I believe in the system that works, you 
don't try to fix it, you know. I think what this country's doing is cutti11 tcm deep. And I think we need to keep 
our .......... Now the future of our children, our ...., we need to work , el  I the rest of our nation ... have peace. 

Chairman Dixon: Thank you, Mr. Stevens. For what it's worth, I I :ree with you. I want to thank all of our 
witnesses today for their valuable testimony before the Commission. I I r  experience has been that communities 

w and their citizen elected leaders provide very important information to : l ~ e  Commission on the Secretary of 
Defense's Base Closure and Realignment recommendations. The ..... I~i."e been very helpful to us on Ulis 
mission. I want to thank the City of Birmingham, the State of Alabanii. for its hospitality. And for allowing the 
Commission to hold this regional hearing in this auditorium. Senator; -1eflin and Shelby .... .. have been 
particular1 y helpful in the Commission during the preparation of this I .: iring. Once again, let me thank all the 
elected officials and staff who assisted us with base visits that led up tc~ lis hearing. And let me give speical 
thanks to  the communities surrounding all these installations, on the :.:I ,]port that ... they have shown to our 
defense personnel over many, many years. Ladies and Gentleman, thl? bearing in Birmingham, Alabama is 
adjourned. 


